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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

An important region of the flight envelope of military aircraft is the transonic regime where fighter aircraft must
undergo agile maneuvers, and airlift aircraft must cruise efficiently. Unfortunately it is a speed regime where wind tunnel
testing is difficult, and numerical computations are not yet fully viable. Mcst troublesome is that exact configuration
optimization criteria are lacking. Unavoidably the optimization procedure has been an ad hoc procedure, depending on
the intuitive skills of the aerodynamicist.

During the past decade, there has been significant progress in the development of transonic wind tunnel test
techniques and computational methods. Employing these techniques, the aerodynamicist has developed many
imaginative design concepts that have added to the optimization data base. It was the purpose of the symposium to
review and assess these developments and project the future.

Twenty nine papers comprised the meeting with three invited review papers. There was a relatively even mixture of
theoretical and experimental papers with many providing test/theory comparisons. Subject matter ranged from simple
wing-fuselage interference for both fighter and airlift configurations to those envolving additional components such as
nacelle and pylons, powered jets, winglets, and most importantly stores and weapons.

The symposium was concluded by a Round Table discussion with invited introductory comments by Mr B.Haines
(ARA), Mr P.Poisson-Quinton (ONERA), Dr W.Schmidt (Dornier), and Dr R.Whitcomb (NASA-Langley).

Despite the advanced state of computational fluid dynamics, there are still serious shortcomings as evidenced by the
presentations. These include the inability to treat complex modem military configurations in satisfactory detail and with
acceptable accuracy; and most importantly the need to incorporate the significant viscous interactions in an expedient
manner.

There is finally the matter of developing guidelines and criteria to establish the optimum configuration. This is a
difficult task, and undoubtedly will occupy our attention for many years. The optimal design must employ favorable
interference with "performance synergism" between components in contrast to the neutral or zero interference much in
evidence at the present symposium. In the latter, one proceeds from a given baseline configuration and seeks to eliminate
local flow inefficiencies by shape improvements.

Configuration )ptimization with true favorable interference will surely be prominent at the next Fluid Dynamics
Panel symposium that should be timely perhaps half a decade from the present symposium.

Dr H.YOSHIHARA
Prof. B.LASCHKA
Symposium Chairmen
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APPLICATION OF TRANSONIC POTENTIAL
CALCULATIONS TO AIRCRAFT AND
WIND TUNNEL CONFIGURATIONS

by
Dr. John E. Mercer

and
Dr. Earll M. Murman

Flow Research Company
A Division of Flow Industries, Inc.

21414-68th Avenue South
Kent, Washington 98031

(206) 872-8500

SUMMARY

The computation of inviscid transonic flow modeled by the full-potential equation is
presented for two geometrical configurations. The Jameson-Caughey finite-volume method
is used to solve the governing equations in conservative form. The development of suit-
able computational meshes together with computed results are presented for a swept wing
in a wind tunnel and for a wing-body configuration.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past several years, inviscid, transonic-flow computational techniques have
been developed to treat complex aircraft geometries. The developments have followed two
complementary paths. One uses the modified transonic small-disturbance equation so that
geometrical boundary conditions may be applied on a mean surface. This simplifies the
mesh generation requirements and, hence, those techniques have proceeded the farthest in
terms of geometrical complexity. The other uses the full-potential equation and hence is
more accurate. However, the boundary conditions must be applied on the actual geometrical
surface which requires the generation of a suitable mesh.

The most advanced transonic small-dis urbance codes are extensions of the Bailey-
Ballhaus wing-body program. Mason et al. improved upon these codes and incorporated a
strip boundary layer for the wing. In a separate development, Boppe and Stern 3 have
extended the capability of the codes to handle complex geometrical features such as
nacelles and winglets. These codes are useful for a wide variety of applications but they
do have limitations on accuracy.4

The solution of the full-potential equation for transonic flow past complex geo-
metrical configurations has advanced rapidly in recent years following the introduction
in 1977 of the finite-volume technique by Jameson and Caughey.5 In their work, the authors
presented an algorithm which solves the full-potential equation in conservative form for
an arbitrary three-dimensional mesh in physical space consisting of six-sided volume
elements. The restrictions on the volume element geometry are rather minimal, being only
that the volume element size vary smoothly and that the six-sided cells are not too
skew. The Jameson-Caughey finite-volume technique allows for mesh description and
construction to be completely uncoupled from the construction of the finite-difference
algorithm to solve the full-potential equation. Prior to the introduction of this tech-
nique, the solution of each new problem required an analytical transformation of the
full-potential equation to the computational mesh and then construction of a suitable
difference algorithm.

The solution of the full-potential equation in conservative form provides improved
accuracy over the small-disturbance equation for many practical geometries. The poten-
tial flow assumption is limited in validity to flows with weak shocks, typically with
normal shock Mach numbers below 1.3. In addition, a linearized wake assumption is assumed
for vortex wakes.

Viscous effects must be included in the computational model for a complete descrip-
tion of the flow about a body. Various approaches are under study and will be reported
at the upcoming AGARD Symposium on Computation of Viscous-Inviscid Interactions. The
subject of this paper is limited to computation of inviscid transonic potential flow
which provides the basis for more elaborate flow modeling.

Section 2 of this paper contains a revi w of the basic elements of the finite-volume
technique introduced by Jameson and Caughey.1 A more detailed description may be found in
that reference. In Section 3, the application of the method to the problem of flow past a
swept wing in a rectangular wind tunnel is presented. An earlier version of this work is
given by Mercer et al. Section 4 presents a computer code for wing-fuselage geometries
and gives computed results for two configurations. This is an outgrowth of a cooperative
project between Flow Research and Profs. Jameson and Caughey. Earlier results are reported
in Reference 7. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss some limitations of the codes and some
future extensions.

2. FINITE-VOLUME ALGORITHM

The finite-volume algorithm assumes that the six-sided elements comprising the mesh
in the physical space can be transformed to cubes in the computational space. The map-



ping to each cube is assumed to be local so that transformations can be based on the
physical values of the vertices of the six-sided elements. The location of the vertices
(or mesh points) in physical space may be determined by any suitable procedure, and two
specific examples are given in following sections. The mapped cubes have trilinear
variations of coordinates ranging from -4 to t (Figure 1), and the potential is assumed
to vary trilinearly within each cell. With the coordinate variation assumption, the
corresponding points in the physical space can be located from points in the computational
space by the local trilinear mapping formula:

8

X = 8 L x k (4 + X kX)(Q + Yk)4+ ZkZ) (1)
k=l

where Xk , Y, and Zk are the mapped vertices of the cubes (+k) and xk represents
the corre sponding physical values. There are equivalent formulas-for y , z , and 0
the velocity potential. With this mapping, continuity of x , y , z , and is
preserved at the cell boundaries. The mapping also allows derivatives of the transfor-
mation and potential to be evaluated anywhere in the cell.

z

yz

-0- (-A , 0-'1X ------

,

Y

X ( , ,_ 1 , , 1

Physical Space Computational Space

Figure 1. Mapping from Physical Space to Computational Space.

The flow equation that we wish to solve is the conservation relation:

(Ou) + L(Ov) 4 (w) - (u i) = 0 (2)
ay ~ ax 1  (2

The finite-volume algorithm is a conservative differencing scheme which satisfies the
above equation using the cubical cells in the computational space. Density is computed
from the isentropic relation:

1

p q l+ 1 (3)

where q2 . u2 + v2 + V2 (4)

The first step in the procedure is to determine the governing equation (Equation (2))
in computational space. The result is

( hU) = 0 (5)

air
where Xi are the transformed coordinates (X, Y, and Z in Equation (1)) , Ui are the
contravariant velocity components, and h is the determinant of the transformation
matrix A with elements axi /a ji. The contravariant velocity is defined by

I g I I I (HT l H! . (6)
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A differencing algorithm which conserves phU i on the cubical cells is derived by
creating a set of secondary cells whose vertices lie at centers of the primary cubical
cells. The flux quantity phU i is evaluated at the center of each primary cell (ver-
tices of secondary cell, Figure 2). The flux computed at the corner is assumed to be
constant over that portion of the secondary cell face that lies within the primary cell.
If the global mapping is sufficiently smooth to allow a Taylor series expansion of the
physical coordinates in terms of the computational coordinates, then the local linear
truncation error terms for the flux will cancel and the flux conservation formula will be
accurate to the second order.

r- .....
I I
I I

I I

Secondary Cells

Primary Cells

Figure 2. Primary and Secondary Cell in Computational Plane.

With th;q approach a problem arises in that the difference operator decouples odd
and even points as shown in Figure 3. This results in a homogeneous solution where €
can be 1 at odd points and -1 at even points. This problem is overcome by displacing the
flux evaluation point away from the vertices by adding a higher-order correction term.
This displacement recouples the odd and even points and eliminates the homogeneous solu-
tion. For the simple case of the flux being given by ox I the displacement relation
used by Jameson and Caughey is

ox = tx +C0 , (7)

where the subscript o represents the center of the primary cell and C can vary from 0
to k where the cell height is assumed to be 1 (Figure 4). Computation of these recoupl-
ing terms requires time. Other methods involving averaging which do not require adding
terms are currently under investigation by other researchers.

0=1 -1

-2

Stencil of Difference Distribution of * Which Produces
Operator a Homogeneous Result Utiag

the Difference Operator

Figure 3. Decoupled Solution Arising from Difference Operator.

In regions where the flow is supersonic, upwind differencing is employed. This is
accomplished by adding terms to the conservation equation which produce an upwind bias.
The terms are selected such that the proper domain of dependence is used in the dif-
ferencing. The effect of this is to produce a rotated difference operator of the form

go . a IT(8)
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+XXO~

I I
L.. ,,,j X=+X 0 +E+XY

Figure 4. Shift in X Used to Recouple Solution.

where s is the streamwise direqtion, q, is the contravariant velocity, and the first-
order difference operators 3/3X

I 
are chosen to be in the upwind direction. The terms

added to the flux equation are

pi _,U 1 ji1 pxi

where p is a switching function:

m=nax 10, (i - a2 /q2 ) I

and q/a is the local Mach number. The presence of these terms has the effect of
adding artificial viscosity to the solution. This does require, however, that the mesh
be smooth in the supersonic zone or the effect of the higher-order derivatives associated
with the artificial viscosity will cause the solution to give erroneous results.

The last terms which have to be added to the equation are timelike derivatives
which have the effect of embedding the steady-state equation in an artificial, time-
dependent equation. The final equation that is solved is a discrete approximation to

pX ( i + Pi) = "XT + "YT + YOZT + " T (9)

where the Pi are the upwind biasing terms in the supersonic zones. To make the flow
direction timelike, as in the steady state, o , 6 , and -y are chosen and 6 T is a
damping factor.

The complete numerical scheme is outlined below.

(1) Evaluate the contravariant velocity components and density at the centers of the
primary cells.

(2) Satisfy continuity on the secondary cells using the flux values calculated in step 1
plus the recoupling terms.

(3) Add artificial viscosity in the supersonic zones to produce an upwind bias and
enforce the entropy condition.

(4) Add the time-dependent terms to embed the steady-state equation in a convergent,
time-dependent process which evolves to the solution.

The numerical solution initially gives the values of 0 at the grid points. The
velocity is then calculated from gradients in the computational plane using the chain
rule:

ax ax1 ax3-
The grid point values of the velocity are calculated according to Equation (10) by
central differencing (except at boundaries where one-sided differencing must be employed).

To obtain the velocity at an arbitrary prescribed point in physical space, the
point is mapped to computational space where trilinear interpolation from the grid
point velocities is used. One nontrivial advantage of interpolating in computational
space is the Cartesian configuration of the grid which allows an easy search for the
cell in which interpolation is to be made.



The main difficulty associated with developing a computer code based on the finite-
volume algorithm is that of generating a grid system and incorporating boundary con-
ditions. A desirable grid is one which conforms to all the solid boundaries. Boundary-
conforming grids provide an accurate and convenient means of specifying boundary
conditions. They also can be made very efficient in that the grid density can be readily
controlled at the boundaries where the gradients of rV'e iiow parameters can vary most
rapidly.

Since the finite-volumte :!.ULhod only requires sets of coordinates corresponding to
the corner points of the six-sided computational cells, there is no need to have a
single mappin~g function to generate the grid. The procedure chosen is one that uses a
sequence of rather simple transformations. The overall mapping is required to be smooth
so that the higher-order effects of the transformations do not cause numerical instabil-
ities, particularly in the vicinity of shocks. In Sections 3 and 4, two different grid
systems are introduced for two different geometries.

3. COMPUTATION OF A SWEPT WING IN A RECTANGULAR WIND TUNNEL

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Wind tunnel wall-interference effects are particularly severe at transonic speeds,
and considerable effort is required to assess their maganitude, eliminate them, or
correct for them if possible. Thus, there is a need for computational tools which can
treat complex three-dimensional configurations in typical wind tunnels. The code
described in this section was developed under sponsorship of the United States Air Force,
Arnold Engineering Development Center, as part of a research project on adaptive-wall
transonic wind tunnels. It is intended to be used as a numerical simulator for flow
inside the wind tunnel so that studies may be performed to determine the required wall
control and iteration procedures to use for such a tunnel. After such a tunnel is built,
this code will be replaced by the real flow inside the wind tunnel. This same code may
be used, however, to assess the severity of wall interference in a conventional wind
tunnel. Such calculations might be incorporated in a suitable wall-correction technique.

The geometry to be computed is shown in Figure 5 together with the specified boundary
conditions. The model consists of a swept wing in an infinitely long, rectangular cross-
section wind tunnel. Either a normal velocity or pressure boundary condition may be
prescribed on each wall.

3.2 GRID-GENERATION SCHEME

A boundary-conforming grid has been constructed consisting of planes parallel to the
side walls which cut the wing parallel to the freestream. Within each plane a two-
dimensional mapping is used following the suggestion of Caughey and Jameson.8 The detailed
procedure is described below.

A Cartesian coordinate system is used for the physical space (Figure 5). In this
system. x is in the direction of the undisturbed flow and z is in the spanwise
direction. Planes normal to the top wall and parallel to the sidewall are generated with
the spacing shown in Figure 6. On the planform, a uniform spacing is spec~ified between

.-Grid Lines

Wind Tunnel

VelouWall

Grid Beyond T'ip

Grid is Perpendicular to WallJ

Figure S. Geometry and Boundary Conditions Used Figure 6. Z Grid Planes and Extension of P!anform
for Wind Tunnel Code. for Grid Generation.



the planes. Beyond the tip, the spacing is gradually increased or decreased by a small
amount, E , to avoid sudden increments in the grid spacing. Also the planform is
artificially extended to the wall (as a porous slit) so that the two-dimensional mapping
algorithm will remain constant. The extended planform boundaries are defined to be
perpendicular to the wall so that the transformed coordinates will be orthogonal there.
With the transformed coordinates orthogonal at the wall, the contravariant velocities are
the same as the physical velocities except for a scale factor. Although this is not a
requirement to specify boundary conditions, it does make the specification simpler.

There remains the task of obtaining a two-dimensional, boundary-conforming co-
ordinate system for g physical x-y cut. The procedure is similar to that outlined by
Caughey and Jameson.0 The desirable mesh in this cut is one which wraps around the wing
section and follows the wake downstream (termed a "C" mesh). First, a wake position is
assumed. For this the position downstream of the trailing edge is specified to vary as
A(log x)/x where the coefficient and nondimensionalization are chosen so that the wake
leaves at the trailing edge at the bisector angle and the downstream trajectory behaves
as a vortex at the quarter chord. It appears from numerical experimentation that the
wake position assumed is not important so long as it leaves at the trailing bisector
angle. The wake is not treated as a streamline, it is only a surface where the potential
jump and sidewash shear occur. Thus, there is actually flow through the wake.

Once the wake is defined, the basic procedure is to use a transformation which
unwraps the wing-wake and produces a mapping in which the wing-wake is one line and the
tunnel walls are another. In this computational plane a simple Cartesian-grid distri-
bution algorithm can be used which can be mapped back to the physical plane to obtain the
cell corner-point coordinates. Figures 7 and 8 outline the procedure. First, the
unwrapping point is located at the center of curvature of the wing-section leading edge.
Next, a global scaling in x and a shift of origin to the center of curvature is made.
Then a quadratic distortion in the y-direction is applied so that the upper wall is at
T and the lower wall is at -t in the intermediate coordinate system. This last trans-
formation accounts for the global scaling factor used for x

Ys

0 (x= Ix - xs lX2nh
Removes Wing Sweep and Scales x According to the
Mean y Dimensional Scale

* y = (y -ys
)

Places Origin of Coordinate System at Reference

Point on Model

* V = ay' + by'
2

Moves Model to Center of Tunnel and Scales Dimension

so that the Tunnel Walls are at ± R

Figure 7. Origin Shift, X Scaling, and Y Distortion.

+ i4 cosh
"1  

[1-2 s ii ] Y = m T/1uppe,

V Wake Wake Wake
Line Li ne Airfoil .0 Line

I 
----- Airfo 1 

-1-T 7 Wakef
- L i.neWake

L:Te TW

17 y

......... 7777 /7777/e

Upper Wall Lower Wall Upper Wall Lower Wall

Upstreamo Upstream W
is) Distorted Plene Ib Unwrapped Space fo Computatiorail Spe.

Figure8. Sequential Mappings from Physical to Computational Space.
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Next an unwrapping function is used:

+ i, = cosh ~I 1i - 2e +]iy] (11)

This transformation makes the wing and wake appear as a slowly varying curve about n r
in the C , n plane. Finally the F , r plane is sheared using

Y = fl/?wing-wake

This produces the desired parallel line representation of the wing-wake and tunnel wall
shown in Figure 8. The remaining procedure is to distribute Cartesian grid lines in
this space and transform the intersection points back to the physical plane by re-
versing the transformation procedure just described. Figure 9 shows a coarse grid
generated by the procedure. The fine grid used for the final computation has four
times as many divisions in each direction.

Figure . Sample Mesh of Wing in Wind Tunnel.

3.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The remaining task is to specify the boundary conditions. Upstream, the Mach
number is specified. On the wing, the normal flow vanishes. On the wake, the jump in
potential at the trailing edge is convected downstream and incorporated into the dif-
ference formulas such that the velocities normal and tangential to the wake are con-
tinuous. This last condition is a first-order approximation to specifying that there is
no jump in pressure across the wake.

Two boundary conditions are employed on the walls. The first is a Neumann boundary
condition where the normal velocity is shecified as:

Vn 3n (12)

The second is a Dirichlet boundary condition where the wall pressure is specified as:

adC = -2 (u - U-) (13)

f= u dx . (14)

along
wall
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The expression for C is a small-perturbation approximation which should be accurate at
the walls where the flow disturbances are small. Using the above two relations, the
velocity potential * can be derived from the pressure coefficient Cp

The normal velocity or pressure is prescribed on a set of boundary-value grid
points. This grid is specified independently of the computational grid so that maximum
input flexibility can be achieved. Bilinear interpolation is used to obtain boundary
conditions for the computational grid from the input values.

On the downstream plane, a velocity boundary condition is used. Since the potential
used in the finite-volume algorithm is a perturbation, it is convenient to express the
downstream condition in terms of a perturbation velocity

ud u+du , (15)

where

6u = n v ds + P u, , (16)

tunnel
walls

d = downstream density.
Ad = tunnel cross-sectional area, and

Vn = normal velocity at wall (positive into tunnel).

Here it is assumed that the upstream and downstream cross-sectional tunnel areas are the
same. This boundary condition conserves mass flux into the tunnel.

3.4 EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS AND CODE VALIDATION

In order to validate the code and illustrate its applications, various calculations
have been performed and compared with theoretical, numerical, and experimental results.
Theoretical and numerical results were used to validate the wind tunnel wall boundary
capabilities. Suitable three dimensional experimental data with known normal flow or
pressure values specified at the boundaries were not available at the time the calcula-
tions were performed. Therefore, a series of two-dimensional calculations was performed
to compare with theoretical and numerical solutions. In this configuration an unswept
wing which spanned the tunnel was used. The finite-volume code treats this configuration
as a three-dimensional calculation, although the results are invariant spanwise.

Comparison with an exact, incompressible, potential-flow calculation is presented
in Figure 10 for a Karman-Trefftz airfoil in a tunnel. The exact solution was obtained
by calculating the free-air flow about the airfoil using analytical procedures. The
normal component of velocity was calculated along a line parallel to the free stream and
above (below) the airfoil as the upper (lower) tunnel wall boundary condition for the
finite- volume-method computer calculation. The agreement at the airfoil surface and at
the field points given in Figure 10 is excellent. Field-point comparisons along a
vertical line from the leading edge was chosen to illustrate the accuracy of the C-alcula-
tions where the errors would be most noticeable. Maximum discretization error for the
finite-volume method is expected near the leading edge where velocity gradients are
largest. This comparison provides a validation for proper treatment of wall boundary
conditions and for calculation of field-point velocities.

Anslytc Solution

-04- Analytic Solution Field Point\ Finit,.Volume Calculation

L
-0.2 1.0 0

Cp

0.03LC 
Ci

v/U0 0  H - C

uI 0

0 02 0.4 0.6 0. 1.0

u/U G v/U

fal Surface Pressure Distribution (b Field Point Velocitie Along X - 0

Figure 10. Incompressible Potential Flow about a Karman-Trefftz Airfoil.
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To provide a transonic check case with tunnel walls, we calculated the two-dimensional
flow about an NACA 0012 airfoil at a Mach number of 0.8 with solid tunnel walls (no
normal flow) four chord lengths apart. Figure 11 snows a comparison of the finite-
volume method to the small-disturbance method described by Murman, Bailey, and Johnson.

9

Here again the agreement is quite good. The pressure levels are very close and the shock
positions are within one grid spacing. The shock position of the full-potential equation
is slightly upstream of the small-disturbance equation. These relative positions are
expected due to the differences in the two equations being solved.

-1.0 - 1.0Outflow .06 VIu00

C P 2-D Codes NACA0012 C c=- NACAOO12

Small Distwrbilnc- M.8 h=4c

-0.5 7 fitO.Voume Mediod \ C-0.5. /(_00
S, C /0.06Vu

/ , FullPo-ntialI SmallDiturbnce
/ (Finite Volume)

0 - -- 0.
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

x/C X/C

Figure 12. Calculation of the Transonic Row about an

Figure 11. Calculation of the Transonic Flow about an NACA 0012 Airfoil In a Wind Tunnel with
NACA 0012 Airfoil in a Wind Tunnel. Flow Through the Walls.

Figure 12 shows the results for the same wind tunnel configuration but with outflow
and inflow specified at the walls to relieve the blockage effect. Comparing Figure 12
with Figure 11 shows that the blockage has been reduced by the wall flow, confirming that
the code is yielding the proper behavior. This calculation also provided a validation of
the code's treatment of the downstream boundary condition according to Equation (15).
The field-point velocities and densities calculated at the downstream boundary were found
to satisfy Equation (15).

- 1.20
Free Air -

Solid Wall Tunnel
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t Mach 084

-- I
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--- 080 C*D°4 -"a
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0 40 -Ow
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I S Span Station

0.80 [ 
Tunnel

3Walls
3b/2 - -- ,-

3(b/2)

ONERA Wing M6
iileerance 8)

Figire 13. Finite-Volume Method and Wind Tunnel
Results for Transonic Flow About a Swept Figure 14. Effect of Solid Tunnel Wafe on FreoAir
Wing In Free Air. Calculation of Figure .I
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Three-dimensional transonic calculations were made for the ONERA Wing M6, for which
experimental data are given in Reference 10 for a slotted-wall tunnel that was simulating
the free-air case. The comparison of the free-air calculation with data is shown in
Figure 13. The calculation was repeated for solid tunnel walls, and the result is shown
in Figure 14. No comparison with experiment is available for this calculation. However,
the effects of the solid walls on the wing pressure distribution are in the direction one
would expect. The lift coefficient for the wind tunnel flow increased about 20 percent
above the free-air value. The shock position moved downstream and the strength increased
because of the flow blockage.

4. WING-BODY CODE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft design requires the prediction of flow past realistic wing-body-tail con-
figurations with engines and other appendages. Such a complete configuration is cur-
rently beyond the capability of full-potential-equation computational techniques but can
be treated by the more approximate small-disturbance theory.J A significant step has
been made during the past two years in a cooperative research program between Flow
Research ano Profs. Caughey and Jameson. Preliminary results were presented by Caughey
and Jameson' wherein two separate wing-body grid systems were studied.

One grid system uses a Joukowsky transformation to map the noncircular fuselage to a
slit with the wing extending outward. A grid system is then established with planes
parallel to the freestream cutting the wing, and a parabolic C-type mesh is used within
each plane. Results presented in Reference 7 revealed oscillations in the pressure
distribution in the wing root area. Further analysis revealed that these were due to the
fact that the parabolic-like grid system did not conform to the fuselage boundaries,
which resulted in an irregular fuselage geometry in the computation. Although ways could
be developed to modify this grid and overcome this problem, this approach was not under-
taken because the other grid system appeared to provide better wing root-fuselage geometry
modeling and did not suffer from the problem mentioned above. The problem noted became
more severe for high- and low-mounted wings which are the typical configurations.

The other grid system introduced in Reference 7 uses a cylindrical-type system.
Quasi-cylindrical shells surround the fuselage. The inner shell corresponds to the
actual fuselage geometry and the outer shell to a cylinder on which the far-field
boundary condition is applied. On each shell a parabolic C-type mesh, essentially
identical to that described in the previous wind tunnel code, is used. This system
provides excellent modeling in the wing root area and also provides more mesh points on
the fuselage than the slit-type transformation. Two expected drawbacks from this system
did not present any significant difficulties. For a closed body, the cylindrical system
collapses to a line. In practice a very small cylindrical extension to the body is used
and the results appear satisfactory. Also, since the system is a cylindrical-type one,
the vertical mesh spacing above and below the wing increases with distance outboard from
the body. However, in practice, vertical mesh spacing near the wing tip is comparable
for the cylindrical- and slit-type systems, with the result that the wing root mesh
spacing is better.

The remainder of this section will describe the mesh system in more detail andexplain some improvements which were necessary to make the earlier version, reportc in
Reference 7, more robust. Example calculations for a Learjet and an A-7 will be pre-
sented.

4.2 GRID GENERATION

The cylindrical computational surfaces are formed by first defining the fuselage
surface as

r = Rf(x,o) , (17)

where e = tan "I (y/z)" (18)

The coordinate system is shown in Figure 15 and the Cartesian axes are identical to the
ones used for the wind tunnel. Next, a nondimensional radius is formed by

- r - Rf(x,0)
r R f(19)

Here Rt is the radius of the cylinder passing through the wing tip.

Within each consLant i surface, a parabolic C-type mesh system is used which is
almost identical to the wind tunnel grid system described above. When the r system is"unwrapped," the plane of symmetry passing through the body centerline is equivalent to
the walls of the wind tunnel. One difference which must be accounted for is the location
of the wing section between the "walls." In the wind tunnel problem, the wing section is
approximately midway between the tunnel walls, and the quadratic transformation for y
is sufficient to place the wing section midway between the computational boundaries.
However, for a high- or low-mounted wing, the angular location of the wing section between
the planes of symmetry often exceeds the valid range allowed for a quadratic transformation.
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Figure 15. Coordinate System for Wing-Body Code.

An improvement which extends the range of angular displacement is to use an ellip-
tical transformation

(- a) 2 + [2(e - 6s) - b]2 = R2  (20)

where a , b , and R are selected to meet the constraints

= -+r at 6 = +/

y= -n at 0 = -i /2 , and (21)

; = 0at

Here %$ is the angular location of the center of curature of the wing section formed
by the intersection of the cylind rag sf an d the wing. The factor 2 appears
on the e - term so that the global scaling of the e to y transformation can be
accounted for. = s latter transformation llows the wing tO be displaced from the
centerline ( , by as much as +65.88 . This has been found to be adequate for all
the test cases run so far. If still aurther displacements are required, an exponential

transformation could be used. This function would always provide a unique mapping
regardless of the amount of displacement from the centerline.

After the transformation to f , i space is done, the remaing transformations
are identical to the wind tunnel grid. A wake trailing behind the wing section is

assumed using the same relation as was used for the wind tunnel model. The two-dimensional
wing sections are unwrapped and sheared so that the wing and wake form one line and the
upper and lower intersection of the cylindrical surface with the centerplane form the
other line. A Cartesian grid is then generated between the lines and the intersections
of the grid lines and then transformed back to the physical space.

Oe additional transformation was found to be necessary to handle highly swept wing

configurations. For swept wings that are highly tapered, the mesh system described above
becomes very highly swept far upstream or downstream. This causes numerical instability
problems. The reason that the mesh sweep increases upstream or downstream is that for
each cylindrical surface the nondimensionalzation used is based on the local wing chord.
With a highly tapered wing the mesh lines advance upstream more rapidly at the root than
at the tip. This adds to the basic sweep of the mesh system due to wing sweep. To
overcome this problem, the grid points obtained by the transformations described so far
were shifted according to:

where xLE is the local wing leading edge, XTE is the local wing trailing edge, C is
the local wing section chord and CR is the ruot section chord. Tese stretching
functions have the effect of changing the local scaling from the local chord to the root
chord far upstream and downstream of the wing. This removes much of the added sweep due
to taper and provides the more stable computational grid.

were hiftd acordig to
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4.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Boundary conditions for the wing-body code are similar to those for the wind tunnel
code. The wake is treated in exactly the same fashion. Its position is assumed and made
part of the airfoil definition. Continuity of longitudinal and normal components of
velocity are enforced acro: s the wake to approximate a shear surface without a pressure
jump. Specifically, the wai.e is not assumed to be a streamline,' just a free shear surface.

On the body and wing, no normal flow is allowed. Also, no normal flow is allowed at
the upper and lower boundaries of the two-dimensional grids on the cylindrical surfaces
since these lines correspond to the plane of symmetry. Flow normal to these lines on the
cylindrical surface corresponds to cross flow which must be zero for symmetry reasons.
Therefore, the flow on the two-dimensional surfaces looks just like the wind tunnel flow
for a wing section in a solid wall tunnel.

Upstream, the Mach number and angle of attack are specified. Downstream, the per-
turbation velocity in the x-direction is assumed to vanish. This provides a first-
order approximation to a return to freestream. pressure. On the outer shell, all the
perturbation velocity components are assumed to vanish. Of course the far field boun-
daries in the finite-volume algorithm are really at a finite distance from the configuration.
This in itself introduces some error; however, comparisons with other a.nalyses and wind
tunnel data would indicate the effect to be small.

4.4 SAMPLE COMPUTATION

The wing-body code has been exercised for several representative configurations.
Results have shown good agreement with other numerical techniques in their common range
of validity. Two sample results are presented. The first example is a Learjet for which
no wind tunnel data are available for comparison. The second configuration is a Navy
attack aircraft (A-7) with a nonstandard supercritical wing which was designed for the
configuration using numerical optimization techniques. The wing-body configuration was
tested at NASA Ames Research Center to verify to new design goals and, hence, wind tunnel
data is available for comparison. The redesigned wing configu t' n resulted from a
design exercise to test transonic numerical design techniques.fti

Figure 16 shows a coarse computational grid on the Learjet. The final computational
mesh has four times as many grid lines in each direction and is formed by dividing the
mesh spacing shown in half and then in half again. Figure 17 shows the pressure distri-
bution on the wing at a span station near the root and one near the tip. Wind tunnel
data currently being processed should provide a good comparison.

Figmr If. Coam Grid oun Leariet
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Figure 17. Cordwlse Pressure Distribution on Learjet.

Figure 18 shows a comparison of wind tunnel data with the results from the wing-body
finite-volume code and a wing-alone finite-volume code for the redesigned A-7 configura-
tion. The first station shown on Figure 18 (n = 0.146) is close to the wing body juncture
(n = 0.12) . These results show the strong influence of the fuselage and the good agree-
ment of the wing-body code with the wind tunnel data. Both the wing-body and wing-
alone computer codes were run at the same angle of attack as the wind tunnel model; there
was no attempt to match overall lift. Lower surface pressure agreement is excellent
across the span. Upper surface pressures predicted by the code seem to be generally
higher. This could be due to some viscous effect or possibly wall interference. The
viscous effect due to shock-boundary layer interaction is quite noticeable near the tip,
where the inviscid code predicts a stronger compression through the shock than was
obtained by the experiment.
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Figure I& Comparison of Computed and Expementa Cordwao Pressure Disbutions on Modified A-7 Model.

Figure 19 shows the effect of the fuselage on the spanwise loqding. The results are
nondimensionalized by the total lift coefficient so that the comparison shows the distri-
bution effect. The presence of the fuselage tends to increase the loading inboard on the
wing. The effect of thS fuselage on the total lift is indicated on the figure. For an
angle of attack of 4.68 , the fuselage reduced the total lift by 38 percent, from 0.485
for the wing-alone case to 0.300 for the wing-fuselage case.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The finite-volume algorithm provides a very powerful basis to generate computer
codes to solve the full-potential equations in conservation form about complex geome-
tries. The two codes described in this paper show the fundamental process that needs to
be followed in order to develop such codes. The accuracy of the results, when compared
to other codes and experimental data for the two codes, attest to the range of applica-
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Figure 19. Effect of Fuselage on Computed Spenwise Loading of Modified A-7 Model.

tion of the algorithm. More work needs to be done to determine the restrictions which
must be placed on the mesh generation. For example, this work uncovered that mesh sweep
could destabilize the solution. The exact mechanism and limits on the sweep have not
been fully studied. Furthermore, the smoothness of the mesh is known to place limits on
the procedure, particularly in the vicinity of shocks. Again, the exact limits are
unknown. Finally, two-dimensional computations have indicated that the aspect ratio of
the mesh is important. These exact bounds are also unknown.

Although many of these limits have not yet been quantized, they have not proved to
be real restrictions. The consequence of overstepping the bounds has so far been
catastrophic, i.e., divergence. The main purpose of presenting them is to make potential
program developers aware of where problems may occur should their codes suddenly diverge
without apparent reason.

The two codes presented here have faced one or more of these difficulties during
the course of their development. Their present status is such that they should run
without difficulty on a wide variety of configurations. The wing-body code does repre-
sent a practical limit to what can be achieved using a single mesh-generation scheme.
To include a tail, nacelles, etc., will require the marriage of more than one grid
system. This will require combining special grid-generation algorithms, each best
suited to a specific component on the configuration. Matching of flow parameters
across common boundaries will have to be incorporated into the solution procedure.

One other consideration which has not been mentioned yet is that of computing time.
Currently, both the wind tunnel program and the wing-body program require about 45
minutes of CDC 7600 time. Some bench mark runs have been made on the CRAY-1. From
these tests, execution times of 8 to 9 minutes are expected. Improvements in execution
speed on the CRAY machine are expected since the increased memory will allow the program
to run totally in core without the need to store computational variables on disks.
Still further improvements could be expected if the solvers were vectorized.

Long-term improvements in speed are expected from the new algorithms being de-
veloped. An order of magnitude improvement or better in speed has been indicated by
some researchers using new algorithms such as multigrid. Near-term benefits have been
demonstrated using such procedures as extrapolation. Work performed at Flow Research
has shown that a 30 to 50 percent reduction in computing could be expected in general by
applying this technique. More work is required to determine how robust this technique
is.

Work currently in progress at Flow Research is addressed to short- and long-term
development of general-configuration transonic codes. The goal is to achieve a general-
configuration code which will provide designers with the most accurate results they can
achieve outside of the wind tunnel.
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POUR LA RESOLUTION D-ECOULLWENS TRAN3SONI(4UE:3 TRIDIMEN102ONkflI

par *Y. VIGNERON* - 0. BROCARD*- J. BOMh3UET* - T. LFJALI
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316, Route de Bayonne - BP 3153
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11 s'agit do pr6senter la mdthode d'6l6ments finiis ddvelopp~t ha 1'Atro patiale pour la simulation. rcM6-

rique des 6coiilements tran-soniques stationnaires non visqu.ax autour de gomt~tries complexec,, vciir

avec fuselage par exemple. Dans cette m~thode, 1l6coulempnt a6rodynarique e~t d~crit par l'6quati:. ee

rale du potentiel, sous forme conservative. Pour r~soudre cette 6quation, on utilise ane formulatioor.r-

ginale, basdo stir uno extension du principe variationnel ie Bateman au cas transsonique. Oette formulatior.

pormet de r~duire le nombre d'itdrations n~cesuaire pour obtenir ue solution. IVunicit6 de cette ,:olitiorn

est assurde par l'emploi de viscosit6 artificielle, sous forme de densit ' "retard~e". !A di.-cretizatior. ,

probl'ame soeffectue par tine approximation isoparam~trique triliueaire stir dc. 6l1ments h:sxa~draux. Dar..:1

cas d'6couJlements portants, la condition de Kutta Joikowski est r~alis~e 6Trice aux: solutions circulatoi~e

associ~es. Des -'6si. tats pratiques sont pr~sent~s poui valider la m~thode. Ils s3ont compar6s aL ec r4 zui-

tats exp~rimentaux et h des r~sultats fournis par d'autres mdthodes num~riques.

I.- 11YTRODUCTION -

Les m~thodes num~riques occupent tine place de plus en plus importante dans lanalyse des formee acro-

dynamiques complexes en r~gime transsonique. La m~thede des diff~rences finies oct la plus utilis~e

dans see versions r~centes, elle est rapide (m~thodes Eemi-directes oti m~thodes de factorisation) et

elle permet de 'capturor" les chocs 6ventuels (m~thodes de viscosit6 artificielle oti m~thodes de den-

sit4 retard6e). Cependant, elle somble Iizit~e dans l'imar~diat 'a de-,- formes simples (voilure + fuselage

La mdthode des 6l6ments finis, par contro, est plus~ indiqti~e pour des formes complexes (poossibilit6 de

maillage quelconque at traitement exec'- des conditions aux limitos), mai6 son, utilisation on r~gime

transsonique eat encore du domaine de la recherche. On petit signaler deux diffictilt4s

1) -il fatit savoir 6liminer lea chocs do d~tente qui no sont pas physiquement acceptables, mais

sont contenus dans 1'6qtiation dti pctentiol,

2) -lea principes variationnols classiquos ne s&appliquent plus, car lee fonctioi'nelles consid~r~es

perdent leurs propri~t~s do convexit6 loreque 1e nombre do Mach local ddpasse l'unit4.

L'objet de ce rapport eat de pr~senter tine m~thode d'614uents finis has~e stir tine approche variation-

nolio et valablo en r~gime transsoniqiue. Cette m~thode a 6t6 conqtie pour acceptor dra maillages quel-

conques et pormettre ainsi le calcul davions complets. PAns lea paragraphes qui suivent on trouvera

un rdaua4 de la formulation th6orique aiai quo des r~sultats p.61j.2.inaires pour des voiltires et tin

ensemble voilure-fuselage.

l ng~nieur A6roapatiale - A6rodynamique th~oriytie

SIngdnieur CERT (ONERA) - Groups Analyse Nue4rique



2 -DEVELOPPEMNT THEOR14UE

,2.1 - Fquatioziw -

Dans la pr6senltv Ulaa3.y, V.'cOulumenlt a~rody:.amique LLt Lj~crit par I juatioz;.Jral, uL otu

tie)., sous forme :ozwervative

dazus le domaine de calcu. A.f (voir figure 1 ) oti

d~signe la deuit6 au point courant. Lies conditions aux limites asjoci~e6 h± cette 6quation ;oi.t

des conditions de iieumAn

a) - fLuxde nias3Le Liuljjj~a~ie u Lpa eL-mti

b) - lux de seki1is~ou L rti~re h V infini

'P, 00

z 0
FRONTERE EXTERIEURE

FIG: I

Ces 4quations sont d~duites des 6quations d'Euler stationnaires en faisant l'bypothbse d'irrota-

tionalitoi. Puisqu'un 4coulement irrotationnel est isentropique, lintroduction d'un potentiel

impose Ie remplacement des ondes de choc par des discontinuitds au travers desquelles lentropie

est conserv~e. On s limitera donc aux 4coulements transsoniques stationaires oti les ondes de

choc sont suffisamment faibles pour justifier cette hypothbse. Par ailleurs, ).es effete visqueux

ne sont pas pris en compte et ils devront 8tre introduits ult~rieurement au moyen d'un couplage

avec un calcul de couche limite.
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2.2 - Mthoue-

La m~thode de rdsolution est bas~e sur une extension du principe variationnel de BATEIMli. Co.

principe donne Ia solution des probibmes 6uberitiques comme 6tant le potentie. Y5 qui minimise
Is oncioaele (50 ,int~grale d. la pressiun 4(0)sur l~e domaine de calculj (' voir f~ig. 1):

-(5w

M1alheureuseinent, dbs qu'apparaisseit des zones suersoniques dans 1'6coulement, cette fonction-

nelle nlest plus concave partout et Ilextremum chercki6 ne peut plus Otre obtenu par une mdthode

de descente.

On considbre alors la fonctionnelle de pression modiftie.Jo O

7oti C et Ci sont des fonctions ponctuelles h definir (pour C on retrouve Ia fonctionnelle de

pression de BATEMNI). On peut montrer

a) - que J~~)est .;trictement corncav. dens lespace des fonctions h ddrivdes de carr6 sommable

HI (A) si:

(C I lorsque le mach local M(f) <

C <i~ xi lorsque Mt()) >

b) - qua ia stationnaritd de.7(90 par rapport A 50 dans H (i2) implique

000

Ces deux rdsultats constituent Ise base d~e la m~thode itdrative proposie. On d6finit une

suitedintdrelesde prssio modifi~es de fagon h assurer leur concavit6 par-

tout grftce au choix de c vdrifiant les conditions (7). Chacune de ces intdgre~les a donc poir

minimum une fonction potentiel unique Y. Si h cheque itdration IL on prend pour fonction

ci = P (9"p) , l~a solution F0 du probl~me transsonique peut 8tre obtenue en tant que limi.-

te de la suite AV- I En effet, h convergence, cette limite v6rifie l'4quation g,6n~rale du

potentiel (1) A.nsi que les conditions aux limites (3 - 4).

Il faut remarquer que le choix C 5 qui satisfait aussi lea conditions de concavit6d(7)

correspond h Isa lin~arisation habituelle de l'4quation au potentiel, c'est hdire
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Capandant los fonctions C dounnes par las formulas (7) parmettant une approximation nor.

lindaire plus riche do l'intdgralo de press-ioni (5). La mdthode proposde laisse done eap6-

rer une rdduction subitantiello do nombro dos itdravions rt

11 recta 'a assurer ia convergence do in suite f f vers in solution physique du problama

transsonique et l'dJ1imination des chocs de ddtente. Ceci out rdnlis6 eni introduisant do In

viscosit4 artificialle danis los 6quations, no moyen de in m~thoda de in "denlsit4 retardda'

pr~cordispo par EAFF., SOUTH & I4URMtN

Celle-ci cnsiste 'a ramplacar, dans los zones supars3oniques, la dertsitdftau point courant

par in donsitf efl u~n point situ
6 

ldgbremnnt on amont, suivant in formulae

oi lV AX t o; j- e-e Fli:- Er- .

at Ip roprdsonto la dansxt6 sur idid6mont situ6 immddiatomont on amont du point courant.

On montre qulil y a 6quivalonco ontro in mdthodo do in donsit6 retardda ot los mdthodas de

ddcontrago do JAI4ESON
2 

ot NUBRtAN ET COLE
3
, qui sont utiliudos orn diff4ronces finios. Copes-

dant, lapprocho donsit6 rotarddo so pr~to mioux 'a la discrdtinationi par 4ldments finis4.

2.3 - iscrdtisation -

Le domaino do calcul fL ant raprdsont6 par uno partition d'6ldmants qui sont des hoxahiros- dont

los Laces sont des quadrilatbros gauchos. Sur cotta partition, 1e potontiol So act approch4 per

une approximation inoparamdtriquo trilindairo qui no ddpand quo des valaurs du potential asic

noauds du maillaga. Ainsi chaque probl'ame contino do ddtormination du potontiol Y, , minimum

do l'intdgrala J esat ramplac6 par us probl'ama discrot aux N inconnuas pour .. z 4
.. ~

Pour cola, l'intdgrale j, West pan calculdo ozactamont, main do fagon approclida par use formuIla

do quadrature sur chaque 6idmont. Una formula do GAUSS ha huit points d'intdgration ost utilisda '

proximit6d u coips ot usa formula 'a WI point d'intdgration pour le rosto du domaino. La ddtermisa-

tion desfY. ost un probl'amo do minimisation sans contrainta d'uno fonction concave. La solution

ost unique at ella out obtonue par l'algorithma des gradients conjoguds. Cot aigorithme pormot uno

foible occupation do in mdmoiro da l'ordinatour, puisqu'il ndcassita soulamant 1e stockage do trois-

voctours do dimension A/

2.4 -Condition do KUTTA - JOUXOVSKI -

Sans 1e cas d'un 6coulemont autour d'un corps portant, in condition do KUTTA - JOUXOVSUI (dgalit6

do prosnion 'a lintrados ot 'a l'oxtrados du bord do fuito) conduit 'a uno fonction potential 50 qui

prdsento one discontinuit6. Cotta surface do discontinuit6 symbolise us sillage issu do in ligne

du bord do fuito du corps portant at on supposara qu'eue a uno forme ddtarminda ia priori.

La potential solution du probibmo portant ost rocherch6 souz la forme d'une combinais:on lin6aire

du potential solution du probibmo continu associ4, at de potentials circulatoiras, qui s:ont eLas

fonctions harmoniquos prdsontant one discontinuit6 4talon au bord do fuita. Las coefficients I& in

combinoison lindairo sont obtanus 'a partir do in condition do flJTTA-JOUXOVzSKI, Ocrito on des points

do contr8le le long du bord do fuita soun la forme

BV -rtrados V VexAro-cos )
Con dquations non lindairos sont rdsoluos par on procossus itdratif do NEWTON; qua e- t men6 paral-

iblomont aux itdrationn- h_ du probibmo transuonique.

Uno tollo formulation pormot d'ansuror l'dgalit4 dos prossions ainsi qu'unie allure convcnabie do

potontiol au bord do fuito du corps po-ttint.
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3.- iLULTATS3 P1{ELIMINAIRES3

La m~thode pr66unt~e ci-desus a 6t conque pour -,imuler 1l6coulemerit transuonique autour d'avior6 comn-

pleto. E2n e±7iet, le d~v-loppenent tI;~orique a montrd que lapproche 6lirnents firiit; Weut pa rLLtreirnte

L des maillages de type "cartt~aien ddformn', cosine ceux utilis~s en diffdrences finies. Cette libert6

dana le choix Liu maillage permet le traiternent de coi,ditions aux linites compliqudes. La rnise er, oeuvre

informatique a 6t6 faite de fagon hL conserver cette propri6t6 et accepter des mailjlages quelcoriques.

Le but de ce rapport nleat ps de d~crire une proc~dure pour g~n~rer de te3.a saillages. On preseitera

plut~t des r~sultats deatinds & valider la rn~thode et obtenus avec des saillages plus classiques sur des

gdomdtries reprdsentativea voilures et combinaiaon aile-fuselage.

3.1 -R~sultats pour ailes h is paroi -

Trois types de voilures ont 6t6 analys6es et lea r~sultats cornpar~s h des rdsultats ant~rieurs et

hL des donndea expdrirnentales. La premibre voilure, d~sign~e SIJTO eat une voilure droite &a profi.

NACA 0012, d'allongement 6. La aeconde, d4sign~e 146, a 6t6 6tudide expdriinentalement L, 1ONERA
5
.

La troisibme eat une voilure auperoritique conque h IlAdrospatiale sous le nomn de 1OAG5 ; a forme

en plan eat repr~sentde aur Ia figure 2.

FORME EN PLAN - VOILURE 10AG5-

2. 1.. 6. 8. 10. 12. 14. 16.

Y(M)

2.

4.

X (m)

FIG: 2

Le maillage utilis6 pour ckiaque voilure comprend 5468 6ldments et il eat r6alis6 par trenches bidi-

menionnelles juxtaposdes. La figure 3 donne un exemple de maillage dana une tranche ;la disposi-

tion des mailles au bard de fuite (d~tail. de la figure 3) n'est possible que dams une approche 616-

meats finis.
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Y=Cte COUPE DU MAILLAGE DETAIL FIG:3 - MALLAGE AU BORD DE FLrrE
FIG: 3

Le tableau suivant r4sume les cas de calcul prdsentds dans lds figures 4 h 22

CAS VOILURE MACH M INCIDENCE
NO

1 SUTO 0.001 20

2 SUTO 0.8 00

3 SUTO 0.75 1,50

4 M6 0.84 00

5 M6 0.92 00

6 IOAG5 0.8 - 0,2550

Pour la v~rification des r~sultats, on dispose

a) - dans le cas incompressible, d'une m~thode de singularit6s d~veloppde h l'Arospatiale

(solution quasi-exacte),

b) - d'une mdthode de differences finies non conservative d~veloppe par A. JAMESON et D.A.

CAUaEY sous le nom de FLO-22
6
,

c) - pour l'aile M6, des r4sultats exp~rimentaux de l'ONERA,

d) - pour l'aile IOAGS, des r6sultats exp~rimentaux obtenus par l'A4rospatiale.
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Le cas de calcul incompressible permet die tester la pr6cisioni de la a~thode et sa capacit6 & traitxr

les probibmes portentS. Les r~sultat8 sont excellent.o, taut pour les courbes de coefficients de

pression que pour la rdpartition de portance locale un uenvergure. Au bord de fuite, Uso pr6Lentez.:

mgme urt traitement de Ia singularit6 meilleur que ceux deb diff6rencec ma.

LeL3 comparaisons sont plus approximative6 pour iLa; calculs tranus3oniques. A ceLa, il exiute troiL

raisons principalej

a) - la mdthode des 6ldments finis eot conse.rvative alorL; que celle des diffdrenceS finies tie

V.est paa.

b) - Ia m4thode des 6ldments finii tie tient pas compte pour l'instant des effets visqueix qui

sont pr~sent6 dans; les essais,

c) - enfinx le maillage ddld6ments finio est trop grostier, surtout dens Ia direction lougitudi-

nale (ii nly a que 25 points sur l'extrados d'un profil)

La figure 10 parmet d'ailleurs de voir l'influence du mailla'e pour un cas transsonique bidarkansion-

nel. on note qua la m~thode des 616ments finis gdn~re tin choc trbs raide, pratiquement rdparti Sur

tine maille.

Les rdsujltats prdsentds ci-dessus ont 6t6 obtenus dans; leur majorit6 stir tin ordinatatir CDC CYBER-174.

Dans le cas de calcul n
0 

2, on a utilis6

200 minutes de temps CP

58240,o mots de m~moire centrale

252830,o mots de mdmoira ECS

Pour ca mgma cas, la formulation variationnella gdndralisde n~cessite 8 fois momns d'it~rations f.

qua la formulation lin~aris~e (10) qui est employ~e habituallamant.

3.2 -R6sultats pour combinaison aila-fuselag! -

Afin de montrer la capacit6 de la mdthoda h traitor des configurations r~alistes, tine combinaison

aile-fuselage a aussi 6t6 6tudi~e. La figure 23 donna tin plan 3 vues de cet ensemble. 11 slagit

d'un cas non portent at on considbre saulement le quart du domaine entourent l1obstacle. On pourra

compldter par sym~tries. S'agissant do r~sultats pr6liminaires tin maillage grossier do 3000 616-

ments (dont 48 sur tin c8t6 do la voilure) eat utilis6. Los figures 24 et 25 montrent las isobares

h la surface du corps en r6gime incompressible at en r6gine transsonique (M.,= 0.8).

4.- CONCLUSION-

La rdsung d 'tne m~thode de calcul. originale des 6coulements tran soniques tridimensionnels stationnaires

vient d'Stre pr~sent~p ainsi qua qualquas r~sultats pr~liminaires. Cas r~sultats parmettont do valider

l'approcha 616ments finis at ils donnent tine idde do se g~ndralit4. La travail futur va porter stir detix

points principaux:

a) - brancher le programme do calcul sur tan gdn6rateir eutomatique do, maillages quelconques, qui per-

mattant d'utilisar plainemont les possibilit~s do la m6thode,

b) - aa~liorer los performances do la m~thoda, en y incorporant notammant ln technique des maillagos

imbriqu6s.

On pout penser qu'elors cotta m~thode constituera tin v~ritable outil a~rodynamique pour lea 6coulementa

tranasoniques.
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ETUDE PAR LA METHODE DES ELEMENTS FINIS DES

INTERACTIONS VOILURE-FUSELAGE-NACELLE D'UN AVION

DU TYPE FALCON A F/ACE - 0,79

par Gilbert HECKMANN

D~partement des Etudes Thioriques Airodynamiques
Division des Etudes Avancges

AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT BREGUET AVIATION
78, Quai CARNOT 92214 St-CLOUD (FRANCE)

0 -INTRODUCTION

0.1 - L'adaptation du moteur GARRETT ATF3-6, sur le birdacteur d'affaires FALCON 20 &quip& en s~rie
d'un General Electric CF 700, mit en 6vidence un accroissement de traln~e en 6coulement trans-
sonique important et imprdvu, bien que 1'ensemble fuselage-nacelle sit 6t6 Gtudi& praalablement
par des m~thodes traditionnelles.

L'6tude en soufflerie de la configuration nouvelle montra des chocs sur l'avant de la nacelle
moteur et sur l'arri~re de la voilure A 1'extrados pr~s de l'emplanture Ai Mach = 0.79 ; 'Ccou-
lement de Icair entre voilure et nacelle 6tait localement supersonique. II fut donc d~cid6 de
modifier la forme et la position de la nacelle et dui mat.

La configuration complexe fuselage-voilure - mat-nacelle devait atre 6tudi6e en 6coulement super-
critique en tenant compte dui d~bit du moteur. Une technique s'imposa :celle des ELEMENTS FINIS
qui permer le calcul a~rodynamique en 6coulement tridimensionnel et tranasonique avec chocs dana
un domaine g~om~triquement quelconque avec des conditions aux limites requises.

A l'6poque, la m~rliode des 6ldments finis n'6tait pas suffisaimment Derformante, I cause entre
autres des problhmes de maillage dans las cas complexes et de ceux de la convergence du calcul
avec chocs importants.

0.2 -Nous nous proposons de montrer ici, que la maitrise d'une mdthode de calcul transsnnique parmet
de risoudre des probl~rses a~rodynamiques, non d~tectables quelques anndes auparavant autrement
que par des essais en vol ou en soufflerie.

Apr~s avoir &tudi6 bri~vement le probl~me en soufflerie, et pr~sentg les outils math~matiques et
informatiques indispensables, nous pr~senterons lea m~thodes d'exploitation et les r~sultats de
calcul sur deux configurations:

- avec nacelle d'origine dite Ni et mat I

- avec nacelle ddfinitive dite N5 (position et forme modifiges) et mat 8.

1 CARACTERISATION DES PROBLEMES TR.ANSSONIQUES

1.1 -Le dipouiltement des premiers vols dui FALCON~ 20 G montra une augmentation de traln~e importante
par rapport au FALCON 20 F. Cependant les deux avuons ne diff~raient que par leurs motaurs tle
FALCON 20 F est 6quip6 de deux General Electric CF 700 de 2040 kg de pouss~e au point fixe pour
in debit de 59 kg/s at une dilution de 2. ; le FALCON 20 G utilise deux GARRETT ATF3-6 de 2470 kg
de pouss~e grace A un dgbit de 74 kg/s at une dilution de 2.8 environ.

La mnteur ATF3 a donc besoin d'una entr~e d'air nettemant plus grande qua celia dui CF 700. La
figure I montre la proximit6 de la voilure at de la nacelle dans las daux cas : me variation de
volume de celle-ci entratne une variation importanta dii couloir antra nacelle, fuselage at voilure.

Las deux avions syant le mama fuselage at Ia mama voilure, le suppl~ment de trainke ne pouvait
rasider qua sur la partie arri~re. L'avion des essai- en vol fut 6quipg de fils de lamne sur la
nacelle, la mat, la fuselage arri~re. L'examen en vol montra un d6collement important sur lim-
trados du mat, sur la partie inf~rieure de la nacelle avoisinanta at sur le fuselage situ6 en
arri~re. Des mesuras de pression prouv~rent l'axistance de zones oa le nombre de Mach d~passait
1,4 :raison amplament suffisante pour antratner des dicollamants at par consequent I'accroisse-
ment de trainie (figure 2).

1.2 -Des essais adrodynamiques furent effertuds dans la souffiarie transsLeniq'crZ4 deSaint-Cyr l'Ecole.
Las deux premibres maquettes utilis~es (le FAI:C0*--2Q F__ %moteur CF 700 at le FALCON ?n c.;' moteur
ATF3 dans la nacelle NI) mirent en 6vidance le prohilme d tectc- :.' -. sar ('obtuntion de 1'e,,:!
de trainde entre lea deux avions at la masure de presslons stat iques sur le mg~- .... aX41, teur.
L'6cart de trainee, inexistant en dessous de Mach 0,7, d~passait 12 7 Mach 0,83 (figure 3).

L'axistance de chocs importants sur Ie mat, Ie fuseau at mama la voilure (figure 4a at 4h) fut
mise an 6vidence par des visualisations pariftales cia I 'icoulvment. Les d~coilaments dktactvs en
vol n'6taient pas nettemant visihles sur l'arnihra du fuselage.

La mesura des pressions sur l'intrados du mat racoupa parfaitamant le vol (figt~ra 2). 1 'affat dui

nombra de Reynolds n'6tait pas visible sur la pression parik~ale,donc le phtlnomi~nv transsoniqu,
de vol 6tait hien repr~sent6 par Ia souffiarie.



1.3 - Des calculs th~oriques par singularit~s et par 6l6ments finis, associis S la soufflerie, per-
mirent des modifications de la forme du mat, de la forme de la nacelle et de la position de
ceux-ci sur le fuselage (voir paragraphe 2.4).

La configuration obtenue permit de diminuer le nombre de Mach local sur le in~t et sur la nacelle
N5 et par suite,de r6duire voire sopprimer la zone transsonique de l coulement dans le couloir
entre voilure et nacelle :si une recompression existait encore dans cette zone, elle ne devait
pas Ztre importante car non d~tect~e par les visualisations pari6tales. La traln~e de l'avion
devenait 6gale a celle de son prdcesseur le FALCON 20 F (figure 3).

2 -CONTRAINTES DE FABRICATION ET CALCULS THEORIQJES

2.1I - Pourquoi apr~s avoir d4 fini avec succi~s la formse arri~re du fuselage du trireacteur FALCON 50,
1'a~rdynamique th~orique avait-elle &to4 incapable d'obtenir un r

6
sultat correct dans le cas do

FALCON 20 G

La r~ponse eat simple :les contraintes sur les formes ext~rieures n'6taient pas du tout les
m~mes. Dans le cas du FALCON 50, le Bureau d'Etudes, les calcLla de resistance des materiaux ou
lea coats de fabrication imposaient des exigences faciles a satisfaire sur one forme ext~rieure
d'un avion qui restait A d~finir :la forme du profil d'emplanture de la voilure ou la "taille
de goape" do fuselage arri~re foment dgtrmin~es en tenant compte de la pr'6sence des fuseaux
moteor.

2.2 -Le probl~me do FALCON 20 G 6tait beaucoup plus contraignant :le fuselage et la voilure, dont les
outillages avajent 6t fabriquis pour le FALCON 20 F, ne poovaient en aucon cas tre rsodifi -s.
L'op6ration de changement de moteom devait atme exicut~e le plus rapidement possible. Le inat do
r~acteur, plus gros que l'ancien, devait s'accrocber aux m~mes points aur le fuselage.

Lea modifications autoris~es ne permettaient pas de r~duire notablement lea zones supersoniques
et le nombre de Mach local ;le probl~me ftait sans conteate celui d'un 6coulement supercritio ue
tridimensionnel avec des nombres de Macb importants et des chocs dont la inod6lisation tait in-
dispensable.

2.3 -Loins de la premii~re d~finition, lea calcola avaient 6t effectu6s, par %,m6thode de singularit4 tri-
dimensionnelle. Le second membre de l'6quation de poissonaf -

2 ~ reprsent6 par des sources
m6pamties dana l'espace ne pemmettait pas de d~passer on norabre dec Macb local de 1. environ :le
probl~me tranasonique ne pouvait Ztre tmait6 ni m~me d~tect6.

2.4 -Loins de la d~tection en vol des probl~mes 6voqo~s ci-dessos, noos poss~dions on nouvel outil de
calcol :la m~thode des 6l6ments finis. Mais 5 sea debuts. seules des configurations simples (u-e
nacelle seole par exemple :figure 5) pouvaient Stre calcul~es dans on 'cooleient avec ondes de
choc faibles ;l'ootil th~orique 6tait toujoura insoffisant poor metrouvem dans notre cas lea
r~aultats de vol 00 de soufflemie (chocs forts, inflience de la voilome).

Tout au plus avait-on po modifier l&6g~rement le mat (figome 6), 1'ext~rieor de la nacelle et in-
diquer la position optimale de celle-ci dana l'espace en tenant compte do champ a~rodvnarnique de
la voilore et do fuselage (figore 7). Mais il 6tait impossible par calcol th~oriqoe de sivoim s
les am~liorations apport~es 6taient ou non auffisantes en remplaqant la nacelle NI par N5 cal~e
diff6remment.

Aujourd'hui il en eat toot autrement. La mgthode des 616ments finis a fait des progmi~s consid~ra-
bles. Noos avons d6velopp6 des maillages automatiques de l'espace rendant calcolable toute confi-
guration. Noos noos proposons donc ici d'illustmem, sor on exemple, certaines des possibilit6s de
ces programmnes r~cemnsnent mis au point.

3 -RAPPELS SUJR LA METHODE DES ELEMENTS FINIS

3.1 -La mod~lisation des 6coolements tridimensionnels .5 potentiel tranasonique, aotoom doun obstacle
partant, d'un fluide parfait compressible conduit 5 la r~solution do probli~me non lin~aire aux li-
mites mixtes dans on domaine( R)limitg par (r).

(I) 0.~~~ (P potentiel. de vitesse discontinu dana 1-a

(2) ev(i- P densiti do fluide dana s
(3) (p V~ Ti. )~ (Jc.fl) Rankine - Hogoniot('Zdictn)

(4) A(P < k condition d'entropie

(5) 1P + = tp+l sum Is nappe de discontinuit6 (I - circulation)

(6) '( It.= vyf I sor le bord de fuite (JOUKOVSKI)

(7) _Neuman hoinog~ne oo non

(B) ) 0 pour fixer le nivesu do potent iel.
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avec __ ..

Cavitesse critique

Y rapport de chaleurs sp~cifiques

La condition de Neuman est soit homog~ne dans le cas de glissement sur 1'obstacle (g 0), soit
non homog~ne (g _n. ) .1 la limite de 1'6coulement non perturb6 ou dans le plan d'entr~e du
moteur (g - TM..

Une particularit~a des 6coulements transsoniques a potentiel r~side dans l'existence de chocs de
faible intensjt6 (Mach amont au choc inf~rieur A 1,5), impos~s par la condition d'irrotationna-
litk, dus au carsct~re mixte elliptique (subsonique), hyperbolique (supersonique) des 6quations
(1) et (2). A travers un choc 1'6coulement doit satisfaire lea conditions de Rankine - Hugoniot
(3) (oa est la direction normale a l'6coulement). Les chocs inclus dans les solutions de (1) et
(2) sont des chocs de compression ou de d~tente. Afin d'6viter ces derniers une condition d'en-
tropie est modglis~e sous la forme (4).

Le domaine de calcul relatif au FALCON 20 G est repr~sent6 sur la figure 8 avec les 6quations a
r~soudre et les conditions aux limites.

3.2 -Le probl~me (1) (2) . ... (8) consiste A trouver .9 solution de

(9) T (LP) 0

T opgrateur non lin~aire (transsonique)
V espace fonctionnel incluant les conditions aux limites, les contraintes de portance et d'entro-
pie. La m~thodologie utilis~e est ls technique des moindres carrgs fonctionnels. Elle consiste a
remplacer (9) par un probl~me de minimisation dans une norme fonctionnelle appropri~e a l'espace
dans lequel on cherche T : en l'occurence H- dual de l'espace de Sobolev H'o. (CLOWINSKI,
PIRONNEAU (lIRIA-FRANICE), PERIAUX, POIRIER (AMD-BA) :rdfdrences de I A 4).

L'algorithme g~n~ral consiste en deux boucles de calcul:

- l'une externe sur la circulation fixant la portance via la condition de JOUKOVSKI

- l'autre interne sur la compressibilit6 via un probl~me de contr~le optimal r~solu par gradient
coni ugu(!.

3.3 -La mise en oeuvre informatique des algorithmes de moindre carr6 fonctionnels coupl~s A des rs~tho-
des d'61iments finis sur des configurations industrielles complexes (avion complet) soul~ve plu-
sieurs difficult~s lides aux grandes dimensions. La t6tragdrisation de l'espace conduit A des
dizaines de milliers d'6l&ments et A des matrices A centaines de milliers d'8l6ments non nuls. L~a
r~pdtition des calculs (it~rations) nous a fait choisir une r~solution directe du type Cholevski -
profil cii l'opdrateur de Dirichlet est factoris6 sous la forme A = LLT

(LT matrice triangulaire infdrieure)

Maiheureusement le nombre d'616ments non nuls de L eat bien supdrieur A celui de A (quelques mil-
lions). L'industrialisation de ces mdthodes nous force A utiliser des processus nouveaux (m~thodes
de factorisation incompl~tes, op~rateurs auxiliaires de conditionnement. .. .) et l'utilisation in-
tensive donc optimale de m~moire auxiliaire (disques ou bandes magn~tiques) s'avire indispensable
avec des mgthodes de transfert des donndes appropri~es.

4 -PROBLEMES DE MAILLAGE TRIDIMENSIONNELS

4.1 - Jusqu'A pr~sent lea probl~mes qui se possient pouvaient tre r~solus soit par intervention manuel-
le (mailles aur Is surface extgrieure de l'avion en sigularitds) soit par des mailisges bidimen-
sionnels r~p~titifs (fig. 9) pour des traitements par diff~rences finies avec prise en compte cor-
recte des conditions limites (domaines complexes impossibles), soit par d~coupage direct de les-
pace rgel non support6 par un calcul tranasonique.

4.2 -La m~thode des 6l6ments finis A base de t~tra~dres permet de traiter un maillage vraiment tridi-
mensionnel autour de corps de forme quelconque. Dans un premier temps lea discr~tisations 6taient
de type bidimensionnel (voilure, voilure + fuselage obtenus par d~formstion du plan de sym~trie,
entrges d'air avec topologie de r~volution) en utilisant des hexa~dres cosase mailles interim~diai-
res. Deux probl~mes sent apparus.

La taille des ordinateurs limitait le nombre d'6l~ments de discr~tisation. De plus le d~veloppe-
ment des zones supertiniques impose one limite ext~rieure notablement plus 6loign~e de l'avion
que pour un calcul enti~rement aubsonique. De toute faqon, il 6tait aussi indispensable que logi-
que d'utiliser A fond lea possibilitls : l1ments petits dana les zones A fort gradient de vites-
se, 616ments tr~s gros dana lea zones peu perturb~es, 616ments allong6s dana Ia direction normale
su gradient local. Ceci eat obtenu par condensation d'un maillage plus r~gulier tout en gardant
sur lea noeuds conaervgs des informations topologiques de crdation.

Une zone complexe tridimensionnelle devait tre d~compos~e en sous ensembles disjoints trait~s par
lea m~thodes pr~c~dentes. Puis lea interstices sent remplis par une m~thodp absolument g~n6rale
mais co~teuse :ii aurait 6t inconcevable, notaimnent pour des raisons de temps de calcul, d'uti-
liser cette m~thode g~n6rale dana le domaine complet. Elle conaiste A remplir de t6trai~drea joints
on volume limit6 par one surface ferm~e constitu~e de triangles.
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4.3 - Des v~rifications sont op~r~.es A tous lea niveaux soit automatiquement soit en mode conversation-
nel & l'aide de visualisations sur 6cran. Par example tous les t~tra~dres doivent avoir on volume
positif :les faces dites limites done coimmunes at on saul 6l6ment doivent se trouver aur une li-
mite du domaina de calcul. Des informations topologiquas par noeuds ou 6l6ments sont indispensa-
bles pour le calcul (types de conditions aux limites) ou pour l'axploitation des r~sultata (re-
p~rage de Is surface de l'avion, limitation spaciale d'one zone).

Les figures 10 et 11 donnent l'allure d'une coupe plane du maillage, l'une normale au plan de sy-
m~trie juate en avant do bord d'attaque de Ia nacelle, i'aotre parallile 5 ca mime plan et pan-
aant par la centre de la nacelle (avant remplissage de l'espace autoor de la nacelle). La figure
12 montre le maillage sor Ia peau externe de V'avion.

5 -RESULTATS ET COMPARAISON AVEC LES ESSAIS EN SOUFFLERIE

5.1 - Nacelle I Le caicul par 6l6ments finis A Mach - 0,79 et CZ - 0,30 conduit sur la voilure so
ayst~me d'ondea de choc habituel :un choc faible aur la voilure a mi-profil dana le aens de
l'anvergure Cl at on choc isso du bord d'attaqoa do profil d'emplantura C2 qui rencontre le pre-
mier. Ce r~sultat aurait pu 9tre obteno par un caicul ach6matisant simplemant la voilure et le
fuselage. Mais ce qui eat pius int~reasant c 'eat lapparition d'une zone supersonique qui se ter-
mine par one recompression C3 entre Ia nacelle et l'extrados voilura. 11 eat difficile, par manque
de mesoras en souffleria ou en vol, de savoir si lea pressiona sont exactes mais le gradient de
recompression tr~s important eat suffisant. pour cr~er un d~collement de Ia couche limite (voir 5.2)
ce qui explique lea visoalisations pari6tales (figure 16). Le champ de vitesse eat repr~senti
dana lespace sur Ia figure 13 dana one coupe verticale.

La zone aupersonique qui 6tait de faible importance lora du calcul avec one nacelle isolge s'est
done 6tendu jusqu'A Is voiore a cause de l'effet de "couloir" (figure 1S) tout en accroissa.' le
nombra de Mach maximum aur Is nacelle.

Moos pouvons v~rifier, par analogie, l'existence de choca soc Is nacelle (figure I8). Le seul r6-
aultat qualitatif, outre Ia position des chocs, eat ls meaure de prensions sur le mat. Le cal-
cul recoupe correctement celia-ci dans Is partie supersonique (figure 17). Le choc a eat
bien ddvelopp6 correctement Sinai que la zone nupernonique mais ndsomoins le r~sultat eat totale-
ment difflrent do rdsultat bidimensionnel (figure 6). La r~partition des nombras de Mach dana one
coupe de l'espace passant entre Is nacelle et le fuselage eat repr~santge figure 14. On y ramarqoe
deux zones aupersoniques :l'une Ai nombre de Mach peu 6lev6 aur l'avant de is voilure, Il'autre en-
tre le mat et Is volure. La nombre de Mach dipasse 5 paine I nor I'arrjire du profil de Ia voi-
lure (r~soltat analogue figure 14), main ii atteint 1,4 cosifne en soufflerie, sous l'intrados do
mat pris do bord d'attaqoe. La valeor de preasion calcolge eat reprisent~e figure 15.

5.2 -Extension A on fluida visqueux

La champ de preasion ou de vitease dana l'eapace 6tant conno, ii eat facile d'6valoer les gradients
de presalon en suivant las lignes de courant do fluide. La calcol de couche limite (6paisseor,
6paisseor de ddplacement, cisaillement, etc ... ) s'op~re en tenant compte des courbores longitodi-
nales at tranavarsales de la surface avac des conditions initiales et aux limites qoi nont celles
do vol ou de Ia nooffierie.

Sur on avion civil en croisilce at correctement mis au point, lea ondes de chars ni allas existent
sont faibles sinon allen entra~neraiant one train~e d'onde at one tra~n~e doe au d~collement des
couches limitas qui nuiraient aux performances. N6anmoins il axiste, bora des it~rations, des ondes
de chocs fortes qui obligent a tenir compte dana Ie calcul de la variation d'entropia du floide.

5.3 -Influence du d~bit do moteur :lea rdnultats pr&cdents (5.1) ont 6t6 obtenun an imposant dana le
calcul un d~bit d'air dana la nacelle correspondant A celui do rnotaor en vol. Il eat A notar qua
lea annals en noufflerie tenaiant rompte corracternant de cette contrainte. Mais le d~bit du moteur
a one trin grande influence nor In zone nupernonique dont one des raison d'exister ant la contour-
nement des l~vres de nacelles. La forme de celles-ci doit en effet tre on compromin entre lea can
de vol en croisilre at le dicollage par fort vent de travers.

Cependant il faut noter qua lea probl~mes transsoniqoan apparasnsent ici au-delh de Mach 0,75
(figure 3). La nombre de Mach A l'antree do comprenseor vanie peo ions d'un vol en croiai~re. S'il
ant indispensable d'imponer Ie bon dgbit do moteur poor faire on calcul r~aliste, Ia configuration
obtenue ne devrait pan poaer de problimes a~rodynamiqoes majeorn loin den vols dans den conditions
normales.

5.4 -Nacelle 5 :L'6tude de Ia configuration modifi~e montre is disparition totale de zone supersonique
su~r exdos voilure vera le bord de foite pri~s de Is nacelle moteur (figures 16 at 17), comma
en soufflenie at en vol. Il raste bian entendu des poches nopernoniquen nor le mat at nor la na-
celle (figure 19) main le nombre de Mach maximum atteint a diminu6 notablement at la gradients de
recompression, quand ils existent, ne font plus d6coller Is couche limite. En cons~quence, les
ph~nomines de buffeting at d'accroinnement de traTn~e (figure 3) par rapport au FALCON 20 F oat
disparu.
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6 -CONCLUSION

6.1I - Avant l'utilisation de mithode d'616ments finis, lea calculs d'6coulements non visquieux 6taient
limitds soit par le nombre de Mach local (compressible subcritique trait6 par singularit~s) Bait
par la complexitg de l'espace (tranasonique et mithodes de diff~rences finies).

6.2 - Pour dimontrer Is puissance des m~thodes par 6l6ments finis, il fallait

a - un exemple complexe analys6 physiquement par la soufflerie ou lea essais en vol

b - une solution math~matique aux 6quations transsoniques A potentiel discontinu
(JOUKOVSKI) et a vitesse discontinue (chocs)

c - une mise en oeuvre inforisatique pour un probl~me A un trio grand nambre d'gl~ments
de discr~tisation

d - une construction g~om~trique de l'espace discrgtisg dana un cas tridimensionnel
quelconque

Les recoupements avec lea essais en soufflerie et en vol du FALCON 20 C ant permis de valider
1'ensemble coh6rent de programmes r~pondant aux imp~ratifs b, c et d.
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(FACON20 )Fig. I -FALCON 20F /FALCON 2OG :comparaison de l'eiv'mbrementE des moteurs.
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Fig. 3 -Comparaison de la tratnfie du FALCON 20F
Fig. 2 -FALCON 20G comparaison des Nbre de Mach avec celle uFLO O

en vol et en soufflerie (Nacelle 1, mat 1) (avant et apr s modification).
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Fig. 5 - Configuration d'une nacelle isolie .decollage et croisl..re.
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Fig. 8 - Iomaine de calcul ;conditions aux limites et dans le fluide.
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I.Fig. 13 - Champ des vitesses (Coupe parallele au plan de symetrie avion).
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INCREASING THE VALUE OF AIRFORCES BY
IMPROVING EXTERNAL STORE CONFIGURATION

Clifford L. Bore

British Aerospace Aircraft Group
Kingston-Brough Division

Kingston
Surrey

SUMMARY

This paper surveys the value of improvements to the external stores configuration, such as reduced drag
(with consequent improvements of performance), and reduced release disturbances to the trajectory. It
is shown that the effectiveness/cost ratio of a fighter G.A. airforce could be improved greatly - perhaps
better than doubled - by refining the aerodynamics of external store carriage, and that the payoff in
value should be over 100 times the cost of re-equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Some 15 years ago, aircraft designers were becoming concerned that the drag of external stores(including
carriers) was excessive. Could it be right that we take such care with the smoothness of the aircraft,
but tolerate such crude excrescences on the stores (Figure 1)?

Figure 1 WHY SHOULD AERODYNAMIC CLEANLINESS STOP AT THE PYLON?

In the U.K. research was started into drag reduction, which soon showed major improvements. Eventually it
was realised that action to incorporate many of these improvements would need NATO-wide co-operation and
in 1974 the U.K. suggested a NATO Working Group. The Working Group waF set up by the AGARD Fluid
Dynamics Panel (under my chairmanship) with members from the Flight ?,chanics Panel and the Structures
and Materials Panel.

We considered that the aerodynamic effects of stores (including pylons and carrier in the term "stores")
were far wider than drag alone, so the Working Group studied not only drag and its immediate consequences
(such as degraded performance and manoeuvrability) but also aspects such as release trajectory, flutter,
loads and stability.

However, we were determined that our report (I) should lead to action, so we tried to answer in advance
the sort of questions that budget-bosses might raise while deferring a decision. Obviously they would be
entitled to say something like this:

"O.K., you believe you can reduce drag, and release disturbances and so on by redesigning stores.
You may well be right, but do you realise how much it will cost to change them? Those stores
COST A LOT OF HONEY, and we will not spend much more without very good reason! How much are those
improvements worth - in MONEY?"

My paper today concentrates largely on answering those questions a little less vaguely than in the report,
but it is important to emphasise that this was only a small part of our report (1). The main drive of
that was to understand and improve the aerodynamic effects of stores. One important section was the
chapter on drag, reviewed meticulously by Barry Haines, who will discuss that topic in the next paper.

I do not claim that my evaluation of improvements is accurate or particularly novel, or that it is elegant
enough to become fashionable for academics, but I do believe it is important. It is important because it
concentrates our attention on the things that matter most, and helps us all to get the most defence for
our taxes, but most of all it is important that we learn to translate from aerodynamicists' language to
budget-boss' language and thus get action on our recommendations.
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ASSESSINC THE VALUE OF AN AIRFORCE

Value is related to the amount one would be prepared to pay for the usefulness supplied, in the
circumstances. Thus the value may vary greatly with the circumstances: for example the value of a
parachute would differ according to whether one was falling out of an aeroplane, or drowning. Richard Ill
must have appreciated this distinction, when he assessed the loan of a horse as equivalent to his kingdom.

Since value can vary greatly from one scenario to another, and there is uncertainty about future
scenarios, we have to envisage a probable mixture of scenarios. For illustration we will consider Close
Air Support (CAS) operations in a "European" scenario, which implies sophisticated opposition in a short,
sharp war - at the end of which most of our aircraft have been put out of action.

Factors of Effectiveness Value

The effectiveness of an airforce is proportional to the number of targets it can destroy before it is
put out of action. Clearly this effectiveness is proportional to a number of factors, such as the rate
the aircraft can transport warload (W), the average availability of the aircraft in wartime (A), and the
target killing effectiveness (K). Let us examine these more closely.

Factors of Effectiveness Value (V)

Value or Effectiveness

Effectiveness OC (Warload rate, unimpeded)X

(Availability in wartime)X

(Kill effectiveness)

whence:-

V - WACK ..................................................... (1)

where C is the constant of proportionality.

Warload Transport Rate (W)

W = Mass of ordnancetransportable when unimpeded, relative to datum aircraft.

= (Load of ordnance, per sortie)R  x (Number of sorties, per day)R

Here the sortie rate (N) depends on

* turn-round time (r)

* block speed (v) 
|  

N =

* distance from base to battle area (d)J r+2d
v

thus:-

...............................................................(2)

v R

Where the suffix R indicates that the parameter is to be made "relative" by dividing by the comparable
parameter for the datum aircraft.

Availability in Wartime (A)

Availability = average fraction of aircraft days usable during war.

This depends on factors:-

t - fraction of total time usable fbad weather capability
4night time capability
Ltarget availability

a - fraction of aircraft usable (survivability
4repairability
Imaintainability

b - fraction of bases usable (runway length requirement
ground hardness requirement
base survivability (including detectability)

a - availability of stores f logistics
interchangeability

Thus:

A (tabs).. ............................... ........... ................. (3)
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Target Killing Effectiveness (K)

K - specific rate of destroying targets (per unit of ordnance released) relative to datum aircraft
and stores.

This depends on various aspects, but not generally in a simple law of Proportionality:-

* power of weaponry

" active guidance of weaponry

" aiming accuracy of aircraft faircraft controllability.
sighting system.
(pilot's workload and fatigue.

" accuracy of stores trajectory fejector/carrier dynamics.

aerodynamic release disturbance.

The Constant of Proportionality

If we arrange that all the factors of Value are made non-dimensional by making them ratios, relative to
the factors appropriate to a known datum aircraft, then the constant C amounts to the value of an
airforce comprising a given number of the datum aircraft. Now that value is not set by engineers or by
accountants: it is a political judgement.

I suggest we assume that the government, in its collective wisdom, has decided that the value of the
datum airforce is not less than its current lifetime cost. Then it follows that the value C is at least
the lifetime cost of the datum airforce.

For most comparisons the value C is not needed accurately, but it seems that typically it is around 5
times the cost of buying the aircraft (Figure 2).

OFF - BASE
OVERHEADS.

NON-ATTRIBUTABLE
OPERATIONAL

COSTS

-- - - - - AIR FORCE

REPAIRS, COSTS
MAINTENANCE,

ETC.
RESEARCH. DESIGN. FUEL__
DEVELOPMENT. TEST

AND EVALUATION STORES
(OF WHICH R & D IS ABOUT 1O %)

AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT
PROCUREMENT

Figure 2 APPROXIMATE LIFE-CYCLE COSTS OF C.A.S. AIRFORCE

For the order of magnitude, the constant C is around $5 billion for an airforce of (say) 120 CAS
airc raft. So if we double the effectiveness of that airforce, we add $5 billions worth of value -and
even a mere 12 increase in effectiveness is worth $50M.

Overall Value

Substituting from (2) and (3) into (1) we get

V - C (Tj;2d) (tabs) R % .............................................. (4)
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EFFECTS OF STORES

For some of the terms in the value equation, it is difficult to work out how they depend on normal
performance data. Our present aim is Pot to go deeply into thatr-simply to illustrate the sort of
sensitivity involved in a typical example. For our example we will take the calculations performed by
Professor Dr. J1. Barche for chapter 7 of Reference 1, for a hypothetical Close Air Support (CAS) aircraft.

Generally there are two possible ways of reaping the benefit of aerodynamic improvements. First, for
existing aircraft we can make use of the improved performance capabilities. Second, for new aircraft on
the drawing board, the aircraft can be shrunk to smaller size and cost for the given capabilities. We
will look at both ways, in turn.

1) Example of Existing CAS Aircraft

For the first example the datum aircraft will be taken as the nominal CAS aircraft when fitted with
stores and carriers of current aerodynamic crudity. The improved aircraft is the same machine but fitted
with aerodynamically smoother stores and carriers.

With current knowledge the installed drag of service bombs and their carriers can be reduced by around
50%, and missiles could be improved by about 252 of current drags. So it should be feasible to reduce
store drag overall by about 30% (which is comparable with the entire drag of the wing - see Figure 3).

ORIGINAL
STORES

STORE ARRAY

INTER- 1

FERENCE LIFT DEPENDENT CLEAN
FIRST-STAGE AIRCRAFT

CLEAN-UP INTER-
FERENCE,

STORES INTER- EXCRESCENCES
FERENCES REEIN&ETC.

CRUTCHIESS E.R.U.
S1 WING

2- STORE STORES I
RACKS

RACKS IFSLG
PYLONS PYLONS I

Figure 3 DRAG OF STORE ARRAY, AND CLEAN AIRCRAFT

Such a reduction of drag would allow the aircraft to penetrate to target faster with a given warload
(M - 0.81 instead of M - 0.74 in this example) or to range further at given speed.

The effect on the~ warload transport term (W) is not large, giving an increase of perhaps 4% to the term
in square brackets, in (4).

In the availability term (a) we note that the only terms affected by the drag are the aircraft
availability term (a) - by virtue of improved survivability in the face of defences, and perhaps the
"time avilable" term (t) - by virtue of greater range permitting more target availability.

Aircraft survivability varies greatly with the nature of the defences, but for low-altitude intrusion
against most defences, the survivability increases sensitively with increased speed of penetration, but
decreases with height (which has to increase with speed over bumpy terrain). For the speed change and
low height concerned here the factor (a) relevant to ground-to-air defences probably ranges from about
1.15 to 2.70.

In the face of enemy fighters, the first factor of concern is the probability of not being seen and
attacked - a factor which increases with increasing penetration speed with stores on). Once the enemy
fighter has started turning to attack, our CAS aircraft should jettison its bombs, so its manoeuvrability
is now affected by the drag of the installed air/air missiles and the empty bomb carriers. Drag
reductions on the missiles and carriers may be worth about 3% of the drag of the clean aircraft, and

datum aircraft with bombs gone. Typically, this may increase the specific excess power by some 6 in/sec.
and the manoeuvrability with it. Assessment of the effects of these improvements cannot be accurate, but
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the combined effects of higher penetration speed (with bombs oil) and higher agility (with bombs gone)
suggests a factor oil survivability in the face of enemy fighters of about 1.25. In addition, the extra
agility should enable our CAS to shoot down perhaps 17% more of the enemy fighters than before: a factor
that will enter into the target-killing effectiveness term, K.

Taking a mixture of ground defences and fighter defences, it seems that the improved survivability due
to drag reductions could plausibly be represented by a2 1.25.

If the option were taken to use the reduced drag to range further over -nemy territory (at the original
penetration speed) the situati ol would be quite different. Area coverage over enemy territory goes up
sensiti,ely and with it the availability of targets: if the aircraft were based at half its datum radius
of action from the battle edge, the area coverage would be increased about 70%. However, block time and
particularly the exposure to enemy defences (all at original speed, remember) go up. The latter effect
may worsen survivability by about 1.8 at miaximum range. When the bombs are gone, the aircraft, benefits
from its extra agility and speed on the way home. The increased target availability and tht worsened
aircraft survivability at the maximum increased range seem to balance out and leave the airforce ., out
as effective as the datum airforce. However, at lesser ranges (still above the maximum for the datum
aircraft) there remains an option to penetrate faster as well as cover more targets, so the average
availability term a is above unity.

Availability of stores (as denoted by s) is not, of course, dependent on the aerodynamics, bit it is
relevant to introduce the term here. It has been stated by senior officers that NATO forces lose 307 to
50% of potential effectiveness through lack of interchangeability, and bomb racks were singled out for
cormment. Furthermore, many existing racks are very old, and suffering from corrosion and fatigue. It
will also be argued that the qualities shared by most current racks are excessive drag and inaccurate
release trajectory. It follows that if the NATO airforces were re-equipped with racks that would admit
interchangeability of stores, the benefit would correspond with it factor (s) between 1.4 and 2.0.

The target-killing effectiveness (K) is affected by store aerodynamics on two main counts: the ..iming
accuracy of the aircraft, and the disturbances to the release trajectory.

The aiming accuracy of the aircraft can be affected by buffet (perhaps due to local underwing
separations, or perhaps a change in the stalling pattern on the upper surface), or by changes of stability
and controllability (mostly due to changes in downwash pattern at the tail) or more generally by the
excessive drag (which may make the pilot think: "with that load aboard, the aircraft manoeuvres with the
agility of an old cow"). There is, indeed, a famous supersonic aircraft (when clean) that has been
described thus when carrying a big load of external bombs!

Even it the aircraft can be pointed in time in the right direction, there are often severe disturbances
to the release trajectory due to the complicated and sensitive variations of airflow around the carriers
(particularly triple and multiple carriers). Bombs may go on wildly different trajectories (sometimes
damaging the aircraft) according to which station they were carried on, the speed and incidence, and the
setting of the ejector release unit. Furthermore the effective stiffness and inertia characteristics at
a carrier may vary wildly according to the number of bombs still carried. So after all the trouble and
expense involved in getting the aircraft to the target area, the bombs may scatter widely, and even
"sh, t d m 'he parent aircraft!

The number of variables involved can be large, and flight testing is extremely expensive, so important
areas of techniques have been under development both in wind tunnels and computational fluid dynamics.
An important group comprises various two-sting rig techniques (where the store is moved on a separate
sting through the aircraft flow field).

Probably the newest wind-tunnel technique is that known as the Accelerated-Model Rig (AR), which is now
in regular use in the pressurised wind-tunnel of British Aerospace at Brough (Fig. 4). In this, the main
error of "light model" jettisons is corrected by accelerating the aircraft model upwards away from the
store, so that the store experiences the aircraft flow field for the right time and distance. This
technique thus combines accuracy with quickness, for little more cost than light-model jettisons.

- Figure 4 ACCEIERATED-MODEL RIG
IN THE FRESSURISED

.- .WIND TUNNEL AT BROUGH

....R,,

k 7I I_ ... ... i''7_;z7"t .,



Developing and applying the various techniques for store jettison predictions has absorbed a significant
fraction of the thin slice of money allocated to R & D, but they save far more money from the flight test

programmes. For example, two-sting rig techniques saved SI6M on the A-71) prugrammne.

At a more fundamental level, it is known that wing-moun'ed multiple-store carriers introduce maony
variables and penalties not found with conformal carriage under the fuselage. Unfortunately, it is not
always possible to carry stores conformallIy. In general, it is clear that store release aerodynamics gives

scope for many different advances in value.

Targets, weapons and aircraft vary so much that it is hardly possible to typify the effects. As an

arbitrary illustration, consider a small target that needs a direct hit, being attacked with iron bombs.
If redesigned carriers reduced the length and width of the mean scatter pattern by 14%, the probability of

a direct hit would be increased by a factor of 1.3 and (at least for such targets) the effectiveness
value would be multiplied by that factor. It seems likely that the scatter pattern could be improved
more than this. Release disturbances may also affect guided weapons, for loss of "lock-on" has sometimes
occurred under severe disturbances. For lack of a statistically weighted assessment, I will take the

arbitrary factor K=1.3 as a guide to the value of improvements to release trajectories.

Now we can summarize the overall effects of the various tactors discussed above. We have assessed them as
follows :-

Warload transport rate W cc 1.04 (factor sortie rate)

Aircraft availability a t' 1.25 (improved survivability)

Stores availability s Z! 1.4 to 2.0 (interchangeability etc.)

Kill efficiency K %1.3 (trajectory accuracy)

While all other factors remain unaffected, at about unity.

The product of the aerodynamic terms alone (i.e. excluding S) comes to about 1.7, and the stores

availability term brings the overall factor on value to between 2.36 and 3.38. Thus, if the datum value

(C) of the airforce were taken as $5B, the aerodynamic improvements alone would be worth an additional

$3.45B - which is perhaps 6 times the total purchase cost of all the stores. When the benefits of store

interchangeability and improved rack logistics are included, the total improvement of value ranges from

around %7B to $12B, for the small airforce considered. These are useful contributions, and I would
happily accept a commission of 0.1% on them! So much for the benefits that would arise on an existing

aircraft.

2) Example of new aircraft, on the drawing board

If we have a prcject on the drawing board, and we are presented with improved stores, we can Choose

various ways to adapt the design to take advantage of the reduced drag and other benefits.

One way would be to shrink both the airframe and the engine to maintain the datum performance and agility,
and cheapen the aircraft by making it smaller. Then we finish with our "shrunk" aircraft having equal
"old-cow-like" agility to the original, but with slightly less cost - but we would still have the improved

weapon delivery accuracy and stores availability. Probably we may finish with aircraft 4% or 5% lighter

than datum, costing perhaps 11% less to buy, and using about 10% less fuel. Overall, we would have saved

about 2% of the cost of the datum airforce, while relinquishing the 30%, improvement in value that would
have stemmed from extra agility and survivability. So this is not the best way to go.

The better way (and usually the more practical choice) is to leave the engine alone, and take advantage of

the store-drag reduction to shrink the airframe. This way, we further improve the agility and consequently

the survivability - as well as saving a trifle on the costs.

Some rough figuring suggests that the combat mass would be reduced about 0.8% from that of the original
aircraft when carrying the low-drag store array, and the specific excess power would be improved as much.

The penetration speed hardly increases, but the survivability in air combat improves perceptibly (partly

on account of the smaller aircraft size being harder to detect). The effect on value is small-probably

raising a to about 1.26. The reduction in cost also is small: about 0.25% off the cost of the aircraft

and spares, or 0.08% off the life-cycle cost of the airforce - a saving of around S4M.

CONCLUS IONS

By examining the value of aerodynamic improvements to stores, we have seen that there are two areas where

extremely large improvements can be made:

1) low drag can lead to greatly increased survivability, and 2) mere predictable store trajectory can

greatly improve the target-killing effectiveness, and also save substantial costs from flight test

programmnes.

A prograsmme of fitting better stores and carriers could greatly increase the availability of stores in

action, - the value exceeding the cost by perhaps two orders of magnitude.

The benefits obtained by reducing airforce costs tend to be small compared with those due to increased

effectiveness value.

it is worth remarking that we have not considered store mass here, but there are benefits to come from

reduced total mass.

Reference
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SUMMARY

External store installations are frequently a source of considerable adverse aerodynamic interference
giving large increases iui drag, reductions in usable lift and poor store release characteristics. Research
has however shown how this adverse interference can be greatly alleviated or even transformed into
favourable interference. This paper reviews some of the available evidence for a wide variety of
arrangements. The nature of the interference, both adverse and favourable, is described, particular
emphasis being placed on the major adverse interference in standard multiple carriers and in some underwing
installations. The possible benefits of wing tip carriage and carefully arranged underfuselage arrays are
noted. Throughout, stress is laid on the fact that dramatic improvements might be possible by adopting a
radical approach to store carriage.

1. INTRODUCTION

This conference is concerned with aerodynamic interference. A leading question is: how can we design
to minimise adverse aerodynamic interference and to exploit favourable interference? Nowhere is this more
important than when we are considering external store installations on military combat aircraft. This is
self-evident: one only has to look at any photograph, eg fig la, of a combat aircraft on show at a flight
display. It is surrounded by a vast number of different stores which typically have to be carried in many
alternative arrangements below the wing, above the wing, at the wing tips or below the fuselage. As Pugh
has observed in a recent lecture, (1), they are the 'raison d'dtre' for the aircraft. Pugh also noted that
even a photograph does not tell the full story. Fig lb contrasts the true geometric view of a hypothetical
aircraft with a heavy load of guided weapons and an 'aerodynamic view' in which the frontal area of each
item has been scaled up in proportion to its contribution to the total drag. The message is clear and
Fig lc which compares the drag increment due to two standard triple carriers loaded with Mk 10 454 kg bombs
and mounted underwing with the drag of the parent clean aircraft (2), is typical of many others that could
be quoted. This figure also illustrates that it is not simply a question of there being a large number of
stores: the drag increment of the two fully loaded carriers is far greater than 6 times the free air drag
of a single Mk 10 bomb/pylon tested in isolation. Clearly, the interference within the carrier, and between
the store installaticni and the aircraft wing has greatly increased the drag increment by a factor which
increases progressively with Mach number. Above M = 0.75, the drag increment - just to carry 6 stores - is
greater than the drag of the clean aircraft: a poor result when one considers that the clean aircraft has
been designed to achieve a drag--rise Mach number of more than M = 0.85. Fig Id presents another example
frequently quoted in the literature (2,3); it is based on model test data for the F-4 in the AEDC 4ft
tunnel and shows that the F-4 is only estimated to achieve N = 1.3 when carrying 12 x Mk 82 bombs on a
multiple carrier (MEg) underfuselage and 2 triple carriers (TER) underwing as compared with M = 2. 1 at
a higher altitude for the datum aircraft.

Standard external store installations are therefore fertile ground for serious aerodynamic interference.
In late 1974, the AGARD FD Panel set up a Working Party to consider 'Drag and Other Aerodynamic Effects of
External Stores'. The group reported (4) in late 1977 and much of the material in the present paper is
taken from the chapter on 'Drag' in the Group Report. Wherever possible, however, the evidence has been
updated and extended. In particular, the scope of the paper has been widened to cover more than drag
because high drag is only one possible manifestation of aerodynamic interference. Reference will be made
to the effects of the stores on the flow field, aircraft stability, usable lift and buffet boundaries and
the store load and release characteristics. One aim of the paper will be to demonstrate that by
alleviating adverse interference and by reducing the viscous effects and improving the quality of the flow,
one should be able not merely to decrease the drag but to reduce other loads or at least make the
characteristics more predictable and repeatable - a very important aim when considering store release.

2. EXAMPLES OF ADVERSE AND FAVOURABLE INTERFERENCE

Let us start by tabling some typical examples of the interference drag that can arise with standard
equipment and standard store arrangements. First, Fig 2a gives an idea of the extra drag due to interference
within a triple carrier. Tests were made in the ARA 9ft x 8ft transonic tunnel on 1/4 scale models of a
standard triple carrier loaded with Mk 10 454 kg bombs and mounted on two different pylon/adaptor
arrangements (2,4,5). It will be seen that the drag increment due to adding a single bomb increases
progressively with the number of bombs that are already present. If one defines a low speed assembly drag
factor as the ratio of the measured drag at N 0.4 to the sum of the measured drags of the components in
isolation, one obtains values ranging from 1.19 for the carrier with a single bomb uip to 1.7, for the fully
loaded carrier with pylon/adaptor A. At high Mach numbers, eg N = 0.9), the analysis of the data for A
suggested that the interference drag due to adding a shoulder bomb expressed as a percentage of the drag of
a single pylon-mounted bomb increases from about 60% when it is the first bomb to about 3007, for the second
and to about 400% when it is the last bomb to be added to the carrier. The figure also demonstrates tl'it
the results depend considerably on the details of the pylon/adaptor design. At first sight, it may seem
strange that apparently, the changes in pylon/adaptor have mo~st effect on the drag increment due to adding
the bottom bomb to the carrier but the explanation of this apparent anomal y lies in the fact that the pylon!
adapt-or evid(entlIy has more effect oin the complex, highly viscous flow situation when 3 bombs are present.
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For a twin arrangement, one would predict that in inviscid flow, there would be high suctions on the side
of the bombs and hence, an attractive force between the stores, modified in the real flow by compressibility
and viscous effects. With the triple, the viscous effects are more dominant and tests (and in particular,
store release tests) have shown that there is often a repelling or explosive force between the stores. The
complex flow over the stores in the fully loaded triple carrier is illustrated by the photogranh, in Fig 2a.
These show the flow with pylon/adaptor A at M = 0.75; the photographs were taken after the tunnel run and
for the two lower pictures, the bottom bomb was removed to show the oil flow patterns in the channel formed
by the 3 bombs and carrier body. For a bomb in isolation, one would predict two peak suctions near the
shoulder between forebody and centre parallel section, and near the start of the afterbody. Adverse
pressure gradients and reduced surface shear stress would be expected on the centre-body and this is
supported by the appearance of the oil flow pattern on the outer side of the shoulder bomb. It is of course
the flow in the channel and its consequences over the rear of the bombs that is of most interest. The flow
diverts away from the small passage between the bombs and the CBTE body and it will be seen that near the
nose/parallel centre-body junction, the combination of high sideflow angles and high local velocities result
in a local shock-induced separation. The effects of these separations convect downstream in the channel to
produce very extensive separations and/or rolled up vortex flows over the rear of the bombs. The presence
of the ERU forward crutching arms does not help: they are clearly in an ideal location to induce a large
area of separated flow over the top and inside surfaces of the shoulder bomb afterbodies. The top and inner
fins of the shoulder bomb and the top fins of the bottom bomb are apparently immersed in a highly confused
wake. Standard multiple carriers are therefore a potent source of adverse aerodynamic interference likely
to give major increases in drag as shown in Fig 2a and poor release characteristics. Fortunately, these
ill effects can be greatly reduced by improving the aerodynamic cleanliness of the carrier body and mounting
assembly and by repositioning the stores - I will return to this theme later in the paper.

Turning to the interference between store installations and the parent aircraft, Fig 2b illustrates
the interference that can arise with underwing pylon-mounted stores (one store per pylon, no multiple
carriers). It should be noted that in Fig 2b, the ordinate is the drag per store, ie for the case where
there were 3 stores per wing on separate pylons, the graph shows 1/6 x the total drag increment for the
stores/pylon combinations. The results are for CL = 0 and refer to Mk 10 454 kg bombs mounted on wing A
(see 53). Admittedly, results for CL > 0 would be less dramatic but on the other hand, results for other
wings, eg wing B: see Fig 5, could be more serious: hence, it is fair to suggest that Fig 2b is a typical
picture. Once again, serious adverse interference is evident, particularly at high subsonic speeds. If
expressed as installation drag factors, the values reach about 5 at M = 0.9. It will be seen later in the
paper that rather than quoting installation factors, it is probably more sensible to relate such results
to the drag characteristics of the clean aircraft. A single pylon-mounted store per wing degrades the
drag-rise Mach number of the combination; a multiple arrangement with say, 3 pylon-mounted stores
completely modifies the nature of the flow over the wing lower surface and introduces a significant drag
creep ahead of the steep drag rise.

Mounting stores below a wing designed without regard to the consequences of store carriage can
therefore lead to serious adverse interference. Mounting the stores in arrays under the fuselage can
however lead to favourable interference as illustrated in Fig 2c. The upper picture has been used in
several earlier papers (4,5). It shows the results of tests in the ARA transonic tunnel in which 4 rows of
5 small stores with flat bases were mounted on a pallet below a flat-bottomed fuselage. Above about
M = 0.92, the total drag increment for the 20 stores is smaller than the increment for a single row of 5
stores: to reiterate, the total drag increment and not just the drag per store! It is clear that favourable
tandem effects are sufficient to offset the adverse effects due to the side-by-side carriage. However, it
may be argued that this very favourable result is simply due to the fact that the; are small stores mounted
tangentially and mostly immersed in the boundary layer. However, it is certainly fair to compare the lower
picture in Fig 2c with Fig 2b. This lower picture was based on more recent evidence from tests in the RAE
8ft x 6ft tunnel on an array of 6 large boattailed stores, again mounted tangentially on a pallet below an
aircraft fuselage. Even in this case where the stores are much larger in relation to the size of the
aircraft, the drag increment for the array consisting of 3 rows of 2 stores is generally, particularly at
high Mach number, less than the sum of the free air drag of the stores in isolation. Favourable interference
is thus a genuine possibility and in the AGARD Working Party report (4), other examples are to be found,
often interpreted in terms of the stores having produced a better longitudinal distribution of cross-
sectional area for the complete configuration.

Raving now set the scene, let us look in more detail at the sources of interference and the
possibilities for improving the store layouts.

3. UNDERWING FUEL TAYKS AT LOW Cy

It seems appropriate to start the detailed discussion by considering the interference effects due to
the carriage of external fuel tanks. A fuel tank is the simplest and probably the cleanest type of store.
Fuel tanks are generally carried on pylons below the wing or fuselage. It is far more efficient to carry
them under the fuselage. For example, in model tests (6) at AEDC for the F-4C, it was found that carrying
fuel in a 2264 litre (600 gal) tank under the fuselage was more than 4 times as efficient at M - 0.7 and
almost 3 times as efficient at M - 0.9 as carryiag fuel in 1396 litre (370 gal) tanks under the wing,
efficiency being defined as the ratio of fuel capacity divided by the installed drag. Nevertheless, on
many aircraft there are practical reasons why the fuel tanks have to be carried underwing and Fig 3a
presents results for 15 different aircraft/fuel tank combinations. In all cases the tanks were pylon-
mounted under the wing near mid-semi-span; except for the curves marked A and B, this figure was included
in the Working Party report (4). The graph shows the variation with Mach number at CL - 0 of a 'figure-of-
merit' or inverse efficiency,

M Neasured installed drag increment (or drag in isolation)
Estimated profile drag for tank/pylon at low Mach number

ie assuming the estimate in the denominator is correct, XI - 1.0 implies zero net
drag contributions from flow separations, base drag, bluffness drag, excrescence
drag, wave drag and interference within the assembly and between the assembly
and the aircraft.
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The results for a typical fuel tank in isolation are included for comparison. The figure clearly
illustrates that most of the drag increment is related to the installation interference effects. For the
tank in isolation, X is less than 1.1 up to M - 0.94 but for the installed tank assemblies, values of Al
ranging from 1.2 to .5 are obtained even at M - 0.6; rapid increases in Al with Mach number are already
occurring at M 0 0.6 in the worst case but not to beyond M - 0.86 in the best case. At first sight, it may
appear an impossible task to predict or interpret this figure but certain trends can be deduced. First and
foremost, as shown in Fig 3b, there is a trend for both Al at M = 0.6 and MDs, the Mach number for the start
of the rapid increase in 't, ts improve in sympathy with the drag-rise Mach number MD of the clean wing.

This is only to be expecteu: an increase in ML will generally imply a reduction in wing thickness/chord
ratio and/or an increase in wing sweepback and thus, a reduction in the suctions below the wing lower surface
and a later appearance ,f a shock wave in the channel between the wing and tank. Research has shown that
the appearance of this shoc'. wave generally collates with MDs. With tanks of a standard shape, therefore,
it may be difficult to obtain notably better results than those implied by the dashed lines in Fig 3b but
the significant point is hat there are a fair number of installations where the interference is such that
the results do not approac h z norm.

Let us- consider two of these examples. First, Fig 3c compares configurations 6 and II. This is
discussed in detail in Ref 5. For both cases, the installed drag values for CL = 0 lie above the norm,
Figs 3a,b, but the excess is far greater for case 6; even at CL = 0.4 where one would expect some
improvement, the results are still poor. Looking at the geometry, it will be seen that in case 6, the tank
is larger relative to the aircraft. Partly because the pylon is relatively thin (7% thick compared with
13% thick for case I), the crutch arms are exposed and unfaired. A simple estimate suggests that the drag
of these crutc; arms treated as isolated excrescences would be about the same as the extra drag of the
thicker pylon in case I but it has generally been found that such excrescences can induce serious
interference if the flow downstream of the excrescences encounters a region of high adverse pressure
gradient. This would be true in the present case. The major weakness however with configuration 6, is the
rapidly diverging channel at the rear. All three surfaces, ie wing, pylon and tank contribute to this
divergence. One could say that the installation could not have been tailored better to produce a shock
across the channel at a relatively low Mach number, or to produce a flow separation on one or all of the
rear surfaces! Extra viscous drag and early wave drag are therefore only to be expected. Fig 3c shows
revised configuration for which the interference would be expected to be less; the XI curve for this r-vised
configuration is a speculative estimate: no tests have been made on this layout.

Second, Fig 3d presents a comparison between cases A and B. These results are for the same tank ;.-unted
on the same pylon at the same spanwise position on two wings A and B of the same planform but which differ in
section shape. The section of wing B is thicker and is designed to give more rear loading. Strictly, the
results for A and B are not comparable with the other cases in Fig 3a because two additional bare pylons
were present on the inner and outer wing and thus it is probable that the values of Al have been increased
by the aerodynamic interference between the tank/pylon and these other pylons. However, it is still fair
to compare A and B and Figs 3a,b show that the values of AI and MDs are much poorer for wing B. These
differences can be explained qualitatively in terms of the measured pressure distributions over the wing
lower surface. These are shown in Fig 3d for M = 0.80 for a station at 0.4 x semi-span, ie inboard of the
tank. These distributions can be described as follows:

A B

Clean wing Subcritical Subcritical
Wing with 3 pylons Subcritical Strong shock, no separation
Wing with 3 pylons and tank Strong shock, Shock-induced separation*

no separation

Indicated by the lower pressures downstream of the shock relative to the other cases and by the partial
collapse of the supersonic region ahead of the shock.

One can therefore forecast from the pressure distributions that both the wave drag and the viscous
drag will be higher with the tank mounted on wing B. The greater interference for a given Mach number and
CL is a consequence of the different pressure distributions over the clean wings. The significant features
are that near 0.35c the suctions are about 70% higher on wing B than on wing A and that the subsequent
adverse pressure gradient is about twice as great.

It would be wrong to conclude however that the greater interference with wing B is an inevitable
consequence of attempting to carry the tank on a more advanced, thicker wing. For example, as with
configuration 6 in Fig 3c, one could either

(i) move the tank forward or aft in an attempt to separate longitudinally the peak suctions on the
wing and the tank,

or (ii) change the shape of the tank to one with a parallel centre section opposite the peak suction on
the wing,

or (iii) reshape the rear of the tank with either a longer, less tapered boattail or a raised upper line,
ie a banana-shape tank,

or (iv) modify the pylon design,

or (v) change the wing camber-line to produce a more suitable shape of lower surface pressure distribution.

It is worth noting that concept (ii) was introduced more than 30 years ago on an early jet fighter to
eliminate flow separation and buffeting problems that had resulted from the underwing carriage of a tank
having a continuous longitudinal variation in cross-sectional area. The problem was solved by changing the
tank shape to one with a forward, parallel mid and tapered aft section mounted in such a position that the
peak suctions at the junctions between the three sections were displaced fore and aft of the peak suction
in the clean wing flow field. Now, when the need for care in eliminating adverse interference is even
greater with modern wing designs, the concept is rarely used. This is not true of configuration 6 discussed
above but in this case, for practical reasons, the concept was misapplied as will be realised from the

sketch in Fig 3c. Logistically, it ma' be unattractive to think in terms of a different tank shape for
different aircraft and to some extcnt, one could argue that (i-iv) should be regarded as palliatives for a
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situation that should not have arisen. The real lesson - and this will become even clearer in §5 below -
is that wings should be designed with store carriage in mind from the outset. At the very least, one should
design a wing/pylon combination rather than a clean wing.

4. UNDERWING STORES: FACTORS AFFECTING INTERFERENCE DRAG AT LOW C1.

4.1. Store Shape

It should be apparent from the discussion of the fuel tank examples in Fig 3 that the aerodynamic
interference with underwing mounted stores is likely to be proportionately more serious for clean
streamlined stores than for parallel or dirty stores. Even relatively small changes to the shape of the
store can have a significant effect on the interference. This is shown by the comparison in Fig 4a. Two
alternative stores X and Y were mounted (8) on wing A, Fig 3d, on the same underwing pylon at 0.55 x semi-
span. The two stores have about the same overall dimensions but a somewhat different shape, store Y having
a bluffer nose, a longer parallel centre section and a shorter boattail. The free air drag and indeed, the
installed drag increment was much greater for store Y but as shown in Fig 4a, the interference contribution
ACoi to the drag increment,

ie ACDi = CDinstalled - CDisolated -.

is generally somewhat less for store Y. particularly in the range M = 0.80 - 0.85. There are two possible
qualitative interpretations of this result. Either it is an example of a general trend that when the store
shape is such that there is poor flow over the store afterbody even under free-air conditions, there is less
chance that the interference with the wing flow field will further degrade the flow over the afterbody. Or
the shape and position of store X are such that the interference increases the wing wave and/or viscous
drag. Oil flow patterns for M = 0.85, CL = 0 suggested that the second interpretation is more likely in
this case. The main features of these flow patterns are reproduced in the sketch in Fig 4a:

(i) with store Y, the shock is further aft - consistent with the position of the start of the
afterbody,

(ii) with store X, the sweepback of the shock both outboard and inboard of the store is somewhat
less than with store Y,

and (iii) with store X, the change in flow direction through the shock is notably more acute, thus
implying a stronger shock.

It is thought that (iii) is the dominant factor.

This comparison has been included to act as a warning against naive use of interference drag
factors and to encourage the hope that by attention to detail and with the benefit of the theoretical
calculations that will be possible in the future, adverse interference can be alleviated.

4.2. Store Depth below the Wing

Various investigations, eg Refs 5,9,10,11 have specifically considered the effects of the vertical
position of a store below the wing. All have confirmed that this can be an important parameter but it is
difficult to draw simple generalised conclusions. When the flow is entirely subcritical, an increase in the
length and hence, surface area of the pylon will increase the pylon profile drag but will generally tend t,
reduce the interference drag. There is however a fair amount of evidence indicating that when the flow is
supercritical the adverse interference first increases with store depth before it starts to decrease. Oil
flow tests and pressure plotting measurements have shown that with a longer pylon, the flow separatisns in
the wing-pylon junctions can be less severe. The channel between wing and pylon is therefore less
constricted and the flow can expand to a higher local Mach number. The shock as well as being longtr in
extent, is stronger and there are L:erefore two reasons why the wave drag is increased.

An example of the effect of store depth is shown by the drag results in Fig 4b. A missile-type
store was mounted at two vertical positions below the wing of a 250 sweptback wing research model in the
ARA transonic tunnel (II). At low Mach number, at both CL = 0 and 0.3, the drag increment was higher with
H/D = 0.88 than with H/t1 = 1.23, thus showing that in this particular case, the reduction in interference
as the store and wing were moved apart more than offset the extra pylon profile drag. Above M = 0.75,
however, the drag increment increased with Mach number more rapidly with H/D = 1.25, thus supporting the
hypothesis of extra wave drag when the wing and store are further apart.

Quantitative.v, the results could well be different with other stores on other wings and the
correct choice of pylon 'ength will depend on the aircraft requirements. It seems possible that in many
cases, a compromise wil' have to be made between a short pylon to improve the dash capability with bare
pylons and a long pylon to minimise the drag and usable lift penalties at high CL (a point not illustrated
in this paper).

4.3. Spacing of Pylons across the Span

In 5§3, 4.1, 4.2 we have been concerned with the carriage of a single store per wing panel. In
practice, however, it is likely that current and future aircraft will be designed to carry a heavy store
load requiring 2, 3 or even as many as 5 pylons per side. Tests have been made (8) to show whether the
drag increments for a 3-pylon load of 3 stores on wing A of the previous example are sensitive to the
spanwise spacing of the pylons. Three alternative spacings were compared, the widest and narrowest spacings
being indicated by the photographs of Fig 4c. The graph shows the variation with Mach number of A(ACDi)
where A(ACDi) -(ACDi)narrow - (ACDi)wd

and ACp: is dci J .,s in the example in §4.1.

The figure shows that as mi_.,, have beer expected, bringing the stores closer together increases the
interference drag at low and moderate Mach numbers, the maximum changes being as much as A(AC0 i) - 0.0030
or perhaps 152 of the drag of the clean aircraft. At high subsonic speeds, the trend begins to reverse
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until ultimately, the drag increment is less with the narrow spacing. The Mach number for the crossover
increases with CL

The oil flow patterns in Fig 4c offer a partial explanation for the change in sign of A(AC D
between low and high Mach number, eg between M = 0.75 and 0.80 at CL 0 0. Irrespective of the spacing, the
main feature of these flow patterns is the near-unswpt shock below the wing between the pyl ,ns. With t
narrow spacing, this quasi-one-dimensional flow is already established at M - 0.75 with thp terminal shoc,:
and flow separations behind the shock extending from one pylon to the next. With the wide spacing, this type
ot pattern does not become fully established until M = 0.80 but then, the shock waves in the wider gullies
between the stores appear to be stronger. The pictures therefore help to explain why PCl)i increases more
rapidly above M = 0.75 with the wide spacing, the increase being sufficient to give higher !.1 1 i than with
tie narrow spacing above M = 0.80. There is an obvious similarity between these effects of spit ing and
the effects of store depth as already described.

For configurations of the type discussed here, store spacing is clearly a signifian cnrameter;
the optimum value would delfend on the aircraft operating requirements. It is possible h,,wever t envi sage
how the adverse interference, ie the values of ACDi might be reduced by either changes in pvl.n oesign ,.r
store relative longitudinal position, ie store stagger. In the present case, the pvlcons were (d Imle
design with symmetrical slab-sided sections; the shocks between the pylons tended to be unsweplc t". ause
they extended from the peak suction on the outboard side of the inner pylon (aft of its maximum thc kness)
to the peak suction on the inboard side of the outer pylon (ahead of its maximum thickness): change in
design might improve the shock sweep. The store longitudinal positions were chosen with the aim of
minimising the c.g. shifts for partial and full store loads; these considerations may he less vital in the
future with the advent of active controls and acceptance of relaxed stability.

4.4. Effect of Wing Design: Multiple Carriage on Separate Pylons

The influence of wing design has already been discussed in §3 with reference to the drag
increments for an underwing tank installation on wings A and B (same planform, different sections).
Comparative tests were also made (7) on these wingswith three stores of bi. Y mounted on three separate
pylons. Results and oil flow patterns from these tests are presented in Fig 5. The upper graphs compae
the CD - M variation for CL = 0.2 for (a) the clean wings, (b) the wings with 3 bare pylons per wing and
(c) the fully loaded configurations. It should be noted that the false zeros on the ordinate scales have
been staggered by amounts corresponding to the estimated low speed profile drag of respectively, the
pylons and the pylonsplus stores: in other words, if there were no interference drag, the three pairs of
curves would start at low Mach number at the same levels.

The addition of the pylons and then the stores reduces the drag-rise Mach number and by
implication, the penetration speed by significant amounts, at least 0.1 in Mach number. This is only to
be expected and to some extent at least, is an inevitable consequence of carrying a heavy store load
uonlerwing in what has generally been accepted as a 'standard' arrangement. In passing, it should be noted
that in this and succeeding sections up to §5.2, we are only concerned with the multiple carriage of stores
on separate pylons at different stations across the span. 'Standard' underwing carriage of a multiple
store load can in practice imply the use of a triple carrier, eg as on the F-4 Phantom, or a twin carrier
as on the Harrier but these cases are not considered here because of the difficulty of separating the
store-wing interference from the interference within the multiple carrier.

It is -lear that the relative assessment of wings A and B depends on whether the pylons/stores
are fitted or not. Clean, the reduction in the Mach number for the steep drag-rise for wing B relative to
wing A is about AM - 0.035 but with pylons, it is as much as AM - 0.06 and with pylons/stores about
AM = 0.055. The unexpected feature of these results is the striking effect of the bare pylons. This is a
significant conclusion because the aircraft will still be carrying its pylons on the return from the target
and hence this is a configuration that should if possible be optimised. Also, the shape of a pylon is
probably less sacrosanct - or less constrained by other factors - than the shape of most stores.

Fig 5 also shows the wing lower surface pressure distributions for stations at 0.60 and 0.72 x
semi-span on wing A and at 0.64 and 0.74 x semi-span on wing B, for CL - 0.2, M = Mx. The stations are
betoeen the middle and outer pylons, the outer stations being very close to the outer pylons. For the clean
wings, the flow is subcritical in both cases although it is significant that the values of (-Cp) near 0.3c
are almost twice as great for wing B as for wing A. Adding the pylons on wing A leads to a local supersonic
region inboard of the outer pylon while on wing B, this region appears to extend across the whole panel to
the middle pylon. Adding the stores produces a strong shock wave in the gully between the stores as already
seen in Fig 4c with poor flow behind the shock particularly on wing B. Near the outer pylon on wing B, the
separation is already sufficient to degrade the supersonic region; this is hardly surprising bearing in mind
that 

M 
= 

M
x, CL = 0.2 is far up the drag-rise for this configuration.

These pressure distributions do not however tell the full story. Pig 5 also contains photographs
of oil flow patterns for M - Mx CL - 0.2 for wings A and B with three bare pylons. Weak shocks and fairly
narrow pylon wakes are evident in the picture for wing A but generally, the flow is relatively well behaved
compared with wing B where there are substantial flow separations both inboard of the outer pylon and
downstream and outboard of the inner and middle pylons. These pictures suggest that the drag creep in the
results for wing B with bare pylons must be largely associated not with premature wave drag but with gross
viscous effects particularly downstream of the pylons.

The full assessments of wings A and B including factors not discussed here could still favour
wing B. It is a more advanced wing with notable advantages in usable lift and fuel volume. In designing
wing B, it was accepted that there would be some loss in drag-rise Mach number at low CL: a reduction of
0.03 was deemed acceptable. It must be emphasised strongly that the fact that the reduction is about 0.06
with the pylons fitted does not destroy the concept of the advanced wing design. It merely shows that one
should design the wing-pylon and if possible, the wing-pylons-stores as an entity. The simple pylons that
were adequate on wing A are no longer acceptable on wing B. Aerodynamically, as isolated pylons, they were
respectable designs: 6.5% thick, symmetrical, slah-sided,elliptic nose, tapered aft section. Looking at
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the oil flow picture, however, it seems inconceivable that one would not be able to modify the pylon deaign
to reduce the viscous interference effects on the wing.

5. UNDERWING STORES: OTHER ASPECTS OF INTERFERENCE

5.1. Aircraft Stability and Usable Lift

If is of course self-evident that underwing atores will interfere with the flow over the wing
lower surface. Until recently, however, it has not been fully realised that the stores can modify the flow
over the wing upper surface and that this can have serious consequences, particularly when the flow is
supercritical. To start with a simple example, Fig 6 presents results from tests at M - 0.85 on a model of
an aircraft with a wing of moderate svcepback and moderate aspect ratio tested with and without two
underwing stores per wing. Fig 6a shows the wing upper surface pressure distribution for a station near
mid-semi-span and it will be seen that the addition of the atores increases the auctions in the supersonic
region and hence, the shock strength. Two factors can contribute to this interference: an increase in
upwash and an increase in local velocity. The shock strength is increased - but by varying amounts - across
the complete span and thus, the shock-induced separation leading to a forward movement of the shock occurs
at a lower incidence. This is shown in Figs 6b,c for stations at mid-semi-span and 0.85 x semi-span.
However, the important point is that these effects were not quite the same at all spanwise stations. The
differences appeared trivial at first sight but they were sufficient to modify the Cm - a variation as
shown in Fig 6d. The results for the clean wing were marginally acceptable; with stores, however, there
was an unacceptable pitch up. This is an aspect of store interference which is clearly very configuration-
dependent but it cannot be ignored when seeking to optimise the configuration.

The interference with the upper surface flow has more dramatic consequences at high CL near the
usable lift boundary. Two examples drawn from the results of the experiments (7) on wings A and B are
presented in Fig 7. First, at the top of the page, data from incidence traverses at a relatively high
subsonic Mach number, M = Mx + 0.07, indicate serious adverse interference, eg on the lift break, by about
ACL = -0.05 for the bare pylons or ACL - -0.25 for the fully loaded case. Measured pressures are shown for
3 stations at 2 incidences. With and without pylon cases are compared at the samew incidence. The
distributions show that as might be expected, some of the loss in break CL is due to the interference with
the lower surface flow which is still substantial even at this incidence, particularly near the Outer pylon.
The significant point however is that the flow breakdown on the upper surface appears to occur at a lower
incidence: the deterioration between a = 4.90 and 6.70 at 0.64 and 0.73 x semi-span is certainly much more
rapid when the pylons are fitted. Once again, relatively small increases in shock strength have been
sufficient to provoke these differences. It is possible that these effects could have been averted or at
least postponed to a higher Mach number by moving the pylon-wing intersection further aft. The more
dramatic effect from fitting the stores is of somewhat academic interest because it is unlikely that the
fully loaded aircraft would have sufficient thrust to reach these conditions.

The results in the lower half of Fig 7 have been included to illustrate that the interference
effects of underwing pylons/stores on usable lift are not necessarily adverse. These results for M -=M
again show a reduction in break CL from both the pylons and the stores but the subsequent reduction in
lift-curve slope is less and the development of the stall is then more progressive. indeed, the very fact
that i..-i can be presented for the cases with pylons and with pylons/stores up to a high incidence is
itself significant because with the clean wing, the test could not be continued beyond the abrupt lift
break because of severe model bounce. Pressure distributions, with and without stores are compared for
two stations (between the middle and outer stores as in Fig 5) at three incidences, the lowest being near
separation-onset. It will be seen that stores off, there is a lift contribution from the forward
supersonic region at both stations at a = 80 and 9.50 followed by a collapse at both stations at 11'
whereas stores on, the supersonic region has already completely collapsed at one but onlv one station at
i= 9.50: in other words, an earlier but more progressive stall, stores on. This implies earlier buffet

onset but better buffet penetration. The presence of the pylons and the stores is tending to dictate the
manner in which the areas of separated flow extend with increasing incidence and Is a result, thet stall
development is likely to be less sensitive to other variables: for example, there is evidence from tests
on other wing designs that the presence Of underwing stores can alleviate any tendencv to lateral problors
such as wing drop and wing rock. This statement would not however be true of every winp design: examples~
could be quoted where the exact opposite would apply.

Speculatively and arguably, a wing design philosophy can be suggested that would exploit this
possible favourable interference of the pylons/stores on the stall development. flie should design the
clean wing to carry as much lift as possible at buffet-onset; there is then the risk that the flow will
tend to break down all across the span at almost the same incidence; however, the addition of underwing
pylons (and stores) could then slightly degrade the stall onset but give the progressive breakdown that is
required for satisfactory flying qualities. This design philosophy has been set out in broad terms: to
follow it literally may not be possible with a given design at all Mach numbers. The interference from
the pylons/stores is probably due to their effect on the spanwise upwash distribution ahead of the swept
leading edge of the wing; the detailed effects could be modified by small changes in the ge- ..,try of the
wing-pylon leading edge junction.

5.2. Buffet at lwC

As a5 final contribution from the results of the tests (7) on wings A and B, Fig 8 presents

CB - CL curves 'r M - Mx and M - Mx + 0.07 for wing B with and without pylons/stores. It will be seen
that even at M - Mx, the stores are tending to provoke a buffet response at low positive CL while at
M -Mx + 0.07, with storeg, there is no CL-range that can be described as being free from buffet and even
the bare pylons give significant buffet at low CL- Most modifications introduced to reduce the drag
increments should also tend to alleviate the buffet.

C. - uned s win& root strainCB dynamic pressure
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5.3. Flow Fields: Store Loads and Release

Various references, eg Ref 12, have concluded that for underwing stores, the flow field about the
aircraft with stores may be the most important parameter affecting the store trajectory. Mathews in
Chapter 5 of Ref 4 notes that the flowfield is likely to vary with aircraft, store, store position, adjacent
stores, flight conditions, and aircraft attitude. As an illustration, Fig 9 shows the velocity components
measured (13) in two lateral planes near the front and rear of 3 M-117 bombs on a TER on the inboard wing
station of an F-4 at M = 0.85. The flow survey was made with the stores present. There is much downwash
near the nose of the weapon on the bottom station and much upwash near the tail. This typical flowfield
produces an extremely large nose down aerodynamic pitching moment on large diameter stores, particularly at
higher Mach numbers and again to quote Mathews, 'has been found to result in unsatisfactory release
trajectories for many weapons.'

This example has introduced the confusion that was avoided when discussing the perform '- data,
ie some of the interference is between the store installation and the wing and some would be present in the
flowfield around the TER in isolation. It will be suggested later that the latter could be alleviated by
repositioning the stores on the carrier but also, it is plausible to suggest that the changes in flow
direction in pitch would have been less if the stores had been mounted either further aft or further
forward: changes that would also probably have reduced the drag increments. Indeed, the important general
point is that any modification that reduces drag by eliminating or reducing the tendency for a strong shock
wave or major flow separation is also likely to reduce the sensitivity of the store loads to CL, Mach
number and minor differences in geometry and fitting of individual stores. This should serve to make the
trajectories more predictable and repeatable: a worthwhile aim in itself.

6. WING TIP-MOUNTED STORES

Wing tip carriage is increasingly becoming a favoured option for carriage of slender missiles. There
may be practical reasons for this, eg a missile mounted well forward at the tip will have a good
unobstructed field of view and it may be the best position to avoid ground clearance problems. However, on
many wings,it is also an attractive proposal aerodynamically and it certainly should be discussed in this
paper because it provides a prime example of favourable aerodynamic interference.

The AGARD FOP Working Party Report (4) included two examples (14,15) showing that wing-tip carriage of
external stores can reduce the lift--dependent drag. Fig 10 presents some results from a recent series of
tests which are of considerable interest because surface pressure measurements are available to help in the
interpretation of the favourable interference. Tests were made on a sweptback wing research model fitted
alternatively with a curved wing tip and with a cropped square-cut tip on which was mounted a model of a
missile and its launcher. The tests covered a wide range of Mach number but the results for M = 0.7
presented in Fig 10 are typical of those obtained at Mach numbers up to at least M = 0.9. They are non-
dimensionalised using the geometry of the wing with the square-cut tip. The drag increment at a given CL
from adding the missile and its launcher decreases with CL becoming negative above about CL = 0.3. A
prediction based on treating the missile and launcher as an effective extension of the span gives very good
agreement with the measured results up to quite high values of CL. This may suggest a very simple analogy
but a detailed study of the pressure distributions measured in these tests shows that this analogy does not
entirely represent the physics underlying the favourable interference.

Fig 10 shows that the reduction in the lift-dependent drag collates with an increase in lift at a
given incidence; some of this extra lift is generated on the missile itself but mostly, it is produced on
the outer wing as shwon by the local CN values for the station at 0.95 x semi-span. Indeed, the local lift
at this station is almost as great as for the wing with curved tip and is greater than would be predicted
on the effective span analogy. Further, the changes in chordwise loading at this station due to the
addition of the missile cannot be explained simply by a change in induced incidence. Comparison of the
results from the tests with and without the missile tail fine shows that some of the extra lift even at
this station some distance away from the fins is due to local interference between the fins and the rear
wing (increased auctions on the upper surface, increased pressures on the lower surface).

The results in Fig 10 and in the earlier comparisons (14,15) are for conventional tip-mounted
installations. It does not need much imagination to suggest that it might be possible to exploit the
favourable interference further by repositioning the missile. Winglet research is obviously relevant. Not
all the interference can be described as favourable: the increased adverse pressure gradients near the
leading edge on the upper surface near the wing tip-launcher junction at low Mach numbers and a further
forward shock position near the tip at higher Mach numbers could have adverse consequences particularly for
wings designed to stall progressively inwards from the extreme tip. However, with care, it should be
possible to avoid these local problems and thus reap the benefits of the favourable interference.

7. BASIC CONCEPTS FCK.' FAVOURABLE INTERFERENCE (OR MINIM.ISING ADVERSE INTERFERENCE)

The discussion in 953-6 has concerned wing-store interference. Let us now consider store-store
interference and the implications for carrier design and for multiple store arrangements, eg below the
fuselage. Three basic concepts (16) are available to reduce adverse or to produce favourable interference
viz

(i) increased lateral spacing of the stores,
(ii) longitudinal stagger between aidjacent stores,

and (iii) tandem carriage of the stores.

Fig It presents results from teits in the 2ft x lift tunnel at RAE Farnborough in which drag
measurements were made (17) on various arrays of stores mounted on 450 sweptback struts from the roof of
the tunnel. The pylon extended one stnre diameter from the roof and so the stores were positioned just
clear of the roof boundary layer; in effect, the stores were being tested close to a reflection plane
simulating the surface of a wing with zero thickness. Results are shown in Fig 11 for 2 types of store,
one with a pointed nose and the other with a hemispherical bluff nose. The results have been collapsed in
the form of three interference drag factors, viz
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Ky-Drag of row of 2 stores for a row of 2 stores at different lateral

-2 x drag of individual store spacings, y,

Kst - Drag of staggered row of 2 stores for a row of 2 stores at a given lateral spacing
2 x drag of individual store (0.25 calibres) but different longitudinal

stagger, Xst,
(ie with zero stagger, Kst , -

DT_ rag of colum of 2 stores for a column of 2 stores at different axial
2 . drag of in dividual store separation, XT.

The graphs in Fig 11 give an idea of what might be achieved ideally with these 3 basic concepts. It
should be noted that the actual values of Ky, Kat, KT. and their variation wtih Mach number depend
considerably on the shape of the store . Some of the main features of the results are described below.

7.3. Lateral Spacing

2 stores side-by-side at the close spacing (y - 0.015 calibres) typical of store carriage on
standard twin carriers clearly gives appreciable adverse interference: the values of K, increase from about
1.5 at low Mach number to maxima of 1.65 - 1.75 before decreasing to 1.3 - 1.4 at transonic speeds. The
maxima in these curves occur at a Mach number close to the drag-rise Mach number MD. Of t~ie individual
store if tested in isolation, Increased lateral spacing rapidly reduces the adverse interference at Mach
numbers below MDthe decrease with y at low speeds being predicted reasonably by the equation

Ky + 0.42
K1=3+exp (y'/0.42d)

where d =store diameter
and y' =minimum distance between the two stores

Above M4 = MD the benefits of increased lateral spacing become less pronounced, the variation with y
tending to disappear first at low values of y. Near and above M - 1, the changes in Ky with y only amount
to about 0.1.

When applying this concept to an actual twin or triple carrier, other factors intrude, eg an
increase in y will tend to give more surface area on the carrier body and will modify the interference
between the stores and this body. On a practical installation, the variation of D/q with y can therefore
be non-monotonic particularly at high subsonic speeds. This is yet another example of a phenomenon already
noted in other areas, viz if one widens a channel between two surfaces, one can reduce low speed viscous
interference but allow the supercritical flow to expand to a higher local Mach number, thus increasing the
wave drag. In general, however, for aircraft with a heavy store load, it is probably the results at Mach
numbers up to M.that are important and thus, increased lateral spacing should be helpful. In addition to
the reduction in drag, the increased lateral spacing should improve the release characteristics - less
tendency for a collision during release and more opportunity to use an optimum ejection angle. The possible
benefits on maximum store release speeds are shown in Fig 13 to be discussed in §7.3 below.

7.2. Store Stagger

A relatively small amount of stagger, eg Xst = I calibre is sufficient to displace the peak
suction regions near the shoulders of the store and Fig It shows that this can reduce the drag significantly,
particularly at Mach numbers near MD The values of Kst for y = 0.25 calibres are then about 1.2 as
compared with maxima in the range l.1 1 .6 for stores with zero stagger. Having displaced the peak suction
regions, there is then little further change in drag until the forward shoulder of the rear store has moved
aft of the rear shoulder of the forward store. There is then a further reduction in Kst, eg for Xst = 4 and
6 calibres for the pointed nose store and Xst = 6 calibres for the bluff nose store. Values of Kst near
0.8 are then obtained at transonic speeds. The most sensible way of describing this result is to say that
the favourable interference to be expected (see below) from carrying staes in tandem can still be achieved
to some extent with store centres displaced laterally by 1.25 calibres.

Longitudinal stagger of the stores as a means of reducing the drag of loaded multiple carriers at
high subsonic and transonic speeds was being suggested (18) as early as 3966 and again at an AGARD FDP
conference (19) in 1973. Tests (4,5) on a 1/4 scale model of a standard triple carrier on the ARA isolated
store drag rig showed that staggering the bombs on the shoulder stations by 0.92 calibres forward and aft
of the bottom bomb reduced the drag by more than 20% at M = 0.9. These and other results have confirmed
that stagger can reduce the adverse interference in a practical installation. The benefits affect more
than just drag: forces and moments on both installed and released stores can be reduced, as illustrated in
Fig 32.

These results in Fig 32 are taken from tests (20) in which the close interference forces and
moments between two M4k 30 bombs mounted underwing on a standard twin carrier have been measured during
simulated release of the inboard 'free bomb'. Tests were made with the bombs mounted side-by-side and
staggered fore-and-aft, by ±1 calibre, the positive sign denoting that the inboard 'free bomb' is staggered
aft. Load measurements were made on the sting-mounted 'free bomb' and the carrier-mounted 'captive bomb'
and also pressures were measured on the lower surface of the carrier both along the carrier centre line
and above the 'free bomb' centre line. Results for M4 = 0.80 are presented in Fig 32. The pressure
distributions appearing above/below the bomb pictures were taken with the captive bomb respectively present
and absent; the free bomb was slightly below its installed position. The bottom graphs show the effect of
stagger on the variation of store pitching moment and yawing moment with vertical displacement of the free
bomb with and without the captive bomb present.

The pressure measurements on the carrier clearly show that store stagger is effective in reducing

the store-store and store-carrier interference. The shock strengths are reduced with both positive and
negative stagger, the highest peak local Mach numbers being MI - 1.41 (1.41) for side-by-side carriage,



M, - 1.30 (0.22) for positive stagger and Ml - 1.26 (1.09) for negative stagger, the values in brackets
referring to the single bomb case.

Poor release characteristics are often diagnosed a~s being due to the magnitude of the aerodynamic
yawing moments and nose down pitching moments on the released stores and the results in the lower graphs
indicate that positive stagger should be very helpful in both respects. Note: with positive stagger,
moments for first bomb to be released are given by Xst - 1, captive bomb present and for the second bomb by

Xs 0, no captive bomb.

Mathews in Ref 4 also quotes an example where staggering the stores on an MER was found to reduce
the installed pitching moments, lHe draws the conclusion that 'store staggering appears to offer considerable
potential for both drag reductions and store separation improvements and that additional research in this
area is highly reconswended.'

7.3. Tandem Carriage

Returning to Fig 11, the bottom pair of graphs illustrate that carrying stores in tandem is a
powerful method of obtaining favourable interference, particularly with bluff-nose stores. If the stores
are virtually nose-to-tail, ie XT - 0.005 calibres, the reduction in overall drag for a column of 2 stores
amounts to about 30% near M =1.0 for the bluff nose and 20% for pointed nose stores: even at a separation
of 3 calibres, these figures are 20% and 152. In inviscid subcritical flow,* one would predict compensating
buoyancy effects decreasing the drag of the front store and increasing the drag of the aft store. The
actual measurements showed that with the stores close together, these opposing trends were present at
M ' N05 but the increase in drag of the rear store was not sufficient to offset the reduction in drag of
the forward store. At high Mach number near M = 1.0, the drag of even the rear store could be less than
the drag of the store in isolation. Five mechanisms for drag reduction in a tandem arrangement were listed
in Ref 4, viz

Ci) the rear store is in a stream of reduced mean dynamic pressure,

(ii) at very small spacings, the nose of the rear store is in an essentially dead-air region behind
the base of the forward store (this applies to stores with large effective base area),

(iii) the wake of the forward store can modify the flow separation characteristics from the nose of
a relatively bluff rear store,

(iv) the rear store is in a stream of reduced Mach number and thus, the onset of wave drag from
the rear store is delayed and also, the shock wave on the forward store is probably moved
forward thus reducing the wave drag of this store,

and (v) the longitudinal cross-sectional area distribution of the combination is better tban for the
forward or rear stores in isolation and thus, the wave drag at transonic speeds will be less.

once again, the concept of tandem carriage is not new. Ref 4 quotes results obtained (18) in
1966 at CAL ahowing that the drag increments due to adding 3 stores to the rear station of an MER was
appreciably less than that from adding the first 3 stores to the empty carrier - by 157 at M = 0.8 or more
than 40% at M = 1.2. Drag results for tandem carriers (5) and for tandem arrangements (21) of stores under
a fuselage are also quoted in Ref 4: all show large drag reductions broadly consistent with Fig 11, the
improvements being frequently about 40% at transonic speeds and particularly noticeable for stores with a
completely bluff nose. Methods for the quantitative prediction of these effects are being developed.

In addition to the drag improvements, tandem carriage can also lead to better release speeds.
Tests on a model of the Phantom showed that the store installed loads for tandem carriers were of the same
order as fo0r a s tandard twin carrier; the moments were in fact somewhat smaller. Even with the same loads,
release from a tandem carrier could be preferable because sideways movement during release does not have to
be limited because of the proximity of an adjacent store as with a twin carrier.

A Schoch/Couvert analysis (22) was used (23) to forecast maximum safe release speeds on the basis
of the store loads measured for stores mounted on various different carriers on Phantom. It is believed (23)
that this simplified analysis yields a reasonable idea of the speed at which the release trajectories begin
to depart significantly from those observed at low speeds and that relatively at least, the estimates should
be reliable. The results are shown in bar chart form in Fig 13. It will be seen that compared with a
standard twin carrier, use of an improved twin carrier employing wider lateral spacing and some stagger
gave a 40% improvement in predicted release speed but the best results were obtained with a tandem carrier
where the increase was nearly 100%. In practice, of course, an increase of 100% would not be possible
because the aircraft fully loaded would not be capable of flying at these speeds. In other words,
therefore, the results indicate that with tandem carriers, the release characteristics do not impose any
limitation on the safe release speeds.

The case for tandem carriage on grounds of drag and store release is therefore very strong and
the concept should be exploited whenever possible. It is appreciated that carrier flexibility, CC/stability
considerations can raise problems but it is hoped that the latter will be less serious on future aircraft
equipped with active control technology.

8. FEASIBLE DRAG IMPROVEMENTS FOR PRACTICAL STORE ARRANIGEMENTS

Research in the UK over the past 8 years has shown that large improvements in the drag of multiple

external store arrangements are feasible. The improvements are achieved by judicious application of the
concepts discussed in 67 and by refining the general aerodynamic cleanliness of the assemblies, eg by
fairing of external sway braces. The reductions in drag imply less adverse interference, better flow,
weaker shocks, less extensive separations and so in many cases, the reductions in drag should be
accompanied by smaller installed loads and better and more predictable release characteristics. Figs
14a'c,e,f illustrate the reductions in drag thought to be feasible; in all cases, present in-service
equipment is taken as the datum for comparison. In most cases the 'feasible improvements' are based on
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actual test data and are for arrangements that could be engineered in practice, eg the carriers were
designed to allow space for the ejector release units and are not idealised configurations.

8.1. Carriers

The scales of all the graphs are the same, the stores in all cases are Mk 10, 454 kg bombs. To
this extent, the results are specific but the gains are so large that hopefully, this is of little
consequence. Summarising the results for say, M - 0.85:

(i) the drag of the fully loaded triple carrier, Fig 14a, can be reduced to only about 33% of the
fully loaded standard CBTE. As a measure of the achievement, the drag of the feasible triple
carrier at this Mach number is only about 20% greater than the simple sum of the isolated drags
of three separate bombs and the empty carrier. Three bombs can be carried for less drag than a
single bomb on the present in-service triple carrier or two bombs on the present in-service
twin carrier,

(ii) the drag of the empty triple carrier, Fig 14b, can be reduced to less than 25% of the drag of
the empty standard triple carrier and in isolation, the drag-rise can be postponed to about
M - 0.98,

(iii) the drag of the loaded twin carrier, Fig 14c, can be reduced to less than 602 of that of the
standard twin carrier of the type shown. Relative to the practice adopted on some aircrsft
of carrying two stores on a standard triple carrier, the figure is less than 30%.

These figures are for carriers in isolation. The improvements may be even larger if the carrier
is mounted underwing but might not be as great if a number of carriers are installed close together
underfuselage (unless the whole array was then designed as a unit).

Many factors enter into the design of a good twin carrier. These include the lateral spacing of
the stores, the store ejection angle, the longitudinal stagger of the stores, the surface area, fineness
ratio and shape of the carrier itself. The standard twin carrier has a body in the form of a thick faired
plate of low aspect ratio but various other possible types of twin carrier can be envisaged as shown in
Fig 14d. Oil flow patterns (4) from 1/4 scale model tests at ARA have shown that with poor twin carrier
designs

(a) there can be considerable outflow over the bomb nose, rolling up to form a vortex over the top of
the bomb with a clearly defined secondary separation line,

(b) the flow diverts downwards and accelerates over the bomb nose leading to a shock in the entry to
the bomb-carrier passage, this shock being strong enough to induce a local flow separation,

(c) air is sucked through the gaps between the bombs and carrier body near and between the fixation
bolts, thus adding to the confused flow situation further aft.

With a good twin carrier design, however, these features are much less pronounced and indeed, the flow over
the bombs can appear to be relatively innocuous (4).

8.2. Underwing Stores

Fig 14e presents a similar in-service standard versus feasible comparison for the carriage of 3
store under a wing panel, ie 6 stores per aircraft. For the 'standard' arrangement, the stores are carried
on a standard triple carrier as on Phantom; an intermediate curve shows what might be achieved for the same
3 stores mounted on 3 separate pylons as in the arrangements discussed earlier in §§4,5. Fig 14e suggests
that at M = 0.85, for example, it would be feasible to reduce the drag to less than 657 of the value for
the simple arrangement on 3 separate pylons and less than 40% of that of the in-service arrangement using a
standard triple carrier.

The Mach number scale of this figure clearly depends on the model selected for the comparison.
It may be helpful to note that in the particular case shown in Fig 14e, MD for the clean wing was about
M = 0.82.

8.3. Underfuselage Stores

Fig 14f presents a comparison for the multiple carriage of bombs underfuselage. In the standard
installation, the bombs are mounted on standard multiple carriers. The graph suggests that relative to
this datum, it should be possible to reduce the drag by about 40% and to achieve a drag increment at M .
that is no greater than that for the standard arrangement at M = 0.9. At high subsonic and transonic
speeds, the forecast 'feasible' drag increment was less than the free air d.-ig of the bomb in isolation,
ie it is possible to mount the stores in a closely packed array and obtain some overall favourable
interference. These are measured results; almost certainly, they could be improved further in a truly
conformal arrangement, (see §9 below).

It should be noted that the model chosen for this comparison is not the same as for the underwing
store comparison and to that extent, it may be misleading to present the two figures side-by-side.
Nevertheless, the implication that it is preferable to carry a heavy store load in arrays under the
fuselage rather than underwing can be accepted as a valid conclusion. Other examples supporting this
conclusion and drawn~from US research (21,25) are to be found in Ref 4. Ideally, the stores should be
mounted tangentially (or semi-submerged if the penalties of empty cavities After the stores have been
dropped (25) can be minimised), in tandem with close longitudinal spacing, with due regard to the
longitudinal distribution of cross-sectional area for the complete configuration and with the ejector units
hidden within the fuselage or behind a specially devised pallet. We have therefore arrived at the theme of
conformal carriage which is clearly the prime approach for mounting stores in a way that will exploit
favourable aerodynamic interference.

*not necessarily under the fuselage; Ref 24 argues the case for a radical overfuselage installation.
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9. CONFORMAL CARRIAGE

The aim with conformal carriage is to carry the external stores as closely as possible to the external
sur face of the aircraft. The best way of accomplishing this is to either extend the surface of the aircraft
to meet the stores or to enclose the mounting racks within the aircraft so that the stores meet the surface.
The primary emphasis to date has been on fuselage mounted arrangements, the advantages of which have been
demonstrated in flight on at least the F-4 and F-I5 aircraft in the United States. It seems probable that
wing-mounted conformal arrangements could also be developed. To date, slipper tanks have been the only
comhmon example of this approach.

It should be remembered that the conformal carriage concept has other major advantages apart from drag
reductions, eg it allows the use of bluff stores which would give unacceptable performance penalties if
mounted on external carriers but which one may wish to use for the sake of their desirable release and
trajectory characteristics and second, it allows the use of locations which may have a notable benefit on
the aircraft stability, control and handling qualities. Concentrating the loadings closer to the aircraft
rotational (stability) axes can improve the inertial qualities to the extent that an aircraft loaded with
stores behaves comparably with an unloaded aircraft, the major difference in 'feel' to the pilot being
merely that due to the greater vehicie weight. various practical problems may however make conformal
carriage difficult to engineer on some aircraft; these problems are however outside the scope of the present
paper. The aim here is to highlight the performance benefits which show that conformal carriage can
exploit favourable aerodynamic interference' to an outstanding extent.

9.. F-4 Conformal Carriage Flight Demonstration (26)

Fig 15a shows the conformal carriage adaptor which was designed and fitted to the F-4 for the
flight test programmne (27). 49 positions were available for mounting ejector racks including 3 rows of 4
racks side-Ly-side for any given store loading. The fairing over these racks provided a clean, smooth
installation on the undersurface of the fuselage. Tests were made with and without the forward fairing.
Both flight and tunnel tests showed that the subsonic drag of the F-4 with the conformal adaptor was less
than the drag of the clean aircraft. A similar result was obtained with the conformal fuel tank
installation (28), 'Fast Pack', on the F-IS, which is described in 99.2 below and shown in Fig 16. It
would be easv to dismiss these as particular, coincidental results but in fact, it could be claimed that
they show the usefulness of the conformal arrangements in improving the aerodynamic cleanliness of the
overall configuration.

Some selected results from the flight test programme are shown in Figs ]5b-e. For example,
Figs I5b,c give an idea of the likely performance benefits of conformal carriage for 12 x Mk 82 bombs, ie
a typical representative store load on the F-4 Phantom. It will be seen that at high altitude and Mach
numbers in the range 0.7 - 0.8, the reduction in specific range for this store load is only about 6% with
conformal carriage as compared with 20% with conventional carriage on a conventional TER/MER/TER
arrangement. This also implies a major fuel saving for a given mission. Even without the stores, ie on
the return flight, no extra fuel is needed to carry the empty conformal carrier as compared wtih 12% for
carrying the empty standard carriers. The figures for the low altitude condition are also impressive: the
reduction in specific range is 5% rather than 27% for the standard carriers and indeed, conformal carriage
of the 12 Mk 82 stores can be accomplished at nearly the same cost as operating the F-4 with conventional
carriers and no stores. Flying with the empty conformal adaptor at this altitude required 7% less fuel as
compared with the clean F-4 (no pylon or carriers)! The conventional arrangement could not be flown for
the acceleration flights but an estimated durve is shown for a conventional Mk 82 payload arrangement
showing that the maximum performance would then be barely supersonic whereas the conformal carriage
arrangement allowed operation at supersonic spedds over a wide range of altitude. Fig I5d shows the large
expansion of the flight envelope.

Fig 15e shows the performance achieved with conformal carriage of 2 types of bluff stores: full
details of the stores are given in Ref 4 but it is sufficient in the present paper merely to commsent that
this is another potential advantage of conformal carriage: it enables one to carry compact arrays of bluff
stores which are likely to have superior store separation, trajectory and impact characteristics. To carry
these stores in any other fashion would produce very large incremental drags. The teats with the arrays of
bluff stores included an additional fairing installed on the forward ramp (Fig 15a) and store on, this
improved the performance. In operational practice, however, it would be necessary to either retract,
deflate or jettison the fairing after store release to avoid a significantdrag penalty. Amongst the many
conclusions that could be made from the results, one striking compar -ison worth quoting is that flying with
a compact array of 9N bluff stores (ordnance almost 40% greater than 12 Mk 82) gives a specific range at
low altitude greater than the clean F-4 up to a Mach number of 0.85.

The main conclusion (26) from the F-4 programme is that the performance advantages of conformal
carriage were convincingly demonstrated in both flight tests and in supporting wind tunnel tests. Obviously,
the precise quantitative results are a function of the aircraft design and it would not be possible on all
aircraft to devise retrospectively arrangements that would give such large performance advantages. However,
the results should provide the spur to design new aircraft with conformal carriage in mind from the outset.

9.2. F-I5 Conformal Fast Pack Pallets

As a second example of conformal carriage, reference can be made to the prototype flight test
programme (28) undertaken by McDonnell Douglas Corp, which showed that two fuel pallets mounted in the wing-
fuselage junction of the F-IS as shown in Fig 16a could provide an additional 5808 litres fuel capacity
without undue compromise to the air superiority capability of the basic aircraft. Each pallet, or tank,
had a streamline shape designed with regard to the longitudinal cross-sectional area distribution of the
complete aircraft-tank combination. Fig 16a also illustrates that the conformal pallet could be used not
only for fuel storage but also to carry electronics, weapons or guns. Additional payload could be
tangentially attached externally: Fig 16b shows that the addition of the pallets reduced the subsonic drag
level and delayed the drag-rise; at supersonic speeds, it allowed the carriage of 5808 litres of fuel for a
drag increment that was only about 40% and 65% respectively of the drag increments for 4828 litres carried
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conventionally underwing or 6791 litres carried partly underwing and partly underfuselage: a major
achievement fully justifying the suggestion that on new aircraft in trhe future, the aim should be to design
with these radical ideas for store carriage in mind from the outset.

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The two main aims of this paper have been first to describe the nature of the major adverse and
favourable aerodynamic interference encountered with external store installations and second, to present
some examples of the improvements that should be feasible. The main conclusions are as follows:

I. With existing external store arrangements, the drag increments can be very large and the release
characteristics can pose serious problems.

2. Research has already shown how major improvements could be achieved. Many of the proposals should
be feasible even on existing aircraft. Larger improvements should be possible on new aircraft
types provided the external store requirements are specified and borne in mind in the early

phases of the design.

3. To obtain the full benefit from advanced wing design, the wings should be designed with duo
regard to store carriage. In particular, the wing/underwing pylons should be considered
together. If this is done, it should be possible to alleviate adverse interference at low
CL and to achieve some favourable interference on the flow breakdown at high CL at moderate

and high subsonic speeds.

4. Research should be undertaken to exploit further the favourable interference possibilities
of wing tip carriage of slender missiles.

5. New multiple carriers and underfuselage arrays of stores should aim to exploit the concepts
of tandem carriage and store stagger and should avoid very close lateral spacing of the stores.

6. For new aircraft, the complete configuration should be designed as an entity with due regard
to its longitudinal cross-sectional area distribution and with the stores mounted either in

conformal packages or from conformal pallets.

Research to date notably in the UK on multiple carriers and in the US on conformal carriage has
pointed the way. The theoretical methods now being developed and which form the subject of other papers
at this conference will provide the means, It is hoped that this paper will have helped to stiffen the
resolve to develop new radical approaches to store carriage.
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EVALUATION OF AIRCRAFT INTERFERENCE EFFECTS ON EXTERNAL STORES AT

SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC SPEEDS

by

RONALD DESLANDES
MBB Unternehmensbereich Flugzeuqe

8000 Minchen 80 - Germany

SUMMARY
To analyse the separation behaviour of external stores from a combat air-

craft, the store loads must be evaluated at all times after release. The resulting
forces and moments are highly unsteady and depend upon:

e the non-uniform flowfield around the aircraft
* the store motion itself.

The exact evaluation of unsteady aerodynamics of such complicated confi-
gurations is nearly impossible, due to the required

* computer capacity
* cost effectiveness

Simplificating issumptions lead to the quasilinearization of the time depend-
ance to omit unsteady calculations and to the use of the flow angularity technique to
minimize computational time.

The MBB-Store Separation Programme System *) will be presented as a possible
solution. The mixed experimental analytical approach realized here is not restricted by
compressibility effects, but will he mainly described at subsonic flows. However the
transonic and supersonic extensions will be mentioned, as well as the application of the
proqramme system to realistic combat aircraft missions under realistic conditions, such
as

e jettison at high q manoeuvre
* multiple jettison
* rail- and drop-launch of missiles

NOTATION

ALFAF (°) aircraft angle of attack
AC Subscript for: aircraft
BETA (o) Sideslip angle
CN Store normal force coefficient
Cx, Cy, Cz Store force coefficients
C1 , CM, Cn Store moment coefficients
CPU Central-processor-unit (Times on IBM 370/3033)
CTS Captive Trajectory System
EDP Electronic Data Processing
. (T/s2) acceleration of gravity
1 (m) Store length
M, Ma Mach number
nz  Load factor w.r.t. the z-direction
S Subscript for: store
$1 ..... n Store sections
t (sec) time
A t (sec) time-step or interval
U (m/s) free stream velocity
U flow, local (m/s) local velocity vector in a flowfield
Ustore (m/s) velocity of the store
ristore, local (m/s) resultant velocity of a store section
X, Y, Z cartesian coordinates
Co a gle of attack
f (l angle of sideslip
I ( Tailplane setting
Wy (1/s) rotation velocity w.r.t. to the y-axis

*) The MBB-SSP-System has been sponsered by the FRG Ministery of Defense,
Department RdFo 4.



1. INTRODUCTION

The missions of the today's fighter aircraft generation are inconceivable
without an external store equipment.

Such a configuration is shown in Fig. 1, pointing out two major areas of the
external-store-aerodynamics:

" the carriaje flight configuration,
* store separation from the aircraft.

Range of Tasks of Store Configurations

Store carrage Store release

" drag and stability of t unsteady loads
the complete conftiguration (including steady loads)

at any time during
" stress due to the steady the trajectory

installed loads

Fig. 1

The topics of investigation of weapon carriaqe are the determination of
overall drag- and stability changes of the complete configuration, so that the real
flight performances can be assessed. Great importance also lays in recording the
steady loads on the installed stores to ensure optimal design of the local airframe
strength.

The second area deals exclusively with the overall store aerodynamics in the
vicinity of the aircraft. In this case store loads have to he accurately evaluated,
including all unsteady effects occurinq between the installed and free falling store
positions.

Since all problems of the evaluation of loads on external stores appear here,
the following will primarily deal with the release situation.

Fig. 2 therefore gives an overview of all possible release conditions for
several stores under different aspects of manoeuvring flight. In addition ti the
simple case of steady interference between the aircraft and the store, other coupling
effects must be taken into account, such as:

Release Conditions

.ecn..d ft
path n-.

Iorfatrory
* cfaetod by wendlu.nn testing

Fig. 2

0 unsteady interference between several stores in the case of a multiple
jettison

S dynamic interferences due to the relative motion between store and aircraft
at flight manoeuvres.



Looking at wind tunnel drop tests, it is
obvious that only straight and level flight para-
meters can be realized, because there is only one

Aerodynamic Task to Evaluate available flow direction. This fact justifies the
the Loads on a Released Store development even of complicated theoretical proce-

dures to match all the remaining release condi-
tions.

So the evaluation of loads on the exter-
nal store can be formulated as the aerodynamic
coupling of four main effects, shown on fig. 3 and
consisting in:

Sfirst order effects: standing for the
steady interference of the aircraft on
the air flow around the store

Description ot * second order effects: due to store motion
* is, , r Effect ., -,- and aircraft motion effects on the store

*. , . ........ effective angles of attack and sideslip,

* 2.1drder Effects , . _ . including store and aircraft rotations
.. , .during release and maneuvering with arbi-

* 3r0 O~der Effects trary load-factors.

st' ° .. third order effects: occuring only during
multiple jettison and consisting in first

* Higher Orde, Effects - and second order effects of adjacent
'e , ."C "', stores in motion.

. finally higher order effects: or the
disturbance on the store caused by air-
craft components close to this store and
induced by the reciprocal interference of

Fig. 3 the store on these components.

2. EVALUATION OF INTERFERENCE EFFECTS ON A RELEASED STORE

A typical design concept used to evaluate these interference effects is shown
in fig. 4.

It generally consists in a large
do-loop which combines two main partial
tasks:

* the interference evaluation by fluid Typical Programme Design Concept

dynamics and aerodynamics

4 and the resulting store motion by flight
mechanics.

During one release calculation about 400 Overll Loads (0xCycles 0
do-loop runs must be performed, whereby inter- Iwith Ree otIon
ference is calculated in 400 different quasi- Interference

steady positions of the aircraft and the exter-
nal store. i

Store Motion

Time - Dependont- Quasilinear isation - Boundary

Ato_ (Icy, I $t e engthI

vISO' e . yl

Fig. 4
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2.1 Quasi-linearistion of time

This quasi-steady approach is only valid if the load alternation on the exter-
nal store, during release, occurs slowly enough to be neglected. In this case it is re-
liable to operate with variable time steps which are calculated by devidinq the store
length by its velocity. These intervals can be interpreted as the time taken by an air
particle to pass the external store. If those steps are too long, store motion and con-
sequently also interference evaluation will be completely misrepresented.

This effect is shown in fig. 5, where
the store inclination has been plotted versus
fliqht time. The dashed line indicates the range
in which the time intervals were set too large,
the solid lines those where At is small enough Effect of Time-Step
for the quasi-linearisation. Curve (I) shows, in
the dashed part, much higher inclinations as on the Interference Loads
curve (2). Thus the store, due to high drag at
high incidences, is considerably decelerated
along this dashed part of (1). At about 2.5 sec
the velocity has decreased enough to match the store ,ncl,raoon
quasi-linear condition with the initial value of A

At. Now the high pitch amplitude rapidly de-
creases to normal values and the store motion
becomes stable. Interference evaluation, flying i,
time and ground-impact-point differ completely store fight firne

from the results plotted for curve (2). In that
case At was correctly chosen to match the
quasi-linear-condition at any time of trajecto- -
ry. With shorter time steps the results remain W

stable.

It is obvious that the use of variable ---
time steps has one further advantage. This me-
thod of quasilinearization, always operates with
an optimum time interval, and thus saves CPU
time by reducing the do-loop-runs during the re-
lease calculations.

Fig. 5

2.2 Interference Concepts

As seen before, each loop-cycle during a trajectory
computation implicates an absolutely new interference situa-

Ideal Interference tion between the aircraft and the released store. Assuming a
Evaluation Concept quasi-steady motion of aircraft and store, an idealised con-

cept to evaluate interference is presented in fig. 6.

It should work on the basis on the potential theory,
taking into account all compressibility effects. Estimating

;"a high optimistic value of 2 min CPU for each complete
solution, one release calculation would take a total of 800
min. CPU. Even the use of much faster computers would makeDescription no difference to the fact, that such solutions in closed

Basic nform are absurd and must give way to simplified methods.
Basic
Assumptions

qlut,-say motions durin Such a concept is shown in fig. 7. The basic simpli-a hme-step of
1.ee2 fication consists in assuming that second and third order

y".. interference effects can be neglected, and that the total
o,0m.,c es,,rnaed interference (first + higher order) is only a local func-
CPU time 2 min per cycle
orIBM 370/3033)80 nperelease tion, which decreases with growing of the relative distance

between store and aircraft. Interference is once calculated
at four different positions of the aircraft and the store,

Fig. 6 using potential panel methods, e.g. Ref. (1), Ref (2) or
Ref. (3). The resulting store-coefficients are fed to the
proqLamme as initial conditions, providing a linear decrease

between two different store positions. Since only a single flow direction can be simu-
lated, all effects of second and third order have to be neglected. This means that tra-
jectories generated with this concept, are only acceptable as long as the ejector accel-
erations during release were low and the store subsequently moved slowly and with smooth
or nearly no rotation. This method, used at MBB in 1974, displayed one great advantage:
low CPU-time to compute a trajectory.



Basic Interference- Concept

Current Interterence Concept (MBB-SSP)
Panel Methods opplhed to
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The current interference concept is based on the flow angularity technique,
quite familiar to those methods described by Korn (Ref. 4), Grosse/Bristow (Ref. 5) and
Fernandes (Ref. 6). The so-called MBB Store Separation Programme System (MBB-SSP)
specially utilizes data derived from modern potential theory.

First of all, two preliminary computations are separately performed, in order
to evaluate the external flowfield around the aircraft and to predict the isolated
external store aerodynamics.

Aircraft Flowfield:

In the first run the surface of the aircraft is subdivided into several two-
dimensional elements, having each a constant singularity distribution. The disturb-
ance potential of the aircraft is then evaluated to fulfill the kinematic flow condi-
tion (no flow through the surface) on each of these socalled panels. The disturbance
potential and the potential of the undisturbed flow are summed up to the total poten-
tial of the aircraft. From this, the velocity components of the entire flowfield can
now be computed. In practice this computation is confined to a corridor in which the
trajectory of the external store is expected. These flow-grids are generated only
once around the proper aircraft and are then stored on EDP-disks, ready to be called
up for all further computations.

Isolated Store Aerodynamics:

The pressure distribJtion of the isolated store is determined by the same
method. Only here, the velocity components are computed directly on the store sur-
face, permitting thus the determination of the panel pressure coefficients. In a
further step the distribution so found is partially summed up to the characteristic
sectional-loads of the external store.

Interference

The required interference evaluation is then performed during the trajectory
calculation in the previously mentioned do-loop. There the disturbed flowfield compo-
nents together with the proper velocities of store and aircraft are converted into
effective flow anqularities on each section of the store. Interference forces and
moments ace found by partially superposing the store sectional derivatives with the
local flow angularities, and then by summing tip these partial loads to total store
loads.

This approximation covers the subsonic Mach number range, but still yields
reasonable resultr in the transonic range, when measured grids are used.

The basic assumption of this interference c-oncept consists in considering
any higher order interference effect of the external store to be negligibly small.

• 4.



2.3 Used Panel Model

Fiq. 9 shows two of the used panel

models. A comparatively large number of pan-
A,.1Q, (2e000 Su, . Eels is required to evaluate the disturbance
Uso , Flofi,,d Col-l , flow field. High amounts of CPU-Time (about

20 min) for solving these systems of equa-
tions, however, occur only during the primary
computations.

A smaller number of panels (400 or
xless) is sufficient, when determining the

isolated store aerodynamics. (CPU-Time
amount: 4. min or less).

Stoe (400 Pon.,) 1. E-a uat.
te 1a.1.d Sto e A.radynmci

Fig. 9

2.4 Results of Flow-Field Calculations

On Fig. 10 four streamlines are plotted around the aircraft shape to describe
the disturbed flow at typical carriage stations. The flight situation corresponds to
8a angle of attack at M = 0.6. Near the fuselage centerline the flow is well ducted
and follows the underfuselage surface. At the lower fuselage corner the streamlines
are displaced sidewardly and maintain nearly the freestream inclination. The inboard
wing streamline first follows the lower wing surface in an upward-outboard directed
motion, and then is deflected by the wing downwash field. Due to high local sidewash
effects the outboard wing streamline is ducted to the tip where it interacts with the
tip-vortices. There it changes from the lower wing surface to the upper one and moves
inwards.

Underfuselage ond underwing
Streamlines in Regions with

M-06 m-8
° p-o °  Heavy Disturbances

M-09 .,8o p-5 0 %,,- 0lo°O-pi

Pafeffi al thooa 0of Re? '3)

. .... . . .-
. ...... .- -N .

Fig. 10 Fig. 11

The situation shown in Fig. 11 is much more complicated. Flight conditions are
here M = 0.9 at 8° angle of attack and + 5

° sideslip. In addition, a store is mounted on
the outboard wing pylon in front of the 10° nose-up inclined taileron. High interference
regions are demonstrated here by vortex roll-up, strong sidewash and downwash effects.
Finally Fig. 12 shows a comparison between theoretical and experimental flow-field data
at the lower fuselage centerline and near the wingbody intersection area. Angle of
attack of the freestream is set at 8*, with M = 0.7 (fuselage) and M = 0.6 (underwing).
In spite of light overpredicted interferences near the canopy and wingbody-intake
sections, the theory is in excellent agreement with the ex-Jerimental data. This can also
be stated for the sidewash component a shown on Fig. 12 (results taken from Ref. (7)).
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First o der interference is here defined as the
Comparison Between Measured differ,'nce between the freestream and the local

and Predicted Flowfield flow ifguarities.
M=0,7 oL=80 in=O

°

2.5. Loads on the external stores

Underfuseloge -Cenierine

1%. ,The maximum interference due to store in-
stallation is shown on Fig. 13.

There, the store normal force coefficient

is plotted versus the angle of attack for the iso-
S * 2x 6. lated and the installed store. Maximum interfer-

ence is the difference between both curves.

A,.In both cases nonlinearities occur at

higher angles of attack.

underwing - Flowf,mld

....

Static Interference
2 1 , , .' Ist Order J

.1 i C0 - - 7 "'020

12 '6 a-020

F ig . 12 .,0

Fig. 13

It is obvious that the linear potential theory does not reproduce the strong
nonlinear effects of vortex shedding on the store. Therefore the empirical crossflow
analogy described in Ref. (8) and Ref. (9) is used to cover those effects.

Load-Coefficient on a Wing Pylon
Mounted Store

'c. " " " "M-06

C%1 .. . . ..

CC.

7 7

io . . * . - ..,h, .5w

eNpe, en MION oweld

Fig. 14

On Fig. 14 carriage loads of a wina-pylon mounted store are plotted against
some experimental results up to 20' of aircraft incidence. This evaluation includes
only first order effects, because the relative velocity between store and aircraft
motion is zero. Measured data are marked by circles, linear potential results by
triangles and total loading including non-linearities by squares.

Underfuselaqe installation loads are shown for the same store on fig. 15. The
parallel shifting of the moment-characteristics is due to a slightly differing centers
of pressure between theoretical model and analized store, which was equipped with 4
winqs plus 4 fins and a missile-launcher on its top. (see also fig. 9)

As mentioned before, second and third interference effects tend to change the
effective angle of attack of the jettisoned store. Therefore these effects were evaluat-
ed for an underfuselage jettison case at M = 0.9 and CAC = 11.5*. The resultin.
anqles have been plotted versus the vertical displacement of the store relative t1 the
aircraft in Fig. 16.
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Mounted Store
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Fig. 15

Anolysis of interference Effects Ettective Angles at Body-Nose
on the Store Angles of Attack and Body-Tail due to Ist - 2nd

I ptchng up store I Order Interference Effects

.. a..

M -09OL*: ,, 1,,.

-0 9...

Fig. 16 Fig. 17

The broken line represents the orienta-
tion of the store respective to the aircraft Effect of Pitch-Control on
free stream direction during release. It starts Interference
at 11.5* and increases with a rapidly changing
curvature. The solid line includes only the
first order interference effects. It starts with
the local flow inclination of 2.5" in the vi-
cinity of the underfuselage and smoothly in- 10 MO09
creases with vertical displacement due to de- I SO1150
creasing interference. The dotted line demon-
strates first and second order effects on the .,
effective angle of attack. A break of its slope 0 --- , C,.-0, .

occurs at about z = 0.10 due to the end of the
ejection acceleration (end if piston stroke). It -.

then continuer with a slightly higher gradient
than the solid curve. First )rder interference
is the difference between st'.re inclination and -N z["I
the solid line. So first plus second order 'C C.".,",

effects on the store effective angles of attack
also appear as the difference between the dotted
line and the inclination. Third order effects
are zero, for it is a single jettison case. . - --0.

Fig. 17 then shows the situation of
body-nose and tail sections. flere the solid line
gives the values of effective angles at the nose
and the dotted one at the tail of the body. The
orientation is identical as in the previous case
(broken line)., , "

Fig. 18
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Effects of slight changes of the initial condi-
tion on the interference evaluation is shown on
fig. 18. The lower lines have been calculated by
subtracting the store orientation and effective Trjectory Loads with 1st
angle of attack of Fig. 16. The broken line Order Intererence Eftects

stands for first order effects, the solid one

for the first and second order effects. Applying
now pitch control on the store with an ejection/
release unit, the store motion changes complete- CN M-09
ly and thus also the interference calculation 1 ..
results. Positive.-Act indicate a high interfer-
ence region with low local inclinations and
strong velocity changes in the flow field. A ne-
gative -Act indicates a pitch up of the re'
store, when it occurs in the vicinity of the
aircraft. t0 2, 0 :2!

Thus it is clear that the solid lines
always give a pessimistic view of the sepira-
tion behaviour compared with the broken lines. 0 . . ...
This is a typical dynamic response effect, and C14

cannot be reproduced by steady grid measurements /2

as done with a CTS-System, and where the inter- 2

ference effects Gn dynamic derivatives are not
taken into account. This fact however is of ,° "
qreat importance, for theoretical results should M-09
have always a sufficient security margin when 09 OL-115*
predicting safe separation limits.

0'4 0e 12 T' 0 [

Trajectory-loads are shown on fig. 19.

The normalforce and the pitching moment of the
jettison without pitch control have been plotted
versus the vertical displacement. Due to the Fig. 19
lack of suitable tests, comparison is made for
theoretical first and first + second order effects with free flight measured store aero-
dynamics, marked by the broken lines. Actual load measurements from CTS-Rigs are only
valid to describe first order effects. To measure realistic trajectory-loads it would be
necessary to jettison a store with a flight data recording equipment.

2.6 Effect of varying sectional loads

Trajectory computations with different partitioning of the store geometry have
shown an important effect on the separation behaviour. Fig. 20 therefore shows

Effect of Varying Sectional Loads

114 <Z1:3 1 3 eo.u

113 <Cn11Ca 3 WIMS -
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"/ // \\ I "\

Re1hs Beuvot

du- to

seof|flowfi.Id ItowII~d

117 0Z Z wO ith 0 4o$stfW

¢-1l of su e

Fig. 20
the calculated tendencies for different sectional models of one store. Nearly any
separation type can be reproduced. Trajectories 1.1.1 to 1.1.4 accentuate the effective
angles of attack on the body axis. Number 1.1.5 takes the fin's angles into account, but
with a rough approximation of the load-distribution on the body. Finally 1.1.6 and 1.1.7
indicate a stable tendency. Using additional sections no further changes occur. Analyzing
these results, it was found that the trajectory becomes stable when using sections of the
store with a constant center of pressure. Cases with fewer sections alternate the load
distribution on the store surface, and thus lead to wrong moment curves and wrong
trajectories.

3. COMPUTATION OF SEPAR11'LON, COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The usefulness of the MBB-SSP System has been proved in many recent store
separation projects. Two of these typical results are plotted against flight test
data on fig. 21; on the left side an emergency jettison and on the right side a firing
case at M - 0.8 with aAC - 4.5'.

1[



Comparison with Flight Test Data

Emegency-Jefit on Missd. Firng
of a M 1.4sSe

* M 
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Fig. 21

Longitudinal, vertical and lateral displacements are plotted versus time.
Trianqles indicate test data, circles the theoretical prediction. Differences in
lateral displacement shown here are due to sideslip during flight test. All other
displacements are matching well.

Cormporismn wth Wbtdtunel Drop Tests
I FROUCE-Suling)

M 0 ©-O , 149. IV

Fig. 22

Comparison with wind tunnel data is presented on fig. 22. It includes an a-
-variation with and without pitch control up to 2 with different stores. Finally some
more complicated cases are demonstrated on fig. 23, such as:

d missile launch
o missile drop launch

.multiple jettison
* firing of submunition from carried dispensers

, ranqe-analysis of submunition.

COMPLICATED RELEASE

* Wssqe - Launch 0Fng . Rong. Mf

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M O Wt.-. rpanc un~nto

Fig. 23



4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The combination of the flow angularity technique with modern potential theory
is a powerful tool to evaluate interference effects during store separation. Theore-
tical and experimental data can be optionally used, without any difficulty. The
qreatest advantage is the CPU-reduction achieved using this concept with sufficient
accuracy. Thus, one timestep of the do-loop affording 0.019 sec of CPU, the complete
trajectory is calculated with only 7.6 sec. CPU.

A further advantage is the application to complicated and realistic manoeuv-
res with any laod factor as well as in cases of multiple jettison where several flow-
fields must be superposed within an iteration after each time step.

The only inaccuracy is given by the fact that any reciprocal interference on
the sLore due to its own disturbance must be neglected during the first few steps of
the trajectory.

Finally, the actual lack of theoretical methods to evaluate the disturbances
of arbitrary transonic 3D-configurations restricts this concept to the use of expen-
sive experimental transonic flowfields.
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SUMMARY

A review is presented of an exctensive expei imenta] , theoretical prograr which is
directed toward establishing a predictive method for .etermirli; firstly, three-uimensional
transonic flow fields about parent aircraft and se'only, loadinq dis~ributions on external
stores located in these nonuniform flow fields. 2h- work lpresents sec,-ral stages in the
systematic development of a theoretical capability '.or eriL-iio; aircJraft;store ompatibil-
ity studies at transonic speeds with applications to ,r,'ratt st( re design. optimizatior. adc
store certification programs.

The primary emphasis of the worx Las been on the devei.14mct and vvriticatior (, a
theoretical method for the rapid computation of ,ronlinuar thrve-dimcnrional transonic flow
fields due to modern fighter-bomber confiqurations, accountir, for effects o. the tfselage
wing/pylon components. The objectives of the paper are two-tolU: (1) to 4escribe the
extensive companion experimental progr.ri and present highlights of those resu.rs, which

include detailed measurements of both flow fields and surface p ressures (iparent alld
external store), taken in a systematic component buildup; and 2e) to discuss the ievelo,.-
ment of the associated theoretical method, descr,_be its appli,:-.tion to a class of ideallizd
fighter-bomber configurations, and display comparisons with data from the parallel _xperl-
mental program, including both flow field and store loading distribution results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The safe and controllable separation of external stores, either powered or unpowerec,
from modern fighter-bomber aircraft remains a current problem of significant military
importance. Operational limitations due to dangerous store release charactur.stlcs ca:.
reduce aircraft mission effectiveness and survivability. Conriquently, development of
accurate engineering predictive methods for determining clear separation as well as
optimizing store design and placement fills a critical dual role. Use of such methods
not only enhances the performance and safety of weapon delivery, but also provides a
means for reducing the time required for both wind-tunnel and full-scele flight tests
relating to store certification programs.

Development of such methods for urely subsonic and puzely supersonic flows has been
successfully underway for some time'' Favorable applications of these procedures -

have demonstrated their effectiveness for establishing weapon system design criteria.
tor transonic speeds, the application of such techniques becomes significantly more
complicated. A more intense development of the basic theoretical solution procedure is
required due to the essential nonlinear character of the flow. The linear methods pre-
viously developed for the subsonic and supersonic regimes do not apply and finite-
difference solutions are necessary. However, for the complex geometries typical of
realistic external store/fighter-bomber configurations, together with the large number
of individual cases usually required for design or parametric analysis, exclusive use of
three-dimensional finite-difference methods is not practical. These limitations identify
the primary constraints on any prediction method for determining external store transonic
aerodynamic behavior in the near vicinity of a parent aircraft. That is, the method must
be capable of predicting with sufficient accuracy the essential nonlinearities of the
nonuniform parent-generated three-dimensional transonic flow field surrounding the store,
while maintaining a minimum of computational requirements so as not to limit severely its
use as a design tool. Additionally, the method must be capable of treating complex
geometries involving nonaxisymmetric fuselages/inlets/multiple pylon-store combinations
characteristic of modern fighter-bombers.

In order to accomplish such a theoretical development in a rational systematic
fashion, a specifically-designed wind-tunnel test program was simultaneously carried out
to establish the essential data base to check and verify the predictive method at crucial
stages. The experimental results obtained from this series of three tunnel entries are
not only important to the present effort, but are of significant general value to 3-D
transonic modeling efforts in that they comprise a generic data base of detailed three-
dimensional transonic flow field measurements about a simplified wing/body combination
which has not been previously available.

In the following section we describe the extensive companion experimental program and
present highlights of those results, which include detailed measurements of flow fields
(pressures and three velocity components), surface pressures (wing/body fuselage and
external store), emd wing/!od' forces and moments, taken in a systematic component build-
up--wing/body/alone, wing/body/pylons, wing/body/pylons/attached-store, wing/body/pylons/
separated-store, and store-alone.

The emphasis of the theoretical work has been on the development and verification of
a predictive method for the rapid computation of nonlinear three-dimensional transonic
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flow fields dbout idealized fighter-bomber configurations, accounting for effects of the
fuselage/wing/pylon components. In the third section, we discuss the development of the
associated theoretical method, describe its application to a class of wing/body configura-
tions, and display comparisons with data from the parallel experimental program.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

2.1 Overview and Rationale

The basic rationale underlying the experimental program was to select realistic model
geometries and flow conditions so as to provide data for the parallel theoretical program
representative of modern fighter-bomber configurations operating at transonic cruise con-
ditions; while at the same time maintaining as much geometric simplicity as possible so as
to be able to separate out individual effects of different components. Test conditions had
to ensure topological coverage of all important transonic flow conditions - from mildly
supercritical, to strongly supercritical to mildly supersonic. The primary data would
consist of (1) detailed flow field surveys in the near vicinity of the parent, in partic-
ular in locations typical of attached and initially-separated stores, and (2) detailed
external store surface pressure measurements for store locations throughout the flow field
survey grid. To achieve the desired coverage of various transonic conditions, testing near
Mach number one was initially anticipated (and later confirmed) to be inevitable. Conse-
quently, a means for both assessing and, if necessary, accounting for tunnel wall effects
was considered essential. In order to achieve this, limited corraborative testing in a
much larger tunnel was planned for assessment purposes; and in the tunnel where the primary
testing would be done, supplementary outer flow field surveys would be taken to provide
measured boundary conditions for input into the theoretical predictive method to account
for tunnel interference. Parent model surface pressures and force and moment measurements
were planned to provide additional inner flow field information as well as to assist in
evaluation of tunnel interference and viscous effects. Finally, minimization of tunnel
interference effects insofar as possible by (1) appropriate model sizing, (2) aerodynam-
ically-clean configuration design, and (3) test condition selection at low to moderate
lift would be undertaken.

2.2 Model Design

The design of the test model was constrained by the dual objectives of (1) testing
a simplified but geometrically-related configuration characteristic of modern fighter-
bombers, and (2) obtaining as wide a range as possible of transonic flow conditions. The
model size was established by the conflicting requirements of minimizing wind-tunnel
interference and maximizing pressure probe accuracy measurements. To provide a critical
evaluation of the flow field predictive method, two different sets of wings having
identical planforms are needed.

The model chosen is illustrated in Figure 1 and is an idealized 22.5:1 scale model of
the F-16. The fuselage is circular with a three-caliber parabolic-arc nose profile
followed by a straight cylinder. The two sets of identical planform wings are mid-mounted,
cropped delta wings having thickness only (zero camber and twist) profiles whose coordi-
nates are based on (1) a scaled F-16 wing (4% thick), and (2) a NACA 65A006 airfoil. A
force balance is included in the model, and 25 surface pressure taps are provided on the
fuselage surface.

2.3 Test Program Description

Three separate tunnel tests, as summarized below,

* 4T-wing-body alone
* flow field pressures, velocities
* fuselage surface pressures, forces/moments

* 16T-wing-body alone
* selected flow field pressures, velocities
* limited fuselage surface pressures, forces/moments

4T-wing-body/pylon/stores combination
* flow field pressures, velocities
* external store surface pressures
* fuselage surface pressures, forces/moments

were performed at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) using the 4T and 16T
Propulsion Wind Tunnel test facilities; and are reported in detail in references 6 and 7.
The initial entry was in the AEDC 4T Transonic Tunnel where the primary diagnostic flow
field data for the wing-body alone were obtained. The second entry was in the AEDC 16T
Transonic Tunnel and was made to obtain a limited amount of selected repeat data for
assessing both wind-tunnel interference as well as tunnel flow quality effects. The final
entry was in the AEDC 4T tunnel where both detailed.dlow field data as well as detailed
external store surface pressures were obtained for the original wing-body augmented by
various wing and fuselage pylon/store combinations.

In f+he initial 4T entry, in order to obtain all of the important flow conditions of
interest in transonic flight - from subcritical to slightly supercritical, to strongly



supercritical, to mildly supersonic - testing was carried out at three Mach numbers

(M,. = 0.925, 0.975, 1.025) and three angles of attack (A 0, 20, 5). The principal
flow field data were taken usinc the Captive Tra3ectory System (CTS) at typical store
locations on the pressure side of the wing. Secondary data were taken on the suct( ,r

side of the wing in order to obtain additional diagnostic information for evaluating tne

flow field prediction model. Figure 2 provides a photograph of the wing-body model ar
sting mount in the 4T tunnel, together with the conical flow-field survey probe on the

CTS. In order to provide an idea of the flow field detail obtained, we have prepared
Figure 3 which displays the grid survey locations for the inner flow field. Symmetric
side-by-side surveys were made to assess flow quality and repeatability. Figure 4 dis-
plays the outer flow field surveys which were taken on a cylindrical surface as far from

the model centerline as the CTS would allow (R - 14.14 inches) to provide measured outer
boundary conditions as input to the theoretical model to evaluate wind-tunnel wall inter-
ference. Model fuselage pressures and forces and moments were obtained at all test
conditions.

For the 16T entry, to obtain the corraborative flow field data, selected survey

locations were used from the flow field grid as denoted in Figure 3 in the y-z crossflow

plane view by the symbol @, while the corresponding outer grid is denoted in Figure 4.
The test conditions included the three Mach numbers (M., = 0.925, 0.975, 1.025, of the 4T
tests, but only the angles of attack a = 00, 50. Fuselage surface pressures and forces
and moments were also obtained at each test condition.

In the final 4T entry, the experimental procedure consisted of two separate system-
atic model-buildup sequences involving various pylon/store combinations added to the basic
wing-body. For the first sequence, flow field velocities and pressures were obtained for
each configuration in those regions normally occupied by an attached or initially-separated
store. The various wing-body/pylon/store configurations tested together with their flow
field grids are illustrated in Figure 5. The wing pylons employed had 301 swept leading
edge and a straight trailing edge with a biconvex 4% thickness profile, while the fuselage
pylon had both straight leading and trailing edge also with a biconvex 4t thickness pro-
file. The dummy stores mounted cn these pylons were axisymmetric ogive/cylinders having a
2-caliber nose and 8.5 caliber length and a 3/4 inch diameter. Geometric details of the
pylons and stores are provided in reference 7. As before, force/moment and surface jres-
sure measurements were taken on the wing-body model, together with outer flow field
measurements. Figure 6 provides a photograph of the test model with the wing-mounted
pylon and stores and the CTS-mounted flow survey probe. The second model-buildup se,;uence
involved a special pressure-instrumented store of identical geometry as the dummy steres
involved in the first sequence, but mounted on the CTS and positioned in normal stort-
attached and various store-separated positions. The configurations tested in this stejuence
involved configuration 24 and 25 of Figure 5 with the dummy store replaced by thc< r,:rl-
cally-identical instrumented one. At each flow condition in this sequence, detail.u
surface pressure distributions on the instrumented store were obtained from a single
longitudinal row of surface pressure taps by rolling the store through 3600 at 10o roll-
angle increments.

2.4 Test Results

A thorough survey of the experimental results from the initial 4T entry (wing-body
alone) has verified that the test parameters were exceptionally well selected for pro-
viding as wide a range of transonic phenomena as possible. The data display flow con-
ditions from subcritical to slightly supercritical, to strongly supercritical, to mildly
supersonic, as were desired. For the two subsonic free-stream Mach numbers, Figure 7
illustrates this fact and displays the growth of the supersonic pockets on the pressure
and suction sides of the wing. The results are for a (x,z) plane located at the spanwise
location y = 2 inches (25% semispan) and are for the model with the scaled F-16 wing. The
figure on the top indicates the extent of the supersonic zone at M, = 0.925 for the three
angles of attack, while corresponding results for M. = 0.975 are shown in the bottom plot.
The symbol ML denotes the local Mach number. Since the vertical limits of the inner flow
surveys were 1 i jzi 5 inches, the maximum lateral locations of the larger supersonic
pockets on the suction side were beyond the last inner survey location at z = 5 inches.
However, only for the M_ = 0.975, = 5' case did the pocket extend out to the outer flow
survey location at z = 14 inches. These results indicate the extreme sensitivity of the
flow at supercritical conditions. Analogous results for M, = 1.025 are shown in Figure 8
which displays the variation and growth of the embedded subsonic pocket. Of particular
note in both Figures 7 and 8 is that, at modest an(Ilos of attack, flow conditions on the
pressure side of the wing remain primarily subsonic for a wide range of conditions.

An indication of the quality of the data obtained in the 4T tunnel is indicated in
Figure 9 which displays side-to-side symmetry comparisons for flow surveys of sidewash
and upwash at M, = 0.975 and % = 00 at a vertical location just under the wing (z = 1 inch)
and at the location y = 4 inches which is at 509 semispan. In these surveys, the x loca-
tion of the local leading and trailing edges of the wing are denoted by LL and TE. The
•omparisons indicate extremely good flow field symmetry and are typical of the 4T data.
A close examination of all the data has indicated that at extreme spanwise locations near
the wing tips, discrepancies of one-quarter of a degree are observed which can actually be
traced to tunnel flow quality, but this is already at the limits of the accuracy attainable
(Ref. 6) for these tests.

In order to achieve the range of flow conditions desired for the aerodynamically
clean model configurations tested, the necessity of selecting two of the test Mach numbers
so close to one (M = 0.975, 1.025) was unavoidable. Consequently, the question of whether
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significant wall interference effects were present in the data is quite pertinent. In
addition, since subsequent tunnel entries are planned, establishment of the band of free-
stream Mach numbers about K, = I outside of which tunnel effects are small is essential.

An indication of the presence of wind-tunnel effects in the 4T data is provided by
Figure 10 which displays the comparison of body surface pressures obtained on the scaled
F-16 wing/body combination from tests in the AEDC 4T and 16T tunnels. Indicated in the
upper plot are the nonlifting results for M_ = 0.925, , = 

0
', while corresponding liftirg,

pressure side results for M, = 0.975, = 5
° 

and M, = 1.025, , = D' are displayed it, the
two lower plots. The results shown for the nonlifting M_ = 0.925 flow exhibLit essentially
no interference effects and are typical at this Mach number for lifting conditions as well.
Those shown in the middle plot for the pressure side for M, = 0.975, A = 5' indicate good
agreement at axial locations ahead of, behind, and over the major portion of the wing root
chord axial position, with some slight discrepancies near the root chord leading edge and
trailing edge, while similar pressure side results for M. 1.025, = 50 indicate some-
what larger discrepancies in those regions. As a direct indication of tunnel interfererce
effects, however, these discrepancies are clouded by two additional factors present in ti;e
16T data. These are (i) the model/sting support strut from the tunnel floor, and (2) flow
Auality effects. The 16T model support strut is known to be capable of causing a Mach
number decrement of up to K, = 0.01 in the test section (Ref. 6). Compensation for that
decrement has been attempted in the comparisons for the M, = 1.025 results shown irn tic
bottom figure. Here the 4T tunnel results for M, = 1.025, shown as the circular symbol

have been extended to K. 1.015 (---) to compare with the 16T data by irterpolat:.:
between the 4T results for M, = 0.975 and 1.025. Some improvement is indicated bat the
discrepancies are not eliminated.

Our conclusions from the comparative wing-body alone tunnel tests are that (1i essen-
tially no interference exists at K, = 0.925, (2) at M_ = 0.975 and 1.025 minor interfere:ce
exists on the pressure side of the wing/body, and (3) the outer flow field measurements
obtained will afford a means, if necessary, of accounting for tunnel effects in the theo-
retical predictions.

With regard to the final 4T entry, on the basis of the tunnel interference results
from the initial 4T and 16T tests for the wing-body alone, test Mach numbers were selected
at M, = -0.925, 0.950, 1.05, 1.10: and angles of attack L = i00, 20, 51: in order to avciu
as much as possible even the slight interference observed at M, = 0.925 and 1.025, while
still covering the spectrum of flow conditions characteristic of transonic flight. A
thorough survey of the experinental results for the various wing-body/pylon/store config-
urations has indicated that the test conditions were again well selected. The data
typically display conditions from mildly supercritical to strongly supercritical, to
mildly supersonic for the various combinations tested. For the two subsonic free-stream
Mach numbers, Figure 11 illustrates the variation with angle of attack .f the size of the
embedded supersonic pockets for the wing-body configuration with wing-pylon/stores. The
results are for a (x,z) plane located exactly at the wing-pylon span location (y= 3.5
inches). The figure at the top displays results for the extent of the supersonic zone at
M. = 0.925 for the angles of attack = 0', 20, 50, while corresponding results for X'.
0.950 are provided in the bottom plot. in this (x,z) plane, the vertical limit of the
survey locations was 1.98 ,z 2.73 inches. The results indicate two separate super-
sonic pockets; one on the ogive nose of the store and terminating at or near the shoulder,
and another located rearward of the first extending over the cylindrical porticn of the
store. At M = 0.925, the results in the upper plot indicate substantial supersonic
pockets at = 0', which notably contract at i = 20, and which at A = 50 disappears
altogether on the nose but remains over a small axial interval on the cylindrical portion
of the store. These results are in distinct contrast to those for the wing-body alone
(see Fig. 7), which displayed only a very small supersonic pocket at i = 00, which dis-
appeared altogether at A = 21, and indicate a substantial effect of the pylon and store
on the flow field. The corresponding results at M,, = 0.950 in the lower plot display a
similar trend, but maintain a notably larger supersonic pocket on the cylindrical portion
of the store even at i = 5o. These latter flows provide typical strongly supercritical
results, while the former provide corresponding mildly sapercritical results.

3. THEORETICAL PROGRAM

3.1 Summary of Flow Field Method Development

The development of the theoretical method for predicting the parent-generated three-
dimensional transonic flow field has proceeded through a series of increasingly more
accurate, but computationally more expensive methods as were indicated as being required
from comparisons with data from the companion experimeatal program. Starting with the
simplest, as summarized below, these were methods based on

Classical transonic equivalence rule
Extended transonic equivalence rule
Nonlinear 3-D correction procedure

In the following sections, we will briefly describe caci method, discuss their respective
strengths and weaknesses, and display typical comparisons of resuls predicted by each
with data.



(.2 classical 'ransonic ELuivalncu i-l"

The transonic equivalenct. rule (i,., <v ,! .i;.t lally 1:, tUe forM, !os kn.ow.
s thc classical or thickne ss-dom ina. 0 .Sat tsc, 1Ro . .or :h, 1 tu

wings, and extended later to modert(tlQII i t i,; w11; b (<rf. j) and slender confl urat
of arbitrary cross section (Ref. Io). .; ;;cjL t-:.t U.Xte-siNer o! the rule (Ret. 11) to
nclude situations wheie the litt is ;,,ui ii at lot;i rve.l- d its iupendenue on lift as

wLll as clarified the classical ii; it .n I rL.:'- 0I validity. In essence, the rule pro-
vi des the basis for greatly sLmpli yi ] th c lculation ul transonic flows past special
but aerodvnamically-impurtant classes ot_ tru-dimunsiUnal configurations. It accomplishes
this by recognizing that the struturu o transonle flows past slender shapes in thevicinity Of M 1 consists of two distiinct but coupledi domains whose gov rnlngj equations
and boundary conditions are significantly -asier to solve than th, full 3-b transonic
potential equations. The fundamental structuire of the equivalence rule is found to be
,'overned principally by a similarity parameter ;, (Ref. 11) involving a comination of
the configuration thickness ratio, lift force, and leading-edge sweep, and represents
essentially the ratio of lift/thickness effects. Depending on the magnitude of ,, the
nonlinear outer problem classifies into one of three domains: (I) -. - i, thickness-
dominated, (2) ., = 0(l) , intermediate, and (1) * . 1, lift-dominated. For the modern
fighter-bomber configurations and operating conditions of interest in this study, the
similarity parameter -* is small (Ref. 12) and the subsequent flows lie within the
classical or thickness-dominated limit. In this limit, the solution domains consist of
an inner region governed by a linear equation, the same as in slender-body theory, and an
outer nonlinear region consisting of the axisymmetric flow about an "ecuivalent" nonlift-
ing body of revolution having the same longitudinal distribution of cross-sectional area.

The theoretical essentials of the classical TPR are illustrated in Figure 12, which
,isplays the decomposition of the flow into its first-order inner and outer components ana
the resulting uniformly-valid composite solution; that is

' $2,, + 2,t - ;2,B (

Here, each component has the meaning indicated in Figure 12. The first-order lift
and thickness (;2,t) inner solutions describe, respectively, the translating and exp.anoing
cross section in the y,z plane, and satisfy the two-dimensional Laplace equation in the
crossflow plane together with the no-flow boundary condition at the body surface. The
first-order outer solution B satisfies the axisymmetric transonic small-disturbance equa-
tion indicated in the figure subject to an inner boundary condition determined by the
"equivalent" body singularity source distribution, and an outer boundary condition related
to flow conditions far from the configuration. these would correspond, for example, to
free-air conditions or to those appropriate to a tunne environment.

Previous applications (Ref. 13) of the classical TER to various nonaxisymmetric
slender bodies and a thin triangular winq of unit order aspect ratio displayed very good
agreement with data, and provided a basis for application to the configurations of interest
in this study. The TER procedure was applied to the idealized F-16 wing-body model shown
in Figure 1. A description of the appropriate ii.ner and outer solution procedures devel-
oped is provided in reference 12. Figure 13 provides typical results of the TER theory
with 41 data for the wing-body model with the scaled (4% thick) F-16 thickness-only wing
(see Fig. i). in that figure, we have displayed theoretical and experimental comparisons
at M = 0.975 of the local upwash 'AL and sidewash :CL angles, in degrees, for a longitudinal
survey at the crossflow location (y,z) = (4,-1) inches, which is at the 50 semispan loca-
tion and as close vertically to the wing as surveys were tak-n. The plots in the uft of
the figure provide results for A= G , while those on the right are for , = 5'. In ceneral
the comparisons are quite good, capturing both the level and the trend of the data a."
locations except near the trailing edge. In that region, the results become spurious.
These results are essentially unchanged at the lower subsonic (M = 0.9215) and supers,,:I.
(M = 1.025) Mach numbers tested. Initially, it was believed that this behavior was c -

to discontinuities in the axial area distribution derivatives due to breaks in t .,
planform. Various smoothings of those derivatives, however, ameliorated the ,ru..
slightly (Ref. 14). A close examination of the flow structure in the vicinity o.
tip and the trailing edge revealed that those changes in planform for the asoec "
the model tested (IR = 2.98) induce three-dimensional spanwise variations wh: .
the capability of slender-body theory which underlies the basis of the class: .
3ence rule. Consequently, the deficiency is one in terms of aspect rat . C1

tLons to the configurations of interest in this study, an extension r 7.!. ,
c2lassical TER is necessary to overcome this limitation.

3.3 Extended Transonic Equivalence Rulle

In an attempt to alleviate the aspect cati o
rille, we have examined an extended eivalenci' rulD in whih1 t 1 C.

inner solutions in the orig inal TFR are reac-l v 'iree- , C.
ubtained from paneling methols. The corresponl n, : .

ilr(:' t + ; i; the so ut on to the three-lm '. :.
an arbi rary angle of att.ack In is the I
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flow past the equivalent body, and ft is the usual nonlinear axisymmetric solution to the
transonic small-disturbance equation for nonlifting flow past the equivalent body.

In this form, it was anticipated that the appropriate three-dimensional spanwise
variations of the flow, which could not be represented accurately by the two-dimensional
inner solutions, would be obtained; while the nonlinear transonic effects would hopefully
be captured sufficiently accurately from the axisymmetric equivalent body solutions.
Additionally, paneling method solutions for 03,t+, for both the subsonic and supersonic
cases already exist (Refs. 1 and 2). In Figures 14 and 15, we display results for the
extended equivalence rule corresponding to those provided in Figure 13 for the classical
TER. Figure 14 provides a comparison of theoretical predictions and data at M = 0.975
and a = 0* for the axial velocity ratio as well as the local upwash and sidewash angles
along the survey location at (y,z) = (4,-l) inches, while Figure 15 provides corresponding
comparisons for a = 50. The results of the extended equivalence rule are indicated by the
flagged solid circles (i), while the three-dimensional paneling method results (03,t+,)
are shown as solid circles (6), and data as open circles (0). At points ahead of the
trailing edge, the extended equivalence rule and the linear theory are essentially iden-
tical, indicating no correction from the axisymmetric equivalent body calculations.
However, near the trailing edge, the extended equivalence rule results, although providing
significantly improved results from the classical TER, display a serious discrepancy in
both axial velocity and sidewash. The upwash component would not be expected to display
much of an equivalent body correction at this location due to the restraining influence
of the wing in the vertical direction.

One of the notable features of the above results, as well as a significant result of
this study as determined from a large number of similar comparisons at a variety of flow
conditions throughout the transonic range, is the reasonably good predictions of the
lateral velocity components (upwash and sidewash) as predicted by the three-dimensional
paneling methods for this configuration even at free-stream Mach numbers quite close to
one. The axial velocity component, as would be expected and as shown in Figures 14 and 15,
consistently displays a large discrepancy between the linear solution and data in the
trailing edge region where shock waves are present. For that velocity component, a three-
dimensional nonlinear solution is necessary to account for the 3-D character of the shock
in that region. However, as discussed in the store loading calculation section below,
external store loads in the presence of parent-aircraft, depend primarily on the lateral
velocity components, and secondarily on the axial velocity component, with the exception
being regions where parent-generated shock waves impinge on the store. Consequently, we
conclude that three-dimensional paneling methods can be used to predict the parent-
generated lateral velocity components, while a 3-D nonlinear procedure is necessary to
account for transonic effects on the axial velocity component. This has formed the basis
of the method described in the next section.

3.4 Nonlinear 3-D Correction Method

Based on the observation that paneling method solutions are capable of providing good
predictions of lateral (but not axial) velocity components for certain fighter-bomber like
configurations; and the hypothesis that the addition of geometric complexities to a basic
configuration can be treated with differences between appropriate paneling method solu-
tions, and that the primary transonic effects generated by these configurations are due
to the wing, the following nonlinear correction procedure is suggested for solution
decomposition to account for various geometry modifications of a basic configuration.
For pylon addition to a basic wing-body, we have

* = ( pl -(03,WBLin + (03,WBIN L  (3)

where (03 WBP)-. and (03, WB) denote paneling method solutions for the wing-body/pylon
and wing-6;dy kigne configuraiions, and (03,WB) denotes a nonlinear 3-D transonic finite-
difference solution for the wing-body alone.

A similar decomposition has been employed with success in reference 15 to model
geometrically-complex fuselage effects on wing pressures at transonic speeds. The primary
point is that as long as detailed transonic effects are not required on the modeled com-
ponent, then such a procedure is capable of providing good representations of the primary
lift and volume effects of the modeled component upon the remainder of the flow.

For the pylon addition to the wing-body, we have tested this decomposition experi-
mentally by comparing the difference in results for flow quantities for the wing-body/pylon
and wing-body alone as measured and as predicted by the paneling method solutions. In
Figure 16, we provide such a comparison for the differences in the three velocity compo-
nents for a wing pylon addition at a flow survey directly under the pylon (y,z) = (3.5,
-1.23) inches for M. = 0.950 and a = 0° . The axial locations of the wing and pylon lead-
ing and trailing edge are denoted by LE, TE and PLE, PTE, respectively. We note that, as
in the case of the wing-body alone, the paneling solutions provide good predictions of the
upwash and sidewash components, but display a familiar discrepancy in the axial velocity
component in location and magnitude of the compression in this case near the shock by the
pylon trailing edge. A similar but somewhat milder discrepancy is illustrated in Figure 17
which displays the corresponding comparisons for the wing-body with fuselage pylon.

In order to examine the magnitude of the nonlinear correction (0,BN to the com-
posite solution, we have determined a number of nonlinear 3-D transonic sma l-disturbance
solutions for the wing-body alone both to provide some benchmark solutions to compare
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against the other theoretical solutions, as well as to input into the composite solutions
given by Eq. (3) to determine wing-body/pylon solutions. For these solutions, we employed
the 3-D transonic small disturbance (TSD) procedure of reference 16 which is based on the
procedure originally developed by Bailey and Ballhaus (Ref. 17). Figure 18 provides a
comparison of theoretical results and data for the three velocity components at (y,z)=
(4,-i) inches for M., = 0.950 and a = 50. The agreement for all three velocity components
is quite good, capturing the transonic effect on the axial velocity component and also
providing an additional indication that tunnel interference effects at this Mach number
are minimal, as the theoretical results are for a free-air boundary condition.

The effect of the 3-D nonlinear correction for this flow field is provided in Figure
19 which displays a comparison of theoretical and experimental results for local upwash
and sidewash for the wing-body with wing pylon at a flow survey location directly under
the wing pylon (y,z) = (3.5,-1.98) inches. The theoretical result with the nonlinear
correction is indicated as the solid curve, while the corresponding paneling method result
is shown as the dashed curve. Both predictions compare quite well with data, with the
nonlinear results somewhat superior. The importance of these differences in the theo-
retical lateral velocity predictions to the store loading determination are discussed in
the following section.

3.5 Store Loading Method

The current procedure employed for determining store loading distributions is
described in detail in reference 1. The method proceeds by first determining the non-
uniform flow field due to the parent but with the store absent. The loading distribution
on the store is then determined by locally employing apparent mass concepts together with
the nonuniform crossf low velocity components at the locus of points corresponding to the

F position that the longitudinal axis of the store would occupy in the flow. The procedure
accounts for buoyancy due to streamline curvature as well as local slender-body loading,
and a viscous crossflow correction to account for vortex separation can be included. Such
a loading determination procedure avoids the time-consuming integration of surface pres-
sures, and has proven to be quite accurate for the many subsonic applications carried out
to date (Refs. 1, 3-5).

Application of this procedure employing the ogive/cylinder store model and the theo-
retically-generated flow fields illustrated in Figure 19 provides the normal dCN/dxs and
sidewash dCy/dxs loading distributions shown in Figure 20 for a store location directly
under the wing pylon at M_ = 0.950 and a 50* The results indicate little difference in
loading when employing the 3-D nonlinear corrected flow field or the linear paneling
method flow field, presumably since the loading method only makes use of the lateral
velocity gradients for which Figure 19 indicated no substantial differences. Comparison
of the theoretical results with data indicates generally good agreement except in the
vicinity of the large gradient near the pylon trailing edge. That deficiency in a high-
gradient region is demonstrated more clearly in Figure 21 which provides a comparison of
measured and theoretical normal force loading distributions for simulation of a store
separated from a wing pylon at M_, = 0.950, a = 0*, and (y,z) = (3.5,-1.45) inches. At
a= 00, discrepancies are present in the regions near both th4L pylon leading and trailing

edge, while at a = 50 the deceleration of the flow has eliminated the discrepancy at the
pylon leading edge and reduced but not eliminated that near the pylon trailing edge.

These comparisons serve to identify two deficiencies of the present loading calcula-
tion procedure as applied to transonic flows; i.e., (1) the procedure cannot handle steep
gradients in the parent-generated flow field accurately, and (2) the method does not
account for store-induced transonic effects.

The importance of the latter effect is shown in Figures 22 and 23. Figure 22 dis-
plays data-only results for measured local upwash at M. = 0.925, 0.950, and 1.050 for a
flow survey location directly under the wing pylon at a = 0* and 5*. These results
illustrate strong transonic effects near the pylon trailing edge which are greatest for

= 1.050 and more pronounced at a = 00 than at a = 50, as would be expected due to the
slowing of the flow. Figure 23 displays the measured loading distribution when the store
is placed in the flow in such a manner that the store longitudinal axis corresponds to
the flow survey location of Figure 22. Note that the transonic effects are strongest
near the pylon trailing edge and for a = 0* as would be anticipated from Figure 22. How-
ever, the measured normal-force gradient is strongest for M, = 0.950 rather than 1.050
where the measured flow fi-e44-gra4ent is largest. This is Massuredly due to the local
transonic effects on the relatively large store employed - which would be greatest at a
strong supercritical oncoming Mach number, but would disappear at lower or higher Mach
numbers. This is verified by the fact that the phenomenon has almost disappeared when
the angle of attack is changed from 00 to 50, which acts to slow the flow significantly on
the pressure side of the wing and substantially reduce the local transonic effects induced
by the store itself.

We have recently developed a modification to the loading calculation procedure to
account for store-generated transonic effects by applying the transonic equivalence rule
to the store alone and accounting for store-induced transonic effects on the crosuf low
velocity components in the loading calculations. This result will be reported in detail
in a future publication.

An indication of the magnitude of this improvement is provided in Figure 24 which
displays a comparison of the difference in the pitching moment coefficient Cm variation
throughout the transonic regime when including and not including :tore-generated transonic
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effects. The results indicated in the bottom plot are for an ogive/cylinder store similar
to that considered in the wing-body tests, but of 5 caliber rather than 8.5 caliber length.
These results were carried out for uniform free-air flow past the store-alone, for which
the previous method without parent-generated flaw field curvature reduces to the slender-
body result. The effect of this modification to the loading calculation has an even more
dramatic effect when boattailing (and/or fins) are employed on the rear of the store.
That change in pitching moment for a boattail addition is also indicated in Figure 24 for
a 1/2 caliber conical boattail.

3.6 Ancillary Theoretical Developments

Two important'ancillary theoretical developments, which were partially-developed
under the present effort and which, although important in their own right, will have a
significant effect on the future development of theoretical external store predic~tive
methods. The first is a rapid perturbation method for predicting nonlinear transonic
flows and impacts on the 3-D nonlinear correction method discussed in section 3.4 in that
it would minimize the number of computationally-expensive 3-Dl nonlinear finite-difference
solutions that would be required for a particular parametric or design study.

The procedure employs two "expensive" nonlinear solutions separated by some reasonable

change in an arbitrary geometric or flow parameter to predict a range of neighboring non-
linear solutions at trivial computational cost. The method uses coordinate straining to
account for displacement of discontinuities or rapid but continuous high-gradient maxima.
It has been applied to a variety of 2- and 3-D problems (Refs. 18 and 19) to predict
surface properties. Reference 19 provides a summary of a wide variety of nonlinear sub-
sonic and transonic flow applications. In particular, a number of transonic examples
with large surface shock movement over the parametric range considered are provided. The
results display a remarkable accuracy.

Figure 25 displays an application of that method to the prediction of the 3-Dl tran-
sonic flow fields about the wing/pylon combination for which results were previously
provided in Figure 19 employing the nonlinear 3-Dl correction method. In Figure 25, we
have used the composite 3-Dl nonlinear correction solutions (see Eq. (3)) for the local
upwash aL at M. = 0.950 and a = 0* and 50, given by the dashed ( --- ) and dash-dot (~~

curves, respectively, to predict the corresponding result at a 20, indicated by the
solid (-) curve. That theoretical result is meant to be compared with the data points
indicated by the crosses (x ). Agreement is excellent.

The other development relates to a transonic wind-tunnel interference assessment
procedure which can provide the meana for evaluating the effect of tunnel walls on data
taken about parent/external stores configurations. An effective means of accounting f or
wind tunnel effects can be particularly important to store certification programs which
rely heavily on tunnel programs to provide information for flight tests.

The cdncept is to obtain experimental pressure measurements during a tunnel test
program on a convenient control surface located somewhat inward from the actual tunnel
walls so as to be removed from local wall disturbances. These conditions are then
employed in a computational procedure to determine the potential flow about the model
interior to the control surface. Results for two-dimensional (Ref. 20) and axisymmetric
(Ref. 21) flows have demonstrated the effectiveness of the procedure for accounting for
tunnel interference effects. Although we have not yet carried out the full 3-Dl tunnel
interference calculation for the wing/body model tested, we have performed a series of
calculations in which we approximately assessed tunnel interference present in the
initial 4T wing-body alone test (Ref. 6).

For those calculations, we replaced the 3-D wing/body by its equivalent body of
revolution determined from the actual wing/body axial area distribution. Measured pres-
sure distributions obtained along a cylindrical control surface located 14.1 inches from
the tunnel centerline (max. distance for the CTS) at several Mach numbers and for ai = 0*
were employed as an outer boundary condition in a nonlinear axisymmetric TSD calculation
for the interior potential flow. Results are shown in Figure 26 for the surface pressure
coefficient along a portion of the equivalent body corresponding to the location of the
leading and trailing edge of the wing root chord for flow at M~. = 1.025. The closed
circles indicate the results employing the measured outer boundary condition, while the
x's represent the corresponding results using a free-air outer boundary condition. The
difference between the two provides an indication of the level and location of the
interference present.

The comparisons shown in Figure 26 indicate that for M~. = 1.025 essentially no inter-
ference exists over most of the axial locations corresponding to the wing root chord,
denoted by LE and TE, with the exception of the vicinity near the trailing edge. Analogous
comparisons at M0 ' 0.975 displayed similar results with even less discrepancy near the
wing trailing edge, while that at M. = 0.925 showed no discrepancy at all between the
free-air results and that employing the measured pressure-distribution outer boundary
condition. This is in exact correspondence with the experimental results obtained from
the 4T and 16T tests as indicated in Figure 10. Consequently, even this rather approxi-
mate use of a measured outer boundary condition for assessing wind tunnel interference
about a 3-D configuration can provide important information regarding the location and

magnitude of wall effects.
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A review has been presented of a combined experimental/theoretical investigation of
transonic flow fields about aircraft with application to external stores. The objective
of the work has been firstly on the development and verification of a theoretical method
for the computationally-efficient determination of nonlinear three-dimensional transonic
flow fields due to modern fighter-bomber like configurations, accounting for fuselage/
wing/pylon components; and secondly, on the accurate determination of loading distribu-
tions on external stores. An extensive companion experimental wind-tunnel test program
based on an idealized F-16 model was carried out in order to provide the essential data
base to verify the theoretical method. The data obtained from that program include
detailed pressure and velocity component measurements of the flow fields, surface pres-
sures on the wing-body fuselage and external store, and wing-body forces and moments.
These have been taken in a systematic component buildup from wing-body alone, wing-body
plus wing or fuselage pylons, wing-body/pylons plus attached stores, wing-body/pylons
plus separated store, and store alone; and represent a generic data base of detailed
three-dimensional transonic flow measurements about a simplified wing-body combination
xhich has not been previously available. Consequently, they are of significant general
value to 3-D transonic modeling efforts.

Development of the theoretical flow field predictive method has proceeded through a
series of three successively more accurate, but computationally more expensive models,
beginning with procedures based on the classical transonic equivalence rule, then to an
extended transonic equivalence rule in which the linear 2-D crossflow solutions were
replaced by linear 3-D solutions obtained by paneling methods, and ultimately to the non-
linear 3-D correction procedure currently being employed. In the latter procedure, the
full geometry effects of the wing-body/pylon configuration are accounted for by employing
linear 3-D paneling method solutions, while the essential 3-D nonlinear effects, which are
primarily due to the wing, are accounted for through a nonlinear correction using a 3-D
finite-difference solution of the nonlinear transonic small-disturbance equation for the
wing-body alone. Extensive comparisons of predictions from each of these theoretical
methods with data from the companion experimental program have been made (Ref. 7) and
typical examples of those comparisons have been presented here. One of the notable
results of these comparisons determined from a large number of comparisons at a variety
of flow conditions throughout the transonic range, is the reasonably good predictions of
the lateral velocity components (sidewash and upwash) as predicted by the 3-D linear
paneling methods for the wing-body and wing-body/pylon configurations considered. Similar
comparisons for the longitudinal velocity component, however, consistently show a large
discrepancy between the 3-D linear solution and data in the regions near shock waves, as
might be expected. For that velocity component, the nonlinear correction is significant
and must be included.

Extensive comparisons of theoretical results and data for loading distributions on
the external stores immersed in the nonuniform wing-body/pylon flow fields have also been
made at a variety of flow conditions throughout the transonic range (Ref. 22) and typical
results of those comparisons have been presented. While in good overall agreement, these
comparisons have served to point out deficiences in the current loading determination
method when applied to transonic flows. These relate to the inability of the method to
account accurately for (1) high-gradient regions - either transonic or otherwise; and
(2) store-generated transonic effects. Preliminary results of an effective method for
successfully treating the latter are presented.

Finally, two ancillary theoretical developments; (1) a rapid perturbation method for
predicting nonlinear transonic flows, and (2) a wind tunnel interference assessment pro-
cedure, that were partially developed under this effort, were described insofar as they
relate to the present external store problems. Preliminary applications of these methods
indicate that (1) the perturbation method can provide an effective means for obtaining
related nonlinear 3-D flow fields, thereby substantially reducing the computational
requirements for a design or parametric analysis, and (2) a wind tunnel interference
assessment procedure based upon employing measured pressures on an outer control surface
can successfully indicate both level and location of tunnel wall effects.
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AERODYNAMIC SUBSONIC/TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT DESIGN STUDIES

BY NUMERICAL METHODS

Wolfgang Schmidt
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D-7990 Friedrichshafen, Germany

SUMMARY

The need and use of computational aerodynamics in the design of aircraft and missile configurations in
steady flow conditions is explored through several examples. These include aircraft and missile synthesis
programs for predesign and evaluation work of aircraft and missile weapon systems, subsonic and transonic
airfoil and high lift design, subsonic and transonic invicid and viscous wing and aircraft design in-
cluding leading edge vortex flows, aircraft-engine integration and threedimensional flows with separation.

Use of these numerical and semi-empirical methods can substantially increase airplane performance capa-
bilities while reducing risk, flow time, and testing requirements and thus total cost. The capabilities
of current aerodynamic methods are demonstrated by comparison with windtunnel-results and by case studies.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft development costs have escalated exceedingly within the last four years. Greater emphasis must
be placed on exploring analytically and experimentally new configuration concepts aimed at substantially
expanding airplane performance capabilities. The present state of the art in aerodynamic analysis and
design requires extensive configuration iterations through repeated wind tunnel testing that is costly,
time consuming, and relies heavily on inhouse experiences and expertise. Significant advances have been
achieved recently in aerodynamic computational methods which allow the numerical computation of flows
around three dimensional configurations and provide valuable guides to those seeking understanding of
specific problems or those pushing innovative design concepts.

At Dornier a selection of numerical and semi-empirical methods in fluid mechanics has been established
which have application to the analysis and design of general aviation and transport aircraft as well as
fighter type configurations and missile weapon systems in the subsonic and transonic speed regime. A great
amount of effort and emphasis has been placed on the validation of these methods and on establishing
limits in applicability. Results to date have been encouraging and the use of those methods can provide
a substantial reduction in time as well as cost to achieve a good design.

This paper adresses to the validity and application of current aerodynamic sizing programs, subsonic
high lift airfoil and wing analysis methods, transonic inviscid and viscous airfoil and maneuver slat/
flap codes, program systems for subsonic and transonic viscous threedimensional flows, engine inlet/
airframe integration, buffet onset prediction, and delta wing and strake flow analysis by nonlinear
potential flow models.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMIC METHODS

A large selection of computational methods are available that have broad application to the analysis and
design of general aviation, transport, and fighter aircraft as well as missiles flying in the subsonic
and transonic speed regimes. A thorough review of these methods will not be given here since the back-
ground literature is easily accessible. On the other hand, their main feature pertinent to the work
presented herein are briefly discussed.

Aircraft Synthesis Systems

Three different package-. are available at Dornier to design and size aircraft systems, see Ref. 1, 2, 3.
The block diagram of method [3] given in Figure 1 is more or less representative for aircraft design pro-
cedures. Based on a minimum set of information about mission requirements and aircraft size as well as
basic aircraft geometry configuration studies, trade-offs and optimizations can be performed. The aero-
dynamic characteristics within this program are determined by a semi-empirically based computer program,
Ref. 4, which is an improved and extended version of Ref. 5. This method evaluates rapidly and accura-
tely the aerodynamic longitudinal characteristics of general aviation, large, and fighter aircraft from
takeoff through landing and through the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed regimes. It calculates
lift, moment and drag characteristics at both low- and high-lift conditions, including the effects of
ground proximity during landing and takeoff, as well as buffet onset boundaries.

As input only the configuration geometry and the flight condition are needed, however, user supplied da-
ta can be used internally. The program includcs the capability of analyzing both fixed-wing and variable

4 sweep-wing configurations as well as strake-wing and supercritical wing designs.
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Missile Synthesis System

A similar computer package is used for missile design, Ref. 6. A variety of different missite configura-
tions can be handled by the program whose block diagram is depicted on Fig. 2. The aerodynamic character-
istics within this package are again determined by a semi-empirically based computer program, Ref. 7,
which is specially taylored for slender missile configurations. This method evaluates very rapidly the
aerodynamic longitudinal characteristics of missiles from 0 to 90 degrees angle of attack and roll through
the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed regimes. For hypersonic speed the angle of attack range is
restricted to attached flow. As input only the configuration geometry and the flight condition, are
needed. The program includes the capability of analyzing wings and tails in +, X, as well as interdigi-
tated positions. Bodies can consist of different axisymmetric sections and for wings also flaps are per-
mitted.

Subsonic Airfoil and High Lift Systems Design

Several two-dimensional subsonic methods have been developed, by various organisations, which are able
to analyse viscous single and multiple element airfoil flow up to maximum lift, e.g. Ref. 8, 9, 10. All
three methods are in use at Dornier since the physical models used are quite different.

The method of Grashof [81 at present is restricted to the analysis of twodimensional airfoils in viscous
incompressible steady flow with or without separation. For this theory two properties of such flows with
dead air regions are of basic importance:

- in the separated flow a pressure distribution appears which is typical for dead air flows, e.g.
Cp = const

- between the dead air region and the distant wake a relatively narrow region exists, where the ve-
locities vanish in time average (free stagnation point)

The physical flow is modelled by three zones, Fig. 3

- the inviscid and an irrotational external flow
- the boundary layer flow
- the dead air flow

These three zones interact mutually. The events within the dead-air region are not studied in detail, but
only their integral reaction upon the external flow is considered. The influences of the boundary layer
and of the dead air upon the external flow are simulated by a fictitious body. Within the attached flow
region the physical body is thickened by the displacement thickness of the laminar or turbulent boundary
layer. Downstream of the separation point a fictitious contour has to be constructed such that the poten-
tial flow over this body is just causing that pressure distribution which is typical for dead air flows.

Therefore in potential flow a mixed boundary value problem has to be solved. The rear stagnation point
in this idealised flow corresponds to the free stagnation point in the real flow and coincides with the
trailing edge of the fictitious body extension.

The method of Jacob [91 can be applied to simulate the viscous flow over systems of up to five airfoils
in almost incompressible (M,. < 0.20) flow including multiple separation on the upper surface. The method
verifies a three part flow model

- attached flow or flow with short separation bubbles
- "open separation" regions
- closed separation" zone

The attached flow is computed as the converged solution of the potential flow and the laminar or turbu-
lent boundary layer including transition and short separation bubble treatment. The "open"-type separa-
tion is simulated by typical source distributions (from numerical experiments) which simulate a dead air
region with nearly constant pressure. Only past the last airfoil section in streamwise direction a closed
separation zone is constructed by sinks and sources. The potential flow models are solved by a superpo-
sition of basic solutions. The boundary layers are computed by integral methods. No special attention is
given to confluent layers.

The method of Leicher [10] is the most general one, as far as the range of airfoil systems and the types
of separation are concerned. In contrast to the preceeding ones, this method does not model the separated
region as a dead air region by a potential flow model, but computes the displacement thickness of the
separated boundary layer. A subsonic compressible twodimensional panel method and a set of boundary layer
programs are connected with each other by the surface transpiration or equivalent source concept. By
sucessive application of both programs finally a converged viscous flow analysis is available. Drag is
estimated on the basis of the Squire and Young formula correlating the momentum losses to drags

All boundary layer methods used are of integral type. The laminar code is a twodimensional version of
Stock's general compressible laminar boundary layer integral method [11]. Transition can either be spe-
cified by input or is estimated by a modified empirical Michel correlation. Laminar stall as well as
short laminar separation bubbles are included. For attached turbulent boundary layers Nash's method is
used. Turbulent separation is modeled within the turbulent boundary layer method by semi-empirical
assumptions as well as reattachment. Confluent boundary layers are treated identically as in Goradla's
program, Ref. 12.
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Three-Dimensional Subsonic Potential Flow-Methods for Arbitrary Configurations

A computational method has been developed in Ref. 13 that can treat arbitrary subsonic three-dimensional
potential flows including inlet flow fields. This is a linear method solving Laplace's equation satisfy-
ing exact boundary conditions based on Ref. 14 and 15. In this approach the velocity potential at any
point in a flow field is expressed in terms of the induced effects of source and doublet (or vortex)
sheet distributed on the boundary surfaces. The configuration surfaces are divided into panels, and hence,
this approach is known as a panel method. Essentially, this is a general three-dimensional boundary value
problem solver that is cdpable of being applied to most problems that can be modeled within the limita-
tions of potential flow. Compressibility effects are approximated by the Goethert rule, and thus analysis
of transonic flow is not possible with this method. Viscous effects can be represented by the surface
displacement or transpiration concept. An improved higher order method [16] is available as a pilot code.
These methods are ideally suited for analyzing complex aircraft configurations in subsonic flow.

Three-Dimensional Vortex Lattice Method for Arbitrary Configurations Including Vortex Lift

A method based on vortex lattice theory has been developed at Dornier that can be applied to the combined
analysis, induced drag optimization, nonlinear vortex lift (based on Polhamus Analogy) computation, and
jet simulation of threedimensional configurations of arbitrary shape [17], [18]. This is a linear method
solving Laplace's equation satisfying thin wing boundary conditions on the camber surface and optionally
curved wake influence. The optimization process utilize the method of Lagrange multipliers. Compressibi-
lity effects are approximated by the mass flux rule. Its ease of use, high computational speed, and de-
sign capability make it particularly valuable in evaluating design variations, arriving at optimized
configurations, and designing new wing camberline shapes.

Three-Dimensional AIC Methods for Wings with Leading Edge Vortex Separation

The flow at the leading edge and tip edges of a swept wing with sharp edges separates at moderate to
high angles of attack, the separation producing vortex sheets that roll up into strong vortices above the
upper surface of the wing. The formation of these vortices is responsable for the well known nonlinear
aerodynamic characteristics exhibited over the angle-of-attack range. Several theoretical methods are in
use to predict these characteristics. While the leading-edge-suction analogy as used in Ref. 18 and al-
ready described in the preceding chapter is well suited for total force and moment prediction, more
sophisticated methods are necessary to predict detailed pressure distributions and flow fields above
swept wings with leading-edge vortex separation. The use of vortex lattice concepts with free vortices
in Ref. 19, 20, 21 led to methods which reasonably well predict the vortex cone location, but still do
not produce good detailed flow fields. Only the application of a new, general, potential flow computa-
tion technique as described in Ref. 22, 23 led to reasonable solutions. Based on this foundamental work
efforts are going on at Dornier, Ref. 24 to establish an accurate and reliable method for flow field
prediction with free vortex flow. The essential elements of these flow models are depicted on Fig. 4. On
all surfaces the flow most be parallel to the configuration. The trailing edge sheet (wake) is either
frozen or aligned with the local flow, the free sheets emerging from the wing leading edge and tip are
force free, the fed sheet is an extension of the free sheet, and feeds vortict', to the vortex core.
Kutta conditions are imposed along the appropriate leading, side, and trailing edges of the wing in the
presence of free sheets emanating from these edges. Bi-quadratic doublet distributions are used as
singularity-types.

Wing Characteristics with and without Flaps in Viscous Subsonic Flow Including Separated Regions

In the past extensive evaluation of experimental data has been performed to establish the semi-empirical
method in Ref. 25 for the estimation of lift distribution, total lift, moment and drag coefficients for
moderate to high aspect ratio wings with and without flaps up to maximum lift.

Starting from either experimental or theoretical airfoil section characteristics beyond maximum lift the
semi-empirical correlations are used to construct wing section characteristics which include planform,
flap and other three-dimensional geometrical effects. In the next step a lifting line method is used
iteratively to correlate the spanwise effective angle of attack and the local lift coefficient in agree-
ment with the wing section characteristics. Body effects are included through its influence on lift dis-
tribution. Finally, the local lift coefficients are used to compute from the corresponding wing section
characteristics moment and drag coefficients. The method has to be applied very carefully, especially if
planform shapes are used which exceed the configurations being used for establishing the empirical corre-
lation airfoil-wing section characteristics.

i
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Three-Dimensional Viscous Body Flow Field Analysis

A general threedimensional boundary layer method has been developed at Dornier that can analyse either
laminar or turbulent compressible flows on arbitrarily shaped wings and bodies in curvilinear nonortho-
gonal coordinates Ref. 27, 28, 29.

The laminar method is not restricted to small crossflow. For the evaluation of the integral thicknesses
one parameter velocity profiles for the main stream direction and two parameter velocity profiles for the
cross-flow direction are used. The one parameter profile family is based on the similar solutions of the
boundary layer equations, the two parameter profile family results from a polynomial expression, where
no boundary conditions of the Pohlhausen type (direct relation to gradients of flow properties at the
outer edge of the boundary layer {compatibility condition}) are applied. The x- und y-momentum and the
x- and y-moment of momentum integral equations are used for the solution. Only for the case of orthogonal
coordinates Ist order moment of momentum equations are introduced. They result from the x- and y-momentum
equations, which are multiplied by the velocity components u and v, respectively before the integration.
For non-orthogonal coordinates 1st order moment of momentum equations do not produce solutions even when
multiplying the momentum equations by linear combinations of the velocity components u and v. For curvi-
linear, non orthogonal coordinates 2nd order moment of momentum equations are developed, where the mul-
tiplication is done by the square of the resultant velocity 0. Since these equations are much more
complicated, the 1st order equations, which concern only the orthogonal case, are used for these problems.

The turbulent integral method has been developed at Dornier following ideas of Myring and Smith. The
streamwise profiles are represented by Coles profiles, the cross-flow profiles by Mager or Johnston pro-
files. Skin friction is computed directly from the velocity profiles. The influence of compressibility
is accounted for by applying Eckert's reference temperature concept. The equations finally solved are
the x- and y-momentum equation and the entrainment equation (equilibrium entrainment). To provide for
non-equilibrium entrainment lag entrainment has been included. Both methods have been testes extensively
against finite difference methods, other integral methods and experimental results and have proven to
be very reliable and fast tools.

To provide the inviscid outer flow field as output to the boundary layer program, interface programs are
used to transfer the corresponding data from the inviscid method to the boundary layer program and vice
versa. The inclusion of boundary layer technique into the analysis of transport and fighter aircraft de-
sign provides for a better representation of the real flow field for determining wing pressure, but also
enables more accurate drag estimates to be made as well as estimates of maneuver-boundaries.

More recently there is increasingly interest in numerical solutions of the Navier Stokes equations to si-
mulate flowfields with separation. In Ref. 26 a threedimensional steady Navier-Stokes solver is presented
which applies to the vorticity formulation. The higher order finite difference approximation is charac-
terised by a free parameter derived from an exact solution of the linear form of the Burgers equation.
This parameter balances the convective part of the difference equation thus causing an upwiiid (convective)
scheme for large and a centered (diffusive) scheme for small cell Reynolds numbers. At present the appli-
cation of this method is restricted by its extensive CPU-time for three-dimensional cases.

Safe Release and Flight Path of External Stores

Present day fighters have to perform missions carrying quite different external stores under wing and
fuselage. Those external stores not only influence the aerodynamics of the carrier, but also cause prob-
lems during release. A set of computer programs has been developed at Dornier [311 which reasonably well
predicts as well safe release under disturbances and carrier dynamics as delivery characteristics. The
carrier interference effects on the store load are computed by a modified semiempirically corrected
singularity method, while the store aerodynamics are taken either from experiments or the missile aero-
dynamics program of Ref. 7. Carrier and store dynamics are simulated by a 6 DOF-program. Main purpose
of this prediction method is to reduce the total amount of wind tunnel testing and flight test to va-
lidate the flight envelope permitted under carriage.

Two-Dimensional Methods for Transonic Airfoil and Cascade Analysis/Design

Several two-dimensional transonic methods have been developed or evaluated at Dornier, which are able to
analyse airfoils or cascades [32], [33], (34], [35], [36]. The TSP-methods are highly improved by the mass-
flux formulation (341 even for thick airfoils and have demonstrated its usefulness in as much as analysis
and mixed analysis/design problems can be solved including viscous effects based on the displacement
thickness as well as unsteady transonic flow for flutter prediction [351. Flow time as well as computer
costs are fairly small. The full potential methods are superior at high angle of attack and for analysis/
design in the leading edge region. Jameson's FL06 [16] has proven to be very accurate and fast due to his
fast solver but is lacking flexibility due to the circle plane mapping involved. There is some indication
that the finite volume techniques like the flux finite element method 137] for the full potential equation
or the quasi-time dependent method [38] for the Euler eq. are the more interesting ones as far as the
engineering environment to support and guide a design process is concerned. An advantage of the finite
volume Euler method is the accuracy over the whole speed regime from subsonic to supersonic free stream
Mach numbers even for flow with strong shocks.

A finite volume method for the solution of the two-dimensional time - averaged Navier Stokes equations is
under development at Dornier [39] but more work has to be done to make it useful for practical design.
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Two-Dimensional Methods for Transonic Multtelement Airfoil Analysis/Design

As a joint venture between Saab and Dornier a numerical method has been developed for the analysis and
mixed analysis/design mode of two-dimensional transonic flow around twoelement airfoil systems [40],
[41] Arbitrarily shaped airfoil sections can be treated through the use of a series of conformal map-
pings. The physical domain outside the two sections is mapped into the ring domain between two concen-
tric circles, the interior of the outer circle being the exterior of the main airfoil and the exterior
of the inner circle being the exterior of the secondary airfoil. Within this ring domain the flow field
is computed solving the nonconservative full potential equation by means of Jamesons rotated difference
scheme and SLOR in combination with nonlinear extrapolation and multigrid technique. Viscous flow is si-
mulated by coupling the inviscid code to a set of boundary layer methods [381.

Two-Dimensional/Axisymetric Methods for Transonic Inlet Flow Fields

Two different methods are being used at Dornier, one developed at Saab [431 to #"ompute the transonic flow
around axisymmetric inlets for a prescribed mass flow ratio. The inlet consist of an initial part of
arbitrary geometry which is continued to downstream infinity as a straight circular tube. With a sequence
of conformal mappings and a final coordinate stretching the whole exterior and interior flow field is
mapped to a rectangular domain in which the full potential equation is solved using type-dependent line
relaxation. The second one is the Dornier-develooed finite volume method for calculating axisymmetric and
plane pitot-type inlet flow fields at supersonic as well as subsonic free stream Mach numbers [44]. This
second order accurate time dependent wethod solves the Euler equations in integral conservation-law form.
The equations are written with respect to a cartesian coordinate system in which at supersonic speed a
body and bow shock fitted mesh adjusts in time to the motion of the bow shock that is automatically
captured as part of the weak solution. At the compressor entrance plane inside the cowl static pressure
is prescribed as subsonic boundary condition. The method can treat arbitrary lip shapes and is presently
being extended to a threedimensional version. The integration of the pressure distribution from the inlet
throat to the crest will provide valuable data for the drag estimation as long as no large viscous ef-
fects are apparent.

Three-Dimensional Transonic Potential Flow Methods

Several three-dimensional transonic potential flow methods have been developed, by various organizations,
which are able to acalyse either isolated wing or wing-body combinations T451, [46], [47], [48], [491,
(511 Evaluation of the methods developed at Dornier [46], [50], the methods developed as a joint venture
with FFA, Ref. 48, 51, and a Dornier version of FL022 indicate that the three-dimensional Dornier TSP-W
method based on the mass flux concept is a useful design tool, in as much as arbitrary fuselage shapes
can be modeled, analysis as well as mixed analysis/design problems can be solved, shock strength as well
as positions are well predicted, and the low computer cost in combination with the highly automated in-
put provide the basis for a method to be used in the engineering environment. On the other hand the lack
of dense mesh spacing in the nose region imply use of grid embedding as described in Ref. 51. FLO22 quite
often is giving fairly good agreement with experimental results, but it should be kept in mind that this
method is not conservative and neither does give correct drag data nor correct viscous results if a boun-
dary layer method is coupled. The detailed two-dimensional studies indicated that the approach of using
finite volume techniques to solve either the full potential equation or the Euler equations are the most
promising ones for complex three-dimensional flow computations. A pilot code on Euler has been completed
(52], on the full potential equation is nearly completet [53).

Buffet Onset Prediction for Wings

Some years ago a light buffet prediction method has been developed at Dornier as outlined in Ref. 54. A
buffeting coefficient is defined which is directly related to the rms value of the wing root bending
moment. Assuming that local lift oscillations are caused by flow separation and are proportional to the
length of the separated flow at a spanwise station, this buffeting coefficient is set equal to the in-
tegral evaluated along the wing span of the product of local separation length and the distance from
the wing roots. Based on empirical correlations it was found that light buffet is reached if this buffet
coefficient is equal to 0.1. Separation length versus span can either be estimated by stripwise appli-
cation of two-dimensional transonic and boundary layer methods or fully three-dimensional viscous flow
simulation like in Ref. 50.

The limit of this method is reached if no longer the relationship between separation length and the rms
value is valid. To avoid this problem in Ref. 50 a semiempirical approach is included based on working
plots established by evaluating experimental data. These plots include the influence of geometrical and
aerodynamic parameters on the buffeting behaviour of wings.



APPLICATION OF METHODS

Aerodynamic Sizing Program for Aircraft

Aerodynamic sizing programs are hi~hly important tools in the initial phase of configurations studies. Their
low cost, input simplicity and reliability in use prove them very useful for project engineers. However,
aerodynamicists carefully have to survey the application since the integrated program system is based on
semi/empirical methods for the components, which implies a limitation in the configuration space. To
improve accuracy input of specific aerodynamic characteristics is allowed as soon as data are available
either from experimenlts or more accurate methods. On Fig. 5 a redesign of the F4 Phantom is shown, only
based on a three-side view and an adjustment in CL max based on experience with an other fighter. The
aareement looks fair.

Aerodynamic Sizing Program for Missiles

Although missile configurations look much simpler in geometry than aircraft, their aerodynamics are highly
nonlinear and very hard to predict. However, the present semiempirical prediction code proves to be very
general in application and fairly accurate. This method not only is used for performance prediction but
also for store separation. Moment characteristics imply the limitations of this method, especially in the
range of 20 < 70 degrees. But even other much more sophisticated methods suffer from inaccuracy in
this angle of attack range.

Due to it's generality and input simplicity as well as very low cost this method is used widely. Again,
the final accuracy can be improved by input of component characteristics if available. On Fig9. 6 a typical
example for a canard controlled configuration is portrayed. While lift and drag look very good , the mo-
ment curve has some deviation in magnitude. No fitting has been applied to this case.

Subsonic High Lift Section Analysis

The performance of subsonic mechanical high-lift devices is of high importance for the overall economy
and operational efficiency of present day general aviation and transport aircraft. Although a lot of ex-
perimental data is available, and thus sizing can be applied by modifying existing configurations, theo-
retical tools are important and needed. However, due to the complexity of the flowfield with a variety of
separated regions all component methods are suffering from modelling. Therefore different methods with
different models are used at Dornier to get different results from different points of view.

Grashof's method is presently restricted to single element airfoils, but the flow model used seems to be
reliable and accurate. A comparison with experiments is depicted on Fig. 7. Although pressure constancy
in the separated region is not prescribed explicitly, the agreement is good.

For Jacob's method different comparisons are known from his publications. even with ground effects. In
the present paper only a comparison of results for a three- and four element configuration is shown to
indicate the value of such a method for understanding slat efficiency. The four element is the same q~
the three element one, but with slat. The decrease in the pressure peak on the main airfoil and the first
flap is nicely shown. Almost no influence is indicated on the second flap.

For Leicher's method various comparisons are found in Ref. 10, but the separation modelling has been im-
proved recently to provide better results for flows with large separated regions.

Subsonic Panel Methods

Panel aerodynamic methods have been used at Dornier since 1971. During this time period, the panel method
has been validated as a very reliable tool in predicting the aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes ope-
rating at subcritical Mach numbers. More recently the handling of such programs has been highly improved
by semi-automatically generated paneling using CADAM-software as depicted on Fig. One interesting ex-
ample of its use has been on the initial design phase of the Alpha Jet (131. A tpyrical example showing
isobars is depicted in Fig. 1. In this example, main emphasis has been given to the design of the channel
between the wing lower surface, the body side and the engine inlet.

The panel methods can also be used to study the mutual interference between different components including
the engine inlet for different engine conditions. Panel arrangement and results in comparison with wind
tunnel experiments are portrayed in Fig. 2.

Such results provide very accurate information for local design modifications, while only final selected
ones are tested in the wind tunnel to verify predictions.
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Vortex Lattice Methods

Vortex lattice methods are very easy to handle and fast tools for design studies, not only for simple wing
shapes but also for winglets, high lift devices, wind tunnel wall interference, shrouded propellers, jet
effects and wing-wing interference problems. They provide not only accurate lift and moment curves, but
also very good induced drag results. This method has been used extensively at Dornier for linear flow pro-
blems, while the use in nonlinear aerodynamics is fairly new. As shown in Fig. 3, the vortex-lattice me-
thod in combination with Polhamus-Analogy is a very reliable tool to predict the nonlinear flow behaviour
caused by leading edge separation [18]. The deviations in the moment curve for small, resp. negative lift
is due to deficiencies in the body description. Even configurations with leading and/or trailing edge
flaps are simulated nicely. For modern fighter design with wings of large sweep this method plays an
important role in wing as well as maneuver flap design.

Leading Edge Vortex Flow Fields

In the present form, the program is a research tool for numerical experimentation; the major emphasis is
to incorporate differents models and to study basic modelling as well as flow field effects.

Delta wings provide many inside for understanding leading edge vortex flow. In addition, they represent
a simple geometry which is ideal for numerical experimentation. Fig. 13 shows the free vortex sheet de-
velopment over the wing and a comparison of the pressure distribution. The agreement with the Boeing
method is very good, but the experimental pressures still are different. Nicely the decrease in pressure
due to the trailing edge Kutta condition can be seen. On Fig. 14 the importance of a proper wake modelling
can be seen since the wake can not be treated as frozen at all to reproduce the correct physics shown by
the Hummel-experiment. Continuing work is going on to simulate the flowfield over strake-type wings and
bodies with free vortices by coupling with boundary layer programs.

Subsonic High Lift Wiog Analysis

This very useful tool for high lift design of general aviation-, transport- and at least moderate aspect
ratio fighter configurations meets the engineering requirements since it is a fast tool for the estimation
of maximum lift as well as stall characteristics in the pre-phase studies of aircraft, when no windtunnel
results are available. The use of this method needs an experienced aerodynamicist for complex configurations
with part span flaps or boundary layer fences are involved. The upper part of Fig. 15 shows the comparison
in lift, moment and drag versus experimental results for an unswept AR-9 wing. The lower part portrayes
the lift distribution versus span for three anqles of attack in comparison with experimental results from
oil flow pictures. The configuration now is an AR=6 wing with part span flaps. Both comparison clearly
indicatE the usefullness of such a method.

If further experiments are available the range of applicability can be increased or updated by establish-
ing new working plots.

Three-Dimensional Viscous Body Flow Field Analysis

The three-dimensional boundary layer development greatly influences the performance of subsonic and trans-

onic aircraft. While the use of boundary layer method to study wing characteristics has become quite popu-
lar, e.g. [271, (551, (56], only a few items are known for three-dimensional body analysis. Through its
validation the Dornier method [281, [29] has been extensively tested for flows over ellipsoids at angle
of attack. Fig. 16 portrayes some of the results for an axis-ratio 8 ellipsoid.

Separation line pattern over the whole range of incidence agree well with those predicted by the finite
difference method of Geissler and even the shear stress at the wall compares very well with that measured
by DFVLR or computed by Cebeci's FD method. More recent studies [291 on the symmetry lines nicely repro-
duce the switching characteristics of the separation point versus a [Fig. 17].

However, more work has to be done to combine this method with inviscid programs in order to study separa-
tion and vortex shedding from bodies.

On Fig. 18 first results of Stock's inverse integral method [30] are shown for an infinite swept wing.
This code will provide the basic capability to compute through separation.

Although it is presently far beyond the engineering application, some results of Haase's three-dimensio-
nal steady Navier Stokes Solver (261 are portrayed on Fig. 19 for the ellipsoid mentioned before. Even
in research computations the applications are limited due to the total amount of grid points either in
Re-number (scaling of the thin layers) or in complexity. Future computers and accelerated schemes, howe-
ver, will provide the basis for such computations.
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Safe Release of External Stores

Aircraft store compatibility is one of the major problems for present day fighters. One indication might
be the devotion of a whole session of the present AGARD Conferenme to this subject. The problem can be
seen at least three-part: Carrier-disturbances by store carriage and release, free store release, and
accurate weapons delivery. The present examples only address to safe release, although methods are fre-
quently in use to study the other effects. The attempt of Fig. 20 is to show by simulations with the
computer code of Ref. 31 the influences of carrier interference and dynamic store derivatives on the
release of two different store. The final simulation agrees well with the experimental data. But I would
like heavily stress the importance of the inclusion of dynamic derivatives in store release simulation
since they seem to play an important role.

The present method is extensively used in release studies for new configurations or for standard carrier
with new stores. In a more recent version even the release of target-type stores tixed to a cable can be
simuladted.

Transonic Airfoil/Cascade Analysis/Design

The validation of two-dimensional transonic potential flow methods is almost established by numerous su-
percritical airfoil designs based on CFO methods. Fig. 21 shows computed versus measured pressure distri-
butions for the Dornier A-i 12 % thick airfoil, viscous as well as wall effects in the computations inclu-
ded [32]. The result clearly indicates the importance of boundary layer effects even in the design region.
Although design as well as analysis of this section have been done using TSP, we are aware of the limita-
tions of TSP-methods. However, the type of numerical method, especially conservation of mass, can have
stronger influence on the results than the TSP-assumptions. Therefore, more recent studies led to the de-
velopment of a two-dimensional flux-finite element method for the full potential equation which at pre-
sent only has been verified for the analysis/design of cascades [371, see Fig. 22. and to a finite vo-
lume method to solve the quasi time-dependent Euler equations around airfoils 1381 as shown in Fig. 23.
For comparison, also the TSP-MF results are included, while there is almost no difference in the non-
lifting case, a large effect is apparent for lift. Careful studies of shock and Kutta-condition will
clarify this difference.

Both flux methods are very general in their application to arbitrary configuration shapes and nonorthogo-
nal mesh systems. While the FFEM-method is very fast (0.15 ms per iteration and mesh point IBM 370/158),
the finite volume method (0.8 ins) is best suited to produce datum solutions and accurate results for
strong stocks which lie beyond the isentropic assumptions.

Since transonic flow phenomena do niot only play an important role in aerodynamic design but also in flut-
ter analysis, the Dornier-TSP method has been extended to treat harmonically oscillating airfoils (35].
The comparison in Fig. 24 indicates fair agreement with other transonic methods as well as experimental
data. However, more work has to be done here to include viscous effects and nonlinear effects which imply
the use of more complete unsteady equations.

Transonic Two-Element Airfoil Analysis/Design

The performance of mechanical high-lift devices is of increasing importance for the overall economy and
operational efficiency of all types of aircraft. The use of such devices for combat aircraft at transonic
speed offers the chance of greatly enhancing maneuvering capabilities without affecting cruise performan-
ce. Climb and turn rates of existing modern fighters at transonic speed are remarkably improved by the
use of slats and flaps, although these configurations have not been optimized as such devices.

At low speed such devices can be efficiently designed by means of numerical methods and a lot of avail-
able experimental data. At transonic speed, however, we are lacking experimental data for airfoils with
slats and flaps to establish a data base. Extensive wind tunnel testing on such airfoil systems is highly
costly due to the large number of parameters and at transonic speed no simple interpolation in a data base
is possible. Only since recently transonic viscous analysis/design methods are in use for configuration
studies and improvements. In Fig. 25 results are depicted for an airfoil/slat configuration with upper
slat surface and main airfoil shape plus lower surface slat pressure distribution as input. The results
for this mixed analyses/design mode run agree very well with the experimental data and indicate clearly
the large separated region on the lower slat surfaces. This mode can be used not only to understand the
flow field characteristics of existing slats or flaps, but also to efficiently redesign configurations
to avoid separation. Fig. 26 indicates a redesign process for the slat lower surface to a MACA 64A010
airfoil section.

For analysis problems viscous effects have to be included not only by means of laminar and turbulent boun-
dary layers, but also short and long separation bubbles, confluent boundary layers and trailing edge se-
paration. The present system of codes for viscous transonic two-element airfoil analysis has been success-
fully applied to simulate the flow field around the Do-A4 airfoil with a slat or flap. In Fig. 27 and 28
results are compared with the experimental data. The computed pressures agree fairly well with the experi-
mental ones, even for cases with large separated regions where viscous effects completely dominate. Since
such numerical simulations are rather fast and inexpensive, it is obvious that such computational methods
are useful tools for designers looking for efficient high lift and maneuver devices. The design time as
well as cost can be much reduced by using such numerical results.
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Transonic Inlet Analysis

The efficiency of modern transonic and supersonic aircraft to quite a large extent depends on the recom-

pression characteristics and the avoidance of separation causing distortion. Experience has proven pitot-

type inlets to be well suited to design criterion at supersonic as well as subsonic and transonic speed.

For the investigation of such types of flow fields with subsonic free stream Mach numbers, Doraier has

adapted Arlinger's method for axisymmetric inlets [431. A tpyical result with good agreement is shown in

Fig. 29. Although this method gives very accurate results, it lacks the generality for extensions to

three-dimensional configurations. Since the study of pitot-inlets at supersonic and large subsonic free

stream raises some questions about the disregard of total pressure losses due to shock in methods using

the potential equation, Dornier decided to develop its own method based on the numerical solution of the

full Euler equations. First results of the plane and axisymmetric version of this finite volume method

[44] are portrayed in Fig. 30. Fair agreement is reached for the fairly low supersonic Mach number with

Arlinger's supersonic version as well as experimental data. Unfortunately we are lacking experimental da-

ta for a detailed evaluation at higher Mach numbers. For application in realistic aerodynamic design

studies for fighters a three-dimensional version of the finite volume method is nearly completed. For

final flow simulations the corresponding viscous codes will be coupled.

Transonic Wing/Wing-Body Analysis

The validation of three-dimensional transonic potential flow methods has been reported recently in several

papers, e.g. see References 48, 50, 56 and 57, to name a few. During the application of the TSP-MF method

for analysis as well as design case studies, it was found that the method is well suited to meet the re-

quirements of engineering in as much as the code is fast (0.14 ms per iteration and grid point), designed

for interactive treatment and very general in its use as depicted in Fig. 31.

For final results the full potential loop can be used to ensure no major errors due to TSP-assumptions.

However, this code is suffering from its orthogonal grid system in as much as the leading edge represen-

tation for swept wings is poor as long as no extremely fine grid systems are used. The Figures 32-39 show

some of the results for validation of the method for a wide range of configurations. Relatively thick

large aspect ratio wings as well as moderate aspect ratio fighter wings with complex fuselage shape have

been designed or analyzed before the wind tunnel test became available.

For fighter configurations with complex bodies the deviations at higher Mach numbers don't seem to be to
TSP assumptions rather than inadequate fuselage modelling. Full potential FL022 computations for the wing
alone did not improve the agreement.

For transport type configurations in analysis (Fig. 34) as well as mixed analysis/design mode (Fig. 37)
the method proved to be very reliable, but is suffering from the poor leading edge description. However,
the basic character of the pressure distribution and the shock position and strength is fairly well pre-
dicted. The recently included grid unbedding technique in the TSP-MF method [51] highly improves the
leading edge and shock resolution as shown on Fig. 39.

The PT-7 configuration shown on Figure 36 has been a design case study 1481 testing extensively the mixed

mode capabilities of the TSP-method as a joint venture between Dornier and FFA.

First results of the three-dimensional finite volume Euler code [52], [591 are portrayed on Fig. 38.

Since two-dimensional experience has indicated the large influence of the viscous effects, also in three-
dimensional flows, the viscous displacement thickness effect of the three-dimensional boundary layer over
the wing has to be taken into account in order to produce accurate performance characteristics. The cou-
pling of the three-dimensional boundary layer integral methods [271, [281 with inviscid potential flow
programs provides the capability for better wing design, for diagnosis of specific wing design problems,

and for evaluating the wing performance beyond the Reynolds number range of present wind tunnels. Since
the boundary layer program allows for arbitrary, even nonorthogonal coordinate systems, no special inter-
face programs are needed to convert grid systems. Only corresponding data handling in the inviscid method
coordinate system is needed. Thereby it is possible to cycle several times between viscous and inviscid
programs. In Fig. 36 the changes in pressure distribution corresponding to the number of iteration cycles
is portrayed. It has been found that a number of cycles between the transonic potential flow program and
the boundary layer code is necessary to achieve a satisfactory converged solution, i.e., until the pres-
sure distribution and the boundary layer displacement thickness 8 do not change significantly between
cycles. The general trends of the measured pressure distributions are matched by the theory. However, a
finer mesh would improve the agreement in the nose as well as shock region. In Fig. 36 also the corres-

ponding changes in displacement thickness for section 2 and the variation of the computed separation line
are shown. It is clearly indicated that a boundary layer method within this cycle has to be able to treat
separated regions since the fully inviscid initial solution might exhibit relatively large partial sepa-
ration although the final converged viscous solutions is almost free of separated regions. For complete-
ness, the spanwise lift distribution and the computed dragrise curve are also included. Measured and
calculated dragrise compare reasonably well. The capability of estimating the spanwise variation of wing
drag components, lift distribution and separation, identifies the critical wing design regions and allows
for proper wing modification with reasonable assurance of success.
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Light Buffeting Prediction

Although buffet is only one and possibly even a very weak limitation in maneuver for fighter configura-
tions, it can be thought as a first indication for other more severe evidents. Ths Dornier method for
light buffet prediction [541 presently is restricted to sweep angles 0 <125 50 , thicknesses
0.04 < f/c < 12, aspect ratios 2 < AR < 7.5 and moderate canter 0.035 < f/c < 0. This limitation results
from the configurations used to establish the working plots. Extensions are possible by establishing new
plots. The comparisons on Fig. 40 with experiments clearly validate the method as an engineering tool.

Recently this method has been included in the aircraft aerodynamics prediction code [4] to provide buffet
information even in configuration studies.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The significant advances that have been made in computational fluid mechanics are having considerable im-
pact on the aerodynamic design process. Subsonic panel and vortex lattice methods, when used within their
imits of application, provide valuable insight into complex flow fields, guidance for achieving integra-

ted designs, and ability to explore iniovative configuration designs. The use of these methods can sub-
stantially increase airplane performance capabilities. The integrated computer program system to analyse
subsonic and transonic, viscous flow over airfoils, multi-element airfoil systems and wings and wing-body
combinations for transport as well as fighter aircraft have emerged as a very important tool to support
the wing design process, and to support diagnostic investigation of the aircraft performance.

Rewarding as the accomplishments in computational aerodynamic design have been, much work remains yet to
be done. The three-dimensional transonic inviscid flow methods need to be generalized to include the com-
plete configuration and to greatly simplify the user's input and output data manipulation and reduce com-
puter as well as man costs. The three-dimensional boundary layer method needs to be enhanced to include
the fuselage, to handle surface intersection problems, and to analyse separated flows. Most work has been
towards better numerical methods at design conditions of modern aircraft. However, off-design is limiting
the capabilities or real configurations. A lot of work in CFD and experiments has to be done to under-
stand those phenomena causing maneuver boundaries. This will imply more work on unsteady time-accurate
flow simulations.

However, all integrated systems of computer programs are only operational as design tools within the pro-
ject engineering area, if the easy preparation of input data, the visibility of output, the flow time re-
quired to get final results, and the computer costs or running these methods are highly improved. If these
enhancements are not included, we may never experience the use of numerical simulation and reduced reliance
on the wind tunnel in airplane design as many computer experts suggest and the basic capabilities of modern
methods promise.
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DESIGN OF ADVANCE[) TECHNOLOGY TRANSONIC AIRFOILS AND WINGS

by

it. Sobieczky

Institut fur Theoretische StromungsmL hanik

G6ttingen, Germany

SUMMARY

Recently a new method for the design of shock-free configurations in the supercritical regime
has been presented. It is based on the use of fictitious gas flow in the supersonic domain in order
to provide an elliptic continuation of the basic equations. Solutions of the latter ensure suitable
sonic surfaces, which are used subsequently as initial condition for conventional shock-free super-
sonic field computation and configuration shape modification.

New concepts in wing design to meet the requirements of higher efficiency of future aircraft
include airfoil shape modifications such as for the Laminar Flow Control (LFC) wing, or for the

Circulation Control Wing (CCW). Results of shock-free flows past such airfoils are presented.

The new design method can also be used for three-dimensional !low. The redesign of a simple

test wing is illustrated in detail, the structure of shock-free local supersonic regions on aft and
forward swept wings is studied.

INTRODUCTION

The requirements of fuel efficient flight have forced the operating conditions of modern trans-
port aircraft into the high speed regime.This fact brought a large number of challenging theoreti-
cal questions to be answered for the development of computational procedures for analysis and
design of aircraft components, but also many problems had and still have to be solved if experi-
mental investigation in high speed wind tunnels should reliably predict aerodynamic performance.
The design goals for a new generation of efficient aircraft to be reached by theoretical and experi-
mental work are dominated by the need to increase flight speed but to suppress the accompanying
negative effects resulting from recompression shock waves and viscous interadion.

The knowledge of analytical solutions for inviscid transonic flows without shocks given by
Ringleb [11 did not consequently yield theoretical results for shock free flows past wings or airfoils
first, before experimental verification could affirm theoretically born concepts. Mathematical ques-
tions about existence and stability left doubts about the practical value of such flows; also the
transonic regime was considered more' a transition phase to supersonic operating conditions, neces-
sarily passed only in acceleration and deceleration phases of the flight. This situation changed
when supersonic transport was postponed in the United States. Consequently the design conditions
were moved into the high subsonic regime with many transonic flow phenomena occurring and thus
actualizing many unsolved problems. Whitcomb's [21 and Pearcey's (31 experimental work brought
first results of practically shock-free airfoil flows in transonic speeds. Also first analytical shock-

free flow results were given by Nieuwland [41, computational design methods were developed by
Garabedian and Korn [5j, and by Boerstoel [6]. Another, more recent and urgent call for design
techniques for efficient aircraft resulted from sharply rising fuel costs. Systematical methods for
aircraft design are needed now mor, than ever and the supercritical (nearly shock-free) wing
seems to be one of the most promising components among the many innovations currently studied,
tested and already used in new aircraft.

The mentioned design methods for airfoils work in the hodograph plane, where the basic equa-
tions are linear in contrast to;nonlinearity observer, in 2D or 3D physical space. A number of
airfoils was obtained and many were tested experimentally. This was a good start toward the goal
of systematic computerized design but hodograph methods are not applicable to three-dimensional
flow past wings and other realistic components of aircraft. For 2D and 3D flow analysis numerical
procedures were developed [7,8,9,101 to predict flow past given configurations. These methods
allo,; the determination of shock waves in the flow with reasonable accuracy. Also viscous inter-
action effects, mostly important at the trailing edge of wings by affecting the circulation, are al-
ready included into transonic analysis codes for airfoil flows [i1. This situation, namely the lack

of systematic design tools for the development of new configurations, but availability of reliable
analysis methods led to development of a theoretical optimization procedure requiring large num-
bers of analysis runs for parametric variations of given configurations to find optimal shapes [121.

In this paper the availability of analysis methods is used for design in a different way. A new
idea to obtain shock-free 2D airfoils and 31) wings rests on previous work in the hodograph for
airfoils, where the rheoelectic analogy was used to obtain shock-free flows 1131. While being much
less economical than the computerized hodograph method [51 quoted earlier, application of the
analogy led to a very simple new transonic boundary value problem, which is not restricted to the
hodograph approach a,,d not restricted to 2D floas. Mathematically a method of analytic continu-
ation it may be interpreted physically as a gas flow with certain fictitious properties. Existing

RResearch Scientist
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numerical analysis codes are converted and extended to design tools, first examples for inviscid
shock-free configurations obtained from conventional input shapes were presented 1141. The evo-

lution of the method from rheoelectric hodograph experiments to numerical design programs in
physical space is described elsewhere [151. Airfoil design by these indirect and direct approaches

is reviewed [16).

The purpose of this paper is an illustration of the method applied to some recently presented

new aerodynamic concepts [17, 181. New ways to control boundary layer and circulation lead to new

airfoil shapes and variable wing geometry requires investigation of numerous new planforms. The
chosen design examples are intended to encourage the design engineer to use the outlined methods
for practical problems which involve transonic flow presently, as welt as for configuration studies
which might find a realization in the future.

ELLIPTIC CONTINUATION AND FICTITIOUS GAS

A detailed description of the design method applied in this paper is given elsewhere [14, 15, 161.

Here a short explanation is given for the method termed "Elliptic Continuation Method" or, with

respect to physical illustration a "Fictitious Gas" design procedure. For a given configuration to
be systematically altered in order to be in shock-free transonic flow at certain operating conditions
(defined by Mco the Mach number and a the angle of attack) the process is described shortly.

For an existing reliable analysis algorithm in conservation form for isentropic irrotational gas

flow we alter the density - velocity relation p(q) in such a way that the resulting basic partial

differential equation to be solved becomes elliptic in the entire velocity range. The isentropic flow
relation

S2 1/1Y-1)

pt isentr. 2 2 a*

with critical conditions denoted by superscript *, ensures an elliptic type equation only up to the
critical speed, q < a*, while for q > at the equation becomes hyperbolic. Consequently we leave

(1) unchanged up to q = a* but introduce an artificial relation P = F(q) which replaces (1) in the

domain q > a*. We choose, illustrate and use in the following examples the function

-p

D*fictit. al -

and realize that P = 1 means (0 q) = const. which leads to parabolic type while P > 1 still gives

hyperbolic type equations. For elliptic type our fictitious relation (2) therefore is restricted to

P < 1. Relations (1) and (2) are drawn in Figure 1, with different exponents P. We observe that

only the parabolic limit P = 1 ensures the same gradient of relations (1) and (2) at the contacting
sonic point q = a*. One might expect discontinuous slope of a combined relation (1)/(2) in the sub-

sonic/supersonic domain to result in discontinuous behavior of solutions of the equations at the

sonic surface, but numerical experiments showed that none of such difficulties occured in both
finite element [181 and finite difference [191 evaluation of the all elliptic partial differential equa-
tions. Different values of P were studied; our experience resulting from these calculations is that

0.5 < P < 0.9 (3)

seems to give optimal resulting sonic surfaces, "optimal" in view of the subsequent calculation of

the real local supersonic region to be outlined in the following chapter.

We introduce (2) now into the analysis algorithm and switch from the use of (1) in locally com-
puted subsonic flow to (2) if the flow is supersonic. Also,we suppress the switch to upwind differ-
encing and the use of numerical viscosity in the analysis code, because these tools arc introduced
for effective calculation of hyperbo'ic type flow including shock waves which do not occur in our

P. l1. -.

-0.

5

!sentr

0 - 2
q/as

Figure 1. Isentropic and fictitious density - velocity relations.
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all ALiptic problem. When calculating an uxample now we see that convergence of the numerical
relaxation procedure is reached much faster than in a mixed type flow analysis because we- have,
numerically, essentially a subsonic flow problem to Folve.

The result of this calculation is a correct one where subsonic flow is found. It also gives sonic
surfaces which are found by interpolation in the field. Inside a sonic surface we have solved a
fictitious super-sonic flow problem (or a flow problem with fictitious gas behavior if the speed of
sound is exceeded) which ensures conservation of mass and momentum globally, which is mportant
for the subsequent calculation of the real supersonic domain. For this we need to know the flow
vector v distribution on the sonic surface where Ivi = a* . A smooth distribution of the velocity
components u, v, w along the sonic surface is the initial condition for the calculation of a local
supersonic flow domain with a marching procedure as will be described next.

ONION PEEL COMPUTATION OF LOCAL SUPERSONIC FIELDS

Fictitious gas computation provided a sonic surface which has to be used subsequently to find
the supersonic part of the flow and a new body surface compatible with the entire resulting shock-
free flow. For plane airfoil flow the method of characteristics is used in the same way as in the
hodograph methods [5, 131 to find the solution which is defined beyond the resulting airfoil contour
f, see Figure 2a. Two characteristics g, 77 and the sonic line h enclose the computed flow field.
lit 3D flow characteristics are replaced by Mach conoid envelopes 6, il originating from the inter-
section of sonic surface h and stream surface f, Fig. 2b. Characteristics and Mach conoids in
3D flow allow an extension of some knowledge about 2D transonic flow phenomnena but an effective
3D3 method of characteristics for local domains has not yet been developed. The 2D method of
characteristics may give results with Limit lines with Locally infinite velocity gradients and multi-
valued solutions. The resulting flow is not smooth and shock-free if the limit line occurs in phy-
sical flow between sonic Line and stream Line. Similar problems may occur in a 3D evaluation
method, limit surfaces may show and announce that no shock-free solution is possible for the
previously coriputed subsonic outer flow and operating conditions. These limitations should not be
confused with possible numerical problems of a 3D marching procedure described next.

In 2D and 3D flow the local supersonic domain has to be computed starting at the sonic surface
which means starting with Cauchy initial data and proceed into a direction falling outside of the
Mach conoids. This is of no consequence in 2D flows but in 3D flow it results in a numerical in-
stability requiring a careful filtering of possibly growing high frequency perturbations in the
marching procedure, [211.

For large wing sweep or low aspect ratio lifting wings the sonic surface may wrap around the
leading edge so that establishment of a marching direction from the sonic surface toward the initial
configuration boundary may not be suitable simply normal to the wing planform (Figure 3a) but
along curved lines, e.g. defined by parabolic coordinates around the section nose focal point
(Fig. 3b). The initial configuration surface within the sonic surface may be used for a 3D grid
definition, like onion peels. Fig. 3c.

The numerical marching procedure consists of establishing partial derivatives of the velocity
components (u, v, w) into the marching direction which is performed by use of the partial deri-
vatives of the (u, v, w) - distribution along a given surface (starting with the sonic surface) and
solving the system of continuity and irrotationatity equations. Velocity gradients are obtained ex-
plicitely this way and used to extrapolate to a neighboring surface of the "onion peel" grid between
sonic and initial surface. The step from one to the next surface is performed iteratively with
averaged gradient ensuring second order accuracy. Partial derivatives of (u, v, w) - data along a
surface are obtained by spline differentiation, which ensures, together with a suitable grid spacing,
the aforementioned filtering of high frequency perturbations.

Arriving at the initial surface will define new flow directions which are used to integrate the
new body stream surface wetted by supersonic flow, [22). Closure errors of the deformed surface
indicate conservation errors in the first step elliptic computation and/or in the second step onion
peel marching procedure.

ah

Figure 2. Local supersonic shock-free flow field in 2D (a) and 3D (b).
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ab C

Figure 3. Onion peel computation of local supersonic field. Marching normal to pLanform (a),
marching along parabolic coordinates (b), Onion Peel grid using initial configuration (c).

INITIAL CONFIGURATION FOR SHOCK-FREE REDESIGN

The two-step design procedure for supercritical flow makes use of the fact that a shuck-free
local supersonic region influences the surrounding subsonic flow qualitatively like additional body
displacement. Outer flow therefore cannot distinguish between a body in isentropic flow with density
(1) and a body somewhat thicker within the supersonic region in a flow with higher fictitious density
(2): a thicker body shape is compensated by narrower adjoining stream tubes. We conclude that
initial configurations for the design method will be flattened by the process. The type of desired
pressure distribution may be influenced to some extent by the choice of fictitious gas properties but

more effectively also by addition of thickness bumps on the body. This is especially necessary if

an existing supercritical configuration should be optimized for some new operating conditions: The
flat upper airfoil or wing surface in combination with the higher density fictitious gas results in
supersonic domains forming patches of a complicated structure on the wing, see Fig. 11 in [21J.
It was shown 1161 that existing supercritical airfoils which were found with a hodograph method can
also be verified by the present method; an added surface bump was adjusted iteratively to the sub-

sequently subtracted amount of thickness. So a "supercritical" configuration has to be made "con-
ventional subsonic" before it is suitable for supercritical redesign. It is concluded that subsonic
configurations like NACA - airfoil series are well suited input for transonic redesign which seems
reasonable because a large complex of experience with low speed airfoils and wings exists and

much of it may. easily be extended into the supercritical regime by this approach.

DESIGN OF SHOCK-FREE AIRFOILS

For illustration of the airfoil design process we choose a reliable transonic analysis method.
Jameson's finite difference relaxation algorithm is used for inviscid flow computation; the airfoil is
mapped conformally into a circle [8]. Different concepts exist for an effective treatment of viscous
interaction between boundary layer and potential outer flow: one way is the addition of boundary

layer displacement thickness to the airfoil and compute inviscid flow past this new effective shape
(displacement concept). With boundary layer thickness growth depending on the outer flow pressure
distribution this requires an iterative process with each step performing conformal mapping of a
new effective shape to a circle. The viscous wake is represented by an open trailing edge and an
inviscid wake model with constant thickness downstream to infinity. Disadvantages of this method
are the time-consuming mappings and poor representation of viscous effects near the trailing edge
and from the wake. A different approach overcomes the problem of repeated mappings by estab-
lishing a surface velocity distribution defined by boundary layer displacement growth, (transpiration
concept). Viscous interaction of boundary layer and wake at the trailing edge is treated with

Melnik's theory [111, airfoil design using this approach is described elsewhere [231.

Results from a design method including viscous effects based on the displacement concept are
given in this paper. Starting with an initial guess displacement thickness is modeled by a function

* ke E BLk
6/c Z CBL k "(x/c) (4)

k=l

Suitable choice of the exponents EBL allows good representation of boundary layer computation
results, obtained here with Rotta' s integral method [241. On the upper surface close to the trailing

edge results of the boundary Layer computation are unreliable and displacement is modeled by an
ad-hoc technique based on wind tunnel boundary layer and wake measurements [251 and comparisons
with results of the interaction theory [11]. Results are illustrated here for shock-free redesign of
a given initial configuration 14,6 % thick rear Loaded airfoil. The design oal for lift coefficient is

cL =- 0.6 at a Mach number MOD = 0.73 and a Reynolds number Re = 7. 10. At first, analysis com-
putation of the given airfoil at design conditions, (cL = 0. 6 is obtained with an angle of attack

a = 1.40), shows that the flow is not shock-free, see Figure 4. The analysis version of the code
includes treatment of shock-boundary layer interaction which provides a corrected watt pressure
distribution at the shock foot point based on Inger's theory (261, description of an incorporation of
this theory into the inviscid flow and boundary layer computation is given elsewhere 1271. Next we
switch the program to the design version using the fictitious gas concept with P = 0. 9 and the
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method of characteristics. The result is a shock-free airfoil with a rooftop - type pressure dis-
tribution, see Figure 5. A subsequent analysis control of the new airfoil shows practically shock -

free flow, too, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Present results were obtained on an IBM 370/158 machine
with single precision.

The redesigned airfoil differs from the initial configuration only along the arc wetted by super-
sonic flow. Figure 6 shows the amount of surface modification smoothly distributed between 2 and
67 percent chord on the upper surface. The maximal local thickness reduction is situated at 38
percent chord, airfoil thickness is reduced from 14. 6 to 14. 3 percent. Figure 7 shows boundary
layer displacement computation results (symbols) and analytical modeling including trailing edge
correcture (Lines). Only three components (ke =3 in (4)) were used for simplicity for upper and
lower side displacement thickness which seems generally sufficient for satisfactory modeling, ex-
cept perhaps here on the rear loaded part of the lower side. The design example presented in
Fig. 5 has been obtained for a high Reynolds number with an almost fully turbulent boundary layer.
With respect to the concept of maintaining laminar flow over a large portion of a wing, different
design computations were carried out for prescribed transition stations. Viscous displacement
growth is reduced this way and the effective Kutta condition allows for higher circulation.

Figure 8a shows a design with assumed transition at 60 percent chord, lift coefficient has in-
creased remarkably. In Fig. 8b another design is illustrate "d, here the initial configuration has
been changed on the lower surface prior to the shock-free design process in order to guarantee
the desired subsonic pressure distribution for a Laminar Flow Control (LFC) wing section. The
concept is studied for application in long range transport aircraft [291.

While boundary layer control is regaining some portion of ideal inviscid performance, the con-
cept of Circulation Control (CC) offers similar advantages for different applications. A well-known
phenomenon called the Coanda effect is used to obtain high circulation around airfoils with round
trailing edge, see Figure 9a. Tangential blowing from a slot maintains attached flow around a large
part of the rounded trailing edge. Circulation is controlled this way and allows for extremely high
Lift. The concept has been investigated experimentally [301 and applications for helicopter rotors
are studied.

An idealized treatment of circulatory flow past round trailing edge airfoils may be carried into
the transonic regime using our shock-free airfoil design code. As a simple initial configuration we
choose a 20 % thick ellipse and fix the trailing stagnation point on some prescribed position on the
round trailing edge, thus modeling the main influence of a Coanda jet on potential outer flow,
Figure 9b. Circulatory flow around the ellipse results in large local supersonic regions, we ask
for design Limits in Mach number and lift coefficient defined by the occurrence of limit lines
showing from inside of the airfoil contour. Figure 10 shows some results, two of them are ex-
treme cases where surface deformation brings almost corners to the contour. These design limits
are shown in a c L - M CDdiagram Figure 11. -
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Figure 9. Circulation control with a Coanda jet (a), inviscid outer flow model with fixed trailing

edge stagnation point (b).
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Figure 12. Fictitious gas analysis: sonic surface and pressure distribution on an elliptic test wing
with NACA 4415 sections. (M. 0.7, = 00, cL = 0.58)
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Figure 14.
Surface deformation C(u) normal to initial
configuration sections. Numerical conser-
vation errors resulting in closure gaps.

. Figure 13. Onion peel computation: Remeshed
sonic and initial configuration surface;
velocity components on redesigned
surface.
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Figure 15. Analysis of initial configuration elliptic test wing (M(,= 0.7, a00, cL= 0.58).

5C

0Figure 16. Analysis of redesigned configuration elliptic test wing (Mo 0. 7, a 0 c L= 0. 58).

DESIGN OF 3D SHOCK-FREE FLOWS: A TEST WING EXAMPLE

So far this paper illustrated some airfoil design results including viscous effects or at least in-
viscid idealizations supporting new concepts to control viscous effects. The design of shock-free
airfoils has proofed to be an important first step of practical supercritical wing design but never-
theless any systematic extension of computational techniques from 2D into 3D space is welcome to
the design engineer.

For 3D wing design the "Onion Peel" marching procedure is used but present experience with
practical cases is less extensive than with airfoil design. Also 3D boundary layer computation is
Less advanced. Illustration given for shock-free wing design in this paper is restricted to inviscid
flow. In the following results for a simple unswept test wing are given, see Figures 12 - 16. An
elliptic planform with aspect ratio AR =16/v = 5. 1 and a straight quarter chord line is chosen.
With a center chord length c =1 the rounded wing tip is located at x =0.25 and semispan y =2.
One single airfoil, the NACA 4415 is used to define all wing sections. Wing twist is prescribed by
the relation

E 2.5(1- 0. 25y2

For inviscid isentropic and fictitious gas analysis a simple finite element method based on a
variational principle was developed and provided by A. Eberle [311. For our redesign concept the
code was extended by a careful interpolation of the sonic surface results, this is illustrated in
Figure 12: the isometric view shows the test wing and a sonic surface obtained by fictitious gas
analysis (P =0.9) at a Mach number MOD =0.7. Computational grid points are marked within the
fictitious supersonic region on some representative sections. We observe that the size of the super-
sonic region relative to the local chord length is rather constant. Pressure distribution within the
subsonic field outside the sonic bubble is already the resulting design pressure. Lift and drag co-
efficients are also already design results, they will not be altered by th~e subsequent computation
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of local supersonic flow. Interpolated values of the velocity distribution are found on each section,
here on some 8 - 10 points along the sonic lines, depending on the number of grid intersections.

Next the sonic surface values (geometry and velocity components)are redistributed by a spline
fit on a new grid with more points (here: 20) on the sonic lines. From experience with the method
of characteristics in 2D it follows easily that sonic surface grid points should be distributed with
a density proportional to streamline curvature, which follows from the velocity gradients along the
sonic surface. Also, a spanwise redistribution of sections may be useful, here only the outermost
section distance was reduced due to the large gradients of geometry and velocity near the rounded
elliptic tip. For definition of an Onion Peel grid we also remesh the initial configuration surfacc
within the sonic bubble, in the present case 5 Onion 'eels were used to march from sonic to initial
surface as illustrated in Fig. 3c. Geometry and resulting velocity components on the new wing sur-
face are illustrated in Figure 13. The smooth distribution indicates a successful suppression of any
numerical instabilities. Velocity defines a new shock-free distribution of the pressure coefficient
replacing the fictitious supersonic part of the results in Fig. 12. The new surface is found by
iterative integration of the differences between directions of resulting velocity (u, v, w) and the
initial configuration using the stream surface condition

Z ) .= (w - v " - zoy )/(u - v - X oy) -Zxy c. yo

where x (y), z (y) define a line along the wing stream surface. Numerical conservation errors
result in closure gaps of the integrated surface. In Figure 14 the resulting surface deformation
without correction is drawn: a closure gap approximately 10 percent of the maximum surface de-
formation is observed which seems satisfactory with respect of the chosen crude tolerance require-
ments in the analysis method. After a closure correction the present result is used now to define
an analytical bump C(c) to be subtracted from the initial configuration sections. In the present case
this requires modifications of the NACA 4415 sections between sonic expansion (A) and recompres-
sion (B) points, Fig. 1 1. The maximum value of surface deformation is

C max/C 0.0043

and occurs on the center section.

The modeled analytical surface deformation C(ar) is introduced now into the wing geometry gene-
rator code, a flattened test wing is created. An over-all control of the design was carried out next
by using the original wing analysis code. For comparison also the initial configuration was analyzed
with the same operating conditions (as illustrated earlier in Figures 4 and 5 for airfoil design).
Figure 15 shows the initial configuration in isentropic flow exhibiting a local supersonic region ter-
minated by a strong shock. Analysis results for the redesigned wing are shown in Figure 16. A
very weak shock - compared to the other case - is still observed but shape and extent of the sonic
surface come close to the design result in Fig. 12.

The present test wing example will be investigated also by other analysis and design methods
and subsequently viscous displacement will be modeled from a suitable 3D boundary layer computa-
tion. Such a result may serve also as an experimental test case in a transonic wind tunnel. How-
ever until then, parallel to the necessary improvements of the method, studies of inviscid outer
flows seem useful to extend knowledge about the structure of local supersonic fields embedded in
flows past different types of configurations.

STRUCTURE OF LOCAL. SUPERSONIC FILOW PAST AFT AND FORWARD SWEPT WINGS

Another test of the shock-free redesign procedure is an investigation of forward swept wings in
transonic flow and a comparison with equivalent wings with aft sweep. Simple configurations with
aspect ratio 5 and NACA 4-digit sections were used to study the influence of sweep on the struc-
ture of possible shock-free flow. Two wings with equal aft and forward sweep, respectively, of the
quarter-chord line were redesigned to be shock-free at a Mach number Moo m 0.74. The wings
have the same spanwise section and twist distribution. Angle of attack was adjusted for both cases
so that equal cL 0.45 was obtained. Wing planforms with the resulting area of supersonic flow
for equal (Moo, cL) operating conditions are drawn in Figure 17. We observe that the local super-
sonic field on the aft swept wing extends from the center to the tips with approximately equal size,
while the field on the forward swept wing does not extend to the tips but is stronger in the center
region. We conclude that wing tip effects on aft swept wings might pose more practical problems
than on equivalent forward swept wings. A breakdown of shock-free flow at the tip of aft swept
wings due to interaction with the tip vortex seems almost inevitable if tip vortex and sonic bubble
are not separated by a winglet. Our shock-free redesign procedure is perturbed if the sonic bubble
is " open " toward the tip. A proper formulation of the Cauchy initial value problem needs data on
a closed bubble in order to keep the resulting stream surface completely within the domain of de-
pendence defined by the Mach conoid envelopes Fig. 2b. The error of "open " sonic bubbles is re-
flected in untolerabte surface deformation closure gaps in the tip region (see Fig. 14 for the ellip-
tic test wing) or even a breakdown of the marching procedure due to uncontrollable numerical in-
stabilities proceeding from the tip toward the center. Our present experience to handle such effects
is still very Limited but the favorable effect of "closing" an open sonic bubble by a winglet seems
manifest.



Figure 17. Aft and forward swept wing planforms. Surface area wetted by supersonic flow at
equal M and c I. Characteristics on wing surface.

Figure 18. Analysis of aft and forward swept wings: upper surface pressure distribution of initial

(a) and redesigned (b) wings, sonic surface on redesigned wings (c).

4 
Mb

Figure 19. Thick delta wing with adaptive shape for shock-free flight at variable operating
conditions.



Forward swept wings, on the other hand, need special care at the center region. Following the
characteristics on the surface on both swept wings, Fig. 17, we end at the tips T on the aft swept
wing, but on the sonic recompression point C of the center section on the forward swept wing. We
conclude that any perturbation of the shock-free field is washed into points T and C, respectively.
Forward sweep has a contracting effect on the flow past the upper surface. A wing body configu-
ration with a forward swept wing therefore should be more sensitive to area ruling of the body
than the aft swept wing. Analysis of the present redesigned swept wings show good agreement with
the design prediction, see Figure 18.

ADAPTIVE CONFIGURATIONS

The chosen examples of swept wings Fig. 17 are investigated at relatively low transonic Mach
numbers so that the suitable marching direction of the Onion Peel procedure is normal to the plan-
form (Fig. 3a). For higher Mach numbers and Larger sweep, parabolic coordinates (Fig. 3b) need
to be introduced. Such a case is studied as another test example, Figure 19a. A very thick low
aspect ratio delta wing serves to study surface modifications for varying Mach numbers. The local
supersonic field extends to the leading edge (Fig. 19b) along a large portion of span.

For design Mach numbers lower than MCI the resulting supersonic field is reduced in
size and extent on the wing surface, it vanishes at the critical Mach number Mo cr where the
flow is completely subsonic. Our design method allows shock-free redesign for supercritical con-
ditions Mo cr < MO < MooI with a constraint, say prescribed cL(MOD), which is met by variation
of the design-angle of attack.

We may think of a possible realization of the different shock-free shapes for different Mach
numbers by adaptive section geometry of the wing provided by mechanical devices like elastic or
pneumatic deformation, suction and blowing or a combination of these means [32i. An application
of adaptive section geometry to a thick si an loader flying wing might be a suitable 3D experimen-
tal test case for the concept because of available space within the wing to house the mechanism
for shape variation.

CONCLUSION

A systematical method to design supercritical shock-free 2D and 3D configurations is illustrated.
Simplified examples are chosen from airfoils and wings which are used in advanced technology
aerodynamic concepts. With the outlined methods theoretical tools are presented to extend essentialLy
subsonic design aerodynamics into the transonic regime.
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SUMM AR Y

The development of the A310 wing represents a major milestone in the history of
European transonic wing design for large transport aircraft. Since the completion
of the wing for the A300, the revolution in computational methods for predicting
pressure distributions has enabled the A3lO design to be carried out almost wholly
theoretically, allowing more time and effort in the wind tunnel programme to be
directed towards important interference effects between the wing and other components
of the aircraft.

Following an overview of the impact of the advances in computational methods,
these "interference" aspects of the A310 wing design will be presented in this paper.
Topics from the theoretical design programme include the effect of the fuselage
representation on the inboard wing transonic design and the influence of the tailplane
in the optimisation of the wing twist for minimum drag etc. Hfighlights, from the
experimental wind tunnel programme include the development of the wing root leading
edge fillet to improve wing/fuselage viscous interference, and the optimisation of the
flap support fairings for the minimum high speed interference. Attention is drawn to
the importance of these aspects in developing a successful integrated aerodynamic
design for a transport aircraft.

INTRODUCTION

The A310 is the latest addition to the Airbus Industrie family of transport
aircraft, using a shortened version of the A300 fuselage to give a capacity of about
210 passengers (compared with 260). Initial proiect studies explored options inc-
luding the use of theA300 wing with and without modifications, but several fact rs,
with the greatly increased price of fuel in the fore-front, resulted in a decision to
design a completely new wing of reduced size for the A310. Although the configuration
of the wing is superficially very similar to the A300 (Figure l, it does in fact
represent a major milestone in the history of European wing design for large transport
aircraft cruising at high subsonic speeds.

The wing for the currently very successful A300, now in service with airlines
v~rldwide, was designed using approximate subsonic theoretical methods and relied
heavily on wind tunnel testing and the experience of the Hatfield desgn team to
obtain good supercritical flow development at the design cruise conditions. Between
the completion of the basic A300 wing design in 1969 and the start of the A310 design
in December 1976, there has been a revolution in theoretical pressure distribution
computation methods led by our friends in the United States.

For the first time it became possible to compute the transonic flow field aro-:nd
a three-dimensional wing with embedded regions of supersonic flow terminated by shock
waves. Apart from advancing the aerodynamic standards achievable, this new theeretical
capability had a significant effect on the timescales of the wing design process, and
released time and effort in the experimental wind tunnel programme to investigate the
"interference" problems involved in integrating the wing with the other components of
the aircraft. Indeed, with the advanced aerodynamic starJards that were being sought
on the A310, it was realised right at the start of this new project that this
integration of the wing was potentially going to be more dif-icult than on the A300.

A complete description of the aerodynamic wing design for tile A310 would be
quite outside the scope of this paper, as well as being outside the terms of reference
of this Symposium. Therefore, following a short description of the impact of the new
computational methods on the aerodynamic standards achieved and on the organisation
of the wind tunnel programme, I will be concentrating in this paper on just those
aspects of the high speed wing design concerned with the interactions with the rest
of the aircraft.

IMPACT OF TIHE AI/VANCi IN COMPUTATIONAl. MlIlIOlls

Before passing on to the main objective of this paper, it is relevant to say
something on the broad impact that the new computational methods have had on the wing
design process. The A310 wing was designed using computor programs developed by the
Royal Aircraft Establishment, the Aircraft Research Association and 'in house' at B.Ae.
latfield. The use of these programs was responsible for a major advance in aerodynamic

standards which would have been very difficult and time consuming to achieve with the
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iti x oLf exper ilenta I and approximate sutbsonic computational net o.l1s ava i I abe a it thi t i 
ot the A30O design. The advance achieved is indicated in Fliire 2 shere tihe spani
distribution of wing thickness-chord ratios, and the compressibility drag rise
boundaries from High Reynolds Number tests on tile cleIu Wings (mounted on mdentical
fuselags), are compared for the A300 and \310. It may be seen that tie A5) it ing is
substantially thicker, especially at the inner end where it has most effe, l or ling
weight and fuel volume etc., and carrihs considerably more lift at the expense ol a
slight loss in Mach Number capability at lower lift coefficients. In favt, as it turned
out, the wind tunnel programme had very little impact on the sing design irocess in
achieving this advance. This was a very different situation to that on The .00, {J i

may be seen by reference to the paper by McRae (Reference 1) given to the Poyal
Aeronautical Society in 1973.

In this context it is interesting to compare the list of high speed sind tnnel
models and overall timescales relevant to the basic wing design for the AP)0 an I A.)10
In Figure 3 abridged versions of Tables 3 and 5 from Reference I are compared with thle
equivalent data for the A310. Also given are the dates for the start of the theoretical
wing design and for the wing geometry definition of the respective aircraft. In f,,ct,
the difference in model testing is even more appreciable than it appears at fir-t siiht,
as the two dimensional wing section testing for the A310 wss at no time s~gnnfiantly
in advance of the three dimensional testing. These two dimensional sections were
included only as an 'insurance' for comparison with the complete models to assist in
diagnosing any major problems if they occurred, and to provide vehicles for rapidly
checking minor modifications for the outboard wing sections if necessary. "he first
A310 three dimensional model (Wing 4 in Figure 3) incorporated a very preliminary inner
wing design, and was committed for testing to get an early check on the buffet boundary
and general characteristics of the new advanced outboar wing sections for the A710,
as well as to provide a model on which to start investigating the various interference
problems that will be discussed later in this paper. Wing S was a very minor
modification to Wing 4 to increase tile thickness in the region of %0. chord Without
(as it turned out) affecting the aerodynamics of the wing.

Wing 6 had an identical outboard wing to Wini, S, and incorporated the definitive
inboard wing design from the theoretical design programme. As expected, this wing
showed similar buffet characteristics to Wing 5, but a much improved drag rise bound ry.

At this stage, the theoretical predictions of the buffet limited altitude
capability of the aircraft were being borne out by the two and three dimensional test
results. Following further project optimisation studies by Airbus Industrie, the
decision was taken to increase the wing area to improve the altitude capability, mainly
by increasing the chord at constant wing thickness (giving a pro-rata reduction in
wing/thickness chord ratio). This was done in principle by redesigning the lower
surface of the wing sections and maintaining the same upper surface aerodynamic
features on the new Wing 18 as on the previous Wing 6, thus involving very little
aerodynamic redesign.

Wing 18 was successfully first tested at ARA Bedford in August 1)78, leading
to the choice of this wing for the A310 in the Autumn of I i,, Because of the
particular circumstances at the time each aircraft was going through its project
phase, it is very difficult to give comparative milestones for the A30 and A310, but
the start and completion dates given in Figure 3 are as closely equivalent as it is
possible to be.

Summarising then, the modern computational methods have led to a significant
improvement of aerodynamic standard in reduced tinfescales and with less tunnel testing
than was the case for the A300. On the other side of the equation it must be said that
this does not necessarily mean that the A310 wing design in total was carried out any
more cheaply than the A300. Computing costs balanced the reduction in experimental cost>,
but nonetheless the tiinescales that might have been involved in seeking the same advance
in performance with the older theoretical/experimental methods could easily have been
more than twice as long as the present achievement of less than two years, if successful
at all!

FACTORS IN TIlE A310 HIIGHt SPEED WING DESIGN

The factors involved right from the start of the A310 wing design process are shown
in Figure 4. Looking through these items in turn, the investigations fell into three
main areas; the theoretical wing design already referred to, the wind tunnel test
programme and a combined programme including flight testing on the A300 aimed at
cleaning up the gaps, steps, etc., due to manufacturing tolerances and control surfaces,
and at checking their effects on the characteristics of the new advanced wing design.
Having referred to the impact of the new computational methods and shown the general
advance achieved relative to the A3OO, a full description of the basic high speed wing
design (items 1 and 2 in Figure 4) is outside the scope of this present paper as
mentioned earlier. Ilowever, some aspects of the theoretical design are relevant under
the heading of "interference" (items 2 and 3) and these will be discussed along with
items 4,5 and 6 in Figure 4 which were investigated mainly expcrimentally. For the
most part, items 7,8 and 9 were concerned with the practical aibects of incorporating
gap sealing and revised control surface configurations (as demonstrated in flight on
the 4300) to improve the cruise drag standard of the wing, and with checking that the

.... J
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characteristics of the high speed control surfaces could he read across from the A.SOo
to the new advanced wing design. Again, a rnart of this investigation was relevant to
interference problems (item 9).

Thus it will be seen that a major proportion of the effort that went into the design
of the A310 was directed towards solving problems concerned with integrating the wing
into the aircraft as a whole, and in the remainder of this paper something will he said
about these factors in turn.

INNER WING DESIGN

The theoretical transonic design of the inboard wing was of course dominated by
interference problems, fundamentally due to the presence of the fuselage complicated by
the need to make the inboard wing as thick as possible to improve weight and fuel
volume, and to stow the undercarriage behind the basic structural wing box. Up to a
year or so before the start of the A310 programme, the theoretical methods at our
disposal could only cope with the wing root by treating it as the centre section of an
isolated swept wing. The only further allowance made for the fuselage was in
recognising that it had a pressure field as an isolated body which effectively increased
the flow velocities over the wing. This was incorporated in the wing design process as
a requirement for a higher design Mach Number than directly implied by the aircraft
cruise conditions.

Approximating the wing root section at the fuselage side by the centre section of
an isolated swept wing was known to be inadequate even at the time of the A300 design,
and the situation was worse when the newer methods offered the possibility of designing
for shock-free supersonic flow over the wing surface. This is shown in Figure 5, where
an acceptable near shock-free theoretical pressure distribution for the centre section
of an isolated swept wing is compared with the predicted pressure distribution for the
wing/fuselage combination, with the same geometry at the same conditions. It may he
seen that a stronger shock is present on the wing upper surface with the fuselage
present, but on the other hand, the velocities on the wing lower surface are less than
predicted in the "wing alone" case. These effects were indeed demonstrated on a
research wing designed by the wing-alone transonic theory in the period before the
start of the work for the A310. Of course, the A310 was designed (by an iterative
procedure) to achieve the original near shock-free type of pressure distribution in the
presence of the fuselage, and full use was made of the effect of the fuselage on the
wing lower surface to design for the maximum root thickness consistent with the desired
lift distribution across the span and the practical restraints on the depth of the wing
centre section within the fuselage.

It should be noted that the wing/fuselage transonic flow calculation method
avtailable to us for routine use at the time of the A31C wing design represented the

* fuselage as an infinitely long body of constant cross-sectional shape. At least for
the A310 application, and perhaps generally for transport aircraft where the wing is
mounted on the parallel sided centre section of the fuselage, this assumption had been
shown to be quite adequate as long as the fuselage 'supervelocity" effect mentioned
earlier is taken into account. The effect of the finite length of the fuselage on the
increase in the flow velocities past the wing was an important consideration for the
A310, which being a reduced capacity derivative of the A300 has a fuselage with a
relatively high diameter to length ratio. Simple isolated body calcu~lations showed
that the effective average increase in flow Mach Number past the wing due to the
shortening of the fuselage relative to the A300 was of the order t--M = 0.004 S. Thus
at constant flight Mach Number, a reduction in the drag rise Mach Number of the wing
by the same amount was predicted, and was incorporated in the wing design process.
Although close to the accuracy achievable in the wind tunnel tests, the equivalent
small but not negligible effect on cruise drag was indeed found in experiment (Figure 6).

The wing planform for the A310 is very heavily cranked at the trailing edge
(Figure 1). Similar to the A300, this resulted from a requirement to maintain the
trailing edge sweep of the outboard wing whilst giving (a) sufficient space and depth
in the inner wing to stow the undercarriage behind the main load carrying structural
wing box and (b) more scope for increasing the overall depth of the inner wing for
lighter weight and increased fuel tank volume. There has been some discussion about the
problems that such a pronounced trailing edge crank might cause in a modern wing design,
but with the design philosophy we followed for the A310, the planform crank just did
not give any significant trouble. Certainly, the three dimensional calculation methods
available at the time were believed to he misleading in the region of the planform
crank. Hlowever, here the experience of the design team helped, and we followed the
same basic concept as on the A300 in designing for isobars (lines of constant pressure)
in the forward supercritical flow region which lay along constant percentage chord lines
of the basic "trapezium" wing planform (Figure 2). This was backed up by arranging the
generators actually defining the doubly curved Surface of the wing along the same lines,
and defining the curvature of the inboard trailing edge so that the wing section
incidence was held low just inboard of the crank.

One example of the success achieved is given in Figure 7, where wind tunnel test
wing tipper surface isobars for the supersonic zone are shown at a condition where a
substantial shock wave has formed above the cruise lift coefficient range and close to
the buffet boundary at the long range cruise Mach Nujmber. A near constant shock sweep



has been maintained (indicated by the region where the isobars bunch together at the rear
of the supersonic zone) with some weakening of the main shock on the inner winR with a
hint of the formation of the traditional forward "lamda" double shock system near the
root .

EFFECT OF THE TAILPLANEi ON WING TWIST OPTIMISATION

In searching for an improvement in aerodynamic standards it is very rarely, if
ever, that an advance is obtained completely free from attendant problems which must be
allowed for in the total optimisation of the project. Thus in obtaining the improved
clean wing standards indicated in Figure 2, it was inevitable that the increased load
carrying capability of the wing sections was accompanied by higher sectional nose down
pitching moments. This in turn implied higher tailplane down-loads to trim the
aircraft about its centre of gravity, to some extent reducing the load carrying
improvement from the wing and also increasing the importance of considering the wing
plus tailplane drag in the trimmed condition, when optimising such parameters as wing
twist and load distribution across the span. Particularly on a highly loaded, high
aspect ratio swept wing, there are very powerful reasons for wishing to increase the
load carried inboard relative to outboard, either by tapering the planform or by
reducing the incidence of the outboard wing sections. Not the least of these is the
consideration of wing weight and indeed the A310 wing is more highly tapered than that
of the A300. This further leads to a requirement to add more "wash out" to the wing
(i.e. reduce the local wing section incidence outboard) to reduce the maximum local lift
coefficients which tend to occur well outboard due to the basic effects of sweep and
taper. The limit on what can be done in this respect is the vortex drag penalty
incurred, due to the spanwise loading moving further and further away from the optimum
elliptic loading for minimum vortex drag.

However, concentrating the load inboard on the three dimensional swept wing gives
a nose-up pitching moment, which helps to compensate the increase in nose down
sectional pitching moment referred to earlier. This effect then tends to reduce tue
tail down-load, which has two important effects on drag: (a) for a given trimmed lift
coefficient the wing lift coefficient is reduced, reducing the wing vortex drag and,
particularly at important cruise conditions, the wing compressibility drag, and (b)
the drag of the tailplane itself is similarly reduced. Hence, an early parametric
study was carried out which showed that at the long range cruise conditions of lift and
Mach No. the wing vortex drag penalty relative to the elliptically loaded 'optimum"
could be allowed to rise significantly to obtain the optimum overall drag.

WING ROOT FILLET OPTIMISATION

We now turn to some of the interference aspects investigated in the experimental
programme. In general, it has been found that these items (summarised in Figure 4)
have not in the end had a very large effect on the aerodynamic design of the wing
itself, rather that the increase in wing thickness allowed by the advance in standards
made it that much more difficult to maintain or improve upon the current standards of
low interference drag due to the wing/fuselage junction etc., achieved on the A300.
Looking at the wing root first, the traditional development area is at the rear of the
wing chord where without suitable filleting of the junction a region of separated flow
is likely to result. The very large increase in thickness/chord ratio of the root
section on the A310 led to the expected worsening of the separation problem relative
to the A300, with the result that the wing root trailing edge fillet has been increased
in size giving the saving in cruise drag as shown in Figure 8. It should, of course,
be remembered that the cruise drag improvements quoted in Figure 8 are indeed relative
to A300 type fillets,.but as applied to the A310 and are not improvements which could be
achieved anyway on the A300. It is perhaps less widely r-eiTised but nonetheless well
documented (for example references 2 and 3) that there is also a flow separation
problem at the leading edge of the wing. Without special filleting, the fuselage
boundary layer approaching the wing cannot traverse the adverse pressure gradient close
to the leading edge stagnation zone, and it separates from the fuselage side, rolling
up into a "stand-off vortex" which is shed above and below the wing/fuselage junction.
The energy going into the vortex - and hence drag - can be expected to be a function of
the boundary layer thickness approaching the wing and the width of boundary layer flow
affected, which must clearly in turn be a function of the wing root depth close to the
leading edge.

The significance of the wing root "stand-off vortex" was appreciated by the
Hatfield design team more than fifteen years ago in work on a quite different project,
and indeed a fillet aimed at suppressing this vortex was included on the A300.
However, because of the relatively smaller wing root leading edge radius of the A300,
the potential gain for suppressing the vortex completely was fairly modest - of the
order 2% of cruise drag-and so only a small partially effective leading edge fillet
was incorporated which would not interfere with the chosen geometry of the leading edge
high lift devices. On the other hand, with the A310 wing root design, which was much
thicker than the A300 especially near the leading edge, tunnel tests soon showed that
the potential improvement in cruise drag for suppressing the stand-off vortex was
significantly higher - of order 11%. With this higher potential gain and the increased
emphasis on fuel economy at the time of the A310 design, it was decided to incorporate
a larger wing root leading edge fillet to suppress the vortex fully and this time design
the high lift device around the fillet.



The development of this leading edge fillet for the A3l0 was a classic example of
the use of traditional "try it and see" experimental methods. It was feasible to
envisage using theoretical methods to assist in designing thy. fillet, but it was clear
that in this case it was far more economical in time and effort to do the job in the wind
tunnel. The problem was one which could he attacked in the initial stages in an
Unpressurised low speed wind tunnel, where several configurations could be studied quickly
and cheaply. Even in these sophisticated days, there are still some circumstances left
where there is no substitute for a human operator with an eye for a smooth line and with
an e xperienced thumb to mould the plasticene! Following initial developmcnt, a more
restricted set of fillet shapes was checked at higher Reynolds Number and at cruise
Mach Numbers. A photograph of the flow streamlines over the surface of the chosen
fillet at a typical cruise condition is shown in Figure 9, where it may be seen that the
vortex has been completely suppressed with the flow dividing smoothly along the leading
edge of the fillet. The cruise drag saving relatiVe to the A300 size fillet was of order
1 1/3% as indicated in Figure 8.

FL.AP SUPPORT FAIRINGS

Naturally, most of the important aerodynamic aspects in optimising the flaps
themselves, and their support and drive systems, were concerned with the flap effective-
ness in improving take-off climb performance and reducing take-off and landing distances.
Aerodynamic efficiency then had to be balanced against weight, and structural and
mechanical simplicity. However, the fairings necessary to enclose the flap supports and
drive system have a significant effect on cruise drag, both from the straightforward
increase in skin-friction drag from the extra surface area, and from interference with
the drag rise characteristic etc. of the wing. at cruise Mach Numbers.

It was recognised from tests done at the time of the A300 development that the
underwing fairings designed for that aircraft (see Figure 1) had a beneficial effect on
the wing drag rise lift coefficient/Mach Number boundary, which under some conditions
more than offset a small low Mach Number basic adverse interference drag increment due
to adding the fairings below the wing. An example of this from A300 wind tunnel tests
is shown in Figure 10(a), where the interference drag (that is, the drag over and above
a simple skin friction plus form drag estimate) due to adding the fairings to the wing
is plotted against lift coefficient at a typical cruise Mach Number. Although a small
reduction in drag with increasing lift coefficient might be expected as the general flow
velocities reduce on the wing lower surface, it may be seen that the trend is not
progressive, the interference drag reducing slowly to a lift coefficient of about 0.4
followed by a much more rapid fall-off until the interference has become favourable
above a lift coefficient of about 0.43. It was also noted that the A300 fairings had
the effect of increasing the wing lift at a constant incidence and this appeared to be
the key to the changes in interference drag, as became clearer in the work for the A310.

The alternative flap systems that were considered for the A310 required the
investigation of the high speed interference effects of the three types of fairings shown
in the sketch in Figure 10. Fairing (1) was similar to the A300 type (see also Figure 1)
except that it was suitable for a flap with less rearward translation when deployed for
take-off an,' landing. This implied that for minimum additional surface area the
parallel sided centre section of the fairing finished well before the wing trailing edge,
and the fairing was closed with only a small length extending aft of the wing. Fairing
(2) was designed for approximately the same flap area extension as was Fairing (1),
but for a completely different support system. This fairing was much narrower in front
view than (1), which meant that the fairing could be closed completely in front of the
wing trailing edge, hut on the other hand it extended to a greater depth below the wing.
Fairing (3) was very similar to the A300 design. It was suitable for two alternative
support and drive systems which were being investigated for flaps giving rather more
area extension than those for which Fairings (1) and (2) were designed.

The effect that these fairings had at a typical cruise Mach Number can be seen by
referring to Figure 10(b) . The Mach Number is the same as for the A300 in Figure 10(a),
and again the interference drag i ; presented, that is with the estimated isolated skin
friction and form drag subtracted from the experimental drag increment due to adding the
fairings to the wing. Also shown, in Figure 10(c), is the effect that all the fairings
had on lift at constant incidence, and these increments were found to reflect directly
into the lift coefficient for the onset of buffeting - that is into the maximum
altitude capability of the aircraft. All fairings were found to have an adverse
interference drag at low lift coefficients relative to the simple estimate. However,
as may be seen from Figure 10, they had a remarkably different effect as lift
coefficient increased, which appears to correlate directly with their effect on lift
coefficient at constant incidence. Fairing (3) shows a similar behaviour to the A300,
as was expected from the similarity in geometry. Lift is increased at constant
incidence and at high lift coefficient the interference on drag is favourable. Fairing
(1) had a neutral effect on both lift and drag, and Fairing (2) reduced lift at
constant incidence and showed an increased adverse effect on drag at high lift
coefficient. Flow visualisation carried out during the high speed tests showed that
this different behaviour could not be explained by the presence of local shock waves
around the fairings, by flow separation in the wing/fairing junctions, nor by any
fundamental changes in the wing upper surface supercritical flow development or shock
pattern.



When these different interference characteristics were first noted (between the
behaviour of the A300 fairings and Fairings (1) and (2)), a low speed test was quickly
set up to see whether, just as for the wing root fillet investigation, the cheaper low
speed facility could be used to develop improved geometries. It was found that at low
speed the lift effects were still present but that the differences in drag interference
had disappeared. This appeared to confirm the suspicion that we already had that the
basic effect of the different fairings was the change in lift, which was presumably
coming from a change in the pressure distribution on the wing lower surface due to the -

presence of the fairings. Thus, at low speed one might expect only minor differences in
drag interference, but at a constant lift coefficient at cruise Mach Number the wing
upper surface would be operating at differing levels of shock wave drag depending on
which fairings are present. It was quickly shown in the low speed tests that rearward
extension of the parallel part of Fairings(2) (i.e. as Fairings(3)),thus making them
more alike those of the A300, recouped the lift increase at constant incidence. High
speed tests on Fairings (3) then confirmed that the favourable drag interference
characteristics had also been obtained.

Further evidence of the reason for the drag interference behaviour is given in
Figure 10, where the lift coefficient for the onset of wing (upper surface)
compressibility drag is given, and can be seen to be closely associated with the point
at which the rapid change in interference drag level starts on the A300 fairings and
A31O Fairings (2) and [3). The reason for the basic effect of the fairings on lift has
not yet been fully explored, but clearly it is critically dependent on the extent and
shape of the fairings near the wing trailing edge. The principles of Fairing (3) were
then used in the design of the final fairings for the A310, which were similar to those
on the wind tunnel model shown in Figure 13.

NACELLE/PYLON/WING INTERFERENCE

The general problems of installing the powerplant below the wing are well known
and have indeed been the subject of several papers given to AGARD conferences in the
past (for example Reference 4). On large transport aircraft with wing mounted by-pass
fan-jet engines, the forward slung pylon mounted installation is almost universal and
the A300 and A310 are no exception. The main problem at cruise Mach Numbers of course
is to ensure that premature shock wave drag is not encountered due to the very high flow
velocities which can exist in the "channel" presented to the airstream between the wing
lower surface, the pylon side and the nacelle upper surface. The interaction with the
engine exhaust flow, particularly the fan stream, exacerbates the problem, and it is
indeed possible for the presence of the wing to induce a shock pattern and attendant
interference drag within the fan exhaust flow itself. As always, the situation is one
of compromise between the optimum aerodynamics and a practical engineering installation.
Even on the aerodynamic side in deciding the pylon geometry for instance, there is a
possible conflict between what is required to delay shock wave onset, and to give the
optimum effect on other parameters such as the wing span loading and induced drag.

Traditionally, and this was the case for the A300, the wing itself has been designed
in the absence of the interference effects due to the engine installation, and then the
nacelle position and support pylon geometry have been designed to minimise any adverse
interactions. With the experience gained on the A300, the overall effects from the
engine installation were borne in mind in the A310 wing design process, but having said
that, this did not have a very big impact. A complete description of the aerodynamic
work entailed in the A310 engine installation is not possible in this paper if for no
other reason than that the work is still continuing. The current investigation is aimed
at settling the last details of the pylon fairing shapes behind the main structural
cantilever member which supports the engine, and in the junctions between the wing and
pylon and nacelle. Hlowever, this work is all mainly concerned with optimising the pylon
geometry and in this present paper on the A310 wing configuration we must return to the
effects on the wing design itself.

There were three basic effects of the presence of the engine nacelle and pylon
which were considered in the high speed wing design. The first was the effect already
referred to of significantly increased flow velocities over the forward part of the
aerofoil chord, and this had an input into the choice of the aerofoil lower surface
pressure distribution as shown in Figure 11. Although the flatter "rooftop" type of
pressure distribution did have some advantages, for instance the reduced level of
maximum velocity, it was rejected among other reasons (a) for the higher velocities
forward on the chord where the superimposed effect from the engine is worst, and (b)
coming back to the trim drag problem it would have further increased the nose down
pitching moments of the wing sections. The second effect that wAs recognised in the
wing design was that, although there is very little influence on the form of the
wing upper surface pressure distributions, the presence of the nacelle does have an
effect on the incidence of the "'onset" flow seen by the wing sect ions. The effective
wing section incidence is reduced near the nacelle and theoretically this can be
recouped by re-twisting the wing. Although it would not be possible, or eveil desirable,
to offset this local effect completely, because of the implications on the structural
complexity, etc., a certain amount of extra incidence was built into the wing around
the planform crank area. Model tests showed that indeed the presence of the nacelle
and pylon appeared to have had little detrimental effect on the SUpercritical flow
development of the wing upper surface.
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The third and last effect on the wing design was mainly a geometric one.
Installing the modern large fan jet engine below the wing puts space at a premium in
the vertical direction with the requirements to provide adequate clearance between the
wing, the engine and the ground, and on the other hand to reduce the main landing gear
leg length to a minimum dictated by other parameters to save weight and cost. Thus, in
setting up the spanwise wing dihedral it was necessary to get as much height as possible
at the engine station relative to the main landing gear hinge position, although this
was not allowed to compromise the overriding consideration of not interfering with the
aerodynamics of the wing upper surface. This led to the very pronounced "gull wing"
effect shown in Figure 12, but where it may be seen that the junc~ion of the wing upper
surface and the fuselage has not been allowed to go much below 90 and the spanwise
curvature anywhere on the forward part of the wing upper surface has been held to very
low values.

Sufficient wind tunnel testing was done before the wing geometry was frozen to
demonstrate that the nacelle installation effects could be held at least to the same
levels as on the A300. As already mentioned, a comprehensive optimisation programme
for the powerplant installation was then mounted, and is still proceeding, making full
use of the latest techniques for simulating the engine airflows. One of the series of
models tested, or soon to be tested, in England and France is shown in Figure 13, this
model being the first A310 half model using a Turbine Powered Simulator engine, which
was tested last year in the 9ft. x Sft. (2.7m x 2.4m) transonic tunnel at the Aircraft
Research Association, Bedford.

THE 'CLEAN UP" PROGRAMME

Items 7 and 8 of Figure 4 will not be discussed fully in this paper as they are
part of the routine product development programme for any family of civil airliners,
particularly with the current emphasis on reducing drag to the absolute minimum for
improved fuel economy. Item 9 however was of particular importance for the A310. It
was an essential part of the overall economics of the new wing that many of the same
manufacturing techniques and timescales for building the main structural wing box
could be applied as for the A300. It was therefore important that such imperfections
as steps at the joints between wing skins, and the minimum practical tolerances on the
accuracy with which the wing profile could be maintained across the chord, should not
interfere with the advanced aerodynamic performance being sought and being demonstrated
on the high speed wind tunnel models (which of course had been built to the theoretical
geometry). Somewhat to our surprise, our theoretical work and a check wind tunnel test
showed that the required tolerance on steps at joints was not likely to lead to any
significant new problems on the A310 wing design. However, a cautionary note was
sounded on the effect of inaccurate profiles. Again, the advent of the new era of
transonic computational methods enabled us to superimpose a surface "Wave" on the
nominal profile and quickly investigate the effect on the supercritical flow development
of varying its position, magnitude and wavelength. Indeed, this would have been very
difficult to check by wind tunnel testing because of the time and expense of the number
of models involved, even if these were only simple two-dimensional wing sections.

The results of the theoretical investigation into the effects of profile errors
proved very valuable, and showed that the "waviness"~ criterion that had been used for
the A300 (a maximum permitted ratio of wave amplitude to wave length) was not
appropriate, as at certain critical conditions long wavelengths could lead to even worse
interference with the supersonic flow development than short wavelengths, for a given
wave amplitude. The criterion for the A310 was therefore recast in terms of maximum
permitted wave amplitudes alone and checks were carried out on existing wings built for
the A300 to see if this new criterion was being met (and therefore was likely to be met
on the A310 ). These checks were in the main very satisfactory, and confirmed that the
basic manufacturing procedures could be carried forward to the A310.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the preceding sections of this paper I-hope that I have been able to demonstrate
that the high speed design of a wing for a modern transport aircraft involves the
consideration of the aircraft as a complete entity. Also that this formed a very large
part of the aerodynamic design programme for the A310, to ensure that the basic advances
offered by the new transonic computational methods were not thrown away by interference
penalties. All through the A310 programme the close family relationship with the A300
enabled the already good standards set by that aircraft to be used as a yardstick in
assessing the new design. The situation is summarised in the last figure, Figure 14,
in terms of one of the parameters which go towards building up the total drag of the
aircraft. This is the same parameter as used in Figure 2 to demonstrate the advance
achieved with the A310 clean wing relative to the A300, that is the "compressibility7
drag rise boundary" or alternatively the lift coefficient boundary at which the
aircraft drag increases by approximately 10% above the datum value at low Mach Number.

The drag rise boundary is particularly important for a transport aircraft as it
virtually defines the limit of operating conditions - beyond this limit the drag rises
so rapidly that operations will be uneconomic for a civil transport or there will
usually be an unacceptable reduction in range, perhaps the more important effect for
military transports. The data in Figure 2 was obtained from wind tunnel tests of the



two clean wings on the same fuselage to demonstrate the basic improvement obtained from
the new wing. The starting point for summarising the interference effects in Figures 14
(a) and (b) are these same drag rise boundaries effectively converted to a "wing alone"
standard such that the fuselage super-velocity effect discussed earlier is zero.
Figure 14 (a) then demonstrates for the A310 wing the reduction in Mach No. due to (1)
mounting the wing on a finite length fuselage (of the A310 geometry), (2) adding
engine nacelles, pylons and flap track fairings to the wing and (3) trimming the
aircraft about the centre of gravity. It may be seen that the first and largest
difference, approximately 0.015 of Mach Number, is a direct result of the supervelocity
effect due to the closure of the forward and rear ends of the fuselage. The next
difference is due to the nacelles and pylons, which being mounted underwing have their
worst effects at low lift coefficient when the wing lower surface velocities are highest.
The slight improvement in the drag rise boundary at high lift coefficient is due to the
beneficial effect of the flap track fairings as previously discussed. The final
difference, due to trimming, is mainly caused by the additional lift carried by the wing
to maintain constant overall lift on the aircraft, counteracting the download on the
tailplane required to balance the wing pitching moments again as previously discussed.
Thus, at typical cruise lift coefficients theeinrfecefetshvrdudte
Mach Number capability of the wing by about M = 0.025, although about two-thirds of this
was a basic effect of the fuselage which was allowed for in choosing the wing design point.

Figure 14 (b) summarises the influence on the A310 drag rise boundary compared with
the equivalent effects on the A300 wing. It may be seen that at typical cruise lift
coefficients (rather lower on the A300 than on the A310) the "complete aircraft"
boundary for the A300 is just less than A M = 0.02 slower than the idealised wing
boundary, compared with the 0.025 for the A310. Nonetheless, it was only by paying a
great deal of attention to the problem of integrating the wing into the overall concept
of the new project that the residual additional loss on the A310 was kept so small, to
a level in fact which was quite fundamental having chosen the derivative fuselage and in
seeking the improved lift performance from the wing as discussed in detail in the
preceding sections of this paper. The "complete aircraft" boundary for the A310 of
course still shows a significant improvement over that of the A300 at the higher lift
coefficients that will be used by the new aircraft, and when put together with the
increase in wing thickness shown in Figure 2, still represents a very significant
advance over the A300 which is already as good as, or better, than any cimparable
aircraft flying today.

At the time of this conference, the main aerodynamic development of the A310 wing
is completed and we are now looking towards the future, the first flight in 1982 and
the subsequent flight test programme. As I hopu I have shown, the work concentrated as
much on the interactions between the wing and the other components of the aircraft as

on the wing itself, laying a firm foundation for the success of this project. We look
forward to the A310 taking its proper place alongside the A300 in the expanding
Airbus Industrie family of civil transports that will be available for the 1980's and
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Figure 2. A310/A300 Technology comparison
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(a) Two Dimensional Wing Section Tests

A3OO A310

Model Date Model Date Description
No. No.

5/1 Jul 67 35/1 Jul 77 Section for 209 m2 wing planform crank

5/2 Jul 67 35/2 Jul 77 Section for 209 m2 wing - 75% semi-span

5/2 Jul 67 35/3 Aug 77 Minor modification to 35/1

5/2 Aug 67 35/5 Aug 78 Section for 219 m2 wing planform crank

7/2 Dec 67

7/3 Feb 68

7/14 Mar 68

.12/6 May 68

112/6 Jun 68
17/16 Jul 68

12/16 Aug 68

!7/3 Feb 69

7/16 Feb 69

(b) Three Dimensional Wing Tests

A300* A310

Air- Wing Initial** Air- Wing Initial Tunnel Remarks
craft No. Tests craft No. Tests

6 Feb 68 A310 2  4 Aug. 77 9x8 ARA Preliminary inboard

) 7 Feb 68 209m wing "Final" out-
Wing board wing

8 Feb 68 5 Aug. 77 9x8 ARA Minor modification

A300 9 May 68 8x8 RAE to Wing 4
(original)
(rigina) 12 May 68 6 Apr 78 9x8 ARA Same outboard wing
project) )1 Ju 68as 5. "Final"

7 Jinboard wing

19 Aug 68 A3102  18 Aug 78 9x8 ARA New Planform

21 Jun 69 219m 8x8 RAE Same design princi-

A3OOB ) 23 Apr 69 Wing ples as Wing 6

(final 25 Apr 69
Aircraft)} 27 Nov 69

NOTES: *Abridged data from Tables 3 & 5 of Reference 1

**Only initial tests are relevant to wing design of both A300
and A310 by definition as a modification results in new wing number.

(c) Overall Wing Design Timescales

A300 A310

Effective Start of Theoretical Wing Design August 1966 December 1976

Geometry Freeze for Wing Structure August 1969 Novzmber 1978

Figure 3. Comparative wind tunnel testing relevant to the
wing design of the A300 and A310.
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Theoretical wing design Wind tunnel investigation
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Figure 4. Factors in the high speed wing design for the A310.
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TRANSONIC WING TECHNOLOGY FOR TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

G. Krenz and B. Ewald

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke GmbH
D 2800 Bremen, Hunefeldstral3e 1-5, FRG

SUMMARY

Transport aircraft currently under development and production are designed on the basis of improveJ supercriti-
cal aerofoils which allow the use of higher aspect ratio wings with increased thickness. Extensive research and design
efforts have been undertaken in the USA and Europe to improve transonic wing technology, work in Germany was
concentrated in a cooperative programme between the aircraft companies the DFVLR and the ONERA in France.
- Basic results from this programme are given in the paper which describe the oresent standard of transonic wing aero-
dynamics taking into account impacts on structure and aeroelastics.

The current research programme in USA, the Aircraft Ene:gy Efficiency Programme (ACEE ) and corresponding
programmes in Europe aim at improved economics. The main objectives in the transonic flight regime are:

o High Aspect Ratio Wing
'i o Wing-Engine- Integration

o Acive Control with movable wing parts.

This requires further progress in basic research in some traditional fields of fluid dynamics such as boundory layer
flow and unsteady aerodynamics for practical application to transport aircraft design. - The paper deals with the
current work in Germany on these subjects and shows the application of results produced so far for improved aircraft
design.

Most work in the field of modem tran.ports concentrates on civil aircraft of low-wing design. VFW has con-
ducted initial investigations of how to use this design concept as a hybrid wing in the upper fuselage position for
military aircraft in order to save production and development costs. The paper contains first results on this subject.

NOTATION

AR aspect ratio RN  Reynolds number

c aerofoil / wing chord t/c aerofoil/wing thickness ratio

CD  drag coefficient u velocity component

CL  lift coefficient x streamwise coordinate

C pressure coeffficient y spanwise coordinate
P

C* critical pressure coefficient a angle of attackP

C suction coefficient -A 25 quarter chord wng sweep

K grain size 1 spanwise coordinate in fractions
of half wing span

M Mach number

1. INTRODUCTION

Early in 1975 most of the research work in Germany, which was directly applicable to civil transport aircraft
development, was combined into a joint programme of the German Aircraft Industry with the DFVLR, the so called
"Civil Component Programme" ( Ziviles Komponenten-Programm "ZKP"). The programme was organized and funded
by the German Ministry of Research and Technology.

The first phase of this programme ZKP I, covered four years terminating in 1979. A second phase, ZKP II,
has been defined and initiated. The total expenditure for all ZKP tasks at present is about 20 millions DM per year.

The aerodynamics of modem transport airplanes was covered by the ZKP I programme with the participation of
VFW, MBB and the DFVLR; Dornier hod an associate status with a smaller amount of theoretical and experimental
work. This paper deals with some results of the programme showing the direct impact on modern transport development.



The main parts of the ZKP I aerodynamic tasks were:

o Two dimensional transonic wing section development.

o Three dimensional wing development of high loaded civil transport wings.

o Study of wing-engine and wing-fuselage interference.

o Improvement of transonic wind tunnel measurement with regard to transition fixing
for drag and buffet onset testing.

o Development of large scale/high Reynolds number transonic wind tunnel testing
including special tests for surface irregularities, engine simulation and unsteady
aerodynamics.

o Theoretical work on the development and improvement of 2-D and 3-D transonic methods.

FIG. 1 gives an outline of work done in the aerodynamic section of the ZKP I ( 1975 - 1979 ). A more
detailed presentation of the large scale half model work is given at the end of this meeting in the paper of
Mr. Anders, Mr. Gravelle and Mr. Giacchetto.

The aerodynamic work in the ZKP was and is closely related to the aircraft development tasks at VFW.
FIG. 2 gives an impression of the relationship to aircraft project and development work.

For '-,ture versions of the A 300 family the aerodynamic research and development is extended in the ZKP II
1979 - 198z ) with the main objectives as shown in FIG. 3 being:

o High aspect ratio wing

o Propulsion - airframe integration

o High lift devices

o Manoeure load control

o Relaxed static stability.

This task is in good agreement with NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency Programme (ACEE ), showing similar views
on future research in the field of new technology transports.

The following chapters describe same main aerodynamic results from the Civil Component Programme, starting
with the ZKP I which was completed in 1979.

2. RESEARCH PROGRAMME IN TRANSONIC AERODYNAMICS

The programme aimed to update the work in the German aerospace companies and DFVR with emphasis on
the transonic flight regime of civil transport aircraft and to prepare a technical basis for wing design of A 300 deri-
vatives. At the climax of the programme it was mainly A 310 wing technology that was covered.

The whole programme was subdivided into two ports, one covering basic research work, the field of theoreti-
cal and experimental transonic aerodynamic methods and the other aimed at development of actual aerofoil and wing
designs, under comparable design objectives by each partner, and, to be measured under the same test conditions in
the DFVLR-Gdttingen ( airfoil tests ) and the NLR-Amsterdom ( wing tests ) wind tunnels. The best wing judged by
cruise performance i.e. buffet boundary and L/D, resulting from the NLR tests was chosen for the manufacture of a
large half model 1 : 5.4 scale A 310, to be tested in the $1 Modane of ONERA, France.

2.1 2-D-SECTION WORK

2.1.1 Aerofoil Design and Wind Tunnel Tests

The VFW aerofoil Va 2 can be taken as representative for outlining the 2-D results achieved in the pro-
gramme. A comparison of geometry and results with the other ZKP aerofoils is given in [I] .

Main design objectives, besides requirements such as delayed buffet onset and drag rise, were to establish
continuous flow development with increasing incidence and Mach number, i.e.:

o Shock free pressure distribution at the design

o Avoidance of double shock below the design to prevent drag creep

o Stable shock position beyond the design with separation
beginning at the aerofoil trailing edge.

The A 300 section was taken for reference tests and judgement of the new section design. The 2-D-tests
were performed in the DFVLR-Gtsttingen wind tunnel using different strip positions. FIG. 4 shows the development
of pressure distribution at the design Mach number M 0.75. The 13% thick aerofoil is shock free at CL= 0.6
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when using transition at 30 % chord upper and 25% chord lower side. Under off-design conditions, the shock posi-
tions remains rather stable up to the buffet onset, which occurs at CL = 0.95. The buffet onset as well as the drag
rise boundary can be taken from FIG. 5.

To obtain the profile characteristics at higher Reynolds number, 2-D measurements were done in the DFVLR
tunnel in Braunschweig. The quality of this tunnel was checked by comparative testing of profiles already measured
in the ARA tunnel. FIG. 6 shows the influence of Reynolds number on maximum lift at two Mach numbers. The
region of transition at higher Mach numbers from laminar boundary layer-shock to turbulent boundary layer-shock
interaction may occur between Reynolds numbers of approximately 5 . 106 and 10 • 106. At RN = 13 . 106 there
is no influence of the transition strip.

2.1.2 2-D-Transonic Flow Calculation Methods

The experimental work in the ZKP was accompanied by large efforts in theoretical methods for aerofoil design
and transonic flow calculation. For 2-D potential flow the method of Bauer, Garabedion and Korn was found most
reliable, however, a new difference method [2] was established, which can be used for calculation of more complex
transonic flow fields, such as around arbitrary multi-element configurations. A further method for 2-D potential flow
calculation which was established by using finite elements is described in [3] , and a third new method applicable
for design of shock free configurations in transonic flow has been developed and is described in [7] . All three new
methods form the basis for 3-D Transonic Methods which are referred to in chapter 2.2.2.

2.2 3-D-WORK IN TRANSONIC FLOW

2.2.1 Wing Design and Wind Tunnel Tests

Using the aerofoil research as basis, the ZKP partner firms tested their developed wings in the NLR and
DFVLR wind tunnels. The results of the wings Fl (VFW ), F2 ( Dornier ), F3 ( MBB ) and F4 ( DFVLR ) were com-
piled in [1] . This paper deals mainly with the results of the ZKP programme on the basis of VFW research and
development work.

The aerofoil Va 2 (described in 2.1 ) formed the basis for the wing design. Besides the usual design perfor-
mance criterion, at the design point ( M = 0.78, CL = 0.45) and at off-design, linear wing lofting was of primal
importance for the following reasons:

o Linear lofting enables the uncomplicated study of the main aerodynamic features
in the primary design stages.

o The wing rear loading sections, which are disadvantageous for the flaps,
should not be further complicated by non-linear lofting.

For these reasons a linear lofting between three stations ( root, kink, tip ) along percent lines of wing chord was
chosen for the design.

Furthermore the following boundary conditions had to be observed:

o A rear spar as high as possible was required to reduce structural weight and
increase storage capacity.

o A large as possible profile thickness at "root" and at "kink" was aimed at because of the
strong influence of the inner wing on wing weight and torsion stiffness.

o Strong reduction of profile thickness in the wing outer sections had to be avoided
to control aeroelastic effects by outboard ailerons usage.

FIG. 7 shows the designed wing F1 planform and thickness distribution. Sections used for pressure measure-
ments are additionally marked.

The wind tunnel tests were performed at the NLR-Amsterdam, FIG. 8 contains o typical plot of spnwise
pressure distribution at the design Mach number. This figure demonstrates that we succeeded to build-in the favour-
able Va 2 aerofoil characteristics into the 3-D wing design, however, the adequate wing cruise L/D and buffet onset
performance during the A 310 design work, was cansiderably improved by mainly changing the flow characteristics of
the inboard wing. FIG. 9 shows the improvement of buffet onset and drag rise boundary of wing B10.3V, which was
one of the first A 310 designs, from the ZKP wing Fl. Both wings have the same planform and thickness distribution
with linear lofting between three stations ( root, kink, tip ) along percent lines of wing chord.

The wing Fl was selected after the NLR high speed tests for the manufacture of the large ZKP task,
I : 5.4 scale half model for testing in the ONERA $1 MA. At that time, however, as the wing B10.3V was already
designed, it was chosen because of its better performance.

A detailed description of the wind tunnel programme, test technique and results of the ONERA measurements is
given in paper 29 of this AGARD meeting by G. Anders (VFW) and A. Gravelle (ONERA ). J
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Main objectives of thid test were:

o Check of high Reynolds number influence on wing flow development by pressure plotting tests,
buffet onset determination and flow visualization.

o Measurement of specific big model tasks such as surface irregularities, fillets, fairings etc.

o Measurement of engine-wing-interaction with wing mounted and tunnel floor mounted
through flow nacelles.

o Unsteady pressure plotting tasks on the wing and aileron by unsteady aileron movements.

66In FIG. 10 the test comparison between NLR-HST at RN = 2.5 . 10 and ONERA Si MA at RN = 12 . 106
is shown. The effects of RN on CLmax and flow separation are evident. For example at Mach number M = 0.78 or
M = 0.8, the begin of the lift curve non-linearity, which is a criterion for buffet onset, is increased by6CLZ 0.05.

Regarding FIG. 6 and taking into consideration that there is good agreement between CLmox and B.0 slope
of the wing basic aerofoil versus Reynolds number a similar increase of ACL = 0.05 is obtained by extrapolating
the curve at RN = 2.5 . 106.

FIG. 11 shows the change in lift and drag caused by a step at the slat trailing edge. For this simulation test,
the inner slot of 1/3 wing span, extends 10 mm (at full scale A 310 wing ), at its trailing edge above the wing
contour. This increases the drag at a usual CL by about 5 %.

The large model with 4 m half span could be used for extensive studies of the transonic flow development
by visualization tests. One such result, presented in FIG. 12, shows the laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition,
which confirms 2-D-test results (FIG. 6 ), wherein the transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer-shock
interaction seems to occur between Reynolds numbers of 5 . 106 and 10 . 106, taking into account that the shock
is positioned between 30 % and 40 % chord at the outboard wing.

2.2.2 3-D-Transonic Flow Calculation Methods

A considerable part - approximately 35 % of the ZKP Research - was channeled for the development and
application of theoretical methods for the calculation of transonic flows. The aircraft companies and DFVLR used
different approaches.

a) Method ofAnalogue Wing Sections

The first transonic wing design necessiated a rapid clear calculation method which was as outlined in [41 , and
.tested on a proven configuration - the A 300. It consists essentially of the calculation of the 3-D effects with

the aid of an established subsonic panel method, and the transonic calculation of singular wing sections using
analogue profils with the application of a reliable 2-D transonic method. This method takes into consideration
the strong interference caused by fuselage or engines and offers the advantage of wing section analysis and
improvement for the wing design. It was successfully practiced on earlier wing designs in ZKP and A 310 pro-
grammes by VFW.

The disadvantage lies in the non-adequate estimation of 3-D transonic effects, which can be considerable.

b) Improvement of Existing 3-D-Transonic Methods

The "Theory of Small Pertubation" TSP, was the most advanced at the beginning of ZKP I. Restrictions for its
practical usage arose from the inaccurate estimation of leading edge flows. Domier [5] successfully improved on
this method by accurately estimating the boundary conditions and including terms of higher order in the potential
equation. The coupling of this method with their own boundary layer computation based on an Integral Method [6],
was also achieved by Domier, resulting in a complete method for the calculation of transonic wings.

The currently best known method in Europa and USA, and next to TSP most widely used is from Jameson. Domier
and DFVLR in ZKP have made efforts for the application of this method.

c) Development of New 3-D-Transonic Methods

A new design method for shock free configurations in transonic flow has been developed by the DFVLR [7)
It is based on the use of ficticious gas flow in the supersonic regime in order to provide an elliptic continuation
of the basic equations. Solutions of the latter ensure suitable sonic surfaces, which are used subsequently as
initial condition for conventional shock-free supersonic field computation.

Another new approach was developed by MBB [8] using finite elements. In contrast to finite difference proce-
dures used mostly for transonic potential flow computation, finite element schemes do not need the construction
of a strictly orthogonal mesh grid for the discretivation of the spacial potential distribution. This makes the
finite element approach attractive for the calculation of flow fields with complex solid boundary geometries.

A third new method using finite differences has been developed at VFW [9] to calculate the transonic flow
using the full transonic potential equation. Streamline coordinates are calculated by singularity methods (panel
methods ) which enable the treatment of arbitrary body shapes and interference problems.



Considerable reduction of computing time is achieved by calculating the greater part of the flow field, i.e.
the pure subsonic flow region, by means of panel method using streamline analogy and applying the finite differ-
ence method only to a small perimeter around the supercritical region of the flow field. For the sake of further
computing time reduction and simplification of handling the method a 2-D computing grid is used sectionwise.
This grid is similar to the 3-D net, but it is calculated by a 2-D panel method. Then a consequent simplifi-
cation has been made. Instead of treating the supercritical flow field by a 3-D finite difference method, a
2-D finite difference method is applied sectionwise to the 3-D potential equation. In this case not only the
necessary boundary conditions but also all derivatives in spanwise direction are calculated by means of a 3-D
panel method.

The method has three main advantages:

o Calculation of strong transonic interferences such as between wing and engine is possible.

o Design of the wing can be treated sectionwise.

o The computing time is small with about 2 min CPU-time on IBM 3033
for 400 iterations for one section.

FIG. 13 shows results of this method compared with wind tunnel test results on the ONERA M6 wing.

3. FUTURE RESEARCH IN TRANSONIC AERODYNAMICS

Work on the Transport Aircraft sector is considered mainly as a continuation of the Civil Component Pro-
gramme in ZKP II and is executed with the aim to develop the Airbus family concept. Fundamental research in the
Boundary Layer field is done together with DFVLR in the RUFo Programme, sponsored by the German Ministry of
Defence. FIG. 14 outlines the mainpoints of the research in the Transport Wing Aerodynamics.

One objective is the improvement of the 2-D section performance. Besides a stepwise aerofoil improvement,
and considering high and low speed requirements, great improvements were achieved by boundary layer suction at
the shock (101, [11] . FIG. 15 shows the single slot 'sction concept, which after theoretical investigations at
VFW, was tested in cooperation with the DFVLR in Gbttingen wind tunnel. FIG. 16 contains the lift curve and the
drag polar with and without suction at M = 0.76, which is above the design Mach number for the profile Va 2 as
shown in FIG. 4. Maximum lift is increased from CL 0.86 to CL = 0.99 using a suction coefficient of 0.0006.
The results show only small improvements above C0  0.0004, which is also demonstrated by FIG. 17, containing
the pressure distribution with and without suction operating. The suction influence on the on the boundary layer
profile is shown in FIG. 18. In this case separation occurs without suction at X/C = 0.9, showing a thick bound-
ary layer already developing far upstream.

The condition is changed with suction. One observes a thin boundary layer before the shock, a small separa-
tion bubble behind the suction slot at X/C = 0.65 and reattached flow down to the trailing edge.

Contrary to the distributed suction with minislots or miniholes needed for flow laminarisation, this slot suction
concept seems to be practicable without too much structural complication. Low suction quantities are sufficient to
achieve good improvements in maximum lift and buffet boundary, so that useful application to production aircraft
seems possible.

Another objective in FIG. 14 is the wing design near the fuselage. The root section is of high importance
for wing aerodynamics, wing structure and storage capacity. Profiles of different design concepts having the same
maximum thickness, see FIG. 19, fulfill the non-aerodynamic requirements dissimilarly. It is evident that aerofoil B
has a greater fuel volume and provides more undercarriage space behind the rear spar for the same nominal thickness
ratio as aerofoil A. Furthermore, the greater height of the rear spar of section B reduces structural weight of the
wing.

The shape of the leading edge effects the flow around the aerofoil nose. A blunt leading edge has increased
suction compared to an aerofoil with a smaller leading edge radius, FIG. 19. A wing root fillet is usually fitted
to prevent fuselage boundary layer separation near the wing leading edge, however, the size and shape of the fillet,
optimized for low cruise drag, depends on the pressure distribution of the basic root section, and is normally in-
creased for blunt leading edges. As the fillet effects the leading edge flap design at the fuselage, the design of
the fillet must be such to match the low and high speed regimes.

A further task in transonic aerodynamics is the wing-engine interaction, as indicated in FIG. 14. The change
of wing pressure distribution on both sides of the engine, represented by a through-flow double-body nacelle, taken
from NLR-HST tests, is given in FIG. 20. The lower wing surface inboard of the engine is considerably effected
whilst outboard the engine, the influence is on both wing surfaces. To separate the combined pylon-nacelle effects,
tests were run with the large ZKP-model at ONERA Si MA, where the nacelle was fixed at a sting mounted on the
tunnel floor. The results in FIG. 21 show, that the pod alone has the main influence on the upper wing pressure
distribution. Therefore the change of pod position relative to the wing con be taken as measure for the change of
pressure distribution on the upper wing surface, which is important for the wing design. FIG. 22 shows the corre-
sponding picture for a more rearward and slightly lower nacelle position. The effect is quite similar though slightly
smaller. Starting from this position the nacelle was moved clother to the wing in three steps with the results, pre-
sented in FIG. 23. The 6c is recorded as difference of the pressure at the new positions T , CZ , (® against
the pressure at position () over the wing chord up to the shock. At the shock, as ,Acp increases considerably for
any small change of the shock position, it is therefore not representative for nacelle-wing interference.

LAd
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Aft of the shock region, the change of the wing pressure distribution coued by the nacelle is small and is therefore
omitted in FIG. 23. A comparison with FIG. 22 shows, that the main effect at the forward wing, is to increase the
upper surface cp by the some order of magnitude ( 10 % ), as produced by the pod in its lowest position. The maxi-
mum shift in nacelle position from @ to 0 is in the order of wing thickness at the pod station. For this magnl-
tude of shift we can conclude, that local modifications of the upper forward wing surface are sufficient to compen-
sate for the adverse nacelle effects.

For better engine representation, the jet simulation has to be included. The TPS technique is provided for
future ZKP tests. For the conventional engine location, the jet is expected to enforce the through-flow nacelle
effects.

4. DESIGN CONSIDERATION FOR HYBRID WINGS

The low wing concept, the commonest civil aircraft configuration, is the basis of most of the studies in the
transport-aerodynamic field: High wing aircraft are usually preferred as military transports because of better loading
capabilities. The questions arises of the choice of the high or low wing concept. Besides the diverse requirements
of a civil and military aircraft, the fuselage effects on the two wing arrangements are very dissimilar. A design
study on the above was conducted and first results are discussed below.

A low wing configuration with a pre-development A 310 wing and a A 300-type fuselage were tested in
NLR-HST. The wing, described in 2.2.1, hod 3 lofting sections, at fuselage, kink and tip. The simple geometry
for the suitable wing, enabled the investigation to be concentrated on the root section. After varying the root
section and keeping the kink section unchanged, the uncomplicated linear lofting on the percent chord lines rendered
the complete wing to be quickly defined.

FIG. 24 and FIG. 25 show the low and high wing concept, respectively, and FIG. 26 shows the compari-
son between theoretical and test values of the pressure distribution at the root of the low-wing. The NLR-HST tests
were completed at Reynolds number RN = 2.5 . 106, the computations done by the "Method of Analogue Wing
Sections". The agreement was satisfactory enough to enable a theoretical comparison between a low and high wing
configuration. FIG. 27 shows the calculation at the root for the two wing positions. The deviation in the pressure
distribution is considerable.

The geometry alteration necessary for the high wing root section to have the same low wing pressure distri-
bution in FIG. 27, was investigated. FIG. 28 shows the results. The deviation is considerable, especially in the
wing box region. This could be partly explained as a positive additional camber arising to compensate for the absent
upper surface fuselage displacement.

There is a possibility to compensate this comber increment by cambering the profil after the wing-box, how-
ever the profil deviation at the rear spar indicates that the thickness distribution has also changed.

Consequently, this shows that an optimal low-wing cannot achieve the same aerodynamic performance in the
high-wing position without alterating the wing box.

Following further theoretical work with the high-wing, comparative tests are planned aiming to achieve the
best possible performance for the high wing without changing the wing-box of the low-wing.
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DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL VFRIFICATION OF A TRANSONIC WING FOR A TRANSI'Okl AI R(RAI

by

G. Redeker N. Schmidt R. Miller

Institut fdr Entwurfsaerodynamik
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt ftr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. (DIVIR)

Flughafen, 3300 Braunschweig, R1W

SUMMARY

Due to drastic increase in fuel costs a new generation of transport aircraft is projected worldwide in all
aeronajtical institutions. One means at short sight to reduce the amount of fuel burned considerably
the application of transonic wing technology.

This paper describes a study of a wing design for a transport aircraft liKe the AIRBUS A310 including the
effects of fuselage by using a transonic wing.

Starting from the requirements of the aircraft and having in mind that a conventional wing planform should
be used due to communality reasons, a basic airfoil for the sheared part of the wing has been designed and
tested in the DFVLR Transonic Windtunnel Braunschweig (10).

On the basis of this airfoil a wing design has been made trying

e to realize minimum induced drag and

* to transfer the good aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil on the wing.

Force, moment and wing surface pressure measurements on a halfmodel of a wing-fuselage combination have
been performed in the Im x Im Transonic Windtunnel of DFVR-Gttingen.

The results of these investigations indicate the good aerodynamic efficiency of the wing.

NOTATION

x, y, z coordinate system Re Reynolds number based on airfoil chord
or on aerodynamic wing chord

s semispan of wing
* a angle of attack

n = y/s coordinate in spanwise direction
c static pressure coefficient

c local wing chord, airfoil chord 
P

c p* static pressure coefficient at local
cR  wing root chord Mach number Ma = 1.0

A aspect ratio c normal force coefficient of wing sectionn

taper ratio cI  lift coefficient of airfoil

AL  leading edge sweep cd drag coefficient of airfoil

A2S sweep of quarter chord line c m pitching moment coefficient of airfoil,
referred to quarter chord point

t/c local wing thickness,
airfoil thickness cL lift coefficient of wing

YR fuselage diameter cD  drag coefficient of wing

YK trailing edge kink location cM pitching moment coefficient of wing

EF twist angle of wing

Ma Mach numter N25  geometric wing center

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to drastic increase in fuel costs a new generation of transport aircraft is projected worldwide in all
aeronautical institutions [I, 2, 31. The reduction in fuel consumption by applying new technologies in
aerodynamics, structures, propulsion, flight guidances and control reaches from 5% to 10% at short sight
,ind from 201 to 40' in the future.

For the next generation of transport aircraft which will go into service in 1982/83 (e.g. AIRBUS A310 and
BOEING 767) the transonic wing technology is the most promising means in aerodynamics for higlr economy
and fuel consumption reduction. The benefits of this technology can be exploited in a variety of ways:
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T1he basic aim of this study iwas tire design of the highispeed wing in comination with a fuselIacge for ci
trcrrisport aircraft lith passenger caplic ty of A310 (Fcig. 1). TIhe idea in using transonic wing tcchneroc v
was to restrict ti potentiali to the section shape only, that mecans the wing planfono should be the scUVt
as fr conventional wings. : estigatiOnS about minimliaio of' fuel consumlption, direct operating costs,
wing box weight, and flight rainge lead to tire wing planform which is shown in Fcig. 2'. The picrfoim is a
swept tape*-red wing with a kink ini tire trailing edge for carry'ing the landing gear as it is used for- ;cSt
of the known subsonic transport aircraft.

Thie main parameters aire:

aspect ratio 0

taiper ratio 0.37

leading edge sweep 2-1

sweep of quarter chord line of outer wing A ' .~=20

trailing edge kink at 0.4 of semispan

fuselage rcidiris 0.12b of senrispanl.

The wing should fulfil the following design requrirements:

" Nia =0. 785 criise Mach number

c ,= 0.S lift coefficient

for optimum lift/drag ratio and long range flight

" Mia = 0. 82 cruise Mach. number

C L = 0.4 lift coefficient

for highspeed cruise.

By using the benefits of transonic wing tedunology wing thickness should be increased to approximately 155
at the wing root and to 12% to 13%. at the outer part of the wing. Thlese values represent a considerable
aiugmentation of wing thickness compared with tire existinrg A3mii wing having a constant thickness of 10.55,
from root to tip although the leading edge sweep of A30BXI is st ill1 11 highe r.

As at this time no reasonable method for designing three-dimensional transonic wings is available the ust.-
al procedure is to develop or optimize a wing section whrichr is built inl a wing 1 a fou cor thi to ept 1-
mize the wing ltsolf. Procedures as described] here are presentedi in 4, S'. Redesign procedure starting
frnm given wing geometries trying to improve the wing chraracteristics are given in 0i, -, 8 . But with
these methods only simple configurations have been treated.

As tire aspect ratio of transport aircraft wings is in the order A 10t the pressure distribuitions on the
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wing surface ainly depend on the wug sections. Only near the tip and in the wing root region considerable
three-dimensional effects are ey'ccted. For this reason the proceeding stated above by carefully designing
the wing section seems to be the best way to come to a good wing design.

3. .AIRFOIL 1'iSIGN AND EXIIRIMNITAL RESULTS

The desi~n values of lift coefficient and Mach numaber for the airfoil haie iceL- J.rid J tlu:'. L u I( . -
quirements given in chapter 2 using simple sweep theory:

Na21) a31) • cos "2S
cL

c . L. 1.2
cos2 A2 5

The factor of 1.2 in the equation for the normal force coefficient cn of the airfoil takes i:ito account
the lift losses of the finite wing at the root and at the tip. With the values of Ma3 D p 0.8 and cL - 0.4
(average values of the two design requirements) the following data come out:

" Mach niuber Ma2 1  0. 71

* Normal force coefficient c = 0.65
n

The desi 0 : aims of the airfoil were: shockfree isentropic recompression near the design condition and a
satisfactory off-design behaviour. Former investigations on upper surface pressure types 9 indicated
that a sloping rooftop pressure distribution will have these features. Starting point for *he airfoil
design was a known shockfree airfoil PFR 48080 designed by Sobieczky's hod.l.graph-method 10 for a lower
normal force coefficient in the beginning of the ZKP (Fig. 3). The shockfree pressure distribution for
this 13.5% thick airfoil is shown as case A in Fig. T7.1T normal force coefficient at Ma = 0.73 is
cn = 0.5 which as wing requirements changedwas to small. Therefore the airfoil contour had to be modi-
fied in the direction of getting more lift. This has been done by changing the airfoil contour of the
lower side in the rear part near the trailing edge, thus introducing rear-loading >tCl' Iy Step.

The calculated pressure distributions of two of the modifications, shown as case @B and ( in Fig. 3,
provided normal force coefficients of cn = 0.6 respectively cn = 0.65. This could be achieved without
having remarkable negative effects on the airfoil characteristics. It is shown that the supersonic region
is slightly increased combined with a lot of rear-loading. The pressure distribution of the upper surface
seems to remain shockfree in the course of the modification process. The calculated drag coefficients in-
dicated no severe increase due to increased lift. The calculations have been done with the well-knsxn
Bauer/Garabedian/Kom/Jameson method for two-dimensional transonic viscous flow 11

Calculations for off-design conditions to a great extend showed that the airfoil case @, hereafter de-
noted as DFVLR-R4, proved to satisfy the design requirements. The design process is described in more
details in '12 . Some of the calculated results will be discussed with corresponding measurements.

Experiments with the airfoil DFALR-R4 have been done in the DFVLR Transonic Windtunnel Braunschweig (TB)
13, at Reynolds numbes from Re = .• 106 to 9 - 106 without and with transition strip. The experimental

results at free transition have been analysed in details in ]14 and have been partly discussed at the
GARIrEUR/DGLR meeting 1S. Thus this paper discusses to a certain extend the influence of Reynolds nnTiber
and transition strip on aerodynamic coefficients and pressure distribution.

Fig. 4 presents a comparison between predicted pressure distributions and measured ones for two normal
Tr coefficients at a Mach nt imer of Ma = 0.73. The agreement is excellent not only for the case near
design at cn = 0.6 but also for a higher value of c' = 0.77, which is iear dragrise. The drag level is
also well predicted by the calculations after the BGKJ-,ethod.

In order to improve the knowleuge about this airfoil with respect to higher Reynolds number additional
tests varying Reynolds number and tests without and with transition strip have been carried out. Fg S
presents results of force and moment coef.icients indicating the influence of transition strip and-
nolds number. The left part shows the aciodynamic coefficients of normal force Cn, drag cd and pitching
mement cm versus angle of attack at Ma = 0.73 and Re = 6 • 106. The open symbols denote values without
transition strip while fixed transition results are indicated by full synbols. The strip with a width of
1% of chorl was made from carborundum of grain size 220 and was located at 7% chord length on upper sur-
face and at 30% chord length at lower surface. In the figures it is denoted as 220K 7/30L. These positions
have proved to be reasonable from boundary layer calculations at high Reynolds numbers. It is shown that
for the transition fixed results the nonlinear behaviour of cn versus a at high values of cn is reduced
leading to a smaller normal force. The drag coefficient is increased about 10% in the region of unsepara-
ted flow but the rapid dragrise is not affected. The nose down pitching moment is also reduced about 10%.

ihe develownent of these differences due to transition strip with Reynolds number is shown in the right
:j :ire at a constant angle of attack a = 10. The biggest differences occur at the lowest measured Re\-

: , n rnnber at all coefficients.

.- halue at fixed transition is continously increased with increasing Re, while at transition free cn
T r"',,n:: from Re = 3 • 106 to S • 101 and then is also increasing. The tendency of the two curves in-

S ft they will run together at higher Reynolds numbers. The c d-values at fixed transition drop
lo. tI with increasing Re, while at tiansition free the drag values remain nearly constant. This

. I, Inteiet ion of laminar and turbulent boundary layer with moving transition location.
.. Is ninber the curves indicate a remarkable difference although the tendency is the

1., ,rce coefficients. It seems that c d for fixed transition is to high due to an
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The Cm1-VaLues at transition fixed show an increase in nose down pitching moment, wile it transition free
a decrease followed by a slight increase is indicated. This behaviour could be explained by looking at the
corresponding pressure distributions in Fig .. For a constant Mach number Ma = 0.73 and a constant angle
of attack , = 10 the pressure distributions are plotted. The two left figures indicate the influence of
transition strip at two Re-numers Re = 3 • 101 and Re = 0 • 101 . A big difference can be stated at
Re = 3 • 10, indicating a remarkable loss in rear-loading and a forward shift of the shuc l-iat ion dia
to the transition strip. At Re = 0 10'- these differences decrease considerably, thus tile pressure dis-
tlihutions for this case look \Ver V ii eC c LIther. I f()Ilthese lh su I tS alld fin'01: the .111 ld uncIuAlt
coefficients of the previous figure it can be stated that measurements at low Reyniolds number Re - 5 • 10'
With fixed transition give no reasonable results, because the type of pressure distribution is completely
changed.

The right figure indicates the infliunce of Reynolds number at transition free. It is shown that tile pres-
sure at the lower side is nearly unaffected, only som small differences occur at the trailing edge and at
the location of naximum thickness. Mn the upper surface the shock location is influenced in that way that
at the lowest Re-number the shock is located the farthest to the trailing edge. With increasing Re it
slightly moves for'ard and then at Re = 9 . 106 tends to move backwards again. This behaviour is respon-
sible for the development of the aerodynamic coefficients discussed in Fig. S. But it can be stated that
for this airfoil the pressure distributions at all measured Re-numibers with transition free are of that
t)pe or are very similar to those, which were measured with transition fixed at Re > 5 10 . That neans
for this airfoil it seems to be better to measure without transition strip if one is forced to test at
Reynolds nUnbers Re c 5 . 10 .

The aerodynamic efficiency of the airfoil DItLR-R4 is shown in Fig. in a cl-Nia-diagram, where lines of
constant (c1/cd) , Ma are plotted for Re = b - 101 for the two cases transition fixed and transition free.
It is indicated that the values of the results for transition fixed are about 10% lower than those with
free transition. But what comes out here is that the location of the maximum value of this expression is
not affected by the transition strip. For both cases it lies in the region of Mach number and c1 wfere the
design condition is located. In the left figure the curves for dragrise and buffet onset are marked and
one sees that the dragrise curve is tangential to the lines of constant aerodynamic efficiency in the
region of design condition.

Extensive experimental results have shown that tie DIFVLR-R4 airfoil fulfils the requirements and therefore
it was chosen as basic wing section.

4 . WING DESIGEN AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Wing design has been carried out under the following aspects:

* minimum induced drag by elliptic lift distribution along wing span,

* shockfree or nearly shockfree recompression of upper surface pressure,

* straight isobars on wing surface.

For high aspect ratio wings the pressure distribution mainly depends on the characteristics of the wing
section. Therefore the basic airfoil DtYLR-R4 has been developed for the sheared part of the wing. Aspiring
to straight isobars along lines of constant percentage on most of the wing area it is supposed that the
good characteristics of the airfoil will determine the behaviour of the whole wing.

With an inverse vortex-lattice method 116 for wing-body combinations With infinite long cylindrical bodies
the wing twist along wing span has been evaluated in the first design step. This was achieved by assuming a
load distribution - obtained for the airfoil DFVLR-R4 at the design point - along wing span according to
the prescribed elliptic lift distribution. The calculated twist was then approximated by straight lines
along span using four defining wing stations to build up the wing contour. In F the defining wing
.tations are marked by indicating wing thickness and twist angle.

The four stations are:

I wing root at n = 0.126; f: = 
4 .50

1I trailing edge kink at n = 0.401; C: = 1.80

III n = 0.7 ; =

0IV wing tip at = 1.0 ; F -0.5

In the outer part of the wing from the station II to station IV tile airfoil DIV LR-R4 was used to build up
the wing. For this reason the airfoil was converted to streamwise direction by the cosine of sweep angle
* 25 and then rotated due to the calculated twist angle. In order to get a simple surface the wing contour
was generated by a linear lofting procedure between the defining stations.

The wing root section has to be modified in order to take into account

" the influence of the presence of the fuselage,

* the effect of decreasing sweep of the isobars
in tie central pa rt of a swept wing, and

* a higher wing thickness for the undercarriage.
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Hie design process of the wing root region has been done with the aid of a finite difference method for
thre-di lensionlal transonic flow around wing-body combinations based oi, the transonic small perturbation
potential equation (ISP). Ihe computer progrllne used has been ,stablished by IURNIER 17 . In the calcu-
lat ions only the direct tersion of this comter code was used, thus the wing contour was evaluated by
It. rat \I l" cailclting tile prs;Ure distribution and improving the wing shape. This led to a wing contour
in the ling root having a section thickness of 1S% and providing a pressure distribution with moderate
suctioll 1 .ik md ne sift Of iiIIIII pressurV towards the traiiing edge as it is uLual in the central
part of a swept wing. 'this wing is denoted as I)I.VLR-F4. Extensive calculations using a 5% grid (SO 00
grid points) varying Mlach number and angle of attack have been done to check the off-design behaviour of
thie wing. I 9 shows the predicted pressure distribution for the long range cruise case (Ma = 0.785,
cL = 0.5). Strface pressure distributions indicate that over the whole wing span lift by supersonic shock-
free flow is produced in combination with considerable rear-loading. In the outer part of the wing the
pressure distributions are very' similar each other and look like those of the basic airfoil .DFV.R-R4. In
the inner part it is seen that the wing loading is decreased due to the prescribed elliptic lift distri-
bution.

A windtiinnel halfmodel was constructed and built for force and surface pressure measurements. Fig. 1
gives an overview of this model with the main dimensions. The semispan of the wing is about 600 an, while
the fuselage diameter is about 148 il with a length of nearly 1.2 m. The wing was equipped with five pres-
sure measuring stations with a total nunber of 180 pressure holes. This halfmodel was tested in the Tran-
sonic indtunnel of t)FR Gttingen 181 at a maximum Reynolds niunber of Re - 2 • 106 based on the aero-
dynamic chord of the wing. The test arrangement in this tunnel can be seen from Fig. 11. The half-model is
mounted on a plate which has a distance of 21 mm from the tunnel wall taking into account the effect of
tunnel wall boundary layer. In order to measure the model forces only, a 0.5 mmt slot between model and
plate has been realized. 'The results of these tests have been discussed partly in '19, 20 and in more
details in ,21 . Some of these results will be discussed here with respect to effects of fixed transition.

Fig. 12 presents results of pressure distributions at five spanwise stations at the design Mach number
%a = 0.785 for three lift coefficients. Reynolds number is Re = 1.9 - 106 and transition is not fixed.

It can be seen that over the whole span supersonic flow is achieved. In the outer part of the wing nearly
shockfree or pressure distributions with weak shocks occur. Shock location is about 60% of local chord.
Near the kink a slight breakdown in the supersonic region is visible at the two lower lift coefficients,
which vanishes when lift is further increased. This seems to be a kink effect and has to be investigated
further. In the wing root region the pressure develops with a very weak oblique shock wave. In contrast
to the calculated results more nose lift is generated. This is due to the crude representation of the wing
nose in the calculation grid.

The normal force distributions along wing span indicate a decreasing wing loading in the inner part of the
wing resulting from the elliptic lift distribution.

The influence of a transition strip on the pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 13. For Ma = 0.785 and
oi = 00 at Re = 1.9 - 106 pressure distributions with and withor". fixed transition are compared. The loca-
tion of the transition strip is indicated in the upper right part of Fig. 14. It has been made from car-
borundum of grain size 100 and is denoted as 1OOK in the figures.

The effect of this strip is similar to that applied to the airfoil discussed in Fig. 6. In the outer wing
part the shock location is shifted forward in direction to the leading edge and the rear-loading is re-
duced considerably. These effects increase when sweeping from kink to tip. The lift loss is about 10% at
the same angle of attack, while the drag coefficient is increased about the same amount.

A plain view on the location of weak shocks and isobar patterns in the wing planform at design lift coef-
ficient c - O.5 and Ma = 0.785 is given in Fig. 14 for both cases with and without transition strip. The
left halfLof this figure describes the transition free case. It can be seen that a weak shock is located
at 60' on the outer wing. In the kink region it splits up in a double shock system, while on the inner
wing part the rear shock vanishes. At the trailing edge kink there is a little zone of rear separation
coming from the double-shock system. The isobar pattern makes clear these facts but it can be stated that
a satisfactory pattern is achieved in the outer part of the wing.

The right half of Fig. 14 gives the situation for the transition fixed results. Only one curved pattern of
a weak shock can be seen and its location is about 50% of local chord on the outer wing portion. No rear
separation is indicated. The isobar pattern for this case is satisfactory, too.

The aerodynamic efficiency of the wing for the transition free results is given in Fig. 15. It can be seen
that the highest values of (Cl/Cl) - Ma are achieved in the region where the design requirement for the
long range cruise is located. The values themselves seem to be a little bit small. This is due to measured
drag coefficients originating from halfmodel tests. Extensive data evaluation and comparisons between half-
model and fullmodel tests 1221 showed that the measured drag coefficients from the halfmodel tests give the
correct tendency with angle of attack and Mach ntnber, but the value is to high because of a nearly constant
increment in drag.

The marked dragrise boundary, derived from Act) = 0.002 above c11 at Ma = 0.6, shows that both design
points lie within the economic flight region. This figure clearly indicates that the wing DFVLR-F4
fulfils the design requirements.

S . (ONCLtlS I ONS

In this paper a wing design for a transonic transport aircraft has been described using transonic wing
technology. Compared to the standard of AIRBUS A300 the potential of this technology has been used to
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*increase average wing thickness from 10.5% to 12.S%,

*reduce leading edge sweep angle from 3o to 270, and

* increase cruising lift coefficient to c L = 0.5.

Starting point for the wing design is a carefully developed airfoil IIFVLR-R4 which has been tested exten-
sively in the windtunnel. For high aspect ratio wings it is shown that good airfoil characteristics are
the basis for a successful wing design. Windtunnel tests of a halfmodel of the wing DFVLR-F4 indicate the
high standard of the advanced design. In order to get rid of the shortcomings of halfimdel tests, further
1,i1itturnel tests on a ful Irodel IWill heC prepared1. is %,ill beC Joiie si thinl the fr'anework1 Of the EUropean
Cooperation ini ( AI , II (G;roup) for Xe ronaut itcal Research and 'I cchnology in Lurope I for which this muJul
was chosen to he tested in the ma~jor trnsonic windtiuunel's of the aeronautical research testablislullents in
Europe and to serve as the basic geometry for calculation purposes.
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THE TALE OF TWO WINGS
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TK- present paoer focuses on an experimental investigation to det -mine the relative
merit of two design philosophies for a wing destined for a trainer-attack aircraft
3peratinq at high subsonic speeds.

Dr.- wing, designed by SAAB-SCANIA, has a variable leading edge deflection capability
in+n sd to c~pe favourably with landing and manoeuver cases without causing a drag

ponalty in -he cruise regime.

Th? other wing, designed by FFA, has a leading edge profile which is permanently set
as a compromise for all flight conditions. This leads to a possible higher drag during
th= cruise and reduced manoeuver capability but with the definite advantage of mechanical
simplicity and weight savinq.

Ths experimental investiaation, conducted at the NAE in the range 0.5<M<0.99 and,
thus, vrecludes the -ake-off and landing phases, shows that a carefully tailored wing
Ising FFA's design conc-pt need not suffer from either increased drag during the cruise or
raluc-i manoeuver capability although it ma experience a slightly reduced drag divergence
ach number. CN

LIST ')F SYMBOLS

angle of attack - deg.

g local geometric incidence - deg. Q

b=i."265m reference span - b/2 = s semi span Ty
C local chord

cO0.24117m reference aerodynamic mean chord z

CN, CX aerodynamic normal and axial force coefficients
N/g. S, X/q.S, respectively

Cm, C1 .erodynamic pitching and rolling moment coefficients
m/q. S.c, l/q.25.b, respectively

CL, CD aerodynamic lift and drag coefficients
L/q. S, D/q.S, respectively

CLU , Cmo lift and pitchino moment curv- slopes, resppctively- per radi n
at =00 (obtained from third order curves
fitted to the data in the range -50<a<50)

Cpb base pressure coefficient = (Pbase - P)/q

G accelerometer output - gs

I free stream Mach numb~r

Md1 drag divergence Mach number(cCD/3M=0.1)

Ni output of balance forward normal force gauge

D, q free stream static: and dynamic pressures, respectively

R, Pceynolds number based upon c and free stream properties

• S=0. 11g94m2  
reference area for half model

sh=0.or'SOm2 base area for half model

-/, +hickne s to chord ratio

rl free stream velocity

V -I 11 1 l lw ll l , ..
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xy,z right hand orthogonal system of body axes
See sketch, above, for positive directions of forces, moments and angles.

INTRODUCTION

in recent yea rs development work has been go ingq on irt, Sweden% on a lusnt
traner-attack aircraft to operate at high subsonic speeds. Th~s project was recently
canc-2lled. Z-. of our findings are worth reporting and, herein, we reca'l the tale of
two wingjs propo-ned for this aircraft.

In broad terms, the desirable features affecting the wing design of this airc,ft
w er e: -

i) gool handling qualities > attached flow/con'-rolled oeparatin
throughout fli4ght envelope
i ncludiJng transonic dives

iti) good cruisez performance > low drag a,- cruise lift
and hi h lran di-vergenice M1acn number

I)good mano-saLver capabili4t y > higqh useful lift before sve- buffet

v)simplicity or desigqn ) usabi ty In serv4(ce

v) lisht onru -ruiral weight > higher payload/greater ecoonmy

In 5 aL-n" ach '-a attain the first three Object ives ,.cs beer, tc uIsE v-rin' -o,'
7n- typ- -Ons 4 ic n t hi ins-ace s a full length lead-nr c lue sv0* w
le'l7tned mai n ta's at 'ached flow over the wingq suirface an high at;lcc of -t'-'ck,
li winq and mna'-nuver, and retracted durinq the cruise, to reluc, t'-e dra z:4lnr F n
Irag Iivergzrn7- Mach number.

Wril 41 vsa a t
1  1s0mstry za unioi-,0) 1 en.-cfcia l ,in 'r n-LaL

in(-:o V ve-1:7 t flow condIit ions, int coL I cnt w-nh t e c'' h ',w, qta1-
I dn li-gbh w e ight wn. To ese thet aa -C h- w V J

1 , r- ,s I d IV P4 a a final 17Mo ~ l s-E5 .-nlU t oIe l w-- - -
on p- tam w hu U o0 c'-o (wi +~ n asc ) ctF1 p ,i:

W - '- P-'- 'ItV . . A ins' .- b- w- -h n 1 .- CM-

X , T lLV w 4- mav IOs 1 2' ' - -alb W, *-*-1 is '5 a o'

aE rrh iV'- a4 t-A 0- p- 7., - r.1 V-

nv st -a ' ' cs t e':W - no1 s r ue- - 1- r
' rv W si -- cor-lucte h- :;,i yrteofA T-. rn a'' I p1 , T 1 , -.

uc- p.- 11n l'. cL v l 'v 'A 1 -S :A NA , F F
an

r ve ;-a gainn wa usr oft ;r p -, rY 1.7
z is n )o IO w ow wr.UinTd tunel (se- qf~rcc~ k hl oeIcr:I onI'

Mr:lv- n o ntsn 0 P-ino ti-: (lWd or aer-l-dnarnic mn--. cierd) -ft I- rnnll:-n w:'i-

A4 i jspq-- Ii y 1 v 1*~ w~~ -aunrh2 At mi

- m --An-a I s'-- W' 1 V-e I I -'7 a 7'a-F0 14, aspect r at
1 ' t a Ie t ~ 1 .i I- l , Ia I an a ilIr on, . in- -ach ' - '- a

k 7h 1 7 I ' t *- W4 w - us laol is .cti(o . wao ktrn ;a' prox,.ra 71

va nW h 1 1Tie v wjit ,hbas- A v~ii-it-tf -li'G C ' I- iroc 1 ap v 7r.
24m a of '-( * , t r t I-, i -'- -ill 3-n-nh 1r fl- -an see it- def - 1 1

(0 10 -' d-t anlel ta ts-lo- . t on a' n

it pn - fcit -- - I a -;L O3 -H F w, 1 'e lts.
-ine' ' r'-ve- '-e o- all -11 t'--"-titt' 0t (t- W tw br I-' no . , t al1w "

tnv11w iy'F,-6-t-Ul' nan, I do a in

- ni--, I~ in formotiov r'Ta r1I n1I t he 1-enM-try I nbch two 1-- -hOw- -

It 1 Cm )a M it r - be, wetn r th, Pr o file o Fnf t he "tw -w 1no sA t (Mr -'- C .;tn IaIt n
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t
ion V-xx-vv wh-'- f :-
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t ho- t un nl -non- -s-e n, iona airea was 0 . 0 1,3Y15
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The scope of the investigation is summarized in the Table.

Overall forces and moments were measured with an externally located 5-component
balance. The base pressure was also measured but was not used to correct for base drag.
It should be noted, however, that, due to the through flow, permitted by the open intake,
the base pressure was invariably close to free stream static pressure, resulting in a
maximum pressure coefficient -0(.C5<Cpb<0.07. And, since the ratio of the base area to the
wing reference area is Sb/S=0.04768, the contribution of the base pressure to the total
drag is quite small. Measurement of buffet onset and magnitude was attempted using an
acceleromrter mounted near the wing tip in the case of Wing V. In the case of Wing 76
there was no provision for an accelerometer. Instead, the root mean square (irs) of the
ac-cosponents of the output from the balance gauges were measured following previous
success at such measurement as indicated in Reference 8.

2.0 DISCUSSION

We shall first discuss the cruise case. Cruise is herein defined as flight at M>0.5
in the range O<CN or CL<0.2. The drag coefficient CD at three constant values of CL is
plotted against Mach number and compared for the two wings in Figure 4. The drag
divergence Mach number, Odd, is higher for Wing V by a AM=0.013. Below Odd, the drag
coefficient of Wing F6 is actually lower for CL values>0.1. For Hach numbers above Mdd
and values of CL<0o.1 Wing V retains its superior performance. we would like to note in
passing that the observed drag creep is partly due to the sensitivity of the balance to
ambient static pressure and temperature drift. Although no correction for these effects
has been made to the data, the comparison of the results of the two wings is still valid
since the two wings were tested under identical conditions.

The static longitudinal stability characteristics of the two wings are compared in
Figure 5 where Cm is plotted against CN. The stability characteristics are seen to be
similar for the two wings in the Hach number range 0.5<N<0.921. For the higher Mach
numbers, 0.921<M<0.963, Wing F6 remains stable while Wing v shows signs of becoming
unstable near CN values close to zero.

Experience with swept wings indicates that if a reduction of the longitudinal static
stability should occur with increasing Mach number it usually heralds problems with
aileron effectiveness in that range of Mach number. For this reason, we investigated the
aileron effectiveness in the Mach number range of decreased longitudinal static stability-
0.92<M<.98. We attempted this by measuring the change in the rolling moment coefficient,
Acl, obtained from two runs conducted at identical conditions, where the aileron was set
to 50 in one run and to -50 in the other. Although, strictly speaking, this procedure is
not accurate for determining aileron effectiveness, since the final centre of pressure
location for a full model may be different compared to that of two 'halves' of the model,
the procedure is considered useful in providing qualitatively valuable information. A
comparison of ACI for the two wings generated by a 50 aileron deflection is shown in
Figure 6. We note that Wing F6 has the higher aileron effectiveness but shows signs of a
decreasing trend with increasing Mach number even though the static stability
characteristics would suggest otherwise. Wing V shows signs of a reversal of its aileron
effectiveness in the Mach number range 0.945<M<0.965.

We conjectured that loss of aileron effectiveness is the result of shock stall
causing flow separation over the aileron. This led us to explore the effect of using a
symmetric deflection of the ailerons to improve the longitudinal static stability of
Wing V. The result is shown In Figure 7. Clearly, a worthwhile improvement of the static
margin has been realized. It is interesting to note that either a positive or a negative
deflection give similar improved static stability.

At this juncture we would like to direct our attention to the effects of Reynolds
number. We have chosen critical Mach number cases to illustrate these effects.

The effects of increasing the Reynolds number on the static longitudinal stability of
Wing V are shown in Figure 8. A small improvement is noted. The effects of increasing
the Reynolds number on aileron effectiveness are shown in Figure 9. It is seen that this
effect is not consistent. An increase in Reynolds number may yield a substantial
improvement in aileron effectivenes at one Mach number but it could also result in a
decreased effectiveness at another Mach number. We re-emphasize, therefore, the need for
testing at full scale Reynolds number conditions.

Manoeuver

We shall limit our discussion to two typical manoeuver cases at Hach 0.5 and 0.7. In
this context we are primarily interested in achieving high useful CLmax (i.e. pre-buffet
onset) without incurring the penalty of increased drag due to flow separation. A
comparison of CL versus a for the two wings, with and without flap deflections, is
presented in Figure 10. Clearly, without flap deflection, Wing F6 is superior. In
practice, when manoeuvers are performed at high angles of attack, the leading edge of
Wing V is deployed automatically to either 200 or 100 depending on the Mach number. Both
wings employ a 100 trailing edge flap deflection for lift augmentation. Under these
circumstances, both wings provide sufficient range of linear lift increase with a (up to
CL*i.0 at Ma0.5 and CLaO.1 at M'0.7) as shown in Figure 10. However, to illustrate the
true relative merit of the two wings we consider the comparison shown in Figure 11 where
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the lift/drag ratio is plotted against CL. Clearly, Wing P6 is superior at both Hach
numbers with and without flap deflections except in a small range of CL>1.1 at Hach 0.5.
go would like to note, however, that Winq V employes, in this instance, a 200 leading edge
flap deflection which is suitable for high CL values. At lower CL a smaller leading edge
deflection would likely be more suitable.

Although a high CLmax is a desirable goal to achieve in order to extend the manoeuver
capability of the aircraft, one must ensure that such high CLmax values are attained
outside the buffet boundary. A method for predicting buffet onset has been to locate the
point of inflection in the C1 versus a curve. In Figure 12 we present plots of C1 versus
a for the two conditions discussed above at M=0.5 and R=0.7. The task of determining
buffet onset by this method is difficult, as the location of the point of inflection is
somewhat elusive. We, therefore, employed an accelerometer mounted near the wing tip of
wing V for a better assessment of buffet onset and severity. we also measured the ras of
the ac-component of the output from the balance gauges in the hope of bsinq this
measurement as a basis for comparing buffet onset boundaries for the two wings. This
latter technique was employed since Wing F6 was not equipped with an accelerometer. The
results are presented in Figure 13. Using the first technique, i.e. locating the point of
inflection in the CX versus a curves, we can say that, in a qualitative sense, buffet
onset occurs at a higher angle of attack on Wing V at Mach 0.5 and at a lower angle at
Hach 0.7 as compared with Wing F6. This finding is substantiated by the comparisons of
rms(N1) shown in Figure 13. By comparing rss(N1) - measured in lbs - for wing V with the
accelerometer output rms(G) - measured in gs-, we note that it is indeed justifiable to
use the rms(N1) signal to predict buffet onset, even though, rms(G| is a slightly more
sensitive indicator of buffet onset than rms(N1). This being so, then by comparing
res(41) for the two wings we can further deduce that buffeting occurs gradually on wing V
while it has a tendency to occur sharply on Wing F6 at least at Mach 0.5. We also note
that at K=0.5 the amplitude of the rms(N1) signal is higher for wing F6 suggesting that
buffet severity could be higher on the latter wing. At Mach 0.7 we note a reversal of the
above phenomena on the two wings.

Effect of Stores

In the preceding discussion the wings were equipped with stores (two pylons, tip
missile and launcher). To study the effect of stores we chose to investigate
configuration F6 without stores and to compare the two results. In Figure 14 we show the
effect of stores on the lift and pitching moment curve slopes at a =00. It is seen that
the addition of the stores results in a favourable effect ( CLm is increased and Cm , is
decreased) at Mach numbers below rdd. The Mach numbers at which the first maximum value
of the lift and pitching moment curve slopes occur remain unchanged by the addition of the
stores. It is also noted that the stores cause a drastic change in the Cma versus M curve
in a narrow Mach number band.

The drag increases, as would be expected, see Figure 15, except at M=0.5 and values
of CL>0.U5 where the addition of the stores generates beneficial interference and results
in a higher lift/drag ratio. A plausible explanation is that the presence of the missile
and launcher at the tip influences the trailing vorticity, in much the same manner as a
wing tip fence would, resulting in a lower induced drag.

Wind Tunnel Interference

Preliminary analysis of results obtained from an investigation conducted on a
1/13-scale half model tested in the same tunnel indicates that the 1/9.5-scale model
discussed above may be too large for this tunnel at the higher transonic Mach numbers
investigated. However, we have no reason to beleive that the comparisons and ideas
discussed abova would be substantially altered by the presence of wall interference
effects.

3.0 CONCLUSIONS

Two design philosophies for a wing destined for an attack aircraft were investigated
experimentally. In the first case, the wing is equipped with a leading edge that can be
deflected mechanically to cope favourably with landing and manoeuver cases without
suffering a drag penalty in the cruise regime. In the second case, the wing leading edge
profile is permanently set as a compromise for all flight conditions. The results
indicate that, using the second concept, a carefully tailored wing can be generated which
need not suffer from either a drag penalty or reduced manoeuver capability. And, although
the latter wing has a lower CLmax and a lower buffet onset boundary at M-0.5, and, suffers
from a slightly lower drag divergence Mach number, such a wing may have the overall
advantage of simplicity and lighter weight.

The effect of Reynolds number was studied on Wing T in the range 12(Rex1O0C<18 in a
few critical Mach number instarces. It was found that increasing the Reynolds number
resulted in improved longitudinal static stability but did not consistently improve
aileron effectiveness.

The presence of stores, studied on Wing F6 only, results in a higher lift and
pitching moment curve slopes, and, as expected, a higher drag. However, at the lowest
Mach number investigated, MuD.5, there is evidence indicating that the presence of stores
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results in a reduction of the induced drag.
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SUMMARY OF MIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION

Wing Nominal ReO10-* Stores 6LE 6TE 61 Reference
I range

V 0.500-0.990 12 x 0 0 0 5
1.965-0.975 18 1 0 C 0
0.935-0.990 12 x 0 0 5
0.95 % x 0 0 5
C.965-0.475 18 a C 0 5
0.5 2 a 20 10 0
^.5 12 x 20 15 0
0.7 12 x 10 I 0
.7 12 x 7.5 10 0

F6 %.50C-0.975 12 - 0 0 6
0.875-0.925 18 - 0 0
0.50C-0.700 12 0 0
0.500-0.975 12 a 0 0
0.925-0.975 12 a 0 5
0.500-0.700 12 x 10 5

6LE leading edge deflection angle - dog.
6T trailing edge flap angle - dog.
6A aileron angle - dog.

#.H
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SUMMARY

The first part of the paper concentrates on three aspects of the design of the wing for a supersonic
single-engined combat aircraft. To provide the necessary transonic manoeuvre capability, the wing has
considerable leading-edge droop and rear loading: at low "g", variable camber devices are used to remove
these effects to enhance the performance. These devices are also used to optimise the performance
throughout the flight envelope.

The thin wing is subjected to considerable aeroelastic distortion. The effects of this distortion on
wing twist are shown to be large and beneficial and are quantified theoretically via wing pressure
distributions and experimentally via drag and drag-rise Mach number comparisons.

In the absence of methods for designing the wing/strake combination in a vortex dominated flow, two
"non-interfering" strakes were designed to follow the wing streamlines at two different incidences. Results
show that these strakes produced negligible drag increments at low and moderate incidences, though at
elevated incidences they were less powerful than aore conventional designs.

The final part of the paper deals with the productionisation of the wing. Using simple expressions for
aeroelastic effects two jig shapes are defined using straight line generators. The first is based on three
control stations and the second on only two. Theoretical and experimental results are used to show that such
practical constraints on wing design do not impair the performance drastically.

1. INTRODUCTION

Attempts, using aub-critical design methods, to produce a wing with good transonic characteristics have
lways hit upon the great difficulty of accommodating both efficient high lift performance (for sustained
manoeuvre) and a high drag-rise Mach Number at low lift (for sea level dash). The former will normally require
considerable amounts of camber and twist (wash-out) which, at low lift, lead to excessive suction near the
lower surface leading-edge over the outer wing. This then leads to the premature appearance of shock waves
ond hence a low drag-rise Mach Number. When, as in the present exercise, the need for a significant
supersonic capability limits the allowable wing thickness, to say, 5% chord, this problem is greatly
exacerbated.

With the advent of transonic calculation methods which can handle shock waves, it is possible to design
wings at very much higher values of lift coefficient (CL) than the sub-critical method allowed. Once again,
with fixed geometry, this only adds to the difficulty of providing an adequate Mach Number capability for the
sea level dash. Of course, this can be overcome by relaxing the surface curvature in the affected region thus
leading directly to a wing whose thickness: chord ratio increases from root to tip (though the thickness
itself, naturally, decreases). It had been supposed that this situation could be alleviated by the use of a
leading-edge flap (deflected down for high-lift and up for low-lift). The same notion could be applied to
the trailing-edge where the rear loading, necessary for the high lift case, could be removed by upward
deflection of a control. For this latter case, in particular, a flap is a more efficient means of modifying
the lift - whilst remaining free of wave drag - than is incidence. As is shown in the next Section, once
variable camber devices are included in the design from the outset, they become much more powerful than is the
case if they are added to an existing fixed geometry design.

The use of a thin wing covering both high lift (CL > 0.7) and low lift (CL 2 0.05) conditions directs
attention towards "static" (as opposed to dynamic) aeroelastic distortion. The high lift condition may well
be associated with a normal acceleration in excess of 8g, whereas the latter condition is appropriate to
straight and level, or ig, flight. Between these two conditions, the aeroelastic distortion is considerable -

and generally favourable. For the present research exercise it was decided to include the effects on twist,
due to both bending and torsion, but to ignore the effects on both camber and anhedral. The effect on camber
is in fact quite small, but the effects on anhedral are important from the stability and control viewpoint.
These aeroelastic effects are the subject of Section 3 below.

At the time that this present exercise started there appeared to be no readily available method for
designing strakes. One could neither design the wing, at moderate incidence, in the presence of the strake,
nor design the strake, at high incidence, in the presence of the wing. At the same time, some experiments
had shown that whilst strakes can extend the wing performance to very high incidences, they can - in some
instances - generate relatively large drag increments at moderate incidences. It was decided to test the
notion of designing the strake so as not to interfere with the wing flow at moderate incidence. The purpose
of this exercise was two-fold, firstly to discover whether this approach was possible within the
restrictions of wing and fuselage geometries and secondly to discover how such a strake would perform at
high incidence. Since the difficulties of designing such a strake are particular to the incidence used, two
separate strakes (for two incidences) were chosen in the hope that the results would be more generally
applicable. !
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The design of these two strakes is discussed in section 4 below; section 5 presents an assortment of
experimental results on the above topic.

As already implied the wing definition obtained is representative of an in flight shape, with approximate
aeroelastic effects included through the medium of incremental wing twist. The shape derived consisted of a
large number (7) of control stations along the span and implies that the surface geometry is of a fairly
complex shape. If applied to an aircraft project this might lead to manufacturing difficulties and weight
penalties, at least for conventional alloy structures. Difficulties would be compounded if spars were
twisted, with non straight hinge lines for high lift device actuation, power hinges etc. The final part of
the paper deals with such practicalities which has been termed - productionisation.

2. THE VARIABLE CAMBER DEVICES

The calculation metho.s available for the design of the wing included Albone's
2 
three-dimensional

transonic small perturbation method together with an inverse (or design) version thereof. For subsonicconditions, a panel method was used together with some calculations using a three-dimensional turbulent
boundary layer method. This latter method is an integral one which treats both the streamwise and crossflow
velocity distributions as, essentially, two-parameter profiles by using the law of the wall and wake.

Clearly the most difficult area of the design is the transonic one. At the time that the present work
was envisaged, there was very little, if any, verification of the validity of the T.S.P. method for thin
wings.

Thus it was decided to perform a limited design an! test exercise in two dimensions as a prelude to, and
proof-of-concept of, the three-dimensional work. For this two-dimensional work the camber changing devices
were much simpler than those adopted for the three dimensional wing, the mode of operation was, however,
identical and is described below.

2.1 Two dimensional design

Only two design points were considered for this exercise, being the two-dimensional equivalents of a
high Mach Number sustained manoeuvre and the sea level dash though a third flap configuration, essentially
mid-way between these two extremes, was tested. The camber changing devices were plain flaps, hinged on
the chord line of the aerofoil at x/c = 0.1 and 0.75. Figure I shows the combination of CN and Mach Number
for which conditions free of drag-rise were sought and the associated flap angles (a negative deflection is
leading-edge or trailing-edge "up"). Also shown are the corresponding pressure distributions obtained during
the design process using the viscous version of the RAE T.S.P. method. Use of the T.S.P. rather than a more
exact method, enabled some confidence to be generated for the ensuing three-dimensional phase where only the
T.S.P. method was then available.

The aerofoil thickness chord ratio was 5.8% and the top-most pressure distribution shows a considerable
degree of rear-loading and a far-aft rooftop. This latter was attributable, at least partly, to the decision
to employ a thick trailing-edge and the end of the rooftop is, very conveniently, close to the trailing-edge
flap hinge-line.

Reducing the incidence of this section would have very little effect on the amount of rear loading;
thus low values of CL could only be obtained by partly balancing the positive lift at the rear by nearly
equal negative lift over the front which would necessitate a very large suction peak towards the leading-edge
on the lower surface. Thus the bottom pressure distribution shows the situation (at the slightly higher Mach
Number of 0.81) when both flaps are deflected upwards by an equal amount. At this Mach Number, sonic
conditions are equivalent to Cp = 0.41, so that both compression corners on the upper surface are in
subsonic flow though small patches of supercritical flow are predicted on the lower surface.

For the intermediate flap setting (0°/-3.5') the good upper surface flow of the datum aerofoil is
retained with, of course, much reduced rear loading - sonic conditions here are equivalent to Cp = -0.46 so
most of the flow is subcritical.

Though experimental results will, inthemain, be confined to Section 5 of this paper, it is con-enient
to complete the discussion of the two-dimensional exercise with some appropriate results (Figure 2). Clearly,
as far as drag-rise Mach Number is concerned, the datum section is deficient by 0.01 in Mach Number. However,
the curves for the remaining two flap angles indicate that a smooth envelope can be drawn (with varying flap
angles) which would encompass this design point. Elsewhere the drag-rise boundaries are considerably better
than the targets. The boundaries of pressure divergence and lift break follow the same pattern for all three
flap settings, though for the datum aerofoil (00/00) the margin between the two is always small and disappears
for Mach Numbers below 0.7. It is interesting to note that if one were to increase CD progressively at, say,
M - 0.78, seeking first to minimise drag and then to provide the maximum lift capability then the sequence,
or schedule, would be -3.5 0/-3.5 0 00/3.50 00/0' * 

00/- 3 . 5' * -3.50/-3.50 . At the lower Mach Numbers, thiE
reversal of the schedule does not occur and positive (downward) settings would improve the high lift
performance.

2.2 Three-dimensional design

Having established the value of camber changing devices in the above exercise, the three-dimensional
exercise could start. From the outset it had been decided that this would employ some form of flexible
skin devices - of modest chordwise extent - to mollify the curvature changes in the flap knuckle regions. A
very brief review of the properties of these flexible skins is given below together with the influencr of
the leading-edge flap on the wing section geometry. This is followed by a description of the resulting
aerodynamic design.

2.2.1 Geometrical Considerations

The geometrical definition of the flexible skin variable camber devices was based upon a conservative
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interpretation of engineering schemes which were available at the start of the work. When deflected, the
flexible skin will adopt a shape dependent on the elastic properties of the material, the external load
distribution (a point load would give a parabola) and the type of support. Simple exercises indicated
thatv for aerodynsmic purposes, a bi-quadratic curve (matching x, z and Lzat either end of the flexible
skin) was neither too optimistic or too pessimistic. On this basis dxvarious lengths of flexible
skin are compared in Figure 3 in terms of distributions of slope and radius of curvature for a leadirg-edge
device deflected through 5 degrees. For a fixed-hinge flap, i.e. no flexible skin, the radius of curvature
would be 0.0)42C; the longest flexible skin shown (.073C) increases this value by a factor of about 12.

Variable camber devices also give relief from the limit to he allowable thickness: chord ratio.
Figure 4~ shows a notional outer-wing section, where the upper surface has been designed ror the transonic
manoeuvre condition and the lower surface for the low level dash. Assuming mutual independence of the two
surfaces (which appears to hold to aremarkable degree even in transonic flow) these surfaces can be joined
together (as shown) along leading and trailing edges to provide a suitable wing section. In this particular
example, the resulting thickness: chord ratio is 0.075 and this could only be reduced, for a fixed camber
wing, by compromising either the high lift performance or the sea level dash capability, or both. Using
variable camber, the desired lower surface shape can be reproduced, when required, with a much thinner
section. In fact, the thickness: chord ratio and the leading-edge flap chord tend to be directly related.
It will be noted that for the two flap configurations illustrated, concave "corners" are present for one
surface or the other; in transonic flight, these are always associated with locally - subcritical flow
conditions.

These considerations led to the manoeuvre devices outlined in planform on Figure 5. It will be
noted that, whereas the trailing-edge device is a constant percentage of the wing chord, the leading-edge
device increases in relative size from root to tip.

2.2.2 Aerodynamic Design

Figure 6 shows typical flight conditions for a combat aircraft which were identified as being of
possible significance from the wing design viewpoint. The manoeuvre points are all at altitude, save for
the one centred near M = 0.65 which is at low-level. For the present research exercise, this point had
little impact on the design. The 1 "g" conditions include (in ascending order of Mach Number) loiter, cruise
at sea level and at altitude, penetration, escape and ma imum speeds at low level and at altitude. As has
been stated, the latter influenced the design in- a simple, but overriding, manner via the maximum allowable
thickness chord ratio.

It was already clear that two primary design points were, sustained manoeuvre at M --0.9 and sea
level dash at M - 0.9+. The choice of the third primary design point was based on considerations sketched in
Figure T. Figure 7(a) illustrates the possibility that the drag-rise boundaries for the two wing/flap
configurations might be such as to cast doubt on the performance at intermediate flap settings. Thus the
third design point could be used to guard against this possibility. Alternatively (Fig. 7(b)) it may be the
high-lift performance at lower Mach Numbers which is in doubt. The first possibility was discounted on the
basis of the two-dimensional results (Fig. 2) and the three primary design points were taken as:-

1. Sustained manoeuvre, N 0.9 (high "g")

2. Sea-level dash , NM 0.9+ (low fg"1)

3. Sustained manoeuvre, M =0.8 (high "g")

Secondary design points then include

4. Sustained manoeuvre, M 1.2 (moderate to high "g" f)

5. Sustained manoeuvre, M 0.6 (high "g")

Figure 8 shows calculated pressure distributions (in potential flow) for condition 1 above together
with typical leading-and trailing-edge contours (to distorted x-z scales). Although the lower surface
"corners" appear to indicate deflected flaps, this is the datum (i.e. zero deflection) configuration since,
on the upper surface, the second derivative of z is continuous throughout. The pressure maxima, resulting
from these corners, are clearly evident at approximately x/c - 0.1 and 0.75. For desig point 3 above, the
leading-edge flap is deflected down through 5 degrees and the trailing-edge similarly through 2 degrees. Once
again (Fig. 9) the Mach Numbers normal to the shocks do not imply any likelihood of shock induced separation.

Discussion of the remaining primary design point, the sea level dash, necessitates some consideration
of aeroelastic distortion which is the subject of the next Section.

3. AEROMASTIC EFFECTS

From the wing design viewpoint, the primary effects of aeroelastic distortion are the change introduced
into the wing twist distribution. Changes in anhedral are of secondary importance and have been discounted
for the present exercise. In order to evaluate the twist effect, some structure must be assumed, or designed,
at least for the wing box. A conventional multi-spar thick skinned box was assumed whose distortion under
load was in no way constrained by the variable-camber devices. Some typical twist distributions are
illustrated in Figure 10; the curve labelled HIGH "g" FLIGHT represents the aerodynamic requirement derived
to meet design points 1 and 3 as described above and represents some 9.2 degrees washout from centre-line to
tip. The curve marked "OR~IGINAL LOW "g" FLIGHT" is the twist used in the present exercise to represent low
"1g" flight conditions. The two dashed curves represent jig and low g flight shapes according to a more
recent evaluation, the difference being the result of a more detailed structural analysis and up-dated
aerodynamic loading data. Thus it would appear that the results for the present low g wing (to be presented
later) will be optimistic particularly as regards drag. However, it is clear that a less conventional
approach to the wing structural design could provide adequate torsional stiffness (for flutter, divergence
etc.) whilst giving increased bending flexibility and so increase the favourable influence of aeroelastic

* distortion via the twist distribution.
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The aerodynamic benefits resulting from the reduction in twist at low "g" are illustrated in Figure 11.
Here the flaps have been deflected upwards through 5 degrees at the leading-edge and 4 degrees at the
trailing-edge from the datum position. Pressure distributions are shown for the wing with both the high and
low "g" twist distributions. Over the outer wing, the latter twist distribution produces a cramatic reduction
in the peak suction on the lower surface leading to the prediction of an i- ?r. ment in drag-rise Mach Number.
For both twist distributions, the effect of the trailing-edge def1eloun is to reduce the rear-loading over
the outer wing and to reverse it over the inboard wing.

The remaining subsonic/transonic design point is the manoeuvre at approximately 0.( Mach Number. If this
were at sea level the- tl.e twist should be slightly less than that of the datum high g case, whereas if it
represented a manoeuvre at 10,000 ft then the twist should be about 1 degree more. For the present exercise,
the datum twist was assumed with flap deflections of 10 and 14 degrees at leading-and trailing-edges
respectively. Of course this configuration is of interest for post drag-rise (or even post-separdtion onset)
performance at higher Mach Numbers.

4. NON-INTERFERING STRAKES

The philosophy adopted for the wing/fuselage junction was to maximise the lift-drag efficiency. Thus
gross wing streamlines (above and below the wing) were traced downstream starting from a ring ahead of the
wing which gave the necessary fuselage volume in the relevant region. Of course, as the lower streamlines
pass the wing, they tend to swing outwards continuously and this is not compatible with a finite body. Bearing
in mind such "practicalities", the resultant fuselage shape gives 2ow drag and high lift carryover: ptt in
simple terms this can be viewed as making the fuselage behave like a wing rather than converting part of the
wing into an extension of the fuselage.

A natural extension of this philosophy was to see if the strakes could be ;esigned in like mar. . "'gh
the resultant tests would need to check for any accompanying deterioration in the high incidence pe:-
Two strakes, of the same planform, were to be designed for the high "g" wing at particular incider
first incidence chosen was that of the primary design point 1. The geometrcca difficulty of follo.:nt .h e
streamlines within the constraints of the wing and fuselage lines led to the second incidence being taken as
half this value. The two strakes are shown in Figure 12 where at station F-F (the strake/wing juncticn loth
strakes have the same cross-section. As might be expected the main difference between thestrakes is in
spanwise camber.

5. RESULTS

In describing the performance of the wing, the effects of the variable camber devices and the
aeroelastic distortion are inextricably bound together so these will be discussed jointly in the first
sub-section below. The second sub-section deals with the non-interfering strakes.

5.1 The Clean Wing

We first compare pressure distributions for the high "g" (datum) wing in Figure 11. The theoretical
results (the solid line) represent a viscous wing-alone calculation by the transonic small perturbation
method

2 
at almost the same lift coefficient as the experimental wing/body results. At r =.0.5 the essential

features of the pressure distributions are very similar; the experimental data show a greater leading-edge
suction emanating from the intersection between the wing leading-edge and the fuselage. The leading-edge
shock is more abrupt and the final shock is some 5% chord further forward than in the wing-alone calculation.
Further outboard, at n = 0.68, experiment shows that forward and rear shocks have merged whereas theory shows
them still to be distinct. The position of this merging is important since this is where separation would be
first expected; in fact much of the design effort for the manoeuvre case was expected in forcing this point
as far outboard as possible. Further outboard still, in the single shock region, experiment consistently
yields a shock which is further aft than theory. That these effects are mainly attributable to the omission
of the body from the calculations is demonstrated by the isobars of Figure 14. Here an inviscid wing/body
calculation (dashed lines) is compared with experiment (solid lines) at closely similar incidences and lift
coefficient. This similarity results from a near-balance between the body nose lift and wing viscous effects
which were both omitted in the calculation. The resulting isobars are, however, extremely close particularly
as regards the shock intersection point. To the designer this level of agreement is very satisfying and gives
every confidence in the use of such calculation methods for wing design purposes.

Turning now to the measured forces and moments, Figure 15 shows the effect of the variable camber
devices on the drag-rise boundary of the wing. For all the results in this section, the model was fitted with
a representative fin but no tailplane. Although not strictly relevant to the high "g" wing shape, the
improvement provided by upward flap deflection at low values of CL is clear.

The low "g" wing shows further substantial gains at moderate values of CL but, apparently, little
improvement at the very lowest values. To complete the story, of course, one must look at the actual drag
values and some indication of these is given by CDMIN - the minimum drag coefficient as incidence varies.
The value of CL a- which this minimum occurs, varies with flap angle but was nearly zero for both high and
low "g" wings with -5/-4 flap angles. Thus the low "g" wing gives substantial drag benefits throughout the
Mach Number range. At low CL the drag-rise boundaries for flap angles of 5/2 and 10/4 are always inferior
to that of the datum wing, though their high lift and post-drag rise performance is often superior.

Figure 16 illustrates the comparative lift and drag performance at low Mach Number. It is noticeable
that the low "g" wing with upward flap deTlection gives more lift, at low incidence, than the datum high "g"
wing. The reduced twist of the former has outweighed the effect of the changes in camber. The L/D polars
indicate that, at this Mach Number, the particular combination of 5 degrees leading-edge flap deflection and
2 degrees at the rear offers no advantage over the other combinations (at no value of CL is it superior).- Alsoshown is a curve labelled CD - CD + CL?sho. cuD CDo - , CDO here has been taken to be the value given by the low "g" wing.
This, and similar curves on Figure 17 and 18, is included to give some yardstick against which to judge the
high lift performance (bearing in mind that the real values of CDo for the flapped high "g" wings are much
higher than for the low "g" wing).
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Figure 17 presents similar information at a Mach Number of 0.8; it is noticeable that the largest flap
deflection appears to change the character of the initial lift break. The L/D curves for the high "g" wing
now show a clearer family relationship from which it is possible to evaluate an envelope curve and hence an
optimum flap schedule. The curves shown, now fall short of the dashed curve and we shall see that this
short-fall increases with Mach Number.

At a Mach Number of 0.88 (Figure 18), it is apparent that some boundary layer control devices are
necessary to cope with the lift break for the high "g" wing. This Mach Number is beyond the drag-rise for
the 10/4 configuration at all incidences, but this configuration is still useful from the L/D viewpoint at
the higher values of lift coefficient. It is much more difficult to establish an optimum flap schedule in
this situation, since such a schedule must first seek to delay drag-rise but must eventually pass through it.

5.2 The wing with strakes

Figure 19 compares the isobars on the wing with and without the second strake at a = 3.3 degrees
(i.e. 0.3 degrees above the non-interfering design condition). The modifications produced by the addition
of the strake are entirely confined to a small area near the strake/wing intersection. Pressure data was
only obtained with this etrake design but forces data can be used to indicate that the first strake was more
successful than the second.

Figure 20 gives a similar comparison of isobars at the higher incidence of 8.8 degrees at a Mach Number
of 0.88. Once again this second design of strake only introduces modest changes suggesting that this strake
will not control the outer wing as has been observed with conventional strakes in the past. In other words,
this strake will not put right any basic wing faults in this area.

The performance of the two strakes is compared with that of the datum high "g" wing at M = 0.65 in
Figure 21. The second strake clearly has the greater lift capability but the first strake has zero drag
penalty over a wide range of lift coefficient. The increment produced by the second strake is, however,
not large, the change in the maximum value of (L/D) being equivalent to a drag increase of 7 drag counts.

At a Mach Number of 0.88 (Fig. 22), a similar situation arises except that here both strakes have a
small adverse effect on the lift at low incidences, still accompanied by zero drag penalty for strake 1 and a
small drag penalty for strake 2. Thus for this wing, the general conclusion can be drawn that the lower the
incidence at which the strake is designed then the greater will be both the lift capability and the drag
penalty at moderate incidences. The aircraft designer can then select the right strake for a particular
application or, bearing in mind weight and cost, articulate the strake.

6. PRODUCTIONISATION

The final part of the paper deals with the subject of productionisation. The wing shape already derived
consisted of seven control stations and if applied to an aircraft project could lead to manufacturing problems
or at least some weight penalties. Though such difficulties could be overcome the opportunity was taken to
assess the sensitivity of the pressure distributions and wing performance to geometry changes aimed at
simplifying the wing lines. From the manufacturing point of view the ideal wing would have a constant wing
section along the span, with zero twist, at least for conventional alloy structures. Such a drastic
simplification is clearly out of the question here as severe aerodynamic penalties would be incurred.
Nevertheless, two phases of work were initiated. The first was aimed at finding an equivalent wing shape which
consisted of only three control stations. The second phase went further and attempted to find a compromise
with only two control sections. Once again, for consistency, the main theoretical tool used was the Albone

2

three-dimensional transonic small perturbation method in wing-body inviscid mode.

6.1 Three control station representation

The method adopted is illustrated in Figure 23 and basically consists of making an approximate
assumption for aeroelastic effects (based on bending beam theory with empirical corrections near the wing
tip), subtracting these to obtain a '0' g or jig shape, productionising this, re-introducing the aeroelastics
(as incremental twist and camber) and re-calculating the wing loads and pressures. This is an iterative
procedure and eventually it was found that a reasonable representation of the wing geometry could be obtained
with only three control stations along the span, with straight line generations between each station. This
is illustrated in Figure 24A where pre-and-post productionised wing surface generators are shown. The main
difficulty arises over the inner wing region, where in order to reduce shock strengths the section is thinned
over the rear of the wing, giving effectively a discontinuity in spanwise slope distribution. The twist
distribution was also modified slightly in order to increase the loading over the wing root and was of linear
lofted form to ensure straight line wing leading and trailing edges. The resulting '0' g and high 'g'
pre-and-post productionised wing twists are shown in Figure 24R and it should be noted that aeroelastic effects
are significant (amounting to almost 60 twist at the tip).

The level of agreement between the pre-and-post productionised wing pressures and loadings is shown
in Figure 25. The distributions are very similar though shock waves are slightly stronger on the
productionised shape. Off design cases at other (M, CL) conditions were checked, with manoeuvre devices and
aeroelastic effects applied as appropriate, and were found to be satisfactory.

6.2 Two control station representation

However, the productionisation process was taken further in an attempt to obtain a simple two control
station representation. The sensitivity of the pressure distributions to such a drastic simplification is
shown in Figure 26 where an early attempt involved extrapolating the inner wing generators outwards to the
tip. This produced excessive camber in the outer wing region and the TSP calculations on pressures reflect
this through the large suctions and strong shocks over the rear of the wing. Thus care was needed if a
suitable approximation was to be found.
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Eventually, an averaging technique was employed as shown in Figure 27 and the resulting pressure
distributions indicated that shock waves were further back on the chord, but of similar strength. Outer
wing suction levels were similar to the previous 3 control station representation. Thus it appeared that
for this particular configuration, a simplified geometry could be obtaiid without any obvious aerodynamic
penalties. Thus two wings were made, omerepresentative of the three control station case at a high 'g'
condition, the other of the two control station wing, with detachable leading and trailing edges for high
lift checks. Unfortunately, use had to be made of an existing model fuselage, which was oversized for the
wing area/loads which could be taken on the balance. Thus the body/wing span is greater by 5% than that on
the model with the unproductionised wing described earlier.

6.3 Results

Results for the three control station wing are quoted here in fig. 28 as (L/D).v.CL curves for
M = 0.88 and M = 0.55. In both cases there is a small shortfall in (L/D) max which amount to 3%. For the
higher Mach Number, at high CL, the short fall is more pronounced though at these conditions the wing is
operating above its design condition and the varicamber devices would be deployed to greater deflections,
hence improving (L/D) as 'shown earlier. It is felt that the larger body is a contributor to this drag
increase particularly at the higher subsonic Mach Numbers.

Overall, even though this investigation is somewhat inconclusive it was quite encouraging that such
considerable simplification to the wing geometry can be made without incurring severe aerodynamic penalties
with respect to the idealised shape. However, more work is obviously needed before this can be claimed as a
general conclusion.

7. FINAL REMARKS

Variable camber devices have been shown to represent a powerful means of matching a variety of disparate
transonic points for a thin wing if designed into the wing from the outset. In particular, trailing-edge
devices allow the designer to provide good high-lift performance without degrading the sea level dash
capability. Leading-edge devices can be used to combine both high and low-lift transonic performance whilst
retaining a supersonic capability. The design of a variable camber wing must take account of many structural
and engineering constraints and these will vary trom situation to situation. Since most wings require
variable camber devices for field performance their use in this wider context should not present any
insuperable problems with regard to the overall systems required.

The distortion of thin sweptback wing under load has been shown to have a powerful and beneficial
influence on the design, particularly in matching the wing twist for the various "g" conditions. The wing
design exercise then becomes a process of matching the properties of the wing structural distortion and of
the variable camber devices to the required performance.

In addition it has been shown that it is possible to design strakes with only a small drag penalty by
matching the strake to the wing streamlines at particular incidences. In the present exercise, increasing
this "non-interfering" incidence reduced the drag penalty to zero, but did detract a little from the lift
capability at high incidences.

Finally it has been shown that when practical constraints are considered it is possible, in this
particular instance, to obtain a simpler wing definition with three control stations without incurring severe
aerodynamic penalties. Theoretical calculations imply that further simplification to a two control station
wing should be possible.
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A CONSTRAINED INVERSE METHOD FOR THE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
OF THICK WINGS WITH GIVEN PRE2SUBE DISTRIBUTION

IN SUBSONIC FLOW t

* by **
J.M.J. Fray and J.W. Slooff

NATIONAL AEROSPACE LABORATORY (NLR)
Anthony Fokkerweg 2
1059 CN AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands

SUMMARY

A computational method is presented for the design of "thick"wings with given pressure distribution in
subsonic flow, in the presence of a body and/or other airplane components of fixed geometry. The method com-
bines well-established linear techniques for the analysis of thick-wing configurations, and for the design
of asymptotically thin wings. These techniques are used in an iterative way.

The design codes have been constructed in such a way that constraints on the spanwise distributions of
thickness, twist, leading-edge radius and trailing-edge angle can be taken into account. In this way the
designer may execute control over the geometry at the cost of a penalty in the pressure distribution.

Examples of application to a swept wing and a wing-body configuration are given.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

B body area
CL configuration lift coefficient
Cp P pressure coefficient

CP critical pressure coefficient (local Mach number 1)

K kernal function
S wing area
SDw  area of trailing vortex sheet
u chordwise perturbation velocity component
x, y, z cartesian co-ordinates

y vorticity
6 indicates defect
A indicates difference (between upper and lower surface)
a source strength
W doublet strength

Subscripts
b refers to body
c refers to camber
low refers to lower surface
t refers to thickness
up refers to upper surface
w refers to wing

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most important and challenging problems in aircraft configuration optimization is the design
of the section shapes of wings which, in (close) proximity with bodies of fixed geometry perform aero-
dynamically according to given requirements.

At present two different approaches to this problem can be distinguished in the literature on the
subject. The most recent, most expensive, and possibly the most promising one in the long run, is called
direct optimization. In this approach an aerodynamic object function, such as drag, is minimized computa-
tionally by varying the parameters that describe the geometry of the wing. While doing so the solution may

Senior Research En6ineer t The underlying research was carried out partly under contract
Head, Theoretical Aerodynamics Dept. for the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR).
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be subject to geometric and/or aerodynamic constraints I
The second and more classical approach, involving the use of so-called inverse methods, is an order of

magnitude cheaper in use and not necessarily less useful to the aerodynamic designs in the next few decades

to come. By means of inverse methods the wing section shapes can be found that will generate a giver.

pressure distribution at a given freestream Mach number. The task of the aerodynamicist is to specify the

pressure distribution such that the wing geometry to be found will perform aerodynamically as required

(Fig. I).

One of the problems that may be encountered when using inverse methods is that an aerodynamically

attractive pressure distribution may require a physically unrealistic geometry (such as locally negative
thickness) or, in general, a geometrj that is unattractive from the structural engineer's point of view.

In the inverse methods that can be found in the literature (see e.g. Befs. 2-5) the problem is not recognized
or dealt with adequately. In the present authors' opinion this significantly limits the usefulness of these

methods.

The present paper describes an inverse method for thick wings in subsonic flow, based on Ist genera-
tion panel method technology, which allows constraints on the geometry to be specified. The method has been

formulated such that the pressure distribution on both upper and lower surface and geometrical character-
istics like thickness, angle of twist, trailing-edge angle and leading-edge radius may be prescribed. The

resulting over-determined problem is solved in a weighted least-squares' sense.

Although the method is strictly only valid for subsonic flow conditions, it has beer. applied satis-
factorily in the design of supercritical wings (see Ref. 6 and paper 25 of this colloquium).

2 GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEM AND SOLUTION METHOD

The problem of finding the section shapes of a wing with a given planform that will generate a given

pressure distribution is non linear in the boundary conditions. Hence the solution must be found by iter-

ation.

The iterative scheme chosen here is basically as presented in figure 2. Starting from some given
geometry a standard analysis calculation program (the non-planar NLR Panel Method 7) is applied to obtain

the associated pressure distribution. If this pressure distribution is not close enough to the target, the
inverse loop is entered, through which, by means of the linear inverse thin wing theory, an approximation
is obtained of the necessary changes of the geometry. With the analysis of the updated geometry the loop

is closed. This process is repeated until the calculated pressure distribution is sufficiently close to the

specified target.
In general mathematical terms the problem aid solution method can be formulated as follows.
We want to solve for the geometry Z from the non-linear equation

NZ = F . (2.1)

In eq. (2.1) N is a non-linear operator, relating a given geometry to a pressure distribution.

F represents the target pressure distribution.

Suppose a linear operator L, approximating N in some sense, is known. Then, by rewriting eq. (2.1)

into
NZ - LZ + LZ = F

or LZ F - (NZ -LZ)

an iteration process can be defined by

LZ(n+1) = F - (NZ(n) - LZ(n)) (2.2)

or in correction/residual formulation:

L 6Z(n+1) = _R(n) (2.3)

with 6Z(n+1) = Z(n+1) 
- 7

(n )

and R(n ) = NZ - F

In the present approach N is the operator implied in the NLR Panel Method, and L is the operator of the

linear thin-wing theory.
The convergence properties of the iteration process can be analyzed by rewriting eq. (2.2) into

Z(n+1) = L1 F - AZ (n) (2.1)

with A = L
- 

(N-L) (2.5)

An alternative formulation of eq. (2.1) is

Z = L
- I 

F - AZ (2.6)

Substracting eq. (2.6) from eq. (2.h) gives

Z(n+1) - Z = - (AZ(n) - AZ) . (2.7)

The process (2.7) is convergent if, mathematically spoken, operator A is a contraction, which means

that A must have the property

II AZ - II _ A II Z( ) - ZII (2.8)

with 0 < A < 1 (2.9)

This is easily verified by combining (2.7) and (2.8) from which it follows that

I Z(n li - z 11 II Z(n ) - z 11 (2.10)

implying convergence under condition (2.9).
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The condition (2.9) can be shown to be fulfilled, if we confine ourselves to the set of georaetries,
having a thickness 0 (c) (c-c). Because L is the operator of the thin-wing theory, the following relation
between N and L holds:

NZ = LZ + cLI Z .1;

or N-L =EL I .1.

with L1 bounded for £ - 0

Suppose the distance between Z
(
n) and Z is (some small value) p, i.e.:

I (n) ( Z.1

Because of continuity properties of L, it is reasonable to assume that then also:

I I Z (n) - L1  Z II = o(W) . (2.14)

According to (2.5) and (2.12) it follows that

AZ
(
n) - AZ = L

- I 
[eL, Z(n) - cL Zj (2.15)

and therefore

I AZ(n) _ AZ l1 s e 11 LI 1 L Z(n)L_ Li Z (2.16)

Substitution of (2.14) in (2.16) yields

11 A(n) _A I sell L- 1 ( (2) (.17)

Finally, introduction of (2.13) implies

l1 Az n 
- AZ A 1 A z(n) - Z (2.18)

with A = 0 ()

Hence condition (2.9) is satisfied for E small enough.

It may be emphasized that the solution of (2.1) certainly not depends on thin wing theory. The operator
L is only used in defining the iteration process. Therefore the accuracy of the approximating theory is only
important as far as the convergence characteristics are concerned. This is expressed by the statement
A = 0 (e). It might be expected that the requirement X<1 (eq. (2.9)) is not a stringent one on the value of
e. As a matter of fact, calculations (see section 5) confirm, that rather thick wings can be determined.

3 THE INVERSE METHOD

A further break-down of the block "INVERSE METHOD" in figure 2 is presented in figure 3. It features a
number of sub-blocks, the main contents of which is described in the following paragraphs.

3.1 Leading edge correction
It is well known that linear thin-wing theory exhibits a singular behaviour at the leading edge. For

wings with round-nosed sections this is not the case with the non-planar panel method of reference 6.
In section 2 it is stated that, for reasons of convergence, the planar theory has to approximate the

non-planar theory (see for instance eq. (2.12)).Hence, we must expect the condition for convergence to be
violated locally at the leading edge.

The remedy is found by applying to both the calculated and the target surface velocity distribution an
inverse form of the Riegels'-type leading-edge correction that is contained in the compressibility correct-
ion of the NLR Panel Method 7. In the block "LEADING-EDGE CORRECTION" the target and the calculated pressure
(velocity) distributions are, in the same way, linearized into chordwise perturbation velocity components.
From the latter the defect linearized perturbation velocities 6Uup and 

6
Ulow on the wing upper and lower

surface, respectively, are calculated.
As usual in the thin-wing theory these perturbation velocities are combined to yield a symmetrical part

6: due to thickness, and an anti-symmetrical part 6(Au) due to lift:

6 = 2 (6uup + 6Ulow) (3.1)

6u = 2, (6uup - 6Ulow )

3.2 The basic linear inverse method
According to linear, thin wing theory, the effects of changes in thickness and lift can be represented

by distributions in the wing mean plane of resp. sources and vortices:

5 Ix, y) = ff c (C, n) K. (x, y; d, n) din (3.2)
S

6 A (x. y) -iY (x, y) (3.3)
The source strength a is related to the change 

6
zt in wing thickness by

a = 2 - (6zt) (3.4)

whereas the spanwise component y of the vorticity vector is related to the change dzc of camber and twist

a--,x ( 
=  

Y Y (&, n) K (x, y; , &) d n (3.5)
S+S

w

(In this notation the Kernel function K includes the effect of the trailing vorticity, satisfying
Helmholtz law). v
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From (3.3) and (3.5) it follows that the correction to the chord wise slope of the wing camberli:e can
be determined from the integral expression

a (dzc ) 2 J d(au)(x, y) Kv (x, y; C, q) d dn.x C
w

The correction to chordwise slope of the thickness distribution can be determlned from the irt-gral
equat ion

2 a(6 )) Ks) (x, y; , n) dl. drn = 6-U (x. Y)-7

S (a

This equation, which is of the same type as that of the Lifting surface theory, is of singu-' w natur,-
does not have a unique solution. In lifting surface theory the additional condition rendering a'
solution is the Kutta condition. In the inverse thickness problem the corresponding additional carAit:A.
that of trailing closure, i.e.

te

ax zt( 6 z, ) d 

.'0

ie

In the present method the additional condition (3.8) is conveniently satisfied by introducirn a new
dependent variable p defined by

Substitution in (3.7) gives

S c Ks  d dn = 6u ..
s ag

Integration by parts with respect to & gives

te t! te

fdn J K d& = fdn Wb K~ - f J dd](~ i
-I

le Le le

From equation (3.9) it follows that

= f o'dx = 2fl- (6Zt ) dx = 2 6z(

and thus, because of the closure condition

Ple = bite = 0 . (3.13)

Substituting (3.13) into (3.11) and defining

aK

d = - a3.

eq. (3.7) can be rewritten as

2 ff 6zt (C, n) Kd (x, y; C, n) dg dq = 65 (x, y) 3.15)
S

Note that this is the analytical formulation of the representation of the thickness by a distribution
of doublets in the wing mean plane, with their axis in chord wise direction. Note also that in (3.15) the
closure condition is satisfied implicitly.

The equations derived thusfar, refer to the case of a wing alone. When a body is present the vortices
and doublets in the wing mean plane will induce normal velocities on the body.

To neutralize these effects the body is covered with sources, which on their turn will contribute to
the normal and tangential velocities on the wing. When these effects are taken into account, the final
system of integral equations to be solved can be written as:

If b (u . n) Kd (xI y, &, q) dE dn + ff o ( , n. 4) KT, (x, y; , n ) dB= 6 (x, y;
S B

y (x, y) = 2 6 Au (x, y)
(3. 1 )

f f (, n) K d (x, y, z; . n) d& dn + Jf y (E, n) Kv (x, y, z; E. n) d& dn
S 3+S

w
+ o . n, ) K 

1
B (x, y, z, C, nt, ) dB 0

B

When v, y and o are known, 5zt and 6z, can be determined from eq. (3.12) and the integral relation

7L- (6zc ) - $f y (&, n) K, (x, y; d&, ) din - ff a (&, n, ) KNw (x, y; &, Ti, ) dB (3.17)
x- S+S B

w
respectively.

To discretize the integral equations the wing mean plane and the body surface are divided into'panels
(plane quadri-laterals). The vorticity and x-doublet distributions on the wing and the source distribution
on the body are approximated by piecewise constant distributions on a panel.

It can be shown that a constant x-doublet distribution on a panel is equivalent to the combination of
a line source at the leading edge of the panel end a line sink of equal strength at the trailing edge.



By this nature the methoa for solving the tnicAiess [r,, t-m may t. -.i a surc, latt " 1,-'e I", a:.,,. -
gous to the vortex lattice method it. the lifting surface thory.

Eval~uti.n of toe integrals at the mid1 i:ts f the paielt 1--ads t, a sysi0"m ,: . er wlla' . w !..

may be written as
k' i + [ , '3 .j 6

+ 1 k.w. v Io .b
kl , K*,',, I k i,J,m,

y.. = . 6 Ao. .

Similarly the integral expression ( i.17) becomes
)I " 1  K, I Om KN, m

ax 
6
ci,j kI Yk,l i.j,k,l -

m

In (3. 18) and (. 1)) i,K ard j,l are integers identifying crdwis, ao spanwise pout. f w.,g
panels respectively; m identifies body par. le. Kd, KTw  to. are the so-called aerodynamic" sif, ue,,e "'*-'f.-
cients.

3.3 jeometry update and geometry contraints
3The values of 6zt (=-i, and Ti (6z c ) are evaluated at the milpoirts of the ul.els. '..- .. anges _

thickness distribution and the czanberlines at the panel corner poiu ts may be derived fr,.

= + u i  + e +

zti,j ( - , - ,j-1 i-',j i,j

ci+ ,j = i'j Tx - i,j-I 7x i, J i +,j - i, I

With the formulation given above, the formulation of equation tiat will ta.e care of ::nstra.. .
the geometry is only a small step.

The wing thickness, leading edge ra~lus and trailing edge angle can le controllel by e 1 .ati.s .
type

I . = DZT. :.
("i-I~j-, 

+ 
"i'j-1 

+  
I-Iuj 

+ 
"i"; J

where ij and DZT i - may be specified.
The constraints on the wing twist can be formulated k,y

1 i -3 (6Z.,)i + L_ (6 (x + ,,- ..
)x , )1 x ('ji j , : ,

Where ii, i: , j and DZCi,, - DOCIIj may be specified. i'y means .f equati r (. tt.e er.s a:.
be expressed in the variabl es y ao-l a:

E L Y kZ . E Kiv i j- 1 k ,l I K v i,j , k ,l (x i+ l~ 1 x'j

S I + B.o t)~.k1 i=i2=:
- -X o" T K0 Bi,;_1,m + Kf,,ji • (x. 1,, - . -: 21. . - l"
.m m =i: O m i 3 1, ., ,

By adding the equations (3.11 ) and (3.. 3) to the system 1.') ar ,ev~ri, ermi:.iar
equations is obtained for tLe unknowns w. y aid c. This .:::', m is solved ii. a weighti a ' a.", e .
By varying the weight factors on the equations representing the constrailits, th, . -r ma F.'

iterative process to a solution that is a suitable compromise betwer, the genmetrica lsra.:.2 a.: "F,
aerodynamic requirements as specified by the target pressure distribution.

4 TYPICAL COMPITATION TIMES

To give some idea of the compution times involved, four major subprograms may be is urguish. . 2Kr a
wing-body configuration with 440 body panels and (2*) 3(0 wing panels the required ,'2' times - a ' y "y:. r
(2 are
- determination of the influence coefficients for the inverse method (or-ly once, sec
- determination of the coefficient matrices after specification of the weight factors

(only after a change of factors)
- solution of the linear inverse problem cr ns*
- NLR Panel Method ,

5 APPLICATIONS

The capabilities of the method are illustrated for a wing alone ,f simple plaif, rt, and for i!. w:.F-
body configuration with the same wing planform at a free-stream Mach number V ,.7.

The parameters defining the wing planform are:
- aspect ratio N' = I
- taper ratio X - 0.3
- quarter-chord sweep angle c/I-* 15
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A ;ait-,-type methtlu1 nas 1"-'. esc ri r e for tr,- design ..f wings wit giver, pressur, distribution in
3usni" f, in !he jreser.ce of htd.i-s .3f fixed geometry. The method has been formulated such that

r-juirem*ints w.'n r'.let t,, the saetIi ,: ge,,m,-try in tr'w -f twist, thickness, leading-edge radius ani
trai i1,9-k-ige lng. a, b.* taker, int, a ou:.i. 1% this way the designer may execute control over the
.. metry at the .' ost ,f a minimum peralty it, Iressure distribution.

CL:; .ast feature is s nsiddrel t ne ,f eminent importance in practical wing design. It's usefulness
:,as beei iilustratl i by examples.
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fi. 4 Top view and panel arrangement of example wing
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JET-WING INTERACTION TO GIVE IMPROVED

CC BAT PERFORKANCE
by

A. Vint
BRITISH AEROSPACE, WARTON, ENGLAND P94 1AX

SUMMARY

U.S. model test results for aircraft configurations having propulsive jets emerging close to the wing
trailing edge have shown significant beneficial effects on lift and drag. The effects could be turned to
advantage for combat aircraft if a configuration were chosen having this feature.

Examination of jet flap theory has led to the development of a modified theory capable of giving
rapid estimation of the jet-wing interaction on aircraft lift, drag and pitching moment. Recently
published experimental data together with recent experimental results obtained at BAe have been used to
substantiate the estimation method.

Study of the consequences on aircraft performance has shown that substantial benefits may be obtained
in low speed, low altitude combat situations but that there is little if any influence for cruising flight.

Many aspects of jet-wing interaction remain uninvestigated; the most important are briefly described
and a short examination made of the probable impact on the conclusions of the basic study.

NCTATION

A Gross wing aspect ratio

c Gross wing mean aerodynamic chord

CD Drag coefficient based on S

CL  Lift coefficient based on S

CL J/OFF Jet off CL

C Pitching moment coefficient based on S and e
a

CT Thrust coefficient based on S (= T/qS)

T  Local thrust coefficient based on 5' (= T/qS')

CP Jet somentum coefficient (= iv /qS)

Co. Local jet momentum coefficient (= ivj/qS-)

F Factor used in calculating ACL AERO

G Corrected gain factor (i AC L AERo/C sin (0 + a)

a Jet mass flow rate

q Free stream dynmic pressure

S Gross wing area )
SFIG3

S' Local wing area )

t/c Wing thickness to chord ratio

T Nozzle gross thrust

vj Jet exit velocity

x"JET  Longitudinal position of jet exit

x REY Longitudinal position of moment reference centre

a Wing incidence

ACD AERC Jet induced drag coefficient

ACI AER Jet induced lift coefficient

A C Jet induced pitching moment coefficienta AER

a C Total incremental pitching moment due to jet

A s /S

V Factor used in calculating ; AER

0 Angle of jet relative to wing reference plane

o Factor used in calculating ACL AERO
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a part of the studies on combat aircraft performance at B.Ae Warton an investigation into the
effects of jet-wing interaction has been carried out. Recent U.S. model test data has indicated that
significantly beneficial effects on airframe performance may be achieved by taking advantage of the
phenomenom and it was one of the aims of the study to identify if the benefits were large enough to
justify a full study of all the repercussions on a combat aircraft design.

The beneficial effects of jet-wing interaction have, of course, been known about for many years and
there are several aircraft to which they have been applied. Up to the present time, however, the effects
have, in general, been obtained through the use of full span blown flaps and have been aimed at improving
the aircraft take-off and landing characteristics e.g. Buccaneer. The benefits and the method of obtaining
them are illustrated in fig 1 based on data from ref 1. Here a highly deflected flap has a thin jet of
low momentum coefficient blown at its leading edge and the improvement which occurs is caused primarily by
a boundary layer control effect i.e. the momentum from the jet re-energising the boundary layer on the
flap upper surface, avoiding separation and hence giving a very large increase in lift. However, it is
also shown that once full attachment of the flow on the flap is achieved further increase in the Jet
momentum leads to further increased lift though at a lower rate. This is the jet flap effect coming into
play: the jet wake acts in a similar manner to an extended flap, giving increased lift through increased
circulation induced over the wing; this effect being generally referred to as "super-circulation lift".

One of the problems of full span blown flaps, however, is that the mechanism required is complex,
requiring ducting of hot, high pressure air from the engine through the wing to the wing trailing edge and
this has probably been the main reason that the blown flap has not seen much wider application. The recent
U.S. model test data however (ref 2-7) suggests that the complexity of the blown fla may in fact not be
necessary and that at least some of the benefits of jet-wing interaction may be obtained simply by locating
the main propulsive jets at the wing trailing edge (fig 2). Here the boundary layer control aspect is
omitted, apart from that due to jet entrainment, but the full super-circulation effects are retained.
Though fig 1 suggests that these may be small it is to be noted that the momentum of the main propulsive
jet is an order of magnitude higher than that generally employed with the blown flap. Also if flap deflect-
ions are restricted to relatively low values such as might be used in combat rather than during landing,
the boundary layer control aspects become much less important as flap separation iE then either non-
existent or very small.

A study % therefore put in hand to identify if wing trailing edge location of the main propulsion
jets were likely to give significant benefits to aircraft combat performance, to gain some insight into
the problems associated with obtaining this improved performance and to attempt to identify aspects of
jet-wing interaction which have not been well-covered upto the present time. This paper briefly describes
the study and the conclusions drawn from it.

?. DEVELOPMENT OF A PREDICTION METHOD

Initial investigation into ways of correctly estimating the effects of jet-wing interaction on lift,
drag and pitching moment, which are the essential prerequisites of a sensible analysis of performance
effects, revealed that there was no generally applicable, easy to use theory fully documented in one source.
Similarly, examination of available experimental data indicated that it was also not generally applicable
and that attempts to correlate the data e.g. via a corrected gain factor (G) had not met with very much
success (ref 2). Only the method given in ref F was readily available but, on examination, was deemed
much too complex a calculation for this type of study.

The starting point of the study was therefore to derive a rapid estimation method, based on theory
but with any necessary empiricism, to obtain reasonab'e predictions of existing experimental data. After
suitable investigation it was decided that a good theoretical method was required to obtain sensible
estimates of the increments in lift and that drag and pitching moment effects could be evaluated from this
calculated lift with relative ease based on empiricism. The theory of Maskell and Spence (ref 9) modified
(via ref 10) forpart span effectsfig 3)was therefore chosen for the evaluation of lift increments; drag
increments were evaluated by the equation in ref 3; and pitching moment changes were evaluated from
consideration of plain flap pitch effects.

2.1 Estimation Method for ACL AERO

From ref (10) we have for a high aspect ratio jet flapped wing with zero flap chord:

CL = F (' * (t/c)) (A0 d- * "a ) - t/cC, (CM ) (0)

aCL 
L

21(1 2 0. 151 Ce" + 0.219 Ce") (3)

(dC- - 4 (,1Ce" (1 + 0.151 Vcs'r 0.139 CP') (4)
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/C SC~dCL)
v ~ C = ) --. + (S - S, ) \ a/ c Y (5)

S' and S are the relevant wing areas as shown in fig 3. Examining the above equations indicates that
several aimplifications are possible:

1. For a convergent nozzle at low pressure ratio C' a CT'

2. For thin wings t/c -" 0

sdCL a replaced by _ - 2w)in equation (1)3d To give AC L  AFO - r - /

4. d--}- C; = O = 2wso that equation (5) reduces to v = S dC= + (S - SI) 2w /S d -/.

and hence the simplification 3 reduces toa(v (dCL dCL - 2.
K \d) 2 ((da~) . w

5. Subtract CT sin (+a) from equation 1 to giveAC L AERO

6. a2o

Hence equations 1 to 5 reduce to:

iie dC L dCL

&C F19 _j + .- -_ ( - 2vj -C sin (0 + a (6)
L AFRO \ de / do". T a

where F A (A + 2( dL) 2  (7)

/dCL\

21 ( + 0.1511 C7T + 0.219 CT') (9)

2.2 Estimation Method for ACD AERO

Reference 3 suggested that AC D AERO can be calculated from

(CL JET OFF +ACL AERO
)2 

_ CL
2
JET OFF

AC AERO = o.5A(10)
0.75 9 A

and this equation was adopted unmodified.

2.3 Estimation Method forAC U

Assuming that a jet emerging from a wing trailing edge is acting in a manner similar to a mechanical
flap then, using data sheets, it can be shown that the increment in lift acts at approximately the 509
chord position of the wing area S' i.e.

AC m AERO = -( r ) .CL ARO

In order to allow for the direct effect of the jet for trimming purposes a further term can be
added to give

AC 3 ~~ = X~.-X) *AL AERO - T ieet-X)()I" c

3. EFFECT CF REDUCED SPAN JET ON JET-INDUCED LIFT

In order to determine whether the study was worth proceeding with it was deemed necessary to check the
primary effect of using the main propulsive jet i.e. of much lower than full span, on the predicted
incremental lift. In fig 4 the variation of lift with jet affected wing area (S'/8) is shown as a
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percentage of the lift obtainable with a full span jet. Typically, for a reheated combat aircraft engine
mounted at the wing trailing edge, S'/S would lie between 0.15 and 0.3. From fig 4 it can be seen that
between ?5.6 ani 45A of the effect of a full-span jet would be obtained. This result, plus the previously
mentioned fact that the momentum of the propulsive jet is an order of magnitude greater than that generally
used with full span blown flaps, led to the conclusion that location of the propulsive jet at the wing
trailing edge was likely to give very useful improvements in lift.

4. COMFAIdDSON OF EXPER4IMEiNTAL RESULTS WITI: PPI&DICTION

There is a large amount of jet wing interaction data now available and it is not possible to present
comparisons for all of this. The following therefore deals with two examplea chosen as being most
representative of the type of configuration most likely to be used in conjunction with jet wing interaction.

4.1 Lift and Drag Increments

In reference 6 results are presented for the effects of jet-wing interaction over a range of
incidence angles likely to be met during com"bat and with jet deflection effects included. The incrementr
in lift obtained are reproduced in fig 5 along with the predicted values. As can be seen Food agreement
is achieved which is very encouraging when one considers all the variables which influence the magnitude
of the induced lift in a real situation. It is also notable that without jet defiection the effects are
very small. Similarly, using the method to predict the effect on the drag polar of the jet wing inter-
action shows (fig 6) that sensible values are obtained and leads to the conclusion that .il effects can
be predicted with reasonable confidence. Note that direct thrust effects have bzeen removed.

Fig 6 also illustrates the main effects of .I:

little change in the drag polar below the drag break

*significant increase in the lift coefficient at which the drag break occurs.

increased maximum lift coefficient

large reductions in induced drag at lift coefficients above that corresponding to the zero jet effects
drag break e.g. at a C o 0f 2 a 26,. reduction is achieved experimentally, with 2;being predicted.

These results were obtained at a comparatively low jet momentum coefficient (0.?). Further results
have been obtained recently at !BAe Warton for much higher momentum coefficients (- 3.5) with iet deflecticn,
and examples of the increases in lift achieved are given in fig ? at low incidence and fig F at high
incidence compared with the predicted values.

The increments in fig 7 show good agreement with the predicted values up to a momentum coefficient
of approximately 2 with the measured values increasing significantly above prediction at higher momrentum.
The reason for this increase is not known at present but is most likely due to a boundary layer control
effect coming into play as the jet entrainment is increased. At 400 incidence (fig ?) the prediction and
measurement show reasonable agreement up to a jet momentum of 0.5 to 0.6, in this case the measured values
are much lower than the prediction at greater jet momentums. Again the reason for the difference between
measurement and experiment is not known but it is possible that it is due to a breakdown of the wing flow.

The effect of the jet on the drag polar for the cases given in figs 7 and PAre shown for a jet
momentum of 0.5 in fig 9. Here agreement between prediction and experiment is excellent though it should
be rioted that this is for a jet momentum value where the lift increment is also well rredicted.

It is to be noted that the effect on the drag polar of the jet wing interaction is very similar in
both figs 6 and 9 i.e. the most significant effect is an increase in the lift coefficient at which the
drag break occurs, giving a large reduction in induced drag at high lift.

4.2 Pitching Moment

The comparison of predicted and measured pitching moment for the case of figs 5 and 6 is given in
fig 10. Agreement here is very good, indicating that the approximation obtained from simple consideration
of mechanical flaps is justified providing extreme accuracy is not required.

4.3 Overall

Other test data was. examined and compared with prediction. In general it was found that the method
gave reasonable prediction of lift, drag and pitching moment changes, and hence a suitable aircraft
configuration was chosen to identify as far as possible the overall effects on aircraft performance. It
was notable however, that one of the configurations against which the method was checked kfig 2 configuration
4 + ref 2) consistently gave induced jet effects well below prediction. At present, although reasons for
this loss of jet induced effects can be suggested, no solution can be offered - it can only be recommended
that if full jet wing interaction is found to be a desirable feature then this type of configuration is to
be avoided.

5. APPLICATION OF PREDICTION METHOD TO A COM:BAT AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION

5.1 Configuration

The results from the predictions for a wing-body indicated that the jet wing interaction gave,
especially when combined with the direct forris of a deflected jet,si nificant nose down pitching moment
(fig 10). This obviously has to be trimmed out for a full aircraft configuration and it can be seen that
with a conventional aft-tailed aircraft very large penalties are likely to be incurred due partly to the
loss in total lift and partly to the increase in trim drag (fig 11). If a foreplane is used, however,
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simple consideration of the balancing of the aircraft suggests that the nose down pitching moment may be
turned to advantage as it gives increased foreplane lift leading, at higher incidences, to a aignificant
increase in total lift.

A canard configuration was therefore chosen as the most suitable vehicle for evaluation of jet-wing
interaction effects on performance and a achematic of the aircraft planform is given in fig 12.

5.2 Effect of J.W.I. on the trimmed drag polar

Two cases were considered;

1. Aircraft balanced to give minimum trim drag at low lift i.e. neutrally stable foreplane off, ith
nozzle deflection being used at the higher lift coefficients.

P. The aame aircraft as in 1 but balanced to give maximum lift at high incidence i.e. with a forward
position of the c.,7. and having no jet wing interaction or jet deflection capability.

The resulting trimmed drag polars for these two cases are shown in figs 13 and 114 for M4 = 0.4 and
M = 0.? respectively and several interesting effects are apparent: For M4 = 0.4 (fig 13)

at low lift coefficients, i.e. during cruise, the aircraft balanced for minimum trim drag (case 1)
basa an induced drag that is 20% below its high-lift trimmed companion (case 2).

Case 2 would have a maximum lift 13% greater than case 1 if the benefits of J.W.I. on case 1 were
not present

.For case 1 the effect of 30 0 jet deflection is to give an increase in maximum lift of approximately
40% relative to the sass case without jet deflection or J.W.I.

The benefits of J.W.I. are very small without a deflecting nozzle capability.

For M4 = 0.? (fig 14) it was found that jet deflection must be limited due to a lack of foreplane
trim power. However, as the jet momentum coefficient was approximately 4 times that of the M4 = 0.4 value
the jet induced effects are much greater for a given jet deflection. Fig 14 shows in fact that these two
effects cancelled out so that the overall effects at M4 = 0.2 and M4 = 0.4 are very similar. It should be
noted that foreplane trim power could be increased by~ for example,a larger foreplsne if it were thought
necessary to have greater lift at the lower Mach numbers. For this study however the foreplane size was
kept at the original value chosen.

In view of the poor relative induced drag at low lift for case 2 i.e. the aircraft balanced to
give maximum lift at high incidence, this case was dropped from the study as it was not felt to be a
satisfactory alternative to the aircraft in case 1. The study was therefore restricted to a comparison
between the aircraft of case 1 with jet deflection and J.W.I. and the same aircraft but with no jet deflec-
tion or jet wing interaction.

5.3 Effect of Jet Wing interaction on Airframe efficiency

Airframe efficiency, measured by total (i.e. thrust included) lift-drag ratio, as a function of
total lift is given in fig 15. This figure shows quite clearly that the main benefit is obtained at high
lift coefficient i.e. CL TOT > 1.9 and that if 300 jet deflection is retained at lift coefficients below
this value significant penalties result, primarily due to the lack of a beneficial jet induced effect
coupled with the loss in axial thrust of the deflected jet. This penalty is quite simply removed, of
course, by reducing the jet deflection at lower lift coefficients and hence is not significant.

Fig 15 also clearly shows the improvement in maximum lift obtainable with J.W.I. and jet deflection
and it is interesting to examine the breakdown of this lift increase. in fig 16 it is seen that the J.W.I.
component of lift whilst being significant is in fact only 35% of the total improvement obtained. The
remainder of the improvement is due to the increase in trim lift and in direct jet lift.

6. EFFECT OF JET-WING INTERACTION ON COMBAT AIRCRAFT' OPERATIONAL PERFORM4ANCE

6.1 Sustained and attained turn rate

It has been shown that although there may be some effect on drag at low lift it is mmll. The
largest effects are clearly at the high lift end of the drag polar and hence appear as changes in sustained
turn rate, where thrust and drag are equal, and in attained turn rate where lift is at its maximum value.

At low altitude, however, as Mach number is increased the attained turn rate is determined by
ntructural limitations and also the sustainable lift coefficient reduces rapidly as the thrust coefficient
reduces with increasing Mach number. In fact for this configuration above approximately 14 = 0.4 the
maximum sustainable lift coefficient is below thait corresponding to the break in the drag polar above which
jet induced effects give a benefit. At Mach numbers below 0.4 the sustainable lift increases rapidly until
at a Mach number slightly below 0.2 the sustainable and attainable lift coefficient are equal. Note that
the precise Mach numbers are very dependent on configuration and would change for different engine/airframe
combinations. These effects are summarised in fig I7 at low altitude to indicate that jet wing interaction
plus jet induced effects give an improvement on sustained turn rate below approx M1= 0.4, whilst the improve-
ment in attained turn rate is effective below approximately M4 = 0.55.

At high altitude the aituation in similar (fig 1F) but the Ig' limit is above that corresponding to
the Maximum attainable turn rate, even with jet induced effects inrluded, up to at least 14 =0.9 - but it
should be noted that this figure does not allow for any Mach number effects on the jet induced lift
prediction.
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6.2 Combat Performance

Studies at BAe Warton using the one on one combat simulator, wherein pilots are able to fly against
a computer driven model, have shown that three performance parameters stand out as having major significance
in air combat. Specific excess power ((T - D) V/W) at high speed, low level, which is a measure of the
aircrafts ability to accelerate, was found to be important especially in the initial stages of the combat.

During the combat the aircraft tended to be used in the region between max sustainable and max
attainable turn rate in an attempt to turn inside an opponent. This pointed to peak attainable turn rate
as the important parameter. As the combat continued towards its final stages and as a result of flying
in the region between max sustainable and peak attainable i.e. where drag is greater than thrustthe
encounter gradually loses height until, as the lower altitudes are reached, speed rather than altitude is
sacrificed. Hence the final stage of the combat is at low speed low altitude where the ability to turn
more quickly than an opponent without losing speed i.e. a better sustained turn ratebecomes of major
importance.

On the basis of this type of reasoning and with the supporting evidence of the combat simulation
results a combat correlation parameter (C.C.P.) was derived which showed that shots ratio i.e. the
difference in the number of firing chances for each aircraft divided by total number of firing chances
was a function of S.E.P. at M = 0.0, S.L. , Peak attained turn rate at S.L. optimum Mach number and attained
turn rate at M = 0.2 sea level, the parameters covering aquisition, combat, and final stage of combat
respectively. i.e. SHOTS RATIO = S.E.P.

a 
M = 0.9 S.L. x A.T.R.bpEAK S.L. x S.T.R.c F = 0.25 S.1.

As far as jet wing interaction effects are concerned it can be seen thatthough there is no effect
on high speed S.E.P.,the effects on the other two parameters are very significant. Application of the
combat correlation parameter to the 2.T.R./'TR relationship given in fig 17 and using the zero jet
deflection, zero jet effects aircraft as baseline produces the effect shown in fig 19. This figure shows
that an aircraft with jet deflection capability and jet-wing interaction has a C.C.P. approximately 8M
greater than that of the same aircraft without these benefits. This leads to a shots ratio advantage of
the J.W.I. aircraft of 0.45 - a very large advantage.

However, the deflecting nozzles required introduce a fairly significant weight penalty, and this
must be allowed for. Fig I9 shows that the advantage in shots ratio is still very large however,
approximately 0.3, and would suggest that an aircraft equipped wit. a deflecting nozzle and taking
advantage of beneficial jet wing interaction would, in close combat, be in a good firing position twice as
often as that of the same aircraft not so equipped.

7. OTHER FACTOPS AFFECTING JET-WING IN'ERACTION

An overall summary of the findings of the report is given in fig '0 but it should be realised that
these findings are based on the overall assumption that the jet wing interaction effects have been
adequately predicted and will be achieved on a real aircraft in flight. Although attempts have been made
to account for the prime factors which significantly affect the magnitude of J.W.I. many have not been
allowed for, mainly because no adequate theoretical method appears to exist but also because of the lack
of directly applicable experimental data.

A number of possible factors are shown in fig 21, with an indication of the probable effect on the
findings of the study. Taking one of these, it is suggested that effects at high Mach number i.e. close
to M = 1.0 may be favourable. Some evidence in support of this is available in reference 11 reproduced
here as fig 22. The data indicates that at V = 0.9 a deflected jet from the wing trailing edge effects
the upper surface shock in a favourable manner, woving it aft and decreasing its strength. It would
seem likely, therefore, that the presence of a trailing edge jet will make design of a good transonic
wing somewhat simpler and could allow slightly higher Mach numbers to be reached before significant drag
rise occurs.

8. CONCLUSIONS

An investigation into the effect of jet-wing interaction on combat aircraft performance has led to
the development of a prediction technique which appears to give reasonable estimates of the more significant
changes which occur. Use of the prediction technique has shown that a conventional propulsive jet at the
wing trailing edge gives a significant improvement in the high lift characteristics of the wing providing
jet deflections of up to 300 can be provided.

Application of the predicted effects to a projected aircraft showed that the best configuration
dould be the canard, to provide beneficial trim effects of the deflected thrust, and that large improve-
ments in sustained turn rate at low speed and in peak attained turn rate at low level would be obtained.
The nett result of the improved turn rates is a very large increase in combat effectiveness, assessed by
means of a combat correlation parameter, even when the weight penalty associated with the required
deflecting nozzles is included.

9. FURTHER WORK

The study has revealed the major effects of jet-wing interaction on combat performance via a theoreti-
cally based prediction technique adequate for this purpose. However many factors exist which are not
properly accounted and which may influence the overall aircraft performance to a significant extent. The
first priority for further work must therefore be to extend the scope of the theoretical method to
accurately account for as many of the other factors as possible.

In support of this development, experimental measurements will be required, firstly to provide data
for comparison purposes and secondly to allow for factors which may not be adequately accounted for
theoretically e.g. effect of jet vertical location. In view of the fact that current data appears to be
specific to a particular configuration with, in general, only small variations of geometry, parametric
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investigations would appear to be the order of the day so that the effect of gross variations may be
examined. Experiments of this nature would have the twin advantages of relative simplicity and wide
application and would form, when coupled with a developed theoretical method,s powerful tool at the
aircraft designers disposal, enabling a good assessment of the overall benefits of jet wing interaction
effects to be carried out.
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JET/WING INTERFERENCE FOR AN OVERWING ENGINE CONFIGURATION

Dr. R.A. Sawyer
University of Salford, Salford M5 4WT, U.K.

and
M.P. Metcalfe

British Aerospace, Manchester, U.K.

SUMM4ARY.

Low speed wind tunnel tests on the interference between a powered jet and a two-
dimensional wing have been carried out. Detailed pressure distributions over the wing
are presented for jet to free stream velocity ratios of 2:1, 3:1 and 5:1, over a range
of incidences. The configuration of the jet nozzle, wing section and the relative
positions of the engine and the wing, correspond to a moderate by-pass ratio engine
mounted over the wing of a low-wing feeder liner aircraft.

Large increments in upper surface pressure coefficient ( ACp up to -0.9) due to
the jet are found, and in all cases these result in positive increments to wing lift
with some increase in wing drag. Changes in the relative incidence and in the stream-
wise displacement of engine to wing do not give extra beneficial effectg.

Entrainment rates into the jet and the path of the jet relative to the wing have
been established by measurement and by flow visualisation.

Theoretical considerations show that it is the bound vorticity associated with
jet curvature which produces the pressure increments on the wing surface, and that
trailing vortex and jet entrainment effects are for the most part negligible.

INTRODUCTION.

This investigation was prompted by the proposal to replace the turbo-prop engines
on theBAe_ 748 by jet engines. These would have to be mounted above and ahead of the
wings so that there will be a considerable interference effect between the jet ef flux
and the upper surface of the wing. Computer programmes to calculate wing/nacelle!
pylon interference have been relatively unsophisticated in the modelling of the jet
ef flux (see Hardy (1), for example) and often treat the jet as a straight, round,
constant velocity body of fluid with little attempt to represent entrainment into the
jet or distortion of the jet cross-section. It is known from experimental and
theoretical work on jets blowing across a stream, that the pressures on adjacent wing
surfaces may be predicted by modelling the jet path, the jet blockage and entrainment,
and the jet trailing vortices (as shown by Tipping (2) and other workers). Although
in this present application the distortion of the jet may be very much smaller, a
similar treatment of the jet development could be necessary. The overwing location
of engines has positive benefits as regards reduction in jet noise at the ground,
as well as favourable aerodynamic interaction with the wing, and it is therefore
necessary to establish the magnitude of the interference effects and to improve
computer programmes so that these effects may be predicted with greater accuracy.
This present investigation concentrates on the wing upper surface pressure distribution,
the changes produced by the relative velocity of the jet efflux to the free stream and
the effects of changes in overall incidence of the wing and engine.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS.

All the experiments were performed in the 3' x 4' Low Speed Wind Tunnel at the
University of Salford, with the model inverted to allow the wing to be mounted on the
tunnel' sexternal mechanical' balance, and the engine nacelle supporting brackets to be
attached to the bottom turntable. The datum position of the nacelle and wing (shown
in figure 1) corresponded to a projected overwing mounting of a turbofan of moderate
bypass ratio on a low wing feedliner.

The wing as designed had a constant cross-section identical in shape to that at
the engine location on the full scale aircraft to aid possible computer simulation and
to eliminate any effects that taper might have on the pressure distribution.
A 1/10 scale was chosen to allow sufficient detail to be simulated, whilst staying
within the constraints of the tunnel cross-section, which gave an 0.28 mn chord and
1.12m span wing. The aerofoil has a maximum thickness/chord ratio (t/c) of .0.17 and



has an incidence of 2.60 to the aircraft zero incidence setting. The wlng hid a
series of brass tubes laid into it, running spanwise, atK /c 0.1 and every 0.ic
to X/c = .9 n the upper -urface and from X/c = 0.1 to X/c 0.8 with a similar

spacing on the lower surface. Pressure tappings were drilled into each of these at
9 stations on the lower surface (4 each side of the engine nacelle centre line) at

intervals of 0.2 in y/c, and at 11 stations on the upper surface, at yc = G.l, (,.,

0.3, 0.5 and 0.8 either side of the nacelle centre-line. To take the chordwise
pressure distribution at any particular span position therefore required coverinq
the pressure tappings with adhesive tape.

The engine efflux was simulated by feeding compressed air (from a centrifugal
blower) through the support strut to the nozzle. As only cases of the engine forward

of the wing were considered, it was only necessary to simulate the jet exit flow
(according to Hardy (1)), a long cylindrical forebody being quite a good approximate
representation of the intake airflow streamline. To be representative of a modern
turbofan of moderate by pass ratio, it was decided to simulate both the fan and jet
exhaust velocities, and to include an exhaust diffuser. The size of the exhaiust
diffuser was obtained by scaling a suitable full-size drawing. A typical turbofan

for installation to a low-wing feederliner had jet/far, velocity ratios of between
1.33 and 1.57 through its flight regime. This was simulated, using standard diameter

pipes, by the design shown in figure 2., and a comparison of compression areas and
exit areas gives a theoretical jet/fan velocity ratio of 1.38.

The wing was mounted inverted in the tunnel I- means of pivots at the chord
position and a tail arm to the pitching moment strut. The simulated engine
nacelle was held in a collar which in turn could be moved along a circular arc mounting
bracket beneath the tunnel floor. By making the centre of the arc lie on the wing
pivot line, this enabled both wing and engine to be rotated relative to the tunnel

flow whilst keeping the same relative incidence and displacement if required. The
whole jet nozzle was sleeved onto the cylindrical forebody to allow alterations in the

streamwise displacement of nozzle and wing.

EVALUATION OF JET ENTRAINMENT VELOCITY.

(i) Theoretical Analysis

A free jet occurs when a fluid is discharged from a nozzle or orifice into an unbounded
volume of otherwise undisturbed fluid. Disregarding very small velocities of flow,
the jet becomes completely turbulent at a short distance from the point of discharge,
and because of the turbulence the emerging jet becomes partly mixed with the surrounding

fluid at rest. Particles of fluid from the surroundings are then carried away by the
jet so that the mass flow increases in a downstream direction. The velocity of these
particles of fluid can be resolved into 2 components, one parallel to the recognised

jet boundary, which becomes the streamwise jet velocity, and one normal to the boundary,

the jet entrainment velocity.

If a smooth and sufficiently large nozzle is used, however, the initial flow immediately
in front of the aperture will be a uniform laminar jet of the same diameter as the

aperture separated from the surrounding undisturbed fluid by a very thin boundary layer.

The boundary layer becomes thicker, with increasing downstream distance, due to the

action of molecular viscosity, and the thickness of the region of appreciable mean
velocity gradient becomes so large that the motion is unstable to small disturbances
and the flow becomes turbulent. Eventually the turbulent mixing region interacts with

all the constant velocity core and fully developed turbulent flow is then established.

Analysis of such a flow by Schlichting (3) shows that, in the fully developed
turbulent flow, the jet radius r., is proportional to x (axial distance),and maximum

axial velocity U is proportionai to 1/x. Townsend (4) computed the distribution ofm
the radial mean velocity in a circular jet for different radial distances r, and
plotted it non-dimensionally against r/r.. Close to the axis v/U was positive, i.e.
the mean velocity normal to the flow axia was towards the jet boundary, but as u/U m

decreased v/U became negative, reaching a value of v n/U - - 0.024 at the jet

boundary.

Thib is very close to the values of v /U quoted by Krenz (5) who obtained the

following formulae by considering mass fTow rates at different positions along the
jet and calculating the necessary increase in flow per unit area of jet boundary:-

Mass flow rate through the nozzle or orifice (d is orifice diameter).

2

I r j'U.(2)
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Mass flow rate the jet at a position x along the axis

Ix) = 2 f RUr dr.
0

v , the entrainment velocity normal to the jet boundary is then given as
n

v d(m(x)/m)n _ 1 d

U. 2 r. d(x/d)

The solution of this equation is dependent on the velocity profile, and so there will
be two distinct solutions, one for entrainment in the inibal mixing layer region and

one for the main turbulent )et region. The solutions given are:-

For entrainment into the mixing layer

v r
n Z 0.027 - 0.0043 --  (where r is the radius of the central core)

U. r, c
3 3

And for entrainment into the main jet flow

v
n fl 0.038 d

U. r.
] 3

Due to the proximity of the wing to the engine in terms of x/d, only the first result
is considered during this investigation giving values of v n/ of between -0.023 and
-0.027 up to at least 6 diameters downstream. n

Such an analysis can now be developed to include a circular 3et in a co-flowing stream.
From Schlighting's consideration of the smoothing out of a velocity discontinuity it
can be seen that the free jet boundary is just a particular case of the interaction
of two parallel flows with different velocities. The effect of the surroundings being
a co-flowing stream (say of velocity U.) is to modify equation above to

v rn c= 0.027 - 0.0043 c
U -u.0 r.

Although the nozzle used simulates both fan and core flows and the effect of the
exhaust diffuser, the above analysis is used as a basis for comparison since until
the velocity discontinuity between the fan and core flow smooths out, entrainment occurs
mainly between the freestream and the fan flow.

(ii) Measurement of jet velocity profile and comparison of entrainment values

The jet entrainment velocity for the engine simulation was established by a series of
measurements taken with the engine parallel to the freestream without the presence
of the wing. Detailed total and static pressure profiles were made at x/d - 2.7. 3.4
and 4.1 downstream of the fan exit, where d is the diameter of the fan exit nozzle,
and the velocity profiles shown in figure 3 were calculated from these. The average
jet entrainment velocity was then found by considering the change in volumetric flow
rate with x/d and gave an average value of v /(U -U ) = .0101, where U. is taken as
the jet maximum exit velocity and Uj/U0 = n5. 3 0 1

This experimentally derived value of v is lower than predicted,because in then
theoretical calculation no allowance was made for the exhaust diffuser and jet core
cowl causing the efflux to converge in on the nozzle axis. This reduces the rate of
growth of the efflux, as growth becomes relative to the centre of the fan jet which
is itself becoming closer to the nozzle axis. Consequently the outer mixing layer
velocities are smaller. The entrainment rate is slower as the turbulent mixing
velocities are lower than would be expected for a non-conveying jet having velocity
difference U - UW .

The tests on the engine do show, however, the existence and relative magnitude of the
entrainment velocities for a velocity profile closer to that of an actual turbofan
than the theoretical analysis considers.
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JET EFFLUX INTERFERENCE WITH ADJACENT WING.

A theoretical flow model of jet efflux interference with adjacent wing can be
established by representing the jet efflux by a line of sources along the jet flow
axis, and modelling wing thickness by a surface of sources and wing loading by a
vortex lattice. This is essentially the method used by Hardy (I) and very similar
to that used by Krenz (5) in his theoretical derivation of results. Both their
programs do, however, include nacelle/wing interference by representing the nacelle
by a source distribution on the body surface. The effect of the nacelle can be
eliminated, though, by only calculating the change in pressures and velocities due to
the jet efflux, if the nacelle is further upstream than the wing leading edge. Such a
model can be further refined by representing jet entrainment by ring sinks, of
appropriate strength, along the jet efflux.

To establish and verify such a model does require, however, a set of experimental
results for comparative purposes. An investigation was therefore undertaken that
would produce the changes in the coefficient of piessure distribution on the wing
surface due to the jet efflux.

A series of wind tunnel tests were performed, for a variety of angles of
incidence and efflux/freestream velocity ratios, in which both the spanwise and
chordwise pressure distributions were established with both the jet running and not
running. The difference between the two Cp's is then due to the jet efflux. (This is
as opposed to Krenz (5) who considered the effect of the nacelle and jet efflux
together by taking readings with just the wing in the tunnel, and with the wing and
engine simulation in with the jet running).

During these tests the wing was set at an initial incidence of OC = 2.60 relative
to free-stream, and the engine at oe = 60, to represent a feasible installation
position on an existing low-wing feedliner. l orizontal and vertical separations of
0.0135 x wing chord and 0.105 x fan diameter between the centre of the core exit and
the wing leading edge were used (as can be seen in figures 1 and 2). The results of
these tests are shown in figures 4(a) to (i), where ACp, the difference between the
Cp's with the jet-on and jet-off, has been mapped over the wing surface.

Two further tests were performed to investigate the effects of changing the relative
engine/wing incidence and horizontal positions and the results at a span position of
O.2c show that there are no significant extra beneficial effects to be gained,

Figure 5 has been included to show the relative magnitude of ACp to Cp beneath
the efflux centre line, for a series of incidences.

Finally, a set of flow visualisation photographs were obtained (by feeding smoke
through the centrifugal blower) to enable the get curvature over the wing to be
measured. These were taken at incidences of 4 and 8 at 4 velocity ratios, and are
included as figures 6(a) to (h).

ESTIMATION OF JET CURVATURE AND ENTRAINMENT EFFECTS ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

The effects of jet curvature on the wing pressure distribution may be calculated
by replacing the jet by a continuous distribution of horse-shoe vortices along the
axis of the jet. The bound vortex elements will be of span d, the jet diameter, and
of strength k per unit distance along the axis, where k is determined from the condition
that the lift per unit length on the jet will be equal to the jet momentum divided by
the local radius of curvature R of the jet path. Thus

PUa d k = ~ ,-'

The trailing vortices in the jet produce only spanwise interference velocities at the
wing surface, but the bound vorticity along the jet axis produces streamwise velocity
increments. These changes in streamwise surface velocity result in the major effects
on the wing pressure distribution found in the experiments. The streamwise velocity
increment du from a bound vortex element of span d and -trength kdx at a distance z
above a plane surface is given by

d j kz x/lx2 Yz 4)3/

approximately, including the effect of the image vortex in the plane. Here x and y
are streamwise and spanwise displacements of the field point P from the element.
The total velocity increment at P is given by
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The integral has been evaluated making the following simplifying assumptions:
(i) the wing surface is replaced by a flat plane 5 = 0, (ii) the height of the jet
above the surface S is constant, and (iii) the distribution of curvature
follows the form shown in figure 7, where the maximum curvature of the jet is
determined from the smoke photographs. Thus

5 (g, - 0.1), for 0.1- < 0.3

1 5 (0.9 -r, ), for 0.3 , < 0.9

0, otherwise.

The shape of the jet path for the case U./U = 5 with model incidence 80 with this
distribution is shown on figure 7. Althaugh the cross-section of th t jet is severely
distorted for smaller values of U /U.., the photographs clearly show the path of the
main body of the jet fluid, whizh contains nearly all the jet momentum.

In order to compare the results of the above analysis with the measured values of
ACp, changes in the streamwise velocity increment Au. from that which exists when
U. = U have been calculated. Thus

The corresponding theoretical increments in pressure coefficients A Cp at the wing

surface for U./U0 = 2, 3 and 5 for the model incidence of 8 , taking d/c = 0.2,
= 0.2 and ]q = o, are shown in figure 8 with the experimental values for comparison.

Figue 9shos te clculte Cpdisribtion fo U.U.,= 5 modl icidnceof0
and 0 = , 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8. Figure 10 sh~ws the calculated ACp for
U-/U 0 = 5, q = 0 and model incidences of 00 and 4

The agreement between theory and experiment is satisfactory, and this shows that
it is the bound vorticity associated with jet curvature which is chiefly responsible
for the interference pressures. The trailing vortex strength may be found by integrating
the bound vorticity distribution along the jet axis. At the trailing edge, the trailing
vortex strength is r Yi c which has the value T Uo d for the case Uj/U0 = 5

with the model at 8 incidence. The spanwise surface velocities induced by the trailing
vortex pair and their images produce a maximum surface streamline inclination of the
order of 14 to the stream direction. This is in agreement with surface oil flow
patterns which show appreciable spanwise flow of this magnitude in a limited region
below the jet near the trailing edge. The effect of these spanwise velocities is to
give pressure increments of at most ACp = - 0.03 over this limited area of the wing.

Entrainment effects may be assessed by placing a distribution of sinks along the
jet axis whose strength is sufficient to produce the entrainment rates found for a
free jet in a co-flowing stream. The resulting spanwise velocities at the wing surface
produce streamline inclinations of at most 10. Even if the entrainment rates into
the curved jet are several times larger than for an undistorted jet, the effect on
the pressure distribution will still be negligible.

Thus it appears that a full solution to the interference problem is possible
provided the jet path can be accurately predicted.

CONCLUSIONS.

The measured increments in wing pressure distribution due to the velocity of the
jet show considerable lift effects ( 6kCp up to -0.9) over the upper surface for the
higher jet velocity ratios. There will be some increase in wing drag associated with
the Aep distributions. Changes in the relative incidence and chordwise displacement
of the jet to the wing over a limited range shows that the datum arrangement is near to
an optimum configuration.

Flow visualisation shows that the jet path has significant curvature in the stream
direction. Theoretical considerations show that the A Cp distributions may be
calculated with reasonable accuracy assuming that the major effect is one of bound
vorticity in the jet necessary to account for the observed curvature of the jet path.
Entrainment and trailing vorticity effects are in general negligible.
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INTERFERENCE EFFECTS OF CONCENTRATED BLOWING
AND VORTICES ON A TYPICAL FIGHTER CONFIGURATION*

by
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Unternehmensbereich Flugzeuge
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SUMMARY

An experimental investigation was carried out to demonstrate the effects of separated
stable vortex flows on lifting surfaces.
Generation and/or stabilization and control of these vortex systems was obtained by
means of

" planform variation (such as strakes, short coupled canards)

" modifications of wing section (shape and camber of L.E., L.E. flaps)

" concentrated spanwise blowing for arbitrary planforms
- blowing from the wing root (body side)
- blowing from 41 outboard stations, systematically varied

Specific and combined results of these modifications are shown, optimum jet positions,
in respect of various criteria applied, were derived. Some typical results are presen-
ted, demonstrating the effects of strakes and/or spanwise blowing on

" performances
" stability and control
" dynamic characteristics
" flow fields

1. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

The investigation reported herein is embedded in a program for development of "Wings
with Controlled Separation", conducted by a working group of same name (members: DVVLR,
MBB, VFW) and sponsored by the German Ministry of Defence (RUFo 4 and ZTL-Program).

,sho-.

The experimental approach taken by
MBB, heading this working group, , L
is depicted in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The basic idea is to use different ways in creatinq controlled separation:

* Early attempts (starting in 1969) are based on planform variations such as
leading-edge-extensions or strakes, short coupled canards etc. Combinations
with modified section shapes i.e. L.E.-radii, -camber and -flaps are warping
of the hybrid wings were investigated (fig. 1 only shows one of the three ba-
sic planforms). Results or this program are reported in References [i - 15].

* this work was sponsored by the German Ministry of Defence
(RUFo 4 and ZTL-Program)



0 Another way of generating controlled separation independent of wing geometry
is presented by the thechnique of concentrated spanwise blowing (see Referen-
ces L16 - 25].
Starting in 1975 and still going on, the effect of concentrated blowing is in-
vestigated on arbitrary planforms, partially non exhibiting a "natural" ten-

dency of rolled-up, stable vortex systems.

- In a first step blowing from the wing root, the nozzles being housea in the
body side-walls, was tested for basic and strake wing.
Optimum jet positions were derived by variation of chordwise nozzle loca-
tions, nozzle-height and -sweep on the respective planforms, demonstrating
the relative merits of the different techniques (blowing over wing, strake,
flaps and combined blowing).

- In a second step it was decided to investigate the effect of spanwise/chord-
wise positions of the nozzle on both planforms, as it was felt that there
was a lack of systematic data in this field. So a grid of 41 outboard jet
locations was introduced.

Experimental data derived in this way finally allowed to establish a total op-
timum nozzle location for the addressed configurations (including aerodynamic
and structural/configurational aspects).

Nevertheless it should be kept in mind that this "total optimum" again is a
compromise of integrating different systems and techniques and so will vary
with progress or importance of any disciplines involved.

2. DESCRIPTION OF MODELS AND APPARATUS

Pilot model geometry is shown in Fig. 2. Model structure and scale was varied to derive
the different data

" 6-component force (low speed/
high speed models)

" pressure distributions (low speed/
high speed models)

* flow fields (low speed model)

sectional load data (low speed
model)

* dynamic derivatives ("strapped"
down high speed model)

Mach number regime investigated is 0.15 M
2.0, spanwise blowing was examined in low

speed tests only.

The basic wing is defined by PR = 3.2 /
ALE = 32" / X= 0.3.
The wing is cambered and twisted, the basic
section is NACA 64A006, varied over the
span.

Additional modifications consist of a ma-
neuver-flap system (full span L.E. slats,
single slotted fowler flaps on the T.E.
over 2/3 of the exposed span) and de-
tachable strakes of different shape but
constant area ratio (11% reference area). , O~LR o,,n

Roll control is provided by a conventio- FIG. 2 PILOT MODEL
nal tip aileron and the allmoving hori-
zontal tail.

For spanwise blowing from the wing root the model-body incorporates an internal, sting
mounted blowing system with different faired jet exits (at 10% / 25% / 40% of wing
root, over the T.E. flap and at 10% strake-wing root chord).

For blowing from outboard wing positions an external sting fixed nozzle was used. By
that way for all blowing cases mere aerodynamic interference effects were measured and
no effects of jet reaction forces could get on the internal balances.

The systematic variation of outboard jet locations comprised 41 nozzle positions over
the wings:

o 10/25/40/70% wing chord
a 10/25/40/60/80% exposed semispan
o 4 positions over the aileron
o 17 positions in the strake region



The simple convergent nozzles (7.5 or 15 mm j) were usually driven supercritically.

In the course of the investigation the following test facilities were used for the pur-
poses denoted:

I 3 x 3 m Low speed tunnel of DFVLR Gbttingen
- 6-comp. force tests
- pressure distribution and flow fields
- sectional loads

o 1 x 1 m Transonic tunnel of DFVLR G6ttingen
- 6-comp. force tests
- pressure distribution

e 8 m 0 Transonic tunnel Si Modane, ONERA
- 6-comp. force, 0 ! a t 90o

e 1.8 x 1.8 m High speed tunnel S2 Modane, ONERA
- dynamic derivatives, M * 0.8

o 4.5 x 3.5 m F1 Le Fauga, Toulouse, ONERA
- low speed dynamic derivatives 0 da t5 500

3. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

3.1 Choice of Basic Wing Planform

At the early beginning of the program we did not know too much about the quantitative
effects of the strakes. But from preceeding flow visualization tests in the water tunnel
some qualitative guesses, say specu-
lations, were possible. So the selec-
tion of the basic wing planform was
decisively influenced by the good
experiences (from flight and wind
tunnel testing) with a moderately a ,,n.
swept trapezoidal wing of medium .1- , * ,, a Na..

aspect ratio ( VJ 101, F104). The ........C, s!,Og C £!,I,,,S ,

reasons why finally this planform
was taken are listed in Fig. 3. • , ,,,cf, , ', S .

a. from pitching moment con-
siderations at high * ,, ,,ao
a.o.a. (in fear of the yet CL
unknown amount of strake-

-induced pitch-up tenden- .... ,...
cies) stable (pitch-down) ..- [.* i. '. ....
characteristics of the ba-
sic wing were assumed to
be highly desirable (as FIG. 3 REASON FOR CHOICE OF BASIC
symbolized in fig. 3 by WING- PLANFORM
the inserted SHORTAL/MAG-
GIN pitch-up boundary)

b. The round nosed wing should incorporate an effective high-lift and maneuver
flap system. The low sweep of this planform would additionally be in favour
of the effectivity of the

- L.E. slats
- T.E. single-slotted fowler flaps

selected for this wing.

c. Structural reasons such as considerations for

- weight
- stiffness
- flutter characteristics

were taken in consideration from the beginning.

d. Maneuver boundaries of the basic wing such as buffet should have a tendency
to rise in lift with increasing Mach number (see fig. 3), thus giving the
possibility to adequately add the superior efficiency of the maneuver flap
system at lower speeds.

This early reflections still hold, now knowing the possibility to relax the conditions
a., as the pitching characteristics of the complete configuration are extremely depen-
ding on the position and shape of horizontal tail.

I:
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3.2 Strake-Wing

From water tunnel test we early knew C. AC, ?
that the (effective) L.E. sweep of I

a strake should be at least 75° . For , n
our planform it was found sufficient
to use an area ratio Sstrake / S ref of M
about 10% (11% was chosen). To go
back to the origins, Fig. 4 is de-
monstrating the initial, naive but K mc J K..I(C ?
basic question, which has led to the oI > CI n ll'j. -
development of the strake wing (at '6' ,least from our side) and which is[.,,,,- -L

based again on a widely used prin- C CL L
ciple: superposition.

FIG.4 QUESTION Isimplified,but basic)

4. RESULTS

4.1 Effect of Strakes

4.1.1 Overall performances

The overall effects of strakes on maneuver performances and flying qualities - many of
them of favourable, some tew of detrimental influence to aerodynamic characteristics -
are well known and (less well) understood meanwhile.

So only a brief summary of these strake-induced
AP IWWSMIC advantages is given in Fig. 5, detailed results

......, may be taken from References [I - 15], [20] ,[21).

These positive effects on lift, drag and maneuver-
* , ,e~t , ,,, -boundaries and -performances being well known
•t ,o0 from many authors and sources, a shortage of pub-

lished data is felt, concerning the effects of
strakes on basic wing flow fields and/or dynamic
characteristics of the respective configurations.

M. Therefore we shall concentrate here on these to-
pics and give some additional information on some.,exotic" devices to control the L.E. vortex flow.

FIG. 5 SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES
DUE TO STRAKES

4.1.2 Flow fields

A comparison of the flow fields behind I
the basic and the strake wing at an
a.o.a. a = 15 ° is given in Figures 6 Zq:::::: .
and 7, representing a vertical cut on
tFe-Tongitudinal position of the (de-
tached) horizontal tail. Top of fig.
6 presents the local velocity ratios
vl/v, the lower part of the graph is - .
showing the velocity vectors directly,
as derived by a multihole-probe. FIG. 6 FLOWFIELDS BEHIND WINGS aISO

top local velocity rotios
bottomi vector of velocity
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The flow field behind the basic wing is diffuse and is dominated by extended regions of
low energy due to the beginning stall of the wing, whilst behind the strake wing the

flow is controlled by the existence of a strong strake vortex just starting to
unite with the higher located weaker outboard vortex. At 20' a.o.a. the strake vortex
system is completely filling the otherwise totally stalled region. There is no evidence
of an expected second vortex system then. For clarity, spanwise stations for body side
(B), strake-kink (St) and wing tip (T) are drawn in.

In ig 7 an analogous comparison is presented
for the two wings giving now the local a.o.a. .. .
distributions for different heights above the
wing plane (ZF < 0). There is a weak indication -,
for the existance of a rather diffuse tip vor-
tex behind the basic wing (top of fig. 7). The - ,
bottom of fig. 7 is drastically demonstrating ... - U
that one should avoid positioning the horizon- .L .. I v
tal tail above the wing plane because there .. -
exist, apart of the pitch-up danger, rapid
jumps in the distribution of incidences near
the strake vortex system. The worst case in vi-
cinity of the path of the vortex would give a
change in local a.i.a. of Mal = 600 for a 10%
spanwise movement.

The fat line drawn in fig. 7, bottom, is repre-
senting the selected position of the horizontal
tail, well situated below the wing plane.

FIG. 7 LOCAL AOA DISTMBUTIONS
BEHIND WINGS

a- 150

4.1.3 Dynamic derivatives

Some of the features a strake is imposing on tne dynamic characteristics were already
published in Ref. [22], the results now being completed up to extreme a.o.a. (this part
of the experimental program was also carried out in a scientific cooperation ONERA/MBB,
using their test facilities S2, Modane and - here - F1 Le Fauga, Toulouse). Results of
the forced oscillation tests are given in Figures 8, 9 and 10 for the characteristics of
damping-in-pitch, yaw and roll respectively, always comparing data of basic wing and
strake-wing-configuration (tail on).

CI.*Cp .en-
Cm0.Cma o&i ;'5

to "1 1o o 0o Ct 1 o

I/ ' . I-f., 1-' -- C ... Cf_ Cf,,,oA, :. - ,,,. o
-2 -- & 111 raeo-toeo

---- ttakit off strI~oke a"f

"-4 Ch, I -ae chIIC -Sint

-C

FIG. 8 EFFECT OF STRAKE
ON PITCH DAMPING FIG. 9 EFFECT OF STRAKE FIG. 10 EFFECT OF STRAKE

IN YAW-MOTION IN ROLL- MOTION

The basic configuration without strake is diverging in damping in pitch, yaw and roll
near maximum lift (a r 20") of the trapezoidal wing, accompanied by a simultaneous rapid
divergence in the cross coupled derivative (Clr - ClA • cosa) and (not shown here) in
the respective side force derivative (Cyr - Cy. cosa) at the same a.o.a. The strake
wing configuration never showed an excited motion, there was only an indication of mild
divergence in damping in roll near a = 420 (fig. 10). Improvements in damping in roll
and pitch so far are attributed to the restoring effects of the strake vortex system on



the wing itself, hence may be denoted as "direct" effects. The more astonishing thing is
found, comparing the characteristics of damping in yaw and analysing the strake effect
there. No divergence is found on the strake wing for damping in yaw, the cross deriva-
tive shows the same tendency. But there is a change in sign of the sideforce derivative
(Cyr - Cy - cosm) near CL = 350 for the strake configuration, too. This means that the
positive effect of the strake can be split in two contributions:

o for 15 6 M 6 350 the strake is improving the flow conditions on the vertical
tail relative to the basic wing flow field;

e for a > 35° , in the post-stall a.o.a.-regime of the strake wing, the body vor-
tex system (effect of the strake on the pair of vortices, spreading from the
body nose) is favourably influenced by the presence of the strake, thus the
forebody contribution is preserving damping in yaw.

This combined effect for damping in yaw is the "indirect" effect of the strake on dy-
namic characteristics.

4.1.4 Leading edge devices for vortex control

Leading edge flaps are well known as a means of increasing maximum angle-of-attack and
restoring L.E. suction (lift/drag tailoring) in classic aerodynamics. In References [9]
and [12] they are used to control the vorticity shed from the strake - L.E. by using po-
sitive and negative deflections of a nose flap and by introducing "inverted" KrUger
flaps.

The attempt to use inverted nose flaps to decouple the effective a.o.a. from the geome-
tric one on a highly swept wing is shwon in Figures 11 to 13. For the configuration
with and without T.E. flap deflection (6f = 30) the effect of defledting the noseflap
up (6 n = 100 streamwise) is demonstrated for lift, drag and pitching moment.

1 2 
..- I .' -CL C
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FIG. 12 EFFECT OF INVERSED L E.FIG. 1 FLAP ON DRAG OF A FIG. 13

L.E FLAP DEFLECTION I.E. FLAP DEFLECTION
ON LIFT OF A ON PITCHING MOMENT
HIGHLY SWEPT WING OF A HIGHLY SWEPT WING

Configurations with L.E. up are developing for c i 20° more lift than for the "nose
alean" case.

Lift and pitching moment show characteristics for 6f = 00 as expected: a small increase
inlft with angle of attack (fig. 11) and a nearly unchanged pitching moment with a
slgttencency for a forward shift of neutral point and aerodynamic center.

For the case of deflected trailing edge flaps and positive (nose up) L.E. flaps deflec-
tion and unexpected strong effect of the latter device is found for lift and pitching
moment at low angles of attack. There is even found a slight drag reduction (fig. 12).
The increase in lift cannot be attributed to the additional vortex lift solely, as can
be seen by comparison to the case 6f= 00. So the reason has to be a change in the ef-
fectivity of the deflected T.E. flap.

Evidently there is a strongpositive interaction between the L.E. vortex system, ampli-
fied by the upward deflected L.E. flaps, triggering attached flow on the trailing edge
flap as evidenced by the now negative increment in zero-lift-moment (fig. 13). This re-
duction in drag and increase in lift for constant a is an additional favorable contri-
bution of controlled vortex system giving improvements in take-off performances, e.g.

Another example, how the shed L.E. vorticity can be manipulated is given in Fig. 14.

.. . . .
5n ... Il i m g e e e
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A kind of L.E. spoiler was used to find

out if there is a possibility to decrease 1
the inevitabl e loss in L.E. suction (and 0L .C L
hence increase in lift dependent drag) CL CL o a, .. '

on wings exhibiting this type of sepa- 08 04i 6o
°.

ration.

The spoiled" configuration gave more - 04

at least not less-lift and indeed showed 1 E-I*I
a 10t reduction in lift-dependent drag. 0
Of course, zero lift drag of the spoilers --- pol ,l off
is shifting the respective total polar 0-' 0.

to the right but nevertheless there is a
cross over of the two polars at medium al 02 0 0 .
a.o.a. then. Watch, that again effectivi- , IC2o2 o4 OSCl0.O
ty of a rather simple approach and device
was confirmed by experiment, which is FIG. 14 EFFECT OF LE-SPOILER
something out of the common in the field
of aerodynamics.

4.2 Spanwise Blowing

Concentrated spanwise blowing is regarded to be a technique to generate controlled se-
parations independent of wing geometry on planforms, that do not exhibit a natural ten-
dency to develop stable vortex systems. It can be used in the same way to stabilize
existing L.E. vortex systems on delta and strake wings, e.g. thus improving in general
high-lift and maneuver-characteristics at low speeds (see References [16 - 25], [32 - 44]).
There are some possible applications for transonic maneuvering as shown in Ref. [45] or
for departure prevention and spin recovery by blowing from the body nose, Ref. [46].
This paper will concentrate on effects, found by blowing over the wing and is confined
to low speed application of spanwise blowing. The reasons for it are discussed in depth
in Ref. [23].

4.2.1 Blowing over the basic wing

The nozzle positions were optimized for the different wings in two test phases (Referen-
ces (19],[25]), the first of which only dealt with nozzle locations in the body side
walls; longitudinal position, sweep and deflection angle and height of the nozzles were
systematically varied (see fig. 1 and Ref. £23]) to give an optimum nozzle position.

CLEAN WING

In the second test phase the same models were
used and a systematic variation of outboard jet

__,_,,,, - locations was carried through according to

CLA IG \\fli
Pr,
CLEAN WING \\I[
SBODY WITH STRAKE \ 1
PPI

CLEAN WING,
BODY, STRAKE WITH
AILERON .30-

Ut CLma -SM

FIG. 15 TESTED NOZZLE POSITIONS

Returning to the first test phase, 
Fig. 16 04

is demonstrating part of the optimization
process. Criterion used is the maximum jet
induced lift increment ACLmax (due to a
constant blowing intensity cp = 0.1) plot- 03

ted versus chordwise position and jet sweep 0. S. 0" ,

angle. FIG.16 OPTIMIZATION OF JET POSITION AND
DIRECTION (blowing from the wing rootl

6" IIi/ ll I
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Optimum position is defined by

e chordwise position at 40% root chord
* nozzle height 1.5
* blowing direction tD = ALE according to A4D = 15*-

Nozzle height was found to be the most insensitive parameter in this range (ZD/D = 1.0
to 2.0), so it was decided to keep nozzle height constant for the outboard wing blowing.

A(CL¢Fig. 17 is an equivalent to fig. 16, now
showing the effect of outboard nozzle loca-

0o"', "", .... tions for the same criterion. Note, that for
this investigation only one wing half had
an external blowing nozzle, hence the lift
increment induced is only about half com-
pared to fig. 16.

.,. The trace of the local optimum (constant
I'. ',. spanwise cuts) is drawn in the wing plane,

,."° . o .,. demonstrating that the total optimum is

shifted to the earlier established optimum
for blowing from the wing root. Hence the

FIG. 17 EFFECT OF NOZZLE POSITION most simple system (in terms of weight,
ON OUTBOARD WING structure, mechanics supply, complexity etc)

is the aerodynamic most efficient here,
which indeed _s a non-typical example in
aeronautical engineering.

The general effects of spanwise blowing are well known. They are similar to those of
strakes for drag and lift characteristics, but give more lin,2arity in pitching characte-
ristics. For detailed information see Ref. [16ff], we shall deal with the effects of
conceated blowing for roll control here.

AC,
Asymmetric blowing can be used as roll con- 5 'o s lo 2 10

trol with or without simultaneously deflec-
ting ailerons. Fig. 18 is comparing these
cases including the effeciency of the ai- *o -
leron alone (curve Q) . Curve D is giving
the effect of asymmetric blowing alone o. A*
(ca = 0.05) from a station at 60% span and
25% chord, curvejis the combined effec- o2
tivity of blowing a deflected aileron. --

Curve 9 was derived by adding the values -o I&Y-6b
of curves 0 -9 . Hence the difference be-
tween(andQis the positive interference ,./

of spanwise blowing with the deflected ai-
leron.

FIG. 18 ROLL POWER DUE TO
AILERON AND/OR
SPANWISE BLOWING

ACIli 6a,r -30

;0 1 '0 20 23 30

0---04 /In Fig. 19 the effects are compared of blow-
-004 ing over the wing and blowing over the de-
*flected aileron tblowing over the aileron-oo hinge-line). Evidently there is more effec-

-oat tivity in curing the flow "in front" of the
deflected aileron than on the stalled aile-

ron itself, so that profit can be drawn from
-o'e. jB the forward induction effect of the deflec-

-l 1 ted aileron.

-0 ?.

FIG. 19 EFFECT OF JET POSITION
ON AILERON POWER
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Fig. 20 tries to correlate the blowing lo-
cus to, the center of the induced lift in-
crement on the wing (dividing the induced
rolling moment by the inducing lift incre-

550 ment) . Fvidently there is a focusing of
the induced center of pressure near mid
span independent of the spanwise position
of the nozzle. Only extreme forward (ten-

a -dency to a more outboard location) or rear-
ward )et positions (trend to a more inboard

0, deviation) give a higher degree of depar-x 0ture to the rule.
05'0.

FIG. 20 NOZZLE POSITION AND CENTER OF
INDUCED LIFT INCREMENT AS DERIVED
BY ASYMMETRIC BLOWING -- t--,

The local optimum positions, when applying 2..

different criteria, are shown in Fig. 21.
The criteria used are

" maximum induced lift increment 25%

ACLmax 40%

" increase of lift/drag - ratio at 60,

CLmaxi = 0.8, amaxl = 150 01 00

" optimum lift/drag ratio (L/D)opt
" lift increment at amaxl 

= 
15, FIG. 21 LOCAL OPTIMUM POSITIONS

LCLamax FOR DIFFERENT CRITERIA

All optima are found near or forward of 40% chord. As the spanwise gradients are small
for locations inboard of 40% span, the total optimum for all criteria is the wing-body
intersection. Hence the formerly found optimum from testphase 1 is confirmed again.

4.2.2 Blowing over the strake wing

In general spanwise blowing is less effective on the strake wing, because this wing al-
ready incorporates a certain amount of non-linear lift production (the strake wing with-
out blowing equals the blown cc = 0.1 basic wing, see Ref. [23], in lift and consequent-
ly drag production). Hence the spanwise blowing is loosing the triggering effect on the
strake wing, has to start from a higher level of vortex lift and is less effective.

It can be shown that there is an effect of saturation in non-linear lift production
(Ref. [25]), similar to the well known characteristics when passing from BLC to super-
circulation.

Keeping that in mind the reduced production of rolling moment by blowing on the strakv
relative to blowing over the aileron is easily explained, see Fig. 22 and the same is
true for the comparison of identic blowing on the two wings, given in Fig. 23.

tc 
6 ar - 30* Act, " 30*

--. 0 5 20 25 30 cto 3 5 10 'S 20 25 30 Ct*35

-002 0-0 02

-006o~ .11og

-0,C . l~k C,.

\ I

-0 00 0-008 V

-0 tO0
10% ba s.,-c-0

-01

FIG. 22 EFFECT OF CONCENTRATED
BLOWING ON AILERON
POWER ISTRAKE WING) FIG. 23 BLOWING OVER THE AILERON

EFFECT OF WING PLANFORM

Nevertheless blowing on the strake wing with jet directions approximately equal to the
L.E. sweep of the strake is attractive if one takes into account the system integrated
effects (thrust and lift component of the jet), for more details, see Ref. [23].
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4.3 Summary BOIN OVE LFTl siMAS

. tncreseo ".iJa lift

Concentrated blowing is offering a high ver- * ,e" , 0r ,e 1-1 .r '1,,I, o, or

satility for improving the high-lift and ma- * till roll
neuver performances directly. In a less di-
rect manner possibilities arise to retain
stability and control to higher angles of . , 'si,,

attack. Some of the unique features of this .
technique were addressed, when blowing over ......... ..............
lifting surfaces. Fig. 24 gives an overview

of additional advantages obtainable by use
of concentrated blowing for different pur- BLOWINGn.IR cONTOLS

poses blowing from other parts of the con- -
figuration. * n,.o e, lc, rc

* win orevenxrn or recorery (a, lerOt. r~ooe, vertl a] 14, l

BLOWIN OVER THE FOR[BOOY

C coW rol of sorte, ShedOdig

* O oonu' Oe-etlor

FIG. 24 EFFECTS OF SPANWISE
BLOWING IN THE SUBSONIC
(TRANSONIC) FLIGHT REGIME
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ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DE L' INTERACTION ENTRE UNE VOILURE D'AVION SUBSONIQUE RAPIDE

ET UNE NACELLE DE MOTEUR A AUT TAUX DE DILUTION

par P. LEVART

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A6rospatiales

29, avenue de Ia Division Leclerc

92320 CHATILLON - FRANCE

RESUME

L'apparition de configurations nouvelles d'avions subsoniques civils (voilure supercritique et
moteur A haut taux de dilution) a conduit h une 6tude expdrimentale de l'interaction nacelle-jet-voilure-
pylne en transsonique. A cet effet un dispositif d'essai a 6t0 ddvelopp6 dans la soufflerie S3Ch de l'ONERA.

Les maquettes de nacelles simulent au moyen de deux jets d'air comprim on moteur double flux, a
1'6cbelle 1,/18,5. Elles sont fixdes A l'extrfmit d'une balance de dynalpie mesurant la pouss~e d' ,rrire-corps

et le coefficient de debit.

La maquette de l'aile est placde entre les parois latdrales de la veine. Les pressions sont

mesurdes par 456 prises rdparties en 8 sections. Le CA de l'aile est obtenu par sonddge de sillage.

Il est possible de faire varier lea param6tres suivants

- position relative aile/nacelle ;

- nombre de Mach amont (de 0,3 A 0,8)

- taux de ddtente du jet

- prdsence du pyl~ne ;

- type de nacelle.

L'interaction nacelle-voilure peut ainsi @tre dtudide au moyen du bilan global poussde-trainde, en

fonction des divers paramtres.

Le dispositif d'essai est dscrit en ddtail, et un exemple des rdsultats illustrant les possibilitds

de ce montage est prdsentd.

SUMMARY

The oncoming of a new generation of subsonic transport aircraft (with supercritical wing and high
by-pass ratio turbofans) has led to an experimental study of wing-nacelle-jet-pylon interference in transonic

flow. To this end, a test set-up has been developped at the ONERA S3Ch wind-tunnel.

The nacelle models represent a turbofan by means of two compressed air jets. The scale is 1/18,5.

The nacelles are fixed on a thrust balance measuring afterbody thrust and discharge coefficients.

The wing is located between the sidewalls of the test section. Pressures are measured through 456
holes located on 8 airfoils. Drag coefficient of the wing is obtained by wake survey.

The following parameters can vary

- wing/nacelle position

- upstream Mach number (from 0.3 to 0.8)

- jet pressure ratio

- with/without pylon;

- type of nacelle.

Wing nacelle interference can thus be studied by means of total thrust-drag analysis, as a function
of the various parameters.

The test set-up is described, and examples of results are presented Illustrating the possibilities

of this set-up.
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1 - INTRODUCTION-

Le problbme de 1'interaction nacelle-voilure sur les avions civils a 6t0 abord46 dens les annt~as pass~es par
de nombreux auteurs [1 A 13] . Cependant, peo d'dtudes portent sot le cas des voilores sopercritiques, qui
peovent dtre plus sansiblwsaux interactions qua les voilores classiquas, 00 le cas des nacelles de moteors a
haut taux de dilution, comportant one soofflante de grande dimension qol n~cessite da rapprocher au maximum
Ia nacelle de l'aile.

Une etude assez gdndrale de l'interaction nacel le-je t-voi lore a donc 6t6 antreprise en sooffleria afin de
disposer des 6idments de base ndcessairas au choix de la position relative nacelle-voilore, pour ce genre de
configuration.

2 - METHODE ET MOYENS D'ESSAIS -

Las assais se sont ddroulds dans Ia soofflerie S3 de Chalais-Meodon A l'ONERA.

2.1 - Soofflerie S3 de Chalais-Meodon -

C'est one soofflerie sobsoniqua/transsonique, continue, A retoor. La section est quasi -oc togona la. Las dimen-
sions de Ia vaine d'expdrienca sont :hauteur = 0,8 m ; largeor = 0,9 m ; diamZdtra do cercia circonscrit = 1 m
(section = u,66 in2 ). La longoeor totale de Ia veine est 1,/S m at Ia longoeur utile correspond aox dimensions
des hoblots :0,60 m. La prassion gdndratrice est voisina de Ia prassion atmosphdrique. La temptratora gdn4§ra-
trice est croiss~inte an fonction do nombra de Mach, depois Ia tempdratora ambiante josqo'A 340 K environ pour
M = 0,9.

Les parois latdrales soot pleines at parallblas (ce sont la hublots).

Pour catte dtoda, les parois haute at basse soot pleines, de fagon qua l'incidance indoita par affats de patois
soit faible. Des essais probatoires an vaine vide effectuds pour des nombres de Mach compris entre 0,3 at
0,9 ont donnd des rdsultats satisfaisanta. Toutefois, lors des assais ddtaill~s ici, Ia nombra de Mach amont
n'a pas ddpass6 0,80.

2.2 - Balance de pasla d'arri~re-corps -

La plupart des 6todes expdrimantales de l'interaction nacelle-voilure effactodes A ce joor se sont sortoot
attachdas A dvaloer l'infloence de Ia prdsanca dea la nacelle propulsive (plus oo momns bien simulda) sor
las caractdristiqoas de l'aile. Une des originalitds de la prdsante 6toda ast qua, da plus, on masore
1 influence de Ia prdsenca de Ia voilore sot las performances do moteor, en fonction des divers param~tres.
A cat effat la naceilae propulsive eat placda sor one balance de pasla d'arrilira-corps particolilramant
adaptdea A '6toda des arri~te-corps da moteors A haut taox de dilution.

La schdma do montage eat raprdsent6 figure 1.

La Principe est celoi do dard amont ofi Ia maqoette A Astudiar est fixde Ai l'aval d'one cannae axiala qol sert
A A amener las flux d'air comprim6 at la tubes da mesure des pressions. La balance otilisla est one balance A

one composante (poussde axiala) at comporta on barrao dynamarndtriqoa dquip6 de jaoges de contrainte.

La maqoette de la nacelle eat composla d'ona partia non pasla (cat~na d'entrde d'air josqo'ao maitre-couple)
at d'one partia pesle (arri~re-corps proprement dit).

Dsns one premi~ra version, Ia liaison entra Ia partie pesla at Ia partie non pesle 6tait assurde par un
dynamomnitre snnulaira sitod dans la partie amont de Ia nacelle. Or, las premiers assais ont fait apparaitte
des difficoltds lides A cetta disposition :la place alloude so dynamomiltre dtant axigUe, celoi-ci se troovait
ancrd sor trop pau de matiZ~e. En essai, il sobissait des contrsintes thermiqoas at mdcaniqoes telles qua Ia
mesore prd!cise de Ia poussde deveait impossible.

Depois, le dynamom~tre a 6t6 raport6 A l'amont de Ia canna at Ia suspension antre partia pasle at partie non
peale ast assorfa par on roolemant annolaira.

La contr8le de Ia cooche limita sor Ie dard en amont de la nac elle est rdalisd par deox dispositifs soccas-
sifs fonctionnant simoltandment o r dispositif de soufflage tangential at on dispositif d'aspiration ao
droit de la canine d'entrde. Ces deox dispositils parmettant da rdoira Ipaisseor de ls cooche limite sor
l'arri~ra-corps at de raprodoire on (coulement extarna rdalista.

2.3 - Magoettesen esai -

2.3.1 - Voilora -

La maquette de Plle est prdaentde figure 2 . Caest one aila de 220 mmn de corde at de 12,5 %. d'6psisseor
relative. Ella eat placde svec on angle de flbcha de 280 antre la parois latdrslas de Is soofflaria. La
profil eat on profil SNIAS de type aoparcritiqoe. Laile eat vrillde linlairement de 3Y sun ls largeor da la
veine. La maqoette eat dqoipde de 456 prisas de pression pariftala r46parties en bolt trancties avec, sot chaqoa
tranche, 30 prisas A l'extrados at 27 A l'intrados.
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De plus, la tratndLe de l'aile peut Lstre d~termind5e au mayen de sondages de sillage. Des explorations 2n
pression d'arrlat sont effectudes pour six positions en envergure correspondant A des tranches de l'aile
garnies de prises de preasion pari~tale.

Lea acquisitions des pressions de sillage et des preasions pari~tales ne sont pas simultan~es, rnais le
peigne reate montd en veine (en position r~tract~e) pendant toute ia durde des essais. Il importait donc
de v~rifier que la pr~aence du peigne ninfluence pas sensiblement lea pressiona relev~es our l'aile. La
figurv 3 montre une r~partition de preasion relev~e aur l'aile, avec et sans peigne A l'aval.

Les easais ont 6t r~alisLs en d~clenchant artificiellenent la transition de la couche lirnite par des grains
de carborundum collds prZs du bord d'attaque de l'aile, ) l'extrados et A lintrados. La bande de transition,
de 3 san de large, est plac~e 8 13,6 ass du bord d'attaque.

L'aile eat fix~e entre lea parois de La veine mais il eat possible de faire varier son incidence, son
altitude et an position longitudinale.

2.3.2 - Nacelles -

Lea saquettes de nacelles ont dtL5 fourniespar la SNECHA. Elles reprdaentent fid8lement, 8 l'ochelle 1/18,5,
des solutions enviaag~es pour l'arri~re-corpa du moteur A haut taux de dilution CFM 56.

La pousasie eat obtenue au moyen de deux jets d'air cornprimd simulant lea flux du moteur.

Trois maquettes de nacelles ont 6t essaydes. Elles sont reprdsentdes figure 4 . Deox nacelles sont & flux
confluents, l'une courte (FCC) et L'autre longue (FCL). La troisi~ine eat du type court, A flux s~pards (FSC).

Elles sont dquip~ea de prises de preasion aur la m( ridienne supLrieure du car~nage externe.

2.3.3 - Pyl8nea -

Le mat qui lie Ia nacelle propulsive A L'aile joue on r~le pr~dominant dana l'interaction voilure-nacelle.
11 eat donc important, dana one dtude expdrimentale, de repr~senter cea mats de fa~on r~aliste. Le mat
a 6t6 repr~sentd pour quatre configurations dont deux avec nacelle FCL, one avec nacelle FCC et one avec
nacelle FSC.

Lea mats sont solidaires de l'aile. Cosifne lea nacelles sont pesdes, il ne doit exister aucun contact mdcanique
entre le mat et la nacelle. Ceci explique le fait quoun eapace existe entre la nacelle et le mat.

Le montage complet de l'dtude d'interaction nacelle-voilure eat reprdsentd figure 5

2.4 - Configurations essaydes -

Lea easais se sont d~roul~s en trois parties

a) Aprils d~termination de L1incidence 8 adopter, 6tude des caract~riatiques de laile seule dana La veine, A
diffdrenta nomnbrea de Mach.

b) Etude de La poussde et des r~partitions de pression externe des 3 nacelles, eaaaydes seules en veine.

c) Etude de l'interaction nacelle-jet-voiltore-pyl~ne par essai simultand de laile et do fuseau.

Cette dernibre partie comporte plusieurs chapitres:

- influence du taux de d~tente du jet moteur sur lea caractdristiques de l'aile

- influence du nmbre de Mach amont;

- influence de Ia position relative nile/nacelle

- influence do type de nacelle;

- influence de la prdsence du pyl~ne.

L'influence do taux de d~tente a 6td Otudide pour des valeurs allant du d~bit naturel (West-A-dire sisiulant
le jet sortant d'une nacelle creuse) 8 la croisi~re.

Le nombre de Mach amont a varid entre 0,3 et 0,8.

Pour chacune des nacelles FSC et FCC, plusieors positions relatives ont 6td 6tudi~es. Elles d~finissent on T
avec trois positions aur une horizontale et deux ou trois sur one verticale. Ces positions sont d~finies our
lea figures 6 et 7 . La nacelle FCL a 6t0 essay~e 8 deux positions relatives, toutes deux en pr~sence d'un
mat. Ces positions sont d~finies sur la figure 6

L'4tude de l'influence de la pr~sence du pyl~ne a 6td effectu~e sur une position relative avec nacelle FSC
Wn 21') et aur une autre avec nacelle FCC (no 18').

3 - EXEMPLE DE RESULTATS -

Le pr~sent montage d'essais persiet donc d'acqudrir un grand nombre de renseignements sur Vinteraction nacelle-
voflure :rdpartition de pression aur Vaile et aur Lea nacelles, mesure de La pouss~e et du coefficient de
d~bit des moteura. Pour chaque configuration ii est donc possible de d~terminer un bilan poussde-traine
global. Les rdsultats qul suivent donnent one Wde des possibilit~s du montage.
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Pour Ilanalyse, lea rdsultats ant 0 td corrigds des effets de paroi selon Is tbdorie exposde dans £14] en
leur affectant une incidence et un nombre de Macb "corrig~s" constants dana Ia veine d'essai.

Sur chaque section, lea coefficients adrodynamiques ont dtd obtenus par int~gration des mesures de pression.
Lea Cj * et CZ globaux de l'aile ont 6t6 obtenus par int~gration des C~r et CZ locaux en tonction de
l'envergure. 11 en rdsults que lea coefficients globaux ne concernent que Is partie de l'aile comnprise entre
lea deux rangdes extr~mes de prises de pression.

3.1 - Influence du jet -

Une mani~re simple courananent utilis~e pour reprdsenter lea configurations compl~tes d'ailes 6quip~es de
naceills consists A utiliser tine nacelle creuse, A travers laquells circule tin ddbit naturel d'air. 11 eat
intdressant de vdrifier si cette repr~sentation n'est paa trop simplite, en essayant i'ensemble aile
nacelle pour diffdrents d~bits d'air allant du d~bit naturel au d~bit repr~sentant la pouss~e en croisi !re,
et en comparant lea coefficients adrodynamiques locaux et globaux. La ligtite 9 montre qutine variation
notable du taux de d~tente du jet entralne une variation qui est tres taible en CX, et mo&-rr e en C

Ces rdsultats confirment ceux obtenus par El-Rainly et Rainbird £15] sur une configuration sezablable.

Ces essais montrent donc l'intdr~t de Ia proc~dure consiatant A utiliser des nacelles perm~ables loraquoun
ne s'intdresse qu'aux caractdristiques de l'aile.

Par contre, lea pouss~es obtenues en d~bit naturel et en d~bit croisi4lre sont trZls diff~rentes, ainsi clue
lea r~partitions de pression stir la cari-ne de la nacelle, surtout stir Is capot primaire moteur, qui est
directement souinis A l'influence du jet scondaire. La igur 10 montre l'influence du jet sur la portance
et Ia trainee des diverses tranches en envergure, pour diffdrents ncxnbres de Macb.

De plus, Lea tigures 11 et 12 montrent l'influence du taux de d~tente des jets stir les r~partitions de
pression stir i'aile, A deux positions en envergure, ltine (tigure 11 ) 6tant trZls proche de l'axe du jet
et la seconde dtant la plus Elloign~e (figure 1-2 ). Dana ce dernier cas l'influence du taux de d~tente du
jet eat tout A fait n~gligeable.

3.2 - Interaction nacelle-voilure stir lea rdpartitions de pression -

La figure 13 montre l'effet de Ia pr~sence do l'aile stir lea r~partitions de pression stir la car4lne de la
nacelle FSC, pour deux nombres de Mach. L'influencs eat sensible, aurtout Ak Mo =0,794.

Lea figures 14 et 15 montrent l'influence de la pr~sence de Ia nacelle FSC stir Lea r~partitions de
prvasion stir l'aile, on detix envergures. L'effet eat marqtiE stir la section centrale (figure 1-. ) ce qui
nlest pas surprenant, mais aussi stir Ia tranche Ia plus Eloign~e (;igure 15 ). L'effet se traduit stirtout
A cette envergure par la remont~e vera l~amont du choc A l'extrados de l'aile.

3.3 - Influence de Ia position relative aile-nacelle -

* 3.3.1 - Influence de la position horizontals -

La tigirc~ 16 montre la variation du CX de l'aile et du coefficient de potiss~e de Ia nacelle provoqu~e
par tin dfplaceinent horizontal relatif ails/nacelle.

On note qus la tralnle de Ilaile et Is pouise de la nacelle sont des fonctions croissantes de la distance
relative. Le bilan global d'interaction reprdsentd austi firu-. 16 eat toujours favorable et fait apparattre
que la meilleure position eat la position 21' qui eat cells o6i l'ails et Ia nacelle sont le plus proche
l'uns de l'atre.

3.3.2 - Influence de L~a position verticale -

La figure 17 montre que, quand l'aile sldloigne verticalement de la nacelle, la trainde de l'aile et Ia
poussde de la nacelle diininuent faiblement. Le bilan global d'interaction, qui eat toujours favorable,
indique Is position la plus dloignde comme dtant Is meilleure, maim 1l6cart avec lea autres positions eat
is ibls.

Lea rdsultats des deux paragraphes ci-desaus canfirment ceux de C 16]

3.3.3 -Etude des rdpartitions de pression stir Ia nacelle -

La fieure 183 montre l'E6volution des pressions stir Is nacelle, pour lea diverses positions relatives Esttides
en dA-bit de croisiigre, ls niveai de pression stir Ia cari-ne secondaire augmente quand on rapproche l'aile de
Ia nacelle horizontalement oti verticalemeoc, sauf pour Is dernibre prise, A Ia position 21'.

3.4 - Influence du type de nacelle -

Les deux typea de nacelle FSC et FCC ant 6t6 compar~s en prdsence de Vlle en position analogue, c'est-A-dire
pour des distances du bard d'attaque du profil central de l'aile ati plan de r~f~rence des maquettes de
nacelles 

identiques.-

* Lea sondagem de sillagem ant dtE effectuds bora d'une seconds campagne dlemai. Au moment de Ia r~daction
du present documnent Lea rdatiltata des Cjr de sillage n'dtant pas encore disponIblem, I'46valuation des C
a 4td effsctude A partir de l'intdgration des pressiona stir Vlle.



Compar~e A la nacelle FSC en position 10, la nacelle FCC engendre Sur Paile une forte diminution de
train~e alors que ia presence de l'aile a le m~me effet sur la pousse des deux nacelles, ce qui donne un
bilan global pousade-trainde plus favorable pour la nacelle FCC (voir iigorc 19 )

3.5 - Influence de la prdsence du pylbne -

Deux configurations, ne diffdrant que par IS presence ou l'absence de pyl8ne ont 6td compar~es. Le tv'-e de
nacelle est le mdme (FSC), de m~me que la position relative aile-nacelle (21'), lincidence, Ie niombre dt Machi
amont (0,794) et le taux de detente des jets.

La fieur-- 20 montre Ia difference entre la repartition de pression sur laile pour t7  0,456
on constate que localeaent Ai lintrados, la pr~sence du pylfjne provoque one acc~lfration sensible de 1'6cou-
Iement.

Tootefois, Icrsqu'on s'eloigne en envergure,A 7 = 0 (ligore 21 1'influence de Ia presence du pyl8ne Sur
la rdpartition de pression est ndgligeable.

4 - DISCUSSION DES RESULTATS -

Lea rtssultats pr6sent~s ici font appel bt des Gx locaux et globaux obtenus par integration des pressions Sur
laile. Ils devront atre confirm~s par Ia determination des C. obtenus par sondage des sillages de laile
les essais ont eu lieu bora d'une seconde campagne, dont les r~sultats ne sont pas encore exploitfs.

D'autre part, 116tude de la position relative aile-nacelle a 6t6~ effectu~c sans pyl~ne. L'importsnce de ce
dernier, soulignie en 3.5 n~cessiterait one 6tude en presence do pyldne. Kaiheureusement, le type de montage
utilisCS ici eat peo pratique poor one telle etude (ii faut r~aliser one forme de pyl8ne pour chaque position
de nacelle).

En ce qoi concerne IS mesure de pousae dlarri ,re-corps, le diapositif a 6t6 calibr6 ao moyen d'une tuy~re
6talon de type ASME qui est pr~senuse figure 22. Les essais ont 6it6 effectuL5s poor des nombres de Mach
externes et des taux de d~tente variables et compares Ai ceux obtenus avec one tuyZre analogue do banc de
dynalpie BD2 de PONERA A Modane, ainsi qu'A one formule propos~e par I'ASME. La figure 23 rdsume ces
comparaisons et montre que l'accord eat bon, tant pour le coefficient de pouss~e isentropique 74que Sur
le coefficient de d~bit C., , ce qoi valide lea r~soltats relatifs & Ia pouss~e.

5 - CONCLUSION -

Un montage d'essais dinteraction nacelle-voilore a dt6 ddveloppEs A Ia soofflerie S3Ch de l'ONERA poor des
configurations d'essais subsoniques A venir, c'est-A-dire A voilore sopercritique et nacelles de meteors
double flux A baut taux de dilution. Les caract.Eristiques de laile sent ddtermin~es par relevd des r~parti-
tions de pression pari~tale en 8 sections, et sondage do sillage A l'aval de ces sections. Les nacelles
sent placdes A l'aval d'un dard amont amenant Les flux d'air comprim4. La pousa~e dsarr.bre-corps et le
coefficient de d~bit de tuy~ire sent mesurds. L'E6tode de leffet de nombreux param~tres peut ainsi atre
effectude*

- taux de d~tente do jet moteur

- nombre de Mach amont;

- position relative sule-nacelle

- type de thacelle;

- prdsence do pyl8ne.

Lea resultats prdsentdgs illustrent lea multiples possibilitda de ce montage qui eat appeld A l'avenir

- d'une part A faciliter la comprdhension des phdnombnes d'interaction;

- d'autre part, A valider lea mdthodes de prdvision th~orique correspondantes.
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N 0 T A 'r 1 0 N S

E 1/2 envergure de l'aile k pression d'arrtt locale

C corde de l'aile pression gdn~ratrice de r~f&rence

C. coefficient de debit de tuy4re pression d'arr~t du jet secondaire

Cx coefficient de train~e pression dynamique de rMf~rence q. 0,7 M6

Cxp coefficient de tratnee de pression de la R nombre de Reynolds mesur6 au col de la tuyere
portion d'aile garnie de prises de pression 6talon

CZ  coefficient de portance de la portion d'aile S surface de r~fdrence de l'aile
garnie de prises de pression

z abscisse compt~e sur une mdridienne de la nacelle
D diamttre de la nacelle dans le plan (origine plan de r~fdrence nacelle)

d'jection secondaire
abscisse du plan d'djection secondaire (origine

FAS coefficient de poussde de la nacelle B.A. de la cordp centrale de l'aile)

kp coefficient de pression kp= -t distance en envergure (origine : section n' 8
de laile)

k. coefficient de trainee locale d'une tranche
daile Z distance verticale (origine : axe veint)

k z  coefficient de portance locale d'une tranche o( incidence de Paile
d'aile = Y evru: ~u~

MO nombre de Mach amont 7 - envergue rduite

pression statique locale coefficient de poussde isentropique

pression statique de rfdrence

ABREVIATIONS -

FCC nacelle A flux confluents courts FCL nacelle A flux confluents 1Ings

F$C. nacelle A flux sdpards courts
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A WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
AERODYNAMIC

CHARACTERISTICS OF FORWARD SWEPT WINGS
by

Dr. T. M. Weeks
Lt. G. C. Uhuad
Capt. R. Large

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB
Ohio, 45433

SUMMARY

An experimental investigation of a forward swept wing and a state-of-the art
"equivalent" aft -wept wing was conducted to compare the relative performance of both
wings at identical transonic maneuver design conditions (C L= 0.9 and M = 0.9) and to
determine any associated drag penalty of the forward swept wing for a high supersonic
cruise condition (C = 0.075, M = 2.0). At the transonic maneuver design condition, the
results indicate a significant reduction in the profile drag of the forward swept wing
relative to the aft swept wing. The forward swept wing drag exhibited extreme sensitivity
to wing root height and incidence variations. Guided by computation employing modified
small disturbance theory a relocation of the FSW root from a mid to high body position and an
increase in incidence of 0.8 degrees was accomplished. This resulted in a two hundred
count drag reduction at CL = 0.9. A drag penalty was recorded at M = 2.0 for the forward
swept "cruise wing." The cruise wing had the same sweep and "box geometry" as the transonic
maneuver wing but with reduced camber and twist accomplished by flap deflection. The drag
penalty decreased at lower supersonic Mach numbers. The results of this test indicate
that aft swept wing transonic aerodynamic design methods can be used to design and analyze
forward swept wings with only minor modifications.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

ASW Aft Swept Wing
AR Aspect Ratio
b Span - ft
BL Butt Line - ft
c Section Chord - ft
Cavg Average Geometrical Wing Chord

CD Drag Coefficient - D
qs

(CDL) Profile Drag Coefficient Due to Lift
L profile

CD Induced Drag Coefficient1

CD mMinimum Drag Coefficient
mmn

CL Lift Coefficient - L
qs

C Section Lift Coefficient

CFuselage Centerline

C Pressure Coefficient -p
P q

CP Center of Pressure
e Span Efficiency Factor
FSW Forward Swept Wing
L/D Lift to Drag Ratio

M Mach Number
MAC or c Mean Aerodynamic Chord
q Dynamic Pressure
RN Reynolds Number
Sw Wing Reference Area - Ft2

Sc Canard Reference Area - Ft2

t/c Thickness Ratio

s/c Percent Chord

y/b or n Spanwise Station
Alpha or a Angle of Attack - degrees
Beta or B Sideslip Angle - degrees
TTaper Ratio
ALE Leading Edge Sweep Angle - degrees
AShock Shock Sweep - degrees

INTRODUCTION

An investigation of a forward swept wing (FSW) versus a state-of-the-art aft swept
wing (ASW) was conducted to compare the relative performance of both wings at a transonic
maneuver condition (CL = 0.9, M = 0.9) and to de~ermine the associated drag penalty of the



FSW tor a high supersonic ctuis condition (C : 0.075, M = 2.0). The results indicate
a signi ficant reduction in prot ile drag for te FSW relative to its ASW counterpart. A
small penalty was recorded for the forward swept supersonic cruise wing. This latter
wing was designed to represunt t ht, same sweep and box geometry as the transonic maneuver
wing but was uncambered and hal 1t s twist reduced throu(jh variable camber flaps. This
Study was conducted under a >(int etfort by the USAF AFWAL/Flight Dynamics Laboratory
and Grumman Aerospace Corporat i on.

DISCUSSION

The concept of forward swept wings is not entirely new. In the investigation of the
different methods of delaying the onset of the drag rise for fli,:ht in th, ;icinlty of the
speed of sound, it was found that sweeping the wings provided the most a fective technique
of increasing the drag divergence Mach number. Aerodynamically the same -:tect can be
obtained regardless of the direction of sweep. However, current aii'craft designs favor
the use of aft sweeping in order to avoid the phenomenon of structurai divergence inherent
on forward swept wings operating at a high dynamic pressure condition which cannot be
solved through conventional (metallic) structures without paying an excessive wing weight
penalty. Recent advances in composite materials technology is now providing a promise of
eliminating this problem of structural divergence with little or no wing weight penalty.

With composite materials, the wing skin laminates can be tailored to provide
favorable wing panel deflections at Mach numbers considerably higher than previously
attained with conventional structure swept forward wings. Until the advent of composite
materials, very few forward swept wing aircraft were designed and only a very limited
number were actually built and flown. Some notable examples include the HANSA HFB 320
and the JUNKERS JU-287. The former is currently operational as a business jet and the
latter flew over a dozen times before being damaged by allied bombers during World War II.
Renewed interest in forward swept wing investigations, stimulated by the advances in
composite materials, have provided several new design additions.

Some of the aerodynamic benefits of forward swept wings include spin resistence,
extended high angle of attack lateral control and lower transonic maneuvering drag. The
forward swept wing separation pattern generally starts from the root and gradually prop-
agates outboard. This allows attached flow to be maintained over the outboard wing panels,
retaining aileron effectiveness at high angles of attack where aft swept wings may exhibit
degradations in lateral control.

The theoretical transonic maneuver drag advantage of FSW over an equivalent ASW are
due to the two lift dependent components of drag (Fig 1), induced drag and profile drag
due to lift, which can be shown to be less than that of an aft swept wino when both wines
are designed under identical transonic design conditions.

a) Profile Drag Due to Lift: During the Grumman HIMAT program, experimental
investigations of a series of supercritical wings have shown a direct relation between
leading edge sweep and profile drag at the maneuver lift conditions. Analysis of the
data showed that while maintaining shock location and utilizing the Grumman supercritical
K" airfoil, the profile drag decreases with leading edge sweep in a manner shown in

Fig 2. In comparing forward and aft swept wings, if the condition of identical shock
sweep, shock location, aspect ratio and taper ratio are applied, the resulting leading
edge sweep of a forward swept wing is less than that of the aft swept wing (Fig 3).
Hence, from Figure 2, utilizing the same HIMAT wing design method and the Grumman super-
critical "K" airfoil, the FSW indicates a reduction in profile drag by a value proportional
to the difference in sweep of both winos.

b) Induced Drag: The other reason for a FSW drag advantace can be explained as
follows: Under a condition of equal lift and identical spanload, the center of pressure
(f t e FSW is more inboard along the swept structural span than the ASW (Fia 4). Conse-
l]uen ly, the bending moment about a pivot point can be considerably less. If the span
of the FSW is then allowed to increase, while maintaining wino: area, until the pivot
bending moments are equal, the accompanying increase in aspect ratio decreases the induced
dra . In orDer to 'ilidate th - I i t ! dI onto e (VI.: l ) I series of wind tunnul investi-
rtions were cnducted by Fl ight Dvtinmics Iitotr , I coopel t ion with O'ra:o on

, iw. ! ift swept wing models of identical aerodynamic designs.

--.- itl Te st Description: Three wind tunnel enries were made in 1978, 1979. Fioures
hovwthe-gr-ro-I-arrangement of the model. The model was area ruied separately

* r th, ind i ft swept wingis, (Pit 
8
). In all three entries, the wino aspect ratio,

-r it i r,, or r,( i aroa, pIanfeop and ai oi 1 sect ion ("K) were identical for both

r r,'ft I ntry T'rested both fo oward and ,Ift swept maneuver condi tIn winos (C = 0.9,
T . h F S-W re(''1W I quired tw iSt (ist ibitt ion is essentialy opposite but also reduced

- t h- correspondi ng ASW (Iiq 9) . The calcilated shock swrep anies were 440(
S Icrward swept wings respec ivelv. In this case, the ASW had a 48.70

';w,p whereas the I SW h is a -28.701 ladin(n ed<ie sweel . The FSW twist for
-nilition was about l0' with -5.8 Will: Toot icd tio. The- A tl til twist

I W
i 

wi(n rot inc(idetle. hoth wine.s were desi ned to satisfy a hioh body
' :iii t iltirtog the p ,pr dtesi,n to the praictical model posed difficulties that
, 1',', o s,.sible to sati'fy this hith body desjtr condition simultancously

- .i :,;. This diffictiltv ste",s out of the opposite 'wist requirements of

rit ial wing 1 tcation Iriteria that was then selected was to make the
,r' <hord points of the mean geometric h, rds of both winos identical.
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b) Second Entry: Tested both FSW and ASW in their supersonic cruise configuration.
Wing planform and height were derived from the first entry. Twist and camber were reduced
on both wings. The aft swept wing total twist was 120 with a root incidence of 110. The
FSW total twist was 6.80 with a -5.8

° 
root incidence (Fig 10). The "box" geometry from

15A to 60% chord were made identical to the first entry wings.

c) Third Entry: The initial wing location criteria used during the first entry had
resulted in the FSW be:ng mislocated such that the wing root was operating in a region
of excessive fuselage upwash. The final entry tested only the FSW maneuver case. Wing
height was changed such that the crest point of the centerline airfoil coincided with the
top of the fuselage as in the ASW case. Sweep was increased to -300 and wing root (Fig 11)
incidence was modified to increase the leading edge height from the fuselage centerline.
Other components of the model wure identical for all testing. The model consisted of a
hardback with external body piece.s. A set of canards was fabricated to provide limited
assessment of canard effects. The confiquration incorporated a centerline vertical tail.
Two tails were fabricated with one having rudder deflection capability. Tests were con-
ducted in the 4 foot transonic tunnel of the Propulsion Wind Tunnel Facility of the
Arnold Engineering and Development Center. Tests were conduched over a Mach range from
0.6 to 1.1 and at 2.0. Reynolds number was fixed at 3.5 x 10 per foot. Six component
force and moment date were taken along with model pressure data during the first and
second entry. No pressure data were obtained during the third entry. Oil flow data were
also obtained for all flow conditions (Fig 12).

TEST RESULTS

Transcnic Maneuver Condition: The wing location criteria used for the first wind
tunnel entry resulted in the fabrication of the forward swept wing such that the wing root
leading edge height was only 0.1875 inch above the fuselage reference line. The aft swept
wing root leading edge height was 1.0625 inches. A comparison of chordwise pressure (Fig i)
distributions at two spanwise station farthest from the wing-body junction (ETA = 0.625
and 0.85) shows that the FSW lower surface pressure is higher than the ASW. This is the
mechanism that allows a forward swept wing to have a lower profile drag, provided that
the condition of equal shock sweeps are satisfied throughout the full wing span (Fig 3).
Although this desired pressure trend exists in some regions of the FSW during the test,
acomparison of drag at the maneuver condition shows that the FSW was considerably higher
than the ASW for a wing-body configuration (Fig 14). An examination of the first set of
pressure and oil flow data (Ref 6) shows that loss of lift (Fig 15) and separation is
occurring in the vicinity of the wing-body junction. The effects of the addition of
canards are to improve the FSW !rag (e.g. 200 counts for a 5o deflection at C = 0.9) and
provide a marked straightening of the oil flew patterns on the inboard areas ffected by
canard downwash. The same canards provided no appreciable effects on the ASW. These
findings indicate that the FSW was mislocated so that the inboard wing area was operating
in a region of excessive fuselage upwash thereby causing premature separation and shock
unsweeping. This made the first FSW vs ASW comparisons unsatisfactory 3 ince the condition
of near identical flow (i.e. equal shock sweeps) were not satisfied.

In an unpublished study conducted by the External Aerodynamics Group, using a transonic
small disturbance code on the FSW, it was found that improvements in chordwise pressure and
spanwise load (Figure 16A and 16B) can be obtained by varying the wing height from WL = 0.2
to WL = 0.8. The shock location shows a rearward movement and the spanload increases near
the fuselage centerline. Guided by these calculations, the FSW was modified in order to
make the crest point of the centerline airfoil coincident with the top of the fuselage.
This modification raised the root leading edge to 0.625 inch above the fuselage :-eference
line. Matching the ASW and FSW root leading edge heights was desired but the geometric
constraint imposed by the FSW fuselage diameter and the reverse root incidence limited
this wing relocation. Figure 17 shows a comparison of the modified FSW (third entry) to
the first entry ASW at the maneuver design condition. The FSW exhioits 40 counts lower
drag than the ASW and a 235 count improvement from the first FSW entry.

Since the aspect ratios of both wings were constrained, only the profile drag reduc-
tion was directly verified. However an indication of the potential induced drag advantage
can be seen by comparing pivot bending moment data. A comparison of the ASW inteqrated
moment of area of the spanload (Fi 4 19) about an axis at y = 2.007" where the equivalent
FSW bending gage is located, to the direct FSW gage readings (Fig 19) showed that the FSW
bending moment was 20 in-lb less than the ASW moment.

Supersonic Cruise: A drag penalty was recorded for the FSW cruise wing at a high
supersonic Mach number (2.0). For this test, only the wing camber and twist were modified.
Sweeps were retained from the maneuver wing designs, consequently, the FSW leading edqe
becomes supersonic at a lower 1,ich numbr than the ASW. The same geometric
reason that provides an advantage for FSW transonically, may become a disadvantage if the
wing sweep is fixed. A better comparison for a high Mach number condition can be made by
using the condition of equal (eadin,; edo' sweeps. Fiqure 20 shows that at lower supersonic
Mach numbers, the di fference in drl decreases.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Some of the results of a wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics
of forward swept wings have been discussed. It was shown that under identical transonic
aerodynamic design conditions, i forward swept wing can be designed to provide lesser pro-
file drag than an eqoivalent aft swf,pt i n . A 1-tent)a 1 for further drag reduction was
shown by comparing the wing bending moments and showino that the FSW bending moment is

Lo4



lower thereby allowing possible growth in FSW aspect ratio and reducing induced drag. The
achievement of comparable point design transonic maneuvering drag performance indicates
that current aft swept wing aerodynamic design methods can be used to design forward swept
wings with little or no modifications. Additionally, FSW drag and wing inboard pressures
exhibit extreme sensitivity to wing root height and incidence variations as a result of
a strong and synergistic effect of the fuselage and wing upwash on the inboard wing flow.
This area requires careful consideration during the wing design and fabrication process.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF A SWEPT WING-BODY CONFIGURATION
WITH DROOPED LEADING EDGE AT LOW AND TRANSONIC SPEEDS

Georg Drougge*
The Aeronautical Research Inst. of Sweden

FFA-Box 11021
S- 16111 Bromma

Sweden

Summary

This investigation of a swept wing design with a slight leading edge droop was aimed
at giving the highest possible CLmax at low speed and manoeuvre without drag penalty at
transonic cruise speed.

The basic, non-drooped wing was designed (using an inverse transonic small disturb-
ance method) to have a critical Mach Number of around M = 0.85 at CL= 0.2. The sweep angle
is 250, the aspect ratio 4 and the taper ratio 0.4. Several drooped leading edges, about
15% of the local chord and also including spanwise variation, were designed and tested.

Numerical calculations were done for the low speed-high lift case using a vortex-
lattice panel method and for the transonic speed case, first using a small disturbance
method, later a full potential equation method (Jameson's FL022) and finally also a full
Euler equations method (Rizzi).* *

The experimental investigations were performed at low speeds at FFA (Re - 3 • 106), at
transonic speeds at FFA (Re- 1.5 -4.106) and at NAE, Canada (Re' 12 -18-106 ). These are
mainly balance measurements but also some pressure distribution measurements have been
obtained.

The results indicate that it is possible to design a wing which has no transonic
cruise drag penalty but which has a higher CLmax and also better manoeuvre performance
than the wing without droop.

INTRODUCTION

This paper reviews a numerical and experimental study of the design of a swept wing
for a subsonic-transonic combat aircraft. The study has been going on, with greater or
lesser intensity, since 1977 and has recently been completed.* The aircraft project was
cancelled during the spring 1979. The investigations were then completed as a wing re-
search study. The aim was to find a wing design which by using a slight droop of the lead-
ing edge would give as good CLmax characteristics as possible at low speed and in manoeuvre

but with no or very small drag penalty
j 0at transonic cruise speed. For civil

transport aircraft studies regarding
-------- the effect of wing leading edge droop

S Shave been performed for instance for
Airbus as is reported in a paper by
D.M. Mc Rae (Ref.1).

Sc CT104 I-- - ,34 1. WING-BODY DESIGN AND GEOMETRY

The basic non-drooped wing, PT-
100, was designed using an inverse

25 method, based on the FFA-Dornier trans-
sonic small perturbation (TSP) theory
as described in Ref.2. The method was

- " further applied, Ref.3, and it was con--1.065 cluded that it could be used as a de-
sign tool for wing-body configurations.

. When analysing the results more close-
ly it was also tentatively found that

3- -a slight nose-droop might not result
in any too severe transonic cruise
drag penalty. The geometry of the non-
drooped PT-100 is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Wing-body design and geometry for PT-100 The design aimed at a wing-body con-

Sections 1, 2 and 3 are pressure tapped figuration with a critical Mach number

*Head of Aerodynamics Department
**In the investigation the following groups of people have taken part: From the subsonics
section: M.Ingelman-Sundberg, R.Nordvik and S.Stridsberg. From the transonics-supersonics
section: S.-E. Gudmundson and L.Torngren. From the numerical fluid dynamics section:
S.Hedman, N.Agrell, L.-E. Eriksson and A.Rizzi. The FL022 computations were carried out
by Ingemar Lind, ANASYN, INC. as a consultant. For the transonic tests at NAE, Canada,
which were performed as a joint NAE-FFA research project, E.Atraghji, NAE and L.Torngren,
FFA , were responsible.
The investigation has been sponsored by The Swedish Defence Materiel Administration,
Air Materiel Department.

***We are grateful to W.Schmidt, Dornier, for his cooperation on the development of this
computer program.
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of about M = 0.85 at CL = 0.2 . This
was achieved by having the maximum alcal A 4)
local Mach number equal to 1.2 on the max
upper surface for M = 0.85. The pres- 2
sure plateau was then terminated at a -10
chordwise position which made the
pressure gradient over the rear part 0
of the wing mild enough to avoid
boundary layer separation. The lower 5
surface was then chosen to give an -2-
overall CL of about 0.2. This result-
ed in a wing design with a rather -4. 0
large twist. The spanwise twist and
thickness distribution is shown in
Figure 2. The planform and thickness
distribution were identical with that
of the now cancelled Swedish combat 0.5 1.0
aircraft project - see also paper 14
of this Symposium, (Ref.4). FIGURE 2. The twist angle Olocal and the rel.

thickness t/c distribution along the span
The inverse wing design method

results in a wing geometry which is formed from an upper and lower surface and is not
generated from a profile. For construction and manufacturing purpose the wing PT-100
finally was generated using straight spanwise generators between the root-section (n = 0)
and a section at n = 0.66 (Section 2 in Figure 1) and then from this last section to the
tip section, n = 1.0. It was then recomputed, using direct TSP computations, to determine
whether the modification altered the original pressure distributions to any great extent.
This was the case and in Figure 3 the distributions are given for three sections. It may

1..0 -1.0

M 1M t p.3 Cp M1.3 Cp -- M1=1.3

-0.511 -0.5- -0.5-

-Nlrl~~IX.0 -- - -- 1210-------------M? .0
O.1O

010 0
t = .34 1 =0.66 = 0.g1

FIGURE 3. Chordwise pressure distributions at M = 0.85 and a = 1 computed
by the TSP-method for three spanwise sections for PT-100

AZIC%

be pointed out here that there is a suction
peak on the lower side of the leading edge and ROOT SCTIO
also that there is no rear loading on the wing. 0.
Rear loading could probably be achieved by
changing the rear lower surface of the wing, L 101
thereby obtaining higher CL and lower CD for .5.
the basic wing. This was not done, since the
main objective was to compare the effect of dif-
ferent leading edge drooping for a given wing. 0. I SECTIO 2'

The TSP method used could not cope 
with

the leading edge region and the wing nose was h
designed in the following way. The nose radi-
us at the root section was chosen to be 1%
and to be 2% at the tip section; in both cases
with the local chord as unit. From there on 0.
curves were fitted to the main wing at around 0 10 20 0 -%15% of the local chords in a way to give ast -/'. TP CTO

good CL- max values as possible. How this was -s
achieved will be discussed in more detail in -

a forthcoming ICAS paper (Ref.5), where also -

will be described how the two drooped leading
edge modifications PT-101 and PT-102 were
designed. The geometries for these leading FIGURE 4. The leading edge geometries
edges are shown in Figure 4. for PT-100, PT-101 and PT-102
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2. THE FIRST PHASE OF THE INVESTIGATION

2.1 The transonic wind tunnel tests at low Re for PT-100, PT-101 and PT-102

CL CT
1.0 PT-102

CD CL=0.1 ,0.5 PT- 101
0.07 PT- 100

//
PT-102..:.'.-- "-

0.05 .PT-101X 0.
PT-100 0.

0

0.03- I
PT-102 \ U

PT-100 0-

0.01 -0.5

0 V
0.d07 0.8 0.9 M 1.0 7 0 5 0a'1

FIGURE 5. The experimental drag coefficients FIGURE 6. CL and CT as a func-
for CL = 0.1. Re - 1.2-1.8. 106 tion of a for PT-100, PT-101

a nd PT-102 for M 0 5

The first experiments in the first phase were transonic and were performed in theFFA 1 x 1 m wind tunnel I$4O. This tunnel is of vacuum type with atmospheric stagnation
pressure which gives Reynold's numbers of about 1.2-1.8-10 , based on the aerodynamic mean
chord. The model was sting-mounted. Some of the results are summarized in Figures 5 and 6.
(A more complete data report is found in Ref.6.) It is seen at once that the transonic
drag characteristics for a reasonable cruise CL say 0.1, are not acceptable for the drooped
wings, not even for PT-101 with the more moderate drooping of the leading edge. However,
it is furthermore evident that the CL- curve at a manoeuvre Mach number of, say 0.5, is
a lot more satisfactory for PT-101 than for PT-100 but also that PT-102 gives only marginal
improvement. From the behaviour of the tangential force CT in Figure 6 it may be concluded
that the increase of buffet onset is at least 0.2 between PT-100 and PT-101. The configura-
tion PT-102 as a transonic wing should be forgotten hereafter. It is however included in
the results from the low speed tests, which are described below.

2.2 Some preliminary low speed tests of the leading edges of PT-100, PT-101 and PT-102

In order to get quick information about the CLm x characteristics at take-off and
landing speeds for the three leading edges an available so called research wing with con-
stant chord was used. Different leading edges could be fitted to this wing and the three
leading edges of PT-100, PT-101 and PT-102 were tested in this way. The leading edge pro-
files had to be constant along the span and the section at n =0.95 was chosen for comparison.
The results are reported in full in Ref.7 and also in Ref.5. From Figure 7 the effect of

2.0

2.0 .. PT-10
CL PT-101 CL

0 o 20 a. 30 0.I

FIGURE 7. The low sped CLmayresults for the 0
constant chord research wing itted with the lead- FIGURE 8. The low speed CLmaxing edges at n-0.95 for PT-100, PT-101 and PT-102 results for PT-100 and PT-1U7
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drooping the leading edges can be seen on CLma, noting of course that the results apply
only to this wing with constant chord and constant profile. It was then decided to pro-
ceed with some tests with the correct planform.

2.3 Cmax for PT-100 and PT-102

Figure 8 summarizes the results with the correct planform. More details and analys-
es can again be found in Ref.5 and Ref.8, where also for instance the sensitivity to dis-
turbances at the leading edge and also the stalling characteristics are discussed.

One test series was also run for wing PT-102 with the drooped leading edge deflected
10 . Not much further increase in CLmax was obtained by this, which is an interesting
feature.

These low speed tests conclude the first phase of the investigation.

2.4 Conclusions from the first phase of the investigation

The leading edges tested, where the droop increased monotonously from root to tip.
gave not acceptable transonic drag characteristics, not even for the moderate droop in
PT-101. The improvements in CLmax for start and landing were however not without interest
and the increase in usable CL at manoeuvre speeds were rather good. It was therefore de-
cided to enter into a second phase and see if it was possible to find a design that gave
better compromise between drag at transonic speeds and maximum lift at low and moderate
subsonic speeds.

3. THE SECOND PHASE OF THE INVESTIGATION

In order to obtain a better foundation for what was intended to be a more advanced
design it was first necessary to get a better and more detailed picture of the flow field
around the wings. The theoretical tools to obtain this had now also been made available,
which was not the case when the first phase of the study started.

Transonic calculations using the full potential equations were done with the FL022
program, Refs.9 and 10. Very recently also some computations were performed for PT-100 at
M =0.85 with the Euler equations, Ref.12. The incompressible calculations for high angles
of attack concerned the pressure distribution on the leading edge and were made with a
3-D vortex lattice method combined with a 2-D vortex panel method. These methods are de-
scribed in Ref.11. In contrast to the FFA -Dornier TSP method the effect of the body can-
not be included in any of the other transonic methods. More detailed experimental informa-
tion was obtained from pressure distribution measurements on PT-100 at transonic speeds on
a half model in the FFA TVM wind tunnel, which gives a Reynolds number of about 4.5• 106.

It was also finally decided to check the transonic results at fairly high Reynolds
numbers. This was done as a joint NAE- FFA research project in the 5 foot wind tunnel at
NAE, Canada.

3.1 The transonic case calculations

Figure 9 gives the result for PT-100 and PT-101 at M4=0.85 and an angle of attack*
which gave a CL of about 0.2. The Cp curves are plotted against the chordwise coordinate
x/c as well as the vertical thickness coordinate z/c where c is the local chord. Three
spanwise stations are chosen and from the Cp- x/c curves it is now clearly seen how the
suction peak on the lower side of the leading edge develops along the span and gives very
high local Mach numbers resulting in both wave drag and especially at low Reynolds numbers
separation. The separation bubbles were clearly se'n from oil flow tests made during the
first phase transonic wind tunnel investigation. As could be expected the separation was
located at the outer part of the wing.

From the Cp - z/c curves the local drag coefficients can directly be estimated and
the effect of the drooping on the drag is immediately seen. For n =0.3 the local drag is
practically independent of the drooping but for n = 0.6 the leading edge thrust does not
quite counterbalance the increase in wave drag. For n =0.9 the leading edge thrust is
obviously negative due to the fact that the suction peak is located on the wrong part of
the leading edge.

The effect of the drooping applied in PT-101 on the local drag as a function of the
span n is still more obvious from Figure 10, where it can be concluded that the main
difference in transonic drag between PT-100 and PT-101 is on, say, the outer third of the
wing.

*The nominal angle of attack was changed about 2 degrees (due to a change in the wing

reference plane relative to the body axis) at some time during the study. To avoid
confusion the lift is always quoted instead.
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FIGURE 9. The FL022 C distribution versus x and z for the wings PT-100
(solid line) and PT-10 (dotted line) at M =0.85 and CL - 0.2

Cd

nO03"

0.02-

0.01-

0.5 1.0
0 1 PT-i01

-0.01 
P -O

FIGURE 10. The local drag coefficient Cd as a function
of the span n for PT-100 and PT-101

3.2 The incompressible calculations for 5
high angles of attack &Cp

The 3-D vortex lattice method combined 4./
with a 2-D vortex panel method mentioned
earlier and described in Ref.10 was applied 6TE=25
to PT-100 to find the spanwise load distri- 3 6TE =O*
bution on the leading edge (10% of the local
chord was chosen). In Figure 11 an example
is shown and it is seen that the highest
load (which is a measure of the suction peak 2
and consequently of how steep the recompres-
sion afterwards is) is located around 60% of C15
the span. It is interesting to note that
this is the case also when the trailing-edge
flap is deflected 250. More results and
analysis can be found in Ref.5 and Ref.11.
The results imply that the drooping of the 0
leading edge could probably be relaxed on 05 1.0
the outer third of wing, which - see Figure FIGURE 11. ACp C I.10 - should have a beneficial effect on the PaPlower "Pupper
transonic drag characteristics, mean value for 0 Sx/c :O.10 for a -15
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Before we turn to the design of such a wing we will first see how the experimental
pressure distributions at transonic speeds compare with the calculations.

3.3 Experimental pressure distributions for PT-100 at M =0.85 and comparison
with calculations

A half model of a PT-100 wing-body configuration was used and the pressures were
measured in three spanwise sections, see Figure 1. The wind tunnel was the FFA TVM-500
pressurized transonic wind tunnel, which gave a Reynolds number of about 4.5 • 106 at a
Mach number of 0.85. Only the results for the span-
wise section il= 0.87 are given in Figure 12 since -1.5-
this section is situated in the most critical part -
for the transonic drag. The FL022 numerical resdlts
(Refs.9 and 10) are given together with the Euler Cp
equation computations (Ref.12), both with the influ- C 0.87
ence of the body. The TSP-results ,from the original
design computations are also shown, where the influ-
ence of the body is included. The agreement between -i0-
the different numerical calculations and also between
these and the experiments is not good. Without fur-I EULER E0
ther extensive analysis it is difficult to say
whether the disagreement is due to discretization • " rTP
problems or to the rather strong local shocks in the TSP
non-conservative full potential solution or in the FLO 22
conservative but small disturbance method. -0.5- F0EXP.

From many other calculations with the FL022 .
program within the present study we have found that
the results agree quite well (with experiments)
around the leading edge, where also the mesh is very I .

fine. This seems to be the case even when the local 0
Mach number (on the profile) is very high, say 0.5 i-b X/r
1.5- 2.0, and consequently resulting in shock waves
with non-isentropic flow behind. In any case the Z/C
FL022 calculations seem to be able to predict drag -005
differences when reasonably small geometrical modi-
fications are applied to the leading edge. In this
way it has been possible to guide the developments
of the consecutive steps in this wind design study..0 -0.5 I Cp

3.4 The design of PT-105 and PT-106

As mentioned earlier the facts that the drag
increase due to drooping the leading edges is mainly FIGURE 12. Experimental pressure
on the outer third of the span and also that the distributions for PT-100 at n =0.87
critical (most loaded) section for CLmax lies some- and Mr=t0.85 and Re = 4.5 - 10'.
where around 60% of the span both imply that the Included are also the results from
drooping should be relaxed outside that section. theldffere alolthe ets
This should give a better compromise between trans-
sonic cruise drag characteristics and CLmax both for
low speed and at manoeuvre.

PT-100 was again used as the basic wing. In Figure 13 are shown the locus of the
vertices of the leading edges ZLE for PT-100, PT-101 and the two new designs, PT-105 and
PT-106. For PT-100 the line ZLE is only the measure of the amount of twist but for the
other three wings ZLE gives the drooping characteristics. The geometry of the PT-105 lead-
ing edge was then chosen, after many trials, to give the best pressure distribution after
the pressure minimum. This was
done by looking at the canonical
distribution as suggested by ZLS
AMO Smith, Ref.13. The de- [MM]
tailed design was worked out
by L-E Eriksson and the details P.
are found in Ref.11 and Ref.5. PT 0 5

Wing 106 had the drooped 0 .10 ,
leading edge (still about 15% of .75 1.0
the local chord) even more turned
upwards towards the tip of the
span. This wing nose design was -5
worked out by Ingemar Lind and
Its details can be found in Ref.
10. A negative camber was added
to the first 25% of the chord and -1o J
along the outer third of the span, ".105
starting now from PT-105. The 101
suction peak at the lower side of
the nose close to the tip was of FIGURE 13. The locus ZLE of the vertices of
course reduced in this way, but
there was also the risk that the the leading edges over n for the wings
critical section, which deter-
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FIGURE 15. The FL022 C distribution over
x and z for r = 0.9 for FT-1OO, PT-1O1,
PT-105 and PT-106. M =0.85 and CL 0.2

FIGURE 14. The leading edge Cd
geometries for the wings 04

mined low speed CLmax had moved out
towards the tip and worsened the 003
CLmax characteristics.

002-
The leading edges for the two

new designs PT-105 and PT-106 are
shown in Figure 14 together with 0.01.
PT-100 and PT-101 for comparison. 0.5 1.0

0-PT-10Again FL022 computations were PT-100
made for the two new wings and the
results are given in Figure 15, now -0.01 - Pr-105
only for Ii 

= 0.9 where the largest P1
effects were to be expected. The PT106
earlier results for PT-100 and FIGURE 16. The local drag coefficient Cd as a
PT-101 are also included. Figure 16 function of the span n for the wings. M = 0.85
shows the local drag coefficients and CL- 0.2
Cd over the span for the four wings.
It is seen that the effect of relaxing 2 0•
the droop on the outer third of the wing is bene- 1.9.
ficial - if the FL022 computations are reliable and
if boundary layer separation effects are small at 1.8"- ' P T -106
very high Reynolds numbers. PT-10I

The final check can thus only be found from T
high Reynolds number tests, but before we manu- CL
factured the rather expensive models for the NAE
transonic high Re testing the low speed CLM x
charact-ristics for PT-105 and PT-106 were nvest- PT-100-
igated. 1.2

3.5 Results from the PT-105 and PT-106 low speed
CLM"a testa

The complete test results can be found in Ref.5
or Ref.14. The investigation was carried out in the
FFA low speed wind tunnel and from the results is the
CL- a curve for the three wings PT-100, PT-105 and
PT-106 taken, Figure 17. The trailing edge flap has
again a deflection angle of about 35 . It was found 0. -

that practically no increase in CLa occurred when Re
was increased from 3.1 to 3.6.10P. -IThe effect of in-
creasing Re from I to 2 to 3 million was, however,
very pronounced.) The increase in CLmax is not very
spectacular but since the transonic drag increase was
expected (from the computations) to be negligible or 0 as
even negative and since also the manoeuvre character-
istics would probably be quite good it was decided to FIGURE 17. Low speed CL curves
perform the final transonic tests at NAE. for 1TE=35 oand Re-3.1 c0v
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3.6 The transonic high Re tests for PT-100, PT-105 and PT-106

These results were obtained during two different test periods in the NAE transonic
wind tunnel where Re up to 18. 10 could be reached. The wind tunnel, models and testing
technique are described in another paper (Ref.4) so it will suffice to give some of the
final results.

In Figure 18 the transonic drag characteristics for CL= 0.1 and CL O0.2 are shown
for PT-100, 105 and 106. From the early FFA low Re test an estimate of the corresponding
values for PT-101 are also included for comparison.

CL:.2

CD

0.03
PT-101 estimated from runs at low Re ' CL= .i

0.02 PT-1 00

PT-100
0.02 PT-10.6 C

PT-101 estimated from runs at low Re. ,.0__

I-"I - PT-105""-"- \ PT-100:.I
0.02- \,PT-106 i

' CL  .2
.0050- FROM FL022 PT-05

.002 CALCULATIONS " PT-O00
0- /0.5 0.6 07 0 .8 M 0.9

FIGURE 18. The drag coefficient CD for CL =0. and 0.2 from the BAE tests at
Re - 12 • 10'. Included are also the calculated drag values for CL = 0.2

CT CL CT  CL  'PT-105

.T E .O*  0PT-105 -TE IO " 'PT-106

0 1. PT10 0t

-.05 .5. .. .PT-1000
PT-IO.

PT -106 PT- A

- 10 i

FIGURE 19. CT and CL as a function of a for 6TE 00 and 8T - 100
for PT-1O0, PT-105 and PT-106 at N 0.5
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Also included are the results from the FL022 evaluation of the total drag CD for
CL - 0.2. The agreement as regards the A-effects on drag for the four wings is surprisin-
ly good and the experiments, at these high Reynolds numbers, confirm that PT-105 has a
slightly higher and PT-106 a slightly lower drag than the basic wing PT-100. They are
also both much better than PT-101 in this respect, again in agreement with the calcula-
tions. In Figure 19 the CT and CL values at M =0.5 are given for manoeuvre considerations.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The benefits from drooping the leading edge with a compromise between low speed
C1u manoeuvre CLmax and transonic drag characteristics are certainly not spectacular
b'ft is obviously possible to get these benefits without any transonic cruise drag
penalties at all. It should also be possible to trade a slight drag penalty (for military
aircrafts) against improvements in manoeuvre characteristics and/or better start- and
landing CLmx . If the improvements could be made large enough, the complication and
weight pena ty of a nose flap for a low cost attack aircraft might be avoided and at the
same time a less vulnerable mechanical design is obtained. Also for the case when a nose
flap is unavoidable the conditions for the aerodynamic design of a flap should be more
favorable by starting from a slightly drooped leading edge.

It is quite certain that the compromise suggested in this study, i.e. PT-105 or
PT-106 is not the best solution for the wing. The basic wing PT-100 can probably be made
a better starting point by decreasing its present wing twist somewhat. At transonic cruise
this should give higher local Mach number on the upper surface on the outer part of the
wing and decrease the local Mach number at the critical lower side close to the leading
edge. PT-100 and its derivatives have very likely not found the balance in this respect.

A few recent numerical experiments on PT-105 have shown, as an example, that a de-
crease of the twist angle by a few degrees for the outer third of the wing improved the
transonic drag characteristics another 10 to 15 counts. However, it is not investigated
how much of the CLmax values have to be given up for this low drag. Some of the CLmax
loss - at manoeuvre - may perhaps be recovered through aeroelastic tailoring.
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INTERACTION AIRODYNAMIQUE ENTRE UN CANARD PROCHE

ET UNE AILE EN FLECHE EN 9COULEMENT TRANSSONIOUE

par Yves BROCARD et Volker SCHMITT

Office National d'Etudes at de Recherches Arospatialaes (ONERA)
92320 Chftillon (France)

RESUME

Dana le but de ddcrire aussi finement que possible lleffet d'un canard proche sur 1'Ecoulement autour d'une
voilure en flbche, des essais sur une aile en prdsence ou non de canards ont dtA effectuds en 4coulement
transsonique dans la soufflerie S2MA. Les conditions d'essais ont couvert, pour quatre configurations, le
domains 0,3 < Mo< 1,2 pour des incidences allant de 0o A 320. Les rdsultats lea plus significatifs sont
prdsentds souts forme, d'une partd'efforts globaux et de r6partitions de pressions sur l'aile principale
et, d'autre partpde visualisations paridtales.

L'analyse de l'influence de Ia compressibilitd sur les performances de l'aile seule montre un effet
important du nombre de Mach sur le gradient de portance A l'origine et sur 1incidence d'apparition
du rdgime tourbillonnaire. Par ailleurs, on observe sur lea courbes de portance et de moment de tangage
des changements de pente brusques attribuds A l'arrivde de l'1clatement du tourbillon au-dessus de
l'aile, beaucoup plus marquds en sobsonique dlevd. A Mo = 1,20 apparaft, dans l16coulement de retour du
tourbillon, une onde de choc au pied de laquelle un ddcollement secondaire se fixe lorsque 11incidence augmente.

La prdsence du canard modifie l'coulement sur l'aile d'une manibre assez comparable en transsonique A
ce qui est observd en subsonique : diminution de la pente A l'origine et retard dans le ddveloppement
du tourbillon. Toutefois la ddgradation de la portance tourbillonnaire est aussi retardde ce qui fait
que lea partances au ddcrochage de l'aile sont pratiquement dgales avec ou sans canard. La presence
du canard attdnue la discontinuitg due A la migration de l'dclatement du tourbillon mais amplifie deux
autres discontinuitAs qui se produisent 4 des incidences plus dlevdes et qui sont lides A l'apparition
et la d~gradation d'un tourbillon secondaire assez intense.

AERODYNAMIC INTERACTION BETWEEN A CLOSE-COUPLED CANARD AND A SWEPTBACK WING IN TRANSONIC FLOW

ABSTRACT

A swept wing model was tested with and without a canard in tie transonic wind tunnel S2MA with a view towards a
detailed description of the effects or a closed-coupled canard on the flow around the main wing. Test
conditions ranged, for four configurations from a Mach number of .3 to 1.20 and up to 32' angle of attack.
The most significant results in terms of force and pressure measurements on the main wing and wall flow
visualizations are presented.

The compressibility effect analysis for the wing alone configuration shows that the Mach number has a
marked effect on the lift gradient at low incidence and on the vortex onset angle of attack. Besides, an
abrupt change in the lift and the pitching moment curves gradients, more visible for the high subsonic
Mach numbers, is related to the vortex breakdown arrival on the wing. At Mo = 1.20 a shock wave appears
within the reverse flcw of the vortex and fixes a secondary separation when the angle of attack increases.

In transonic flow the canard changes the flowfield on the wing in a similar way as it does in incompressible
flow : a decrease in the lift gradient and a delay in the vortex development. But the vortex lift decay
is delayed so that the maximum lift is about the same with or without canard. The canard attenuates the
discontinuity due to the vortex breakdown migration but increases two other discontinuities which occur
at higher angles of attack and which are connected with the formation and the bursting of a quite strong
secondary vortex.

Etude effoctue aw to outien financier de /a DRET.
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NOTATIONS I - INTRODlUCTION-

6 envergure de l'aile La recherche d'une meilleure manoeuvrabilitA
en Vol tranasonique pour lea avions de combat

6 longueur de rdfdrence (fig. 1) a c onduit les adrodynamiciens A ktudier lea
possibilitds offertes par les configurations de

6, envergure du canard type canard proche. on sait en effet qu'un
canard proche peut crder, sur une aile en

:7 corde de Paile mesurde normalement flbche, une interaction tourbillonnaire favo-

au bod d'ettaque rable dent on peut tirer profit A grende

corde u canad mesuincidence.en
cuord d anad eaud omlmn Le mdcanisme de cette interaction A-tant trbs

au bod d'ataquecomplexce, des recherches approfondies assez

Cm coefficient de momen~t de tangege nombreuaes sont actuellement en cours sur ce
4 aujet dans diffdrenta laboratoires [1, 2 et

coefficient de force normale 3] . De son c8td, l'ONERA a entrepris des
(itudes A caractbre fondamental A Ia fois sur

coefficient de force normale locale le plan expdrimental et aur le plan de la mise
dans une section au point des moyens de prdvision. Ces Etudes

ont pour objet ls description fine de l'dcoule-

C coefficient de force normale tourbil- mlent, peu de r~sultats d~taill~s Etant dispo-

lonnaire nibles actuellement.

(:, coefficient de portance Lors de la rdunion AGAIW de Mai 1979 A Naples
ont dth prdsent~s 143 lea premiers r~aultats

C. portance au d~crochage obtenus sur une configuration trbs simple
dans le cas d'dcoulementa A basse vitesse

Kp coefficient de preesion (M.= 0,3). Cette commaunication a pour but de
KP pr~senter les r~sultats exp~rimentaux lea plus

F coefficient de pression mesurd A significatifa dana is doeiaine trensaonique en
l'extrados pras du bord de fuite ddgageant d'abord l'effet de la compressibilitd

X( I = 09)sur les caractdristiques de l'Ecoulement autour
x /c ,98)de l'aile seule puis en Etudiant lea modifica-

K valeur minimale de <4; au droit tions apport~es loreque un plan canard eat
de l'axe du tourbillon installE en amont de Ia voilure.

corde A l'emplanture de l'aile
2 - CONDITIONS EXPERIMENTALES -

nombre de Mach A l'infini amont
La maquette et le montage ont dt6 ddcrits en

nombre de Mach local calculd A d~tail en r4 !et seules leurs caractdris-
partir de p/po Liques priinci ales seront rap-,eldes ici. L'aile

principale eat une demi-maquette d'aile rectan-
pression pari~tale gulaire, cylindrique montde A la peroi (fig. 1).

Le dispositif de fixation de l'aile permet d'en
p pression g~ndratrice faire varier la flbche as pour ces essais, one

fltche constante et Egale A 60' a iEtd choisie.
ge nosibre de Reynolds ZCette ails pr~sente, normalement ao bord d'at-

taque un profil symdtrique ONERA D (a c = 0,105)
S surface de r~fdrence de l'aiie A caractbre "pesky" (51

S, surface de r~fdrence des canards Lea plans canards sent montds sur Is plaque
de garde dont l'objet eat de soustraire

X-, 7- trii-dre de r~f~rence (fig. 2) l'saeibls de Ia maquette aux effets de is
couche limite se ddveloppant sur la paroi de

axes de r~fdrence pour lea sections la soufflerie. Ils ont une forme gdositrique

de prises de preasion. aemblable A cells de l'aile as leur enver-
gore et leur fl~che sont variables. Trois

incidence formes en plan de canards :Cl, C4 et C6,
placds dana Is position P03 (voir tableau

C4 incidence d'apparition du tour- 1 et fig. 1), ont fait l'objet d'essais en
bil1 on Ecoulement tranasonique.

Cc incidence de discontifluitA A c_ rer L'aile principsie eat pesde au moyen d'une
balance A six composentee et des r~partitions
de pression sent mesurdes dens six sections04,e incidence de portance maximals normales au bord d'attaque (fig. 1). En

0< icidnced'apariionde 16clte-revanche, lee canards ne dispoaent d'aucun
0< iniec 'psito elcae quipement spdcifique mis A part des orifices

ment du tourbilion au-deasus du pour l'dmission de fluides colords.
plan de I'aile

Les essais dent lea rdsultats sont prdsentds
CK P incidence de discontinuitE. a piquer ici ont eu lieu, pour ls piupart, dens la

veine tranasonique de la souffierie pressuri-
X ailongement sde S2MA du cenire ONERA de Nodane (fig. 2)

'V V~co~~d cndmaiquepour des nombres de Mach silent de 0,275 A
V vicosid ci~matque1,20 et des incidences de 00 A 320. lle ont

en g~ndral Ctte' effectuds A un nombre de
flche de I'eile Reynolds Ra4 constant et Egal A 2,32 106

pour limiter lea d~formations structurales

fic Mche du canard tent du point de vue du vrillsge que du passe-
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ge au travers de la plaque de garde. Cependant [71 le bulbe grosait loreque le nombre de
quelques easais a faible nombre de Mach ou Mach de Ildcoulement crolt. Puis A partir d'un
pour des incidences moddrdes ont Pu Atre nombre de Mach voisin de 0,7 pour le profil et
faits & R.,q 5 x 106. Dana tous lea caa la de 1,15 pour l'aile en fltche, un plateau de
transition dtait naturelle aur lea canards et survitasse se ddveloppe au bord d'attaque en
sur l'aila. aval duquel la recompression se fait au travers

d'un choc (figure 5, M.- 1,20, XIc- 0,10).
Quelques rdsultata d'essais dans la soufflerie
basse vitesse F1 sont aussi prdsentds e our Si le nombre de Mach de 116coulement eat encore
des conditions d'essais prdcisdas en [4augmentd le nivaau des survitesses au bord
(Mo = 0,27, p 5 106). d'attaqua taste constant, mais le plateau

s'allonge at le choc ce produit alors de plus
3 - COMPORTEMENT AEP.ODYNAX4IQUE DE L'AILE SEULE- en plus loin du bard d'attaque.

Afin de pouvoir juger de l'effet sur l'Ecoule- Etant doand la limitation A Mo = 1,20 pour lea
ment autour de Vlle principale de l'interac- easais sut l'aile en fl,%che, Ia zone auperco-
tion entre celle-ci at un canard proche, il nique avec recompression par choc n'est jawsi
eat ndceasaire de ddcrire tout d'abord la trba dtendue. Son existence eat toutafois
coelportament adrodynamique de l'aile seutle. confirie dbs Mo = 1915 A 8* d'incidence par
En particulier lea effets de Ia ccrnprssibilitd l'dvolution du nombra de Mach local,port~e
sur lea dcoulements tals qu'ils ont pu Atre figure 6tpour Ia prise de prassion situda h
ddcrits A faible viteasa en [41 at [61 lr = 0,01 an fonction du nombre de Mach de
seront exposds dana cc chapitra. 1'dcoulement at pour chaque section de masure.

Bien qua, A cette incidence, on Bait pratique-
3.1 - Description gdndrale - ment dana tous la cas en prdsence du rdgime

tourbillonnaira la phidnomilne resta la m~me at
La comportamant adrodynamique de l'aila AFV D on remarqua sur Ia figure 6 Ia limitation du
placde A 60' de flache eat conforme A calui des niveau de survitasse ("pressure freeze" [81

ailes en fllche A bard d'attaqua arrondi. Qualle A partir de Mo = 1,15.
qua soit la vitesse on observe schdmatiquement
salon l'incidence trois rlgimesd'Ocoulement qua L'abservation dea r~partitions de pression It
l'on distingue aisdment But one courbe de 4' ou 6' d'incidanca a mis en outre en dvi-
portance (fig. 3) dence, pour lea n mbras de Mach aupdrieurs A

M,,= 1,05, l'axiatence But tout ou partia de
- aux faibles incidences l'Ecoulement eat non l'aila de plusieurs petits tourbillona qui
ddcolid sauf au bord d'attaqua o6 apparatt un cheminant dans la lit du vent. Ainai on peut
bulbe de ddcollement laminaira mais dont repdrer aur lea rdpartitions de nombra de Mach
l'Etendue eat trla limnitda. La courbe de portance local A 4' d'incidence at A M.= 1,2 prdsentlas
quasi-lindaira eat typique d'un tel dcoulemant (1) figure 7 la traces de ces tourbillons sous

- vets 4V d'incidenca dana notra example forme de ldglres d~pressions dans lea sections
(M.= 0,92, RCI = 2,3 106) on observe la extarnes 4, 5 at 6 at indiqudas par une flbche.
formation au bard d'attaque d'un tourbillon La report da la position de ces d~pressions
an cornet dont Il'ffet principal eat de aur una forina en plan de l'aila parmet de
crder un suppldment de portance. La courbe de raconstituer le cheminemant de cas tourbillons.
portanca s'Ecarte alors de la droite prdc6- Ca ph~nombrie avait ddjA dtd observE par Squire
dente (II) at al [9) lots de visualisations par anduit

viaqueux d'Icoulementa autour d'ailes en delta
-aux fortes incidences on montra qua l'axa du A des noinbres de Mach Elavds (M.= 1,51) at

tourbillon en pivotant lentement vets l'amplan- pour des incidences voisinas da 4'*L'origine
tura s'Ecarte ie plus eai plus du plan de l'aile. de ces "1straamwise vortices" a ltd attribude
La tourbillon se ddsorganise progressivement, au dlveloppement d'una coucha limite tridimen-
l'Icoulement ne racolla plus sur toute l'anver- sionnelle avec fort dcoulenant transversal at
gura A l'aval du tourbillon at la portance tour- donc cisaillement notanmment lots du contourne-
billonnaira diminue forcemant. on assista A una mant du bord d'attaque ou au travers d'une onde
dlcroissance du gradient de portanca (III) puis de choc. En effet, dana lea deux: cas lea lignes
au dlcrochaga. de courant de l'Ecoulement extdriaur peuvent

On observe en outre sur la figure 3 une discon- former des angles importants avec lea lignas

tinuitd A C~e~ = 11,5*qui se retrouve sur la de courant paridtalas. Una instabilitl
courba du moment de tangage. On verra plus dans la coucha limite peut alots dlclencher
loin qu'ella eat lida A l'arrivde du paint des tourbillona de faibles dimensions at dont
d'Iclatament du tourbillon au-dessus de l'aila. l'aspacemant rdgulier an anvergure eat lid

A l'Ipaisseur de Ia coucha limite A l'endroit
3.2 - Ecoulemants aux faibles incidences at de laur apparition.

apparition du tourbillon - L'analysa faite par Squire at al a montrd qua
ces tourbillona, pour la cues en fllche,

La premier affet de Is compresibilitd qui avsient un sans de rotation identique A calui
paut 6tra observd eat l'Ivolution du gradient du tourbillon en cornet qui se ddveloppe
de portance A l'origina ea fon,-tion du nombra loraque l'incidance eat plus dlevde.
de Mach (fig. 4). Compta tenu de la gdoinltria Ces tourbillons avaient en gdn~ral dtig mis en
de V'alle (flbcha, allongemant) l'allure de Evidence au moyan de visualisations par enduit
cetta courbe eat celle qua V'on pouvait visqueux qui donnent tine d~finition trbs fine
attandre (rbgle de Prsndtl Glauart [6] ) at de Il'coulement paridtal sans qua la rdpercuc-
ella ne prdsenta pas de particularitla. sion But la rdpartitions de pressiona ou lea

efforts globaux sit dtd relevde. Pour nos
Figure 5 sont prdsentles h titre d'exainpla lea easais, cette technique e visualisation n'a
rdpartitions de preasion exprimdac en nombre ps dtd utilisda. La visualisations par
de Mach local, dans Ia section 3, pour diffd- fluides colords ne donnent pas uns d~finition
rents nombres de Mach. A Mo - 0,70, la prdsence assez fine mais le film qui a dtd pris lots
du bulbs de ddcollement laminaire se treduit par d'une variation continua de l'incidence montre
un petit plateau de preasion qui donna une allure toutefois, aux incidences i'oisines de 4%,
particulibre A Ia racompression aprb8 le Pic quelques dchappaments e tourbillons. En
de survitesse. Comme pour le profil ONERA D revanche, la disposition particulilte des
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sections de prises de preasion our notre aile. vement prdcoce ou tardif, l'incidence d'appari-
norualement au bord d'attaque, permec de couper tion du rdgime rtourbillonnaire prdsente la .bie
le trajet de cas tourbillona et cii de mesurer Evolution brutal. pour un nombre de Reynolds voisin.
lea d~pressions qu'ila engendrent.
La figure 7 permet en outre de voir, done lea Pour lea deoulasento tranesoniques le nombre de
sections internes 2 et 3, des reconpressionh Reynolds de transition eat plus foible et
proches du bord de fuite en aval d~u plateau lapparition du tourbillon se fasit en prdsence
a Meconstant et voisin de 1,45. Cette recom- d'un bulbe court daobord en extr~siitd d'aile
pression eat Il'bauche de ce qui, & .,cmbre de puis, loraque 11incidence auguente, le point
Mach plus Elevd ou I des flA-ches plus faibles de naissance se rapproche de l'apex.
(30' ou 40*) 110) , forme une onde de choc
arriere (rear shock) qui vient couper l'onde 3.3 - Ddveloppement et ddsorianisation du
de choc avant (forward shock) proche et tourbillon -
parallble au bord d'attaque pour former un
systame de chocs dont Ia trace sur le plan de L'apparition du tourbillon de bord d'attaque
l'aile prend une forme de X. [8, 111 a pour consdquence dlaugmenter le gradient de

portance. Cet effet eat dO I Ia d~pression
Les r~partitions en envergure de Isa force qu'induit le tourbillon lora de son passage
normale, telle qu'elle pout 8tre calculde au-deaaus de l'aile et qui donne aux rdparti-
par int~gration des profils de pression dona tions de preasion une forme en cloche caractd-
lea sections de meaure (Isa valeur portde pour ristiqule. Une telle rdpartition a dtE
la section 1 a EtE ponddrde de fagon & tenir reprdsentde schEdsatiquement figure 11 dana le
compte de la troncature de cette section par cas de notre aile. L'aspect de l.'Ecoulement
l'emplanture) dvaludes & diffdrenta nazibres paridtal ainsi que celui des pseudo-lignes
de Mach mettent en dvidence '(fig. B) lea parti- de courant dans une coupe normaleaCu bord d'at-
cularitds des dcoulements aux nombres de Macb toque sont aussi reprdsentds at parmettant de
supersoniques. dtfinir certaines notions utilisdes dana Is

auite du texte.
Pour Mo < 0,92, la rdpartition eat d'allura quasi
elliptique contrairement A ce qu'on observe La comparaison des champs de pression mesurds
lorsque Mo 1,10. A grand nomebre de Mach Ia A 12* d'incidenca pour diffdrents nombres de
r~partition obtenue entre lea sections 1 et 4 Mach (fig. 12) zeontra conibien Isa position de
eat due A l'dvolution du plateau de pression l~a trace du tourbillon et le niveau des ddpres-
prdsent entre le choc et Isa recompression sions sent influencEs par le nombre de Mach.
arribre. L'augmentation de la force normale au Les courbes de force normale tourbillonnaire
bout d'aile entre lea sections 4 at 6 eat crdde (fig. 13) mettant aussi en Evidence un effet
par la multiplication du nosebre des tourbillons important du nonibre de Mach sur le supple~uent
longitudinaux passant dana chaque section de force normale apport6 par le tourbillon.
lorsqu'on se rapproche de 1'extrA-mitd (voir La force normale tourbillonnaire eat obtenue

fi.7). au obe eMchitr~iien retranchant de la force normale meaurde, la
fig. < u nombre d,0 e M~ah itn endir force normala qui serait obtenue en V.absence
0,92 < ont<,0 ldm e ar lrparition en eer- de ddcollenent tourbillonnaire et qui peut

gureson ddfrm~s pr l'ppaitin enextd- tre Evalude A partir du gradient de portance
mitE de voilure du tourbillon principal qui AVrgn
pour ces valeurs du nombre de Mach apparaitA orgn
avant 4' d'incidenca (voir fig. 9).

Vera 40 d'incidence on a vu (fig. 3) qua le
gradient de portance augmentait ddnotant ou gr~ce A des mdthodes de calcul d~jA
l'apparition du tourbillon en cornet. La ddcrites [4, 6].

valer d cete icidece at vriale slonOn remarqua ainsi que, aux incidences moddrdes
lea noembra de Mach de 116coulement mais encore(ere5et1'Iadaraepuprce
plus avec lea nombre de Reynolds. Figure 9 eat (etorbillo en subson diqure lus rd l
portde l'incidence d'apparition du tourbillon foceu rl tourbillon snie lusd rede pou

a n fonction du nombre de Mach pour deux fce noms e Mach alloraqua pour dled pci-

valeurs du nombre de Reynolds. Cette incidence dces plubrs Ede c alor ugetatonur lenci-b

eoacelepartir de Il auele liacorae de Mach fait diminuer Isa force normale maxi-
portnce 'Ecrte a l~ patie indare.male produita par lea tourbillon.

L'Evolution avec le nombre de Mach eat conforme On distingue aussi sur ces courbes une trbs
avec ce qu'ont trouvd Rogers at a' 181 -natta discontinuit6 se produisent antre 11'
L'augmelntation de l'incidence C. aprbs le et 16' d'incidence at qui provoque our lea
minimumn vera M,= 1. eat salon t8T lide auicubsd oetd agg nbua uo
fait qua lea d~collemant qui engendre lea tour- cubag (fig 3).ometn it de tna ubrl a u ot-
billon a lieu au pied du choc avant at non plus nuitdate (fi.3)cidnenst de aqal ell d set

bora de laquraconpasio qeuf suit iracenntl produit dvoluent avac lea nombre de Mach de
bordd'ataqu dan leacasaubsniqus. 'Ecoulement. Cette incidence eat reportde

On observe an outre qua l~a variation avec lea figure 14 evec lIa courbe de l'incidence de
nombre de Reynolds, tr~s importante A faible ddcrochage ( o(Cz lw
vitessa tend A s'sttdnuer en transoo .ique. on a Cette discontinuitOd qui a ddjA Etd observde
pu montrar [6J qua, A foible vitassa, lIa dons lea passE r12, 13J eat lide A lIa migra-
variation brutala de l'incidance d'apparition tion du point d' clatement du tourbillon dont
du tourbillon de 50 A 12' loraque lea nombre de lea passage dana cheque section de l'aila paut
Reynolds atteint una valeur de I'ordre de 8tre rapdrd par Isa diminution rapide de
3 x 106 (fig 10) pouvait Otre relideau compor- -Krnmin an fonction de V.incidence (fig. 15).
tement du bulbe de ddcollement laminaira qui On peut aussi suivre lea cheminament vera l'apex
eat pr~sent, sur cetteanile dbs I' d'incidence. de l.'Eclatement avec l'incidenca (fig. 16).
Ca bulbe eat de type long ou court salon qua lea On ramarque ainsi qua, si A Mo - 0,275 Ia migra-
nombre de Reynolds eat moddr6 ou 6levE at son tion eat progressive, en revanche ak Mo - 0,92
evolution loraque l.incidence auginente eat tr#%s l'Edllatement loraqu'iI arrive au-deaaus de l.'ai-
diffdrente dana lea daux cas. Ceci conduit, lea vera 12' se ddplace brusquement jusqu'A Ia
dans le cas du profil A un d~crochege reapecti- section 4. La d~gradation de la portance provo-

qude par Il'clatement eat particulibrement bien
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mise en dvidence our la courbes de force tine autre diffdrence rdside dans l'apparition,
noralse locale obtenues par int:Egration des vera l'extrdznitd de l'aile, d'une recomspression
rdpartitions de pressirn dane chaque section au sein de l'Ecoulement de retour du tourbillon
(fig. 17). proche de is surface de l'aile et dont lea

caractdristiques sont celles d'una recompression
tin aperqu plus compiet des modifications de par choc. Les visualisations It 120% 140 et 160
l'dcouiament d'extrados provoquant la perte de (fig. 20) montrent que cette onde de choc ne
portance peut @tre donnd par la tracE des produit A 120 qu'une d~viation dans l'Ecoulement
lignes isobars. pois qu'& 140 one sorte de bulbe de pied de choc

se forme at qu'anfin A 16* le d~collement se
Celles-ci sont dktermindes h partir des champs d~place brutaldmnert pour avoir lieu au droit de
de pression masurds pour lea incidences entou- l'onde de choc. De plus, si A l'incidenca Ia
rant la phdnombne. Pour le cas ddjA mantionnd, plus faible l'onde de choc eat limitde en eaier-
A Mo = 0,92 un example en eat donnAd par lea gore aux sections 5 at 6, ella s'dtend vera
figures 18 a at b raprdsentant respective- l'apex loraque l'incidence crolt. Lea rdparti-
mant la cartes isobarea A I1* et 120 d'inci- tions de nombra de Mach local, pour 120 d'inci-
dance. Dana le premier cas (fig. 18a) on ddcble dence (fig. 217a) mettant bien en Evidence
on dcoulement tourbilionnaira trbs r~gulier. La l'appsrition d'une recompression brutala an
ligne de recollemant du tourbillon principal section 6 antre X/C =0,72 at 0,65 qui A
eat orientde soivant le rdseao des lignas iso- 160 (fig. 21eb) s'Etend en envargure jusqu'A
bares tr~s rapprochdes qoi aboutissant A proxi- la section 4.
mitE do bord de fuite de l'aile A son extrdmitd
libre. Sur le tracE soivant (fig. 18 b) on na 4 - EFFET D'UN CANARD PROCHE SUIR LE COMPORThMENT
ramarqoa des modifications notables qua dans la AERODYNAMIQUE DE L'AILE -
partie extarne de l'aila. Dana cetta partia
l'intansit6 de la dMpression a diminu considE- 4.1 - Ecoulement A faibla it~cidence at appari-
rablemant. De m~me, on observe on dlargissement tion do toorbillon -
do toorbillon qui ne recolla plus sur l'aile.

L'6tuda de Ilinteraction entra le canard at
Ca darnier point peoc Atre mis an Evidence par 15 voilura en dcoulemant incompressible [41
Ia meaura de Ia preasion dana one priae trbs a mis an dvidence one diminution sensible du
procha do bord de fuita ( XC = 0,98) lora gradient da portanca de Vaile A faible inci-
d'una variation continue de l'incidenca (fig, dance an prdsence do canard par rapport so cas
19 a). Ainsi A M0= 0,92 le non racollament se de l'aila seule. La figure 22, oD eat prOdsentde
manifeate par one divergence brutala de Ia l'Evolution do gradient de portanca avec le
pression aimuitandment dans lea sections 5 at 6 nombra de Mach de l'Ecoulement poor diffdrents
vera 11,5* d'incidance. Lea courbas relatives cas de canards comparde A celia de l'aila
aux sections 4 at 3 prdsantant one divergence sole montre que cetta tendanca observde an
moina abropte pour des incidences plus dlavdes dcoulamant incompressible (M.= 0,275) se
ce qoi correspondrait A Is migration, vera consarve qoel qua soit le nombre de Mach
l'spex,do point d'46clatement. Ces courbes jsuAM=1 0

mettnt ussien videce 'autes odifca-Catte diminution do gradient eat due A Ia
tions importantes de l'Ecoolemant. A partir de ddflexion de 1'Ecoulemant crdea par le canard.
6' la diminution des - XPdona lea sectionsLe aclefctdaumyn 'n Mhe

6 5et ea dueau dveoppmentdu ouril-de singolarit~s traitant lea nappes tourbillon-
Ion. En effat, en i'abaenca de tourbillon naires an dcoulament incompressible [14]
(avant 6'), Is couche limita issue de ia pseudo ont montrd [4] qua Is "~flexion crEde par
ligne d'arr~t eat dpaissa iorsqu'alle arrive le canard n'intaressait pratiqoament qua la
au bord de foite. Son dpaisseor augmente sac rgo nen el olr iuedrce
l'incidence at par affat da dUplacamant la men entessou de la nappar isue d brec e

prassion diminue. Par contra en prdsence du oit en d canard ecis eat assed vsbe der

toorbillon Is couche limite eat issue de is utducnr.Cietasivsblsr

ligne de recollament qoi, loraque i'incidence lea distributions de force normale en envar-

augmante se rapproche do bord de fuita. On eat gore obtenues par int~gration des rdpartitions
alors en prdsence d'une couche liaute pe de prassion dans chaque section (fig.23*1 oQ

le d~ficit de portance en pr~sence do canard
Epsissa at dont I'dpaisseur tend mame A diminuer est limitE I Is partia interne de l'aiie. Cat
d'o4 Ilaugmentation de Is preasion avec l'inci- effet explique one diminution de gradient
dance aprbs 6%. dautant plus importante qua i'anvargura do

canard eat plus grande comae le montre i&
Vera 18,50 1* diminution des -p dona lea figure 24 uO i'Evolution do gradient de
sections 4 at 3 dfitaillde pius loin so portance eat portge an fonction de i'anvergure
chapitra 4.2, ea cr~de par Is rdorganisation du canard (rapportek celia de l'aile). Cette
de 116coulement sous forme d'un tourbilion figure montre de pius qua lea canards A 60'
aecondaira at qui eat A l'origine d'ur, moment de flilche dont IlextrduitAE sa trouve plus
piqueur A paine perceptible dana le cas de proche de l'aile ont, A anvergura dgale, un
l'aiie seule. effet plus marqud qua lea canards & 40* de

- 1,0 rv~ledesflbche, at qua le rapprochement en X des
L'Etude des dcoulemants A Mo -12 dbeescanards vera l'aila de is position P03 A is
diffdrences importantes avac ca qui viant position P12 a aussi tandanca I accentuar is
d'litre d~crit pour lea nombres de Mach aubso- diminution do gradient da portance.
niquas. Un premier example eat donnd par I'Evo--____________
lotion des prassionaau bord de fuita (fig. *Cos coiarbes sont tracdca avec Ie nombre de
19 b) qui rdvble d'una fagon similaire (dimi- Mach local Mi1 an ordonnde. Celui-ci eat caicu-
nution des - Kpen sections 6 at 5) i'appari- 14 h partir de P/p4, at no reprdsente pas Is
tion do rdgime tourbillonnaire vera 9* 'inc vrai nambre de Mach local car dana on tourbillom
dance, mais en revanche, diverge poor one is pression d'arret nls pas partout figale I
incidence de 110, qui ne coIncide pius avec Ia pression gdndratrice at Ia pression statique
ceile de Il'autocabrage ( o(qt - 15,8 ) . A eat fortoment dvoiutive.
cette incidence, on ne constate qu'una augmen-
tation brusque des pastes dane lea sections
6 at 5.* Les valaurs pour Is section 1 saint pondirdes

pour tenir compte de I& troncature do cotta
section avec i'aapiasturs.
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LA prdsence du canard modifie peu l'incidence (pitch down) Ia seconde A cabrerac(pitciO up)
d'apparition du tourbillon de bord d'attaque qul ne sont pratiquement pas perceptibles dona
de llaile except6 pour le canard C4. La figure 25 le cas de Ilaile seule.
permet de coparer lea c.ourbes dlapparition Pour comprendre l'origine de ces discontinuiths
du tourbillon en fonction du nombre de Mach il faut remarquer tout d'abord que llaction
pour diffdrents canards I Isa courbe obtenue principale d'un canard our le tourbillon de
pour Ilaile seule. Une diffdrence notable Ilaile eat, A incidence donnde, de rapprocher
n ,eat dicelable quo done le cas du canard du bord d'attaque le tourbillon, ce qui a pour
C4 pour lequel on observe un net retard A effet de diminuar son 6tendue dans une section
1'apparition du tourbillon A faible vitasse et d'augmenter llintensitd des d~pressions qu'il
et un effet de !~a compressibilitA plus marqui engendre aur Ilaile. Ceci a EtA constatA [4,
qua pour l'aile seule. La diminution de 6] en dcoulament incompressible pour lequel
Ilincidence d'apparition avec: lea nombre de la ssais au tunnel hydrodynamique ont montrd
Mach eat importante pour cette configuration par ailleurs que llaxa du tourbillon dtait
at l'incidence minimale obtenue (2,5* vers plus proche do l~a surface de Ilaile en prdsence
Mo - 0,96) eat infdrieure A celle observde d'un canard. En dcoulement transsonique on

pour l'aile seule (3,5'). Par contra pour les observe lea mama phdncsne. A titre d'exoaple
au tres cas do canards, Is tandance eat figure 29 sont compardes la rdpartitions
d'attdnuer los effets da la compressibilitd. do nombre do Mach local dana Isa section 5
Notons toutefois qua cas incidences sont Me 0,84 et 8' d'incidance et pour diffdrents
ddtermindes A partir du changement do pente cas de canards, ce qui illuatre ce qui vient
des courbes do portance, changeoment dont l~a d'Stre dit plus bout.
d~termination eat assez imprdcise malgrd lea
nombre ElevE des points do mesure (3 points L'arrivde da l'Eclatement au-deasus do Ilaile a
par degrd). pour effet, dans une configuration avec canard

do modifier lea rdpartitions do preasion an
4.2 - Effet do la prdsence du canard sur 1e crdant une recompression brutale au samn de

ddveloppement du tourbillon do Ilaila - l'Ecoulement do retour du tourbillon. Elle eat
vis ible sur l~a figure 30, oO sont prdsentdes

LA comparaison des courbes do force normale lea r~partitions du nomnbre do Mach local A 8',
tourbillonnaire en prdsence ou non d'un canard 12' at 16' done l~a section 5 pour Is configura-
(fig. 26) met en Evidence uno diffdrence tion ClPO3(pour laquelle Ilautocabrage so
notable quant A l'Evolutior. de Ilapport en produit vera 15,5' - fig. 28) sur Ia courbe
portance dO au tourbillon. correspondant A 16' entre XI 0,55 et

xc = 0,50. Sur lea visualisations par
.Juaqu'& 11' d'incidence on observe un retard fluides colords, elle so traduit par una ligne
au ddveloppement du tourbillon dons lea cas do ddcollement francheoaur laquelle les lignes
avec canard .A 11,5' l'arrivde do 1'Eclatement do courant paridtalos de Il'coulement de retour
provoque l~a ddgradation de l~a force normale aboutissent avoc un angle important (fig. 31)
due au tourbillon tandis que dons la cas des contrastant avec le sch~ma b plus classique oO
canards A grando envorguro (Cl et CO) ±1 faut ces lignes do courant prennent uno inflexion
attendre jusqu'& 20' pour observer une telle en avant do l~a ligne do ddcollement pour y
d~gradation * aboutir d'une facon presque tangente.

Le maximum de force norsiale tourbillonnaire Notons que ce schdma (a) n'est pas fondamonta-
ainsi atteint eat alors bian supdrieur avoc lement diffdrent de ce qui a pu Otro observE
que sana canard. pour l~a configuration aile seule A M.- 1,20

lorsqu'un choc apparalt dons le tourbillon en
La figure 27 prdsente A Mo = 0,275 l'Evolution extrdmitd d'aile (chapitre 3-3). Et il n'est
avec l'incidance de l~a position du point pas exclu, masa lea informations disponibles
d'Eclatement sur Ilaila, position ddterminde no permottent pas d'Otre plus affiruatif, que
A partir des r~partitions de pression (chap, en prdemnce dlu canard l'Eclatement qui accom-
3.3), ello montre quo 1e canard provoque un pagna l'augmentatian dea dimensions du noyau
retard A la migration du point d'Eclatement crde lea conditions ndcessaires pour quo Ia
vera l'apex, ce qui est I Ilorigice du suppld- recompreasion se fasae au travers d'un choc qui
ment do force normalo tourbillonnaire observE. engendre le ddcollement secondaire.

A l'oxtrimitd do Ilaile, c'eat-h-diro loin Notona enfin quo, at ce schdma a pu Atre
do l~a zone d'influenco du canard, le retard observE sur lea visualisations pour l~a configu-
dO au canard eat nul mais il apparalt progros- ration silo seule h M.- 0,92 il dtait dana tous
aivoment loraque 1e point d'Eclatement s0 los cas limitd A une rdgion trbs rdduita do
rapprocho do Ilapox. l'ailo (entre les sections 3 et 4) et n'Etait

pratiquenent pas perceptible sur lea rdparti-
Aux nombros do Mach plus dlevds Vapproche de tions do prassion.
l'Eclatement au-dessus de llil induit une Co qui eat remarquablo dana le type d'Ecoule-
discontinuitd sur lea courbes do portanca et mont qui existe donc en configuration avoc
plus encore sur lea courbos do moment do canard at au droit do Vd'clatement du tourbil-
tangage. La prdsonco du canard modifie consi- lon principal eat quo ce ddcollement va
ddrablement Ilimportance do cette discontinui- engondrer, pour des incidences Idghroment plus
td et 11iolto ultdrieure do l'dcoulement. dlevdes, un tourbillon socondaire contrarotatif
Cleat ce quo met en Evidence I& figure 28 06 dont le ddiveloppement rapide eat h l'origine
sont comparios lea courbes de moment de tango- do l~a discontinuitd A piquer observde sur lIa
go en fonction do l'incidence pour diffdrenta figure 28, on particulier A 18,5' pour Isa
cas de canards. Ainsi, on observe qua 1 'auto- configuration C4P03 .Les rdpartitiona do
cabrage lid I lIa migration du point d'Eclate- nombre de Mach local dans lIa section 5 pour
mont qui so produisait A ii,5' dane le cao do cetto configuration AL $0, 12', 16' at 20'
Valle* souls tend I Itro retard& en incidence (fig. 32 a) montrent successivement I&a recom-
loreque l'envorgure du canard G'4T~ 1001 pression brutale h 12' lida X l'arrivde do
surtout diminue en intensitd jusqu'I dispa- Ilclatement, puis 1 16' l'apparition (autour
rattre done le cam du canard C4P03.Par contra do X/C - 0,25) d'un tourbillon secondaire,visi-
on rinarque quo, A des incidences plus dlevdes, ble sur la visualisations par fluides colords,
apparsissent d'une fagon plus marqude d'autres dont Ilfe do succion deviant trho important
discontinuitds, I& preaibre Etant h piquer O(ij,
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A 200. Les rdpartitions dana Ia section 2 de gain important en prdsence d'un canard
pour lea mimes conditions (fig. 32 b) montront par rapport au cam de l'aile seule (fig. 37)
aussi un changoment important entre £6* at 20* Ia form en plan de l'aile dtant moins propice
oO 1. poche de d~pression, au lieu d'avoir un I ce point de vue qua, par exemple, lea miles
ddveloppement compiet vera le bord d'attaque, en delta [15]
eat limitde par une petite recompression.
MalgrE lea similitudes avec: ce qui a dtd vu - cotlcuIt IO
plus hout, y compris d'ailleurs our lea visua-
lisations oO cette recompression correspond Lea rlsultata d'une dtude visant A Ia descrip-
A la ligne de dlcollemont secondaire qui recule tion des Ecoulements sur une aile A 60* de f16-
donc brutalement entre 16' at 20' de XI/C , 0,18 che en Ecouleinent sub ou tranasonique
A 0,325, cc comportament na semble pas devoir (0,275< M.,< 1,20) dana une large game
Otra associd h l'arrivde dane cette section d'incidences (0*._4o( 4 32*) ont dtd prdsentds
de I'Eclateuent. dana une premtibre partie.

Il en rdaulte une diminution du gradient de Misc A part l'Evolution avec le nambre de Mach
portance dane la rdgion de l'emplanture de dc grandeur. telles qua la gradient da portance
l'aile qui a'accomupagne en extrdmitE d'une A l'origine, l'incidcnce d'apparition du
augmentation de Ia portance due au dlveloppement tourbillon at Ia portance au dlcrochage typiquas
du tourbillon secondaire et 1'ensemble conduit de cc type de voilure, des phdnombnes particu-
A la discontinuitd A piquer observdte. La liers au rdgime tranasonique ont pu Stre mis
troisibme at dernibre discontinuitE du moment en Evidence. Ainsi, l'arrivde de l'dclatemant
de tangage qui, de nouveau , eat A cabrer est du tourbillon au-daasua de la voilure induit
quant A ella crdde par la ddsorganisation un moment piqueur tr~s prononcE en Ecoulement
compi~te du tourbillon principal at du tourbil- transsonique.
Lon accondaire qui rend lea rdpartitions de Par ailleurs, pour lea nombres de Mach
preasion complttement plates (fig. 33). Cette supersoniques, il ae forme, A des inci-
ddsorganisation, loraqu'il y a le canard C4P03 dances moddrdes (4 A 80) at avant qua le
remonte brutalament vera 22' jusqu'A la tourbillon principal n'apparaisse, des tourbil-
section 3 puis chemine lentement vera l'apex. ln ogtdnu aaL ateatred
Cce changement cat trbs visible aur lea visua- Ian voiu qu oeta consirablemnt lea
lisationa par fluide colorE oQ la ligne deIsviueq mdfntcsdraletla
d~collement sacondaire remonta aubitement vera rdpartitions de charge en envergure. Aux ini-

le bard d'attaque pour laisser place A dea dances plus Elevdes, on pout supposer qu'appa-
lignes de courant paridtales trbs organisdEs ratt, au smi du tourbillon at vera l'extrluaitE
at resacublant fort aux effets d'un tourbill on de l'aile, une onda de choc au pied de laquelle
"classiquc" mais ne prlsentant, au nivaau de sa forme, loraque Ilincidence augments, un
la aurface de l'aile, aucun gradient de viteaae bulbe puis un dlcollement qui deviant le ddc01-

(voir schdma fig. 34). lament secondaire du tourbillon.

Touts cs vriatonsdan le schmasd'Eou-Dana une deuxiilma partie lea modifications
lamtent ceaini qatioeurdmigration, peuvant Etr apportdes par la prdsence d'un canard proche
lmest ans viene par liatin courbes d e aux Ecoulements sur l'aile ont EtE analysdcs.

mine en -vienceparlea oures d K Dane toutc la gSomme des nombres de Mach, le
ou, pour chaque section de masure, la valcur gradient de portauca A l'origine eat diminud
ninimale du coefficient de preasion Kp eat at cc d'autant plus qua l'envargure du canard
portdE en fonction de l'incidence (fig. 35). eat plus granda. Par contra Ilincidence
Ainsi I'arrivla de 11Eclatement se traduit d'apparition du tourbillon eat peu modifidc
par una diminution des Kp,,.done lea par rapport au cam de 1'aile acule msia le

s ections 6, 5 et 4. La ddveloppament du tourbil- suppldment de force normals dO au tourbillon
,on sacondaire entre 16*et 22' fait augmenter cat, aux fortes incidence&. plus important
lea Kpv; tandis qua, A 18,5'% Is transfor-
mation de 1'Ecoulement done lea sections 1 at L'arrivde de l'Eiclatement au-dessus de j'ails
2 provoque le moment A piquer. Enf in, la induit une recompression brutale at pr~mmaturde
ddsorganisation complbte des tourbillons eat au main du tourbillon qui elle-afte entratn.
repnal deleht buae ea 2,ds1 dlcollement aecondaire puis 1a formtion

kpni,.,. dana lea sections extr~mes qui 50 d'un tourbillon secondairo. La dlveloppoent
propage ansuite vera l'apox. de ce dernier puis la ddsorganisation coml~te
La figure 36 montra, pour le cas C4P03,l'Evolu- du systimse h deux tourbillona induisent our
tion des incidences auxqualles se produisent lea courbes ds moment de tangags deux nouvelles
lea deux diacontinuitla du moment do tangage discontinuitdo qui dtaient A Pains perceptible*
en fonction du nombre do Mach. Ces courbas dana Is caa de l'aila souls.
sont typiquas en allure at an valour de ca EEENE
quo 1 'on observe pour lea autrea cas de canards. _____

Pour lea nombres do Mach supersoniqus, lea Aerodynamic characteristics of the close-
Ecoulamenta rencontrds our l~il en prdsence coupled canard as applied to-low-to mode-
d'un canard sont trbm proches do caux dlcritsraesptwn.
dana la caa de l'aile souls si ce nWest qu'on ratsm sw eept l wings.
conatate tan dlcalage en incidence. VoTiNSC 7/0 1 g Jsan. trend

Pour ce qui eat do Ia portanco au dlcrochago, r2 i~oRjzLciGjm
en ddpit du retard important I la ddsorganisa- L2 I Recent theretca develpment and

tindutubiln dpa e aadlfaexIo experimental studies pertinent to vortexcause do la forts dlportance due I a Ia leio flow aerodynamics with a view towards
gdndral. do l'Ecoulament, il n's pan dtd observE debign.

AGARD CP 247 - Oct. 1978

[3]SOMLEINZIW.E 3] d tunnel investigation of controls for
DFC on a fighter-type configuration of
higher angles of attack.
AGARD CP 262 - Nai 1979
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[4] BROChAD Y., SCHITTr V. [10] SCHMITT V., Wig F.
Interaction adrodynamique entre un canard Ecoulementa subsoniques et transsoniques
procbe et ne voilure. sur une aile I flche variable.
AGARD CP 262 - Mai 1979 - ONKU TP 1979-95 La Recherche Adrospatiale - n* 1979-4 -

OUUA Ti 1979-102

[5] VINCENT DE PAUL M. 
-

Recherches expdrimentales sour des profile [Ill MONMEIE B., ClARPIN F.
d'eiles supercritiques. EssaLs de trlmblent ("BUffeting")
AGADRD CP 35 - ONESA TP 632 (1968) d'une ails en flkche en tranasonique.

Adroauctique et Astronautique n" 50F 6] BROCARD Y., MAIE F. (1975-1) - ONERA TP. 1975-11
Etude des caractdristiques do l'dcoulemnt
tourbillonnaire our use ails an flhche. [12] HIUMEL D., SRINIVASAN P.S.
Colloque AAAF - Lille 1979 - OtAM TP Vortex breakdown effects on the low speed
1979-147 aerodynamic characteristics of seender

delta wings in symetrical flow.
[71 VINCENT DE PAUL M., DYMENT A. J. of the Royal Aeronautical Society,

Rechercheas our lea profile d'ailes en Vol. 71-April 1967
dcoulement subsonique 6lev.
L'Adronautique et l'Astronautique no 19 31ELLE B.J.
(1970-3) - ONERA TP no 815 (1970)J On the breakdown at high incidences cf

the leading edge vortices on delta wings.
[81 ROGRS E..E.., HALL I.K. Journal of the Royal Aeronautical Society

An introduction to the flow about plane vol. 64- August 1960
swept-back wings at transonic speeds. r -

The Journal of the Royal Aeronautical 14) REHRACH C.
Society - Vol. 64, no 596, 1960 Calcul instationnaire de nappes tourbil-

lonnaires daises par des surfaces por-
[9] SQUIRE L.C., JONES J.G., STANBROOK A. tantes fortement inclindes.

An experimental investigation of the AGARD CP 247, Paper no 14 - 1978
characteristics of some plane and
cambered 65' delta wings at Kach numbers [15] HALE R.W. - ORDWAY D.E.
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Fig. 2 - Vue du montage our la paroi verticale
de Ia veine tranosonique do la
.oufflerie S2I.
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dt Essais S2MA
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Fig. 20 -Visualisations par fluides colords A Mo =1,20.
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SOME ADO DYNAMIC INTERFENCE EFFECTS THAT
INFLUENCE THE TRANSONIC PERFORMANCE OF

OMBAT AIRCRAFT
by

D Treadgold
K H Wilson

Royal Aircraft Establishment
Farnborough Hants UK

SUMMARY

The magnitude of the effects of viscous interactions, aeroelasticity and the aerodynamic inter-
action between the wing and fuselage are discussed in the context of a swept wing planform typical of
some designs of combat aircraft. Illustrations drawn from experimental measurements and theoretical

calculations show the significant influence of these factors on the form of the supercritical flow
development at high subsonic speeds. An example is given of some experimental measurements indicating
how small changes to the contour of the fuselage can produce significant changes in the drag measured at

high subsonic speeds. The example shows that fuselage shaping can contribute to the development of a

desirable form of supercritical flow on the wing with consequential benefit in drag levels at these speeds.

NOMENCLATURE

a angle of incidence Cp pressure coefficient

TI = X spanwise location C pressure coefficient at the wing
s TE trailing edge

14M = - R spanwise location for 'net' wing
C* Value of the pressure coefficient for

X taper ratio P sonic velocity normal to lines
A = constant

A sweepback angle c

M Mach number
ALE sweepback angle of leading edge NS  Mach number ahead of shock-wave

ATE sweepback angle of trailing edge
H radius of body cross section

A aspect ratio
R Reynolds numbere

Cd  local sectional drag coefficientdc wing chord

CD  drag coefficient
mean chord

C (drag coefficient - nominal induced
C2/n 2 semi span of wing0 drag), CD C C-

Sot wing thickness
CL  lift coefficient

x distance downstream from the wing
Cm  pitching moment coefficient leading edge

xT x at transition

y spanwise distance

I INTRODUCTION

The variety of different roles, the wide range of operating conditions and other requirements,
make the aerodynamic characteristics of a modern combat or strike aircraft host to many, and difficult,
interference or interaction problems. Notionally, some of these can have a profound influence on the

performance of the aircraft, especially in the highly sensitive transonic speed range. Manoeuvre
performance, for example, may be influenced by any impact they may have on the buffet-free lift boundaries,

or the stability and control characteristics; whilst the sustained turn and cruise performance may be
influenced by any impact thy may have on the drag.

In this paper we will merely examine, for the transonic range, three such interference or
interaction effects in relation to the aerodynamic behaviour of swept wings of planform appropriate
to combat aircraft. These are:

a. The influence of viscous effects, representing an interaction between the development of
the boundary-layer and the form of the inviscid external flow development.

b. The interaction between the aerodynamic characteristics and the elastic deformation of
the wing under steady aerodynamic loading.

c. The interaction between the flow over the wing and the shape of the fuselage.

Wind tunnel experiments, especially those providing pressure distributions, are helpful in

identifying the nature and magnitude of some interference effects, but the theoretical methods now under
development will, when proven, offer the potential for a sore fundamental understanding of the effects
and will lead, hopefully, to ways of favourably manipulating the interactions. Various methods for
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computing three-dimensional transonic flows now exist, or are in vriou:" :tagel: 01' devel.(4 'ent, if' many
countries of the West. Thes,, methods cover a wide spectrum of" .t',-c; i , . ". r; "l %t i.
modelling the flows. They vary in the exactness of' the flow e-quation un-d, th,- num-ricai technicu,-:
adopted and the degree of generality of the bou-ndary shapes to which th-1 "a, ' a Ii apl d. F,I
the interaction problems considered here, it is th latte, asplct which i." o particular ,onlr.

The theoretical results presented in this paper axe dI- ived from cal culationt mal, u:-uinj tl.,-
RAE Mk IV Transonic Small Perturbation (TSP) computer program. Th pro'gr.,am i! ,a:ed substantia: .y or
the method described by Albone et al in referenco 1, but with aad-tiDnal procedure; that offer t. -;t.or
of treating more general fuselage shapes, albeit in an approximat,- faih n. The approximatiun i. nv .ev-'
relating boundary conditions on the actual body to adjacent grid points on a cho:en iprimatic s a to..

generated by selected grid lines of the computing network paralle! to the fu:elage axis.

Options are provided in the proeram that p.r-mit the caiculation of vincous ilnteraction : nd a,-ro-
elastic interactions. This is done economically by periodically interruptlsg the 1'ow fi,-.d .- a~cu.atun
loop to inject updated boundary conditions suggested by boundary-layer calculation-, and/or -true-tira.
deformations, based on the current pressure and loading information from the- f.ow field cal culatior.
Boundary-layers are represented by their dis.placement effect. This is caliclated in the .arinca rern
using a yawed wing assumption, and downstream of a chosen transition location, a three-dimen:iona
integral method based on the work of Smith' and ireen et al fur the turbulent region. A-: - .av .
deformations are calculated using a matrix of structural influ-nce coeffici,-ntse; ci.ed in the input
data to the program.

Other more accurate computer programs are under development in th UK, lut at ;resent t.,re axr. not
assembled into a computer package that offers the generality of ap; ication provided by t.- Me. IV
TSP program.

2 VISCOUS EFFECTS

Only brief mention is made here of the slniificant effect that the Jevelcpment of th,. boundarv-
layer can have on the transonic aerodynamic characteristics, since :t .... : vI - : r. Ie !e .
forthcoming AGARD symposium. The objective here is merelv to permit an a.prci-iatcn of' th -agnltui.- ani
nature of the effect in the context of the type of .-wept wing combat configurations which 'are cus
present concern.

Figure 1 gives an illustration, for the case of an isolated wini,, of the pr dicted changes in the
pressure distribution that are brought about by the displacement effect of the boundary-laVer. In this
instance the Reynolds number used in the calculations is fairly typical of' wind tunnel model testing.
Dramatic reductions in lift at a fixed an.le of incidence are apparent. In this case a 2 3 reduction in
the lift is incurred at an incidence of 60. This is associated with reductions in the suction pea.Ks and
forward movements of the shock-waves. It is seen that the effects increase in magnitude progressively
towards the wing tip. Much of the change is a direct result of reduction in the effective incidence at
positive lift conditions, that simply arises from the relatively larger displacement thickness of the
boundary-layer on the upper surface of the wing, compared with that on the lower surface, near the
trailing edge. A closer resemblance between the distributions is seen by comparing the calculation- for
the viscous flow with those for the inviscid flow at 50, when the lift coefficients are more closely
matched. Even so, whilst the peak suctions are more closely matched, some significant differences remain
in positions and strengths of the shock-waves. In the two dimensional case it is often possible to obtain
a tolerably good comparison in this way. In the three-dimen.ional case, however, it is largely the span-
wise variation that occurs in the change of effective incidence which complicates the issue. The situa-
tion may be expected to be further complicated for configurations having interfering components,
perturbing further this spanwise variation. The mechanism of this may be either through their influence
on the pressure distribution on the wing, or directly through entrainment, ,f th . boundaI-lav. :-.
adjacent components, or the converse.

In its present form, the computer program takes account only of the influence of the boundary-
layer developing on the wing surface and no account is taken of the entrainment of the boundary-layer
from the fuselage, for example. It is conjectured that this omission may be of significance to the
shortfall observed later, in the adequate prediction of the effects of changes in body contours in the
wing root junction.

3 AEROELASTIC EFFECTS

The wide range of conditions, both of speed and altitude, embraced by the operating envelope
demanded of a present-day combat aircraft implies, in general, that significant elastic structural
deformation must be entertained. It is, therefore, increasingly necessary to give due consideration to
the pbssible impact of this on the aerodynamic behaviour of the wing and tail unit. This is especially
necessary for wings of high sweepback angle operating at transonic speeds.

The point is illustrated by the example given in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Here wind tunnel
measurements of the lift and pitcging characteristics are shown for a variable sweep aircraft design
with wing sweepback angles of 27 and 42 , at which the corresponding wing aspect ratios are 7 and 5.5
respectively. The measurements were made with wings of a composite construction that simulate, under
the wind tunnel loading, elastic deformations appropriate to an aircraft manoeuvring at standard sea-level
conditions at corresponding Mach numbers. The simulation is not, of course, precise, since in this static
simulation, the inertia terms arising from the mass of the wing structure are not represented. Thus the
deflections would be somewhat less than those simulated, if the scaled elastic properties were precisely
matched and so some allowance has to be made for this. Included in the figure for comparison, are
measurements made with rigid models, one representing the geometry in a 5 g manoeuvre and the other
representing its geometry in an unloaded equivalent form. The reduction in the slope of the lift curve

I
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axnd destabilising effect due to the elastic deformation, are clearly evident. This is particularly so for
the wing at the higher angle of sweep, when it is seen that dCL/dc is reduced by as much as 20% and the
aerodynamic centre is moved forward by about 10% of the mean chord. These aerodynamic changes are largely
due to the change of the local effective incidence across the span, which is brought about by the bending
of the wing and which is offset only partially by the torsional deformation. There are, as a consequence,
significant changes in the spanwise loading as a result of the increased 'wash out' produced by the
deformation of the wing. Attendant changes in the downwash at the tail can be expected as a result of
this, with a further consequential effect on the longitudinal stability characteristics.

Because of the relatively high aspect ratio of the wing, it might be considered as a rather
extreme example, so a further illustration is given, again for a wing with a leading edge sweep of 420,
but this time with an aspect ratio of 3.3 and a wing thickness more appropriate to a fixed wing combat
aircraft with supersonic operational requirements. Calculated spanwise loading distributions are shown
in Figure 3 for a Mach number of 0.8. Again for comparison, calculations are shown for a rigid' and an
elastic wing. In this instance the rigid wing shape used for reference is that of the unloaded elastic
wing which has a designated shape giving a lift coefficient of 0.8 at a sea level Mach number of 0.8.
Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the changes in effective incidence produced by the elastic deformation.
For the sea level condition quoted, this amounts to a change of more than 7 at the wing tip. Significant
changes to the supercritical flow development can therefore be expected.

These changes are illustrated by the comparison of the calculated chordwise pressure distribution,
shown in Figure 5, for the rigid and elastic wings at approximately the same overall lift coefficient.
At the condition shown, for a Mach number of 0.8, the- differ',nc', it, the supelcrit ica regi-cn .- evrdont.
The supercritscal region at the tip of the rig~d wing is far more extensive and its trminai shocK--wave
is much stronger, whilst inboard, the pressure coefficients fall well below C* For the aeroelastic wing,

p.
the spanwise development of the supercritical region is more uniform and thus we can expect rathr-r
different high speed stalling characteristics from those of its rigid equivalent.

The implication of the difference in stalling behaviour and different drag characteristics,
caused by aeroelastic effects, should be carefully examined in the optimisation of combat aircraft
configurations, both from the aerodynamic and structional viewpoints. A suitable computer program can
assist in the process, since the supercritical flow development at various points in the flight envelope
may be readi.y studied with different options for the elastic properties of the wing.

4 WING-FJSEAGE INTERACTION

Using an earlier, but basically similar, vers'ion of the RAE Mk IV T - program without the incsia7or.
of viscous effects, Albone' was able to demons;trate good agreement between the predicted and measured
pressure dist!.butions for a simple wing and fuselage combination. One of the illustrations from
,eferen-e 1, .;howing this, is reproduced in Figure 6. This Figure also shows for ,omparison, the pressures-
calculated for a 'net' wing, in isolation, formed by joining the exposei wing panels together. 'This
comparison gives a notional indication of the nature of the interference effects and the extent if th-
wing affected. Significant changes in the form of the supercritica. region are apparent, wh~ch ari,
course, far more marked over the inboard part of the wing. It would appear t! at the gocd aTreerrnt witL
predictions, without allowance for the boundary-layer, was porsib:e because its effect'- are n_, lajzte;
the pressure gradients are favourable ahead of the S.hcK-waves and the adverse pressure -r nt. "ci
the rear of the section are mild, for the simple RAE '

0 ' s:ection involved.

The more extensive supercritical regions and far moce severe adverse pressure gradient.-, 'U'71 !.; 1
with the advanced sections now n use, pose a greater challenge. hsults, MUre typisa, ef 1Hi- Flt- n
are given in the comparison of predicted and measured pressure distributions shown in Fgas 7. "h1r
theoretical predictions appear to give a fair representation ," the. form of" the dov, I qnt -f ', ; u;,el-
critical region, in both the chordwise and spanwise direction. The dgre, g re..ment . n-t %: e" -
one is accustomed to with similar comparisons in two-dimensional flow • Neverth,.:er"s, the ti :,
to give some valuable guidance in the design of wings, by indicating tow the sopercrl+.ta. ma,
be engineered to give good lifting potential and the desired form -f high spi sta. . ' n!. -n
the other hand, the methods may not be sufficient to give adequate guidan- for thi- jt.r.: at.n _ t re,-
dimensional configurations, from drag considerations at high subsonic speed ccnditlorn. Ph.-
demand a far h, her degree of precision in defining the positions and strengths c!f th h. o hav',
displayed here.

Just how dominating the influence of the fuselage can be, in affecting tH, superci'. ". 1. W
development on the wing, can be judged from experimental measurements: )f th,. khzJwliopr.c:ur
distributions shown in Figure '. This is an example wh-re the L:are wing has b,-en mouint-l -a,",-, ,
of different shape, but with r ughly the same width at the wing poition. A seetch -: the *w csf-ri:.-
tions is given in Figure '. One fuselage has a ronghly squart cross section, whi 1t th- , ', w.i :
shorter, has an elliptic cross section with fairings in the win root intende to :suppress' -O

"
. .

undesirable flow features in the wing-body junction. In both 'aces the wing is mounted ibv, tk;h
- u:,"laes axis.

'he -xp-rimental measurements shown in Fig ., are for a Mac number of .-. 7. Fi I-, u:,.
section body, the results are given for an angle of incidence of1' 1. whi "h gave- a li ft, f' n t
'..l5. For the elliptic body, experimental data was not available at precisl , y matchi ng- nd
incidence angle or lift coefficient, but these can be inf-rred from th. two test condi tins oh w-i .

For the same incidenceon,' an infer that the change in fuselage h.oc produced Asirni fi"'ant z'haw:
in the pressure distribution and shock-wave system that extend out to '4 ,' the L''- . ".t'.
suction peaks are far higher for the elliptic fuselape, particu.arly at the int'ai'd stutions, an.i th,
forward shook is well in evidence at the ?4% station. The rear Ph,,ck-wav, is als- affectd a m is
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gei'llv fi-tlier aft for the elliptic body. Seine of tls-< behaviour, can , rirubably i1- attnibuted to the
higher super-velocities generated by the higher streasiwise curvature of' the elliptic ody.

If the comparison is made at the same lift coefficient, then the shock-wave is located at more
nearly the samte chordwise position at R3% semispan, although again the suction peak is still greater
for the elliptic body. Inboard we again find the, forward shock-wave more in evidence, higher super-
critical velocslies and a rear shock-wave that iii; further af't with the elliptic body. For the sqnuare

scinbody the rear shock-wave ia far' weaker and the, Forward shock-wave is not apparent at 24% semi-
span, although at that station the experimental riessuiements show a secondar-y expansion starting at about
3s3% chord which may be terminated by a weak shock-wave. This latter feature, if genuine, is difficult
to explain, unless it is the result of' a local diaturi ance produced by a vortex fret, the wing-body junctior.

Changes, in the sup--i-critical flow development of this, magnitudea can cl~arly b- expe cted to
int'luence the buffet-fre.c lifting chatracterisFt ics and obviously the fuselage affec~ts cannot be ignored
in th" wing design process. Th, -xaxnpl-- just given s: on'- involvine a gross- change in fuselIage shap,
but w.- will in our n-' xt exaispl, consiider th-- sensitivity of th, wing ehaactoristics to more modest
g~eometric changs- confined to the area of th- wing: body junction.

Body shaping has longr ben r'-cog~nised as a rn-, l. t' of rdus.cn, drag, at s-up. rsonic Ep- is, as- was
demonstrated in the --ax'ly fifties by,. ti- pisn---r in,' wois. tf Whic _Iceb- 'and Ks- h -mfann

6
, for exampil . There

have bean nmerousl experimenta l demconltrat ions of thev s-,fect venc-rr of' th-- ctbod appl ned in various ways, .
Not able among thes;e is the .-xpernrnm.-ntal wore. of, Me evitt 7. Tb-' tfloor' t ical flow f'i-1 "Ii cthode now avai -al- le
'-nable us to obtain a better underiot ndiin, of the, r,-hani so! Of this' hlicfly -'fbest iv,- m~ ass_ of drag red ueti on
in the high subsonic and transoni, -speed rang'- Iop--ful 1- this. will ' -ad to th, -lvl syre-nt of effectw,.e
techiso'iLs, applicable wider lifting conditionsr, that c-an b-,- ap; .1-1 to tf, tyle o;f coml at aircraft
con!tigurati-us cniee ee

Caughev anid Jam-s an ha-ce appllie tb--ui ful 1-pot '-nt sal t.to l the olt axa n tested" b-
YMsflsv.itt

7 
that bad axosrer-wistin,, app.-d t- basisE Seas. -lla -- r. .moina:n with -I vin,.r

asp;.. st r atio )f and a svmrlsetrica. AGA 6.1 A)-, et n. T1 is'' pi i e-n; , f1 i' st rsb1:uti1 ns
with t hose s alsus1a tedu f-i' zero lit -n it i-mn s -- oCcu U1 r ',, ri ,e t rtrnth,

tK- sbos'._wv s-u-", not all' that w,,- pi- iut-'. Whlii is "e i- ,s-n--diry -, i n, i.s to r , aarriC.s F5
that tb, ira, reluc tiso i-rivei firU I wais-tini,' t fI VI prc P--te, '.., tb-
,:a -i sna-. Tbss was fount ill -pit'- otf 1hb ste t,' -im'- i-iati n"- in- tie mode in,' of th, fus--sig-
sot- o-s asi'av thth-. p.' jid- n. tf- bod:, t, ir'finity us.t'-a-a

K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V is.~ 1-C 1,1, s-: --. 12 1 ~ti-
- ~~~~~~~-n a' &t -Da o-is -r-t'-ro-es 0.0001).

.nesu.t. -b'b -db N-wrsao antd Kl unxi, r l ,s a in: -
'
o-it nto th dtiuion sf tie di aos

reducts ari at tas- nsl sp-dE7 frsom s--x area sin"~- .gs c sr.risetion. L -irg =ra:_-
jistr; ss-'Icr: w tE. a -onfa)r a, mapp is, ' -sn.,-l, t1- v a.('ated tb. ti-anson' flow -,vex! s' wir

m-(uit-s on an-'axi'svrr-tri- body,, wi'f aind witbs.t th- wais-iin,- .-urges ted 1-: sc;- i ran--vex -- c

Ji.strit ati ni _noi ier-,tisns. Te'wer-- abl' t- ,iv. asn tost, de-anslti a 4'! Cf h U t vcs ixag
riJuti-), ": tIce wais tso,' was e- od Tb-- ti-ag so--ntfro'!. th-- b'oy was 7 t%. : a, t shswa-"

tn r. 'x - I --t xt i.r.Jucrt itni in d ry at t w. sa. r h:- I i rag r''dustszr a-as a xe-u t C! icas'- d 1. -. wx

5t r1O't h th, win,- --ran at a Mast. nsar''-'

Th-.' ii '-a saxi) 7-s -ti, -- ia,"'a an r'- sad, its as-a .- r dag t-an,'- i %- ,alo sn'

',ssieunt. !a- , t-w .- aids -w- r: I- t- AdA ,' s t ' -ft t ,nn i-- , -- Wss %i-I- z-f. 'a. i' t wtbs
at,rnaiive -ct's fari,s we, t ite-d. lh.- t aos. i'a- af thIc 7, ld was r0.1 -i 'ti; ant~ .

teads1-srie as- , w Ih is it(w n si'i eW- '. T?-- ain oric-rn-3 in ttis -xerjice-nt natd a l .L

I.an rmr but Ii ffex-est sect i-n from that Kthe Mry- Tset a tuds, ;:revi, a sv' tet on Th . ziternths ye

fai rings in t ho c-ely above tI., wiwni ax .- simwr. in Fi gui-- ' - . Tb-- -xp-r irnont pr--dat '- thI- p-r~'r-~nt ' -,uter
programs. fr -alcu.at ing transo-(,nic- flows aver wsn7b--&> cinati:ans. It represented an inv- 'x scat . - f
two intui'ive Iesigr-s of the fairing prDvi-iiog roughly sucmlax cro s s'ectiona. as-ca distx itunians. Neither
fairing has, an-,,- cri our pretensioan t, boinru as apt .u. s-u-shape from drag pc 4 t- f vi- w.

Tho first t'airing which we will refer to an- faling A, was designed, tc co~nform, f, r the is', jrait, a
treas ad ,- )! thl' gi as wing Q-,- -1 tsr. wins!,' -r'-o1 1b.- ot'xtn,--------rs Wi. *x -1i g -

the wing to the fuselage centrc-line. This seemed a logical option sinc-e the wing had teen oriorina..lx
designed for a -ondit ion at a Mach nuxtter of ').R7, aslsuming that plarifarm and using the versi -n of saal

perturbation flow field method for th' isolated wing which was- all that was available at that time. This
same meth d was usepd to determine a suitable streas surface for a fairing that could be lended wsth, the
existing fuselage sections maintaining a smooth cros-s sectional area distribution.

The sec nd option, leading to fairing B, was more vaeuely defin-i, but it attemrpt-i to preserve a
contour at its intersection with the wing, that resemble-d the form of the- etrerlxines ,f the wing at V
semi-spani at the design mondition for 0>- 7 Mach number. Notional ly this war- intended to derive some bi-nef.s
from constraining the flow to hebhav- more nearly like a sh,-ared wing flow and to maintain the- sweel Cf the-
isobars ast the, wine ret. The remaining lines, of the fairing were- simply a r-eult af maiintaining a matb,

area distribution, matchino, that of fairing A as - losels as osibe and I lending, ints- the existing
fuse I age shape.

It is; evident from the sketch give-n in Figure I" that fairing B3 hats a slgtygreatel cr-a , taa

area just ahead of the wing than fai ring A. This war a -oncessi n, ni-ssarv te-au-e - I a pract i -a
constraint imposed by the constraction sf the model, which sthcrwitve wouild have snv ve-i w, unasser1tb'-
dpaprture fr-m the intended streaml ine shape in thle julnci in. Estimates cauggeelt ttat Pvi's at s 5i:
the drag penalts, that would be incurred by the -ombinatie - with faizing H, due to thes asiditi-sna. area,
would only he of the order of 1 drag countsl.
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The wind tunnel tests made covered only the rather limited range from a Mach number of 0.825 to 0.325.
Over this range there was very little difference in the buffet-free lift boundary produced by different
fairings. This was probably to be expected, since the breakdown of the attached flow was determined on this
wing by flow conditions well outboard. The difference in the dra4, characteristics produced by the two
fairings is of' more interest. The measured drag coefficients, with a nominal induced drag component, CL

2
/A

subtracted are shown plotted against the lift coefficient in Fieure 11 for Mach numbers of 0.87 and 0.925.

Figure 11 clearly shows the beneficial effect of fairing A. At 0.87 Mach number the drag is about
I4 counts less at a lift coefficient of 0.35. At 0.925 Mach number the benefit is greater. At both Mach
numbers the benef its diminish at high and very low lift coefficients. This behaviour appears consistent with
the difference in the strength of the rear shock-wave, as can be inferred from estimated Mach numbers ahead
of' thi s shock-wave, shown in the figure.

At a Mach number of 0.a7, there is little difference in the behaviour of the trailing edge pressure for
the two fairings, excepting for a slightly earlier rise apparent at 72% span with fairing A. There is
certainly no indication in the trailing, edge pressures of adverse effects of either fairing at moderate lift
uoeffic~ents-. The rear shock-wave is far weaker for fairing A for the most part, and certainly over the
inboard part of the wing. Figure 12 shows even more clearly the better supercritical flow develo~nent
obtained with fairing A at 24% semi-span for lift coefficlents between 0.2 and 0.4, where the drag benefits
art greatest. The loss in lift incurred with fairing A, arising from the lower suctions ahead of the shock-
wave and its further forward location, is well compensated for by the effect of the increased suctions
maintained around 20% chord. The isobars shown in Figuare 13 show how this gradual recompression seen at 24%
semi-span with Cairing A is- maintained to some extent further outboard. With fairing B the shock-wave is well
lefiin.-d and is swept roughly parallel to the trailing edge out to 70% semi-span.

;eturning to Figure 11(b), we see at a Mach numbe-r of O.'r25 a similar correspondence between the
different :hock-wave strengths and the differing drag characteristics of the two fairings. In this case,
however, the situation is complicated by the. impact the "airing change has had on the trailing edge pressure
rIs. This is not, of course, unrelated to the differences in the shock-wave strengths, but it is apparent
fat, with fairing A, the initial rise in the suction occurs at a higher lift coefficient for all the span-
wis stations, thus adding to the benefits of this fairing.

Superficially we see that fairing A appears to produce a more attractive flow over the wing; it is,
however, D: interest to investigate to what extent the changes on the wing contribute to the drag differences
m-asured on the wing-fuselage combinations. An attempt has therefore been made to take the analysis a

ittle further by integrating the surface pressures measured to obtain the drag component. Attempting to
find absolute values for the pressure drag in this way is not normally a very rewarding process. It is
renowned for its potential inaccuracy, particularly if there is limited coverage of the pressure measurements
in criticai roion.- of the aerofoil near stagnation points and near suction peaks, for example. In the
present case, th, process is slightly more legitimate, since we need concern ourselves only with integrating
the Aifferences in pressure at the same model attitude with the different fairings fitted. Fortunately,
th-. changes to the suction peaKs are riot apparently very great. The more serious errors probably arise from
tL dffi-ulty in precisely locating the shock-waves, but it is thought that, in thi- case, it will cause
it drag difference to be underestimated. Inaccurate as the process undoubtedly is, the results show a

rmarKable deg're of s-lf'-c nsistencv and, moreover, show a remarkably close correlation in the trends,
.. ! Mash number and angle of incidence, apparent in the balance measurements of the overall drag of the
wing-fuselage combination. This can be seen from the comparisons given in Figure 14 for the model at
rgles of incidenc- of -. to and 5.20.

1.. analysis thus lends support to the view that it is the ci.anges produced on the wing that are
dominant in causing the drag changes, rather than pressure changes on the fairings themselves. It is also
wcrth noting the considerable extent of the wing affected by the change, as is shown in Figures 14(a) and (b).
There is an interesting parallel with the theoretical findings of Newman and Klunker

9 
mentioned earlier.

Figure 15 shows the calculated chordwise pressure distributions for various spanwise stations compared
wit, the pressures measured at a Mach number of 0.87 for an angle of incidence of 5.20. The general level
! agreement achieved is similar to that seen earlier in Figure 7 for the simpler iuselage shape. It can be

seen, by comparing Figures 15(c) and 15(d), that the more major changes indicated in the erperimental
measurements that contributed to the beneficial drag behaviour with fairing A, are not greatly in evidence.
TKhr, s a slight hint in the theory of the changes in the pressures over the forward part of the chord
n,,ar tn,, wing root for the different fairing!-, but there is no evidence of the gradual recompression and
wtY.-r :shock-wave for fairing A which produced most benefit to the drag. It seems difficult to fault the

;ox;-rim..ntal data, especially in view of the apparent mutual consistency of the pressure and balance
measurem nt which we have been able to demonstrate. We have yet to diagnose the real cause of the apparent
f a. lrt. of the prtdi,-tions to give a correct indication of the changes produced by the fairings. It might
b, irsu-d that t, resolve such subtle geometric changes asks too much of the theories at their present state

f1-v- pmunt.

';,- , ! the blare for th, present discrepancy may be attached to the limited accuracy in modelling
-A .-; wit, th, proc-lure u ed in the Mk IV TSP program, since these precluded any streamwrse variation
th ,i.f] I tat on:: at wh'-h -.quivalent body boundary conditions had to be applied. The limitations of

th, mall j,-rtubation rethod cannot he ignce-d. A further uncertainty remains concerning the magnitude
,f th, viscousr Interaction in the region of the junction. In the computer program used, only the boundary-

fv , rv-pe I ;ent ,n tht win,, has bet-n included, and it may prove to be necessary to model more correctly
1. 1 ; T-jrJt- urfat. to) irslude the i-undary-layer on the fuselage and its interaction with that

n th, w ng.

I w.- -mpare t" two i1 flow photographs given in Figure 15, which show the flow for the two
t rint, 'it s-mi I ,ndritians at ; Mach numbt-r of .j, it is clear that major differences are apparent
n '1aa :.1,- iIn'!. The, outward flow frm th, fairing on to the wing is very evident in the junction
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in the case of fairing B. Perhaps it is the failure t ) model such features aris-ing from the viscous
interaction that contributes to the shortfall of the preent prediction. Paradoxical ly, nowever, the-
greater variation between the measurements and the predictions occurs with fairig A which has the mcre
orderly flow in th wing-fuselage junction and which is perhaps slightly better modelled in the theory.

S CONCLUDING REdARtKS

Viscous interactions, aeroelastic effects and the aerodynamic interaction between the wing and
fuselage all have an impact on the development of the supercritical flow regions on the sort of swept wing

configurations typical of some combat aircraft designs. Computer programs used to optimise the aerodynamic
performance of such wings need therefore to model these leatulec correctlY.

The task of provision of adequate guida:e from theoretical transonic methods for achieving drag
reductions is challenging - a challenge that must be met if drag penalties at high subsonic speeds are to
be eliminated at an early design stage by such methods.

The example given suggests that it is possible to obtain by a suitable shaping of the fuselage
an improved form of supercritical flow development with consequent benefits in drag reduction at high

subsonic speeds.

Some refinement of transonic calculation methods is necessary if the design is to be done effectively.
Such refinements may, in general, need to include a better mathematical modelling of the viscous interaction
in the region of the junction of the wing and fuselage.
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SUMMARY

An application is presented of a transonic desiqn precedure for wing-body cont t
The procedure which combines direct and inverse panel-type comOutat ltns Is based 1. 1 r.
relationship between the exact transonic solution and an equivalent subsonic ire-r,Jr
distribution. The latter can be obtained by applying the subsonic pa'iel me-ttod a' , e
design condition for a shock-free airfoil desined by hodograph theory.

The paper will concentrate on the design of the inner wing where s .veral ;rA lc'ms J3..-
due to the three-dimensional character of the flow, which prevents a .nique detv.rmi:.uti
of the equivalent subsonic pressure distribution.

Two essentially different approaches were followed by prescribing either a subcr it ,.
or a supercritical flow condition at the wing root. It will be shown that the suk r it id
flow condition at the wing root can be achieved for a range of win10 .4emetrles wit!' (ca.
edge extensions on the inner wing or aiternatively, by applying exter sive L.Iy->t. ii.
to a wing originally designed to have supercritical flow at the oot.

For the nominally shock-free flow condition the results of windtunnel tests Tn t,(.
wing-Liody combinations presented have confirmed the adequacy of the desiqn rprocess -_
generate constrained inner wing geometries with specified aerodynamic characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1973 a research program for the development of advanced wing technology was initia-
ted in the Netherlands. The program which is conducted in close cooperation between the
Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR), NLR and Fokker, was preceeded in the
late sixties at NLR by the work of Nieuwland and Spec (1). They demonstrated i 1969
that a local supersonic shock-free flow field can be obtained as an exact solution of tre
transonic equations by using hodograph theory. This flow-field showed to be stable in
real flow.

The work was extended by Boerstoel (2) who developed a transonic design method based
again on hodograph theory. In combination with other potential flow and boundary layer
analysis codes, this method can be applied to generate profile sections for optimized
target pressure distributions.

At the time, 1973, there were no exact computational design methods for transonic wind-
body combinations. Reliable transonic analysis and design codes based on full potential
equations have only recently been introduced for the wing alone case (3), (4). Therefore
the approach adopted was to develop a design procedure for transonic configurations on the
basis of existing direct and inverse subsonic singularity methods (5).

In the course of the program several research wings were designed and tested to
investigate the usefulness of the design procedure. Basis fcr the wing design are transo.ic
2-D target pressure distributions, which determine desig. as well as off-design wind
characteristics. One of the important design prctlem.s is to ensure that 3-D effects do no'
disturb the reproduction of the basic airfoil section-characteristics in the three-
dimensional wing.

This paper describes an early design study aimed, in particular, at shaping the wina
geometry near the wing root to obtain a practical wing shape and to minimize unwanted
3-D effects.

The design process is described in the next section and considerations for the select i.
of target pressure distributions are presented in section 3. Applications of the method
for the design of an inner wing for a wing-body research model are discussed in section 4.
Finally a comparison with experiments is described in section 5.

2. THE DESIGN PROCESS

The aerodynamic design problem is to find the wing geometry which produecs at a oiven
combination of design lift coefficient CL and free streai Mach number M. an upper surface
flow with an extensive region of supercritical flow and with minimal losses due to shock
formation. The calculation of such a complicated flow field presents difficulties, espe-
cially in the presence of a body. The available numerical tools in 1973 were for the 2-D
case:



i Boerstoel hodograph method for transonic shock-free airfoil design (2)

* BGKJ f unite-difference method for subsonic and transonic off-design calculations (6)

2 NLR panel method for subsonic flow calculations (7)

* Boundary layer methods.

The situation for the 3-D case is more complicated due to the lack of adequate transonic
methods fcr wing-body combinations in 1973. The at the time available methods were:

* NLR panel method for nor-planar wings

* Inverse singularity method for a planar wing in the presence of a body

• Boundary layer method

Because the avaIlable 3-D methods could only handle subsonic flow problems, the transonic
desiqn problem was transformed into an equivalent subsonic one and then solved by means
'I the exist ing i-D subsonic methods. The procedure is shown schematically in fig.l.

Starting point is the selection of a 2-D transonic target pressure distribution which
an be expected to yield a nearly shock-free design condition with attached flow as well

as acceptable off-desiqn characteristics. The exact inverse hodograph method is used for
the airfoil design. For this airfoil the 2-D panel method - applied at the theoretical
design Mach number and angle of attack - provides the equivalent subsonic pressure
distribution. The difference between this pressare distribution and the transonic one is
called the transonic correction and represents the error introduced by using a subsonic
method for supercritical flow. For shock-free flow the transonic correction is a smooth chord
wise tun t-t. Its precise form depends on the particular airfoil selected. It is only
ap lied )n t, unper surface, unless supercritical velocities are allowed on the lower
surface.

The basic assumption behind the design procedure is that the transonic correction is
convertable to 3-D conditions by aoplying simple sweep theory to both transonic and
equivalert subgonic pressure distributions. As explained in the next section this car,
,nly be justified in the quasi-2-D flow region.

Tie winq qeomeztry which has to generate the target pressure distribution at the design
condition, is obtained through an iterative process using both direct and inverse panel
methods. As a stating point for the 3-D computations the pressure distribution is calcu-
lated for a wing-body combination with airfoil sections derived from the 2-D basic shock-
free airfoils. The differences between the calculated and target pressures have to be
elimrir.ited by thickness- and camber modifications computed by the inverse method. This
method takes body influence into account and geometric constraints can be applied to
avoid unrealistic qeometric characteristics. The method is presented in detail in ref. (8).

3. CONSIDERATIONS FOP TARGET PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

On the part of the wing where the flow can be considered as quasi-2-D the transonic
-target pressure distribution is derived by transformina the basic 2-D pressure distributions

- -f which several are specified along the wing span - through the equivalence rule for
lapered wings (9). This rule ersures that the streamwise Mach number distribution on the
winq is similar to the shocK-free Mach number distribution on the 2-D airfoil section.

On the inner wing upe-r surface the transonic target pressure distribution can be
selected on the basis of uhysical ard empirical coisiderations. There has to be a smooth
transit ion from the quasi-2-D flow on the outer wing to the flow condition at the wing
root , for which several opt ions exist .

Figure 2 shows three typiural transonic tarqet isobar patterns investioated during the
design study. Two of the.e a) and (b) represent subcritical flow at the wing root while
the third one, (c), allows a small region of sunercritical flow at the root. In both caFses
(a) and (b) the supercritical isobars are forced t, form closed loops in apprnachina the
wing root. In case (b) the leading edge isobars are swept forward to decrease the normal
ompo1nen)t f the Iocal Mach number. This target isobar nattern requires a curved leading

edge. For case (c) the mid-chord suct ion level was forced to decrease rapidly towards the
root in order to su:,oress rear shock development at or prior to the design condition.

Ii nure 2(d) 1 lust ratos the various armunts of suiercrit ical flow on the inner wing
ul per surface. For the kink sect ion at 4n* semi-span the target pressures are de, ived
from a basic shock-free airfoil I sect ion.

F-r t he lefinit ion of the 3-) equivalent subsoni taroet pressure dist ribut ion tthe
r-',,vr .2-0 t ribul ions on the outer wino are t ransformed in a similar wa, as the basic
r ,I oni 2-D p1ressure (is t rilut ions. )! 'he iner Wiur ) 'Uts it, the luasI-2.-D flow reaion,

if t i on of the eli Iva lent stls, -n i t it , t ressure (I st r itut io n is no longer a
st i ipI ,, forwa rd rrocess. The )rfre nqirneer inn, xr r icno, must be a pp l d In ext rapolat inq
,he equivalent subsonic t arget pressure list rrut i,!i I urt her i iboard. Due t- the incori ora-

I o r, ,f semi-empirical rompressi)l 11 y terms f h( NI R irane l met h(,d is ,apable of renroduc1n c
pres.;ure distributions for flows with small sur ,n-c- it i,'al rerilns with fair accuracy.
Therefore the difference between transonic and' eulvalent sults ni c targiet pressures can
be assumed to be zero at the wing root , even for -as,, ,,!

L 11 ..



For the lower surface the required spanwise lift distribution determines the level of
the subcritical target pressure distribution. The freedom in the choice of the lower
surface chordwise pressure distribution is utilized by applying geometric constraints
such as prescribed trailing edge angles, torsion box thickness, etc.

4. APPLICATIONS FOR INNER WING DESIGN

Based on the three types of target isobar pattern described in section 3 several inner
wing design approaches were studied for a wing-body research model of aspect ratio 8 and
200 sweep of the quarter chord line. The required design condition was a lift coefficient
of .45 at a free stream Mach number of .75. Accountinq for viscous effects the potential
flow design Mach number and lift coefficient were .74 and .52 respectively. At the kink
section the target pressure distribution was based on airfoil NLR 7301.

4.1 Straight leading edge and subcritical root(a)

To obtain a starting geometry the 16% thick kink section based on NLR 7301 was extra-
polated inboard and the pressure distribution was computed for M = .74 and zero degrees
angle of attack. The results in fig.3 clearly show the high suction levels on the upper
and lower surfaces close to the fuselage and a distortion of the pressure distribution
due to 3-D effects.
After 3 iteratiois the pressure distribution on the outer part of the inner wing is more
or less converged. Near the root it has adopted the proper chordwise shape, but tne level
has not improved. Simultaneously the thickness distribution has changed dramatically and
ranges from 4% near the root to 18% in the mid-inner wing region. In these iterations no
geometric constraints were applied and as a consequence the thin root section has obtained
a negative trailing edge angle.

It can be concluded that for this case studied the required combination of planform,
target pressure distribution and body shape is physically unrealistic. However, it will
be shown later that a realistic solution can be obtained by manipulating the shape of
the body in the interference region.

4.2 Curved leading edge and subcritical rcot(b)

When the inner wing planform is modified in the sense that the local leading edge
sweep angle is introduced as a new parameter, the situation is entirely different. Fig.4
shows that this parameter can have significant consequences. A number of design iterations
were performed for a planform with two slightly different leading edge extensions and
similar target pressure distributions. It appears that while the pressure distribution
is converging for both cases, the sectional geometries in the two cases have diverged
completely. Again the largest geometric gradients are found close to the wing root.

The strong three-dimensional flow for this type of inner wing, apparently permits a
large degree of freedom in shaping the inner wing geometry. In order to avoid unrealistic
shapes like the one in fig.5 the design process may be guided by applying geometric con-
straints to the inverse program.

The influence of variations of the leading edge sweep angle was investigated for a
number of inner wing configurations with different planforms. An empirical correlation
could be made between spanwise variation of leading edge sweep and thickness distribution
for this type of target pressure distribution.

On the basis of this correlation an inner wing was designed with a thickness ratio
variation ranging from 16% at the kink to 18% at the wing root.

4.1 Straight leading edge and supercritical root c)

For this -ase an initial geometry was defined by interpolating between the 16% thick
kink section and a root section which was modified to counteract body influence. Fig.6
shows that at the mid-inner wing station the computed pressure distribution is already
close to the target, but at the root station the suction level is far too high on a large
part of the upper surface. This is in accordance with the result of fig.3 for the same
planform, although due to the modification of the section shape the type of pressure
distribution is quite different.

Again the leading edge sweep angle has a strong influerce on the pressure distribution
as shown by the result of the second direct computation for a configuration with the
same section shapes but with 100 more leading edge sweep. For the entire inner wing the
suction level has decreased considerably such that for the mid-innerwing station the
difference between calculated and target pressure levels is now unacceptably large.

Therefore for further design iterations an intermediate planform was selected with
5 more sweep on the leading edge relative to the outer wing leading edge. The result of

a few iterations with geometric constraints on thickness, twist and trailing edge angles
is shown in fig.7. For this regular geometry - the thickness ratio varies between 16% at
the kink and 17% at the root - the calculated pressure distribution has converged
appreciably, except near the body where especially the mid-chord suction level remains
too high.
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Two possibilities for further convergence were considered. In the first Qlace by
section modification calculated by mn-ans of the inverse method with relieved geometric
constraints. The modification requires decreas.d curvature over most of the upper surface
and an increased twist angle. This leads to unacceptable spanwise geometric gradients.

The other possibility considered was to leave the wing sections unchanged but to
modify the wing-body fairing such that the velocity level is decreased over the mid-7hord
region on the wing adjacent to the body. The modification of the wing-body fairing select-
ed is shown in fig.8. On the front part the curvature is increased to speed up the fleC
and thereby to increase the suction peak and over the rear part the streamwise curvatur',
is modified to decelerate the flow. As a result of the modification a pressure distribu-
tion could be obtained which was sufficiently close to the target.

4.4 Design of a fairing for subcritical flow at the root

The effect of the fairing modification on the pressure distribution raif:ed the
question whether the pressure distribution at the wing root could be further influenced
by more extensive modifications of the wing-body fairing. With the objective to bring
down the wing root velocities to a subcritical level a number of successive changes and
computations were made to tie wing-body fairing. To be able to represent curvature
variations accurately the panel density was increased and the front part was extended to
half a chord length ahead of the wing.

The final result in fig.9 shows that the front and rear parts of the fairing are
convex surfaces while the area in between is concave to decelerate the flow over the wing.
The transition from convex to concave takes place near the leading edge i.e. in front of
the suction oeak on the wing.

The effect on the inner wing pressure distribution is shown in fig.10. The wing root
has become subcritical and the change of the pressure distribution further outboard
illustrates th, spanwise influence of the modification. The loss of wing lift associated
with the reduction of the upper surface suction level was partly recovered by addit:onal
contouring of the fairing lower surface.

5. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

In combination with the same outer wing three inner wing configurations, each
representing one of the possible target isobar patterns, discussed in section 3, were
tested in the NLR high speed tunnel. The first case is an inner wing with a curved leadina
edge and thickness ratios between 16% at the kink station and 18% at the wing root
(section 4.2). The second is the inner wing with straight leading edge and supercritical
flow at the root (section 4.3) and thickness ratios between 16% at the kink station and
17% at the root. For the third configuration the extended fairing (section 4.4) was added
as a glove on the previous model.

Results of windtunnel tests for the first two cases have been presented in some detail
in Ref.5. Figure 11 which is reproduced from this reference compares measured pressure
distributions at the design condition with expected transonic pressure distributions. The
latter are obtained from the result of panel method computations at the potential flow
design condition after conversion by removing the trunsonic correction. The weak shock
wave which at the design condition originae.d from the mid-inner wing region did not
contribute to any significant 3-D transonic wd,-- drag.

The theoretical and experimental upper surface ptc-:-.,re distributions for all three
configurations are compared in fig.12 for a pressure station nea- the wing root. The
mutual differences between the computed pressure distributions are reproduced in the ex-
periment apart from a local disturbance near the leading edge for the configuration with
the extended fairing. The spanwise effect of the fairing appeared to be insufficient to
influence the inner wing shock wave.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A design procedure for transonic wing-body combinations has been applied to explore
its usefulness for the inner wing design of advanced civil transport wings. The procedure
which incorporites a transonic 2-D design method and direct and inverse 3-D subsonic
singularity methods, is based on the concept of equivalent subsonic pressure distribution.

The inner wing design problem was approached from different view points by considering a
transition from quasi-2-D "shock-free" supercritical flow on the outboard part to either
a subcritical or a supercritical flow condition at the wing root.

The results of the design study aiming at wing designs for cruise flight at M=.75
can be summarized as follows:

" a subcritical flow condition at the wing root can not be achieved for a simple
inner wing geometry but requires either a planform with a curved leading edge or
extensive contouring of the wing-body fairing for a regular inner wing geometry

" a supercritical flow condition at the wing root can be combined with a regular
inner wing geometry by applying modest contouring of the wing-body fairing
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" experimental verification at the design condition confirmed the adequacy of the
design procedure for both the subcritical- and supercritical approaches at the
wing root

" the combination of inverse computations with constrained section modifications and
direct computations manipulating the wing-body fairing provides an effective
approach to advanced aerodynamic wing design.
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SUMMARY

Advanced performance requirements of new combat and transport aircraft together with design tirie constraints
intensify the development and appltcation of three-dimensional computational analyses. This paper describes a
computational method which has been developed for the specific purpose of providing an engineering analysis of
complex aircraft configurations at transonic speeds. While a complete description of the methodology is included,
particular attention is given to the recently Incorporated wing viscous interaction and canard capabilities. The treat-
ment of fuselage fairings, nacelles, and pylons is reviewed. The means for keeping computing resources at
reasonable levels are Identified. Three configurations have been selected for correlations with experimental data.
Taken together, the comparisons illustrate the full extent of current analysis capabilities. The configurations include
1) a wing- fuse lage-cana rd fighter, 2) a transport with fuselage fairings, four nacelles, four pylons, and 3) a space
vehicle which includes an external fuel tank and rocket boosters (transonic launch configuration).

INTRODUCTION

The coat of wind tunnel and flight test experimentation Is increasing along with the requirements for advanced
transonic cruise and maneuvering performance levels. The numboL r of design variables that must be investigated has
increased with the addition of new propulsive and structural constraints. To compound problems, the lead times
required for model manufacturing and checkout have not been reduced significantly. Clearly, advanced computational
methods are required to insure that future aircraft designs will exhibit true aerodynamic performance gains over
existing technology' designs.

Fortunately, the field of transonic computational aerodynamics has experienced considerable growth during the
past decade. Aerodynamic performance gains in the transonic flight regime are of particular interest because most
transports cruise at transonic speeds and many combat aircraft missions require a sustained transonic maneuvering
capability. The Inherent physical complexity of transonic flows coupled with new design requirements insures future
growth in transonic, design and analysis methodology. We can expect that time and cost constraints will limit future
experimentation to numerical design verification and "fine tuning. "

Until recently, tra±bsonic computational analyses have been restricted to simple shapes such as airfoils, axisym-
metric bodies, Isolated wings, and simple wing-body configurations. These simple shapes, however, rarely present
severe problems to the aircraft designer or the engineering analyst. On the other hand, complex configurations are
particularly vulnerable to unexpected component interference effects at transonic speeds, and a considerable amount of
experimentation Is now required to resolve this type of problem. The multiple nested grid approach 1-3 has made it
possible and practical to analyze complex configurations at transonic speeds. This type of analysis provides both grid
resolution for detailed component analysis and grid versatility for the study of various aerodynamic interference
effects. Waggoner 4l recently reported on the ability of a wing-body pilot code to predict subtle force and moment incre-
ments that result from wing section and planform modifications. This study indicates that the computer tool can be
used to effectively control total design space. Many design variables can be reduced long before the first wind tunnel
test.

This paper describes an approach that has evolved over the past four years. The resulting computational
method has been developed for the specific purpose of providing an aerodynamic engineering analysis for complex con-
figurations at transonic speeds. Unlike a basic research-oriented code, many approximations and compromises have
been made to enhance computational flexibility and reliability. Thus, in addition to illustrating the details of configur-
ation interference-related pressure fields, this paper will describe the means by which they are simulated. The
accompanying sample cases Illustrate transonic aerodynamnic interference effects caused by pylons, canards, nacelles,
pods, fuselage fairings, and wing viscous effects.

COMPUTATIONAL GRID AND FLOW EQUATION

A three-dimensional computational method must overcome both grid versatility and grid resolution problems in
order to be effective. Most finite-difference relaxation schemes for three-dimensional flows employ coordinate systems
which simplify the application of boundary conditions. This approach evolves naturally from techniques developed
for two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows. As three-dimensional geometries become more complex, the form-
fitting grid approach becomes harder to implement. Applications to realistic aircraft configurations are compromised
In one way or another.

Mesh point density must be sufficient to resolve aerodynamic details of small aircraft components and their
overall effect on the complete configuration. This puts a severe strain on the conventional single grid approach. A
single coordinate system which Is constructed for the analysis of a wing-fuselage configuration will be tota~lly inadequate
for studying the effects of a small pod or pylon surface mounted below the wing. The problem is dlue to the large
disparity In size of the various components of the configuration. Current restrictions on computing resources make It
impractlai to do a detailed analysis throughout the flow field.

The present method uges a nested or embedded grid scheme (Figure 1). Independent grid systems are constructed
for each of the configuration wing and body components. High mesh point resolution Is obtained close to the air-

*This work was supported by NASA- LRC under Contract NASI-14732 and by the U.S. Air Force under Contract
AFFDL F-33615-78-C-3014.



craft surface where flow gradients are high and details are important. This high-density pattern is not carried into the
far field where gradients are mild. Note that nacelles, canards, and other components can be added or removed (along
with their grid systems) without changing the basic structure of the analysis. Configuration boundary points will vary
between 5000 and 7000 depending on the configuration complexity.

Figure 2 illustrates a typical boundary surface along with the surrounding crude and fine grid point arrays. The
boundary represents either a wing or body surface. Interaction between the two coordinate systems is achieved by
means of an overlap region. Flow field potentials at the global crude grid points are Interpolated to provide outer
boundary conditions for the fine grid system. The flow field is relaxed providing a detailed flow solution between the
boundary surface and the fine grid outer boundary. Fine grid potential values are then used to update crude grid points
on the inside boundary of the overlap region. The outer flow field Is then relaxed. This cycle is repeated until both
grid systems are satisfactorily converged.

The flow field is solved iteratively by using success Ive-l ine-over-relaxation procedures. The flow governing
equation In terms of the disturbance velocity potential is

- -2~ 1) M2 0 17 (z M2 0 2] -2M00\ 2 x -x 1 y xy
[I c£l- 1) m! x I yy + 

0 zz =0 I

This modified small disturbance equation is consistent with planar boundary conditions. As a result, simple rectangular
coordinate arrays can be used extensively. This facilitates the implementation of the grid embedding technique. Care
has been taken, however, to insure that the flow equation is suitable for modeling swept shock waves which typically are
encountered in applications.

FUTSELAGE, POD, AND NACELLE SIMULATION

Body-type surfaces which Include fuselage, pods, and nacelles are simulated by computing appropriate values of
the flow field potential at points in the grid system which lie close to the true body surface. These boundary points are
computed before the relaxation sweep and are fixed. Unlike wing and pylon boundary conditions, the body-type boundary
condition is approximate in the sense that the flow equation is not solved at the body boundary points.

Figure 3 Illustrates a typical body surface along with the grid field points that enter into the computation of the
body boundary point potential value. For body side points, three point extrapolated difference operators provide the
V and W velocity components required. Pod and nacelle surfaces differ from those of the fuselage in that component
yaw angle is included in the boundary condition along with the surface normal and component incidence angle. Initial
computations for under-and over-wing nacelles indicated that a conventional streamtube simulation that does not
account for contouring and deflections would not be satisfactory. For this reason, nacelle streamtube surfaces are not
modeled. Instead, flow field potentials are computed on the inlet and exhaust surfaces based on the mass flow ratio and
the exhaust pressure ratio, respectively. A three point extrapolated difference operator provides the axial (U) velocity
component.

Surface normal vectors which enter into fuselage boundary conditions are provided by a mathematical geometry
modeling system developed by Vachris and Yaeger 5 . The surface geometry is modeled by specifying key cross-section
lines and body lines. These lines may be likened to the ribs and stringers used in fuselage manufacturing processes.
Figure 4 illustrates a typical array of line models which have been augmented for interrogation by a fine grid system.
Note that the actual grid point representation of the fuselage shape is approximate with large surface discrepancies near
Lhe nose region. The surface boundary siopes that are enforced at the grid points are exact. Slender body theory pro-
vides a correction for the surface displacement effect which is suitable when cross-sections are nearly circular in
character. Additional details of the fuselage boundary simulation can be found in Reference 2 while nacelle and pod
boundary conditions are provided In Reference 3.

WING AND PYLON BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The wing and wing wake surfaces are modeled in a plane which lies along rectangular coordinate lines. Wing
boundary conditions are enforced in an evenly spaced embedded grid system (Figure 5). The wing and wake points that
lie on this surface are double valued. Extrapolations to the surface are not required. Wing chord leading and trailing
edges are positioned midway between two grid points. A shearing transformation provides uniform grid resolution
between the wing root and tip. Circulation jump conditions are enforced between the wing trailing edge and the back plane
which represents downstream infinity.

Pylon surfaces are not aligned with the wings sheared coordinate system. Boundary point instabilities will result
If special provisions are not made. These instabilities become Increasingly severe with higher wing sweeps, higher
grid densities, and larger volumes of supersonic flow. An image or dummy grid point concept Is used to enforce pylon
boundary conditions. The grid points that are used to compute the axial and cross-flow velocity components must be
carefully chosen to insure that the system diagonal dominance is enhanced 3 . This scheme is identical in character to
that employed at fuselage sides and symmetry planes' which are similar to pylon surfaces because they are not aligned
with the wing grid system.

CANARD SURFACES

Canard surface boundary conditions are imposed in the same manner as wing surface boundary conditions. How-
ever, the treatment of two lifting surfaces which may have an arbitrary dlistance between them presents problems which
the ')aslc grid embedding scheme can only partially solve. If computing resources were unrestricted, these problems
would not be severe.

The aforementioned solution process involves both a global crude and embedded fine grid systems. The crude
mesh system is made up of cells wl'ich are evenly spaced between the wing root leading edge and the wing tip trailing
edge. Beyondl these limits, the cells are gradually stretched so that the first and last points represent infinity. About
38l~ of the 50 cells fall on the wing planform. The resulting mesh points that fall along the wing spanwise cuts must be

sufficient for interactions with the embedded fine grid arrays. if the existing crude grlid arrangement is used to repre-
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sent two separated planforms, resolution on the small wing and canard tip chords would be compromised. Crude/fine
grid interaction may be impaired. Crude grid cells could be increased, but this would increase computing-time and
storage requirements. In addition, the total number of required cells would then be a function of the planform separation.

In order to maintain canard-wing-body computer resource requirements at levels comparable to wing-body levels,
a special streamwise grid transformation is used. The following transformation relates the computational variable !
to the physical variable X.

X=a3 a 5 , a. For -<t<1 (2)

3 Ir 4 5 7 _t2 <' X < d

The characteristic length (CL) is taken to be the total streamwise length of the two planforms. Note that the existing
50 streamwise cells are evenly spaced in the computational domain. The a coefficient which controls the grid
stretching to infinity is set equal to one-third the CL. Note that the transformation is symmetric about the t= 0 axis
for a, 1  0. The coefficients are computed by using the following constraints. First, sixty percent of the computational
grid lines are required to lie in a region of length 0.9 CL. Second, the highest grid density region has no less than
four grid lines along the planforms minimum chord (typically, the canard tip chord). As a final constraint, the trans-
formation function must have a local maximum at = 0. The last variable, al, is adjusted to position the systems two
high-density regions about the critical reduced tip chord areas. A typical wing-body-canard configuration along with
the streamwise grid arrangement superimposed can be seen in Figure 6. Note that the grid point distribution must
satisfy two basic requirements: First, the points must he optimized for resolution given arbitrary two planform
arrangements, and second, the stretching to Infinity must be consistent with the decay of the disturbance potential.
The transformation just described is the result of considerable experimentation. It should prove to be satisfactory
for a wide range of two-wing configurations.

A separate embedded fine grid system is constructed for each planform. Each system employs a shearing
transformation which is used to align the grid with the planform leading and trailing edges (Figure 7). Fortunately,
these grid systems are independent, and it is not necessary to develop a single grid transformation which is suitable
for the planforms together. Interference between the canard and wing surface is transmitted by the all encompassing
global crude grid structure.

The canard and wing surfaces may be separated by a vertical distance. The lifting surface wakes are constrained
to lie in a plane. This is an approximation of the physical flow in which the wake surface is deflected by the lifting
surface downwash field (Figure 8). The undeflected wake assumption is widely used in computational methods.
Apparently, only subtle errors are introduced when a single wing is analyzed. For wing-canard solutions, however,
the canard wake may be very close to the wing surface. Wake displacement effects may be significant. These effects
have yet to be investigated.

LIFTING SURFACE VISCOUS ANALYSIS

Wing viscous effects are computed by coupling a modified Bradshaw6 
boundary layer computation with the basic

finite-difference potential flov scheme. The modification exteixds the two-dimensional technique to incorporate first
order sweep effects. The boundary layer method provides details of the thin viscous layer which is close to the wing
surface. The global inviscid calculation provides the wing pressure distributions required by the boundary layer
analysis. The physical quantities that are of primary concern are the skin friction drag component, CDf and the
boundary layer displacement thickness, 6*. This approach has been chosen primarily because it is relatively inexpen-
sive. Although it is approximate in the three-dimensional sense, computations indicate that it is probably consistent
with other compromises which have been made.

Examples of viscous flow phenomena occurring on wing sections have been sketched in Figure 9. Note that a
supercritical type shape has been illustrated, but similar flow characteristics would be observed on conventional
section shapes with control surface deflections. )etails of the bhock wave-boundary layer interaction are not computed
because the Bradshaw scheme operates with a relatively crude 40-point chordwise grid pattern. This effect includes
both a local thickening of the boundary layer and a weakening of the shock wave strength. Instead, non-conservative
finite-difference operators are employed to approximate the flow equation. These operators do not conserve mass across
shock wave surfaces. This fortuitously approximates the shock weakening phenomena. Global boundary layer displace-
ment thickness effects are predicted by the present method. For aft-loaded wings or wings with control surface deflec-
tions, this effect can have a dramatic effect on wing loading and shock wave positions.

The modified chord technique of Nash and Tseng
7 

has been implemented by Mason 8
. This scheme permits a two-

dimensional boundary layer method to be extended to the three-dimensional case provided that the flow does not deviate
far from the infinite sheared wing type. The effective wing sweep angle is taken to be that of the mid-chord span line
which varies between the wing root and tip (Figure 10). In addition, an effective Reynolds number is required. This
is obtained by requiring that the shear component in the normal direction bear the same relationship to an effective
Reynolds number that the actual shear stress has to the specified Reynolds number. This is accomplished by using the
Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness at transition in the- Karman-Schoenherr formula. Bradshaw's
turbulent boundary layer method provides the foundation for this scheme. The initial laminar boundary layer is predicted
by Thwaites method modified for compressible flow.

The coupled viscous/inviscid interaction solution requires that the boundary layer computation be performed
during flow field development. The computed boundary layer displacement thickness slopes are added to the wing
geometric surface slopes to provide an equivalent inviscid wing shape for the inviscid scheme. In the present small-
disturbance method, only the boundary condition slopes are modified. The planar wing boundary surface does not
change. The viscous computation will stop when flow separation Is predicted. At this point, the slope of the displace-
ment thickness boundary is extrapolated to the trailing edge. This will permit the calculation to proceed. However,
If separation points are in front of the 94-97% chord region, computed and experimental flow fields may be significantly
different.

Many wings that are of practical interest have section shapes with cove regions. The existance of this type
of geometry coupled with extreme flow conditions can become a problem during the solution process If cove-type sep-
arations are encountered. The conventional slope extrapolation process will not produce the proper * character. To
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overcome this problem, an empirical relation developed by Bavitz9 for two-dimensional flows has been extended to
permit its application to three -dimensitonal flows. This temporary 'fix" allows the solutiont to proceed. When the
more realistic attached cove flow fields are computed, the relation Is not required.

Viscous corrections to the wing surface boundary condition are refined on every 20th relaxation cycle using an under-
relaxation factor of 0.6. For a typical wing-fuselage configuration, there are 15 spanwise stations along the wing between
the root and tip. The viscous computation is performed twice at each wing station, once for the upper surface, and once for
the lower surface. Figure 11 illustrates the dramatic variation in viscous effects that might be encountered In practical
applications. Each example has been taken from the mid-wing region of the sample configurations which will be described
in a subsequent section. The first application shows the surface slope modification to a thin high lift fighter wing section.
The second application is representative of a thick transport wing. The final example illustrates the low aspect ratio
delta wing section found on the Space Shuttle Orbiter.

CONSERVATION OF COMPUTING RESOURCES

An Inexperienced analyst applying some of the more sophisticated computational aerodynamic methods of today may
use more resources to perform an investigation than an experimentalist. This, in part, defeats the purpose of the comn-
puter tool. Care must be taken to insure that computing time and core storage requirements are kept to as low a level
as possible. The present method requires 50 minutes of CPU time on the IBM 370 system. IBM% 3030 CPU time is
approximately 25 minutes while the CDC 7600 times are approximately 10 to 12 minutes. To some, this resource level
may seem excessive. The potential user, however, should be aware of what can be determined or evaluated for this
investment. This section will describe some of the techniques that are used to keep computing resource requirements
at "reasonable levels. " The next section will provide a founidation of past experience which illustrates computational
capabilities.

The multiple embedded grid approach enhances configuration boundary point efficiency. Conventional methods with
a single grid place 2%~ of the total field points on the configuration as boundary points. The present nested grid scheme
enriches this level to 4%. This increase in boundary point efficiency can be used in different ways. The total number of
field points can be halved and resolution will be equal to a conventional scheme. This would result in reduced computer
running times, or,* the total number of field points could be comparable to a conventional scheme. This would increase
boundary surface resolution by a factor of two. While some investigators have used the embedded grid system to re-
duce computing cost' 0 , the present method is primarily concerned with enhanced boundary resolution. It can be seen
that if a conventional method is used to obtain 7000 surface boundary points, a total of 350, 000 field points would Ie
required. The resources required for a solution would render the code impractical for engineering applications.

The computed results presented in this paper were obtained by fixing the number of relaxation cycles rather than
by specifying a convergence criteria. One-hundred crude grid iterations were followed by 80 crude/fine cycles.
Experience indicates that wing lift effects propagate very slowly for high aspect ratio wings as the flow field evolves.
By taking the solution at a fixed number of cycles, a portion of the configuration lift may be lost. To compensate for
this lift loss, high aspect ratio configurations are typically analyzed at a higher incidence than that given b the exper-
iment. Typically, a 1/2 degree angle -of-atLaLck increment is required. T'his artifice may he used in lieu of doubling
or tripling the iteration cycle count to obtain an absolute lift level.

Computations indicate that nacelles and pylons have a relatively small effect on the global flow field when compared
to the disturbances caused by the main wing and the fuselage. This difference is par tially due to the size of these compo-
nents and the fact that loadings are usually low. To take advantage of this effect, nacelle and pylon boundary conditions
are enforced only during the last half of the solution process. This reduces the number of operations required for com-
plex configuration simulation and saves computer input/output which is needed for boundary surface potential computa-
tions.

Note that a simple two-dimensional finite -difference method has been selected for computing viscous effects in a
strip type mode. This approach Increases computer resource requirements by 3C' when compared to an inviscid
analysis. Incorporation of a three-dimensional integral method would probably result In a comparable Increment.
If, however, a three-dimensional finite-difference scheme were Incorporated, costing increments would be in the
400%, to 50017 range. The user must evaluate the predictive capability of each scheme and judge what value each scheme
has. Considering most practical engineering applications, the capability/cost relation provided by the two-dimensional
approach is very attractive.

The computational method requires a single global crude grid system and multiple embedded fine grid arrays. The
computer code, however, need be dimensioned for only a single crude grid and a single fine grid system because grid
interactions involve only two systems. Additional fine grid systems are stored on disk units to be called upon when
needed. As a result, the codes bastc core storage requirement does not increase as configuration complexit% Increases.

COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT

Correlations with experimental force and pressure data have been made for a large number of aircraft configur-
ations. Three of these cases have been selected because they il! stratp variety in geometry and large variations in flow
field severity. In addition, if the separate cases are combined, many features of the code are demonstrated.
It should he noted that slender shapes and mild flow conditions that cater to small disturbance assumptions are not
Included. In particular, the fighter configuration maneuvering flow condition is extreme and the space shuttle orbite~r
geometry is quite blunt. The transport configuration shock waves are comparable to those typically encountered at
cruise conditions.

Figure 12 Illustrates an advanced wing-fuse lage -canard fighter configuration which has been designed for a fighter-
penetrator mission. Correlations with experimental wing and canard pressures"l have been superimposed on the config-
uration sketch to show the three-dimensional character of the resulting flow field. Comparisons are somewhat impaired
by wing tip lower surface flow separation and a canard leading edge flow phenomena which is not well understood. But,
the global flow character of this high lift (CL1 - 0. 67 M = 0. 9) transonic maneuvering wing is predicted. Note that
canard upwash/downwash interference effects can be identified along the main wing leading edge between the root and
tip.

Three wings were designed for this wind tunnel model. Transonic maneuver wing comparisons were plotted in



Figure 12. Force comparisons for this wing, the transonic cruise wing anti supersonic cruise wing can be seen in
Figure 13. The character of the different drag polar shapes is predicted. [his ctfiguration is now undt rgoing re'fine-
ments which are generated by combining the computational inethoti with th. optimianuin tvchnique. o \ andc.rplaat,1Z

'h, Ioxkheed C.-141 transport configuration can Ix s.en in I igure 14. Data from both wind tunnel anti figlit
tests are available. I'hi, cast. is interusting I be Caust' it illusi rati., intcrf* tcnct, effects caus-I ,\ nacvllv,, I', I '-.
fuselage fairings, and 'iscous cffects. [he fuselage geometr\ moxlel, nade up of btxl, ud cross-cti.on int., (a
be seen in Figure 11. Wing-biot .juncturt. and landing gear fairings can lit. identified.

Figure 16 (A-)) comparetwind0 tunnel pressure data
3 taken ait four wing stations. I'le flow condlition is \I

0. 7 7. o 1.5', andi , - 2x10 . Note that the analysis method angle-of-atuick is 1/2-degree higher than that of the
experiment. The experimental variations in flow field character which result from the addition of the- nacelle'pylon
combinations are accurately predicted. Theinboard station has ieen selected to demonstrate the effect of the wing
boundary layer. Figure 17 shows the computed result that wouhl ib ,,tained if an inviscid analysis were performed.
Although the wing section is conventional in character, the viscous effects are significant.

Flight test data for the C- 141 at the flow condition M 0.s2, a -. 3u° , Re  36 x 10t; is contained in liferenc,
14. 'his reference also provides inviseid isolated wing computational .oti. correlations. I'h.est, cie results "r
compromised i , manv geometric modeling restrictions. In addition, thev wcre produced cven years ago. It is inter-
esting to note that if the present methol is used in an isolated wing mode, the compa rison with flight test data is not
significantly different than that given by Reference 14 (Figure ISl. Correlation is only fair on the wing upper surface,
and it is very poor on the lover surface at this inboard station. The lower surface discrepancy is caused b. a comblin-
ation of nacelle/pylon and fuselage interference effects. The dominant effect, however, is a flo' acceleration caused
by the fuselage landing gear fairing. The computed wing-fuselage-nacelles-pylons result can be seen in Figure 19.
The superimposed computed pressures for this case can be seen in Figure 20. The lower surface flow acceleration
ard shock wave is predicted. Comparisons at two outboard stations can be seen in Figure 21.

The *pace .huttle launch configuration can be seen in Figurc 22. Reference 15 provides pressure data for all
of the components throughout the transonic launch range. Figure 23 sho's the details of the orbiter, external tank,
and solid rocket booster lite models. This diagram also illustrates the axial resolution that is available when embedded
fine grid arrays are emplo e l. Figure 24 provides a more accurate representation of the actual geometry details
that are resolved depending on whether the flow about the external tank is of primary interest IFigure 24A) or that of
the orbiter ( Figure 24 ,).

Pressure distribution comparisons for the top and bottom external tank centerline can be seen in Figure 25 at the
flow condition M 0.9, a - 00. l)isturbances caused by the orbiter nose shape are apparent. The orbiters wing flow
is severely separated inboard and this effects the entire wing. However, a typical wing outboard pressure comparison
has been included in Figure 26.

Data/analysis comparisons for the non-symmetric orbiter fuselage are interesting because they show body fairing
disturbances. In addition, the flow character varies depending on whether the transonic Mach number is slightly less
than or greater than 1.0. Mach 0.9 and Mach 1.1 correlations can be seen in Figure 27 (A-I)). The change in flow
character observed aft of the canopy at M = 1. 1 is probably caused by expansion waves reflecting off bow and windshield
shock waves. Note that the bottom centerline pressures are in part influenced by struts and connectors which cannot
be adequately modeled.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A transonic computational method which may be applied in the analysis of complex aircraft configurations
has been described. Throughout the text, the simplicity of the method has been stressed. Coordinate systems
are essentially rectangular in character, boundary conditions are planar, linear interpolations are used for multiple
grid interactions, a simple two-dimensional strip boundary layer analysis provides viscous effects, and finally, a
fast, easy to use fuselage modeling system yields arbitrary body surface normals. When compared to other compu-
tational methodology, this approach lacks sophistication. However, this simplicity plays an important role in pro-
viding the flexibility required to treat complex configurations.

During the past four-year period, several papers have been written to describe the evolution of this compu-
tational method 1- . These papers illustrate computed results for isolated bodies, isolated wings, and wing-body
configurations. This paper includes computed results for aircraft configurations with canards, nacelles, pylons,
fuselage fairings, and severe wing viscous effects. It is interesting to note that a single method can be used to analyze
all of these configurations, from the simplest isolated body to the most complex wing-fuselage geometry. While no
basic research purpose is served, the engineering analyst can put this capability to use in studying component inter-
ference effects. In effect, the computer analysis can be used in the same manner as a wind tunnel.
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1. SUMMARY

Continued refinement of air vehicle configurations has led to a number of specific studies where the
mutual interaction of components has been carefully analyzed to understand the nature of the
interference effects and to exploit those which were found to be favorable.

The techniques involved are explained by describing specific studies undertaken by The Boeing Company
under contract to NASA and USAF. These are in the areas of winglets and wing-mounted engine nacelle
installations.

Theoretical studies of aerodynamic forces on winglets have shed considerable light on the mechanism by
which these devices can reduce drag at constant total lift and on the necessity for proper alignment
and cambering to achieve optimum favorable interference. Results of engineering studies, wind tunnel
tests and performance predictions are reviewed for installations proposed for the AMST YC-14 and the
KC-135 airplanes.

The other major area of aerodynamic interference discussed is that of engine nacelle installations.
Slipper and overwing nacelles have received much attention in recent years because of their potential
for noise reduction, propulsive lift and improved ground clearance. A major challenge has been the
integration of such nacelles with the supercritical flow on the upper surface of a swept wing in
cruise at high subsonic speeds.

2. INTRODUCTION

Aerodynamic forces on a body are indicated and can be measured by disturbances in the flow
downstream. Such disturbances include flow patterns resulting from trailing vortex systems, Mach wave
propagation, momentum deficits in wakes and regions of turbulence caused by separations of the flow
around the body. It is clear that if disturbances which are opposite in nature can be superimposed by
careful juxtaposition of the components of an airplane the net force (e.g., drag) can be reduced.
This is the basis of the so-called Area Rule. In more detail, if a disturbance caused by a severe
adverse pressure gradient or a region of greatly accelerated flow can be mitigated by superposition of
a favorable gradient or a region of decelerated flow the resulting air vehicle design will show a
significant improvement in efficiency.

Air vehicle contours have achieved a high degree of refinement over the past quarter century resulting
from the greater attention paid to interference problems and from the formidable progress made in
theoretical design techniques. Modern high speed computers have enabled computational fluid dynamics
to advance to the point where confident predictions of flow characteristics can be made for arbitrary
streamlined bodies at subsonic, transonic and moderate supersonic Mach numbers.

In this paper are discussed two different types of interference problem where theoretical design tools
were used to determine optimum contouring and where experimental data are available to verify the
results. The first of these is the close integration of an engine nacelle and a swept wing at high
transonic Mach number. The second is the addition of winglets to the tips of a swept wing in order to
reduce induced drag at a given value of lift. All the work described here was done by The Boeing
Company under contracts to NASA and USAF.

3. WING AND NACELLE INTEGRATION

The nacelle houses an engine and exhibits faired lines forward and aft to accommodate inlet and
exhaust areas. Drag increments above skin friction levels can arise from high supervelocitles near
the inlet lip and from adverse pressure gradients in the boat-tailled area. If the nacelle is mounted
adjacent to a swept wing the mounting structure can interrupt the isobar pattern of the wing flow and
cause severe strengthening of the shock pattern on the upper surface in high speed flight.

Figure 1 shows the type of Installation to be discussed here. A forward location of the nacelle
places the boat-tailling so that its effect can be offset by the acceleration of flow around the
leading edge of the wing. Thus the peak suction on the wing can be locally reduced. However, the
plan view shows the problem of flow constriction which occurs in the inboard junction. This must be
relieved by adjusting the inboard nacelle lines in the region of the wing leading edge so as to regain
a streamline flow similar to that of the wing alone. The principles involved are explained in Figure
2. Typical wing upper surface pressure gradients are shown to deflect an approaching streamline in a
manner different to that of the lower surface pressure gradients. Figure 2(b) illustrates the effect
on the flow field of adding in infinite vertical plate aligned with the freestream approaching an
infinite swept wing. Before the plate is added, two undisturbed streamlines approach the wing and
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follow the paths indicated over the upper and lower wing surfaces. If the plate is then added midway

between these two approaching streamlines, the wing span load distribution is perturbed as shown in

the lower half of the figure. The portion of the plate over the wing upper surface is at an angle of

attack to the flow of the undisturbed streamlines. Negative pressures develop on the left side of the

plate and positive pressures on the right side. On the wing lower surface, the effect of the plate is

not as pronounced, since its angle of attack to the undisturbed lower surface streamlines is much

smaller. Therefore, the wing loading is increased to the left of the plate and decreased to the

right. From consideration of the plate as one side of a fuselage or of a nacelle, it is apparent that

failure to streamline-contour such a surface would result in undesirable changes in the chordwise and

spanwise pressure distributions. The deterioration would include isobar and shock unsweeping and more

adverse pressure levels, pressure gradients, and load distribution.

The objective at a given high speed cruise condition should be to achieve local Mach numbers no higher

than those of the wing alone in the inboard junction and lower than those of the wing alone in the

outboard junction. Care must be taken to minimize any lift loss by mounting the pod as low in
relation to the wing as is practicable. Then the final result should demonstrate a degree of
favorable interference similar to that obtained in an early Boeing test and shown in Figure 3.
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4. WINGLETS

The winglet interference problem exhibits similar and some different characteristics. Referring to
Figure 4, it can be seen that the basic effect of the winglet must be to inhibit flow around the wing
tip thus increasing the lift carried by the wing near the tip and reducing induced drag at a given
value of lift. A close examination of the winglet environment shows (Figure 4) that it is immnersed in
a cross flow. If the winglet is loaded in the same sense as the wing the vertical sheet of trailing
vortices causes a cross flow in the opposite direction thus creating opportunities for favorable
interference. Expressing this in another way the cross flow induced by the wing rotates the vector of
force on the winglet forward thus reducing the net drag increment.

In this way a well designed winglet will be significantly more successful than would be indicated by
the "endplate effect" alone. A secondary interference problem exists in the junction between wing and
winglet. Care must be taken to avoid excessive adverse pressure gradients which might arise from the
superposition of the two thickness forms. In this regard note that a winglet mounted downwards might
be easier to design and offers the same opportunities for reduction of drag. Also, the existence of a
dihedral angle on the wing or an outward cant of the winglet will be beneficial.

Comparisons between winglets and wing tip extensions involve the complete aerodynamic and structural
design of the wing. On the basis of purely aerodynamic considerations the increase in span will
probably always be superior. Wing bending moments may, however, be greater for *a given performance
improvement. Note that the bending moment induced by the lateral force on the winglet is relatively
small, particularly over the inboard part of the wing. This possibility has led to consideration of
winglets canted in front elevation in order to determine the best compromise between the penalty in
wing bending moment and the improvement in induced drag.

The application of winglets to existing airplanes as product improvement items is obviously very
important since in such cases the tolerable increases in wing bending moments are strictly limited.
Careful design may therefore maximize the performance benefits available within a given wing strength.

5. FLOW COMPUTATION AND AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

All the theoretical studies associated with the nacelle and winglet work described in this paper were
accomplished using the subsonic paneling computer program developed at Boeing known as A-230. This
code is based upon a three-dimensional potential flow solution to the inviscid flow equations. The
basic incompressible solution is modified to account for subsonic compressibility effects by means of
the Gothert rule.

The program (see References 1, 2 and 3) is basically a computational routine which calculates the
strength of source and doublet sheets distributed over arbitrary surfaces so as to satisfy a given set
of boundary conditions on those surfaces. Flow quantities on the surface and in the space around are
then calculated and can be integrated to provide forces and moments. Usage of the program is quite
general with no distinction between applications to, say, a wing body problem or a nacelle problem.
It is applicable equally to external airplane flows and to internal flows in inlets, ducts or wind
tunnels.

Green's theorem establishes that the velocity potential at any point in a flow field can be expressed
in terms of the induced effects of source and doublet (or vortex) sheets distributed on the boundary
surfaces. Existence and uniqueness theorems enable the formulation of properly posed boundary value
problems for modeling of a real physical flow field. In order to set up a computational method
suitable for high speed digital computers, the boundary surfaces are divided into small panels which
are arranged in networks. Source and doublet strengths are assigned to each panel and are determined
by the solution of a set of linear algebraic equations relating the singularity strengths to the
boundary conditions. The code is currently operational on the CDC 6600 computer. Recent developments
incorporating curved panels with varying source and doublet strengths across their surfaces are being
incorporated in the PANAIR computational system and are described in Reference 4. These
sophistications were not employed in the work to be described here.

Source Panels: These are four-sided and defined by the spatial coordinates of the corners. The panel
is coplanar with the midpoints of the lines connecting adjacent corner points. One boundary condition
per panel is used. This is a statement specifying the spatial coordinates of the boundary point, the
direction corners of a unit vector and the desired velocity component along that unit vector. For an
impermeable surface, then, the boundary conditions are specified as in Figure 5(a). The boundary
point is positioned at the panel centroid, the unit vector is normal to the plane of the panel and the
specified velocity is zero.

Doublet Panels: These are defined by the four corner points as above. Since a constant strength
doublet sheet Tnduces the same velocity field as a line vortex lying along its perimeter, a doublet
panel (Figure 5(b)) may also be viewed as a quadrilateral ring vortex. Thus a network of doublet
panels (Figure 5(c)) provides the same flow as a lattice of ring vortices. The boundary condition is
stated in exactly the same way as for the source panels. Doublet panels are particularly suited for
the representation of highly curved surfaces such as ducts. This is because the numerical errors due
to surface curvature are of second order in the angle subtended by the panel. Doublet panels are also
used within a boundary surface such as an airfoil in order to provide net circulation. In this case
they do not directly control the external flow which is determined by the panels on the surface.

The doublet panel network provides a complex panel building block which can be used to simulate a
nearly continuous general distribution of vorticity by a method of superposition of panels. This is
expl&lned in Figure 6. Note how the single doublet panel columns are superimposed to provide a
two-dimensional vortex surface. The extension to a three-dimensional surface with doublet panel
networks allows construction, for example, of trailing vortex sheets composed of closely spaced,
nearly continuous vortex elements.
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Suitable for Moderately Thick Airfoil

Wing Modeling - For a thin wing where the normal velocity component is continuous across the surface,
doublet networks are used. A thick wing is represented by surface source networks with doublet panel
columns internally as shown on Figure 7. The internal flow will then be approximately parallel with
the internal camber line and the surface source strengths will approximate to the rate of change of
airfoil thickness. For highly cambered airfoils or for high angles of attack this single internal
weighting may not suffice. Then two internal doublet networks are used simulating the loadings due to
angle of attack and camber respectively. In this case an additional boundary condition is required
and a convenient requirement is that of flow parallel to the camber line at mid chord.

Nacelle Modeling - Where the objective is to investigate interference flows on a wing surface, this is
done most economically with a doublet lattice shell on the exterior surface of the nacelle. Kutta
conditions are applied around the exit and the trailing vorticity is simulated. If surface pressures
on the nacelle are required, source panels are provided on the interior and exterior nacelle surfaces
and interior doublet panels are used to provide the Kutta condition and the trailing vorticity. The
effect of the jet can be simulated by identifying a jet boundary shape and panels simulating the
distribution of entrainment are then positioned on the jet boundary.

Typical Results - A large number of examples have been published of paneled designs and comparisons of
theoretically computed pressures with test data. A relatively simple one is given here primarily to
illustrate the method. Figure 8 shows the surface panel representation of the Boeing 737 airplane and
the doublet network used to model the wing mounted engine. Comparisons with theory ani experiment are
shown with nacelles both on and off. A design capability is provided in the code so that the inverse
problem can be solved to determine an aerodynamic shape which will produce a given pressure
distribution.
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UPPER SURFACE BLOWING NACELLES
A good example of application of this potential flow design process to an aerodynamic interference
problem is that of nacelles mounted on the upper surface of a swept wing. The purpose of this
configuration is to obtain powered lift at low speeds by blowing engine exhaust air over the upper
surface of the wing and a deflected flap. The work was done by Boeing under contract to NASA and is
reported in References 5 and 6. The design condition for the study was chosen to be at a Mach number
of 0.8 and a lift coefficient of 0.2. The wing was swept at 300 (quarter chord). An engine byp~ass
ratio of 10 was selected in order to meet a noise goal of 55 EPNdB at 153m (500 ft) sideline distance
at takeoff and landing.

Both two- and four-engine designs were studied using an existing wing and body design. Preliminary
designs were created using approximate wing and body streamlines for the inboard contours of each
nacelle and allowing the outboard contours to develop as required to provide the required nacelle
internal volume. The spanwise location of these nacelles was selected to provide optimum coverage of
the trailing edge flap by the exhaust flow. That part of the aerodynamic design does not concern us
here, but was dictated by the requirement for the aeroplane to operate to and from a 610m (2000 ft)
field. A D-shaped exit nozzle was chosen together with a flap system which would produce a smooth,
radiused upper surface when extended at low speeds for efficient vectoring of the exhaust flow.

The modeling of nacelles for upper surface blowing must be accomplished so as to represent the
internal flow of the nacelle and to expose the problems of interference with the wing flow at high
speeds. Figure 9 shows the paneling used to model the surface and the lifting system. The Gothert
rule was applied for compressibility effects. In fact, the calculations were carried out at a
freestream Mach number of 0.7 in order to reduce the extent of supercritical flow. As the Mach number
is increased to 0.8, the wing streamlines will remain essentially unchanged in the plan view. They
will, of course, change shape considerably in the side view as expansion to high transonic Mach
numbers occujrs, but the critical contours of the nacelle are in the plan view, not in the side view.
Therefore, the use of plan view wing streamlines generated analytically at O.7M was judged to be valid
for the purpose of providing suitable aerodynamic contours at O.8M.

Preliminary computations provided an approximate lift curve for the configuration and from this a
design incidence of zero degrees was chosen. Pressure data was computed initially along the nacelle
crown and keel lines and also along lines at approximately the inboard and outboard extremes of the
nacelle (3 o'clock and 9 o'clock positions in front view). As an example of this cycle 1 data, see
the pressure distributions along the inboard side of the nacelle, Figure 10. It is clear that the
variation of pressure along the nacelle implies a boat-tail angle whereas the design was supposed to
follow a streamline. This and other modifications were exercised in a second cycle and the isobar
patterns shown in Figure 11 were achieved.
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The four-engine design was evolved similarly through two cycles. The major problem in the four-engine
design is illustrated by the span loading of Figure 12. The high level of lift between the nacelles
makes the presence of a shock in that channel almost unavoidable. The design process is to offload
that part of the wing as much as possible so that the shock is not too strong and to contour the
nacelles so that the shock will be swept to about the same degree as the wing. In achieving this
latter objective it is the contouring of the inboard side of the outboard nacelle which iF crucial.

Figure 13 illustrates the isobar pattern on the upper surface of the wing and nacelles. The isobars
on the outboard part of the wing were not determined all the way to the tip, but are expected to be
relatively undisturbed. The pressure distribution over the two naceiles is well behaved and similar
in nature to that of the two-engine D-nozzle nacelle. On the forward part of the wing, the isobar
sweep outboard of the nacelles is continued inboard between the nacelles and on the wing inboard of
the nacelles. In the channel between the nacelles, this favorable sweep is an encouraging aspect of
the design, although the isobars are expected to become distorted and unswept at higher Mach numbers
in the wind tunnel. The sweep of the inboard forward isobars has unexpectedly deteriorated slightly
as compared to the two-engine D-nozzle case. The isobars between the nacelles suggest that a wing
shock could emanate from both corners of the exit. The crucial aspect of this design is whether the
two parts of this shock can be made to merge into a single, swept shock in which energy losses would
be small.

Following this theoretical work, test hardware was built by NASA to the lines determined as above for
the two-engine design and test data is expected to be available this year. A concurrent in-house
study at Boeing led to a similar two-engine over-wing design for which test-theory comparisons between
test data and theory are available, as shown in Figure 14. The wing had a sweep angle of 270 but
was otherwise similar. Discrepancies between test and theory are seen to be small except where
supercritical flow is present. Here presumably the Gothert compressibility correction breaks down.
Figure 15 shows the force measurements taken in the Boeing wind tunnel test indicating he improvement
obtained by contouring. Note the effect on the shock pattern. With contouring, the sweep of the
shock is reasonably well maintained across the wing span so that the associated losses in energy
return to about the level for the wing alone.

DESIGN OF WINGLETS FOR THE YC-14 AMST AIRPLANE
This study was conducted under contract (F33615-76-C-0740 with the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory at
the Wright-Patterson Base in Ohio and is reported in Reference 7. Included were parametric
investigations of winglet area, aspect ratio and cant angle. Variations of structure weight due to
changes in wing bending moment were included. Thus the overall variation in airplane performance was
estimated by the formula shown in Figure 16. The change in induced drag was estimated by means of a
vortex lattice computer program. The parasite drag includes skin friction, profile and interference
drag estimated by semi-empirical methods.

The winglet design process started with determination of a span loading for minimum induced drag.
Camber and twist distributions were selected from vortex lattice computations and a supercritical
airfoil section was chosen. Finally, the geometry was paneled for the 3D potential flow analysis
program and final tailoring accomplished on that basis. Since the YC-14 (see photograph, Figure 17)
is a high wing aeroplane, advantage was taken of the lower velocities underneath the wing to
concentrate most of the effort on downward winglets. Figure 18 shows the scope of the parametric
study and Figure 19 shovs the typical effect of a well designed winglet on the span loading of the
wing. The primary outputs of the parametric study are summarized in Figure 20 where typical changes
in induced drag, wing root bending moment and weight are shown.

Finally, the performance effects of the winglets considered can te summarized as in Figure 21. At
this stage it is apparent that there is a favorable variation of cant angle towards the limit where
the winglet becomes a span extension. It is interesting to note that for upward winglets aspect ratio
is a fairly powerful parameter, whereas for downward winglets it appears to have little effect.
Operating weight considerations biased the choice of winglet towards small area ratios. Operational
limitations also favored a minimum increase in span. For these reasons, an aspect ratio of 2.0, area
ratio of .0319 and cant angle of 1600 were chosen. Sweep and taper ratio variations affected toe
performance benefit to a small degree only and values of 300 and 0.4 respectively were chosen in
order to minimize possible effects on flutter margins. Thus an overall performance improvement of
4.6% was indicated. This figure includes 5.6% aerodynamic drag reduction and about 1% equivalent
increase due to structure weight.
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Tailoring of the winglet airfoil section was conducted by means of the 30 potential flow program and
test-theory comparison for the initial winglet design F1 are shown in Figure 22. Computed pressure
distributions on the wing near the tip and on the winglet are shown in Figure 23. These explain the
nature of the favorable interference which has been achieved. The suction on the upper surface of the
wing is increased slightly as a result of the reduced downwash. This is because a large part of the
trailing vorticity which was previously shed from near the wing tip is now shed over the span of the
winglet. The pressure on the lower surface of the wing is increased significantly as a result both of
the reduced downwash and of the reduced outward flow on the wing surface. The winglet carries a side
force which is vectored slightly forwards as a result of the sidewash induced locally by the wing.
These effects provide a significant improvement in drag without a large increase in wing root bending
moment since the proportion of the wing span which is affected 's small, as is the arm of the
sideforce on the winglet. It is important that the load at the base of the winglet should match that
on the adjacent part of the wing so that no vorticity is shed at the junction. An important corollary
of these arguments is that the benefits of a winglet in terms of reduced induced drag will be greater
if the original wing is more highly loaded near the tip.

The winglets were tested in the Boeing Transonic Tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.50 to 0.74. Nominal
Reynolds numbers ranged from 3 to 4 million per foot. The 3D potential flow studies indicated some
improvements which were incorporated in a second winglet design denoted F2. The differences in twist
and camber are shown in Figure 24. The revised winglet design was indeed the better of the two
(Figure 25). Figure 26 shows, in tabular form, the predicted and measured drag increments. These are
in good agreement so that the prediction methods can be considered to be reliable.

Lift and pitching moment data showed relatively minor effects due to incidence. In addition, lift and
pitching moment increments due to winglets did not vary significantly with Mach number in the range of
the test. At a constant lift coefficient, the winglets generate a more negative pitching moment and
allow the airplane to fly at a lower angle of attack.

In summary, parametric studies provided data for predictions of performance improvements from a widc
range of optimized winglet geometries. In the selected case a detailed tailoring of the winglet lines
was accomplished and the predicted performance was slightly exceeded in the wind tunnel. Further
studies of winglet applications to the YC-14 could therefore be made on the basis of the analytical
data. As an example, see the predictions of Figure 27 where a winglet of slightly larger aspect ratio
and area will produce a net improvement of 6.2% in range.
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DESIGN OF WINGLETS FOR THE KC-135 AIRCRAFT
There is little doubt that one of the principal virtues of winglets is that they afford a significant
performance improvement as a retrofittable modification which has minimal impact on the structure or
operation of the aircraft. Increments in wing bending moments are small and there need be no increase
in wing span. The USAF decided, therefore, to study the possibility of demonstrating winglet effects
in flight on an existing military aircraft. Both the KC-135 and the C-141 were evaluated. The KC-135
was chosen partly because its wing has an appreciable dihedral which would be favorable to the
installation of an upward winglet. Figure 28 shows the installation which was envisaged.

The design was based upon a study conducted previously for the B747 airplane and the work was carried
out by Boeing under contract to the USAF. It is reported in References 8 and 9. An alternative type
of winglet (Figure 29) was analyzed during the early part of the study. This had an upward witglet
mounted in an aft location with a smaller downward winglet forward of it. The effects of upward
winglet cant and of the addition of the downward winglet are shown in Figure 30. With the upward
winglet at 00 cant and no downward winglet there is a noticeable valley in the wing pressure
distribution at 30% chord. The flow accelerates over the winglet, causing an aft peak to develop on
the wing. This type of pressure distribution is undesirable because of the possibility of shock
development and separation problems. When the winglet is canted 200 outward, there is some
improvement in the pressure distribution. The valley is filled in slightly, and the aft peak drops
and moves forward. Lower surface pressures show some increase. The addition of the downward winglet
has similar beneficial effects. The valley is filled in considerably more than with cant, but the aft
peak does not drop quite as much. The noticeable increase in pressure on the lower surface brings to
light an important use of the downward winglet. Suppose that the outboard wing section cannot carry
the desired increase in loading through reduction of upper surface pressures. A downward winglet
could be added so that part of this load is carried by increasing the lower surface pressures. This
might improve the upper surface flow enough so that the section would work properly. The analysis of
the addition of a downward winglet indicated a 2% reduction in induced drag. The downward winglet
also reduced the upward winglet leading-edge pressure peaks to provide pressure gradients which are
more favorible to the boundary layer. This configuration would therefore be suitable for the low
speed, high lift conditions that produce loally high sidewash at the wing tip.

As long as an adequate solution could be found, it was decided to retain a simple upward winglet. As
in the YC-14 study discussed above, an extensive parametric study was conducted of winglet geometry.
This covered winglet sweep from 300 forward to 600 aft, area, length, taper ratio and cant. This
last study was interesting in that the cant was studied both at constant span and variable span. *

Figure 31 shows the variation in induced drag produced by these two approaches. At constant span the
vertical winglet is optimum although not significantly better than the winglet canted at 600. With
variable span the improvement due to the vertical winglet is almost doubled with a cant angle of 900
(span extension).

The winglet selected for test. had a root chord equal to 60% of the wing tip cho* a taper ratio of
0.338, leading edge sweep of 370 outward cant of 60 and a height of 0.135 wi v  semispan. It was
positioned chordwise so that the trailing edge of its root section was at the trailing edge of the
wing. This minimized the adverse pressure gradients in the junction between wing and winglet.

Wind tunnel tests at high and low speeds were conducted at the NASA-Langley Research Center in the
B-foot transonic wind tunnel. This facility is a pressure tunnel with a 2.2 meter square test section
and a Mach number range from 0 to 1.3. At high speeds the winglet behaved satisfactorily with no flow
separation within the flight envelope of the KC-135 aircraft. As expected, the first signs of
difficulty appeared in the junction on the upper surface. The winglet increased lateral stability
directional stability and side force due to sideslip. These changes indicated a significant favorable
effect on the unraugaented Dutch roll characteristics. There was an aft shift of about 2% chord in
aerodynamic center and no significant change in Mach tuck characteristics.
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At low speeds tests were carried out at 300 and 500 flap deflections. There were negligible
effects on longitudinal handling characteristics but a small deteriation in unaugmented Dutch roll
damping and cross wind capability. At low speeds the winglet lift coefficients are much higher than
in cruise. With wing flaps extended there were signs of incipient separation on the winglet inboard
surface. It was suspected that the high speed design had insufficient camber near the leading edge
for best low speed characteristics and it was decided to study a compromise design which would incur
lesser risk.

Theoretical calculations were used throughout to support the development work. Figure 32 sliows the
drag improvement obtained at low speeds, flaps deflected 500, with the initial winglet designed for
operation at high speeds. Agreement with the theoretical model is fairly good. However in a critical
case at takeoff with 300 flaps the theoretical pressure distributions showed high suction peaks and
large adverse pressure gradients near the leading edge. It was decided to reduce these by increasing
the camber of the winglet sections in order to reduce -leading edge incidence. The effects of this are
showr in Figure 33. That this was to some extent an iterative process is apparent from the notation
Z5 of the modification which is compared with the original design Z2. This modified winglet was run
through the high speed computation with the results shown in Figure 34. Comparisons of drag
improvements at takeoff and at high speed for the two winglets are shown in Figure 35. The
differences between increments in drag due to the original winglet and to the revised winglet are
small. A satisfactory low risk design had thus been achieved.

Another interesting feature of the study was the trade between tip extension and winglet. Tip
extensions and winglets of equa; area and length were compared on the basis of performance improvement
and bending moment increase. Figure 36 shows that for a given reduction in induced drag the winglet
produces a significantly lower increment in bending moment.

The final comparison of interest here is shown in Figure 37 where improvements in both drag divergence
Mach number and buffet onset are shown for the winglet. These are based on wind tunnel test data on
examining breaks in lift and drag curves. The high speed test data are summarized in Figure 38
showing overall drag and bending moment increments in terms of Mach number and lift coefficient. At
the design point (0.78M and 200,000 lb) an improvement of 6.3% was established.

Flight testing of the aircraft is currently in progress and results are substantiating the performance
and operational characteristics predicted during the study phase.
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CONCLUS ION

Favorable aerodynamic interference effects have been identified and demonstrated in configurations of
high current interest. These are the installation of slipper-type nacelles on a swept wing for upper
surface blowing and of winglets at the tips of a swept and unswept wing for reduced induced drag. The
ability of modern computing techniques to predict flow characteristics and assist in design for low
drag has been demonstrated in these cases.
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SUMMARY

Results are presented from a study to define and evaluate the data base for predict-
ing an airframe/propulsion system interference effect shown to be of considerable
importance, inlet external drag. The study is focused on supersonic tactical aircraft
with highly integrated jet propulsion systems, although some information is included for
supersonic strategic aircraft and for transport aircraft designed for high-subsonic or
low-supersonic cruise. The data base for inlet external drag is considered to consist
of the theoretical and empirical prediction methods as well as the experimental data
identified in an extensive literature search.

The state of the art in the subsonic and transonic speed regimes is evaluated. The
experimental data base is organized and presented in a series of tables in which the test
article, the quantities measured and the ranges of test conditions covered are described
for each set of data; in this way, the breadth of coverage and gaps in the existinc
experimental data are evident. Prediction methods are categorized by method of solution,
type of inlet and speed range to which they apply, major features are given, and their
accuracy is assessed by means of comparison to experimental data.

NOMENCLATURE

A area

Ac  inlet capture area - the frontal area of an inlet, projected in the free-streamvelocity vector direction; for axisymmetric inlets, the area is bounded by the

cowl leading edge, for others it is bounded by the cowl leading edge, side
plate leading edges and initial ramp leading edge

AMI maximum projected frontal area of inlet

A projected frontal areaP

AW  wing reference area

CDA additive drag coefficient, Dadd/q Ac

CD,CDc cowl drag coefficient based on Ac and AM,, respectively (see fig. 1)
CDEXT inlet external drag coefficient, base on Ac (see fig. 1)

CDE inlet external drag coefficient, based on AW

CDsp side-plate drag coefficient, based on Ac

CDSPIL spillage drag coefficient, based on Ac (see fig. 1)

CLS lip suction coefficient, based on Ac (see fig. 1)

Cp pressure coefficient, (p - p)/q_

cowl lip

Dad d  additive drag, f (p - p )dAp

Kad d  additive drag correction factor [see Eq. (3)]

M Mach number
MFR mass flow ratio - mass flow entering the inlet ratioed to free-stream flow

through Ac

p static pressure

q dynamic pressure

V velocity

ai angle of attack



Subscripts

crit critical value (terminal normal shock at the inlet throat)

t, cowl lip plane

ref reference value

free stream

1. INTRODUCTION

In advanced tactical aircraft, the airframe and propulsion system are closely
coupled for reasons of both structural and aerodynamic efficiency. This high degree of
integration leads to large flow interference effects which significantly affect the
ability of the aircraft to perform its assigned task. Because the missions of these
aircraft tend to involve combinations of supersonic and subsonic portions, the optimiza-
tions afforded a point-desiqn aircraft are not available and the problem is all the more
acL- e.

The inability to accurately estimate airframe/propulsion system interfercnce effects
at an early stage of the design cycle has contributed in an important way to the diffi-
culties encountered in developing aircraft that successfully achieve the performance
predicted for them. Part of the problem is that these effects are typically three-
dimensional and highly configuration dependent, making their analytical prediction
extremely difficult, at best. This leads to a high reliance on experimental data derived
from existing configurations. However, these experimental data were generated for the
most part in the course of development programs for specific aircraft; in these programs,
the usual course followed was that of empirically "optimizing" the configuration with
respect to the criteria judged most important in the particular program in question.
The broad mission requirements for high performance for these aircraft in the subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic speed ranges, at high and low altitudes, have led to an
extensive body of experimental data, but there has been no attempt to make the experi-
mental coverage complete, uniform, or widely available.

In ref. 1, from which this paper is drawn, a study is described to improve on this
situation of an uncertain predictive capability and a disorganized, fragmented data base.
The purpose of that study was to identify, categorize, and evaluate the suitability for
preliminary design of the prediction methods and experimental data available for the
aerodynamic interference effects associated with airframe/propulsion system integration.
The study was focused on interference effects affecting the external aerodynamics of
supersonic tactical aircraft with highly integrated jet propulsion systems, although some
information was included for supersonic strategic aircraft and for transport aircraft
designed for high-subsonic or low-supersonic cruise. Experimental data and prediction
methods for all the interference effects were identified and classified, and an evalua-
tion was made of the state of the art for three of the most important: the effects of

the airframe on inlet flow fields, afterbody drag, and inlet external drag.

In the present paper, we focus on inlet external drag in the subsonic and transonic

speed recimes. Although it is not a phenomenon that arises solely from the installa-

tion of the propulsion system into the airframe (an inlet operating completely isolated

from airframe structures exhibits external drag), it is conventionally regarded as an

interference effect in the thrust-drag bookkeeping systems in common use. For super-

sonic tactical aircraft designed for mixed missions, inlet external drag is of
considerable importance. For example, it is shown in ref. 2 that differences in inlet
drag for candidate inlet designs for such an aircraft result in differences in ranee of

up to 200 n.mi. In ref. 3, a 30 percent increase in inlet drag is shown to reduce the
mission range for such an aircraft by about 10 percent if the drag increase occurs in

a transonic portion of a mission which includes subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
portions. In the. followinq, based on an extensive I iterature search and contacts

with those active in the fi( 1d, the available existino ex}erimental data are identified
and classified, an] the state of the art is assessed !, present mna cornparisons
with data of the prediction methods in the open literature. While we have attempted to

be thorough, our collection of data and methods is doubtless not exhaustive; in particu-

lar, we do not include proprietary information. We offer cir apologies to anyone we have
overlooked.

Inlet external drag (CDEXT) is a portion of the draq attributable to an inlet

operating at an arbitrary Mach number and mass flow ratio (MFR). It is defined to be the
sum of the drag on the stagnation streamtube (additive drag, CDA), the drag on the exter-

nal surfaces of the cowl (CDc), and for two-dimensional inlets, the drao on the external

surfaces of the sideplates lCpp). (:c and CnIsP are usually taken to be integrated
pressure drag although some investiqators include skin trl ct in'. The relationships of
these quantities with the commonly used terms spillage drag and cowl lip suction are
schematically illustrated in fiu. 1 for an axisymmetric inlet (thereby avoiding the
complication of sidep'at. drag) . Spillage drag (Cnspl, is shown to be the c ,ange in

external drag as the mass flow ratio is decreased from the refer.-nce value appropriate
for the Mach number in question. Cowl lip suct ion (Cl S ) is the decrease in CDC as the
mass flow ratio is decreased from this reference value. The experimental data for inlet
external drag and related terms are presented and categorized in Section 2, while the
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applicable prediction methods are discussed in Section 3. Conclusions drawn from this
work are presented in Section 4.

2. INLET EXTERNAL DRAG - EXPERIMENTAL DATA

As previously shown in fig. 1, inlet external drag consists of the sum of integrated
cowl pressure drag and additive drag:

C D C +C (1)
DEXT DC DA

For a noiiaxisymmetric inlet, the drag on surfaces such as sideplates is usually tr' ,t'.!
separately, but for simplicity in this discussion we inelude it as part of CDC. Refer-
ring to fig. 1 and the following definitions:

DCDEXT EX
CDSPIL CDEx

T - EXTJref

K add C CD P/[ CD A- (CD Ajref] (j

equation (1) can also be written

CD ET CD A c LS +rCD)

MFR C D
,CD . F EXT d FR

I D ... . I + IaM F (M F R ) 4
I ,Xref MFRre f

(rC + +Kd DC C
S EXT ref L A ref

In compiling the experimental data base for inlet external drag in the subsonic a:
transonic speed regimes, we have included measurements of any of the quantities in o.E;.
(1) - (4) The references comprising this data base are listed in Table 2; in this
table, the type of inlet, the test configuration, the data ac:Uireci, a d the range of
test conditions are given for each data set.

Each inlet in Table I is described by a strino of characters, some of them sub-
scripted, which repr(sent the main characteristics of the inlet. These descri,.tors, and
the char.icteristics they represent, are listed in Table II. Absence of a particular
descriptor for a given inlet means that characteristic is not applicable to that in>>,
or, as in the case of the design Mach number, that it was not reported. The items in
Table II are self-explanatory, with the exception of the conventions for sideplate shape.
These are schemitically illustrated in the following sketches of the upstream portion of
two-dimensional, external-compression inlets with two fixed horizontal ramps and a desrgn
Mach number of 2.1. Note that the absence of the descriptors for a bypass system and a
boundary-layer-control system implies that these systems do not exist in these inlets.

ErH Sr2.4 ErH fS 2 .4 I-H'fS 2.4
r 2f r r 2f t I I0

Other examples of this system are: the string McClv2ltBP?.> which describe s an-
mtric mi:ed-compression inlet with three conical external compression surfaces, two f
which are variable, a boundary-layor-control system consistinci of porous elements, an
operational 1ypass system, and a design Mach number of 2.5; ind the string owc
"lescribes a pitot inlet whose captu-e arta is neiiher circular nor rectangular.

The column in Table I after the inlet charaetorization iontifies the dra.' com-
p,.nen t() presented for that inlet in the reference in question. The next clu mn sli',wS
the test configuration: that is, wh tier the inlef was tested alone o in t] ' 1-t',L:)1'1

,

of a forobody, mounted on an et ire fuselIageO, etc. gext COmC a qert , iS Of IUIll] '0 l

taining the rangos of Mach number, iil R( t P ol(ls iumhib r, aoticl of attack and an, !, ,!
sidesil ip covered for each il .t. Final I the i i colm-lmn; 'how wlahet, - if! i.- ,
datii exist t, evalua~te the soparate effct!; of owl ahi', side llt h I i ,

etc-. on thev dr i compon,,nt i,,n s t ;, it d. :; ,,W-1c i 'i1C M!taTn eO; 1i ' dentit : t i-C t
following Table T.

L -- -
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3. INLET EXTERNAL DRAG - PREDICTION METHODS

3.1 Methods for a Component of CDEXT

In this section, we deal with methods which result in the prediction of one or more
of the components of CDEXT indicated in Eqs. (1) - (4) (e.g., CLS or CDA). Methods of
this type have been categorized in Table III by the inlet type and the speed range to
which they apply. Inlet type in this table refers to a pitot inlet of either axisym-
metric or two-dimensional shape, or an inlet which is eitherof two-dimensional or
axisymmetric geometry with an external compression surface. Application of prediction
methods-of this class to an inlet of more complicated shape (e.g., "kidney", or "chin",
half-axisymmetric) must be done on an ad hoc basis; the methods are, in general, derived
for the simple inlet shapes just described. Further, it should be noted that these
methods are in general derived for use at zero angles of attack and sideslip in a uni-
form free stream. Adaptation to more complicated situations is required, of course, and
schemes for accomplishing this exist (see, for example, ref. 44), but the approximations
involved are over and above those fundamental to the methods themselves. The following
comparisons between data and predictions made using these methods are for a uniform
free stream at zero angles of attack and sideslip because published comparisons have
not been found for the more general situation.

The first methods from Table III to be discussed are those for additive drag. In
the subsonic and transonic speed regimes, this calculation is typically done (refs. 27,
44-48) using a one-dimensional momentum analysis on a control volume encompassing the
captured airflow and extending from free-stream conditions to the cowl lip plane. Such
a control volume is illustrated in the following sketch for a two-dimensional inlet. For
simplicity, viscous forces have been neglected and the inlet is shown at zero angle of
attack.

Control volume

V -- . . . IT

One-dimensional momentum analysis for this control volume gives

CD - Ac qA c  dAp + 2(MFR) a cos A - 1 (5)
D A qAC +ramp c

Calculation of CDA using this approach thus requires estimation of conditions in the
cowl lip plane as well as the pressure force on the external compression surface. This
latter contribution is usually treated empirically.

There are relatively few reported comparisons with data for additive drag calculated
in this way, and the comparisons which do exist lead to somewhat contradictory conclu-
sions. For example, for pitot inlets, in refs. 9 and 57 it is shown that additive drag
is accurately predicted using one-dimensional momentum analysis, although in ref. 9 the
use of the experimental stagnation point location was required. In ref. 58, however,
values calculated in this way are generally lower than the presumably more accurate
values from two-dimensional incompressible potential flow theory with the Lieblein-
Stockman compressibility correction (fig. 2). However, because no comparison with data
for CD was made in this reference, no definitive conclusion relative to the accuracy
of eitAer prediction method can be drawn.

For a two-dimensional inlet, the version of the momentum analysis given in ref. 27
is shown in ref. 43 to give very poor results (fig. 3). Measured ramp pressures are
presented in ref. 43 indicating a complicated flow which is obviously not well repre-
sented by inviscid one-dimensional theory. While more comparisons with data for inlets
with external compression surfaces would be desirable, there is an additional considera-
tion which reflects adversely on the potential accuracy of the method in this case. At
a given M and MFR, this method would predict the same additive drag for an axisymmetric
inlet witg conical centerbody of cone half-angle e as for a two-dimensional inlet with
the same throat-capture area ratio and a wedge angle of 8 (excluding allowance for

dimensional inlets is higher than that for axisymmetric ones in this circumstance. This
is due to the higher pressure force on the external compression surface caused by sharper
curvature of the flow in the two-dimensional case. Inclusion of an allowance for side-
spill in the prediction for a two-dimensional inlet (which lowers the predicted CDA) does
not help the situation.
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The other methods for CDA in Table III are those from refs. 49-52. An empirical
correlation for pitot-inlet additive drag is given in ref. 49 and is shown to result
in adequate predictions for some cases. However, no evaluation of the bounds of
applicability of this method was conducted. In ref. 50, a method for two-dimensional
inlets is given where CDAc .is calculated from one-dimensional momentum analysis with
an experimental data correlation used for the ramp contribution, but 3CDA/a(MFR) is
determined as a function of M from a correlation of data. No comparisons with data
are given, however. In refs. 51 and 52, solutions are given for CD~crit for inlets
utilizing right circular cones at zero angle of attack using invisci- conical flow
theory; again, no comparisons with data are given.

The next set of methods in Table III deals with the estimation of change in cowl
drag with reduced mass flow (CLS) by means of empirical correlations. The treatment in
ref. 53 is one-dimensional and because it is specified by the author to be inapplicable
to realistic lip shapes, it is not considered further. Three of the remaining methods,
those of refs. 47, 54, and 56, have a reference mass flow ratio of unity. This presents
special problems and these methods will be discussed together.

Cowl lip suction in these methods is defined as

CLS = CD (MFR = ) C (6)

In ref. 54, correlations for the quantity CLS/CDA are presented as a function of (local)
free-stream Mach number with CDA as a parameter. Two correlations are given, one for
two-dimensional inlets, the other for axisymmetric inlets. The two-dimensional correla-
tion is assumed to include the effects of suction on the lips of the sideplates. The
data used to generate these correlations are neither identified nor shown. Implicit in
this approach is the idea that inlets exhibiting the same levels of additive drag at a
given Mach number will have the same CLS. That is, all the dependence of CLS on
detailed geometry is in this method contained in CDA. A number of investigators, how-
ever, have shown that additive drag is in fact relatively insensitive to variations in
cowl geometry, while the variation in cowl drag with mass flow ratio is not. Based on
these considerations, one would not expect particularly good agreement of this method
with data. Nonetheless, it is very convenient to apply.

This point is investigated in fig. 4 by comparing CLS/CDA as a function of CDA for
two different Mach numbers from the correlations for two-dimensional inlets in ref. 54
with data for two different cowl designs from ref. 27 (uniform free stream, angle of
attack = angle of sideslip = 0). Agreement of the correlation with the data is seen to
be poor in both level and trend. As expected, the effect of cowl geometry is clearly
not adequately represented by its effect on additive drag.

In the process of reducing the data in ref. 27 to the form shown in fig. 4, a major
disadvantage of the representation of Eq. (6) became apparent. That disadvantage is
the choice of unity as the reference mass flow ratio. Because inlets with external
compression surfaces cannot in general achieve MFR = 1, extrapolations of data for
CDC (CDC + CDSp for two-dimensional inlets) are required to allow evaluation of CLS. The
extrapolations required for one of the Mach numbers in fig. 4 are shown in fig. 5. The
uncertainties introduced into CLS by this process can be substantial, making comparisons
with data extremely difficult to interpret, or to put it another way, making correlations
formulated in this way inherently inaccurate.

The correlation method of ref. 47 differs from that of ref. 54 in that the effects
of two geometric quantities are explicitly included. These quantities (defined in
detail in ref. 47) are effective cowl lip slope and capture-area ratio. CLS/CDA is
given as a function of these quantities and the (local) free-stream Mach number. How-
ever, because the reference mass flow ratio is unity for this method, the preceding
remarks apply here as well and comparisons with data become moot. Similar comments
apply to the method of ref. 56, where CLS/CDA is a function of cowl lip angle, camber,
leading edge radius, local free-stream Mach number and CDA.

The difficulties resulting from the use of a reference mass flow ratio of unity are
avoided in ref. 55. This method is applicable to two-dimensional inlets and employs
curve-fits of the lip-suction data from ref. 27. The independent variable is a parameter
depending on mass flow ratio, throat Mach number, capture-to-throat area ratio and the
contraction ratio required to bring a reference flow to sonic velocity isentropically
(A/A*). For subsonic flows, the reference flow is at the free-stream Mach number;
for supersonic flows, A/A* is evaluated at the Mach number to which the flow is assumed
to expand at the end of the cowl area change. The reference value of the independent
variable (where lip suction is zero) is taken to be 0.8 for all Mach numbers. For
subsonic, isentropic inlet flows, this implies that the reference state is that for
which the throat Mach number is approximately 0.82. No such simple statement of the
reference condition can be made for supersonic flows.

The dependent variable is expressed in terms of the cowl lip-suction coefficient,
the effective thickness-to-chord ratios for the cowl and the ramp (each ratio raised to
an exponent which is a function of free-stream Mach number), and the ratio of capture
area to maximum projected inlet area, also raised to a Mach-number-dependent exponent.
The curves relating the dependent and independent variables 4lso have Mach number as a
parameter. Bands are displayed on these mean curves to show the limits within which about
95 percent of the data from ref. 27 fall. This scatter represents among other things,
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the effects of different sideplate geometry which is not explicitly treated in this
approach.

This method is applied to a two-dimensional inlet with three different cowls and
two different sideplate shapes (ref. 26) in fig. 6. The comparisons are for a single
external ramp (angle = 50) at zero angle of attack for a free-stream Mach number of 0.8.
The cowl drag measurements shown were derived in a uniform free stream and are normal-
ized on maximum projected inlet area. The data in fig. 6(a) are for an elliptical cowl
with a leading-edge radius which is -1 percent of the capture height and with full
rectangular sideplates (see ref. 26 for details). The reference mass flow ratio shown
is calculated using the criterion in ref. 55 and is in excellent agreement with the
maximum mass flow ratio from the data. Cowl-drag coefficients were calculated at two
mass flow ratios by the method of ref. 55 by applying the lip suction from that method
to the extrapolated experimental cowl-drag coefficient at the reference mass flow
ratio. Note that the extrapolation required by the reference mass flow ratio of this
method is of a much more reasonable extent than for the methods previously mentioned
with !4FRref = 1. The predicted cowl drag at the high mass flow ratio is in excellent
agreement with the data, but this is mostly due to the fact that a very small amount
of lip suction is involved and the experimental reference cowl drag was used. At the
lower mass flow ratio, where there is more lip suction, the agreement is not as good.
A band is shown on the predicted value, reflecting the bands on the correlation bounding
-95 percent of the data from which it was derived. At this low mass flow ratio, the
correlation considerably underpredicts the lip suction.

A possible contributing factor to this underprediction is the fact that the data
from ref. 26 came from a model with full rectangular sideplates which would essentially
eliminate sidespill, enhancing the suction effects on the cowl. Although ref. 27
includes some data for full rectangular sideplates, it is not clear if those geometries
are included in the correlation of ref. 55 (indeed it is not clear if the correlated
data is for suction on the lips of the cowl or on the lips of the cowl and sideplates).
If the correlation only includes the triangular-sideplate geometries of ref. 27, and if
it is for lip suction on the cowl only, an underprediction for lip suction would be
expected for the case of fig. 6(a).

A portion of this uncertainty is eliminated for the case of fig. 6(b), where the
data are for the same cowl as fig. 6(a), but where triangular sideplates were used.
Note that the lip suction prediction, which differs from that for fig. 6(a) only by
being applied to a different reference cowl drag, is still less than that measured,
although at the low mass flow ratio the agreement is improved.

Figure 6(c) shows the agreement for a cowl of the same shape as in fig. 6(a), but
for an increased leading-edge radius (2 percent of the capture height). The comparison
is again for the full rectangular sideplates because that is the only case for which
data exist in ref. 26. The agreement is essentially the same as in fig. 6(a) and the
same comments apply. Figure 6(d) is for a cowl with the same leading-edge radius as
fig. 6(c), but of different shape (although it is still elliptical, the point of
tangency with the leading-edge circle is different). Agreement is improved in fig. 6(d).
Although the experimental data show a considerable effect of the detailed cowl shape,
predictions from the correlation do not: the lip-suction predictions for the cases of
figs. 6(c) and Wd are essentially the same.

The final set of methods in Table III deal with the change in external drag with
varying MFR through the Kadd factor. Use of this factor is advantageous if some freedom
from geometric detail is gained by presentation of spillage drag data in this form; that
is, if Kadd is a correlating parameter which achieves some "collapse" of the original
data into a more generalized form. Note that such generality of Kadd would require
differences in spillage drag to be reflected in additive drag, just as in the lip
suction methods discussed above. If, on the other hand, a different Kadd is required
for each inlet geometry, no real advantage exists for this approach as compared to using
the original spillage drag data. This point is examined using the primary source for
Kadd factors, the previously mentioned systematic investigation of ref. 27.

In this investigation, Kadd was evaluated as in Eq. (3), using experimentally
determined spillage drag and the additive drag increment as calculated using the theory
presented in ref. 27. Data are shown at six Mach numbers for external-compression,
two-dimensional, two-ramp inlets with various combinations of ramp angles, four
different sideplate shapes and six cowl designs, all measured in a uniform free stream
at zero angles of attack and sideslip. The Kadd factors determined for an inlet with a
design Mach number of 3 tested at a Mach number of 0.7 are shown as functions of mass
flow ratio in fig. 7. The band identified as being due to variations in cowl shape is
for constant inlet geometry except for variations in the cowl external profile. The
other Kadd curves reflect changes in second-ramp angle and sideplate shape. It is clear
that independence from geometric detail is not achieved. If a correlation were to be
forced onto these data (e.g., by using some average Kadd to represent all the geometries),
the deviations from this mean must clearly represent sizable uncertainty in evaluating
the effects of inlet drag on airplane performance for applications where spillage is at
all significant in comparison to total airframe drag.
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3.2 Flow-Field Methods

These methods provide a complete description of the flow field in the vicinity of the
inlet; external drag and its components are available by a straightforward integration of
the calculated pressure distribution. Methods of this type are shown in Table IV, where
they are categorized by general approach and the geometry to which they apply; all of
these methods are applicable in the subsonic and transonic speed regimes. All of the
methods listed as applicable to two-dimensional geometries can handle non-zero angle of
attack, but only two of the methods for other geometries (refs. 63 and 64) can do so.
This is so because only these methods (intended for use with subsonic design-point inlets)
are designed to handle a three-dimensional flow field. Calculation of three-dimensional
inlet flow fields is only just beginning, and descriptions of this work are very scarce in
the open literature. Additionally, all of the methods except that of ref. 65 are inviscid,
whereas in ref. 65 the inviscid streantube curvature method is coupled to a boundary-layer
analysis. This is obviously an option available for use with all of the other methods,
but this refinement is a separate problem not discussed in the published accounts nor in
this paper. Analysis of the boundary-layer methods available for use in inlet calcula-
tions and an evaluation of their success is clearly beyond the scope of the present work.

These methods provide considerably more information than the "partial" methods
of the last section. The price is, of course, a computational cost that is increased
substantially over that for the simple methods; in fact, in most of these methods, the
computational requirements are clearly in excess of what is reasonable for preliminary
design purposes. In this section, a selection of the available comparisons with
experimental data is presented to allow evaluation of the accuracy of the methods. Note
that while it is not likely that every implementation of the general approaches listed
in Table IV that exists is included there, it is felt that the specific implementations
shown are representative. To take account of the trade-off with computational costs
that exists with these flow-field methods, computer run times are given where they were
reported. Because the numerical analysis and computer programming techniques used play
a very important role in the implementation of these methods, the accuracy and the
computer cost demonstrated for a particular implementation may not apply to others of
the same general approach, and the conclusions drawn may be generalized only with care.

The first solution method shown in Table IV is the numerical integration of the
unsteady Euler equations. Both of the references listed in this category (refs5. 29 and
59) are applicable to two-dimensional and axisymmetric geometries in all speed regimes,
although ref. 59 has only been applied in the supersonic regime to date. Reference 29
presents an explicit finite-difference method, while ref. 59 uses an implicit formula-
tion to realize the computational efficiency this affords. In both methods, the
solutions are advanced in tine until they asymptotically converge on the steady-state,
and automatic generation of interior mesh points is employed.

In ref. 29, solutions are presented and compared with data at two values of MFR
for a two-dimensional, three-ramp, external-compression inlet at 14,, = 0.7. Because the
essential features of the comparison with data in both cases were the same, only one
value of MFR (MFR = 0.5) will be discussed here. The geometry considered is shown in
fig. 8(a). Comparisons of calculated values with measured pressures on the ramp [fig.
8(b)), on the cowl external surface [fig. 8(c)J, and on the cowl-lip internal surface
[fig. 8(d)] are shown.

In these figures, good qualitative agreement is evident, but in ref. 29 it is
concluded that pressure level is not satisfactorily predicted. Drag computed from these
pressure distributions would be considerably in error, particularly on the cowl external
surface; the authors of ref. 29 feel that improvement in this area would requirea
refined mesh structure. However, for the solutions shown, the full storage capacity of
the available machine (a CDC 6600) was used, and approximately 5.6 hours of computer
time were spent in the evolution of the flow field from the prescriE-dnitial free-
stream conditions. Although the solutions shown are not considered to be steady state
(an additional 1.5 hours of computer time was estimated for full convergence), the
calc~ulated pressures are estimated to be near their final values; major improvement
is felt to depend on mesh refinement.

The next solution method shown in Table IV involves the finite-difference solution
of the full potential equation. This type of method is valid up to free-stream speeds
which result in local supersonic regions terminating in strong shocks. Various imple-
mentations of the basic approach have been made for pitot inlets and axisymmetric and
two-dimensional inlets with external compression surfaces. Ref erece 63 is an example
of an implementation of the general scheme valid for axisymmetric pitot inlets at
angle of attack in a uniform subsonic free stream; note that this is one of the two f low-
field methods we have acquired which can deal with a three-dimensional flow field. In
ref. 63, the solution method is described (including special handling of the circumfer-
ential derivatives), as are the boundary conditions and the initial field. Comparisons
with measured surface Mach number are given for five pitot inlets operating in low-
speed free streams (M,, $ .2) at a variety of angles of attack and mass flow ratios
(throat Mach numbers S 0.86: at 0.86, the inlet was observed to be choked). Very good
agreement with the measurements is demonstrated. No integrated drags were calculated.
Typical run times for a converged solution are from 12 to 15 minutes on a CDC 6600
computer.

Another implementation of this method is that of ref. 60 (also described in ref.
12). This version allows solution of flow fields for inlets of either two-dimensional
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or axisymetric geometry with external compression surfaces; a = 0 for the axisymmetric
case, but a pt 0 is allowed for the two-dimensional solution of inlets with two-dimen-
sional geometry. The method is applied to two-dimensional inlets and is compared to
data in refs. 31 and 33. Examples of these comparisons are given in fig. 9 which is
reproduced from ref. 31. In this figure, fair agreement is nhown for the drag slope
but poor agreement is achieved for drag level. In ref. 31, the disagreement is
attributed to the existence of three-dimensional effects and shocks, and to inadequate
grid resolution in the computation in regions of high gradients. Application of this
technique to an axisymmetric inlet is shown in fig. 10, taken from ref. 60. Here, the
level of CDEXT has been adjusted by calculating additive drag using momentum analysis
on the entering streamtube and replacing the stream thrusts generated by the method
with one-dimensional values. The approach more typical in flow-field methods of
integrating the pressure distribution on the stagnation streamline leads to erroneous
CDA in this implementation. The discrepancy in level of additive drag observed here is
claimed not to exist in the calculation for two-dimensional geometries. However, in the
analysis of two-dimensional inlets, a problem with mass conservation in the calculation
is indicated. This problem is obviously attributable to this specific implementation of
the potential-equation method. That is, it is not a general characteristic of this
solution method. However, because the implementation described in refs. 60 and 12 is
the only application of the full potential equation to inlets with external compression
surfaces we have been able to discover in the published literature, it is not clear
whether or not the problem with additive drag level described above is a general one.
Computational run times on the order of 15 seconds on a CDC 6400 computer are claimed.

The next solution method shown in Table IV is the finite-difference solution of
the incompressible potential equation with a compressibility correction. One implementa-
tion of this method is described in ref. 12, where the Douglas-Neumann incompressible flow
program (refs. 66-68) is coupled with either the Prandtl-Glauert, K~rmhn-Tsein, Laitone,
or Krahn compressibility correction. The method is applied to two-dimensional and
axisymmetric inlets with centerbodies; in ref. 12, surface pressure on the cowl and
centerbody are compared to data at M_ = 0.7, 0.9 and several mass flow ratios for the
axisymmetric inlet shown schematically in fig. 10. No integrated values of drag are
given. The calculated pressure coefficients agree best using the Laitone correction.

The other implementation of this solution method shown in Table IV is that of
ref. 64. This is the second of the two flow-field methods we have acquired which can
deal with a three-dimensional flow field. In this approach, the incompressible flow
about a pitot inlet with or without a centerbody is solved using the superposition
principle and panel methods. Solutions for unit onset flows parallel to each of the
coordinate axes are combined with a solution for static operation to result in a
rigorous incompressible solution for an inlet at arbitrary angles of attack and yaw
with arbitrary mass flow rate. The Lieblein-Stockman compressibility correction (ref.
69) is applied. The method is applicable for subsonic free streams, although local
regions of the flow may be supersonic but shock free. The geometry may be three-
dimensional but it must exhibit a plane of symmetry. In ref. 64, the method is applied
to a subsonic-design-point axisymmetric pitot inlet at 750 angle of attack in a situa-
tion where the throat Mach number is 0.603 (the free-stream velocity is not reported).
Excellent agreement with data at one unspecified circumferential position is shown for
pressures on the internal cowl surface, and on the initial portion of the cowl external
surface. Drag is not calculated. It is observed in ref. 64 that panel methods usually
require considerably less computer time than finite-difference methods; the super-
position technique and compressibility correction used also lead to computational
efficiency. Thus, it is claimed that the method of ref. 64 is faster than a finite-
difference method by two orders of magnitude.

The final solution method in Table IV uses streamtube curvature (STC) analysis.
This approach, as explained in ref. 65, basically uses one-dimensional compressible flow
analysis in a number of adjacent streamtubes; when taken together the entire flow field
is simulated. Streamline positions are refined iteratively. In each iteration the
momentum equation normal to the streamlines is integrated using calculated values of
streamline curvature to obtain velocity, and the continuity equation is used to define
a new streamline position. The iterative process is continued until streamline movement
is less than a specified amount.

A characteristic of streamtube curvature methods, as discussed in ref. 19, is that
the method is extremely sensitive to input geometry. As stated therein, "The difference
between an aborted run and a successful run is usually a minute change in the geometric
data." This extreme sensitivity is due to the need to calculate surface curvatures from
input geometry and can make the method very troublesome to use. The method is applied
to the pitot inlet shown in fig. 11(a) for several Mach numbers and mass flow ratios in
ref. 65. The integral boundary-layer method of Stratford and Beavers (ref. 70) is used
to account for viscous effects. Sample comparisons with data are shown in figs. 11(b)-
(d). In fig. 11(b), a fully subsonic case is shown and excellent agreement is obtained.
At a higher value of free-stream Mach number, fig. 11(c), increasing the number of grid
points in the STC solution led to local oscillations in the inviscid solution which were
claimed to be eliminated in the physical situation by "viscous effects." At a still
higher Mach number, fig. 11(d), predictions are shown with and without the boundary-
layer analysis (labeled STC-SAB and STC, respectively). It is seen that neither one is
in agreement with the data; separation over the initial portion of the cowl lip was
observed experimentally at this Mach number and mass flow combination, and the integral
boundary-layer method is inadequate in this situation. Cowl pressure drag forces
resulting from integration of the predictions and the data are in reasonably good
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agreemnt (within .01 for 8DC), but at least in the case of fig. 11(d), this must be
attributable to compensating errors.

In ref. 19, application of the streamtube curvature method to the external-
compression inlet shown in fig. 12(a) is made for free-stream Mach numbers of 0.7 and
0.85 for values of MFR of 0.55 and 0.75 and several positions of the variable ramps.
Sample comparisons with data are shown in figs. 12(b)-(d). All of these figures are
for the ramp positions RB = 7.20, HL = 27.3, and for M., = 0.85. Figures 12(b) and (c)
show the ramp and cowl pressures, respectively, for MFR = 0.55. Additive drag over a
range of mass flow ratios is shown in fig. 12(Cd) for this Mach number and geometry. The
experimental data of fig. 12 were obtained for an inlet mounted on a fuselage and stub
wing assembly. The angle of attack of the model was 2.50. Allowance for the angularity
of the local inlet flow field was made by running the STC program using various incidence
angles and selecting the incidence at each value of M. that gave best agreement with
the measured ramp pressures. Reasonable values of flow incidence resulted from this
procedure and the agreement for ramp pressures in fig. 12(a) is fairly good. Predicted
cowl pressures agree poorly with the measurements, as shown in fig. 12(b). This poor
agreement is likely due to some combination of inadequate grid resolution and viscous
effects, but further work would be required to ascertain this. However, additive drag
is predicted with reasonable accuracy, as seen in fig. 12(d); this positive result is
possible because of the high degree of two-dimensionality of the inlet flow field
indicated by the transverse taps in figs. 12(b) and (c).

4. CONCLUSIONS

Because the sensitivity of airplane performance to inlet external drag is a strong
function of the airplane's mission, the required accuracy for preliminary design methods
cannot be stated in general. However, for aircraft with missions consisting of signi-
ficant subsonic and supersonic portions, inlet external drag exerts a powerful influence
on the aircraft's performance, and accurate predictions are required to allow for
rational configuration definition.

The experimental data base for this effect has been identified and classified.
Ranges of geometry and test parameters covered have been shown. Although a few system-
atic studies exist, the experimental data consist mostly of specialized studies of
particular inlets. Because inlet external drag depends in an important way on geometri-
cal details, this portion of the data base is adequate for prediction only for inlets
not substantially different than those previously tested.

Several methods which result in the prediction of a component Of CDEXT have been
identified and evaluated by comparison with experimental data. It has been shown that
prediction of additive drag using a one-dimensional momentum analysis leads to accept-
able agreement with data only for the simplest possible configuration, i.e., a pitot
inlet. Predictions in other situations are in general poor, although methods containing
additional empiricism can give reasonable agreement in limited classes of geometries.
It is shown that calculation of cowl lip suction by methods with a reference mass flow
ratio of unity are inaccurate because of the large extrapolation of data usually
entailed. A method without this assumption, that of ref. 55, has been applied to inlets
reasonably similar to those from which the correlation was derived. Resulting values of
lip suction are in only fair agreement with data at low mass flow ratios. Because of
its formulation, this method cannot predict experimentally demonstrated differences
in lip suction resulting from changes in detailed cowl shape. Finally, it is shown that
the Kadd factor does not exhibit freedom from geometric detail. Its use is equivalent
to using the original experimental data.

Several methods are discussed which predict the detailed flow field about an inlet,
allowing calculation Of CDEXT and its components by simple integration. Some of these
methods discussed herein yield adequate results although the comparisons with data
available do not allow for comprehensive evaluation of their limits of applicability.
For those methods applicable to supersonic design-point inlets, the large computers
and long run times required to achieve satisfactory agreement result in their being of
limited usefulness for preliminary design.
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TABLE I.- DATA FOR INLET EXTERNAL DRAG

Iofec.o
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4  

0 0 /
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.
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NOTES TO TABLE I

1. I denotes isolated inlet test

2. External drag on a nacelle configuration

3. Nacelle configuration

4. N.R. denotes quantity not reported

5. Additive drag plus pressure and friction drag of entire model

6. Flight test of rocket models having common afterbodies

7. Sum of external and forebody drag

8. Sum of external drag, forebody drag, and boundary-layer-diverter drag

9. Tested with metric forebody

10. Reynolds number range given based on inlet radius; inlet radius not reported

11. Inlet tested in isolated configuration and with non-metric forebody

12. Quarter-round inlet of F-Ill type

13. Sum of external drag, drag due to the bypass and boundary-layer control systems, and
drag of partial fuselage and wing stub

14. Partial fuselage and stub wing included

15. Type of configuration tested with inlet is not known

16. Sum of additive and bleed drag

17. Sum of external drag, drag due to the bypass and boundary-layer control systems, and
the drag of the partial fuselage and wing stub, measured relative to a "propulsion
reference inlet"

18. Inlet cowl and ramp integrated pressure-area chord force coefficient

19. Full B-1 aircraft model with balance installed in one inlet. Metric portion
included nozzles and part of wing. Inlet configurations included are: flow through
inlet, faired-over inlet w/BLC and bypass, flow through inlet w/ramps installed.

20. Sum of external drag, drag due to the boundary-layer control system, drag of the
partial fuselage and stub wing, measured relative to a "propulsion reference inlet"

21. Sum of external drag and drag of partial fuselage and stub wing, measured relative
to a "propulsion reference inlet"

22. Drag of entire airplane model

23. Model of entire F-15

24. Sum of external drag and bleed/bypass system drag

25. Inlet design includes auxiliary airflow system

26. Sum of external drag, boundary-layer control drag, forebody and external-store drag

27. Tested with forebody, with and without various external stores.

28. Full aircraft model with full aircraft on one force balance, one inlet on another

29. Numbers in parenthesis indicate percentage of external/internal contraction

30. Inlet tested in isolated configuration and with non-metric wing simulator

31. Sum of external drag, drag due to boundary-layer control system, and drag of the
partial fuselage and stub wing
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TABLE II.- MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF INLETS

Characteristic Descriptor Subscript

Inlet Type P = PitoL (Normal Shock) Refers to capture area shape
E = External Compression c = circular
M = Mixed Compression r = rectangular

o = other

Orientation of Compression C = Conical centerbody for Refers to numbers of surfaces
Surfaces (relative to axisymmetric inlet Either i f or i v j, where
pitch plane of aircraft) H = Horizontal i = total number of external

V = Vertical surfaces
f = fixed
v = variable
j = number of variable

external surfaces

Side Plate Geometry S = Side Plates present Refers to shape
r = rectangular
t = triangular
n = notched or cut-back

Boundary-Layer Control B = Boundary-Layer Control Refers to type
present d = discrete elements

e.g., slots or scoops
p = porous elements

Bypass System BP = Bypass system present None

Design Mach Number Value given None

TABLE III.- CLASSIFICATION OF PREDICTION METHODS FOR A
COMPONENT OF CDEXT BY GEOMETRY AND SPEED RANGE

Quantity Inlet Speed Range
Predicted Type Subsonic Transonic

CDA Pitot 44,45,46,47,48,49 44,45,46,47,48,49
2-D 27,44,45,46,47 27,44,45,46,47,50
Axi 44,45,46,47 44,45,46,47,51,52

CLS Pitot 47,53 47,53
2-D 47,54,55 47,54,55
Axi 47,54,56 47,54,56

Kadd Pitot 44,48 44,48
2-D 27,44 27,44
Axi 44

TABLE IV.- CLASSIFICATION OF FLOW-FIELD PREDICTION METHODS
BY SOLUTION METHOD AND GEOMETRY

Applicable

Geometr_

Solution Method References Pitot 2-D Axi

Numerical solution of the 29,59 V
unsteady Euler equation

Finite-difference solution 12,60 " '
of full potential equation 61,62,63

Finite-difference solution 12 / oV
of incompressible poten- 64
tial equation with com-
pressibility correction

Streamtube curvature 65
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PHILOSOPHY AND RESULTS OF STEADY AND UNSTEADY TEST TECHNIQUES
ON A LARGE SCALE TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT MODEL

IN THE ONERA TRANSONIC TUNNEL Si MA

Part I: PHILOSOPHY AND RESULTS OF STEADY TESTS

G. Anders
Vereinigte Flugtechnische Works GmbH, D-2800 Bremen, FRG

A. Giacchetto
Office National d'Etude et do Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA),
Centre d' Essais do Modane-Avrleux, FRANCE

Part 2- INTEREST OF LARGE MODELS IN UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS

A. Gravelle
Office National d'Etude et do Recherches Aeraspatiales (ONERA),
Chatillan, FRANCE

SUMMARY

Steady and unsteady wind tunnel tests with a large scale half model have been performed in the large
ONERA transonic wind tunnel S1 MA in 1979 within the German technology program ZKP and the development
phase of the A 310 Airbus.

The contribution is composed of two chapters. Part 1 concerns with the fundamental concept on the subject
"Wind tunnel tests with large models". Various test techniques are introduced, their advantages and problems are
discussed. The test arrangement concept is described and typical results for each of the investigated items are pre-
sented. Furthermore, comparison with test results on a complete model at lower Reynolds Numbers is drawn.

Whereas in part 1 mainly stationary measurements are described and discussed, chapter 2 primarily deals with
unsteady tests. Reasons are given for the advantage of a large model. Test methods, data pick up and processing
systems are pointed out. Characteristic results are presented and correlations are shown.

This contribution, prepared by VFW and ONERA, is based on a common work, performed by VFW, MBB,
DFVLR and ONERA recently. Domier was associated in the program.

Part 1: PHILOSOPHY AND RESULTS OF STEADY TESTS

NOTATION

A ti. 2] nacelle exit area DN [NJ nacelle drag

i  [in2] ,nacelle intake.aea o 1 [- ].
Ae nacelle throttle condition

c Em) local wing chord o5 [-
[] mea aerodynamic chord (MAC) K I [" ]ur

contour disturbance
CD  drag coefficient K Il - ] J - slat position -
CD [- nacelle drag coefficient KS [- ] "r

CL [- lift coefficient K 7 - p o e ,ition -

Cm25  [-] local pitch ng moment coefficient M [- Mach Numberan he wing q [Pa] free - strew dynamic pressure
C f'] local normal force coefficient

n the wing Re [- 3 Reynolds Number

C r- local pressure coefficient S [mj wing reference ae

C [-n n-corrected drag coefficient [ wing semni span

ACDdrag increment coefficent T.S. [- transition strip
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v [q/s ]  free - stream velocity

x [I] 

y [ml coordinates

z [m]

OX 01 angle of attack [m2/s] kinematic viscosity

%] wing thickness .- ] non-dimensional x-coordinate

£v [0] twist [o] aileron deflection angle

I [-] non-dimensional wing span 25 [o] wing sweep (25% - line)

A I aspect ratio

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of the new generation of transport aircrafts is essentially characterized by application of
modem wing technology. The necessarily increasing wing loads are achieved by taking advantage of the potential
of the transonicolly profiled wing. For this purpose theroretic calculation- and design-methods are applied, which
were successfully developed recently [1]

With increasing loads and local supersonic flow on the wing, sensitivity against interferences and non-
stationary effects rises. The wing flow tends to separate. Disturbances on the wing contour, caused by manufacture
tolerances and deformations under load conditions, have to be considered with respect of their consequences on the
wing flow. Unsteady effects on the wing will result in flow separations, leading to early buffeting.

Usually as a first step theoretical methods and design results are checked out with small models in the wind
tunnel, however, application of such results to high Reynolds numbers is uncertain. Experimental proof in the high
Re-Number range is necessary. The significance of such experimental proof is evident by the enormous investments
carried out for wind tunnel facilities in Europe and all over the world (DNW, RAE 5 x 4.5 m2 tunnel, ONERA F1,
ETW, cryogenic technology).

In the course of the technology program ZKP under the sponsorship of the German Ministry of Research and
Technology, theoretical calculation methods far the design of 2-D-airfoils and 3-D-wings at transonic speeds were
developed by the partners [21 [ 3] [41 [5] . As an output of these activities, several small scale models were
produced and tested in the NLR-HST and DFVLR transonic wind tunnel respectively. Results and analysis of these
tests led to the choice of the VFW wing design as the basis for a large scale model to be tested in the ONERA
SI MA.

2. MODEL AND TEST ARRANGEMENT CONCEPT

2.1 GENERAL ASPECTS

High demands were made on the model and the test arrangement capability. Influences of various parameters
on performance and buffet onset characteristics should be investigated at maximum possible Re-Numbers in the whole
Mach Number range-

o engine and pylon interferences on the wing

o influence of throttled nacelle intake flow

o effects of engine position variation relative to the wing

o aileron deflection effects

o interaction of wing-fuselage-fairings

o influence of contour disturbances in the region of spoiler and slat positions

o nonstationary effects due to unsteady aerodynamic flow.

These requirements led to the design, construction and manufacture of a large wind tunnel half model, consisting
of the main components.

o semi fuselage

o port side wing

o flow through nacelle with remotely controlled mass flow

o external remotely controlled nacelle suspension facility.
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Design criteria were defined by certain restrictions:

o stationary force and pressure distribution measurements were required;

o unsteady measurements should be possible ( local unsteady pressures, strain gauge signals, accelerations);

o flow pattern on the model should be visible;,

o the necessary geometric configuration and parameter variations should be feasible.

In order to correlate origin and response of nonstationary effects, excitation of moving control surfaces on the wing,
either in periodic or in random motion, was necessary. Actuator installation and sufficient instrumentation had to be
provided.

The requirements and the ambition to utilize the model also for future purposes led to the philosophy of a
manufacturing system of standardized units in a model scale of 1 : 5.4 referring to the A 310 - project.

2.2 MODEL COMPONENTS

2.2.1 Wing

The wing BI0.3V was designed by VFW on the basis of the supercritical 2-D-VFW-airfoil Va 2. The wing
system is represented in Fig. 1. Main dimensions are given in Fig. 2. The wing structure consists of aluminium
panels, screwed to a steel box with cutting lines in the region of leading and trailing edges on the upper and
lower surfaces. The final wing contour was milled numerically controlled in the final one piece assembly.

The wing was equipped with 9 static pressure plotting sections with 45 orifices each, distributed on the
upper and lower surface. 3 further sections were furnished with a total of 68 unsteady pressure pick ups. In order
to correlate wing movement and unsteady pressures, 12 accelerometers were installed. 3 strain gauge bridges were
glued to the structure for buffeting investigation and load control purpose. An outboard aileron was installed and
connected to a hydraulic actuator to be excited during the nonstationary tests or stationary deflected by the same
system. An angle deflection indicator and a hinge moment balance were supplied.

During cruise flight conditions protrusion of retracted slat trailing edges out of the wing contour due to
suction forces on the wing nose and disturbances at spoiler trailing edges may occur. To investigate the effects of
such phenomena on a transonically airfoiled wing, simulation of several combinations of contour disturbances was
provided ( Fig. 3 )_ Trailing edge thickness was determined by a similarity calculation under consideration of model
scale, Re-Number and theoretical boundary layer. Spoiler trailing edges were consciously overdesigned, to produce
measurable effects.

Finally, a tubing system with 42 orifices was installed into the wing, to enable a coloured flow visualization
during the tests.

2.2.2 Fuselage

The required stiffness of the 8 m long fuselage was achieved by a construction of an iron frame-work,
covered with a fibre glas skin. The conventional solution to seal the semi fuselage fcrce-free with the tunnel floor
by a labyrinth system was not sufficient, because of forces contact due to arrangement defornation under loads. The
problem was solved by a construction of a brushes system as shown in Fig. 4 [6]

About 270 static pressure orifices were distributed on the fuselage, mainly in the wing-fuselage region, on
the boundary layer skirt and in the brushes-covered space between fuselage and tunnel floor, to discover possible
internal flow. Two sets of wing-fuselage-fairings were provided.

2.2.3 Flow Through Nacelle

A single bodied flow through nacelle with remotely controlled mass flow was developed in order to simulate
engine Intake and fan cowling effects during the tests. The axial symmetrical intake and the outer contour corre-
spond to the CF 6- 50 engine contour In the pylon section. Mass flow is controlled by a plug with an infinite vari-
able diameter in the nacelle exit area. The principle of this design is presented In Fig. 5. Intake and outer contour
are supplied with static pressure orifices in 5 streamwlse sections. Mass flow is calibrated and controlled by a rake
of total and static pressure probes in the nacelle intake face.

2.2.4 External Nacelle Attachment Device

The flow through nacelle could either he attached together with a pylon directly to the wing or - by means
of a special nacelle attachment device - externally brought up into different positions relative to the wing. A re-
motely controlled hydraulic facility wer designed especially for these tests, to synchronize a selected relative na-
celle position with varying model incidence by displacements of angle- and x-z-oordinates ( Fig. 6). This device
can be used for future tests a n engine simulator carrier.
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2.3 TEST ARRANGEMENT

The whole test arrangenent was designed for the large ONERA transonic wind tunnel S1 in Modane, Fro-.ce.
A principle of the model set up in the test section No. 1 is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The wing-fuselage unit
was attached to the 3-component under floor balance 7 [8] . All electric wiring, pneumatic and hydraulic tubing
left the model on its wing base in the under floor section of the tunnel. From here it was distributed to the various
power supply and measuring facilities:

o to an independent measuring and data processing system, designed and assembled by VFW,
which controls static pressure distribution measurements, produces and displays the results
in on-line and off-line mode;

o to a combined ONERA-DFVLR measuring station, which controls the hydraulic system
for aileron excitation and where all nonstationary data are recorded and analysed;

o finally to the wind tunnel measuring system, where all aerodynamic and force-data were
processed and converted.

3. TESTS

3.1 PREPARATION, PRETESTS, CALIBRATIONS

Installation and adjustnent of a test arrangement with such dimensions and weights - model and equipment
weight amount to an order of 4 t - require certain effort.

Apart from conventional preparations and calibrations additional preparatory work and pretests are necessary:

o coupling, synchronization and check out of the different measuring systems

o static load tests on the model arrangement, to determine stiffness and deformations

o static vibration tests and analysis to guarantee flutter freedom under all test conditions

o nacelle flow through calibration

o tests to ensure a force free sealing betrween the model and tunnel floor

o determination of the hysteresis due to forces transferred by the sealing brushes

o identification of the flow transition laminar/turbulent

o transition fixing by transition strips.

3.2 TEST TECHNIQUES

3.2.1 Stationary Testing Points

During conventional steady tests forces, stationary pressure distribution and nonstationary measurements were
conducted simultaneously under stabilized geometric and wind tunnel conditions. Possible interferences due to stiff-
ness and friction of the tubes and wires were found to be negligible. During a 30 seconds test period all measured
informations were recorded and computed on the various facilities. Quick look analysis and a selection of displayed
results was available before the following testing point. Thus the carpet of polors at constant Mach Numbers was
produced.

3.2.2 Continuous Incidence Polar

At a continually varying test condition measurement signals were recorded and computed quasi-analogous.
This technique offers maximum information in a minimum of testing time. Application of this method for continuous
polar determination excludes simultaneous pressure distribution measurements with a scanning system. The procedure
of continuous incidence variation causes Mach Number increase respectively decrease due to tunnel blockage change.
Simultaneous speed readjustment in large wind tunnels is difficult. So polars were produced, where Mach Number
changes with angle of attack. By the aid of a 2-dimensional interpolation program a carpet of incidence polars at
constant Mach Numbers can be computed, provided that a sufficient number of input data is measured.

3.2.3 Continuous Mach Number Polars

The technique of continuous Mach Number polar is recommended to investigate buffet onset and drag rise
behaviour. At a fixed geometric model configuration flow is slowly accelerated to the maximum desired velocity.
Force and buffet onset data are observed and recorded against Mach Number. The degree of acceleration is re-
stricted by the time log of the measuring system. Measuring data collection of various incidence conditions allows
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interpolations to constant lift. This method is especially suggested, when effects of relatively small model modifi-
cations are to be determined.

3.2.4 Flow Through Throttling under Minimum Internal Loss Conditions

The advantage of the applied principle of throttling the mass flow through the nacelle is obvious, because
except for friction no internal losses are produced due to throttle position. This results in the fact, that nacelle drag
is kept to a minimum under throttle conditions. Drag rise and changes in the measured characteristics indicate spil-
lage and Mach Number effects.

3.2.5 Determination of Model Deformations under Aerodynamic Loads

Deformatioris of the test arrangement consist of the attachment-elasticity ( balance ) and the bending of the
model. The balance stiffness was determined by static calibrations. In order to determine model deformations, optical
reference screens were installed in several planes of the model and on the tunnel floor. Photographs were taken
during static calibrations and at test conditions from optimal camera positions. First evaluations gave reasonable
results.

3.2.6 Flow Visualization

Model wing and fairing was provided with a pressurized tubing system by which either different coloured oil
was pressed through the orifices on the surface or alternately kerosene, to clean up the wing for a further test,
without stopping the tunnel. Coloured photos were taken as well as movies and video recordings.

3.2.7 Unsteady Test Techniques

Unsteady test techniques are described in part 2 of this paper.

3.3. TEST PROGRAM

In 1979 3 test series were carried out with the large model arrangement. Forces, steady and unsteady
pressure distribution measurements were performed. On the basic wing-fuselage.-configuration the influence of various

parameters was investigated:

o engine intake interference, simulated by the flow through nacelle and pylon

o influence of externally mounted nacelle in different relative wing positions

a effect of throttled nacelle mass flow

o aileron deflection efficiency

o influence of wing-fuselage-fairings

o impact of contour disturbances in the region of slats and spoilers

o nonstationary effects, induced by periodic and random excited aileron.

Generally, the tests were conducted in the Mach Number range 0.3 < M < 0.85. Maximum speed of
M 0.87 was achieved with certain configurations. Incidence range was restricted by load respectively buffeting
limitations.

4. RESULTS

4.1 REYNOLDS NUMBER RANGE

Due to the fact, that the ONERA S1 wind tunnel is an atmospheric tunnel, Re-Number varies with Mach
Number. Referring to the MAC of the wing, Re-Numbers up to Re = 11.5 . 106 were achieved with the test confi-
guration. The possible Re-range, depending on Mach Number is shown in Fig. 9.

4.2 DRAG CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOW THROUGH THROTTLING PRINCIPLE

Results, obtained by small scale model tests are plotted in Fig. 10. As mentioned before, the aim was, to
throttle the mass flow at minimum nacelle drag. It is remarkable, that at moderate Mach Numbers nacelle drag
decreases with the degree of throttling due to less internal friction. However at higher flow velocity, drag charac-
teristic changes. Thus spillage and interference effects are indicated [10



4.3 STATIONARY FORCE TESTS

Compared with small scale complete model tests, Re-effects are evident in the maximum lift and buffet onset
behaviour, shown in Fig. 11 for the basic wing- fuselage- configuration. Differences in the slope seem to be caused
by the half model test technique.

The phenomena in drag characteristic Fig. 12 have not been explained for the time being. In fact, the in-
duced drag decreases ot higher Re-Numbers, compared with small scale model tests. But drag behaviour against
Mach Number (Fig. ?3 ) is in opposition to theory and complete model test results. The order of this discrepancy
cannot be explained by a lack of tunnel correction quality. Experimental research work on this subject has been
carried out at the NLR in Amsterdam recently. First results indicate similar phenomena. Additional current analysis
and calculations are performed at ONERA.

Repeatability and accuracy was proved by several tests.

4.4 STATIONARY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE WING

As an example local pressure distribution on 4 wing sections is compared with results of small scale complete
model tests, thus at two different Re-Numbers in Fig. 14. This comparison is drawn at similar lift coefficients with-
out transition fixing. It is noticed that the double shock tendency on the inner wing is more pronounced at higher
Re-Numbers, the type of pressure distribution however remains similar. The supercritical pressure distribution in the
front part of the wing recompresses without flow separations on the trailing edge.

Fig. 15 gives an impression of the development of the pressure distribution profile in the critical wing
section up to buffet onset and maximum lift conditions. Shock position remains rather constant, even in the stall
range.

Certainly, pressure distribution profile and shock position varies with speed. The evolution of the charac-
teristics on a wing section at constant incidence is shown in Fig. 16. With increasing Mach Number the shock
moves rearwards. Speed induced flow separations appear together with shock formation on the lower wing surface.

4.5 NACELLE EFFECTS

The wing fixed nacelle induces remarkable lift reduction in connection with foreword shifted shock (Fig. 17).
However contrary effects are noticed, when the nacelle is externally attached without pylon (Fig. 18 ). At extreme
close nacelle positions, shocks appear on the lower wing surface, caused by interactions. It must be mentioned that
there is a remarkable influence on the results, caused by the addition blockage of the suspension facility. This effect
must be eliminated for final analysis.

Due to mass flow throttling, super velocity on the wing is initiated with the corresponding influence on flow
distribution (Fig. 19 )

4.6 AILERON EFFECTS

Normal force and pitching moment distribution, derived from sectional pressure integrations, plotted over the
wing span, illustrate aileron efficiency in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21.

4.7 CONTOUR DISTURBANCE INFLUENCE

The advantage of a large model is especially evident, when relatively small geometric details and modifi-
cations are to be simulated and investigated. In the case of contour disturbance simulation the possible high impact
of such sources is demonstrated.

In Fig. 22 the local static pressure distribution on a representative wing section is shown las an example. In
presence of the slat contour disturbance th e shock is reinforced and its position is moved rearwards. Such a type of
pressure distribution tends to early flaw separation and thus the sensitivity against buffet onset grows.

A shock in a position in front of a spoiler induced contour disturbance is only slightly influenced with respect
of its location and strength ( Fig. 23 ).

Rather high effects are detected in the drag behaviour against lift and Mach Number, as documented in
Fig. 24 to Fig. 26.
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F4.8 CONTINUOUS TEST PROCEDURES

Sensitivity of the wing against contour disturbances becomes more evident by the analysis of the results
derived from the continuous Mach Number polar technique. Even the relatively small irregularity, caused by only
one simulated spoiler, results in distinct measurable effects, demonstrated in Fig. 27, where the uncorrected axial
force coefficient is plotted against Mach Number.

As a typical exomple the technique of buffet onset determination is presented in Fig. 28. Comparison of
lift behaviour depending on Mach Number shows:

0 general lift reduction due to contour disturbance

o lift maximum, which indicates local flow separations, appears at lower Mach Number
with a contour disturbance on the wing, i.e. reduction of buffet boundary due to
slat simulation by AM.

4.9 FLOW VISUALIZATION RESULTS

The technique of flow visualization by means of pressing different coloured liquids through the wing surface,
allows the production of flow pictures during varying test conditions, as shown in Fig. 29 as an example.

4.10 DATA HANDLING AND DOCUMENTATION

Special documentation had to be established to handle and analyse the high quantity of data and results,
which are produced during a test series of such a degree of complexity. It is not worth-while, to copy and distri-
bute 10 thousands of diagrams and listings. Instead of producing conventional result documentation, it is suggested
to provide a test report, which contents:

0 model specification

0 test program

o introduction of data display and storage

o example of characteristic results

o catalogue of data documentation.

Users then require in detail those data only which they are specifically interested in [9]

5. FUTURE PROSPECTS

This model design of standardized units allows to utilize the model itself, the external remotely controlled
suspension facility, and the data processing system for further test purposes.

In particular the model wing can be modified and equipped with:

" high lift devices

" new airfoil

" module systems, containing movable surfaces ( excited, ailerons, flapperons, spoilers)

0 additional measuring equipment.

The external nacelle attachment device can be used as remotely controlled

" engine simulator support

o sensor support.

Special attention shall be directed to use the model system in connection with engine simulation tests in the
wind tunnel. It is planned to adapt a TPS-system ( turbine powered simulator ) to the model.

The use of the model arrangement is generally not rcstricted to the large transonic tunnel Si MA in Modane.
After certain modifications it can be installed Into comparable large test sections of other wind tunnels for testing.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Transonic tests with model arrangements of such dimensions are not free from risk. Strength limits are reached
rather soon on critical model components. It must be realized, that loads an this test installation were achieved,
which are by a factor 5 higher than the design wing loads on the full scale aircraft. In addition, usually wind tunnel
tests are required beyond flight range. In those cases unpredictable unsteady effects occur on top of that and situations
can arise, where loads cannot be kept under control. Monitoring of security devices helps to avoid an accident.

The advantage, to utilize a large scale wind tunnel model is clearly demonstrated by evaluating and ana-
lysing the test results. Because of sufficient internal space, the model can be equipped with a high amount of
various transducers and pick ups. This leads to accurate and detailed results. Furthermore, on a large scale model
even small geometric details and variations can be simulated and their measurable effects can be shown. I

Although the fundamental problems, to judge test results and transfer them to the full scale aircraft, gener-
ally are not solved by a larger model scale (application of wind tunnel corrections and disadvantages due to half
model technique are to be considered ), it is however possible to determine experimentally especially interference
effects on the basis of differences and reference tests.
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FIG. 7: Large Halfmodel in Test Section
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P111LOSOPHIE ET RESULTATS DES TECHNIQUES D'ESSAIS STATIONNAIRE ET INSTATIONNAIRE

SUR UNE MAQUETTE A CRANDE ECHELLE D'UN AVION BE TRANSPORT

DANS LA SOUFFLERIE TRANSSONIQUE Si MA DE L'ONERA

26me partie Aspects A~rodynamniques inatationnaires

par A. Gravelie

Office Nat jane1 d'Etudes et de Recherches A~rospatiaies (ONERA)
92320 Chitilion (France)

NOTATIONS

cp= po(Cos 9P+ j Sin 9): coefficient de preasion instationnaire
q6io

F fr~quence d'excitation

M nombre de Mach

p. Po Sin (L) +p) pression en un point induite par ie mouvement de is gouverne

q ipression dynrnnique de 1l6coulement

OL incidence de la mnaquette

8 braquage atatique de Is gouverne

-i 61o Sin (w angie dynamique de Is gouverne
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1 - INTRODUCTION

L'utilisation de maquettes de grandes dimensions pr~sente des avantages commune aux
probltmes etationnaires et instationnaires, tels que

- des nombres de Reynolds Lllevks

- la meilleure pr~cision relative des profile

- la plus grande intensitk des forces et des moments A mesurer

- la meilleure logeabilitd pour lea Equipementa.

L'obtention de grandonombres de Reynolds peut CEtre rdaliske par d'autrea moyens que
lea grandes maquettes :dona lessouffleries pressuriedes ou, A l'avenir, dane lea souffleries
cryog~niques.

Nous nous bornerona A ddcrire dona cette partie de lexposd lea seuls avantages
spkcifiques fournia par ces maquettee en ce qui concerne lea Etudes instationnaires, sans n~gliger
toutefoja le problbme des dquipementa qui eat clots particuliLrement ardu.

Nous d~signons par grandes maquettes des maquettes de plusisura mbtres d'envergure
destinkesasux souffleries telles que Si Modane, Fl Le Fauga, DNW, RAE 5m ..

II - MAQUETTES DE MESURE DE COEFFICIENTS INSTATIONNAIRES

11.1 - Gdnralitka

Cea maquettes aont utilis~ee pour mesurer soit des coefficients globaux, coefficients
de portance ( C L )ou coefficients de moment ( CM ), soit des coefficients tocaux, lea coefficients
de pression ( Cp ),en pr~sence d'un mouvement harmonique de tout ou portie de Ia structure (gouvernes,
spoilers .. .

Dana le cao dee meaurea globalea, lea valeurs des forces et des moments sont beaucoup
plus grandee, donc plus ais~ment mesurablee pour des maquettes de grande dimension.

Dane le ces dee meaures lo-alee, on utilise dee capteurs de preasion miniatures r~partis
A l'intdri eur de ,la maquette. Plus de pliace disponible permet de multiplier le nombre des capteurs
done une mime zone, donc d'obtenir un rkseau plus fin qui augmentera la pr~cision de localisation
d'un choc, ou de l'intdgration des pressione our Ia surface.

Le volume disponible A l'intdrieur d'une maquette eat Egalement un 6l6ment d~terminant
en ce qui concerne lea possitilit~s d'installation de v~rins hydrauliques miniatures permettant
l'excitation d'6ldments tels que ailerons, spoilers et flapperons, permettant Egalement le
braquage statique des 6l6ments non excit~s done le cas de configurations complexes. Par exemple
des flapperone mobiles sadtendant sur 10 h 15 % de la corde d'une aile sont irr~alisables our des
maquettes de 1 mrtre d'envergure. et faisables aur des maquettes de 2 & 4 miltres.

11.2 - Essai ZUP

L~a maquette UKP, qui a Wt d~crite dane Is premi~re pertie de cet exposE, a Wt 6quip~e
d'un aileron externe mobile, pouvant Atre anim6 d'un mouvement aldatoire (bruit blanc), ou
sinusoidal, au moyen d'un vkrin hydraulique miniature (figure 1).
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Lee essais instationnaires dtajent destinE. h appr~cier 1'efficacit6 de cet aileron
dens diffdrentes conditions de Mach, d'incidence et de braquage statique. Outre le moment de
charnilre donnd par un pont de jauges de torsion bur l'axe de I& gouverne, ces eesa comportaient
essentiellement la meaure du premier harmonique de preshion en 68 points de l'aile. dont 32 etaient
rdpartis dens une corde situde sensiblement au quart interne de Ijaileron. Le mouvement de L'aile
*lle-=@me 6tait contr6lE au moyen de 12 accdldrom~tres.

Les rdsultats prdsentds ici concernant des essais r~alis~s en presence de haubana
jmobljsant Vextrdmjt6 de l'aile, le seul mouvement 6taut alors l'oscillation de I'aileron.
D'autres essais ont dtd r~slists sans haubans , avec excitation h la fr~quence de flexion de
lasile. Les rdpartitions de pression. dues A 1'effet combink du mouvementde l'aileron et de la flexion
de i'ile sont moins ais~ment interpretables.

L'influence du braquage statique 6 de laileron sur 1.s coefficients de pression a
lextrados eat montrd (figure 2) dans un cas subcritique, pour un nombre de Mach N de 0,73 et
une incidence de laile Q de 0*. Le moment de charni~re stationnaire de Vaileron eat nul pour
le braquage 8 de - 6%. Pefficacit6 de la gouverne eat alors aiu~m. Loreque 6 varie de - 6V h
+ 1,5% 1'efficacit6 ddcroft, alors qua le d~phasage augmentesensiblement.

M =0,73 ICP a 8= -6

t 20hz . :0

A6=j *6+

217

A Figure n* 2 Effet du braquage statique de
e~ A\ aileron

~0-N

100

L'augmentation du nambre de Mach (figure 3) Provoque fgatement. une perte Veffcacit6,
particulilrernent en amont de la charnilre, une sone 16gbrement eupersonique se manisfestant d~jA
pour M -0,78, et un choc apparaissant Vera 40 % de la corde pour M 0,83. Les trea grandes
valeurs du coefficient dans cette derniLre zone tdmoignent de lIoscillation de I'onde de
choc, en corrdlation svec le mouvement de Vaileron. Lea ondea de preasion ne peuvent traverser
ce choc, aussi le C p eat pratiquement nul en amont de celui-ci.

f ic? i h :M=0.79

2

* * A~ \Figure n* 3 Effet. du nombre de Mach
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Une variation de l'incidence de Vlle de 2 degr~s (figure 4), pour un nombre de

Mach de 0,78 fait 6galement apparattre une onde de chac 5 30 2 de Ia corde, mise en evidence par

Is grande amplitude, sinai que Is variation de phase rapide du Cp.

M z 0,78 t=2

6M-* 3 ICpI .:0Z

=10hzI

2

1 Figure n* 4 Effet de Vincidence de ia ma-

A quette

0

20,

-20 I

L'amplitude des Cp W'est ps notablement affect~e par un accroissement de la frdquence
d'oscillation de 10 A 30 Hertz (figure 5), le d~phasage augmentant de faqon sensiblement proportionnelle.

t=~ ,~ c0* f O H z

6=~-6 t= 30Hz

2

i. ~Figure n* 5 Effet de la. fr~quence d'exci-
tation

-50

.100

11.3 - Proiets rfcenta

11 exiate actuellement plusieurs projets,soit diji rdaliods, aoit. en cours d'ftude et.
de fabrication, de maquettes de grandes dimensions, tendant k exploiter au maximum lea possibiliths
offertes en matite d'fquipement tant en ce qui concerne lea mesures qua la nombre de surfaces
oscillantes.

Ainsi a 4t# ddveloppf I l'OMERA an 1978 une 6tude d'efficacit# de gouverna en pr~sence
d'un profil auporcritique. au moyen d'easai ouar une demi-aile droite, la maquatta RAl6SCI,
mesurant 1,20 mtre d'envergure.
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Celle-ci etait munie d'une gouverne oscillante pouvant C-tre situ6e soit en extr~mit6
d'aile, soit A Ia inoitiO de lsnvergure ;elle 6tait 6quip~e de 148 capteurs de pression instationnaire,
dont 124 au voisinage inmdiat de la tranche concernant Ia gouverne. Les premiers essais ant 6t6
effectu~s sur cette maquette en avril 1979.

La SNIAS en coop~ration avec I'ONERA effectue 6galement 1'6ude d'une d-mi-maquette
du projet A200 de 2,28 metres d'envergure quip~e de 3 flapperons mobiles et contenant environ
400 capteurs de preasion dont 50 dana une m~me corde. Les 3 flapperons pourront &tre excit' s
st~partment ou simultandment.

Liifisn le projet. ZITl lii (fibure b) ;unis~Le i 4qil 1. wdquett. dtiLrite rc.asi
de 3 spoilers avec et sans fente, puis de 3 flapperons mobiles, avec 6galement Is possibilit6
d'exciter sd6par~lment ou simultan~lment soit les 3 spoilers, soit les 3 flapperons. Le nombre de
capteurs sera augment6S de telle sorte que i'on devra assurer et traiter simultan~ment environ

400 signaux de pression sinusoldaux.

Figure n' 6 tMaquette S"P II

SIJSPACES tM85.5S

11.4 - M6thodes. de mesure et de traitement

La chains de traitement utilis~e lts des essais ZKPI 6tait une chalne analogique de
1'ONERA et dont le dernier d~veloppement avait W effectu6 lors des essais NORA [1] en
coop~ration avec le RAE, ls DFVLR et le NL.R.

Cette chalne compartait (figure 7) pour chaque capteur, outre I'alimentation en tension,
une amplification r~glable et. le filtrage de Is composante continue. Puis une commutation
automatique permettait de r~duire le nombre de signaux simulten~s A 10, ceux-ci i6tant multiplies
analogiquement par deux signaux de r~f~rence en phase et en quadrature avec le d~placement et ensuite
intdgr~s pendant une dur~e dsenviron 100 pdriodes avant d'ftre num~ris~s. Lss coefficients de
presajon 4taient calculds par un ordinateur et pr~sent~s sous farme de tableaux ou de trac~s.

SFigure n* 7 Chains d'acquisition et de traitemsnt
~ des Cp analogique

o--

Cette chains 6tait capable de traiter tin maximum de 80 capteurs dans Ia configuration
existant en 1979.

Le-nombre croissant de capteurs A traiter nous a conduit A~ d6velopper une chains de
assure permettant ds r~duirs au maximum les 616ments analogiques qui restent tr~s co~teux (2)
Le principe reteni est de num~riser lea signaux sinusotdaux imm~diatement apr~s amplification,
puis d'en extraire Is r~ponse harmoniqus A la fr~quence d'excitation, et 6ventuellement aux
multiples ds cette fr~quence, au moysn d'un analyssur de Fourier (figure 8). Le calcul. des coefficients
de pression et Ia pr~sentation des r~sultats s'effectuant de Ia mime faqon que precE~demment.

Dans ce cas, chaque capteur ne n~5cessite plus qu'une alimentation et uns pr6-amplification
de gain fixe 96par~es. Une commutation conduit ensuits A I'amplification et au filtrage par groupes

de 16 oti de 32 voies.
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Cette chatne a 6t utilis~e pour La premi~lre fois en 1979, lors des essais de la Inaquette
RA16SCL, avec une capacitO de 150 vojes ;elle est actuellement en cours d'extension pour atteindre
une capacit4 de 400 voies fin 1980, dans le cas de Ilanalyse du seul coefficient fondamental de
Ia sorie de Fourier. Une version permettant l'Otude de 3 ou 4 harmoniques sur 100 voies est 6galement
pr~vue pour Is mgme 6poque.

Figure no 8 -iedaqiito td rii~i1~hment des Cp numdrique

III -MAQUETTES DE FLOTTEMENT

La difficult6 dans le cas des maquettes de similitude a~ro~lastique r~side dana le fait
que les lois de similitude imposent une efficacit6 de Is structure 6gale, et quelque fois
sup~rieure, A celic des avions [3] .Ccci conduit 5 un rapport rigidit6-masse 6lev4 et dana le
cas des 6chelles r~duites, h~ des 6paisseurs de structure extr~mement faibles, dooc tr %s difficiles
A r~aliser, n~cessitant l'emploi de mat~riaux A haut module Olastique tels gus lea fibres de
carbons ou de bore. En outre, I'6quipement de ces maquettes eat r~duit A Vextr~me, tout apport
de masse 6tant prohibitif.

Il eat donc ndcesaaire d'augmenter soit ie rapport d'4chelle des longusurs, soit le
rapport d'6chelle des masses, et ceci peut 6tre r~alis6 de trois fa~on diffdrsntes

- dana lea souffleries de grandes dimensions

-dana lea souffleries pressuris~es

- dana lea souffleries cryog~niques

Dana lea trois cas on obtiendra 6galement un nombre de Reynolds 6lev6.

Cependant, seules lea maquettes A grands 6chelle permettent de repr~senter correctement
certaina 616ments.

11 en eat sinai des gouvernes, dont on ne peut, dana des maqusttea compl' tes dimensionn~es
pour Ia soufflerie S2 de Modane, c'est-h-dire ne d~passant gu~re 1 mi-tre d'envsrgure, repr6senter
ni lea modes propres, ni lea fonictions de transfert des servo-m~canismes qui sont en g~n~ral d'un
ordre 41ev6. Par exemple dana le cas de is maquette A 1'6chelle 1/38 de l'Airbus A300, lea ailerons
externes, qui n'6taient repr~sent~s qu'en tant que masse et inertie, pessient 2,1 grarmmes, lea
rigiditds de liaison 6tant r~alis~es au moyen de simples lames m~talliques. Une maquette compl~te
de cc m~ms avion, destinde A ia soufflerie SI, srait A l'Ochelic 1/9, Pt Is masse de laileron
externe serait de 130 grammes. Mais la soufflerie n'6tant pas pressuris~e shle ne pcrmettrait pas
d'6tudier aussi compl~tement le domains de vol.

Cependant, si des maquettes compl~tes sont indispensables pour la repr~sentation d'un
grand nombre de modes et particuli~rement des modes rigides et des modes antisym~triques de
1'avion, certains probl~mes psuvent itre 6tudi~s aur des demi-maquettes mont~es A Is paroi, de
dimensions plus grandes, avec une suspension souple qui permet d'obtenir une partie des modes
rig ides.

Un autre avantage des grandes maguettes pour lea a~ro~lasticiens concerns Ia fatigue
rjpes Rrrsiw 17n Pffp, dirq lo abjlt,,Ao vPsrL0c), 1'ActSllc !e fr~quercca Atant sensi'blement
inverseerent proportionnelle A l'dchelle des longucurs, des dimensions plus grandes conduisent A
un nombre de cycles plus faible dana un temps donn6, avec un niveau de contrainte comparable,
cc gui a pour effet d'augmcnter Is dur6e de vie en fatigue.

TV - 14AQUETTES POUR ETUDES DE CONTROLES AUTOMATIQUES CENERALISES (CAO.

Lea CAG comprennent lea syat~mes de contr6le actif de flottement, lea syst~mes absorbeurs
de rafale, lea contr~les de portance . ... Ila n~essitent Is misc en mouvement d'ailerons, de
spoilers, de flapperons, ou de surfaces additionnelles, donc Ia pr6sence de servo-m~canismes.
En outre, mettant en jeu lea premiers modes de d~formation de Is structure, its doivent 6tre Otudids
sur des maquettes dynamiguement semblables.

Les caract~ristigues d'une maquette CAG regroupent donc celies des deux types de maquette
d~crita ci-dessus. En particulier Is conanande des surfaces de contr6le eat r~alia~e par des
v~rins hydrauliques qui ne peuvent avoir une action qus dans une bande de fr~quence limit~e.

Ce probl~me cat r~solu h ce jour dana Is bande 0 - 50 Hz.
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D'autre part, les maquettes 4tant dynamiqueu--. ilables il est n~cessaire que Ia
masse locale additiontielle due a ces v~rins soit n~gligeable devant la masse de la structure, or
cette masse d~pend peu de Ia dimension des 6l6ments A~ mouvoir.

Les maquettes doivent donc gtre suffisamment volumineuses, de masse importante, et
prtsenter des modes de d~formation t basse fr~quence. Le choix se portera naturellement sur
des demi-maquettes de type Si.

L'ONERA 6tudie actueilement Pimpiantation d'un g6n~rateur de rafale dana la souffierie
SI, qui permettra de telles 6tudes sur des maquettes (;quip~es de plusieurs surfaces mobiles.

V - CONCLITSION

Le, maquettes de grandes dimensions pr6sentent des avantages appr6ciables tant pour les
mesures stationnaires que les mesures instationnaires. Ces avantages resident principalement dans
la possiblit, de r~alisation dfld6ments de petite dimension A 1'6chelle de lavion (flapperons,
spoilers) et dana le volume disponible pour loger lea 6l6mentsfl 6 cessaires A Ia motorisation de
ces 616ments ainsi que dans Vinstrumentation & mesure.

Ceci conduit h~ la multiplication tr~s rapide do nombre de voiea de mesure, probl"'mes

qui a 60t r~solu h~ 1DNERA par one 6volution parsll~le des chaines d'acquisition et de mesure.

Le coiit de ces maquettes eat certainement plus 6lev6 que celui de maquettes plus petites,
mais ce co~t correspond A des r~sultats que l'on ne pourrait en aucun cas obtenir sur ces derni~res,
et on peut penser qu'A performances 6gales le prix de revient d'une grande maquette ne serait
pas plus 6levi.

En outre, la motorisation de diff~rents 6l6ments contribue It r~duire la dur~e des
easais, lea changements de configuration pouvant s'effectuer sans arr~ter Is soufflerie.
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PHILOSOPHIE ET RESULTATS DES TECHNIQUES DESSAIS STATIONNAIRE ET INSTATIONNAIRE

SUR UNE MAQUETTE A CRANDE ECHELLE D-UN AVION DE TRANSPORT

DANS LA SOUFFLERIE TRANSSONIQTE SI MA DE L'ONERA

Annexe :Montage d'essai

par A. Giacchietto

office National d'Etudes et de Recherches A~roepatial-s (014ERA)
Centre de Modane Avrieux
73500~ Avrieux (France)

MONTAGE D'ESSA1

1 -MONTAGE EN VEINE

tne photographie et un schdma du montage de la demi-maquette dans Ia veine n' 1 -42,6 m2
de la soufflecie S1 de Modane-Avrieux sont reprdsentds sur les figures 1 et 2.

Fig. /-Photographie de Ia deml-maquette en veine.

VENT I - -

CENTRE
CENTRE DE REDUCTION SAAC D RtC0JrioN

BALANCE

Fig. 2 Schema du montage de /a demi-moquette en veine.



La voilure, sur laquelle eat boulonn6 le derni-fuselage, est fixde our Ia partie tournante
d'une balance solidaire dc2 la veine ; cette balance assure donc Is mise en incidence de l'ensemble
ainsi d~fini et sa pes~e en axes a~rodynamiquss ; un eapacs de 125 mmn environ eat amdnag6 entre
ls plancher et Is demi-maquette, de faqon A maintenir celle-ci hors de la couche limits.

Pour la premibrs s~rie d'sssais, cet espace 6tait obtur6 par un 6ldment non pes6 appel6
"pdniche", fixd A une toursile dont le mouvement en incidence eat synchronis6 avec celui de is
partie tournante de ls balance ; un labyrinthe, placd is long du pdrimbtre du demi-fuselags rgdui-
sait l'6coulement de l'air sous celui-ci, cosine l'indique is figure 3a ;cette configuration dut
cependant Atre abandannde car les ddfortsations de la balance sous les charges adrodynamiqus
stationnaires et instationnaires exercgea par Is voilure, n~cessitaient un r~ajustement du laby-
rinths difficile A rdaliser.

1 ile

1113 2 f'uselage

3 tourelle
1214 4 balance - Partie mobile

3 5 b--lance - 'partie fixe
15 i labyrinthe

12 "pdniche"
413 entretoise

L-14 ensemble artjcul4

515 brosses

Fig. 3 - Etanchei entre /a demi-maquette et la veine.

Une nouvelle configuration, reprdsent~e aur la figure 3b , a dt4 Utilisde das la seconds
s~rie d'sssais ; ls fuselage eat ici prolong6 par uns entretoise jusquhA 15 nan environ du plancher
A ce niveau, des brosass mont~es sur des ensembles articulds assurent l'Etanchdit6 sous la demi-
maquette. Un tel montage rdduit l'Ecoulement d'air entrs partie peade et non pesde de faqon
certainement plus efficace que la configuration avec labyriathe, mais prdsents deux inconvdnients

- Is pesde ne concerns plus uns demi-maquette rdelle mais permet ndantmoina de mettre en Evidence
lea Ecarts sur lea coefficients a~rodynamiques provoqu~s par lea modifications de configuration.
Des corrections partielles sont aussi possibles, A partir des pressiona mesur~es sur l'entretoise
pour se rapprocher du cas de la demi-maquette.

- les brosses introduisent une interaction entre partie pes~e et non pes~e se traduisant indvitable-
ment par un accroissement de la dispersion des r~sultats.

2 - MONTAGE POUR ESSAIS INSTATIONNAIRES

Une partie de la seconde s~rie d'essais a dt6 consacr~e A Vdtude de l'effet d'un aileron
excitE6 harmoniqusment sur des r~partitions de pressions statiques en plusieurs sections de la voilure.

Ces pressions dtant dgalement sensibles aux ddplacements dynamiques de laile, il a dt6
n~cessaire, pour lea mesures, de brider cette dernibre, par un haubanage utiliaant deux boucles de
cable ; ce haubanage sat reprdsentd sur lea photographies des figures 4 et 5.

Cosine Is montre Is figure 6, chaque boucle passe par ls bout d'aile , slenroule sur deux
4lectrofreina 3 et parvient au-dsus de la veins A un tendeur 1 et A un dynamom~tre A jauges
de contraintes 2 perinettant de r~gler sa tension A 20.103 N environ.

Loraque les dlectrofreins sont desserr~s, une mise en incidence de Is demi-maquette est
possible sans arrat de Ia soufflerie, mais pour une plage angulaire r~duite (de 0* h 20);
Lc blocage s'effectue par serrage siinultand des quatre 6lectrofreins ; Ia surveillance de Ia
tenue m~canique de l'ensemble se fait A partir des indications de is balance et de jauges de
contrainte colldes our Is structure de Vlle.



Fig. 4 -- Phorographie du houbanage.

7 Fig. 6 - Schrm du houbanage de Pile.
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3 - CARACTERISTIQUES DE EA BALANCE-CAPACITE-PRECISIGN

La balance de la veine no 1(42,6 m2)est une balance A 6 composantes dont seuls lea ponta
X , Z , M fournissent des mesures d'efforts trbs prdciaes (tra1inde - partance - moment de tangage).
Le diagramme de capacit6 portance - moment de tangage initial de la balance (traits pointillda de
la figure 7) a dQ atre ddplack de 32 500 N en portance par mise en place de contrepoida. de faqon
A englober le domaine d'efforts adrodynamiques exercda sur ia maquette (partie hachurde de Ia
figure 7).

PORTANCEMN

10 .1O1

50.,o b,

Fig. 7 -Diagramme de capaciti portance-Moment de tangage
de /a balance de la veine n' 1 (42,6 in').

Le tableau ci-dessous fournit la pr~cision thdsorique de la balance.

valeur mnaxi
mesurable (voir prdcision thdorique pr~cision en % par rapport
Fig.7) A la valeur maxi mesurable

train~e 25 000 N + 20 N + 0,08 %

portance 110 000 N + 100 N + 0,09 %.

moment de tangage 59 000 Nm + 50 Nm + 0,08 %.

En pratique, la dispersion maximale des mesures constatde en eaaai atteint trois foia
(train~e) et 5 fois (portance et moment de tangage) lea valeurs citdes ci-dessus, en partie
en raison de la dispersion de Ia mesure de l'incidence ( + 0,02 0), at en partie en raison
de l'interaction provoqude entra la partie non peade at la partie peake par lea brosses. La
dispersion d'ensemble reste ndanmoins acceptable via A via des effeta adrodynamiques appliquds,
notammsent en subsonique dlev6.

4 - EVALUATION DES DEFORMATIONS DE LA DEMI-MAQUETTE EN ESSAI

La maquette dtant placde A 3* d'incidence, des prises de vue ont Etd effectudes par des
appareila photographiques installes au plafond de ia veine, sans vent, puis pour des nombres de
Mach compria entre 0,3 at 0,8 ;ces photographies concernent deux repbres placds sur le saumon
at our le bord d'attaque de l'aile A 35 7. environ d'envergure.
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Los ddplacouents des repbrea A partir do la position de r~fdrence sans vent mont maurds
aur lea photographies pour chaque nombre do Mach ; une vue avoc 6chelle poruet Woen ddduiro lea
ddplacenents rdels . qui sont essentiellement duo h la flexion do la voilure et I Is d~formation
en roulis do la balance ;cotte dernibro pout facilement Itre calculde h partir du moment do
roulis et do la raideur de Ia balance ddterminde par ossais atatiquea.

La figure 8 donna la velour des ddplacements ccmutaths on fonction du nombre de Mach, pour
une incidenco do 30 do la demi-maquette ; dtant donni l'lzsprdciuion do La m~thode do meauro, Cosn
valour. no sont I considdrer quo conNme des ordres de grandeur.

me OCOLACEMENT LA~tRAL
Dli sOUT O'AILE

100 OEPLA WENT TO
T
AL

IU NA LA FEIOEN
OE LA IMaKa

60

40

20 
LDCI~z~z~z15 A LA P1355

0 LA BALAWC

0 0,2 0.4 0,6 NOIN OE MACN

mm O6LACEMENT LATERAL
DE LA VOLUME (35%A OENVERGNEI DEPLACEMENT TOTAL.

12 00ACEEO

II DU A LA PLEKION

2 DE A BALA#U

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 NOMBREBE MACH4

Fig. 8 - D04formations de /a voilure et de /a balance
(incidence demi-mnaquette 3*).
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

Dr. Yoshihara
We have four real old-timers here, who have hundreds of years of experience. I am going to have them
reflect upon the happenings of this meeting, and perhaps make other comments regarding the future. To
begin with, I would like to tell you what favorable Interference is. That is what this meeting is all
about. Just to remind you of what is really meant, I have five viewgraphs.

1. What is Favvr I nterkrence ?

b,,e,, : I > , c,.o Y,, , FV -" -
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_ _ _$4 ,-_

00 W .Ae 3'~,4,

Ch: 0

The first example of Slide I has nothing at all to do with our meeting, but it is one case which
illustrates favorable interference. This is a case which is purely supersonic. You recognize that I
consider the case of infinite Reynolds number, and the lift is zero. You then pose the problemz How
must I shape the body of a given volume to have minimum drag. If you get any suggestions from the
factory, they will suggest a circular cylinder shown at the top of Slide 1. We all know you obtain a
nice detached shook wave. To be sure, it is easy to make. If you go to someone who has had calculus of
variations, he can pose this particular problem in a nice clean-cut fashion, and obtain the Sears-Haack
type body. If you are really imaginative, you come up with the solution shown at the bottom of Slide 1

that has zero drag. You can't do any better than that. This is the so-called Busemann biplane. This
is an excellent example of what is meant by a global minimum. In a local minimum, as the Sears-Haack
body, you look at several neighboring solutions or cases and you pick out the one which has the lowest
drag. The global minimum is the lowest of such local minimums.

The Question of course arises, perhaps getting a little more relevant into the transonic region, "Do we
have a Busemann biplane in the transonic area?" With tongue in cheek I say, "Sort of, yes". The answer
is yes, and the case as you all know is the shockless airfoil. For this particular case we can pose
again an isoperimetric problem as shown in the left side of Slide 2z given certain bulk features of the
airfoil and a given lift, determine the shape for minimum drag. It happens that this case does not
admit a solution. The shockless airfoil is a degenerate case.

2.. Planar A~rfodls _(Ciord"Se infermn)

Transonic roblemL. ;6sk: LoLL_-#
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If you look at the shockless solution, there are two obvious questions that are raised. You certainly
know that if you push the Mach number high enough towards one, you are going to have an increasingly
difficult task of determining the shockless solutions. In the same token, at a given Mach number, if
you increase the lift, it is also going to be a terrible problem. What is then the practical range in
the Mach numher/lift space that you can evolve a shockless aerofoil? The second obvious question is
what are the off-design penalties?
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Outte apart from the !hockleas solution, you can take an alternate more pragmatic approach without ever

having heard of isoperimetric problems. How can I, by cut and try in a windtunnel evolve an airfoil

shape having a given lift with a tolerabli shock. Let me direct you to the right side of Slide 2. Let's

say that we start with a symmetric airfoil at zero angle of attack and we ask ourselves what is the best

way to generate lift? The answer will differ depending on how much lift you desire. For the first step,

let's ask for a very modest amount. You can try the route of angle of attack, inclining the entire

airfoil. In general, this is not a good way because you are creating a significant increase in the

transverse projection of the airfoil on which the pressure can create drag. Perhaps a better way is to

keep the front end of the airfoil fixed and just bend down the back end. The resulting aft camber

induces a loading on the forward portion of the airfoil which you have not changed. This is what you

might term favorable chordwise interference. Now, you can push this until you run out of effective aft

camber; that is, until the back end starts to separate.

There is another question people have argued about, sometimes in an emotional way. That is, is a

shockless airfoil better or worse than an airfoil with a tolerable shock? I am not going to define

precisely what a tolerable shock is, except to say that it is one in which you are not too unhappy with
the drag which it produces. Next we shall progress to greater complexity. The last slide was an

airfoil; in the next slide (Slide 3)
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we consider a finite wing. First of all, one can ask, can you make a 3-D wing shockless? I don't think
that anyone really knows the answer to that. I don't think that there is any obvious reason why you
couldn't. In this case for a given lift, the minimum drag is the C0,'rrAR. Let's take one further
step and Say that you don't like shockless airfoils, and permit a tolerable shock. Now, under this
condition is the minimum drag compatible with an elliptic loading? If you try to force an elliptic
loading, would you foul up the shock system. This is another interesting question. Finally, in most
problems that we consider, the poor aerodvnamicist is stuck with a planform given to him by other people
on the design team. How much then is the constraint on the planform penalizing you in terms of minimum
drag? I am posing these questions for our experts to comment upon.
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Slide 4 is as far in complexity as I will go; that is, given a wing-body, I want now to add a nacelle and
nylon. From the point of view of noise, I will put the engine on top of the wing. Such a configuration
might have to be considered also in an existing low wing airplane if there isn't enough space below the
wing to attach new high bypass engines. The question then is what must I do to optimize the
configuration? Now there are three levels of interference. If you use a conventional uncontoured
nacelle-pylon, that is an axisvmmetric nacelle with a symmetric pylon, this certainly is a case of

negative interference. This configuration is very bad. Most of us are generally happy with what I
define as zero interference or neutral interference. This case was described by Mr. Rettie. Here you
calculate the wing-body and determine the streamlines in the vicinity of where you want to put the
nacelle-pylon. You then warp the nacelle-pylon to fit these streamlines. This approach is not fully
satisfactory since the finite thickness and the powered internal flow are not compatible with the flow on

the wing body.
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In the case of a wing design, when you try to design for uniform isobars to recover as much of the

sweepback benefits as possible, this is again neutral interference. However, we can do better, and that

is the philosophy that we must promote. For positive interference, which I show on the lower right of

Slide 4, one must be prepared to change the wing as well. that is, in the region where the nacelle-pylon

affects the flow on the wing, you must be prepared to tailor that part of the wing. For example, you may

want to incorporate a nose-down camber. Also, you must shape the nacelle-pylon in a manner different

than that described above. I don't know what the best 4ay is, but it will require a lot of physical

intuition. Unfortunately this is the only wav at present to tackle this problem. One thing we can

obviouslv do is to eliminate anything bad that we diagnose in the experiments.
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In the last slide (Slide 5) we show our two basic tools - the windtunnel and computers. We all know the
deficiencies of both. I need not remind you that the windtunnels have wall interference, we don't
simulate the Reynolds number, sting support, interference, etc. With computers toere are two basic
problems facing-us today. We must be able to compute whole airplanes. That's what Charlie Boppe
undertook. We must compute wings, wing-bodies, pod-pylons, ringlets, etc. If you use the exact
potential or Euler equations, the most important task is to fulfill the boundary conditions correctly.
The best way to do this is to generate a mesh system which conforms to the configuration. Therefore the
big problem today is mesh generation. For wing-bodies today, this is almost trivial. It is only when we
add the nacelle-pylons, components which are topologically not sympathetic to the wing-body components,
that we have problems. Today, this is the area that requires a great deal of thought and sweat.

Secondly, we must incorporate the viscous effects. We must be able to treat separated flows, the wake,
and we must be able to do this in 3-D. Maybe we should first start out with a quasi 2-D treatment normal
to the sweep which will take us to at least a 30 degree sweep. But as you consider higher lifts and
greater sweeps with increased spanwise flow, you must use fully 3-D viscous equations.

How do we use these two imperfect tools? First, one must evolve the baseline configuration in the best
way one can. Then build the windtunnel model, putting as many pressure taps into it as possible, and
then test it. At the same time I would certainly recommend putting pressure taps at key locations along
the tunnel wall to measure the wall interference. By the way, I would suggest solid deformable walls as
a preferred alternative to perforated and slotted walls. With a solid wall at least you know what is
happening to the flow along the wall. The transonic walls need be deformable only mildly without
excessive precision requirements.

Now with the fully diagnosed test results on the baseline configuration, we can tailor the theoretical
method, as for example the modeling of the viscous interactions. If you have a small disturbance theory
this will help you select the mesh around the nose region to compensate for the small disturbance
approximation. Finally, the test results will tell you what is wrong with your preliminary design. Here
you must have some experience, first to recognize what is wrong, and secondly to know what to do about
it. The tailored code is used to evolve a better design, which must be finally validated in the
windtunnel. If you have enough money, and if you are ahead of schedule, you may repeat the above design
cycle once more.

I think in the past we have been conservative in our optimization when kerosene was fairly inexpensive,
but in the future we must design the airplane with much more imagination and innovation. We must do this
more efficiently.

Now I would like to turn the discussion over to our experts. Our first expert is Dick Whitcomb. I think
we all know him. He has been in charge of the 8 foot transonic tunnel for many years. He has helped to
develop quite a few weapon systems and commercial airplanes for many of which he received no
recognition. He is a fellow who has real gut feelings on this subject. I would like Dick to talk about
his general reactions in the overall area of favorable interference.
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Dr.Whi tcomb
I am going to concentrate on a discussion of the commercial aircraft. We have been working quite a bit

on military aircraft - particularly on the forward swept wing, but I don't have time to cover both, and

most of my effort has been with commercial airplanes in recent years. First of all, I would like to
recognize the very high quality of work which is reoresented by the papers presented at this meeting. I

am well aware nf most of the work presented by the American authors, but I was particularly impressed

with the work that the EuroPean community was doing. I was at Williamsburg recently and heard some of

the papers given by Europeans, but I have heard so much more today. It was all very good. I believe
that this work is the basis for the apparent successful challenge of the Europeans to the mighty Hoeing
organizations' dominance of the commercial aircraft market. I don't know how you will be doing in time,
but you seem to be doing pretty w- l so far. Of course, never count Boeing Out though. .et's go through

some of' these things t-at were discussed.

The subject of viscous effects, on the first day, I thought I was going to have to say something about,
but I think that that has been pretty well covered since then. I would like to make the comment though,

that in the United States, a number of people have tried to design wings before the viscous effects were
applied to the theory, and many of them were tot l disasters, because they designed wings with gradiants
on the rear portion and the boundary layer separated. But on the basis of what I heard the last few
days, you Europeans, as well as we in America, now recognize that the boundary layers must be in the
theory.

The next point I would like to discuss, I wouldn't have brought it up, except that Yoshihara challenged
me several days ago, and then actually put a viewgraph up there to challenge me again, so let's get into
this discussion of shockless airfoils vs. airfoils with a small shock. I told him they are the same
airfoils. In your printed versions, in the paper by Redeker, Schmidt and Muller, paper 13, figure 14; I
think that show's what I am going to talk about. They point out that they started with a shockless
airfoil and if you look at their design point which is the little circle, then they also have a contour
of the highest L/D and you will notice that the design point is down at the bottom of their optimum
region. This is the point I want to make. If you design a shockless airfoil, you will always get a
somewhat better L/D if you increase the lift coefficient a little bit and take a little shock loss,
because the gain in lift you get is greater than the increase in drag you get. Now, you can push that
too far. The onset for the strength of the shock wave is not a linear function, it's about a cubic
function, depending on the mach number ahead of it. So with the first little increase in mach number you
get, you can get very little drag associated with it. I don't want to continue much more on that,
because I want to get on to some of the other points.

The other point that was made strongly by some of the other speakers, is that the fuselage.. .has a great
effect and that is what we found in the United States. In fact, very slight changes in the shape of the
fuselage can have pronounced effects on the pressure distribution over the entire span of the wing when
you are dealing with supercritical flow. And that was particularly pointed out by Treadgold, and he
pointed out that that change that he put on there is not necessarily optimum. He was using it to show
the very sensitive nature of supercritical flows to the fuselage shape. Then I would like to mention
while we are talking about the fuselage, the effect of the fillets. That was discussed by several
people. Here we come to the combined effect of the fuselage and the boundary layer. The reason that
that fillet is so important is that it is effecting the interacting boundary layer of the fuselage and
the wing. We are a long way from handling that theoretically, but experimentally, we have found that a
fillet is a great help, forward as well as rearward.

We have tested winglets on many configurations. In almost every case they are effective. It was pointed
out by Mr. Rettie that you get a greater reduction in induced drag by just extending the tip by something
equal to the winglet height. But, as he also pointed out you have more bending moment. So the principle
advantage of a winglet is to get more in performance with less bending moment. Our general conclusion is
somewhat different than the one that Mr. Rettie pointed out. For a given gain in performance, the
winglet produces half the bending moment of a tip extension. Or, for a given bending moment, you can get
twice the gain in performance. Something more on flight tests. We measured in the windtunnel, after we
tuned the winglet, a 7% gain in the L/D, and we are measuring that in flight. I think that Mr. Rettie
mentioned 6%. That was before we had done the final tuning in the windtunnel. He said that you don't
have to go into a windtunnel, because the theory is so good, but again, the theory that he was using did
not have the boundary layer in it. Until you can get the boundary layer into that theory, you must go to
the windtunnel for the final answer.

Now, turning to a subject that was discussed later in the conference, one which we are working on
intensely ourselves, that is the installation of engines on the next generation of aircraft. We know
that there are a number of airplanes flying today with engines on them, so why do we have to continue to
worry about the interference effects of engines again. Why do we have to worry about the interference
effects again? We are now dealing with superrritical wings. One of the things which we did when we
designed the supercritical wing was to transfer some of the problems which were on the upper surface to
the lower surface. What I am saying is that we reduced the induced velocities on the upper surface, but
with a given thickness ratio we increased the induced velocities on the lower surface. This was alright
as long as you were dealing with the wing alone. Then you put an engine under there, and the
interference effects are much worse for a supercritical wing than they are for a conventional wing. We
have been fighting that for a year. Now several papers were given today or yesterday on what you
Europeans are doing. I think that you are probably running into some of the osme problems that we are.

Dr, Yoshihara had a picture up there and I want to emphasize that the problem cannot Le solved by a
simple symmetrical "plain-Jane" pylon. We are working with pylons that have very complex contoured
shapes. It is the only way that we can keep the supercritical velocities down in the junction regions.
That pretty well covers the various subjects that were discussed.
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Dr. Yoshihara
I think what the engine people will have to do is to learn how to build an engine which has a curved
shaft. The next speaker is Monsieur Poisson-Quinton, a member of the Flight Mechanics Panel. He is now
the Director of International Cooperation at ONERA. But he was a real expert from way back on powered
jet effects. This includes jet flaps and blowing over the wing. He will concentrate his comments on
airframe/propulsion integration to enhance aircraft lift.

Mr. Poisson-Quinton
T shall give my comments in broken English because it is easier for this R.T. discussion. I want to make
some remarks about jet/wing interference. During this meeting we had a variety of good papers dealing
firstly with transport aircraft configurations and then with combat aircraft configurations for which
oropulsive aerodynamics, or "Powered lift" is used to enhance their lifting capability; now, I shall
summarize some expected goals and short comings.

As you know, since about twenty five years, a considerable amount of research was carried out on blowing
technologv for high lift systems, at first to maintain attached flow on wings and flaps through the
Boundary Layer Control (BLC), and then to increase the wing circulation (supercirculation of "Jet flap"
effect); more recently a third application; the spanwise blowing, has been explored to enhance the vortex
lift at high angles of attack.

With my first slide (Fig. 1), I have tried to illustrate how to use a jet-engine to induce this powered
lift, either by the full engine exhaust, or by a small bleed taken on the compressor flow or on the
turbine flow.

Up to now, the main problem for BLC or spanwise blowing applications is the large thrust losses due to
the use of compressor bleed from current technology engines; and the engine manufacturers are still
reluctant to design a well organized bleeding system on their compressor to avoid these thrust losses.

An alternate solution would be the development of some compact Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) driving a
compressed air generator used for various blowing systems (BLC, "Jet-flap" controls, spanwise
blowing,...) and for other purposes (pressurization, cooling of electronic systems, etc.).

It seems interesting for the FOP to push some AGARD cooperative study with the Propulsion Panel on these
two sources of compressed air needed for future high performance combat and transport aircraft.

On the other hand, the use of a very hot bleeding flow taken on the turbine exhaust is only attractive
for a spanwise blowing emerging directly from the fuselage to generate or to enhance a vortex sheet on a
combat aircraft wing at large angles of attack.

At this stage, you must recall the order of magnitude of the jet momentum coefficients needed at low
speed flight for the various blowing concepts:

BLC on flaps, L.E. slats, , C V - 0. 02

- jet-flap"controls:CP -0.02 to 0.2

- spanwise blowing;' 0.1 to 0.2

- circulation control with the full engine exhaust flow on the wing. C s CT V 1 to 2.

This later concept, very simple because avoiding a large and heavy plumbing installation inside the wing,
has been extensively tested for both transport and combat aircraft configurations, using directly the
full flow of high by-pass ratio engines or turbo-jet engines respectively, as illustrated on Figure 1;
the two first sketches illustrate the Externally Blown Flap (EBF) and the Upper Surface Blowing (USB)
concepts flown on the McDonnel-Douglas YC-15 and on the Boeing YC-14 during the US Air Force AMST
program; both have demonstrated spectacular high lift capabilities and very short field STOL performance;
however, some drawbacks have appeared with these configurations.

- for the EBF concept, some structural fatigue on the multi-element flaps due to the high velocity jet
exhaust flow impinging the flaps, and large fly-over noise (these drawbacks would be minimized with
some larger by-pass fan engines);

- for the USB concept, quite large cruise parasitic drag due to interactions between the propulsive
nacelles and the wing upper-surface, with supercritical flow and shock waves; but such problems can
be minimized by careful theoretical and experimental approaches (as illustrated in the Bettie paper
Nr 27);

- an effective - but expensive - engine-out procedure has been developped by Boeing for this two-engine
configuration; more recently, an experimental four-engine aircraft, the QSRA, built by Boeing for
NASA-Ames was very successfully flown to demonstrate ultra-STOL capability (CL max. around 9) and
very low noise around civilian STOL-ports.

A third configuration, a podded upper-surface nacelle, seems also quite attractive to take advantage of
some exhaust flow vectoring towards the deflected flaps to induce a supercirculation on the wing;
furthermore, this concept allows a very small ground clearance compared with under-wing podded engines,
which is mandatory for future huge cargo projects (spanloaders using air-cushion landing systems); and,
for this configuration, the shielding effect of the wing allows a reduction of the fly-over noise.

i4..,
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To illustrate the very different jet/wing interference between these three last configurations, I have

made a copy (Fig. 2) of some results from V.F.W. obtained on a transport model in a cruise configuration

(flap-up); the wing pressure distribution in the jet plane for under-wing and over-wing concepts are very

different; the exhaust jet on the upper surface side (c) developes a large supervelocity at the

leading-edge, i.e., a thrust effect, meanwhile the conventional under-surface location of the propulsive

nacelle leads to a large supervelocity on the rear part of the lower-surface, i.e., a drag effect; both

configurations (B and C) enjoy a substantial induced circulation lift; in both cases the engine pylon

shape and twist must be optimized, together with the local wing and nacelle shape, for minimum cruise

drag (not so easy in the case (c)').

For the tangential jet (D) of the USB concept the supercirculation is even better but the drag penalty is
quite large in this "reliminary test with a non-optimized nozzle shape; Boeing analysis have shown that

for a USB configuration, it is mandatory to compromise this nozzle shape between high lift capability at

low speed and minimum parasitic drag at cruise regime.

Turning now to the vectored thrust at the rear of a combat aircraft wing, a large amount of experimental
research has been conducted to use the supercirculation effect for both low speed capability and
transonic manoeuvre enhancement.

Again such concept needs a very careful integration of the 2-Dim. vectored nozzle in the airframe, but
even more important is the longitudinal trim of a very large nose-down pitching moment due to the jet
flap effect; that is why for such a concept, a canard configuration is generally proposed, combined with
some degree of longitudinal instability (authorized with a convenient active control system).

To illustrate this very attractive configuration, I have reproduced (Fig. 3) a typical result obtained on
a large powered model recently tested in the 40' x 80' NASA/Ames tunnel.

The combination of the supercirculation effect due to thrust vectoring, and of vortex lift enhancement by
the spanwise blowing, gives very large maximum lift increments;

at CT 1.85, with vectored thrust; CL max.- 4.5

at CTM 1.85, with vectored thrust and spanwise blowing; CL max. 5, to be compared with
CL max. 2 without propulsion (CT 0).

Of course, the close-coupled canard provides a large lift gain at high angles of attack due to the
favourable vortex interference on the wing and also a better polar curve (just like the spanwise blowing
effect); in this particular test, the negative static margin (-23 %) seems too large and the canard
deflection (+20) is not sufficient to trim the large nose-down pitching moment: some spanwise blowing on
the canard itself would be a good way to generate enough positiveA Cm. Nevertheless, such a large
powered model testing is most interesting to understand, evaluate and optimize the complex oropulsion/
airframe interactions; and it appears mandatory to push the development of a better engine simulation on
smaller wind-tunnel model, when it becomes impossible to install an actual small engine; such compact
engine simulators, using compressed air turbines, must simulate either a reheated turbo-jet or a
turbo-fan, and necessitate a very careful calibration bench to have precise mass flow and thrust data.

My last comment about powered lift and integration of a blowing system to aircraft will be on the pure
Jet-flap effect obtained by a simple jet sheet emerging from the wing trailing-edge.

A highly successful flight demonstration of the Circulation Control Wing concept (CCW) has been performed
recently on r US Navy A-6 aircraft modified by Grumman for the DTNSRDC; with a simple trailing-edge
blowing slot installed all along the span, a trimmed CL max. of about 3.7 was obtained for a Cp of 0.2
only (. 16 , Vo - 67 Kts); this maximum lift must be compared to a CL max. of about 2.1 for the
standard A-6 with a 30 flap deflection.

Such trailing-edge blowing schemes can be used also as a "pneumatic" control with much smaller lifting
performance but with an even better lift amplification (A=ACL/C. sinO ): my last slide (Fig. 4)
illustrates some results obtained at ONERA on such pneumatic lift control (trailing-edge jet sheet
vectored at 9d); the main idea is to use this jet control in the whole flight domain, from hovering to
space conditions; of course for these two limits, there is no aerodynamic effect and the jet is used as a
pure reaction control; but at subsonic regime, the lift generated by the jet-flap effect can reach ten or
fifteen times the jet momentum for very low Cp values (CP -,0.02); near Mach 1 the amplification tactor
strongly decreases, due to shockwaves development; ther, at supersonic and hypersonic speeds, the jet
sheet acts as a "spoiler" and the amplification factor remains around A= 2; this value is still
attractive for a very simole pneumatic control system installed on the three axis of a spacecraft or a
missile.

On the other side of the flight domain, there are certainly some interesting applications for the control
of VTOL configurations, during hover, transition and cruise regimes. And, of course, everybody is
thinking about some application in a future active control system using simple quick air valve instead of
complicated mechanical actuator/control surface scheme . Thank you.

Dr. Yoshihara
The next speaker will be Dr. Wolfgang Schmidt, and I have asked him to comment on the role of computers,
also with respect to how the computer can be used by the applied aerodynamicist.
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Dr. Schmidt
Before I start with my comments I would like to go back to two questions that came up in earlier
discussions. The first is the question of' the Kutta condition. In the early days most people applied
the transonic methods and the Kutta condition in such a way that at the trailing edge they had a mesh

point. They said in the wake the jump in potential is exactly that one right at the trailing edge. If'
you apply this condition you would see that with central differences for the velocities ox these
velocities are not equal. You don't fulfill the exact Kutta condition. It is easy to overcome that by
saying that the jump in potential at the wake is equal to the jump that you have just one point ahead of'
the trailing edge. If you do that, you can be sure that the velocity right at the trailing edge is
exactly the same on upper and lower surface. So it is a very easy way to make sure that you have the
right Kutta condition.

The second point was with respect to questions that Professor Young asked more than once. They were
never really answered. The question is, "What is happening if I have a wing-body combination and I try
to compute the lift. Do I really get the right lift if I do an inviscid analysis and I do not take into
account the vortex system eminating from the fuselage aft end and intersecting with the wake coming from
the wing"? I think we should be aware of this problem. Separation on the aft end of the body and the
circulation that is being created by means of this separated flow has to be taken into account to get the
correct lift prediction.

Let's go back to my main comments. First slide. The task that we have is to simulate full aircraft in
real flight. That is what we have to do to build more efficient aircraft and better fighters. It is the
same with missiles, if you are interested in missile design. The most standard procedure is almost like
applying Darwinism - take the windtunnel, test, change, go back, change. If you go into the windtunnel,
the first thing you have to do is to build a windtunnel model. We are all aware of the fact that the
windtunnel model is not the exact aircraft. We also have to use different windtunnel models depending on
the problem that we have to study, such as afterbody proble ms or jet interference problems or clean
aircraft problems, etc. The real aircraft is flexible in general, the model is very stiff.

The second problem comes from the test facility itself. You have tunnel walls - we do not know what they
are doing to your results. You also have freestresm turbulence, and we saw some papers which clearly
indicated that transition location is giving a very large influence on the final result. We are also all
aware of the problem of simulating Reynolds number, but we have some hope that we will have facilities in
the future that might enable us to overcome that. Hopefully they will not introduce additional problems.

The next problem is that you have to use '.st equipment, that is, you have to use a sting, you have to
use balances and a lot of other things. They are never the optimum, they will always cause some problems.

You will end up with something finally, which we call windtunnel results. There are a lot of people who
believe that this is the best answer we can get and that this fully represents the real aircraft in free
flight.

For some years now, more and more people are relying on the other side, that is they are using the
computer. I would like to stress that it makes sense to use the computer only if you are fully aware of
the limitations on the physical models which you are using. You are restricted to physical models, you
cannot solve the whole thing. You must make sure that you have the right physical models, and you must
be aware of the limitations of those models.

The next step is that we would like to solve this problem described by the physical model. That means
that we have to formulate the mathematical problem, we have to form the differential equations which
describe the problem. Most of this work has been done in the past by people like Prandtl, etc. Those
equations are however, nasty. They are highly non-linear and are difficult to solve. So, we have to go
back to approximations which are based on finite difference or finite volume or finite element
techniques. They introduce additional problems because they add up to a set of algebraic equations, and
those quations have truncation errors, additional terms, and you don't know what they do. But, even if
you have done a fine job up until now, you have to put into the computer the real configuration. You
have to discretize what this configuration looks like. You have heard quite a bit about mesh generation
during the last few days. We have seen some nice examples of this in the past few days, hut we have a
great deal of work to do on this in the future. Finally, we end up with something which we call the
computed flow field.

The worst point is that now everyone is comparing this computed flow field with the windtunnel result
which we have on the right-hand side. They all blame the theory if there is not perfect agreement. I
sometimes wonder if it would not be better to compare with free-flight results, for which, however, there
is not a great deal of information available. We need more. 17urthermore, I hope that computer and
windtunnel people will use each others capabilities to improve their own results and understanding.

Next slide. Let us go back to the conclusions that I drew yesterday morning. We saw at least two
examples of papers in which computational results can do just as good a job as thos, prepared by
experienced design engineers. One by the DFVLR on the transport wing and the other from the FFA in
Sweden, showing those results on the fighter wing. Both wings 'were almost as good as those being
designed by very experienced project engineers in aircraft companies.

We still must make these methods easy to use for design engineers. I said yesterday that we have to do
more on the complex configurations. I think that since all of us saw this excellent paper by Charlie
Hoppe, we must say that a lot of things have been done in this area already. There is still a lack of
simulation of three-dimensional separated flows. I think it is partly because we really don't understand
what a separated 3-D flow is, and we need a lot of experiiental information to build up the right
physical model. Since we don't have the physical model, we must be aware of the fact that we can't
simulate these flows by purely numerical models. The numerical method cannot provide the phvsics, it can
only simulate what you know.
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What I missed in this meeting was a paper on unsteady rlow problems influencing the manoeuvre
boundaries. This is the pacing element for the future to solve prblems dealing with the manoeuvre

limits of combat aircraft and for the ultimate drag counts for transport configurations.

Next slide. This is just to recall the results that Charlie Boppe showed us. It is possible these days
to compute very complex fighter configurations, including nacelles, stores, pylons, canards, etc. We saw

that those results are really quite promising. Nevertheless there are still limitations as far as
separated flow is concerned and as well as drag level is concerned.

Next slide. This slide recalls the fascinating agreement between measurement and theory on such a
complex configuration as the space shuttle orbiter.

Next slide. This brings us back to the question of the different physical models which we are applying.
In this case you see that the viscous effects play a fairly important role. I would like to recall that
this is a simulation at Reynolds number 1 million. We did the same case at a Reynolds number of 20
million, and I can say that the pressures do not differ significantly from those for the inviscid
solution in that particular case. This raises a luestion as to what is the ultimate inviscid solution,
because if we don't start with the right invisoid solution, which has the right shock position, we will
never end up with the correct viscous solution. So as the flow model becomes more complex, the more
confident we need to be about the specific components that we are using.

Next slide. To emphasize this point, I would like to go back to the comparison between the
three-dimensional Euler solutions, three-dimensional full potential and the three-dimensional small
disturbance theory. They all show very different shock positions. In these cases the Reynolds number is
very small, but what do you believe will be the right solution at very high Reynolds numbers? Thank you.

Dr. Yoshihara
Last, but certainly not least, we have Barry Haines, and he being a fine applied aerodynamicist. He is
going to tell us about the proper role of the computer in applied aerodynamics.

Mr. Haines
Coming fourth, a lot of the things that I wanted to say have already been said, but I will do my best. I
think that I would like to start by referring to the fact that 10 years ago there was another AGARD
conference on aerodynamic interference, and if you look back at the proceedings for that conference, I
think that there are some quite definite differences from the one which we have just been having. Ten
years ago, the theoretical people were arguing fairly violently among themselves about what theoretical
method you should use. Quite a few of the theoretical methods about which they were arguing are no
longer in use today. Theoretical methods have advanced a great deal over the last ten years, and they
have gone a long way to dominate this conference. Dare I say that they have almost dominated it too much
in the sense that we have been turning ourselves into various other conferences that are held t.o discuss
the validity of the various theoretical methods. It is very exciting to talk about this, but in this
conference where we are discussing aerodynamic interference, we have been in danger at times of
forgetting our prime aim. I am going to talk from the point of view of a person who has to use the
theoretical methods to design configurations and to improve those designs with theoretical methods. Ten
years ago, a wing designer was designing a two-dimensional airfo-l. Five years ago he would have been
designing a three-dimensional wing with the aid of these methods. Then he learned, and we saw papers
today on this, how important it was to design a wing-body combination. Now he is trying to design a
complete configuration. Looking to the future, the paper for me which undoubtedly held the most promise,
was the one by Charles Boppe this morning. While he may not be using tUe very latest and most refined
theoretical methods, he is certainly attempting to do the job which the aircraft designer wants. As a
last comment on the theoretical methods, I think that I have about 40 years of experience as a windtunnel
engineer, and I just don't believe in a theoretical method which gives good agreement with experiment, if
the theoretical method is inviscid.

Now before the theoretical method developers get at me, I ought to recognize that the experimentalists
also have problems with these viscous effects, and as a slight aside, but I think it is important to say
this, I am still somewhat disturbed about some of the papers that have been written about the tunnel test
techniques for getting the right answer when viscous effects are involved. In debating whether you
should or should not fix transition, I think that there are certain principles that you should follow.
You should ensure that you have a turbulent boundary layer at the shock, but if you find that to achieve
a turbulent boundary layer at the shock you have to use a transition fix which clearly gives a rear
separation that would not be present full scale, then the results are wrong. You may say, "but how can I
know that the separation would not be there full scale?". Well, that is just where the theoretical
method may help you. I think that these two pictures we had up of the computer and the windtunnel were
wrong. I think that the computer and the windtunnel should be integrated. You should be using the
computer to help in your interpretation of the tunnel data. If I understood the Chairman in the
beginning, I thiok he said that he wanted to do away with all slotted and perforated wall tunnels' I
presume he wants to use a solid adaptive wall. He will need his computer to know what shape that
adaptive wall should be. I don't think he can have a solid wall if he wants to go above Mach number 1.
So, I assume that he is talking about Mach numbers less than 1.

To come back to the question of fixing of transition, it is wrong to conclude that there is a general
conelusion about whether you should test transition free or transition fixed. What you should do depends
on the Manh number, the Reynolds number and the wing that you are testing. If you have to have a
turbulent boundary layer at the shock with the most representative boundary layer thickness relative to
what you calculated full scale - if you can do that transition free, all well and good provided you know
where transition is and provided you allow for the extent of the laminar flow in the interpretaion of
your drag data. However, you may dperid that you are not satisfied with any of the results however you
fix or do not fix. that is why we are huilding cryogenic tunnels. Viscous effects are thus at the kernel
of our problem whether we are in the Pomoutar or whether we are in the windtunnel.



Going back to the aircraft designer who is using these theoretical methods, I think it is worth saying

just a little about design programs and optimization programs. For design programs I think the

significant question was asked by Dr. Schmidt yesterday. How do you choose the pressure distribution to

get the right answer. That is where the art still comes in. It is all within your experience. I will

tell you a very brief story from my own establishment recently. We have got an inverse design program

for supercritical flow. We were trying to move the shock rearward to generate more lift. We were also

trying to modify the lower surface pressure distribution. The design program devised a shape to do this

and achieved its objective, but at the same time, it gave peak suctions near the leading edge that were

so high that when you went into an off design condition, they were clearly too high and separated flow

was obviously going to occur. After trying to solve this anomaly for quite a time, the designer went

back to his past and started with a suberitical design program and very quickly got the answer he

wanted. In fact, checking back supercritically, he got the shape that he wanted. The significant point

is that the shape near the leading edge relative to the original datum was in the exact opposite

direction to the shape which had come out of the inverse superritical program, being wrongly used
hecause the designer didn't appreciate that the pressure distribution that he was asking for was an

impossibility. Obviously that particular mistake will not be made again, and in five weeks' time, or
shoiild it be five years' time, the designer will have the experience to use his supercritical design

program.

Optimization programs that have been propagandized in certain quarters, we have heard very little of in

this conference. T myself feel that at transonic speeds we are very far from being abln to exploit

optimization programs. I will quote just a few examples. Any aerodynamicist that is optismzing wants to

know the drag, so that ultimately an optimization program must have the ability to predict drag. I

appreciate that in certain theoretical papers today, there have been attempts to predict drag from
theoretical considerations. But, I think that everyone in the room would be at least somewhat sceptical

as t. whether they will give the right answers. If you go to a military aircraft where you have many
design points, you have a very complex configuration, these may be the dominant issues - getting good

flying qualities near and even beyond separation onset - very difficult to quantify for an optimisation

program. Such programs hve been produced for two-dimensional airfoils, but ft is arguable that ar
optimum airfoil will not necesarily be the optimal starting point for the design of the complete

configuration, and that is what the designer wants.

Let me turn from theoretical methods to favorable interference, the theme of the conference. I would
like to pick up one point which has been mentioned several times and which I think is very important.

One of the best ways of obtaining favorable interference effects, which is what we strive for, is to
carry more lift on a part of the configuration that can stand having extra lift on it without any adverse

consequences. This is why Mr. Jupp showed when he liked a particular sort of flaptrack fairing. I am

sure that he could have said the same thing about wing root fillets. I am sure that people could and

have said the same thing about nacelles. Cases of an aft fuselage nacelle which have given favorable

interference have done so because they have redistributed the load over the wing and taken it away from
the point at which the shock strength was greatest. It is an example of the same thing. Going back to

onc of the questions asked by the Chairman: should one design for shock free flow or for a weak shock.

Here, I completely agree with what Dr. Whitcomb has said. With a weak shock, you get better performance

with a little extra lift: a further example of the same principle. Regarding spanwise loading, the best
load di-tribution on the wing is unlikely to be elliptic. You should consider the full configuration,

including the tail plane. You should consider that one is trying to strike a balance between buffet and
drag and all of this goes to show that you want to load the inner wing more than you would on an elliptic

load basis. To reiterate, one way of getting favorable interference is to add lift. The wing tip

carrying the load of the missile is another example adding lift where you can avoid having an adverse
effect. Another way is to use side force in a direction relative to the local flows that it gives a

thrust component, such as winglets, pylons, etc.

Another method is to apply area rule or shaping - both have their place. You may have tangible examples
of how to exploit that. There were many examples that we looked at in the AGARD working panel on

stores. The best configurations were those that gave the best longitudinal distribution of
cross-sectional areas or shaping the body by following the local streamline as we heard this morning. In
the store carriage area, T gave illustrations in my lecture, e.g., tandem and staggered carriage, of
adding together flow fields in a manner such that the final flowfield is better than the flow around the

individual components. I made the point very much on the basis of drag, but it is relevant to point out

that our ability to predict the drag of these configurations is very limited. We do have to rely on

experiment and probably will have to do so for some considerable time. It is not just drag, and this is

where resea-ch is needed. You may have thought it was ill balanced. I did refer to loads, I did refer

to release disturbances, but a lot of the promising radical ideas are coming forward on the basis of

performance. It is an urgent requirement to look at the release characteristics of such arrangements.

7n passing, T should note that from our experience in the U.K. the Nielsen method, even wlthcut the
transnonic extensions that was talked about on Monday, works remarkably well up to a remarkably high Mach
rumher. On th other hand, it is very difficult to predict the installed loads by any theoretical

me
t 

od. you have got to look at all of these things before you can persuade people to accept radical

AneOh difapnointm-,nt of the conference to me is that radical schemes of obtaining favorable

interference have not been much mentioned. On the stores front for example, at another conference, there
w,- a ncheme put forward by T think it was rrummans, where they were carrying the stores, for reasons

unconncted with aerodynamics, on top of the fuselage. They moved them longitudinally along the

f,lage according to the Mach number in flight trying to get th right longitudinal area distribution to
7,uit the Mach number. You may say that that sounds complicated and very costly, but I think that the
eenear- neople have to find and publicize what can be done to indue- someone to look at the practical

implicatinns of whit you are doing.
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Incidentally, we should have some sympathy for the person who is having the research pumped at him. If

he is doing what we hope he is doing, he is reading the proceedings of all AGARD conferences. This year

for very good reasons, I have suggested that there are advantages for mounting weapons at the wing tip,

but last year again for ve-y good reasons, someone else was wanting to rotate the tips by about ±70 .

This year, we advocate stores below the fuselage, but next year in Toulouse, somebody will be having his

jet nozzles for VSTOL along the bottom of the fuselage. The designer has to weigh up the relative merits

nf all of these different schemes. Perhaps we should have had a paper in this area at this conference,

since it is a conference on configuration aerodynamics.

My last point is, don't think that the computer can do it all for you. Remember that the real

optimization has to be done by human beings thinking of all of the problems and with a proper

understanding of what makes for favorable interference.

Dr. Yoshihara

Thank you Barry. I think that your comments were very interesting and will be the basis for further

comments and questions from the audience. We now open the discussion to members of the audience. Are

there any questions?

Mr. DePonte

T have a comment on your remark to make measurements on pressure. You need Lo measure other things. It

is not sufficient to just measure pressure if you want insight into for example the separation region. I

don't think we can conclude something by only measuring pressures. I think that we need to measure some

other things like flow field velocities, and probably turbulence. We do not have a physical insight and

you cannot obtain this from only pressure measurements.

Dr. Yoshihara

Are you referring to the windtunnel walls or to the model? Let me start with the windtunnel walls. If I

measure the pressures there, I can prescribe them as boundary conditions in a calculation to tailor the

method. In the tailored method I can replace the wall conditions by free stream conditions to obtain

finally the free flight results.

Dr. Whitcomb
When Dr. Yoshira put his list up there, I wanted to say the same thing. We not only use pressures, we

also use a fluorescent oil film. Remember that this whole meeting has been talking about the fact that

we have to have the viscous effects as well as the potential effects.

Pressure distributions give a little bit of both, but the oil flow is primarily viscous. We can
immediately see viscous problems with the oil film that we would never see with the pressure distribution.

Mr. .lupp
With reference to the comments made by Dr. Whitcomb, I want to say how much I agree with a lot of what he

said. I think there were four points. I am not sure of the order in which he mentioned them: wing root
fillets, cambered pylons, designing an airfoil with an acceptable shock, and winglets. Fillets and

cambered pylons were mentioned in my paper and need no further comment.

Our philosophy is also to design an airfoil for an acceptable shock: Mr. Haines commented on this, and we

would agree that you can get the maximum L/D with some wave drag present. On the fourth point, winglets,

there is a widely held view in England, I am not sure it is a majority view, that we rather agree with

Mr. Rettie's point of view. I think that looking to the future it is dangerous to think of an equivalent
planar wing in terms of a wing tip extension. One must think of an optimized planar wing. When one does

that, it reduces the benefits of winglets quite considerably. It would be our position that there is a
gain with winglets, but that it is a small one when compared with the optimum planar wing. This must be
balanced against the added complications of the design of the winglet and perhaps low speed problems
which might require high lift devices on the winglet itself.

Dr. Whitcomb

T think that what you said, I am not sure, "with an acceptable shock wave". I thought I heard you say

unacceptable, but I am not sure. I want to emphasize with regard to those three points, I was merely

pointing out what I had heard and what I agreed with. I wasn't saying that you guys ought to think about

those things. All of those points were covered here today. With regard to winglets, I guess we

obviously have our disagreements, but you do have a point. All of our comparisons were made with fairly
elementary wing tips, and there may be a tip somewhere that may be better than an elementary tip that
will reduce the advantage of a winglet. Over the years we have tried some of those fancy tips and it

didn't give as much as we had hoped for.

Mr. Haines

I merely wanted to say very briefly to the last speaker, Mr. Jupp, that if he was suggesting that the
generally held view in England is that winglets are unattractive when compared on a fair basis, I do not
want to be associated with those particular words. I think that there will be practical cases where one

can see good practical reasons for the winglet. It is certainly true that the usefulness of the winglet

depends very much on the particular wing on which you are putting it, it depends on the loading on the
outer part of the wing and it depends on the taper of the wing. I think that it is still true that we do

not completely understand the physics but the results are remarkably good when we test one.
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Dr. Hackett
Mv comment concerns the optimi7ation of non-planar configurations. One may consider the flow in the

cross-flow plane, aft of the aircraft and determine drag, lift, root-bending momnent, etc. via

ipprooriate trqailing vorticitv integrations. To optimize, it follows that we should do what our

forefathers did when determining the spanload for minimum drag: look at the wake and determine how it's

velocities and vorticitv should he distributed. In the case of non-planar devices, pylons, winglets,
flap-track fairings and whatever, one may imagine a "cloud" of trailing vorticity and attempt to

oDtiize it's distriutinn subject to certain practical constraints. These might include not only drag

minimization, but also various lift and bending moment trades as well as perturbations on the overall
oonfigration - numbers of pylons or flap tracks, presence or not of winglets or similar devices - and so
forth. We should look to the theoreticians for help in determining how to find such optima.

There exiets I parallel question regarding the distribution of the axial velocity perturbations which an
aircraft leaves in it's wake. For current aircraft, we see highly localized "Puffs" of high energy air
aft of the engines and a widely distributed wake deficit flow. Should these be mixed together in some
way, and if so, how? Again, this is a question for the theoreticians.

Mr. MavriDlis
I would like to comment on the remarks made on nacelle interference and on the comparison between wind
tunnel and flight test results, that is, test results obtained during the development of the Canadair
Challenger, which is a business jet awaiting certification at the moment. This slide (Fig. 1) shows the
configuration that I am going to speak about. It has a wide-body fuselage which has quite an effect on
the wing pressure distribution. We did design the wing using the Jameson transonic wing method.
However, when we got our first wing pressure distributions from the wind tunnel, we were very
disaopninted. Later on, we did some improvements, some modifications of the Jameson method, using a
panel method to calculate the flow due to the body at a vertical plane through the wing root and
superimposing that on the Jameson method to get the effect of the body, which showed good agreement with
the test. Another effect is that of the nacelles. These nacelles are really big, and they affect the
wing pressure distribution quite a bit, and if you don't have a good method to compute this kind of
effect, then you are in trouble and you must spend a lot of time in the wind tunnel. The nacelles are
positioned quite high, but the intake is at the wing trailing edge, so they don't overlap with the wing.

On the next slide (Fig. 2) we see a superposition of the pressure distributions of two configurations
obtained in the wind tunnel at Mach Number .8 at a constant angle of attack of .Q degrees. The black
lines are the wing-bodypressure distributions, while the red ones are for the complete configuration at
the same angle of attack. Now, you see that the shock has moved well forward and that there is a
tremendous loss of lift. In order to regain the lift you have to increase the angle of attack from .q
degrees to 2 1/2 degrees. On the next slide (Fig. 3), the same pressure distribution or the wing-bhody
that we saw before is compared with that of the complete configuration after increasing the angle of
attack to achieve the same CL as the wing-body, and you can still see the effects of the nacelle. The
shock has moved forward on the inboard wing and bck at the tip, and you can see a change in the span
loading. The outboard wing is now more loaded than it was with nacelles off So it is important that
these effects can be computed.

Now this slide (Fig. 4), shows a comparison between wind tunnel data and flight test results from a wing
pressure survey. The wind tunnel data are joined by lines while the flight test data are marked by
squares on the too surface and triangles on the bottom surface. Only three stations were instrumented
with external flexible tubing at 40%, 67 1/2 % and 85 %'of semispan. The outboard station is right over
the aileron. You see that the comparison iso It was really very satisfactory from the point of view of
loads. The purpose of the survey was to prove that the wing pressure distributions during flight agree
well with those obtained in wind tunnel tests. A good correlation was to confirm the estimated loads at
supercritical speeds which were derived from wind tunnel pressure distributions.

However, one can see some differences between flight and wind tunnel test data. For instance during
flight, the shock is slightly further back at the wing break section (,- 40 %) and further forward at
the outboard section. Also there is a little more lift at the inboard station and a little less lift at
the outboard station. Finally, the shock appears to be weaker at the outboard station. We think that
these effects are due to the difference in Reynolds number. The wind tunnel tests were done at 3.8
million without transition, while the flight Reynolds number was at 15.8 million.

Thank you.

Mr. Persen

I lust want to know whether the panel will agree with me when we discuss the viscous effects. It seems
to me from the experiences that we had last week, where we were discussing theories of turbulence, where
we were dis-nsqing boundary layers and all kinds of numerical schemes, that we seem to understand more or
less adequately the boundary layer as we saw this morning in a rather comprehensive numerical scheme. We
saw that Pradshaw's 2-D strip approach was used. My feeling is that the thing that really matters will
be to get a good physical understanding of separation and not only just where separation is located, but
also what is happening to the flow in the wake region, that is, in that region where the flow has
separated. It is my feeling, that this especially may be of importance when you have a separated region
on your wing which may be changing drastically during manoeuvers. This is the point where our physical
understanding is lacking the most. I want to ask the panel if they agree with me.

Dr. Yoshthsra
May I first make a small comment. A separated flow is a very unsteady flow. It is a condition under
which half the time you have patches of reverse flow. Do it is really the kind of thing in which you
have to take a time average. As far as the wake is concerned, you can certainly have a reattanhment
point beyond the trailing edge. That is certainly a buffeting situation. Again it is very highly
unsteady.
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Fig. I Canadair Challenger
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Dr. Schmidt
I completely agree with what you have said, and I would also like to mention that this comparison between
strip theory and three-dimensional theory should not be overstressed. We dtdvry ca'eful dbompari~ons on
different kinds of pressures using this type of strip theory and a fully 3-d theory. The final
conclusion is that as long as the pressure distribution in the spanwise direction does not have large
gradients, then strip theory, almost independent of the sweep and of the taper ratio, can give very nice
results, but as soon as you have strong pressure gradients in the spanwise direction, as soon as you have

delta type wings, then strip theory is lost.

Dr. Zonars
I would like to temper the enthusiasm of the individuals who try to blend the engine-air system with the
aircraft. I think that this technology Is going to come forwaard with great enthusiasm in the future, but
we did see in both cases where individuals were banking on a high degree of negative stability margin.
Fly by wire systems are great. They sre a tremendous advance in our technology and permit us to fly at
negative margins, but please recognize that a fly by wire system has a stick with a transducer installed
in it. It incorporates a sensor system and a computer which sends a signal back into the actuator of the
control surface. There are no push rods or cables between that particular stick and the surface. So,
you can easily find yourself in circumstances where the pilot may be pulling 40 or 50 lbs of backpressure
during a manoeuver with the control surface going in the opposite direction, because that is what the
sensor and what the computer is commanding. You can easily run out of control surface capability or
potential if you are too unstable. Now I think that if you blend the exhaust system with the computer,
with the feedback system, then you are o.k., but I think that you are asking for trouble if you go to as
much as 17 % or 23% negative margin. I would strongly suggest that you contract with some very bold and
unmarried pilots if you insist on high derees of negative margin..

Dr. Orlik-R~chemann
Most if not all of the presentations and discussions we have had so far have dealt with static
aerodynamics. I would like to take up one of the points I think Dr. Schmidt has made, about the need for
more data and more information that could be used to predict and deter-mine the manoeuvring boundaries of
combat aircraft. Of course, as you well know, the information we need for such a prediction, in addition
to all kinds of static data, requires also great many dynamic data. Such data are at the present time
difficult, but not impossible, to obtain in wind tunnels, but are not yet obtainable at all from
numerical methods. This is of special interest, but not exclusively so, to flight at high angles of
attack of complete aircraft configurations. Even in wind tunneli the situation is not yet completely
satisfactory, since, in addition to the usual problems of simulating the correct Reynolds number, we
still experience difficulties in dealing with problems such as the static and the dynamic sting
interference and wind-tunnel wall interference, to name but a few. There is a lot to be done in this
subject both with the numerical techniques and wind tunnel techniques. If we want to fly efficiently and
safely at high angles of attack, this work must be done. I would not like to let a discussion like the
present one pass without at least a reminder that we need a lot more work in this area.

Dr. Yoshihara
I would like to remind Dr. Orlik-R~chemann that there were two recent symposia on high angle of attack
aerodynamics and controls, and of course, we have to restrict this meeting to what we have covered.
Otherwise, we would be here until Friday.

Dr. Orlik-RUchemann
I agree, but I was talking not only about the high angle of attack situation, but also in general about
the need for more dynamic and unsteady data, which are of interest at any angle of attack.

Prof. Young
I would like to just spend a minute on a point Dr. Schmidt made when he threw up on the screen my badly
written comments on the Kutta condition and the fact that we don't have a Kutta condition for fuselages.
It seems to me that we will always have a question mark over any kind of modelling on wing body
combinations until we are able to predict more accurately the loading distribution on the bodies and the
associated boundary layer development. Since at this stage we lack an adequate experimental background,
I would like to make a plea that those who are concerned with windtunnel work should consider very
seriously making more measurements on bodies and fuselages particularly towards the rear. These
measurements should include pressure distributions, boundary layer development and wake development. I
think you will find, and I am basing this comment on my own limited experience, that there are things
happening there which one would not normally have expected and which may help us, if not to provide a
rigorous equivalent of the Kutta condition, at least to formulate a useful substitute for it, and so help
us to do better modelling.

Dr. Whitcomb
I am not sure how detailed you want the measurements, for example, did you want vorticity, and so forth?
About five years ago, recognizing the problem, we got a very thorough survey of the boundary layer
development as it flows in on the back end of a fuselage. In order to get the right answer, we didn't
have it sting supported, of course. We had it on a strut. So, there is some data available, and I am
sure others have some too. Incidentally we were getting that data to see if we could have some basis for
taking the boundary layer of the fuselage into the fan of a rear mounted engine to get this boot strap
operation that one can get by doing that. Incidentally, we had Douglas do that and do an analysis on
that, and it doesn't appear to be economically practical.
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Dr. McCroskey
Rotary wing applications were notably absent from the program, probably partly by design. Just to keep
my benefactors happy, I would like to make a few brief comments. It might interest you to know that
there are several topics here which would be of interest to the helicopter community, such as 3-D
transonic computational programs, drag of external stores and the trajectories of stores leaving in
non-uniform flow fields. A fourth topic is wake distortion; it's very important in helicopter
aerodynamics to have a real distorted wake, instead of just straight lines of vorticity which leave the
w ing and the tip. Another is Dr. Drougge's talk this morning about airfoil design for multiple
operating conditions; high maximum lift on the one hand at low mach number, good transonic drag
divergence mach number at low lift - these things are very relevant to our problems. The most important
of all is the general concept of favorable aerodynamic interference between lifting and non-lifting
components. There is a tremendous potential in this area for helicopter aerodynamics, and I hope that in
the years ahead we will see more done in that area.

Mr. Metcalfe
We have just heard about helicopter interference. Would anyone like to make some comments on the effect
of propeller interference on the wing? Do the panel see how the effects of propeller slip stream
interference cculd be built into these computational methods?

Mr. Haines
I would think that most subcritical panel methods would have the facility to include the propeller slip
stream, but it is a very good question. Propellers are often being suggested as a means of saving fuel,
and one of the crucial questions there is to what extent we can marry the propeller slip stream and an_
advanced wing design, bearing in mind the appreciable difference in Mach number in the slip stream and
outside of it. In general, putting a wing into a propeller slip stream is an effective means of
straightening the flow and recovering some of the rotational losses which would occur with the propeller
in isolation. This ham been known for many years, but the new question is whether you can still achieve
this favorable effect with an advanced supercritical wing. A paper at a recent conference is the U.S.
was reassuring on this point.

Dr. Schmidt
I would like to stress your comment a little more, because I think it is an important one. If you think
of a straight wing, two propellers rotating in the same direction, and if you try to understand the high
lift capabilities of such a configuration you will see that you get lost, because there is no way that
you can predict or compute the stall characteristics under the slip stream condition. Therefore, I think
it is a very basic task, really, to be able to understand and to compute the effects of a propeller slip
stream due to the rotating flow, the direction of the rotation and the effects on high lift. What you do
actually, is you put some fences or vortex generators to control stall, but at the same time you increase
drag. But this is not the ultimate solution if you have to design an efficient transport wing in cruise.

Dr. Roberts
On that last subject, there is work going on in the United States at the Ames Research Center,
particularly on trying to optimize a supercritical wing in the presence of a propeller slip stream. The
first results do suggest that swirl recovery - although the work is just beginning - looks promising.
I would like to take the opportunity to pick up on some remarks that Mr. Haines made regarding the
importance of making available to the designer the best tools, both computational and experimental.
Certainly future aircraft will need both of those kinds of tools, and the incentive for using the best
kind of calculation is very great. If you just take a few order of magnitude numbers to calculate some
simple costs for a fleet of 100 aircraft over a 10 year life, the operational fuel cost of that fleet is
typically $10 billion. A 10% reduction in drag would reduce the fuel bill by $1 billion. Those are
large numbers. Typically a wing design program, that is, windtunnel plus computer programming, in the
development of a wing costs the order of $1 million. So there is a leverage there of 1000. 1 think that
it is useless to talk about whether you can save money in a test program by substituting computation for
experiment or experiment for computation. That doesn't really face the problem. The problem is to make
the best use of both of those capabilities and to spend more on both, with the possibility of a large
return.

Dr. Yoshihara
I would like to thank our panel, and I would also like to thank the many excellent speakers during this
Symposium, as well as the chairmen. Now I think Dr. Orlik-RUchemann has a few words to say to end this
Symposium.

Dr. Orlik-Rbchemann
I think we have had a most enjoyable, instructive and, I hope, profitable three days and, of course, we
are all eager to leave now. I understand that there is a nice reception awaiting us in a few minutes.
However, as you well know, successful meetings like this one do not just happen by themselves. Many
oeople are involved in the different stages of preparation and in the conducting of the meeting. A lot
of time and effort goes into this, and it is my pleasant duty now to express our thanks to all these
people. First of all, I think, we should all thank Professor Laschka, Dr. Yoshihara and the members of
the Program Committee for the clever choice of the scope of the symposium, for the careful selection of
papers and for the efficient chairing of the various sessions. Next, we should express our thanks to all
the local coordinators, with Professor Hindelang Hr. Steckel, Frau Hirsch, and the technical assistants
who operated the audio-visual systems. We should also express our appreciation to the interpretors;
Madame Vrydmch, Mrs. Radison, Mrs. Stewart. They showed a lot of patience and understanding while
dealing with the customary technical and human imperfections. Without them this meeting could not have
been such a success.
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Last, but not least, we should recognize our hard-working Panel staff from AGARD Headquarters, Mr. Bob
Rollins and Mlle. Rivault, without whose efforts this meeting would simply not have been possible at all.

In my opening remarks Monday morning, I described to you some of the past activities of our Panel. I
think it may be appropriate to conclude this meeting with some indication of our future plans. You may
find it convenient to know these plans in advance, so that you can start thinking at an early date about
your possible participation. The next meeting will be on the subject of "Computation of Viscous-Inviscid
Interactions and will be held in Colorado Springs, U.S.A. from 29 September to 1 October of this year.
Our spring 1981 meeting will be on "Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installations; it will be held in
Toulouse, France from 11 to 14 May 1981. Finally, the fall 1981 meeting will deal with the "Fluid
Dynamics of Jets with Applications to VSTOL Aircraft" and will be held in Portugal. The exact dates are
not yet established. I sincerely hope to be able to see as many of you as possible on at least some of
these occasions. With that, I now declare this meeting adjourned.
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